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DÉJÀ VU ALL OVER AGAIN
The lithe, cat-shaped silhouette carefully lowered herself into position above her
target. She calculated the angle of descent that would enable her to snatch the coveted
object and hit the ground at the optimal angle for a quick getaway. She had only to
wait for the right moment and then…
The moment came! The guard’s attention faltered and Nutmeg leapt to snatch the
thick, crunchy envelope from Bat-Bruce’s fingers—only to be caught, mid-leap, in a
blur of reflexive movement too fast for any two-foot. She squirmed as the strong
fingers that held her repositioned her body to hang helplessly from her scruff.
“No,” Bat-Bruce growled firmly.
Nutmeg pawed vainly at the envelope.
“Oh, that’s what you’re after,” Bruce noted. He set the cat gingerly on the carpet,
crushed the envelope into a ball, and tossed it lightly towards the trashcan. Nutmeg
leapt, seized it, and ran from the room.
Bruce’s lip twitched.
“You’re welcome,” he said, returning his attention to the invitation that came in the
thick, foil-lined envelope:
Gotham Museum of Modern Art
requests the honor of your presence
at our
Gala Reopening
He knew this was coming, of course. He was on the museum board, the reopening
committee, and the Wayne Foundation was a major underwriter of both the building
renovation and the reopening events. He knew this was coming for months, even
before Richard Flay’s clumsy maneuverings just before Christmas. Flay only wanted to
ensure the Wayne name would be there, front and center, to bring the event the social
prominence it deserved, and Bruce was always ready to oblige in that respect—if only
the whole thing hadn’t set Selina off so strangely.
Catwoman had a history with the MoMA, certainly. Batman and Catwoman had a
history there too. And Flay’s reminder at Christmas had sparked something in her,
some hidden fear or insecurity, losing her independence or… damn her, she was an
impossible woman.
Now the museum was set to reopen, it was going to be a large, widely publicized
event, and his name would be all over it.

Catman stared at his image in the Gotham Post with a mixture of approval and
disgust, an impossible contradiction in any species but cats.
“You are not pleased, Herr Blake?” an oily voice oozed above him.
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Tom Blake looked up guiltily into the eyes of Hugo Strange. Dr. Hugo Strange, who
had gone to such trouble to bring about this startling transformation.
“It’s very… eye-catching,” Blake admitted.
“Indeed,” Hugo beamed proudly as he took a seat opposite Catman and turned the
picture so he could view it right side up. “There are those who will say Ms. Kyle is no
longer the sexiest cat-criminal in Gotham.”
Again, Blake was torn in feline contradiction: it was a satisfying thought, upstaging
Catwoman, the flea-bitten she-cat who stole his press, and the prominence he deserved
among the rogues—not to mention the Batman’s attention—with equal ease. But the
way Hugo was preening himself, as if he was the one sweating hour after hour in the
gym: weightlifting, iron cross, bodypresses, 300 crunches a day, and those tofuvegetable smoothies that tasted like bananas, mowed grass, and wax. What had Hugo
Strange done besides sit there on his lazy ass, nattering about motivation and
visualizing the goal?
“Herr Cobblepot is expecting a flood of new groupies at the Iceberg,” Strange was
saying. “His staff is fully briefed, they will do their utmost to direct the most
promising candidates to the center.”
“I just wish they had pictured me in my cloak,” Blake remarked, finally voicing his
true objection to the photo in the Post.
“Now Tom—After all we have accomplished together, I may call you Tom, may I
not?”
Tom Blake nodded; it really wasn’t much to ask after all Hugo had done for him.
“Good, and you will call me Hugo.”
“Mhm,” Blake agreed, trying not to sound too reluctant.
“Good, good. Tom, you must remember that your costume is only a visual
manifestation of the feline powers within you.”
“It’s not,” Blake interrupted curtly. “My cape is fashioned from the fabled fabric of
Ka, imbuing me with the mythic nine lives of a cat.”
“It would have hidden your new muscles,” Hugo countered, abandoning the
psychobabble pretext and zeroing in on the practical facts. “The six-pack abs, the
defined veins on your forearm, the blonde highlights for which we invested $385,
would all have been obscured.”
Catman looked back at his image in the Post, an image not even identifiable as
“Catman” if not for the caption, and he hissed.
“And what’s the point of all this Green Arrow stuff anyway?” he asked, pointing to
the text below the photo. “Why do I have to be beaten down and humiliated to turn
out sexy? I can’t just look like this ‘cause I’m spending six hours in the gym each
night?”
“Herr Blake—”
“You know I haven’t seen a single episode of Lost or Desperate Housewives?”
“Tom—”
“Haven’t even tried that new pizza with the three kinds of cheese in the crust.”
“Sleep,” Hugo Strange ordered, snapping his fingers in Catman’s face.
Tom Blake slumped.
“Tom, I want you to visualize yourself pleased with the results of your efforts. I
want you to picture yourself looking down at your photo in the Gotham Post, smiling
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with pride and satisfaction. And most of all, I want you to imagine yourself shutting
up about Desperate Housewives and the three cheese pizza.”

The morning the tiny bat appeared on their bedroom window, Bruce identified the
species as a “bumblebee bat” and Selina had pronounced it a good omen. She eyed the
creature now with more misgiving. Whiskers was watching it, fascinated, as it climbed
methodically up the outside of the screen, let go, circled around the spruce tree and
then back to the window to start the cycle all over again.
“Wasting your time,” she told the cat, “he’s not getting in.”
Whiskers flicked an ear in her direction, acknowledging the familiar voice, but did
not turn his head or move his gaze from the bat.
Selina sighed.
“Listen to me,” she grumbled. “Can’t tell a cat what to do, I know it better than
anybody. Certainly can’t tell a cat what to want or not… want…”
So Whiskers had a new hobby for the next few days, it was really nothing to her. It
was a bat, a real bat, a living thing. The house was built over a caveful and one had
turned up above ground. Big deal. Whiskers noticed because it was something new.
It was ridiculous to read anything into it. These weren’t omens or symbols or
metaphors, they were living creatures and they were only doing what came naturally.
She reminded herself sharply that she wasn’t even superstitious. She’d stolen cursed
antiquities once upon a time, she’d broken the seal on enchanted crypts, and only last
week she’d traded barbs about demon lovemaking with Etrigan, an actual prince of
hell. She was not superstitious. Her cat was captivated by a bat. He’d eventually
figure out it was hopeless and move on.
She didn’t like the sound of that, but these weren’t omens or symbols; they were
Whiskers and some bat from under the house. That’s all they were. Eventually
Whiskers would figure out that the bat wasn’t a toy and go back to some other pastime
like his catnip ball that he could actually play wi…
Hell.
“I’m getting out of this room,” she muttered, Whiskers again acknowledging her
voice with an ear-flick. “I’m getting out of this room, out of this house, and back into
the city for a while.” She checked her watch. It was a little early still for a prowl, but
she could pass the time with a quick drink at the Iceberg.

Talia al Ghul did not like mud. It was the one recurring theme in her adventures
with Greg (as Gr’oriBr’di preferred to be called as a term of intimate address) that she
could do without.
Camping had started out so well. It was not unlike her father’s elite training
compounds in the spiny desert of Madagascar, and she had impressed Gr’oriBr’di with
her knowledge. She didn’t know how to erect a tent, there were always minions to do
that, but she knew to avoid tripping over the pegs and guylines. She couldn’t lay a
fire, but she could warm cider over the coals. She had no idea what s’mores were
(even after seeing one assembled and choking down a bite she had no idea what it
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was), but she could toast lavash. And while Gr’oriBr’di had never heard of the thin
middle eastern bread any more than she had heard of s’mores, he seemed to enjoy it…
even after they had no more caviar to pile on it and were reduced to smearing it with
peanut butter… which simply wasn’t the same.
It was all going so well until the rain. There was no rain in the spiny desert of
Madagascar. The very idea of sleeping in a canvas bag held aloft by a stick of wood
while a virtual monsoon poured gallons of water down on you—water that turned into
a revolting black ooze once it hit the ground and seeped into absolutely everything.
There was no cell phone signal to find the nearest bed and breakfast or to summon a
helicopter to take her there.
Then there was the motorcycle. The speed Gr’oriBr’di found so intoxicating was…
well, to be perfectly honest, despite her disgust on learning what was meant by a “bug
shield” and greater disgust at seeing how very poorly it served its purpose, the speed
was quite exhilarating. But it did serve to coat every exposed inch of her body, and a
surprising number of unexposed ones, with a resilient film of dirt in whatever state of
wet or dry happened to be in the air that day. More mud. How she hated mud.
How she hated stepping off the motorcycle in those parking lots and feeling her boot
sink into a muddy slime, knowing there was nothing before her but another plate of
scrambled eggs, the one familiar dish the “fry cooks” in these “diners” could
consistently prepare with adequacy.
She had never in her 216 years of life been so utterly miserable, but she endured it
simply because it didn’t occur to her that there was an alternative. It was only when
Gr’oriBr’di found her pounding dirt and gravel out of her ruined Mason Pearson
hairbrush, when she burst into tears at his simple “Tee, what’s wrong, sweetie?” that
she dared examine her own feelings…
“I hate this, I hate this, I hate all of this, everything, it’s awful” may not have been the
most mature or articulate step ever taken on the road to self-knowledge, but Greg
Brady had apprenticed with the Joker. After “HAHAHAHAHA! All the hamsters out
of the microwave!,” Talia’s outburst didn’t seem so very odd.
“Okay then,” he nodded, “We’ll find a drugstore in the morning and get you a new
brush.”
“NOOOO!” she wailed. A cheap drugstore hairbrush, it was the last straw, and it all
came tumbling out in a torrent of words: The brush was her last tie to a life that wasn’t
caked in fetid, stinking mud—a life, incidentally, in which she was a failure in every
respect. She had failed at LexCorp, she failed her father, she failed to capture her
Beloved’s heart, she failed at everything she had ever tried or wanted before the mud!
But she still wanted more than anything to go back to it!
“Well, why on earth didn’t you say so?” Greg asked mildly when she had finished—
his calm in the face of her tantrum incomprehensible to anyone who hadn’t
experienced “Rainy Sunday fun, HAHAHAHAHA! Human organ jigsaw puzzles,
they’re fun and educational!”

..::Barbara, I hate Detroit, and I hate Cleveland. Admit it, I’m being punished.::..
Barbara muted the OraCom and closed her eyes, summoning patience.
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Black Canary was not being “punished.” Barbara had been giving her out-of-town
assignments, but for Dinah’s own good as much as everyone else’s. She’d been making
a considerable effort to make Oracle “Switzerland,” to remain neutral and
dispassionate in the face of bad feeling from all sides, in the face of her own doubts
about Dinah’s involvement in the Dr. Light situation and her own resentment at the
pain it caused Dick. She was bending over backwards to NOT point the finger of
blame, but if Dinah was so determined to read punishment and payback into
everything Barbara said or did, then Barbara saw no reason to go on wasting her time.
She released her mic and spoke with the crisp no-nonsense tone they all knew was the
voice of the Oracle. It said do what you’re told, do it now, and chat with Babs later.
“BC, as you know we can’t retrieve every batarang that gets thrown. The ones we
miss usually show up on eBay. We buy them, get them shipped to P.O. boxes in cities
outside Gotham, and periodically somebody has to make the rounds and pick them
up. It’s your turn, and I’m not setting up a box in Honolulu because you don’t like
Cleveland.”
There was an injured pause. Then an acidic ..::Yes, ma’am, with a vengeance, ma’am.::..
Barbara shook her head and cut the line.

“Tee, if you weren’t happy, why on earth didn’t you say so?”
The question hit Talia like a slap in the face.
“Say so?” she repeated dully. Voice dissatisfaction in the life her protector decreed
for her? “Gr’ori,” she began.
“Greg,” he reminded her of his given name.
“Greg,” she corrected instantly and was rewarded with a warm smile, which
encouraged her to continue. “You are my protector.”
“Boyfriend,” he interrupted.
“…Boyfriend,” she hesitated, not quite so comfortable with this word as the last.
“Or love-stallion,” he joked, and she ignored him.
“It is not fitting to question one’s placement in… When I was… younger and still
heir presumptive in my father’s organization, I was sent to Eger for three moons to
undergo the training of the League of Assassins. It was a formality only, so I could
take my place as its leader, a role befitting the Demon Head’s daughter. The scorn of
my fellow students, and even the instructors, they all hated me, Gr’ori.”
“Greg.”
“Greg. They all saw I could not perform up to the standard DEMON demanded,
and yet I was there among them and destined to be placed before them all. They did
not hide their contempt. The training was grueling and each day it grew worse—but I
stayed. I stayed because…”
“Yes?”
“…”
“Talia?”
“I stayed because…” Her lip quivered.
“Your dad wanted you there?”
“Yes.”
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“And you wanted him to love you?”
She shot him a viciously hostile glare. Though she had never spoken of the camp or
her feelings there to anyone, this talk of pleasing her father had a bitterly familiar ring
to it.
“Talia, you can love a guy and not go along with everything he says. I didn’t just fall
off the turnip truck, I’ve heard the stories about you and ‘he whose name must not be
uttered because this whole organization has a big ol’ stick up its butt and won’t ever
use just one word if they can drag it out for twenty.’ I’ve heard the stories, and it’s a
pretty sorry tale too, even for DEMON gossip: ‘Daughter, go capture the detective.’
‘Yes, Daddy.’ ‘Talia, let me out of the holding cell.’ ‘Yes, Beloved.’ You really might
want to consider slipping the occasional ‘Kiss my ass’ in there when those guys put
you in the middle that way.”
“Yes, Gr’ori.”
He paused and looked at her sternly… and saw a daring, impish smile steal across
her features.
“You little tease, you just made a joke, didn’t you?”
She giggled. “Yes, Gr’ori.”
“Oh, now you’re asking for it,” he chuckled roguishly, rolling up his sleeves, and
then pounced.
Tickling, shrieking, and more markedly undemonlike giggling followed.

The first sign that something was amiss came before Catwoman even entered the
Iceberg. Penguin was always changing staff and not every doorman snapped to
attention as soon as he saw purple cat ears, but this was the first time she ever had to
call inside for Oswald to instruct his doorman to admit her. Ozzy was understandably
mortified, but for all his “thousand apologies my felicitous feline”-ing, his excuses as
he escorted her inside (“Fledge is new. He didn’t realize you were the genuine
article.”) made no sense.
The genuine article? It made no sense at all—until they reached the main dining
room and Catwoman saw… cat-women, dozens of them, one idiot in that zipped biker
getup with the goggles, several in catsuits of yellow; orange; yellow and orange;
yellow, orange, and red; and one in orange, red and pink.
“What in god’s name is going on?” she asked, amazed.
“Groupies,” Oswald announced. “I take it you haven’t seen today’s Post.”
“Oh hell, what’ve they done to me now?” Selina muttered under her breath.
“Not you, my dear,” Oswald consoled. “Nothing to do with you at all.”
Catwoman’s eyes shifted sideways to regard Oswald suspiciously. “That should be
a good thing, right?”
He shrugged. They had reached her usual table. Selina couldn’t help but notice it
was already occupied. “I assume you two won’t mind sharing,” Oswald proposed,
“We’re appallingly crowded tonight. So many –kwak– undiscriminating gawkers.”
“Evening Eddie,” Selina purred down to the figure slumped at her table.
“Hi,” he looked up.
“Hi? That’s it. Two letters, no anagrams?”
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“What’s the point? Why waste the jewel of my intellect on witty badinage when I
have become a GenX metrosexual prone to violent outbursts and sporting a question
mark tattoo on my neck like some kind of riddling melanoma?”
Selina blinked. “Eddie, I begged you to stop taking those herbs.”
“You haven’t seen today’s Post, have you?” He slid a folded paper across the table.
Selina touched it delicately with the tip of a claw, as she would testing an alarm
pressure-panel.
“Do not look directly into page six,” Riddler advised.
Selina carefully unfolded the paper and gasped.
“Whoa, meow on a stick, who’s the beefcake?” she asked, wide-eyed.
“Blake,” Riddler said flatly.
Catwoman screamed, jumped up in her chair and sprung backward, eyeing the
image in the tabloid with horror.
“That’s sick,” she pronounced finally. “They made… they made… I can’t say it, they
made Catman buff?”
“Oh no,” Eddie said, “It’s so much worse. It’s not Photoshop this time, ‘Lina. Blake
actually looks like that now.”
“…”
“…”
“I need a drink,” Selina sighed, sinking back into the chair.
“Just think how I feel. Look at the bulge he’s got stuffed into those size four safari
shorts, then turn the page and look what they did to me. I’m a capon.”
“That’s it, I’m leaving.”
“Stay. I’ll buy your drink.”
“Eddie, so help me, if you use the word ‘bulge’ in reference to Tom Blake ever again,
I will take out your spleen through your ear.”
“Hey, you don’t want to mess with me, ‘Lina. Turn the page, really. I may be a
capon, but I’m a mean, crowbar-wielding, psychopath capon.”
Selina couldn’t help but laugh. Then she turned the page as instructed and looked at
the picture. “With a tattoo,” she reminded him. “‘Cause without the riddling rash on
your neck, the whole thing’s meaningless… Boy, who’s that little green spec you’re
whaling on?”
“Green Arrow.”
Catwoman smiled a secret, vindictive smile. “Couldn’t happen to a more deserving
guy,” she purred, enjoying the spectacle on the page. “You could do it for real, you
know. While the air fares are low, long weekend in Star City, show the Post how the
Riddler really takes on a sub-Bat hero.”
“I can’t,” Eddie sulked, “Green Arrow, who seems to be Post’s flavor-of-the-month,
is also allegedly responsible for Catman’s makeover. According to the Post, they had
some big throwdown last sweeps week. Arrow opens a can of whoopass on Blake,
spurs him on to the whole transformation. If I go out there targeting Arrow for no
reason, it’s going to look like I’m avenging Blake! No thank you, I got enough
problems right now.”
Selina took a deep breath. She’d been joking, but the lengthy, impassioned response
seemed to indicate that Riddler had already given the idea serious thought.
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She flagged a waiter, ordered a drink, and drank it. She and Riddler watched the
room full of starry-eyed cat-groupies. It was he who finally spoke.
“How did it happen, ‘Lina? We used to own this town. You and me, Joker, Oswald,
then Ivy came along, Harvey, Jervis, Jonathan, Victor… Now look around. I don’t
know half these people, and if I went by the Gotham Post, I wouldn’t recognize the
ones I do know.”
She said nothing for a moment, then murmured softly:
“Happy birthday, Eddie.”
He chuckled.
“How’d you know?”
“Just a guess. Forty?”
“Rather not say.”
“Mhm. Well, many happy returns.”
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CHAPTER 2: MOGGIE’S PURR

Edward Nigma returned to his hideout, pulled a chalkboard from the storeroom,
and drew a large question mark with green chalk. He poured himself a glass of
Glenundromm, his favorite scotch, and held it up to the beguiling symbol of the
unknown.
“A loaf of bread, a glass of wine, and thou,” he toasted. “Or a box of Triscuits and a
glass of scotch,” he shrugged.
He had a mystery to solve, a mystery that might just revitalize his criminal career:
What was Oswald up to?
What was Oswald up to?
What was Oswald up to?
What was Oswald up to?
Oswald Cobblepot was the cheapest man alive, particularly where the Iceberg was
concerned. Riddler would have been astonished to receive a free drink on his birthday,
let alone this… this… enigmatic “gift.” But after Selina left, Oswald had waddled up to
the table and said he overheard her mention Eddie’s birthday. Then he puffed himself
up importantly, quacked a few times, and said he was in “a unique position to offer a
most –kwak– advantageous boon to a select circle of my –kwak– most respected
colleagues.” This “boon” would ordinarily go for $100,000 up front, and a monthly
tribute of twenty percent of whatever the buyer earned with it. But in honor of Eddie’s
birthday, Penguin said he was prepared to waive the buy-in fee, so sure was he that
twenty percent of the esteemed Riddler’s take would more than compensate him for
his generosity.
“EYEING ROTS” Eddie told the question mark. “SO TEENY RIG”… “I YESTER
NOG, in fact”… “I GREENS TOY!”… The word “Generosity,” promising as it was as a
rootword for anagrams, did not exist in the Penguin’s pompous vocabulary. The
payoff Oswald was expecting would have to be enormous for him to give away a
$100,000 buy-in just to have the Riddler involved. Eddie was burning to know the
details of the scheme, but he didn’t want it spelled out for him in Oswald’s overblown
oratory; he wanted to figure it out for himself. Then he would decide if he wanted to be
a part of it. It really wasn’t his style to sign on as a humble participant in someone
else’s intrigues, birthday gift or not. It would be far more satisfying to work out the
details of Oswald’s masterplan and incorporate that into a greater strategy of his own.
Unfortunately, the only lead he had to go on were those two girls from the Iceberg,
two of the cat-groupies he saw disappearing into the back room after last call… Jervis
said their names were Felicity and Felicia, but Sly thought the second one was called
Felina (which made Eddie wince, anticipating Selina’s reaction), while Raven thought it
was Felita. All Eddie knew for sure was that they were cat-groupies and that Oswald
asked them to stay after closing.
It wasn’t much to go on, but he was the Riddler after all, and this was a puzzle. No
puzzle could remain unsolved if he directed all the faculties of his great brain to
unlocking its secrets!
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“Felicity and Felina?” Bruce asked, allowing a trace of the old playboy to slip into the
business persona he’d maintained since these women entered his office. “How…
charming.”
They smiled at him, and the first one (Felina?) struck what Bruce imagined she
thought was a beguiling cat-like pose.
“We represent Moggie’s Purr, the new day spa on West 45th,” she announced
brightly.
“We’re sponsoring the MoMA re-opening gala,” her companion added, “just like the
Wayne Foundation is.”
“Although we can’t offer anything on the scale of your donation, of course, Mr.
Wayne.”
“We all do what we can,” Bruce noted cautiously. “What is it I, or the Foundation,
rather, can do for you ladies?”
In unison, they smiled again, a smile vaguely reminiscent of Catwoman’s naughty
grin, a smile much closer to that beguilingly feline quality they seemed to be going for.
“It’s what we’d like to do for you, Mr. Wayne,” Felicity purred seductively. “We’re
newcomers to Gotham, so, of course, we want to introduce ourselves to everybody
that… matters. That’s why we’re offering a free spa day to all the museum board
members and, of course, to fellow sponsors like yourself.”
“I see. What a delightful idea,” Bruce enthused, permitting a little more Fop to creep
into his demeanor than he would usually exhibit in the Wayne offices. “I will certainly
consider it.”

A spa? A day spa? Riddler tried to massage the physical pain of idiocy out of his
temples. An EVIL HEALTH SPA??? It was such a ludicrously hackneyed cliché, it
made his head hurt.
But that’s what the silly woman said on the phone when Riddler called the number
he obtained from the Iceberg. “Moggie’s Purr Day Spa,” that’s how those cat-groupies
answered the phone.
An evil health spa. What could Oswald possibly be doing with that old chestnut that
was worth $100,000? As a riddle, a conundrum, a tauntingly unanswered question, it
was shaping up to be a barnburner. But as a—a happening amongst one of Gotham’s
old guard rogues—it was… it was… it made his head hurt!

Located eighty miles outside of Gotham, Zack’s was the last roadhouse Greg and
Talia would stop at before they got back to the city. He stressed this. It really was her
last chance to throw caution to the wind and try some pie. All roadhouses had great
pie.
“Banana cream,” Greg read enticingly off the menu. “Tee, how can you keep eating
scrambled eggs day after day and not break it up with a really good slice of pie now
and then?”
Talia raised a haughty eyebrow, picked up her fork, and held it out in front of her,
suspended between her fingertips.
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“This,” she pronounced, “is cheap, punched out tin. No one who presents a diner
with a utensil of this kind is fit to prepare food. No food meant to be eaten with a
utensil of this kind can serve any purpose other than postponing starvation. As we are
only a few hours from Gotham and palatable meals, I am in no danger of starving. A
bottle of Evian is all I shall require.”
Greg sighed and grinned apologetically up at the waitress.
“Got any bottled water?” he asked mildly.
The waitress shook her head, and Talia assumed the look of a long-suffering queen
in exile as she settled for a cup of weak coffee. Greg ordered “a big slab of that
chocolate pie—and two forks,” he added with a wink, “in case she comes around.”

Bruce kept up the genial smile and witless banter until the strangely feline
representatives of the Moggie’s Purr Day Spa left his office, then he underwent one of
the most disconcerting transformations in existence: his entire demeanor shifted in a
split second, his jaw clenching tightly, his eyes darkening, his entire body seeming to
condense into a heavier, denser mass. His walk as he returned to the desk was not that
of Bruce Wayne in either business or fop mode; it was Batman’s. The forceful punch of
the intercom was Batman’s, and so was the brooding scowl that crept over his features
as a light, careless voice told Lucius he was leaving for the day.
There was nothing unusual about a new business aiming for upscale clientele. There
was nothing suspect in their using museum sponsorship to target the rich, the famous,
and the beautiful people. And superficially, there wasn’t anything suspicious in their
having a cat theme and their representatives approaching him with such markedly
feline deportment. But something about it was wrong. Every instinct said so.
Bruce Wayne was known to be linked romantically with Selina Kyle; Selina was
known to be Catwoman. It wasn’t a stretch to think he might be receptive to catlike
women. If this was a trap… His mind quickly listed and prioritized the pertinent
questions:
Who was behind it?
What were they after?
Why was Bruce Wayne the target?
Was he the only target?
When sprung, what would the trap itself consist of?
As with all questions of this kind, Bruce knew finding any one answer would point
him to others. The most promising question in that respect was the last, and that
meant he had to investigate the spa.

The closer they got to Gotham, the more Talia began to feel her old self again. The
sight of the great city growing on the horizon as they neared the 10th Street Bridge, the
pitch shift in the sounds of the traffic as they moved from open highway to the close
avenues between tall buildings, the smells of those cars and busses, street vents and
food carts… It was revolting. Talia did not like Gotham City.
…A billboard for a jeweler screamed “CATWORTHY”…
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Talia ignored this large purple reminder of a… a woman who made Belov-… who
made Bruce Wayne happy in ways that she herself evidently could not.
…A T-shirt store in Times Square displayed a huge bat emblem in an enormous
yellow circle…
Again, Talia made an effort to ignore the image which represented her Beloved
Bruce, and which he himself wore on the many occasions when he… spurned her
affections.
…On Fifth Avenue, discreet banners hung from every streetlight announcing the MoMA
reopening, sponsored by the Wayne Foundation…
It was fitting, certainly, that Beloved’s name be celebrated in the city he gave so
much.
…They passed another banner…
It was fitting. Gotham was, in essence, Beloved’s capital city—just as it would be if
he had accepted her many offers and taken his rightful place as her father’s heir.
Gotham would be his capital, and there would be banners throughout celebrating his
name. But he declined this glory because it was not what he wished his life to be.
…They passed another banner…
It was a pity he didn’t recognize how wonderful it would be: the two of them
reigning as King and Queen of DEMON, and hence, the world. But what could she
do? She had tried everything a woman could to entice him, everything to make him
understand, and she kept on trying, rejection after rejection, denial after denial, until
finally he took refuge in the arms of that vermin slut.
…Finally they came to Wayne Plaza itself, where a signboard listed LL-Research
Group, LexTech, and LuCo Investments. Talia’s stomach lurched as she saw these
former LexCorp divisions being publicly welcomed into “The Wayne Enterprises
family.”
Everywhere were reminders of old rejections, old failures, old bitterness, and old
jealousies. And Talia’s eyes swelled with tears… The “vermin slut” was… was no slut.
Her name was Selina Kyle and… Bruce, not Beloved, Bruce loved the scheming catwitch… loved “Selina” as he didn’t love her… He wasn’t bewitched or seduced or
ensnared. He was in love. That was how he behaved when he was in love. He had
never welcomed Talia into his life the way had the verm… the way he did Selina,
because he had never loved her—just like he’d said. Many times. Very many times.
Talia did not like Gotham City.

Seventy-eight Floors above Talia squirming in Wayne Plaza, one floor above Bruce
leaving the executive suite, Selina strolled alone through the lush penthouse. This is
where she’d come the night she faced the truth about the MoMA. The museum had
closed for renovation shortly after she closed Cat-Tales. The final meeting between
Batman-the-crimefighter and Catwoman-the-thief occurred on their roof, watching
from above as they packed up their collection. She had laid down a challenge that
night, the reopening gala of the Gotham Museum of Modern Art was going to be a
banquet for Catwoman: the art, the jewels, the prestige of the ultimate heist, all hers for
the taking. She had challenged Batman, and now, three years later, the time had come
to make it good, the museum was ready to reopen… and none of it was going to
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happen. She lived in his house now, she slept in his bed, she called him Bruce and he
called her Kitten.
Catwoman’s great triumph at the MoMA reopening could never happen now.
She’d faced up to that reality months ago, and she’d come here to the penthouse
with a vaguely formed notion of playing a prank. The artworks were just as modern as
the museum collection, just as priceless, just as… “Catworthy” as that billboard over
the bridge put it. Then she’d become distracted, there was an Ivy incident when she’d
reached the penthouse and she’d forgotten all about that prank. But now…
After leaving the Iceberg the night before, she’d felt restless and nostalgic. She’d
gone back to the MoMA, gone into the offices to learn what she could of their new
security and layout. By chance, she found insurance documents on the Van Gogh,
Batman’s favorite painting. It reminded her of her original plans for the reopening
gala.
She slept in his bed now, she kept her catsuit underneath his bed—and she discovered
the last time she was down there that Nutmeg stashed her treasures there as well. Her
cat stole Batman’s socks and hid them underneath the bed they shared; the days of filching a
Van Gogh to prove she could were over. So she’d gone home and crawled into that
bed and spent an hour watching him sleep… and then, this morning, she’d come back
to this penthouse to decide what to do now.

Oswald Cobblepot glanced at his own image reflected in the banker’s lamp, thinking
how much he resembled a Gotham Santa Claus. For here he sat, pen poised in
judgment over an exhaustive list culled from so many sources: Arkham admissions,
Blackgate releases, and outstanding Iceberg Lounge bar tabs, to determine who was
most deserving of this priceless gift.
Here, truly, was a census of the Gotham underworld… Double Dare, such charming
ladies and sure to make profitable use of the boon if it were offered them. He was
sorry indeed to learn they were still locked away in Blackgate… King Snake, limitless
profit potential there—but a competitor. Oswald was not about to turn over so
valuable a tool to a competing crime boss. He would receive twenty percent of all King
Snake earned with it, but Snake himself would keep eighty percent, and with a war
chest like that he could destroy the Iceberg. On the same principle, the Italian mobs,
Yakuza, Odessa, and the triads were ineligible as customers… Black Mask… a small kwak- chuckle escaped his lips. Like that nattering nabob would ever be anything more
than a cheap Bond villain wannabe. One does not bestow the keys to a Ferrari on a
pizza deliveryman… That left the rogues, and the rogues could be sadly impractical
when it came to the bottom line. Joker, Clayface, Croc, Frieze—they might put the
boon to very creative use in their personal vendettas against Batman, but it was
unlikely they’d make any money with it. And twenty percent of “OOHHAHAHAHAHA-Dead-Bat” was of no use to him.
Of course, the one perfect candidate—well, no, that wasn’t possible. Damn Hugo.
Nigma was an obvious choice, of course. Even if his schemes were superficially
about outsmarting Batman more than turning a profit, he still managed to end in the
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black any time he didn’t end up in Arkham. Riddler might not be a cash cow, but he
could be a solid, dependable earner so long as he didn’t get himself captured.
Still, the one perfect candidate—the purrfect candidate, in fact—was Selina. She
wouldn’t go using it to kill Batman, that’s for sure; she’d use it as it was meant to be
used, to make a fortune for everyone concerned. And yet Catwoman was the one
criminal Oswald was forbidden to sell to. Damn Hugo and his conditions! It was all
Blake’s doing, Oswald had no doubt, and why they needed him involved at all Oswald
couldn’t imagine. A petty vindictive worm, that’s what Tom Blake was.
Selina would make them all a fortune. In one week, most likely, she could set them
all up for life. Damn Hugo –kwak–. Damn Blake –kwak–. Damn them all.

Felicity greeted Bruce Wayne at the front desk of the Moggie’s Purr Day Spa with the
same suggestively feline manner she’d exhibited at his office, the same manner she’d
exhibited at the Iceberg in her hope to attract Tom Blake. She recommended the spa’s
signature package, the Moggie’s Purr: “A sixty-minute deep tissue massage
accompanied by the soothing sound of a cat purring.” As an added bonus, she said,
Mr. Wayne could keep the CD of recorded purrs, ideal for at-home meditation,
relaxation and self-healing.
He agreed and Felicity turned him over to a new girl, “Mau,” the most unabashedly
feline specimen so far. As Mau escorted him into a plush salon, Hugo Strange watched
from behind a two-way mirror.
Soon. Soon the soft lull of the cat’s purr, and the inaudible but highly functional
binaural tracks hidden within those sounds, would gently produce soothing theta
waves in Bruce Wayne’s brain, which, coupled with the sedative in the massage oil,
would induce a state of deep relaxation and intense suggestibility.
Soon, Batman could be switched off with a simple verbal command, enabling Hugo’s
agents to escape from any confrontation without fear of pursuit. Soon the destruction
of the Batman would begin!

“I don’t ask much of my friends and colleagues,” Eddie complained to the
chalkboard, which now displayed five smaller white question marks surrounding the
original oversized green one. “I ask only that they not occupy Batman’s attention
when I am trying to leave a riddle at the Bat-Signal, and that they not be stupid. It
really isn’t too much to ask.”
This Oswald puzzle would drive him mad! The Penguin was one of the all-time
great Gotham rogues, and the question of how such a mastermind could be reduced to
a tired cliché like “evil health spa” remained unanswered.
Then Oswald compounded the riddle by sending word that this great “boon” was now
ready: A trigger phrase implanted in BATMAN to make him abandon pursuit of any
criminal that uttered it??? It made no sense—Oswald said the Bat-password was now in
place—a done deal. How could he possibly have achieved such a thing? And how did
the Moggie’s Purr day spa fit in? And what was a Moggie anyway?
A quick trip to Google answered the last question; it was a cat of mixed ancestry, the
feline equivalent of a mutt—which didn’t get him any closer to solving the Oswald
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question. A “cat-mutt” only reminded him of Tom Blake, the Catman, who the
tabloids had turned into a Greek god, while their new take on the Riddler’s appearance
could best be described as “Colin Farrell meets Boy George.” Catman with a hoard of
delicious cat-girl groupies, while the only persons hanging around the Iceberg hoping
to meet the Riddler were the understudies from the Rocky Horror Show and… wait…
Catman groupies were staffing Oswald’s Zoolander day spa, which had a cat-theme
“Moggie’s Purr,” and somehow or other they got a trigger phrase implanted into
Batman…
But Oswald didn’t know Batman’s secret identity and neither did Tom Blake. There’s no
way they could know they had him in their spa unless… Someone else was involved,
someone who did know Batman was Bruce Wayne, and that was a short list.
HUGO! Hugo Strange was NOT one of the great Gotham rogues. Hugo Strange was
not old guard like Riddler, Penguin and Catwoman. Hugo Strange was just the sort of
addled nitwit that would come up with a mind-numbingly stupid cliché like an Evil
Day Spa!
Riddler marched up to the chalkboard, erased the question marks, cracked his
knuckles, and set to work.

Barbara knew her Oracle filters couldn’t detect each and every piece of authentic batparaphernalia that came up on eBay. There were always typos and erroneous
descriptions. Even if she could locate every “Gotam City Bataroon” that came up for
sale, there would be so many fakes to sift through, she wouldn’t have any time left to
function as Oracle. Her automated routines weren’t perfect, but she was satisfied that
they acquired most of the loose Batarangs.
It was only when Dick was outbid on that Haley Circus poster that it occurred to her
to tag the others who bid against her in the Batarang auctions and investigate their
future buying. That was how she discovered “SigmundFledermaus,” who had
purchased, as nearly as she could determine, two genuine Batarangs.
SigmundFledermaus… it warranted further investigation.

In her present state of mind, Selina wasn’t thrilled about meeting Eddie for drinks at
the Plaza (“just like old times, eh, ‘Lina?”), but given the funk he was in since his
birthday, she didn’t see how she could refuse.
He had her favorite drink waiting when she arrived, and he was glowing with
pleasure as she sat down as if it was the first good thing that happened to him all day.
It was hard to ignore.
“So,” he announced, placing his palms on the table with a determined glint after she
raised her glass to her lips, “How many years has it been, my ‘WEAK LION,’ hm?
Want to team up, ‘Lina? We could set the city on its ear. I see you in green.”
Selina smiled affectionately as she took her cue. “I work alone,” she pronounced
firmly.
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“LAKE I NO ROW,” Riddler exclaimed, lifting his hand to his brow in an
exaggerated pose of dramatic woe as he churned out anagrams on the familiar phrase.
“OK, A LIER WON—OW LINEAR OK—WEAK LION OR… The lady works alone.”
“There’s no one like you, Eddie,” Selina laughed, “And there never will be… Thank
god.”
He smiled, then turned serious.
“They were good days.”
“They were,” she agreed. “Eddie, you’re forty, you’re not dead. Get yourself a hot
sports car… or beat up Azrael. Both are great for the ego.”
He grinned sadly. “That how you do it?”
She raised a dangerous eyebrow.
“Do what?”
“Massage the old ego now that you’ve hung up your whiskers.”
“Ex-cuse me?” Selina blurted, nearly spilling her drink in shock.
“C’mon, ‘Lina, you forget I know the real story there: you, Bruce, cat, m-hm-bwmvwm,” he added, making a subtle flapping motion with his hands to punctuate the
nonsense syllables, “and not so much anymore with the best thief in Gotham Citymeow-purr-hiss.”
“Good bye, Eddie” Selina spat, standing and collecting her purse, “Enjoy your
midlife crisis. It’ll go real well with the receding hairline.”
“Now that hurt, Selina,” he replied sincerely. “I’m sorry, I wasn’t trying to offend
you. I didn’t know it was a hot button. You have given it up, haven’t you?”
“Technically,” she admitted.
“Well, I’m sorry I upset you, in any case” Eddie went on, and Selina sat back down.
“I won’t mention it again.” He pressed his fingers to the front of his hairline delicately,
as if feeling for blood.
“I’m sorry I took the shot about your hair,” Selina sighed mechanically. “I did know
it was a sore spot. I just wasn’t prepared for that kind of… insinuation… damnit,
Eddie.”
“I didn’t insinuate anything,” he insisted.
“Maybe not, but… it felt like…”
“Selina,” he said with a strange gravity she’d never heard before, “Have you got
anybody at all over there you can talk to about this stuff?”
After a pause, she smiled.
“I’ve got Whiskers, I’ve got Nutmeg, I’ve got the gal in the mirror. I’m fine, Eddie.”
“You need a sports car,” he declared, reverting to the lighter mood, “or to beat up
Azrael.”
She laughed.
“Or a really good win,” he added.
“Yeah,” she admitted. “A win… would be meow.”

The night the first reports hit the Iceberg, Oswald should have been elated. Rumors
of wildly improbable escapes from Batman, backed up with celebratory rounds of
drinks for everyone at the bar and an extra C-note for Sly just for being the best
goddamn bartender in the best goddamn city in the world, Hurrah!
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A barful of gleeful patrons falling over each other to buy each other drinks, and he
got twenty percent of the windfall they were celebrating. He should have been ecstatic,
but all his greedy mind could think of was Catwoman. Nigma let it slip that his
favorite Felonious Feline was finally fed-up with her fence. The lovely alliteration
made the ravenous birdman salivate. For years, Penguin had been shut out of the most
profitable fencing opportunity in Gotham: Catwoman was headquartered here,
Catwoman the best thief in the world, Catwoman who came regularly into his nightclub,
called him “Pengy” and “Ozzy” and taught his bartenders to make her special martini.
Catwoman lived HERE and yet she gave her business to that Beverly Stendal in
Argentina, Igor Fabricant in Brussels, and Anna however-you-say-that-name in San
Francisco.
One time Catwoman had given him the chance to feather his nest and he’d laid an
egg. She’d just taken up with Bruce Wayne, a new world of fabulously wealthy
Gothamites opened up to her, and she’d given Oswald a chance to bid. He thought
he’d offered a fair price, but it was too low and she was insulted. He was too “smalltime” for her.
Penguin could not let another such opportunity pass him by. He was not small-time;
he had a password in his possession to shut off Batman.
Twenty percent of everything Catwoman stole plus the fencing contracts… it was the
chance of a lifetime. And the Penguin did not take policy from the likes of Hugo
Strange.
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CHAPTER 3: CATWORTHY
Selina always found the couture boutiques of Gotham’s upper eastside to be stuffier
than those in Milan or Paris, and she didn’t particularly need a new dress for the
MoMA opening. Yet there she was, strolling down Madison Avenue eyeballing
windows full of strapless, sequined, silken concoctions that wouldn’t really suit her.
Still, she found herself stopping in at Ralph Lauren, at Emanuel Ungaro… and
finally where she knew all along she’d wind up, at Dior, with her favorite salesman
Vince rushing to get her a glass of Pouilly Fuisse and gushing nonstop about the new
goddess dresses that were simply made for her figure.
Selina sipped her wine and smiled patiently while Vince screamed for Brigitte to get
into “the red goddess number four” for Ms. Kyle. This is what she would have done
back in the day, after all. Prior to any gala like the MoMA opening, she would come to
Dior, Vince would scream for Brigitte, and before long Selina herself would be in the
fitting room getting pinned into a mockup of red goddess number four or whatever it
was… It wasn’t the dress itself, of course; it was the fitting room that was the goal. The
Dior fitting room just before a big society gala was always Catwoman’s favored source
of information about the new target.
And even if the MoMA wasn’t a target anymore, Selina wanted this; she wanted this
touch of the past. Ever since Bruce mentioned (far too casually) that the invitation had
come for the gala, some part of her knew she would be sitting at Dior, sipping Pouilly
Fuisse while Vince screamed for Brigitte.
Oswald asking her to come see him simply provided the excuse. She wasn’t
expected at the Iceberg until afternoon, yet she’d come into town almost as early as
Bruce had, leaving herself with hours to fill amidst her favorite pre-heist haunts.
She knew too what to expect in the fitting room: the backs of heads (and occasionally
faces reflected in the mirror) as she passed the changing stalls, the warble of familiar
voices... Binky Sherborn, Bunny Wigglesworth, Gladys Ashton-Larraby... Then, while
some gorgeous bands of red crepe were crisscrossed into position across her bust, she
would hear those telling words about the Stanton girl “going to show off that oh so
vulgar ruby necklace she claims is a family heirloom but we all know was a present
from the lover, that Hollywood film actor, who else could be so crass and vulgar, a
twelve-carat stone surrounded by fifty diamonds. How terribly, terribly nouv—Oh
hello, Selina darling! I see you’re trying that red one. How nice to be so tall. Of course
darling Brucie has given you something fabulous to set it off, I’m sure…”
Much as she wanted to hiss, Selina said nothing that would derail the instructive
conversation about jewels and jewelry. The comment about Bruce merely settled
amidst a dozen other unsettling thoughts.
“Stay away from that Van Gogh.” That’s what he had said that last night on the
MoMA’s roof. In a sense, it was the last thing he ever said to her as Batman. After that
night, after that moment…
It was like they were throwing a party to celebrate that he’d won, that’s what the gala
felt like. Some pagan ritual to mark the great milestone: Catwoman was gone, the
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Catwoman of that night anyway. “Now that you’ve hung up your whiskers,” Eddie had
said. The Van Gogh was safe, the twelve-carat ruby surrounded by fifty diamonds…
Let the champagne flow, ladies, the Cat’s out of business! “I know the real story,” Eddie
had said. He didn’t, but he knew the pertinent facts. “You, Bruce, and not so much
anymore with the best thief in Gotham.”
Selina stared into the mirror, breathtaking in goddess dress number four, the deep
reds making a stunning contrast with her coloring, the plunging neckline showcasing
her beautiful figure. Viewed objectively, Selina knew she was a vision of feline
allurement…
“Massage the old ego now that you’ve hung up your whiskers.”
…but never had she felt less like a cat.

Talia returned with Gr’oriBr’di to the DEMON base in Chinatown. It was the least
distressing part of the return to Gotham, up until they reached the door to the White
Dragon curio shop. Chinatown, unlike the rest of Beloved’s city, was free of all those
haunting reminders. There were no Catworthy advertisements or MoMA banners
“sponsored by the Wayne Foundation.” Talia began to feel herself again. No
reminders of the ruinous disasters before the mud of camping… and no mud. There
was no ick of mud in her boots to focus on, no grit in her hair, and there was a decent
lunch on the horizon, as soon as Gr’oriBr’di concluded his business here: hot foie gras
on brioche toast perhaps, or poached salmon Florentine, and a nice lemon soufflé.
Yes, Talia was beginning to feel very much herself again, like a glorious butterfly
who had slept too long in a rotting cocoon of failure, disappointment, and mud. She
felt as if she’d just taken the first truly free breath of her life when the door to the White
Dragon opened, and a minion in Ajax garb flung himself face down onto the pavement
at her feet, wailing in broken Farsi his homage to the Great One’s Daughter, and
swearing his loyalty no less than to the Great One himself—may Anubis protect them
all from the devils of this cursed city and the snares of He Whose Name Must Not Be
Spoken.
“Rise!” Talia ordered imperiously, reflexively snapped into her old manner by this
familiar homage.
“Well you’re new,” Gr’oriBr’di muttered to himself as the man rose—not to his feet
but to his knees. Greg Brady rolled his eyes.
“In’Qel,” he called inside, “Look busy, boss is comin’.”
After a few moments of hysterical cries and thumpings from the backroom, In’Qel
appeared with an impish grin. “What ho, Boss-man,” he pronounced carefully, “No
worries… I ‘cover’ for you.” Then he saw Talia, his eyes grew wide, and he too threw
himself facedown on the floor, flung his arms out full at his sides, and began chanting
obsequious apologies in his native Burmese.
Greg turned to Talia. “I think it might be better if you go shopping for a while, Tee.”

After her fitting at Dior, Selina stopped in at the Iceberg as Oswald had asked. It was
early afternoon, and the nightclub was not yet open for business, so she was surprised
to see Sly already behind the bar.
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“Only chance I’ll get to catch up on the inventory,” he explained. “We’ve been so
busy these last nights, between the empty bottles and the breakages. Kinda like Mardi
Gras for rogues.”
“What’s the occasion?” Selina asked. “Did I miss another grand Post exposé like Ice
having a girlcrush on Wonder Woman?”
“Nah, nothin’ like that, but, boy, what a number they did on Mr. Nigma, huh? I’ve
never seen anything so far off what a person really looks like—well, except for you, of
course, Miss Catwoman.”
“Meow,” Selina winked, acknowledging the compliment.
“You can go on back,” Sly said amiably, “Mr. Cobblepot is waiting for you in his
office.”
To further thank Sly for his loyal remarks about the Post’s deplorable renderings of
Catwoman, Selina treated him to an especially feline walk as she strolled down the
hallway towards Oswald’s office. The next few minutes were taken up with quacking
and social formalities, and then, at last, Oswald got down to business.
“An opportunity, my felonious feline, an opportunity that is truly ‘Catworthy,’ as
that billboard says, an opportunity too grand to be squandered on the common rabble,
an opportunity as rare and valuable as the priceless treasures you purloin from Wayne
and his circle with such delicious dexterity.”
“Ozzy, you’re not going to start singing to me, are you?”
“Pshaw, my felicitous feline,” he began. Then, noting a dangerously disapproving
expression, he changed to a detached businesslike tone. “Selina. I shan’t waste your
time with idle flattery—although it is hardly flattery when it is all true.”
“Ozzy,” Selina repeated, closing her eyes in strained patience.
“Yes, -kwak- quite. I merely wished to impress upon you that I appreciate the
Catwoman’s stature in the underworld, and have selected you for this ‘Catworthy’
boon precisely because it is so apropos to the elevated level you occupy above the
common—”
“Oswald!’
“—horde. Yes, khm-kwak, quite. I shall come to the point.”
“That would be delightful,” Selina bit off each word distinctly with irate but
controlled calm.
“What would you say,” Oswald asked with seductive charm, “if I could offer you a
password to… temporarily… ‘shut off’ Batman, enabling you to end any confrontation
or pursuit without fear of being followed or caught and—”
“What?” Selina interrupted, incredulous.
“A tantalizing notion, is it not?”
“Shut… off… Batman…” Again, each word was distinct, but the irritation—as well
as the controlled calm—was no more.
“A simple password. You utter it; he stops. Interested? Or is it too ‘small-time’ to
be of use to you?”
As one of the oldest and most powerful rogues in Gotham, Penguin had endured
countless Bat-confrontations in his early days in the field, more than a few of which
occurred during Hell Month. Although years had passed, he was still a man who had
seen things. He was not easily shaken. Yet what occurred in the next moments he
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would be unable to relate in his usual style of affected gentility. “Turned my blood to
spit” was as close as he could come to describing the sensation.
It was as though calm, stability, and safety were elements in the air, like water vapor,
that were instantly removed by a powerful heat burst, leaving an aura of darkly
volatile hatred in what had previously been pure, breathable oxygen. And at the same
time, as if his very lungs reacted to breathing in this dangerous volatility, he felt a sick
congealing in his chest and a pushing outward through his body as if the blood in his
veins was trying to flee in panic.
The source of this… horrific -kwak- transformation was Selina, obviously, as she was
the only other person in the room. She was… just sitting there, actually. She was just
sitting there, not even in costume, just as she had been a moment before. She hadn’t
moved a whisker, but somehow… somehow she was emitting this pulse of -kwak- kwak-kwak-kwak- mortal dread. The was emitting this pulse of mortal dread that surely
warned any sentient being that something absolutely unprecedented was about to
occur, and as far as the continued existence of the universe was concerned, all bets
were off.
“Oswald,” Catwoman spoke.
(It was Catwoman, costume or no, although Oswald could convince himself he could
almost see the outline of the mask on her face.)
“Oswald, tell me everything, and I mean everything…”
(It was Catwoman, although Oswald had never heard the menace coiled into her
voice that he heard now.)
“And maybe, just maybe, if I’m satisfied, I won’t sink my nails into that fat, fleshy
neck of yours and start clawing out chunks with my bare hands, until there’s just
windpipe left to THROTTLE YOU ‘TIL YOU DIE!”

From her early days as Batgirl to her emergence as Oracle, Barbara had never been
the kind of crimefighter that ate, slept, and breathed the job. It was five in the morning
when she discovered this SiegmundFledermaus character buying Batarangs on ebay.
She was tired, she went to bed, and her subconscious was content to serve up visions of
a cat called Flummox jumping into a gondola on the Grande Canal in Venice, where
she and Dick spent their honeymoon; of a large willowy tree on a lake at the summer
camp she visited when she was ten; and a goldfish called Sam she’d had when she was
five.
She awoke with no thought of SiegmundFledermaus or anything else related to
Oracle’s activities the night before. She rolled onto her side, kissed Dick’s shoulder and
pinched his bottom affectionately. “Finest tush in the super community,” she said
aloud—to which Dick, seemingly in his sleep, murmured that natural redheads were
better than solo in the center ring, quad-somersault, standing ovation, and a chocolate
sundae—with pecans.
Barbara smirked and maneuvered her body into the chair. A few minutes later, she
wheeled into the kitchen, fed Bytes (“the cat formerly known as Flummox,” as Selina
called it), and poured herself a glass of juice…
SIEGMUND-FLEDERMAUS!
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…the juice glass overflowed as the thought settled in. Siegmund-Fledermaus!!!
Barbara scrambled to set down the glass, to turn the chair towards the kitchen door—to
turn back and set down the carton on the counter—knocked over the glass, found a
towel and wiped up the spilled juice—and finally wheeled herself out to the computer
and pulled up her final screen from the night before.
Siegmund. Fledermaus.
Hugo Strange in all his dysfunctional bat-obsessed glory, how tired could she have
been that she didn’t dive into this at once?

It was still daylight when Selina left the Iceberg. It was the middle of the afternoon
and she was in civilian clothes, there was no way she could go up to Cartier’s roof, her
favorite spot to think. She tried going into the store itself, but was immediately
accosted by salesmen who knew her on sight. The fact that she was Catwoman and
known to have robbed the place numerous times meant nothing to them. The fact that
she was Bruce Wayne’s girlfriend was all they cared about. Just like the ladies at Dior,
they were all sure “darling Brucie” would be giving her “something fabulous” to set
off her MoMA gown.
“Fabulous” is what they insisted on showing her too: a cat’s-eye and diamond
bracelet fashioned like a leopard, a pink sapphire ring, a heavy necklace of amethyst,
red tourmaline, ruby, and garnet. These salesmen were just showing them to her, like
they wanted her to see something she just had to have… because it was automatically
assumed that if she did, it wouldn’t be Catwoman coming to take it in the dark of
night, it would be Bruce flashing his credit card at them.
The bastard.
The MoMA was throwing a fucking party, practically to celebrate the end of
Catwoman as she had invented herself. Bruce was being so airily casual about the
whole thing as if it wasn’t a hands-down win for him, pompous, arrogant, bat-prick
that he was. The one person in her life she could turn to for love and support through
any other difficult time was… simply not an option for this one. The rest of the world,
which had no idea that he was the victorious bat-prick in all this, all assumed he’d be
buying her something fabulous from Cartier to wear to the great party commemorating
her defeat! And now, while she was treading water as fast as she could trying to hold
on to some piece of herself, some idea of what she was supposed to be, along comes
Oswald with this, this password.
“…Enabling you to end any confrontation or pursuit without fear of being followed
or caught. You utter it, he stops.”
It was monstrous. It was sickening. It was mind-splittingly—outrageously—it was
so… they had done it again. Somebody had SCREWED with BRUCE’S MIND! AGAIN!
It was so horribly wrong she wanted to actually be a wildcat, to rip them to pieces with
her bare claws, rip their throats open with her teeth and tear bloody meat off their
bones…
…And at exactly the same moment, a small part of her wanted to use it—just to see if
it would work, just to know somewhere deep inside… that she could. One tiny,
hidden part of her wanted… to be tempted. Temptation meant choice. It would mean
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he hadn’t won, not really. She could take the Van Gogh; she could take the twelve-carat
ruby; she could take the cat’s-eye/diamond bracelet, the pink sapphire, and the
amethyst necklace. She could take it all and there wasn’t a thing he could do about it.
He’d lost. Batman had lost. She could shut him off with a single word:
Flehmen.
Heh.
Flehmen.
Nice touch that; it must have come from Blake.

Talia’s wanderings to pass the time while Gr’ori debriefed her father’s minions took
her out of Chinatown into a kind of open-air flea market. There were several stalls
removed slightly from the others and, going to investigate these, Talia easily saw that
they dealt in stolen merchandise. This hodgepodge of stereos, jewelry, MP3 players,
watches, silver candlesticks, handbags, and televisions could have no other common
attributes to be gathered in the tent of a single merchant.
Talia browsed the goods for sale with a semi-interested eye. Thieves, after all, (when
not purple clad cat-witches bent on stealing the hearts of other women’s destined
Beloveds) were a staple of her world’s economy. Her father’s operation could not
function without the bandits and black markets. It was there, browsing the stolen
valuables of Gotham commoners, that Talia began to hear the distressing rumors. The
seedy men who staffed this tent spoke of changes in Gotham. The Bat had “lost it,”
they said. Criminals escaped him regularly now. Soon someone would snuff him, and
Gotham would be as profitable as any other city.
It was troubling. Talia realized at once it was all because of her. She had left with
another man, after all. However confused Beloved might have been by the Cat-slut’s
witchery, the thought of her in another man’s arms must have snapped him out of it!
At last he realized the true calling of his heart, but too late. She was gone—and with
no one left to prove himself to, he had suffered this tragic decline.
She raced from the tent and through the flea market to the street, flailing her arms
wildly to hail a cab.

With the plethora of groupies hanging around the Iceberg in catsuits since the
advent of Catman’s new look, Selina decided a change of costume was in order—just
temporarily—to distinguish the true Catwoman from silly little girls that wouldn’t
know a bullwhip from a batarang. She had tweaked her look several times over the
years, but had always returned to the classic costume that suited both her looks and
her style so beautifully. The base garment, unfortunately, had always been a catsuit…
except for once. One particularly hot summer, on a whim, she had tried a skirted
costume. It was cooler, but she found the loose fabric cumbersome and switched back
after a few months.
She never thought about it again until years later, when she went away on a
weekend with Batman and returned with Bruce Wayne. Instead of parting where
they’d met up at the little executive airstrip near Bristol, he turned to her with that
dangerously handsome, unmasked face and said, “Why not come out to the house?”
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He brought her down to the Batcave, showed her the nerve center, the gymnasium, the
chem lab, the trophy room—and there, in amongst his giant penny, his dinosaur, and
his two-story playing cards, was her old skirted costume displayed on a wiremesh
dressmaker’s dummy.
“What did you call this area?” she had asked casually.
“The trophy room,” he answered—which was incredibly disconcerting still, hearing
that deep sexy Bat-gravel from Bruce Wayne’s… incredible… unmasked…
handsome… face. Reowrl.
“Trophy,” she said. “As in a prize of some kind, a token or memento of some
victory?”
“Something like that,” he said, as she felt a hand fall casually around the curve of her
hip. It was mere days since they’d started sleeping together, and he still touched her a
great deal. Selina felt a husky purr welling in her throat and used it to drop her voice
down to Catwoman’s silkiest tones.
“And what precisely do you consider a ‘victory’ from the eight weeks when I wore
that?” she pointed playfully towards the costume. “When you managed to prevent my
escaping with the Medici tiara? No, got away with that, didn’t I. Maybe the roman
mosaics… nope, I got those too. Oh, I know, it must have been the—” And that’s when
he interrupted her with one of the more spectacularly vigorous kisses in the history of
men and women rubbing their lips together.
“I got to see your legs,” he graveled finally, his mouth still pressed against hers.
“Well,” she breathed, reeling, “I guess it can stay then.”
It was never mentioned again, but now Selina was decided: that was the costume
Catwoman would wear on tonight’s prowl, the costume he’d claimed so arrogantly for
his trophy room.
She got as far as the cave, torn between anger at the presumption—his placing her
costume among his trophies—and a nostalgic thrill at the memory of that first visit to
the Batcave, the heat of those early weeks together, finally tasting the forbidden,
impossible—Ungh! She’d run right into him, coming out of the costume vault just as
she was heading into the trophy room.
“Hey, Stud,” she purred automatically.
“Need something?” he asked.
“Already in verbal minimalist mode, I see. No, I don’t need anything.”
He grunted and went on his way… to the workstation, she noted. She watched for a
moment as he pulled up the At-Large list, then she continued into the trophy room and
took down her old costume. She’d expected the anger to spike when she touched it—
Catwoman in his trophy room and Selina living in his house, like he had won and she
was the spoils of his victory… But in her mind’s eye, she kept seeing him there at the
workstation. The workstation meant the logs. The logs were how he realized his mind
had been tampered with once before.
She returned to the main chamber of the cave and saw Bruce had pulled up the
holographic map of the city and was using the At-Large list to map out the night’s
patrol route…
Bruce had.
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He was in costume, in the cave. He was entirely in Bat mode—he was mapping out
his patrol route, for Bast’s sake, it didn’t get much more Batman than that—but the man
she saw standing there was Bruce.
She walked up quietly behind him and glanced over the route he was planning.
“How’s it… going… last few nights?” she asked softly.
He didn’t seem to hear. He was marking off a list of potential Scarecrow hideouts.
“Did you say something?” he growled finally.
“I asked how it’s been going.”
“Fine,” he grunted.
“Anything… in the logs, the last few nights?”
Again he didn’t seem to hear. He touched a lightpen to several points on the
hologram, and made a note into a hand console.
“Why don’t you leave that for a while,” Selina said carefully.
“What?” he turned, annoyed that he had to give the conversation his full attention.
“Leave it. Take the night off. Come upstairs and make love to me ‘til dawn.”
“You can’t be serious.”
She paused, tilted her head at the angle debutantes are taught, the angle of a flirty
high school cheerleader at the carnival asking her boyfriend, the star quarterback, to
win her a plush rabbit. He stared at her for a moment, trying to figure out where all
this was coming from, and then started to turn back to the hologram.
“Flehmen,” she whispered, tentatively.
He stopped mid-turn, his whole body freezing for an instant. Selina’s heart dropped
into her stomach. It was true. The password worked. All of those temptations that had
needled the back of her brain earlier flew away, replaced with simple, honest, heartwrenching rage. They’d done it again. They’d messed with his mind. Oh God, Bruce.
What will…
He turned back toward her, took a half-step back, tilted his own head a fraction of an
inch, and let out a confused breath.
“How did you know?”
Selina burst out laughing, she flung her arms around his neck with unexpected force,
and then began babbling, drunk with relief. “Oh I knew it, Iknewit-Iknewit-Iknewit. I
knew Ozzy would never get the better of you that way, my Dark Knight, my own…” –
kiss– “…wonderful…” –kiss– “Jackass. You’ve been stringing them along for days,
haven’t you.” –kiss– “So sexy when you’re sneakybat.”
At which point he was able to grasp the back of her neck firmly and pull her head
backward until there was enough space between them to conduct a conversation.
“Ozzy?” he growled. “You found out about this from Cobblepot?”
“Yeah, who else? He’s selling it for $200,000 a pop—or as a bribe to keep me from
pulling his lungs out through his nose. But why—”
“Don’t wait up!” he called, releasing her as he turned towards the Batmobile hangar,
turning with such speed that Selina nearly spiraled off balance.
“Oh nono,” she called, racing after him. “No. No, no, no. No. Flehmen, goddamn
it, just wait ten bloody seconds, getting changed, coming with you, finding out what in
the flaming—STOP! WAIT!—is going on?!?”
In all their professional confrontations, while Batman was the better martial artist,
the better scientist and the better detective, Catwoman was, in fact, the faster runner.
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At the conclusion of her disjointed tirade, she had beaten him to the Batmobile and
stood between it and him, her one hand on the driver’s door and the other coming to
rest on the pouch of his utility belt where he kept the keys.
“No, no. I need to know what’s happening.”
Batman grunted, deciding it was faster to explain than to argue her right to be
demanding explanations when he was heading out to close the case.
“This isn’t Penguin’s operation, Selina. It’s Hugo’s. But Hugo Strange doesn’t have
the resources to set something like this up. He had to have a backer. I’ve been playing
along to find out who. Cobblepot was always a possibility, but I had to be sure. It
could have been Ra’s or even Luthor.”
“I see.” Selina whispered. “And now that you know, tonight’s special at the Iceberg
will be dead duck.”
“Cobblepot and Strange are going to learn that messing with Batman’s mind is
something you simply don’t do, something you don’t even consider attempting, and
then I’ll collect the minor players I had to let escape to make them think they had me.”
Selina breathed.
“I see,” she repeated. “Busy ‘til dawn, then?”
“Probably. I tagged four of them with transmitters. I have a shoe tread on a fifth.
While I’m at the Iceberg, I’m sure I can obtain a lead on the final two.”
She stepped wordlessly out of the way, and waited until he got into the car.
“Happy pummeling,” she said then. “Meet me on the MoMA’s roof when you’re
through.”
“It will be late, it might be light, it might—”
“I don’t care if it’s high noon. Meet me.”
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CHAPTER 4: FLEHMAN REACTION
Tom Blake detested what he was about to do. He detested the way he must look in
the ludicrous costume that replaced his own, his own fabled costume fashioned from
the mystic fabric of Ka that imbued its wearer with the nine lives of a cat! In place of
that worthy garment, he wore this horrid mockery of a batsuit. The Catman
masquerading as a bat, what degradation! And yet he felt compelled to continue. He
owed Hugo Strange a debt he could never properly repay; he had no right to refuse
any simple request.
Not that putting on this absurd mockery of his own splendid costume was in any
way simple. The base jumpsuit was clearly meant for a different bodytype, one wider
in the waist and belly and smaller in the arms and chest. The thick lycra pulled and
tugged in all the wrong places. Then began the humiliating tying on of rubber chaps
and a latex chestpiece—the latter also too small, which led to further humiliation with
Hugo taping it into place behind his back so the bat-emblem wouldn’t “ruffle up”
when he moved. Hugo swore the cape hid the embarrassing duct tape crisscrossed all
over his back, but Blake found it difficult to trust a man that could offer him his choice
of black rubber or yellow canvas utility belt.
Yes, Tom Blake found it difficult to trust Hugo Strange, and yet he found himself
going along with the whole ridiculous plan in so far as Strange bothered to explain it to
him.
He checked his watch. Soon it would be time to begin phase 2: Now that so many
criminals escaped Batman with ease, his standing with the police must suffer. The
general public would not know of his failures, they still held him in esteem. Tonight,
that would change. Tonight, “Batman” would begin committing crimes himself, and it
would all become clear to them: how his crimefighting of the past was merely a ruse, a
way to ingratiate himself with the police and, at the same time, eliminate the
competition. Now that Batman’s true nature was exposed, he would have no recourse.
His denials that the criminal Bat was an imposter would ring hollow indeed. With any
criminal able to escape him with a word—how would he explain that to the police?
They would know a payoff when they saw it…
It did not sit right with Tom Blake. Catman’s battles with the Batman were always
that of hunter and prey, the natural contest between predators. This whole scheme
seemed vaguely… deviant to him. But he could not bring himself to refuse Hugo; he
owed the good doctor too much.

Catwoman waited impatiently on the roof of the Gotham Museum of Modern Art.
She hadn’t been idle. She had painstakingly mapped out the museum’s new security
layout, tested out two routes into the building, and thought through various
possibilities for reaching the gallery that held the coveted Van Gogh. She was just
considering if Victor Frieze might equip her with a better means for evading the heat
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sensors than the cooling suits that were commercially available, when she heard the
telltale whuish-p of cape in the high winds above the city.
“Evening, Handsome,” she purred without turning towards the noise.
“What was so urgent that it couldn’t wait ‘til I got home?” Batman graveled.
“It’s not urgent that way; I just didn’t want to have this conversation in our
bedroom.”
He didn’t like the sound of that. Subconsciously, he scanned the roof for any clues as
to what might be coming.
“So did you have a good pummel?” Catwoman asked, her voice rich with
amusement.
“I raided the spa. Hugo and his… women are out of circulation for a while.”
“Hugo Strange with henchwenches, that is just so wrong.”
“Most of them were unwitting dupes,” Batman growled, “but the one they called
Mau, that tried to drug Bruce Wayne, was an active accomplice.”
Catwoman hissed quietly, but then broke into a naughty grin as Batman continued:
“After the spa, I went to the Iceberg next,” he said. “And Penguin—”
“Had a near-death experience?” she interrupted, more amused than before.
Batman answered with the briefest lip-twitch, then concluded the rundown with the
words: “Caught up with three of the seven I let escape earlier to maintain the charade.
Robin and Batgirl already found a fourth. It’s too late to go on with it tonight; I’ll
collect the others tomorrow.”
Catwoman nodded and emitted a second quietly menacing hiss. Then her features
underwent one of those startling shifts that indicate a cat is ready for an abrupt change
of subject.
“Do you know what it is, a Flehmen Reaction?” she asked casually.
“Animal research term, psycho-physiology. What cats do when they catch a scent:
head goes back, nostrils flare, mouth opens to expose as many olfactory sensors as
possible to the odor… Your point?”
“It’s a response to prey—to other scents too, but mostly to prey—and it’s
savoring…” She closed her eyes on the word and pronounced it like the sweetest of
sins, “nostrils flaring, deep inhalation, mouth tips open… tasting it, letting the full
scent fill your palate…” She breathed in, her eyes still closed dreamily, and she purred
on the luxurious exhale. Then her eyes popped open and met Batman’s with sad
defiance. “It’s what I’ve been doing since Oswald told me… I held the scent, let it fill
my nostrils, and savored the idea, the possibilities…”
“Possibilities?” Batman growled, and Selina wondered if he really didn’t know what
she meant or if he was pressing to make her say it.
“Well there is that Van Gogh downstairs,” she obliged. “A twelve-carat ruby
scheduled to make an appearance at the party. And Cartier has a rather stunning pink
sapphire.” She paused, but he said nothing so she continued. “So I held the scent,
tasted it, maximum exposure on the palate… Part of me… really wanted it to work.”
In place of the indignant outrage any crimefighter should feel at such a statement,
Batman felt only disbelief.
“Why? So you could steal a painting that doesn’t belong to you?”
“I wanted to have the option, yes.”
“You miss it that much?”
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“What do you think? It was fun and exciting and I was good at it. And it was
against all the rules and that made me feel wild and free and alive. You want me to say
I don’t miss that?”
“What I want doesn’t seem to be the point,” he graveled.
“Why should it be, you got everything you wanted,” she spat bitterly. “I’m like a
master violinist in a room of pianos. I can make music now and then, but… it’s not my
music. It’s not me.”
“And the only way to be ‘you’ is to go back to stealing? What is this, Selina? What’s
really going on here, because it isn’t that. What are you looking for? What is it that
you really want?”
“I don’t know.”
Batman stiffened. The instinct of a thousand confrontations snapped into place. He
didn’t believe a word of what he was hearing. She wasn’t lying, not exactly, but
whatever it was she was after, it wasn’t the Van Gogh. He would bear down as he
always had until he found out what it was, answering evasion with insistence, and
silent stare with silent stare…
“Yes, you do,” he insisted.
“…”
“…”
Until finally…
“No point in wanting that,” she murmured softly. “It’s not going to happen, right?
That’s for other people.”

The Planet Gotham Restaurant in the heart of Times Square was a perfect target to
launch the faux Batman’s crime spree. As a tourist trap, it was sure to be filled with
diners toting camcorders, and there was a resident photographer snapping pictures of
families at their tables. Tom Blake could be certain the crime would be well
documented. He need only wave his grapnel gun sufficiently to terrify the sniveling
tourists, and then collect enough of their valuables for the robbery to constitute a
felony. It was a very simple plan.
The Living Hell began when he tried entering through a third story window above
the main dining room, and his wretched cape (so inferior to the fabled fabric of Ka)
became caught on a splintered piece of cornice. As he tried to disentangle himself—
without risking any move that might dislodge the cape and reveal the duct tape
holding his batsuit together—his antics were noticed by the crowd below. There was a
good deal of pointing and laughter, and there were many cameras pointed in his
direction. Unfortunately, while the photos might well be as damaging to Batman’s
reputation as those Blake had intended to be taken, no one in the crowd seemed to
believe the figure on the third floor of the Planet Gotham building (with his cape
snagged on the second floor cornice) was the real Batman.

It worked. Catwoman had caved. Finally, the truth was coming out:
“No point wanting that; it’s not going to happen. That’s… for other people, right?”
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Finally the truth was coming out, but (“for other people?” What was she saying?) it
wasn’t a truth Batman was expecting.
“…”
It seemed, on the contrary, to be a truth he hadn’t even been considering.
“…”
And it was entirely possible that she had misread his bat-stare.
“…”
It seemed increasingly probable that she had misread the bat-stare.
“…”
Completely misread it.
“…”
A stare he directed at her to make her speak, to get her to realize and admit—to
herself as much as to him—that whatever was missing from her life, whatever need she
was trying to fill, it had nothing to do with those swirls of paint inside the museum.
“…”
That crisis seemed to have passed; they were no longer talking about Catwoman
resuming her criminal activities.
“…”
What they were talking about—and here, Bruce had to caution himself, because he
could not be certain what that was, exactly. The evidence was sketchy at best. A single
reference to the “that” which Selina wanted being “for other people” did not
conclusively prove that they were talking about…
“No point wanting that; it’s not going to happen. That’s for other people, right?”
…marriage.
No point wanting that.
It’s not going to happen.
That’s for other people,
Right?
“But you still want it,” he said carefully.
The pause that followed seemed to go on for minutes, but lasted, at most, a few
seconds… It was a strangely nostalgic pause, filled with desires that couldn’t be
spoken. Desire that was sensed anyway, whether spoken aloud or not. Desire that was
sensed but denied and ignored, because to admit it revealed vulnerability. It invited
rejection and gave the other power.
“No,” Catwoman said lightly, “Not really. It’s like the Van Gogh. I don’t want it
exactly, I just wanted to…”
“To get the scent in your nostrils,” he prompted hurriedly.
“Yes, yes exactly. Just get a good whiff, see what it would… feel like.”
The brave effort on both their parts sank back into strained silence.

Tom Blake freed himself, at last, from the façade of the Planet Gotham restaurant.
He could master the bat-grapnel sufficiently to swing himself to the alley behind the
building where he hid behind a dumpster until the crowd out front dissipated. Then
he renewed his assault on the Planet Gotham building by entering the usual way,
through the street level front door.
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The lobby was filled with video and novelty games, and a jet of air from one of these
blew up his cape, momentarily flashing his back full of duct tape to anyone that
happened to be walking behind him. He ignored the guffaws and found his way to the
escalator leading to the main dining room.
“Oh, wow. Look at you,” a lusty voice croaked behind him.
Blake turned to see a strangely costumed “shooter girl” eying him the way a hungry
lion eyes gazelle. She wore a bikini top, miniskirt, and cowboy hat, all in hot pink
leather. Twin holsters of what appeared to be vodka lime and vodka cherry were
strapped to each hip. And crisscrossed over her chest, like bandoliers in the old
Westerns, she had two straps of shot glasses instead of bullets. Although he had never
seen such a specimen before, Blake recognized this creature as a “shooter girl” because
the words were emblazoned in red across the band of her cowboy hat. Blake smiled
weakly, forgetting in the face of such a rapacious predator that he was, himself, there
as a hunter.
“How about a shot before you head in to work, ‘Batman,’” his tormentor cooed,
whipping out a glass with one hand and a bottle in the other. Then she arched her
back, slid the glass into place in the latch of her bikini top, and deftly filled it with
vodka lime.
“I, um,” Blake faltered, taking an involuntary step backwards—smack into another
woman who didn’t seem quite so predatory, if only because she was wearing a yellow
sundress instead of a hot pink bikini.
“Would you take our picture,” the new girl asked sweetly, waving her camera at
him.

An elaborate, multi-layered assault on everything Batman AND Bruce Wayne held
dear, stripping him of his stature, his sanity, his livelihood, and finally, his life. It was
a plan truly worthy of Dr. Hugo Strange, and the first phase was proceeding without a
hitch—until this unfortunate setback with the password malfunctioning, which landed
him in bed number four of the Arkham infirmary.
Through a haze of Haloperidol and Vicodin, Hugo outlined for himself how he
could direct phases two through seventeen of his great plan from bed number four.
Phase six would be especially difficult, since Dr. Bartholomew was unlikely to sanction
a fieldtrip to the Bristol Polo Club and Bruce Wayne was unlikely to attend a tailgate at
the Arkham parking lot.
If he did somehow make it to phase nine, faking his own death, there were certain
advantages to his present location. He could be murdered by Batman’s greatest foe,
the Joker, forcing the Bat on a vengeance rampage…
Although the clarity that comes of a Haloperidol-Vicodin injection on top of a
concussion did enable him to foresee a likely response: “HAHAHAHAHAAAA! Yeah
right, Hugly. I’ve got a better plan, how about I just kill you for real, right here, right
now!”
Better surely to stage his murder at the hands of Batman’s greatest foe, Killer Croc…
“You want Croc hit Hugo in head with big rock? Okay.”
Er, the Batman’s greatest foe, The Riddler…
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“I’m sorry, Hugo, were you speaking to me?!”
Struck down on the very brink of his rehabilitation by Batman’s greatest foe, Mad
Hatter…
“Uh, sure Hugo… as long as you can do for me what you did for Blake! I wanna be a
studly hunka-hunka too!”

It only got worse when Bat-Blake made his way into the dining room, where adults
and children alike assumed he was a hired entertainer working for the restaurant. One
woman would take his picture while her children pawed his utility belt. Her husband
asked if he could get a baked potato instead of fries with that cheeseburger. And every
time Blake spied the shooter girl, she made eye contact, licked her lips, ran a fingertip
over the lip of the vodka bottle, and blew him a kiss.
He fled.
Outside the restaurant, he mopped the sweat from his brow. It involved stuffing the
end of the cape underneath the cowl, again revealing the duct tape, but he was past
caring about that.
He decided it would be enough for Batman to rob a taxicab at gunpoint. It was
Times Square. There would be plenty of witnesses, a sufficiently public disgrace for
the great crimefighter. He would hail a cab, threaten the driver with the grapnel gun
and take his cash, then he would pull the man from the car, take the wheel himself, and
drive himself home—never to set foot in Times Square again if he lived the rest of his
days in Gotham City.

Catwoman left the Jaguar she’d driven into the city in the little car park near her old
apartment. She rode home in the Batmobile with Batman. Not a word was spoken
until they passed the “Catworthy” billboard, then the tense silence seemed to
crescendo, and the mood in the car shifted.
“There was a time,” Bruce graveled quietly, “Dick and Barbara’s wedding, you
couldn’t stand the thought of it.”
Selina chuckled, remembering. “Yeah, well, there was a time I’d have my claws on
that Van Gogh by now, too. Can’t go home again.”
“Two full bottles of Tattinger ‘96, Kitten.”
“I was thinking a little cat-scratch on the nameplate during the gala, just to remind
you in case you’d forgotten.”
“You, Lois, Dinah, and Quinn empty six bottles of champagne between you, because
of Gladys Ashton-Larraby.”
“Even back then, I knew you’d be there, somewhere, at the gala. We might run into
each other at the buffet, reaching for the same crab puff.”
“Two little words from a society gossip and you’re off binge-drinking with Harley
Quinn!”
“The real party wouldn’t start until after the guests left. Gallery goes dark, little
green light of the security system flicks on, then it’d be just you and me, Stud.”
“Selina… what are you doing? What are you talking about? I’m talking about two
years ago when you had a meltdown because the words ‘Mrs. Wayne’ were uttered
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and they meant you. Two minutes ago, you said that’s what you wanted. You
wouldn’t use the word, but you got the message through. Now you’re back on that
Van Gogh? Selina, what’s going on with you? And leave the museums and jewelry
stores out of it, they have been for two years, four months and eleven days.”
“No, that’s not true, not really. It was never about the paintings or the jewels. It
wasn’t just the prize and it wasn’t just the thrills. It was… I don’t even know how to
put this. It was getting back a little piece of what I’d lost. The luxuries somehow
touched that old feeling of safety and love and home.”
“There’s nothing like that I can’t give you,” Bruce pointed out. “For that matter,
Selina, you were set after the first Monet. Why keep going if it was just the money?”
“It was never enough.”
He grunted lightly, eyes glued to the road, as if looking at her would cause his entire
universe to collapse.
“It didn’t matter how much you stole, you would never bring them back.”
“Something like that,” Selina whispered, uncomfortable with the words he chose
even more than the conversation itself and the reality it suggested. She took a deep
breath, then spoke the thought. “Bruce, you’re not going like this observation, but
we’re not that different. Why do you go back out each night, hm? Life stole what I
had, so I steal back. ‘Criminals’ violently ripped your life away, so you violently rip
back. If it really filled the void, couldn’t you have walked away even about two
thousand alleys ago?”
“Walked… away… even?”
“Impossible concept, right? That’s all I’m saying.”
He shook his head, finding it impossible to reconcile the differences between their
choices with the same root cause: the life of protecting the innocent versus the life of
preying on them.
Once she realized he wasn’t going to respond any time soon, she continued.
“You asked why I kept at it, that’s why. It was never enough… Then you came
along and… and it was the real thing. A real home, a real family, real love, not a cheap
substitute that could never…”
“…”
“…”
“So what changed? Is it just the MoMA opening reminding you or…”
“No. And yes, in a way. The opening sort of opened my eyes to it. It’s happened
again. I had a home and family once. I felt safe and I felt loved, and then it was gone.
Forever, never to return. So I had stealing to fill that void, however imperfectly. It’s
what I did, and it worked for a while… Now that’s gone too, just as permanently. I
mean, even if I did go back, it wouldn’t be the same.”
“You said you had the real thing now. So why care about that? You admit it’s no
substitute, you admit it won’t ever fill the void, you said what we had—”
“IS TOO FRAGILE!” she screeched. “It was good for a while, but now, all of a
sudden, it seems so… fragile.”
She whispered the last word quietly, and neither spoke as the car crossed the borders
of the Wayne property and raced through the alpha-delta sensors.
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“I know a ring or a piece of paper won’t make it any less fragile,” Selina said finally,
“no more than a painting would.”
He grunted.
“And no more than pummeling your ten-thousandth thug will, so don’t be so smug,
Jackass.”
Bruce said nothing as the Batmobile crossed the last omega sensor and pulled to a
stop in the cave. He was still in a fog. Comparing her impulse to steal with the
necessity of his mission was, was, beyond anything he could… anything he could
begin to…
But at the same time, she was hurting so badly. He couldn’t just dismiss it. He
turned, slowly, without releasing the doors.
“We’re home,” he graveled.

The theatres let out. Tom Blake, a.k.a. would-be-fake-criminal-Batman, found that
he could not get a cab. He walked… disheartened… back to his lair. He first noted the
telltale marks of Batmobile tread on the street about a block from the day spa, and, like
any experienced tracker, he proceeded with caution.
He satisfied himself that there was no residual bat-presence. He checked that there
were no police, which trailed behind the true bat-predator like scavengers. There was
nothing left but the yellow tape that sealed the doors to the day spa, but that was small
consolation. The lair was raided; Hugo and the cat-nymphs were captured or in
hiding; the operation was a failure. Blake sank down onto the step at the front door to
the spa. The too-long and spiky ears of the cowl felt wrong as he let his weary head
flop into his hands.
This is what came of giving up his magic cape.
“BELOVED! At last, I’ve found you!” a joyous voice cried across the street. Blake
looked up to see a trim figure in white racing up to him, her arms outstretched.
“Beloved!” she gushed anew as soon as she reached him, “Fear not, I have returned in
this, your darkest hour. You will be again the man that you were!”
Blake felt his head rise a touch at these encouraging words.
“It is not your fault, my Beloved, you fell in with inferior beings and they pulled you
down to their level. They contaminated you with their low ways and low standards.
But you will be great again, Beloved, for I am here now to pull you up once more, as
only I can, to save you from the degradation of those who were never worthy to bask
in your light.”
“You have a very interesting way of talking,” Bat-Blake started to say, but he got no
further than “Y-” when Talia flung herself down in front of him and began weeping on
his knee.
“Um-r-uh,” he said, tentatively.
She looked up in response to these tender entreaties, through a blur of tears, into that
masked face she loved so dearly, and she explained—now that, at last, he was ready to
understand—she would explain how it was the witchery of that disgusting cat that
brought him to such ruin.
“Cats are such vile, despicable creatures, it is no wonder anyone so low as to choose
one for their avatar must be depraved beyond reason—”
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“CATS!” Tom Blake roared in righteous rage, “ARE THE FINEST AND NOBLEST
CREATURES ON EARTH!”
“You are not my Beloved,” Talia declared indignantly.
“Never speak ill of cats again,” Blake growled with a menace truly worthy of the
costume he wore.
“If there is one thing I know,” Talia affirmed with dramatic flare, “it is my Beloved.
And you, sir, are not he!”
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CHAPTER 5: SO THIS IS HELL
She had to walk… across a bridge… to a place called Brooklyn.
After scouring the city for the better part of a day and a night searching for her
Beloved—only to have hope dashed from her lips by that odious imposter!—Talia
knew the only way, finally, to locate her Beloved Bruce was to wait until morning
where she could find him in his civilian identity.
It was not an appealing thought.
To go to his home meant seeing that vermin slut living in his house as if she were the
woman in his life, as if she were the one he chose to open his home to and share his life
with, as if she were mistress of the manor!
…
But to go to his office meant returning to Wayne Plaza.
In a way, that seemed more horrifying to Talia than seeing that cat-witch living in his
home. She had experienced… thoughts in Wayne Plaza that were an affront to her
undying devotion to her Beloved. She had allowed herself, it was for only a moment,
but for that moment, she had allowed herself to entertain the notion that Bruce Wayne
was not, in fact, her Destiny, that he was not in love with her and indeed that he had
never been in love with her; that she had, in essence, wasted all those years dreaming
of a love that existed only in her mind… the ecstasy of his imagined feelings for her
nothing but illusion, the anguish of all those frustrated hopes for nothing. Those
YEARS of suffering—for a lie, for NOTHING AT ALL, for a wisp of empty air. He
didn’t love her. He never loved her. He would never—it was all for nothing.
No, of course Beloved loved her. She had evidence now, having discovered that
odious imposter. She had the means to prove to Beloved, once and for all, that he was
bewitched by that hated cat. She had to go to him. She had, surely, to make him see.
And the only way she could do so was to face the demons of her own thoughts in
Wayne Plaza.
And the only way to do that was to find a place to rest—and to repair her nails and
shoes, all the worse for wear after she thrashed at that horrid imposter. The training of
those three moons in the League of Assassins, while remaining among the worst
experiences of her life, had not completely failed her. Though she had been hopeless in
the training camps, she found surprising force within her as she charged and tore at the
vile beast who dared to wear Beloved’s costume and spoke admiringly of cats!
It was true that he was tall and strong, and he departed the field of battle more
energetically than she. But Talia was pleased to view this as fearful flight from her
vicious attacks and not, as might be thought, that she herself could not move very fast
after the confrontation, between the painful bruise on her hip where she fell after he
pushed her away, and the damage to her shoes after all that kicking.
All she had wanted after such a night was to retire to her room, remove those shoes
and rub her aching feet, to draw a bath and wash the horrid mud of camping from her
body and hair, then to have scented oils massaged into her skin, to relax with some
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warming consommé, and finally to collapse into her bed and cry herself to sleep. That
is all she had wanted.
But the vile clerk at the Parkview Hotel said his masters “declined to authorize the
charge” on her Lexcorp Card, which she had, in the past, at least been able to check in
with although it was now useless for paying the bill. That left only the card obtained
through her father. It had no “limit” in the crass material sense of these petty Western
clerks, but using it was bondage to her in a far greater sense: If she charged so much as
a penny on that card, her father would know at once where she was—and he would
know she needed him once again. It was insupportable.
She had no choice but to turn once more to her protector. Gr’oriBr’di possessed
lodging in Gotham City, after all. He had to live somewhere when he wasn’t at the
Chinatown base. Unfortunately, Talia had no idea where that might be. They had met
always at her hotel in those heady days before he spirited her off on the adventure of
camping.
So when the odious Parkview clerk asked if she “would like to try another card,”
Talia said that she only wanted to use the phone. She called Gr’oriBr’di—who
expressed his concern (which was strangely troubling) about the way she had
disappeared after she left the curio shop in Chinatown. After many assurances as to
her safety and a few lies about what she’d been doing, he obliged her with the address
of his apartment. This abode was, like Beloved’s manor, located outside the central
island of Gotham. It was located, unlike Beloved’s manor, at a place called Brooklyn
Heights—and to her horror, Talia learned the simplest way of reaching it was to walk
across this bridge like a common peddler.

Selina awoke alone in the bed.
“Just as well,” she muttered as she got up. She felt completely off her game right
now and was happy she didn’t have to deal with him. It was all so complicated
suddenly: She looked at him as Batman and saw Bruce wearing a Batsuit. She looked
at Bruce, and she saw that face Batman revealed to her when he first took off his
mask.
She walked into the bathroom, grabbed the soap, and brandished it accusingly at the
mirror. “Don’t start,” she warned her reflection, yawned, and stepped into the shower.
When she returned to the bedroom, she saw that the tiny “bumblebee bat” had
returned to its place on the window. She adjusted her towel, marched up to the
windowpane, and knocked on the glass.
“Shoo,” she told it heatedly. “Don’t you know you don’t belong up here? You’re
supposed to be underground. Away from the sunshine. Jackass.”
“Who are you talking to?” a light, foppish voice asked behind her.
“So this is hell,” Selina grumbled under her breath before answering “Nobody. Just
thinking out loud.”
She felt Bruce walk up behind her but she didn’t turn. He began nuzzling her neck.
When he spoke again, the voice had deepened into the intense bat-gravel.
“I feel like a violinist in a room full of pianos every time I go to the Watchtower,” he
said, referring to their conversation the night before.
She turned to look at him, saying nothing for a long minute, just searching his eyes.
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“Come downstairs with me,” he said. “I have an idea.” It wasn’t the commanding
tone that always made her chafe, but it was a Batman voice. It wasn’t Bruce; it wasn’t
vulnerable or seeking or warm. But it was more a request than a command, so Selina
nodded and followed.
When they reached the clock, he set the hands to 10:47 and then turned to her as the
passage slid open. “10:47, that’s when it happened. Crime Alley. My parents.”
“I know. You told me that,” she reminded him. That first day, when they returned
from Xanadu, he had just revealed his identity, invited her back to the house,
introduced her to Alfred, and then after a brief tour of the manor rooms, he brought
her to this spot and took her down to the cave.
“I know I did,” Bruce said gravely. “C’mon.”
This time, the tone was more commanding. Selina wondered if it was proximity to
the cave or the subject of Crime Alley, but he became more commanding. She stifled
feline pride at being ordered to follow, and fell into step beside him.
“This is the nerve center,” he said. “Computer consoles, multi-tiered
communication, holographic capabilities. Batmobile hangar, Batwing and Batboat in
through there. Gymnasium, weights, training gear… med facility, chem lab… costume
vault and trophy room.”
“Yes, Bruce, I know,” Selina said carefully.
“Do you remember what you said that day, when I first brought you here?”
“Of course,” Selina replied tenderly. “I said, ‘It’s you.’”
Bruce’s lip twitched, remembering the moment. Then a stony seriousness returned.
“That’s as final and absolute as it gets, Selina. Bringing you here, here, into the heart
of everything that I do, everything I am. Isn’t that enough?”
She raised an eyebrow, and when she said nothing, Bruce went on.
“We’re never going to be like other people. For us, for me, opening this place up to
you went beyond anything ‘they’ do to say it’s forever.”
“Okay,” Selina said slowly. “Can I make an observation or three without you going
all psychobatty?”
“If you swear to never use that last phase again, I’ll think about it,” he growled.
She answered with only a naughty grin until he half-nodded, and then she
proceeded:
“Alright, Item 1: What I should have added that day is that this cave is a wonder of
the modern world, and so are you.”
She paused and waited. Seeing that some kind of response was expected, Bruce
reluctantly grunted.
“Item 3,” Selina went on.
“You skipped two.”
“I’m inscrutable that way. Meow.”
Bruce sighed and shook his head.
“Item 3,” Selina continued, “It was enough, for me. It wasn’t for you, Bruce, because
you asked me to move in with you. I moved my cats into your house; do you even
begin to realize what that is to me? It’s your cave, and me and my cats are living on
top of it— in your house. I’ve got a cranky demonologist living in what used to be my
place.”
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“That brings us to my idea,” Bruce put in.
“Oh?”
“Yes… Get out.”

Talia’s reluctance to go anywhere near Wayne Plaza made it easy to find other things
to occupy her time: first she slept, then she spent several hours perfecting her
appearance. This was no small task, given the mud of camping and the necessity to
appear at her best to meet her Beloved once again. This day, their reconciliation,
would be forever captured in his memory. It was important that she shine with
undreamt-of beauty.
The task of “Talia Beautification Day” was further complicated by the… the
challenges (as the LexCorp financiers referred to such disastrous calamities) of
Gr’oriBr’di’s… dwelling. No bubble bath with scented oil was possible as there was no
bathtub—at all! Only a filthy, grungy shower with stains on the curtain, rust around
the drain and some sort of… gunky… substance growing in the corner that was not
entirely dissimilar to the biological weapons developed in her father’s Feuer-Ziekte
labs. Nevertheless, Talia found it within herself to endure these conditions sufficiently
to wash her hair, to use Gr’ori’s hairdryer without electrocuting herself, and she even
managed to apply a little make-up in the 3 square inches of his bathroom mirror that
was not covered by a greasy, cloudy haze of whitish… something that smelled faintly
of a Turkish coffeehouse crossed with… jet exhaust? When these ministrations were
complete, Gr’oriBr’di had returned to the flat and was eager to “show her around the
old neighborhood.”
Talia acquiesced, for what choice did she have, Gr’oriBr’di was her protector. She
didn’t expect to enjoy the outing, but within an hour of visiting the pizza parlor, the
ball field, and other landmarks of his boyhood, Talia found herself relaxing back into
the comfortable ease she often felt with Greg. Those first days camping together,
before the rains and the mud, had been very pleasant indeed. And this “Brooklyn”
felt… well, it didn’t feel like camping, but it did not feel like Gotham City either. The
angsty coiled tension, the fear and hate and bitterness all tangled up in a sickly dread
that had plagued her since that first drive through the city was lifted somehow.
Greg had introduced her as “Tee,” so the men at the pizza shop called her Tee also.
It was very freeing to be this Tee, to not be “Talia al Ghul, daughter of the Great One,”
or “Talia Head, that worthless bitch that wrecked LexCorp,” or “Talia, the man wants
to wipe out 3/5 of the human race, how can you stand idly by while that sick
megalomaniac plans a global genocide?”
The mere thought of Batman’s entreaty was enough to snap Talia back to reality. She
had to warn him. He was bewitched and she had to free him from the cat-slut’s
clutches.
It was only then that she noticed the lengthening shadows as she walked with
Gr’oriBr’di by the river and realized the hour was so late. The business day was over;
Beloved would no longer be in his office at Wayne Enterprises. She had squandered
the daylight hours, and the prospect of another night searching for him as Batman—
only to encounter some vile, cat-loving imposter in his place—was too daunting to
even contemplate.
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But wait, there was a third alternative. This night alone she knew where he would
be! The Gala Reopening, his name was all over those banners throughout the city
advertising the Museum of Modern Art’s gala reopening, “Sponsored by the Wayne
Foundation.” He would have to make an appearance.

Selina would have to admit, even if Mirror Bitch was stubbornly silent on the subject,
that there was an upside to that arrogant Bat’s presumptuous idea that he understood
her.
She leaned in towards the mirror, daring Mirror Bitch to challenge the rightness of
the current arrangement, and carefully applied her eye shadow. He was right, there
were simply too many associations attached to that gala. It would be impossible for
them—for her especially, to dress for it in the same room. This way, she had her gown,
her make-up, and so she felt truly at home, Whiskers and Nutmeg, all with her at the
penthouse. She could get ready on her own, just like she would have if nothing had
changed between her and Batman. Whatever feelings that evoked in terms of her long
war with the Dark Knight, she could at least face it without seeing Bruce standing six
inches behind her adjusting his tie in the mirror.
“Stay away from that Van Gogh, Catwoman.”
“Bite me, Dark Knight—oh, and could you be a dear and zip me up, sweetie?”
No, it was definitely better like this.
In the mirror, Selina couldn’t help but chuckle as the top two inches of a blue-gray
tail came into view as Whiskers walked by behind her.
“Best laid plans of flying mice and batmen,” Mirror Bitch observed. The one part of
Bruce’s plan that didn’t quite pan out, the one thing the great bat-strategy could not
control, was her cats. They were there in the penthouse with her, to preserve the
illusion that this was her home, but the cats weren’t about to pretend. For them, the
penthouse was a large new territory and they set about exploring it the moment Selina
opened the cat-carrier.
There was something very comforting about that. Batman’s great plan could not
touch, control, affect, or anticipate her cats.
Selina returned to the bedroom, unzipped the quilted garment bag from Dior, and
slid out the dress. There was an audible thik as a small, moderately heavy something
was dislodged from the hangar and dropped to the bottom of the bag. Selina peered
in… and her breath failed as she recognized the red leather of a Cartier’s box.
“He didn’t,” she said flatly.
Nutmeg darted out from under the bed and looked up at her.
“You’re no help,” she told the cat.
Nutmeg purred.
“Well, I guess one of us should be purring,” Selina shrugged, and then regarded the
box suspiciously, like a too-easy-to-open safe. “Only one way to find out,” she
breathed. “Do it quick, right? Like ripping off a Band-Aid.”
Nutmeg continued to purr.
Selina breathed in, closed her eyes, then sprung open the box and looked down.
She saw a folded note nestled in the otherwise empty folds of velvet lining.
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She picked it up, carefully unfolded it, and felt a slow, naughty grin steal over her
face as she read the words:
“You want the pink sapphire, you’ll have to earn it. –B”

If Bruce Wayne bothered to calculate the number of parties, balls, galas, clubs, and
cotillions at which he’d arrived “stag,” it would surely be over a thousand.
Advantageous though it was to cross the velvet rope with some photogenic starlet or
supermodel, there was always the danger of the women being remembered. When,
after an hour, Bruce Wayne was gone and Iman was still at the party, most society
gossips assumed he’d left with someone else (and he could expect only hang-ups if he
called Iman again). That was fine once or twice a month, but for the vast majority of
his playboy appearances, Bruce found it best to arrive alone. Then when he vanished,
it would still be assumed he’d left with someone else’s escort, but he was spared the
“paper trail” of women who thought at the start of the evening that they were his date.
These thoughts were far from Bruce’s mind when he opened the door of the limo
and strolled glibly along the MoMA’s red carpet, nodding an empty smile at the
cameras flashing wildly until he reached the door. He greeted the museum director,
the architect, and several board members all clustered inside the front entrance. He
put on the foppish party-voice as he told them they looked less like a formal receiving
line and more like a row of proud papas in a maternity ward, koochie-kooing at the
nursery window.
There was a momentary pause, then they all laughed pleasantly at his feeble joke.
As they laughed, Bruce saw they each stole swift, subtle glances at the empty space to
his right—then to his left—then to his right again.
“Selina will be along later,” he said curtly, annoyed that her absence was seen as
some kind of anomaly he was expected to explain. He was more annoyed still when
this announcement was met with such warm, relieved smiles, smiles much more
sincere than the polite laughter at his earlier joke.
“I think I’ll just take advantage of my freedom while it lasts,” he proposed with a
devilish grin, “I’ll be at the bar.”

“Fabric of Ka, I’ve missed you so,” Tom Blake said lovingly to the mirror. Despite
the black eye and fat lip he suffered at the hands of that crazy wildwoman at the spa,
the combination of his new body and his old costume was truly a sight to behold.
Now he need only reclaim his prestige, appearing—as he should have in the first
place—in his true guise of Catman!
The crazed woman was quite right: he had fallen in with inferiors who pulled him
down to their level: that Post photo in a loincloth, and then dressing up as Batman in a
shameful charade unworthy of a great predator.
He would correct those errors tonight. Tonight he would appear as he was: the
Catman, King of Cats!
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Reaching the bar, Bruce permitted the Fop to leer at the comely bartender. He pulled
a folded twenty from his pocket and held it up over her tip jar, sensuously rubbing the
two halves together as he placed his order. She made and held eye contact while she
poured, but her look was difficult to translate. Then she handed over the drink, Bruce
dropped the bill into the tip jar, and that was that.
He turned back towards the party—and started with uncharacteristic surprise as he
saw Talia al Ghul standing close beside him.
“Beloved, I must speak to you at once,” she whispered hoarsely.
Bruce kicked himself that he could become so immersed in his Fop performance that
he hadn’t noticed her approach.
“All that’s happened between us, my running off with Gr’oriBr’di that distressed
you so, we will have time enough to settle it later. For now, put aside whatever doubts
and fears you have of me, and listen, listen well, my Best Beloved One, oh you must,
you must listen, I have such dire, dire news…”
She was clutching the fabric of his tuxedo at the elbow and yanking it every few
words, jostling his arm and making the scotch jump in his glass to punctuate her
words. Bruce looked wordlessly down at her hands on his elbow, then back at her,
glaring hateful warnings.
“I shall say nothing to compromise you, Beloved, I swear it, but you must listen to
me, please, you must, you must, you must.”
“That’s a Dolce & Gabbana,” Bruce said, eerily mixing the foppish sentiment with
Batman’s deadliest gravel.
Talia released her hold, looking truly frightened. When the death-glare did not
become more welcoming, she began nervously patting down the wrinkles she had
created on his sleeve.
“Go into that gallery,” Bruce growled menacingly, pointing towards a hallway with
his eyes, “I’ll give you 60 seconds, 25 words or less. Second 61 or word 26, I’m out of
there. Do you understand?”
“Beloved I—”
“Do you understand?” he hissed through clenched teeth.
“Yes, Beloved,” Talia said meekly.

Selina enjoyed her moment on the red carpet. She walked right up to the Post
photographer on the very end of the right ropeline—to the delight of the
photographers around him.
She paused, smiling, for several seconds, giving them all an unprecedented bonus of
close-ups. Then she made eye contact with the photographer just behind him.
“Daily Planet?” she asked.
He nodded.
“Gotham Poster-boy here has no idea who I am,” she remarked. “Be sure to tell
him.”
Then she winked and scampered inside as the cluster of paparazzi exploded with
stage whispers of “Kyle, Selina Kyle” and “Catwoman,” “the real one,” “No, can’t be
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her,” “Looks nothing like,” “No kidding, dumbass” and then finally “Hey, it’s Debra
Messing. Debra, over here!”
Once inside and through the receiving line, Selina wandered towards the new
sculpture court, sensing that she was being followed. This wasn’t unusual; men often
followed her at parties, working up the nerve to introduce themselves… and of course
Bruce was there already; she’d gathered that much from the welcoming committee that
greeted her at the door. Three of them had mentioned it pointedly: “Bruce arrived a
half hour ago, my dear. He told us, of course, that you’d be coming. So good to see
you here at last…”
Selina wondered what it all meant. She was Catwoman—the art thief; they all knew
it. They didn’t know she’d once made plans for this very event, but they weren’t
morons, they had to know she had taken an interest in the museum over the years. Yet
they were all so happy to see her there, so eager to tell her Bruce was there already…
Was it turning that screw? Was this the first thorn this night would poke into kitty’s
tender paw? They didn’t fear Catwoman taking their Van Gogh anymore. Oh no, they
were happy Selina Kyle was here, finally, to keep the Fop in check: Bruce went towards
the Atrium, dear, and so did the Hilton sisters. Do go find him before he reverts to that
foppish lout and does something unattractive in the sculpture garden…
Or maybe it was something Bruce set up himself. Maybe it was a Bat-game? for the
pink sapphire? in which case that was undoubtedly him following her. She turned into
a conceptual gallery, a dead end that would force him into the open. She was
astonished when the figure came around the corner and she saw who it was.
“GAME CHAMP SINS,” Eddie offered with a twinkle, extending a tray that held
two fluted glasses. “Champagne, miss?”
“Edward Richmond Nigma, what on earth are you doing here?” she asked, unable to
conceal her shock.
“Same as you, my WEAK LION, I’m checking out the art.”
Selina raised a skeptical eyebrow, and Eddie took the remaining glass for himself
and casually slid the tray into a double helix of twisted white metal.
“Wait ‘til you see it, ‘Lina. James Sanborn, guy who did the giant code sculpture at
CIA headquarters.”
“Kryptos, I know,” she declared. “Nobody’s cracked it,” she added with a knowing
smile.
Their eyes met silently for a half-beat as he straightened his tie smugly, then both
eased into a soft, private chuckle. Then Eddie spoke again:
“He’s got one here, in the museum, big code thing. Come and look.”
Selina laughed and followed.
“Birthday sulks are gone, I see,” she noted. “You’re ten years younger, Eddie. And I
think your hair’s growing back.”
When they reached the Sanborn installation, Selina could see why Eddie’s riddling
nature was so excited. The room was completely dark and empty, except for a cone of
light in the very center. The light was surrounded by metal from which numbers,
letters, and symbols had been cut, projecting Cyrillic characters onto the walls, the
floors, and the people in the room.
“And this is a code?” Selina asked—although she was well aware of the answer.
Eddie enjoyed it so if you phrased it as a question.
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“It is a code,” a stranger announced, entering the room before Eddie could supply
the answer himself. Richard Flay walked up to them, in full art-sycophant mode. “It’s
a fragment of an old document of the KGB’s on espionage. The idea is that merely
coming into this environment of secret codes and deception, we become ‘stained’ by
it.”
“She asked me,” Eddie told him petulantly.

“A fake Batman?”
“I saw him, Beloved, with my own eyes. The very likeness of your costume, it was
monstrous sacrilege.”
Bruce massaged the bridge of his nose.
“Alright, I’ll look into it,” he growled. He didn’t bother telling her that it was
doubtless connected to a string of pranks reported around Times Square, pranks that
seemed like a publicity stunt or teenage hijinx more than anything criminal. “Is there
anything else?” he asked wearily.
“Much more, oh my Beloved, more than you can imagine. This imposter, he—”
“That’s more than 25 words,” Bruce noted dryly. “Fewer Beloveds next time, Talia,
and you would have made it.”
“Bruce, please,” she begged. “She has bewitched you, the cat-witch. I have proof, I
have proof at last of her black sorcery.”
“So this is hell,” Bruce muttered to himself.
“This fake Batman was also ensnared. Don’t you see? It is proof she has worked
some enchantment on you, some spell that all who don that costume must become
enamored of cats!”
“Mhm,” Bruce answered calmly. “I see. Well, thank you for telling me, Talia. I’ll
look into that also.”
“You must believe me, Beloved, you must,” she resumed, clutching his elbow again.
“Yes, Beloved, you really must,” a new voice, amused yet menacing, purred from the
doorway. Bruce and Talia both turned to see Selina standing primly with a plate of
hors d’oeuvres. “Not like she’s ever been, you know, deluded out of her mind, or
outright lied to you about anything, right? Crab puff?” she offered sweetly.
“You shameless harlot,” Talia spat, “What will you do now that your wanton sorcery
is exposed?”
“Off our medication again, I see. What have I done this time?” she asked Bruce,
“Jimmy Hoffa? The Lindberg baby? Enron?”
“Witchcraft,” he said flatly.
“Ah. Well, if you count playing patty-cake with Etrigan,” Selina shrugged, popping
the crab puff into her mouth.
“Hey ‘Lina,” Eddie called lightly, entering behind her, “That Flay guy invited me out
to the Hamptons to see his—JENNIFER JIGSAW what is SHE doing here?”
“YOU!” Talia hissed, “You loathsome worm.”
Selina let out a low whistle. “Well now it’s getting interesting,” she remarked,
equally intrigued by the scene unfolding before her and the sixth sense tingling from
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behind. The Bat-tingle. Of course, for Bruce would have snapped into Bat-mode the
moment he saw Eddie appear where he wasn’t expected.
“Petty, vindictive, stupid little snatch,” Eddie cried, pointing at Talia with a stuffed
mushroom impaled on a toothpick.
“Arrogant, monstrous swine!” Talia answered, pointing the corner of her peau de
soie evening bag with equal venom.
“You two, eh, want to be alone?” Selina quipped.
“NO!” Eddie cried, jumping behind her, his hands at each of her elbows to maneuver
her as a human shield between him and Talia. Bruce shifted slightly, repositioning
himself to intervene—but then realized that probably wouldn’t be necessary with
Nigma, er, cringing (?) behind Selina.
“Eddie,” Selina said calmly, “may I remind you that you’re a mean, crowbarwielding, psychopath now. You want to stop cowering behind my Dior?”
“She sent DEMON-guy-superassassins to kill me!” Eddie wailed.
“He checked into my hotel, thinking he could romance secrets out of me with his
low, smarmy—”
“She has to blame everybody but herself because she screws up—“
“—revolting, transparent—”
“—because she’s got a ridiculously high opinion of herself—”
“—bringing a diseased cat to my room!”
“—considering she’s such A-DIRE-HA AIRHEAD!”
“Trying to seduce me into revealing Beloved’s secrets!”
“Don’t flatter yourself, Sweetheart!”
“Like some simpleton pawn!”
“You ever hear the one about buying the cow after you’ve already got the milk?”
Selina’s eyes flicked over to Bruce’s.
“This is so not what I had in mind for tonight,” she confided.
“EVERYONE GET YOUR HANDS IN THE AIR,” a harsh voice rasped in the main
room before a gunshot rang out.
Bruce’s head jerked instantly toward the door, just as Nigma muttered:
“There we go. Another fine robbery brought to you by the Wayne Foundation.”
“Shut up, Eddie,” Selina hissed just as Talia shrieked, “How DARE you speak that
name, you festering parasite!!!!”
Bruce would have vanished; Selina knew that without even glancing in his
direction. Rather than draw attention to his departure, she turned conversationally
towards Eddie.
“Festering parasite?” she asked, sweetly. He winked. “Vermin slut, nice to meet
you,” she quipped, offering her hand.
“HANDS UP, EVERYONE!” the voice in the outer room boomed again. “PREPARE
TO HAVE YOUR VALUABLES PURLOINED BY THE KING OF CATS!”
The last words echoed across the reflective museum walls. There was no other
sound in the quiet alcove for a count of five. Selina’s eyes met Eddie’s, they glossed
over Talia, they registered the empty space no longer occupied by Bruce, and they were
drawn finally, magnetically, to the doorway to that outer room, where muted cries
mingled with the hoarse rumble of Catman ordering his victims to empty their pockets
and purses.
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“Ho-kay, that’s it,” Selina exploded with quiet venom. “Miniature bat on the
window screen, groupies in catsuits, password, demonspawn, witchcraft, Richard Flay
out to the Hamptons—and by the way, Eddie, already enough chatter about which
way you ‘swing your cane,’ if you know what I’m saying—Oswald, Hugo, ‘Jennifer
Jigsaw,’ ‘Festering Parasite,’ and ‘not buying the cow if you can get the milk for free’.
And I’ve been fine with it. But King of Cats out there with my Van Gogh?!? No.
That’s it. We’re done here.”
She turned on her heel, wrenching her one arm free of Eddie’s last grasp and
twisting the other one clear of Talia as she passed, and stormed off towards the main
rotunda, snarling like a wild cat.
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CHAPTER 6: ITEM 2
Selina sat in the empty gallery in front of the famous Van Gogh, the torn skirt of her
evening dress tied off above the knee. The floor was strewn with broken glass,
splintered picture frames, and sequins. She held a chilled bottle of champagne, which
she alternately drank from and held against a swollen bruise on her cheek.
“Vincent,” she told the painting, “I had plans for tonight, you and me, him, and this
room.”
A familiar masculine footstep echoed off the reflective walls of the gallery. Selina
ignored it as it came closer. She took a healthy swig from the bottle and glared up at
the painting on the wall above her.
“Right about now,” she added, checking her watch.
The footsteps came closer still… Swig.
“This was not it,” she declared.
Just as the footsteps reached her, the dark figure passing wordlessly behind the
bench on which she sat, a small, glistening orb landed hard and cool in her lap.
“I know I said you’d have to earn it, Kitten, but Jesus,” Bruce remarked dryly.
Selina glanced down to see the pink sapphire ring from Cartier.
“I was pissed,” was her only comment.
“I noticed that,” Bruce replied quickly. “I think it’s fair to say everyone noticed that,
particularly Blake. That was really quite a… an unusual move with the backhand and
the ice tongs and… his nose.”
They sat in silence for a minute, while Selina took another generous swig from the
bottle. Then she offered him a taste, which he refused.
“Thanks for the Batarang,” she mentioned casually.
“That’s not how they’re meant to be used,” he graveled disapprovingly.

Earlier…
By the time Bruce had slipped away to the 5th floor balcony where he’d stashed his
costume, changed into Batman, and returned to the main rotunda, the Catman
situation was well in hand. Selina had disarmed him, certainly, for Richard Flay was
holding the only gun in the room, picking it off the floor, his fingertips curled
uncertainly around the butt as if it were a dead rodent, but keeping the barrel pointed
safely at the floor. Batman returned his attention to Blake, who Selina had pinned in an
obscure Kano-hold, her ungloved, unclawed fingers having evidently torn off enough
of his cowl to apply the paralyzing nerve-poke behind his ear.
Talia had made her way from the side gallery where Bruce had left them. And
having presumably recognized Catman as the Bat-imposter, she was maneuvering
around the pair of them screaming about monstrous sacrilege of a great man’s mantle,
witchcraft, and cats. Batman was amused to see Selina reposition Blake slightly to face
the onslaught head on, turning his struggling body directly into the path of Talia’s
rising knee. Catwoman and the demonspawn might never “team up” in the
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conventional sense, but Selina was evidently willing to step aside for twenty seconds to
let Talia get a few licks in. Hell, as far as Selina was concerned, wanting to ram her
knee into Catman’s chin was probably the first good idea Talia ever had.
The situation, such as it was, was under control; at least it was sufficiently under
control for Batman to survey the rest of his surroundings. And the first thing he
looked for was Edward Nigma, the only potential threat still unaccounted for. When
he wasn’t visible from the rotunda, Batman raced silently to the spot he was most likely
to find the little weasel, a fiery rage building with each step until he reached the
Sanborn room.
Batman’s mouth filled with a salty metallic taste he’d only experienced in his first
confrontations with Gotham criminals.
“NIGMA” he hissed, the bat-fist shooting out in a blinding flash, picking his nemesis
up by the throat, and slamming him against the light column.
It was exactly what Batman knew he would find entering this room: Edward Nigma,
the Riddler in a second rate civilian tux, dismantling the Sanborn sculpture and
preparing to leave a coded message of his own in its place…
“Your little plan misfired, Eddie,” Batman hissed, a throb of pure fury pulsing behind
his eyeballs.
…It’s exactly what Batman knew he would find, but a part of him—a part he didn’t
want to admit existed—had hoped…
“You thought she would be a distraction.”
…hoped…
“You thought stirring her up would be a diversion, keep me occupied so you could
get the Sanborn.”
…hoped, for Selina’s sake, that he was wrong.
“Instead, she’s freed me up to give YOU my FULL ATTENTION.”
The fist pinning Eddie to the light column tightened around his throat.
“I know you’re the one who maneuvered Cobblepot into telling her about that
password.”
Batman changed hands, allowing Nigma to gasp momentarily for breath.
“And I can guess what buttons you pushed on her: the good old days? Her
reforming? This opening being just the sort of target she would have loved once?
Needing a win?”
While Batman’s left fist clutched Nigma’s throat, the right appeared inches above his
nose, two fingers extended like a peace sign.
“That’s TWO,” Batman growled, his voice hoarse with raw hatred. “Sending that cat
Flummox to the house, that was ONE-” The fist blurred and a fierce crotch-punch
contorted Nigma’s lower body while that remaining hand on his throat held his head
and torso in place.
Nigma tried to speak, but found he could only force a raspy burble.
“And this was two,” Batman said simply, delivering a quick, brutal blow to
sternum.
The fist then opened slowly and deliberately, and Batman held the gloved palm
purposefully in front of Nigma’s face for a beat before closing it once more around the
villain’s forehead.
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“You’re very proud of that brain of yours, Riddler,” Batman observed, pushing the
head firmly backward against the column. “8.5 millimeters of bone tissue, mostly
calcium phosphate, makes up a human skull. It’s not that much protection. So riddle
me this: If there’s ever a THREE with you using Selina to get to me, where do you
think the next blow will fall, hmm?”

“Bytes!” Barbara screamed as “the cat formerly known as Flummox” hopped onto
the desk at her left and trotted happily between her and the large, central computer
screen. She crossed back and forth until she’d received enough attention, then
pounced away to the right.
“Boy, she’s a cute one,” Dinah noted, picking up the mewling creature before she
could make another pass across the desk.
“Okay,” Barbara grumbled, now that the distraction was removed from her
workstation. “Take a look at these shots from an ATM camera in Times Square last
night. See that pointy-eared blur waving on the corner? That’s our fake Batman.”
“Same one as the reports from the Planet Gotham restaurant—Ooh, look at you, you
sweetiepie—with his cape snagged on the front of the building?—Yes you are, you
sweetiepie.”
“Gotta be, how many Batmen can there be running around Times Square in a single
night—Dinah, put the cat down, will you. I’m trying to concentrate here.”
Dinah set Bytes down petulantly, and then mouthed “yes, you are” three more times
before turning her attention back to Barbara—who was staring at her, openmouthed.
“WHAT are you doing?” Barbara asked flatly.
“Your cat is the only one left who’s nice to me, Babs, what do you want?”
Barbara said nothing for a moment, although it was clear she had something to say
on the matter. Instead, she turned back to the main screen, punched a series of keys
viciously, and a number of small thumbnail photographs appeared on the sidescreens.
Work. If she learned anything in those months after the shooting, it was that work
really was the best medicine. It was a distraction, of course; it gave the mind
something to do besides dwell on its own problems; that much was true for
everybody. But for the Bat-Family, there was the added balm of knowing you were
doing Good, knowing the world was just a little better because of your efforts. That
knowledge put you in a better state of mind to face… the realities: spending the rest of
your life in a wheelchair… or accepting that your best friend and most trusted ally was
capable of an unspeakable betrayal.
“This is our guy from outside the Planet Gotham building,” Barbara said, returning
to the crisp all-business mode. “Everybody’s got phones in their cameras these days,
and look at him, that was something to see. So there were plenty of photos. I was able
to snag about half the images sent through the Times Square cell relays in that
timeframe.”
“What a buffoon,” Dinah chuckled.
Barbara turned from the screen to frown at her silently for a moment. The guy was
an imposter in a cheap costume who’d gotten his cape stuck on the cornice of a
building. He was a buffoon, and if anyone else had said so, Barbara wouldn’t have
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blinked at the comment. But coming from Dinah—after what she did, who was she
judge, who was she to laugh at anybody in a Bat-costume. Did Bruce look like a
“buffoon” when they made him helpless and wiped his memory of it?
“Well he’s no Batman, that’s for sure,” Barbara pronounced, opting again to let the
panacea of Work smooth over the situation. “You can see in this image that it’s not a
quality costume, but then look here, back at the ATM—same guy, presumably—he’s
hailing a cab, or trying to, and look in his hand, that’s a Batarang.”
“He’s trying to hail a cab, standing in the middle of Times Square, waving a
Batarang,” Dinah said flatly.
“He lived. Somehow,” Barbara noted. “Anyway, look at the ‘rang; it’s real.”
“Barbara, it’s a squiggly little blur, how can you tell?”
“It’s a crappy costume, Dinah. Even the good costumes make the Batarangs too big,
so they look better from a distance. They don’t need to be functional; they just need to
be recognizable as a Batman Batarang. This one isn’t. It’s the right size. The fakes are
never the right size.”
“Okay, valid theory. But so what?”
“SigmundFledermaus. He bought two. Actually, he’s bought roughly $4,000 worth
of assorted bat-crap in the past eight months. But in with all the ripoffs and kink, he
scored two genuine Batarangs. Handle like Sigmund Fledermaus, it’s got to be Hugo
Strange, right? Batman just busted him, we got his front operation, found his lab and
his apartment—no Batarangs. Somehow this guy, in this pathetic crap-costume trying
to hail a cab in Times Square in theatre traffic, somehow he’s tied to Hugo Strange, and
he’s got one of Hugo’s Batarangs.”
The window opened and Nightwing entered. He glared hatefully at Dinah, then
glanced at his wife and finally at the cat.
“You two almost done?” he asked curtly.
“Almost,” Barbara answered coolly, “Another few minutes.”
“Good, then Black Canary will be leaving.”
Dinah’s mouth puckered slightly into a sour expression, but she did not
acknowledge Nightwing or his words in any other way.
“You certainly don’t need me for your last few minutes,” she told Barbara, squeezing
her friend’s shoulders. “Thanks for the chat, and for including me.”
Barbara’s own feelings were still a muddle where Dinah was concerned, but Dick’s
open contempt was enough to rekindle the forgiving impulse that led her to invite
Dinah over in the first place.
“G’night, sweetie,” she said gamely.
Dinah nodded, waved at the cat, and then left through the same window Nightwing
had come through. He shut it behind her.

When Batman returned to the rotunda, two police units had arrived to take Catman
into custody. With their arrival, a few lingering paparazzi and curious onlookers had
used the opening to gain admittance to the museum. One of these was Greg Brady.
He reached the rotunda just as Talia was picking herself off the floor, dusting debris of
the fight, both real and imagined, off her evening gown.
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“I told Ig’thar he was crazy,” Greg announced, looking betrayed and disappointed.
“I told him that report had to be wrong. No way was that Talia al Ghul running all over
town looking for He-Whose-Name-Can’t-Be-Uttered; she’s over that loser—no offense,
Dude,” he added, noticing Batman lurking in the background. “I told Ig’thar he was
crazy,” Brady repeated. “I said it couldn’t be you. Thanks a lot, Tee.”
“Gr’ori, please, you don’t understand.”
“Greg. For the love of god, it’s Greg. Greg Brady. You are like the only person in the
English-speaking world that can’t get that down. Greg. Brady.”
“Did he say Greg Brady,” Richard Flay remarked, “How positively camp!”
“Greg-I, I can explain,” Talia answered.
“No, Tee, you can’t. See, Ig’thar, he’s thorough. And he knew if there was going to
be any kind of rogue activity that would bring Batman out into the open tonight, it
would be here at this party because, check it out, ‘sponsored by the Wayne
Foundation.’”
“You can say that again,” Nigma mumbled, limping miserably into the rotunda from
the direction of the sculpture garden.
“Ig’thar got the lowdown from all those pictures the photographers were taking as
people arrived at this shindig. Information age, Tee; everything’s digital. We had the
print outs before they passed the first cheese tray. And there you were, clear as day.”
“But Greg!”
“Look, Tee, I’m not a moron. I never thought I was Mr. Right or anything. I thought
at the very least I was Mr. Right-Now, and we were having fun together, even if you
can’t get the cellophane off a slice of American cheese. And I thought if we had fun
long enough, maybe you would eventually notice I happen to be ‘He who can deal with
all your baggage and nutsitude and still finds you rather appealing’ or ‘He who can make you
giggle like the schoolgirl you should’ve been but never were’ or even ‘He who you could tell
those awful stories about the Legion training camps and why you learned English.’”
“Gr’ori, please!”
“You ever hear that one, Bats! Was 1911, Days of Empire, one-fifth of the world’s
population lived under English rule. Daddy had a nice English duke picked out for
her to marry, isn’t that right, Tee? He was only eight years old at the time, but the old
man thinks long term, you know how it is.”
“GR’ORI!”
“Greg,” he spat. “So dutiful daughter here learns English; League of Assassins gets
ready to remove a few Windsors from the line of succession, and then Britain, India,
Australia, and a slew of smaller provinces would be his in one fowl swoop.
Unfortunately, by the time His Grace comes of age, he’s gay, and then before Princess
here can regroup, he gets killed in World War I. Great One is ‘most acutely
disappointed’ and Tee gets tossed back into the dustbin of ideas that didn’t pan out.”
No one said anything for several seconds. The only sound in the gallery was a
stifled sob from Talia.
“Guess you hadn’t heard that one, huh, Bats?” Greg continued, cruelly. “Know
why? She didn’t tell you about it. Bet you didn’t ask. Bet you wouldn’t care. She told
me. Why is that, Tee? Why open up to me, hmm? You didn’t notice we click that way,
that we’re good together?” His face suddenly dropped; all the anger, the pain, the
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indignation washing away, leaving a look of complete resignation. He glanced around
at the assembled patrons in the gallery. “Sorry to interrupt the party, folks,” he
announced, then turned back to her. “Goodbye, Talia.”
He turned to go and, after a moment’s blinking away the shock, Talia chased after
him.
“Greg, wait, I can explain everything, really,” she began, finding her voice just as she
passed Nigma, who spoke at the same moment: “Rhett, come back! Where will I go,
what will I do?”
Talia pulled back, delivered a feral hiss, and punched Edward Nigma squarely in the
jaw.

Selina and Bruce sat side by side on a low wooden bench in the long-empty gallery.
Above them, the impassioned whirlpools of blues, blacks, and yellows that formed
Vincent Van Gogh’s Starry Night; behind, the dim green of a Forsythe-Goldleigh
security system kicking into idle.
“I know why this is your favorite,” Selina said finally. “That was ‘Item 2.’ In the
cave this morning, Item 2 that I didn’t say: I know why this is your favorite painting.”
“It’s a powerful piece,” Bruce graveled.
“It’s more than that; that’s his pain up there on the canvas. The paint is an inch
thick, nobody realizes until they see it in person. It’s an inch thick. He’s trying so
damn hard to express it, to make somebody understand, get his message through. Van
Gogh was going mad and he knew it, and it tortured him… and that’s what he did
with it. That is the most lasting, and powerful, and significant creation anybody has
ever—that is what a human being can make out of their pain…”
Bruce said nothing. As Batman had on that long drive home in the Batmobile, he
merely stared in front of him as if looking at her would cause his whole universe to
implode.
“Just like the cave,” Selina whispered. “And just like Batman.”
“Selina-” he began, but she cut him off with an abrupt change of tone.
“But then he cut off his own ear, and that was just self-destructive and stupid.”
“This is still Item 2?” he asked with a growl.
“It is.”
“You think I’m cutting off my ear in some way?”
“I do,” she said levelly. “Every time you say we’re not like other people. How
exactly are we different, hmm? Arms, legs, fingers, toes. We eat, we sleep, we fuck…
we fuck very, very well, as a matter of fact.”
Bruce gave her a withering look, which she answered with a naughty grin.
“You just proved my point. There is nothing in this world as delicious as getting that
look out of you. Meow.”
“You’re shameless.”
“I’m an ‘impossible woman,’” she said playfully. “Emphasis on woman,” she added
seriously. “We’re really not that different from other men and women, are we?”
“I am.”
“You’re not, Bruce. Maybe you can sneak that one past everyone else in this world,
but you can’t sit there and say it to me. I know better. I was there on that roof. You
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want to go up right now for a reenactment? You want exactly the same things other
men do… For one thing, you wanted me.”
“I do,” he said, repeating her earlier words and inflection. “But marriage, Selina? I
don’t know if I’ll ever want to be married. I may never be capable of that kind of—”
“You said just bringing me to the cave was a commitment, Bruce. We already wake
up next to each other every morning. You’ve already raised a son.”
“And helped raise two others. And, some could argue, a couple of daughters as well.
But ‘commitment’ isn’t what I was going to say. I may never be capable of that kind
of… vulnerability.”
They both sat in silence for a long moment until Selina glanced down at the
gemstone in her hand.
“Of the three items they showed me at Cartier’s, I notice you bought the ring.”
“Maybe I just don’t like the word,” Bruce said frankly. “Beloved wife, beloved
husband, right off that tombstone. ‘Til death do us part. Those words that mean love
and commitment, and togetherness for everyone else—to me, they’re just a constant
reminder of my… of… two bodies lying in an alley, a smell of spent gun powder and
blood. Pearls soaked in this reddish black ooze… Yes, you’re right, there are ways we
are just like everybody else. We eat, we sleep, we breathe—”
He paused, taking a deep breath. “We die. I can’t… maybe I will never be able to get
past that one.”
“Ah.”
“Just words, Selina. Words on a piece of paper… or carved into—I’ve already made
that commitment to you; let you into every corner of my life. The rest are just words.
Are they that important to you?”
“No. No, they’re not. Truth be told, I don’t like the w-one that much myself. I
just… Since the whole Zatanna thing came out, it all seems just a little more… fragile or
something. Vulnerable. Those words that don’t really mean anything make it seem, I
don’t know, more solid, somehow. More real.”
“You mean that I seem more fragile and vulnerable since Zatanna.”
“Maybe.”
He sighed, exasperated. “What a mess. I always told myself it could never work
with us. It was supposed to be crime that came between us, not something like this.
I’m worried that getting too close makes us vulnerable and you worry that we’re too
vulnerable so you want us closer. You get scared by a glimpse of mortality and want to
get married to make it more real and solid, and to me, the more ‘real and solid’ it gets,
the closer we are to, to…” He trailed off.
“To death,” she said, as if accepting a dare.
Bruce said nothing.
“This is, without a doubt, the most revolting conversation we’ve ever had,” Selina
noted, “and that includes the time Joker sprayed me with that radioactive goo to track
me all over the city, and your brilliant plan to catch him was to plop me into
Blackgate.”
“That plan would have worked,” he grunted.
“No, it wouldn’t, because you would have had a hard time driving him out to
Arkham with my whip shoved up your ass.”
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“Yeah, well… it was still a better plan than this turned out to be.”
“Oh, I don’t know,” Selina smiled. “Whiskers likes the penthouse quite a lot. I kept
seeing that little furry ‘dorsal fin’ going by in the mirror.”
Bruce chuckled at the word-picture.
“And Nutmeg?” he asked.
“Set up shop under the bed.”
“Well, it’s not so pleasant at home. Alfred is mad at me. I told him it didn’t mean
anything and it was just for tonight, and he… Well, I guess he’s heard a lot of denials
and qualifiers like that over the years, from me, where you’re concerned.”
“You’re babbling, Bruce.”
“I told him you’d be back tomorrow—”
“I will.”
“—and that taking the cats was just to… you will.”
“Yes, of course I will. You don’t think something as stupid as ‘beloved wife’ and
‘beloved husband’ would really be the end of us, do you?”
“I would hope not, but… well, you’re not as easy to anticipate as you used to be,
Selina. Half the time now I don’t even know—”
“Bruce, I love you. I want to be with you.”
“And I, you.”
“Then, it’s that simple. If what we have now is all there ever is, it’s a lot more than
either of us thought was possible that night. Remember, ‘Stay away from that Van
Gogh,’” she mimicked.
“Take the Van Gogh,” he said abruptly.
“Excuse me?”
“The Van Gogh, take it.”
She stared at him incredulously.
“I want it for the penthouse. You can get it for me. Go for it, see if you can earn that
sapphire ring after all.”
“What the hell are you talking about? You don’t want it and you certainly don’t
want me to steal it, so what the hell are you—?”
“I’m telling you to take the Van Gogh. Or at least… try. I mean, let’s be honest here:
we both know that you’re not going to get it.”
“Oh really? And why is that?”
His voice shifted into the deepest Bat-growl.
“Because I won’t let you!”
“You won’t let me?”
“Look, you’ve got the rest of the night as a free woman, at the penthouse, a night to
be ‘her’ again, why not have a little fun with it.”
“Hang on there, back it up. You won’t let me?”
“You’re out of practice. You don’t have what it takes to get back in here and get it
before I stop you…”
“Oh, you’re going to regret this one, Stud.”

Talia sat in a crumpled, wet heap in a surprisingly well-appointed booth in a
gleaming diner in lower Gotham. The flatware was still of the cheap, punched-out
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variety all these miserable eateries seemed to use. The table was positioned so far from
the seat that an individual of Ubu’s girth or even larger could sit comfortably—
possibly with room for another minion in his lap. Yet the walls were covered with
dark wood paneling and cheery sconces of frosted glass. In her teary fog, Talia
scrutinized a framed print on the wall, a detail of an Edward Hopper painting; the
original of which had hung in the museum—the museum where Greg had left her. She
wondered why the image would be here? What cruel fate would—
“Ready to order, Hun?” the waitress asked pleasantly.
Talia blinked up at her. She felt completely adrift. She only took shelter in this place
because it was preferable to wandering the street. She moistened her lips thoughtfully,
and spied a familiar glass cover on a raised plate on the service counter.
“Do you have pie?” she asked hoarsely.
“Cocoanut cream and lemon meringue. But it’s not the greatest. We got grilled
stickies if you’ve got a sweet tooth.”
Talia formed the next words carefully, as if she was breaking in a new set of vocal
chords.
“Please bring me a, a ‘big slab’ of your cocoanut pie, then. And a cup of coffee.
Please.”
The waitress shrugged and wrote the order. Talia regarded the Hopper print once
again. She realized now the image was pictured in this place because it depicted an allnight diner: a smiling soda-jerk serving two patrons, a man and a woman. But this
pleasant, happy-diner image cropped off an isolated figure seated by himself further
down the counter. The complete painting, which Talia had left only hours before at the
museum, was a portrait of loneliness.
Greg was gone.
What was she going to do? Greg, her protector, her… Greg, who… who listened to
her. Greg, who didn’t spurn her affections, who didn’t make her feel like she had to
prove herself by working against her father, who took care of her and teased her and,
and, and let her become this wonderful, magical being called Tee that wasn’t a failure
or a bitch or a sniveling, shrinking embarrassment to women, who wasn’t a remora in
$400 shoes or the stupid, weak-willed pawn of men who didn’t love her.
Somehow, she had to get that creature back. That person who existed for those few
seconds in Chinatown before a minion threw himself at her feet. She had, somehow, to
find her way back to being “Tee”—and she had, somehow, to win back the heart of
Greg Brady.

Their explorations concluded, Whiskers and Nutmeg had curled together on the
corner of the sofa that both agreed was the most comfortable nap-place in the vast
Wayne penthouse. Both cats suddenly sprang to attention as a violent noise shattered
the silence. The full-length window had burst open at the hinge and two figures—BatBruce and Selina-Cat—burst in through it, locked in a heated embrace.
“Slipping, Catwoman,” Batman growled through ferocious kisses. “Letting me trail
you back to your lair.”
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“Don’t be so sure you haven’t stepped into a trap,” she panted against his lips,
clawing wildly until the cape fell loose to the floor.
Whiskers briefly considered rising from his comfortable pillow to examine the fallen
cape, but the area seemed hazardous, boots shifting heedlessly, a heavy belt dropping
to the floor. Whiskers decided to wait.

It was a jaded and despondent Ra’s al Ghul that surveyed the day’s intelligence
reports. The picture they painted was all too familiar: ground gained on one front but
lost on another, murky indecision here, endless waiting there, mixed messages and
trade-offs. His puppet was restored to a position of influence in the Laotese Ministry
of Information and had already begun an aggressive propaganda campaign, but in
Balliprai, his efforts to inflate the price of staple foods were thwarted by the
introduction of a disease-resistant “dwarf wheat.”
Despite the galling information that this dwarf wheat was introduced to the region
by—imagine his surprise—the Wayne Foundation, Ra’s felt no surge of angry
indignation at the setback, no more than he could feel satisfied contentment in the
more promising reports. He felt, in truth, nothing at all—other than a lurking worry
that the real reason for his languor was the gray hair… or hairs to be precise, 12 of
them. A sign, surely, that it would soon be time to immerse himself in the Lazarus Pit.
He felt no effects yet, but the appearance of the first hair nine days ago, coupled with
its sudden eruption into a full dozen iron-gray tendrils in less than two weeks, left little
doubt. Soon he would require a dip. The effects of each immersion seemed to
dissipate a little sooner than the last… and still he seemed no closer to his great goal.
His jaundiced eye scanned the wheat report once again, searching out a single word,
a single name. Not Norman Borlaugh, who developed the high-yield crop that
thwarted Ra’s designs on the peasants of Balliprai, but of that other name, “a
humanitarian agricultural initiative of the Wayne Foundation.”
“How long, Detective? How long will you withhold from me the siring of a worthy
heir?” he grumbled before calling loudly, “Ubu! Apprise the Pit-Stirrers that the
Demon’s Head shall present himself for the Mergulho al Ghul at the eve of the next
moon. Let all things be made ready for the ritual.”
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Ra’s al Ghul’s life was nearing its end. He knew this. He had declared its final day.
“Ubu,” he had ordered, “Apprise the Pit-Stirrers that the Demon’s Head shall present
himself for the Mergulho al Ghul at the eve of the next moon.”
The Mergulho al Ghul, literally the “dipping of the Demon” ritual, would end his
present life, which was receding rapidly on its own. The twelve gray hairs he counted
the day he gave the order had multiplied into hundreds, which were now interspersed
with an alarming number of white. His beard had grown thin and brittle. His body
felt hollow and heavy. And his digestion groaned from the rich dishes he had been
able to enjoy only days before, forcing him to a bland diet of tea and toast which was
fully as depressing as the gray hairs and white beard. But by immersing himself in the
fiery depths of the Lazarus Pit, Ra’s al Ghul would be reborn into a new life, as he had
been for centuries, as he would be for centuries more… he hoped.
The troubling fact was that the effects of the pit seemed to wane faster after each
immersion. At first, Ra’s attributed this to faulty construction, for a Lazarus Pit could
not be placed just anywhere: there were precise points on the earth’s surface, where the
ley lines intersected and which were placed favorably under Thuban, the Polar star in
the Greek constellation Draco. It was easy enough to make some small errors in the
calculation; mankind’s rape of the land and poisoning of the atmosphere may well
have disrupted the life-flow through the ley lines or distorted the true position of the
stars. Once. Twice even. But not dip after dip, pit after pit. Ra’s could only assume
that there was a limit to the life-giving magicks any one being could absorb. He had
extended his life for over a millennium, and he meant to continue. But eventually…
Talia was no fit heir. Weak, irresolute, and a woman, she could never assume the
role of Ra’s al Ghul and lead his empire—and if she did, she could never hold true to
his great goal and unite the world under DEMON rule. The Detective would sway her
in a year at most, and she would set about deliberately dismantling his empire,
assuming she did not destroy it accidentally with her incompetence.
Weak, irresolute, and a woman. No, he needed a true heir. He needed the
Detective. There was a man such as this modern age seldom bred, a man who
committed himself, body and soul, to a vision—a flawed vision, but the goal did not
interest Ra’s so much as the dedication to achieving it. Yes, the Detective was a
superior being, plain and simple. No one was better suited to sire an heir of his blood
fit to lead DEMON into a golden age of global rule.
Ra’s sighed. He must put such worldly thoughts from his mind to prepare for the
coming ceremony.
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Giovanni D’Annunzio looked over the new arrival at his podium with the
experienced hauteur of a Gotham City snob. The man was impeccably dressed and
possessed an air of confident self-assurance that marked one born to privilege—yet
there was something vaguely familiar about the man’s features, markedly handsome
features at that, which hinted at celebrity. If he were a moviestar or a news anchor, that
would knock him down a tier in Giovanni’s complex hierarchy. There was no question
of the man getting a table, nor even of his waiting for one, but Giovanni had yet to
decide if it would be a first level table or second.
“Your name, Signore?” Giovanni asked with a bored drawl.
“Dent, Harvey Dent. A party of two, the reservation is under Wayne.”
Giovanni’s face transformed at the magical name.
“Ah yes, Mr. Wayne’s guest. Welcome to D’Annunzio’s, Signore Dent! Here I
assumed he would be lunching with la bella gatta, Miss Selina, that is. Signore Wayne,
he has not yet arrived, but his table will be ready in due minuti, two minutes, I promise.
If you like to wait in the bar, I come get you.”
“As it’s only two minutes, I’m sure I can wait,” Harvey Dent observed dryly. The
frequency with which the number two came up in casual conversation was the most
poignant irony he’d observed since that curious Jason Blood fellow had banished TwoFace from his life.
Giovanni was as good as his word, and in two minutes time he escorted Harvey into
the large dining room, to what was clearly the very best table. Harvey shrewdly
surmised that being led in by the proprietor himself was a rare honor, one Giovanni
bestowed only on the very few, like “Signore Wayne’s guests.”
As they approached the table, Harvey saw that there was already a chilled martini
sitting on the table before the chair to which he was being pointed. He couldn’t
suppress a chuckle as he looked it over: Selina’s martini—garnished with a live orchid
no less.
“Evidently they didn’t get the word in the bar about la bella gatta,” he noted, handing
the glass gingerly to Giovanni. “Perhaps you’ll take this away and bring me your best
single malt Scotch.”
“Of course,” Giovanni said pleasantly, then he tilted the glass temptingly. “Signore
is certain he would not like to try the Paradiso martini?”
Harvey looked at the drink’s garnish, the light purple-white petals pocked with tiny
red and yellow dots, and an unfathomable look came into his eye. His left eye
squinted slightly as the left side of his mouth curled into a faint, fleeting smile.
“Eh, no,” he said at last. “Flowers in the vicinity of my lips, this is not a good thing.
Just a scotch, please—single malt.”
Giovanni nodded and left.

Ra’s knelt at the altar of Huang-Ti, the “Yellow Emperor,” said to have been carried
away body and soul at the end of his life by a Dragon Spirit in reward for having ruled
justly.
Stubborn Western ignorance would never understand the noble magic of dragons.
Ra’s still remembered bitterly his efforts to educate Richard Wagner on the subject. He
was grooming Wagner, sensing a power in the German composer that could inspire
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armies to conquer the Earth! That didn’t work out, of course. Nazis. That’s what Ra’s
got for his trouble. All those years following the composer from Dresden to Saxon to
Paris to Zürich, forced always to meet in those ale houses and drink that revolting
Leipzig beer, priming the man with the most rousing ancient legends. And what did
Wagner do with it? Fafner! A sorry excuse for a dragon who did nothing more than
guard a hoard of treasure—until the hero lured him from his home, hid like a coward
under a rock, and stabbed him in the belly. What kind of inspiration was that? What
army could possibly rally around… What a waste. More wasted years.
Ra’s al Ghul sighed. He was meant to be preparing himself for the ritual. He had to
clear his mind of these painful recollections. All thought was distraction. He must
ready himself to embrace oblivion.

As Catwoman, Selina was accustomed to flitting about houses like Wayne Manor,
silent and invisible to the occupants. As a professional, she had no difficulty eluding
someone like Alfred; it was no different—in fact, it was far easier—than evading
security guards.
Except that she rather enjoyed slipping past those hopeless dolts the museums hired
from Pinkertons or Foster & Forsythe. Whereas hiding in the little alcove in the library
until Alfred had passed with his tea tray, that gave her a disquieting pang.
But what could she do? He was being impossible. She had nothing more than a
simple bruise on her cheek from the museum skirmish with Catman. It didn’t even
develop into a full black eye. It was a bash on her cheek, a little swelling and a little
discoloration that was nearly healed already. And yet Alfred was fussing over it as if
nobody in the Bat-family had ever come home with a bump or a scratch. So far, he had
iced it, salved it, disinfected it, iced it again, and asked to check it no fewer than four
times a day. Feline pride rebelled!
Not to mention, each and every examination was the occasion for another little
“chat” about her moving out of the manor that night. It was one night! She and Bruce
had decided, given the Bat and Cat history attached to the Gotham Museum of Modern
Art, that it really would be too difficult going to the reopening gala as a couple. Just
dressing for it in the same room seemed impossibly awkward. It would be so much
better if she could go on her own, just as she would have if nothing ever changed
between her and Batman. So she had moved out to the penthouse for that one single
night, taking her evening gown and her jewels, her makeup—and, of course, her cats.
For Selina, no dwelling could feel like home without Whiskers and Nutmeg. And it
was that detail which seems to have outraged Alfred beyond any rational
understanding.
Bruce admitted that Alfred had heard a good number of denials and half-truths over
the years on the subject to of Batman and Catwoman. And he apparently took Bruce’s
perfectly accurate and dispassionate explanation of the one night arrangement to be the
biggest Bat-whopper so far. But Selina, happy innocent, had assumed that when she
returned home the next day, all would be set right: she was back, the cats were back,
and life at the manor would go on as before.
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This, evidently, was “Feline logic” (Bruce’s little term for whatever perfectly simple
thing he didn’t understand). Except in this case, it was Alfred who viewed the
mutually acceptable one-night separation as some kind of monstrous outrage.
The way he had lectured her as he iced her cheek (It really was a Bat-lecture, there
was no question now where Bruce had acquired certain aspects of that insufferable
rooftop “Battitude”), it… it felt unbelievably like the Watchtower. When he refused to
admit she’d saved the whole bloody Justice League when they bungled themselves into
such a sorry state against Prometheus, and all he would keep repeating was how she’d
only snuck in to steal the Storm Opals—which she put back anyway.
She had come back to the manor, it was just one night at the penthouse, it was only a
bit of fun, Lord knows she needed a bit of fun after all the—
“Ah, there you are, miss. I was just coming to look for you. It is well past time to
apply a fresh ice pack.”
Selina closed her eyes and flourished her clawless fingertips, summoning patience.
It really was unfair that anyone possess so much Battitude outside of a rooftop where
she could claw off a piece and feed it to him.

Ubu stood alone in a dark subterranean alcove. To his right was the antechamber in
which Ra’s al Ghul was purifying his flesh in preparation for the ritual of the Lazarus
Pit; to his left was the narrow stone staircase which led to the Pit itself. The chant of
the Pit-Stirrers echoed beautifully throughout the caverns. This was the first Mergulho
al Ghul since the man born Corcea Porumbescu, son of Joseph Porumbescu, was called
as Ubu. He clutched the vial in his hands and prayed he would be equal to the great
task before him.
The Pit-Stirrers had begun to chant as soon as Ubu sent word that the Demon’s Head
had entered the antechamber. They sang of the dragon that churns the whirlpool
waters of life. Ra’s al Ghul would listen as he disrobed and immersed himself in the
bath.
When the song ended, Ubu knew his master would be emerging from the bath. He
folded a cloak of silvery scales over his arm, then took the vial of red pepper and flung
it into his eyes, blinding himself temporarily. He then stepped into the antechamber,
unable to see Ra’s al Ghul in his nakedness, and draped the scaled cloak around his
master’s shoulders.

Giovanni D’Annunzio beamed with pleasure at the sound of discreet, manly
laughter erupting again from Bruce Wayne’s table.
“We hadn’t been dating very long,” Bruce was saying, “it couldn’t have been more
than the second or third time I brought her here. Coat check girl, right in front of
Selina, tries to give me this fur coat left by some bimbo, Gretta something-or-other, that
was like three months before.”
Harvey winced. “Leopard?”
Bruce nodded and quoted.
“‘But Mr. Wayne, it’s imported snow leopard. I’m sure Veronica would want it back’—
Veronica, that was her name. Veronica.”
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Harvey chuckled. “You are lucky to be alive, my friend.”
“In all sorts of ways,” Bruce admitted.
“I can hear it now,” Harvey went on, still laughing. “‘Ix-nay on the oat-cay.’
Probably followed by an ‘iss-hay,’ an ‘owl-gray,’ and an ‘aw-clay.’”
“Probably,” Bruce said readily, pleased at the opening that suggested itself.
“Considering how quick you all are with the word play.”
“We all are? Bruce, please, you know I like thinking of myself in the singular these
days.”
Bruce smiled. “You know what I mean: that whole Iceberg crowd, Selina’s ‘friends’
among, eh, what is it you call yourselves? ‘The rogues.’ I’ve noticed the word play is
pretty common, that’s all. Must be hanging around with that odd Nigma fellow.”
“Eddie,” Harvey said amiably. “He’s all right.”
“Yes, I’m sure,” Bruce grumbled, then his manner changed. “Of course, you’re in a
much better position to be a real friend to her, Harvey. Seeing as she’s given up that
life and so have you.”
Harvey’s face darkened.
“She hasn’t exactly called, Bruce. Not since that one visit right after…” he gestured
to the healed side of his face, formerly scarred into the visage of Two-Face. “It’s ironic,
you and I lost touch after the acid—”
“Harvey, I—”
“Oh, I don’t blame you,” Harvey said quickly. “I certainly would have avoided
Two-Face if I’d had the option. It’s just… now he’s gone, you and I sit down to a nice
lunch, and Selina seems to have misplaced my phone number.”
“You haven’t called her either,” Bruce pointed out.
“There’s an old adage about horses, Bruce: you can lead one to water, but you can’t
make it drink. Well, you can’t even take a damn cat to the water. She’ll call me if she
wants to, and as she evidently doesn’t—”
“Come out to the house, then,” Bruce interrupted. “I’m inviting you. Saturday. We’ll
have a barbecue.”
Harvey felt an urge to flip for it; his fingers itched to hold a coin and use that to
make the decision. He couldn’t, of course. To flip a coin, to let Fate make any choice
for him, would break the magical bargain Jason Blood had made with the cosmos to
heal his face… Still, sometimes, for reasons Harvey couldn’t begin to fathom, a part of
him ached let go of the responsibility and just let a coinflip decide.
Instead he turned to Bruce and asked, “Why?”
“Because it’s summer, and because, apart from the annual Wayne Enterprises-Wayne
Foundation Labor Day Barbecue, I haven’t had a cookout since Dick was twelve.”
Harvey laughed broadly. “The Annual Wayne Enterprises-Wayne Foundation
Labor Day Barbecue?” he repeated.
“It’s just as much fun as it sounds,” Bruce noted wryly.
“I don’t doubt it. And Saturday, by contrast, would be?”
“The not-since-Dick-was-twelve, Alfred-won’t-let-me-touch-the-grill, Selina-willrun-around-in-her-bare-feet, couple steaks, bottle of good wine, shoot the breeze with
your old friends.”
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“You put it like that, I’d be a fool to say I had to ‘flip for it,’ wouldn’t I?” Harvey
grinned.

The Lazarus Chamber was essentially a temple, five-sided, built around what
appeared to be a small underground lake. Each face of the chamber contained an
image of a dragon, a simple altar, and, upon each altar, a small ivory tusk. The lake
was still and dark, its waters—if water it was—thick and black, emitting a faint, warm
smell of sulfur, carbon, and yeast. The odor was masked with a heady blend of exotic
incense, burned in special dragonhead dishes at each of five points around the lake.
The only light in the chamber came from torches, each held in place by a sconce shaped
like a dragon’s five-clawed talon.
Ra’s al Ghul descended into the chamber, resplendent in the scaled robe which
seemed to shimmer eerily in the firelight. The Pit-Stirrers resumed their chant as he
circled the Pit. They sang first of Marduk, the first dragon, who slew an evil one and
filleted its carcass to create the heavens, the earth, and humanity. Ra’s reached the first
altar and nodded to the Pit-Stirrer stationed there. The man bowed, took the tusk from
the altar, and solemnly carried it to the edge of the Pit. Soon, ripples appeared in the
thick, black pool and Ra’s proceeded to the next altar. The chant went on to praise
Cuculcan, feathered serpent of the Maya and the Olmec…
The New World, Ra’s thought, the New World that first seemed so promising:
teaming with native peoples who knew the land, knew the spirits, and even knew of
the dragon. The Europeans infected that pristine world, as always, with their vile
corruption, their religious mania, their industries and diseases, and that vilest of
obscenities: democracy. Still, for all its vice and decadence, the New World suggested
but one thought to Ra’s al Ghul: The Detective. A whole hemisphere’s promise and
defiance embodied in a single man.
…The chant praised Quetzacoatl, of the Toltecs and the Aztec, whose temple
dwarfed the sun and moon… Quetzacoatl, appeased and made strong with the blood
of human sacrifice…
Was it really less than a single lifetime since the Detective crossed his path? How
was it possible, in less than four swift decades, for one man to amass such knowledge
of the world (and of the DEMON organization) that he could not only fight Ra’s al
Ghul, but succeed? How was it possible that one man, even one with Bruce Wayne’s
resources, and his undoubted natural gifts, could not only survive these battles with
the Demon’s Head, but deliver setback after setback?
…Mang, the four-clawed, representing all worldly power…
Rout after rout. Defeat after defeat. One man. It was inconceivable. It wasn’t the
Mystery Men or living gods of the Justice League that thwarted his stratagems time
after time; it was the Detective alone, stubborn and relentless, refusing to let him win.
If he could harness that man’s will, that drive and talent, Ra’s knew he could achieve
his aim in a single human lifetime. He would live to see the dream.
…and they sang of Lung Wang, the immortal dragon king who dwelt in a human
body…
This would not do.
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…By the end of the chant, the black Lazarus waters were stirred by five tusks—by
five claws—for the five-clawed dragon was the mark of ultimate earthly power, none
but the Emperor could display it…
This would not do.
…Ra’s then began his descent into the pool. One lone Pit-Stirrer began to chant:
˜Fire is light.
˜Fire of the dragon,
˜Fire than banishes night…
The vagaries of world domination were a constant and necessary burden, and even
to a mind such as Ra’s al Ghul’s, the discipline required to weigh each new
circumstance against a thousand other variables was an endless struggle.
˜Fire that banishes darkness,
But to be absorbed in thoughts of the Detective in the very womb of the Lazarus Pit,
it was sacrilege.
˜Fire that banishes death,
Thought was now irrelevant anyway…
˜Fire, mysterious and magical,
Thought floated… clinging to the surface of the waters… like oil… as Ra’s let his
body sink beneath…
˜Fire that dances in air,
˜Fire that whispers and roars,
˜Breath of the Dragon.
…into the tarry liquid…
˜Sheng chi, the Breath of the Dragon,
…his nostrils and ears filling with Lazarus…
˜Sheng chi, the Breath of the Dragon, is the essence of Life.
…until he knew no more.

“There we are, miss; if you will hold that ice pack in place,” Alfred intoned grimly. “I
was pleased to see that Miss Nutmeg has settled back into her accustomed routine after
the upheaval.”
“I’m sorry, Alfred, did you say something?” Selina asked with exaggerated
innocence. “For some reason, I was remembering these Mouawad diamonds that I
actually managed to get out of Sotheby’s back in the day: emerald cut, 24 carat, lilacpink stones, just my color. For six weeks he kept at it, every damn time I turned
around, there he was. And all business too, not a bit of fun did we have the whole
damn time.”
“I recall the case, miss. He was quite pleased when he recovered those stones and
apprehended the gentleman attempting to fence them. A foreign gentleman, as I recall,
with a curious tattoo of a carousel horse—”
“Yes, Alfred. He got the gems, he got the fence, he got the money—but he never got
me, not until I walked in here that day of my own free will.”
“As you say, miss.”
“Nobody ‘got’ me. Ever.”
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“Indeed, miss.”
“So give me a break, Alfred. All I did was kiss a man in a mask one night. I never
meant to—OW! Alfred!”
“I do beg your pardon, miss, my hand slipped.”
“Mhm. Yeah. Sure. And the Mouawad diamonds were in my cleavage the whole
time I—oh, never mind. Look, Alfred, all I mean is… sometimes I just need to have fun.
Otherwise, he wins, the bad part of him, the Psychobat part, and I can’t allow that.
There’s no harm in our having a bit of fun now and then.”
Alfred’s features had hardened into a stern, disapproving intensity that was pure
Bat. And Selina met this formidable expression with an equally formidable one of her
own, just as stern and just as intense, but substituting feline defiance for the
disapproval. After several seconds of this, Alfred finally spoke:
“Miss Selina. I would be the last to deny you or Master Bruce whatever means of…
healthy recreation you both found diverting. I would merely caution you against…
displacing any of the material improvements that have been made with respect to the
Master’s homelife, as well as your own, if I might venture to suggest it.”
A subtle, girlish smile crept over Selina’s lips before she answered.
“You mean that we’re both happier since we got together, so don’t mess it up?”
“Quite, miss.”
“Don’t worry, Alfred, a little ‘getting back to basics’ isn’t going to hurt anyth—”
“No, miss,” Alfred cut her off firmly. “What you have here are ‘the basics,’ as you
put it. What goes on out there, diverting though it may be, is no basis for a relationship
or a lifestyle.”
Selina glared.
“Alfred, I would have thought a man of your intelligence would have learned by
now that the one thing you must never, ever say to any cat is ‘NO.’”
The inner cat was tempted to punctuate the remark with a violent hiss, but Selina
found that, riled though she was, she wasn’t quite capable of hissing at Alfred
Pennyworth. So she merely handed him the ice pack, turned on her heel, and left.

All Ra’s al Ghul remembered of the insanity was the burn.
A searing, unquenchable fire devouring his flesh, raging through his veins. The
tender membrane of his mouth and eyes erupting into corrosive flames. Spikes of red
piercing into his lungs, knives of heat tearing away at his heart, and pain, everywhere
red burning pain, devouring him, unquenchable… until a wisp of cool euphoria
squelched the fire, just for an instant. The burning soon returned… and then another
wave of relief, like cool water poured into his burning mouth, dousing the fire,
soothing… just for a moment… until the burning returned, the agony returned, not
quite so strong… more coolness, pouring over him, through him, like water… the
coolness… a strange euphoria.
Ra’s al Ghul opened his eyes, dully noted the overturned altar, candles, and the
bodies.
Only his bones still felt the burning fire of the Pit; the rest of his mind and body had
eased into the soothing cool of post-dip ecstasy.
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“Ubu,” he addressed the kneeling figure by name only as a nod to ritual, for Ubu
was the only man conscious in the room, possibly the only one still alive after the
violence of Ra’s madness. But his voice seized with a parched stiffness, and Ubu took
it upon himself to rise from his knees (though to do so without leave could mean his
life), to pour water into a golden chalice, and to offer this humble tribute to his master
before kneeling again at his feet.
Ra’s nodded his approval, and resumed the order:
“Ubu, bring us a robe to cover our imperial person, then summon the Ajax-Bravos to
scourge the Pit.”
“It shall be done, Master,” Ubu said, as a matter of form. In fact, the order was
already given, and the Ajax-Bravos so honored, as well as the ceremonial robe, were
already standing by outside the chamber. “Shall I have them dispatch any of these
men who yet live?”
This question too was a formality, for all minions, even the lowly Pit-Stirrers, knew
that none may live who witness Ra’s al Ghul’s madness on emerging from the Lazarus
Pit. Even Ubu would offer to take his own life, although the Demon’s Head, in his
divine mercy, customarily declined the offer.
But in the rapture of post-dip euphoria, Ra’s decided on this occasion that all those
present might be spared. He donned the Dragon Cloak of Rebirth, and ordered Ubu to
fetch the new intelligence reports from America. He felt that now, brimming as he was
with renewed energies, he could read them properly, with a fresh eye! And a sharp
mind! And the keen insight of a thousand lifetimes that is the wisdom of Ra’s al Ghul!

Gr’oriBr’di was unique in the vast DEMON organization. The Great One had offered
to let him keep his original name, even though it was impossibly hard to pronounce.
Having no great fondness for the name “Greg Brady” with which his mother had
saddled him, nor for “Giggles” as the Joker called him when he served as the mad
clown’s henchman, Greg was perfectly happy to accept a new designation from his
new boss, and Ra’s rewarded him with a prestigious second apostrophe.
Greg Brady was also unique in that he had never undergone the formal
indoctrination to the DEMON cult which outsiders might call brainwashing. Ra’s
himself had decreed this: the psyche of Gr’oriBr’di must remain intact, as the man
seemed to personify a mysterious X-Factor that only Gothamites possessed, a quality
which enabled them to defeat his minions time and again. Ra’s hoped Gr’oriBr’di
would pass on this X-factor to his minions, that they could battle the Detective on equal
terms, as it were, and finally achieve a few wins.
Three of the minions currently posted to Gotham were indeed profiting from Greg
Brady’s teachings to achieve a win, but their victory was over the other three minions
posted to the same base, and the contest underway was stickball—Brooklyn style,
losers bought the pizza.
Innovations of this kind were confusing to minions new to the Gotham operation,
especially if they were transferred from the fiercer posts in Mongolia, Sumatra, or
Kurdistan. But their comrades soon helped them adjust: the first manhole cover was
home plate, the next was second base, the one in the outfield was the home run
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marker. What of He-whose-name-that-can’t-be-spoken? Oh yeah, him. Just call him
“Batman” here. It’s okay, really, even in front of Gr’oriBr’di. Hit the “Spaldeen”—yes,
that’s the high-bouncing ball—with the mop handle wrapped with black tape.
Intelligence reports? Oh sure, place to go is the Iceberg. Talk to Sly, he’s a helluva
guy. Just don’t hit on Roxy Rocket. Best scuttlebutt comes from a guy called Tetch; he
knows everything about everybody.
Gr’oriBr’di was pleased when a minion showed signs of growth, venturing out to
new parts of the city on his night off, coming back with tales of his adventures.
Usually they discovered an arcade or a poker game. Occasionally they’d meet a girl.
One developed a profitable side business scalping tickets to the big musicals. When
Gr’ori decided that a particular minion had progressed far enough, he quietly sent
word to Batman, and that minion, like so many agents of Ra’s al Ghul before him,
would find himself outmaneuvered by the fearsome vigilante and shipped back to
DEMON in disgrace.
Little pockets of discontent had sprung up in the desert compounds, in the castle in
Nepal, in the Fagaras Mountains, even the training camp in Eger. Gr’oriBr’di knew
that was Batman’s aim, eroding the DEMON cult from within. But Greg’s own aims
were more paternal. He had been a henchman himself, he didn’t want to order men
around like robots, he wanted to hang with them as brothers in arms. His efforts to
introduce them to some semblance of a normal life were sincere and guileless—as they
had been with Talia.
He had reached out to the girl. She was so screwed up, it was hard not to feel for
her. Hell, it was hard not to like her. She’d get so worked up over the dumbest stuff,
need the simplest damn things pointed out to her, and then light up like Christmas
morning—for nothing, for a tickle fight or a trip to the pizza joint. And then, she up
and dumps him—without even telling him she was dumping him—to go chasing after
Bats. Some dumb mixed up idea she had about Bats. I mean, everybody in DEMON
knew she was totally screwed up where Batman was concerned, but Greg thought they
were past all that. Then, ten minutes back in Gotham City and she was off again.
What was a guy supposed to do, just be a doormat?
“Bossman!” Ig’thar called. “P’Tal demanded a ‘do-over’ because a car turned into
the street before he could swing, but Ta’long said the do-over is a stain upon honor and
challenged him to a blood joust.”
Greg sighed.
“Coming,” he called, wearily. A blood joust. Some days. DEMON. He almost
missed henching for Joker.

Ra’s couldn’t believe how blind he had been, so weighed down had he become with
the despondency of old age, he had missed all the signs in these promising reports
from Gotham!
He had sat down to supper at once, his body famished from the rebirthing
ceremony, and his appetites were ravenous after the bland fare forced on him by his
body’s rapid pre-dip decline. He ordered a large, elaborate meal: mullet with piquant
sauce, fat thrushes stuffed with dates and forcemeat, wild boar with truffles, those
delicious fig cakes, and, of course, a large pitcher of that excellent Cyprian wine.
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This last Ra’s al Ghul gulped excitedly while his eyes scanned the key words in the
report.
The Detective had sent away his concubine! The feline was sent away from Wayne
Manor! The Detective was still keeping her, Ra’s noted… in the penthouse of his
business citadel, it seemed. Well, that was understandable. They could wink at that,
between men. But he had removed her from his home, and surely there could be but
one reason for that.
Talia was in Gotham. The dispatches made that quite clear, and yet the accounts
from the Chinatown base were more than circumspect. Gr’oriBr’di and his men were
certainly aware of her presence in the city, but they tactfully omitted details, CLEARLY
shielding his fatherly eyes from those particulars with respect to his daughter’s
blossoming romance with the Detective. At last! At last he was to have that heir, a true
heir of his bloodline, yet sired by a worthy and well-born warrior, one who would be
fit to stand at his side as… as Tenente al Ghul!
No, perhaps not. While the title might literally indicate the Detective was to become
an honored lieutenant of the Demon, it sounded rather like the Batman was renting a
room above Ra’s al Ghul’s garage.
Mestre al Ghul? No, that would never do. Whereas it was meant to indicate an
Overseer of the Demon’s minions, it sounded more like the Detective was named
master of the Demon himself…
Well, he had time (nine months, at least) to come up with a suitable title. The
nomenclature could wait. What could not wait was traveling to Gotham City to
formally welcome Bruce Wayne into the family!
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CHAPTER 2: NEEDS SALT
There are men of Bruce Wayne’s stature in the world who could not tell you the
precise location of the kitchen in their homes. Bruce had never isolated himself that
way, but his visits to the butler’s pantry were rare. He viewed the little room off the
kitchen as Alfred’s private space and was always reluctant to disturb him there. Bruce
would naturally buzz the intercom if he needed something urgently, but otherwise he
waited until he ran into Alfred in the cave, or in the study—or, if all else failed, when
Alfred woke him in the morning.
So it was something of an occasion when Bruce knocked on the door to the pantry—
with a surprisingly cheery demeanor at that (“Got a minute, Alfred?”). So much so
that Alfred stood, removing his glasses, and heard himself offering tea as if Bruce was
an unexpected guest who dropped by for a social visit. Bruce refused the tea but took a
cookie from the little plate on the table. Then he straddled the chair backwards. Alfred
found the whole performance puzzling at first. It was a challenge, most days, to get
Bruce to eat food pushed on him. For him to casually walk into the room and help
himself to a cookie that hadn’t even been offered…
At that moment Bruce grinned… and Alfred realized with a start what seemed so
strange about the whole scene.
“You haven’t visited me like this for several years, young sir,” Alfred remarked, in a
less formal tone than he generally used with the adult Bruce Wayne.
“Almost as long as it’s been since you’ve called me ‘young sir,’” Bruce said casually,
his voice, like his grin, an almost unsettling throwback to an earlier time. Bruce
explained briefly about the barbecue: just one guest, Harvey Dent. Nothing elaborate,
a couple steaks, pitcher of cold drinks, sit outside, that kind of thing.
“One guest only, sir?” Alfred asked, incredulous.
“Yeah, will just be the three of us,” Bruce nodded, smiling. “No fuss like the Labor
Day shindigs. Just a lazy Saturday afternoon, old friends catching up and all that.”
Alfred started to speak and then stopped, reconsidering how to phrase it.
“Am I to understand, sir, that you have invited Mr. Harvey Dent to come to the
manor and share a meal with you and Miss Selina for no other reason than you expect
you will enjoy his company?”
Bruce’s eyes narrowed, and the magic spell was broken. The boyish grin, the light
demeanor, all the echoes of that earlier time flickered away at the question. Anyone
else, even Superman, would have accepted the piercing stare as a dismissal, but Alfred
raised a determined eyebrow and waited impassively until he received a verbal reply.
“Yes,” Bruce growled in a deep bat-gravel.
“What a novel idea,” Alfred remarked.
“He was once my friend,” Bruce said defensively, in a curious contrast to the Batbluster of a moment before. “And he’s Selina’s friend. It’s not that strange an idea, is
it? Have him over. Get the two of them talking again. You must admit, she can
probably use some kind of support. Somebody from that world she can talk to…
someone who won’t try to play on her vulnerabilities like that Nigma.”
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“I see, sir. Then this is not, perhaps, as casual and impulsive an entertainment as
you have stated?”
Bruce said nothing for a long minute, during which Alfred noted an alarming
creaking sound coming from the chairback.
“Your fist, sir,” Alfred noted dryly. “That chair represents a fine piece of 19th
Century French country craftsmanship, but I don’t believe the spindle is meant to be
clutched in that way, certainly not by a man of your size and strength.”
Bruce opened his fist mechanically at the rebuke, then spoke in the deadliest growl.
“He used her, Alfred. Her good friend ‘Eddie’ used her like a pawn… to get to me. I
can’t… Harvey would never do that to her, even in his Two-Face days. He might flip a
coin to decide whether to shoot at her or not, but… it’s not the same somehow. It
doesn’t cross that line between…”
“Master Bruce?”
Bruce looked up but said nothing.
“Sir, there is obviously more on your mind than the relative merits of Mr. Dent and
Mr. Nigma as friendly companions for Miss Selina.”
Bruce’s lip twitched.
“I don’t really know if it’s the sort of thing… I mean to talk about…” Bruce stopped,
shook his head, and softly chuckled.
“Master Bruce,” Alfred said in a tone of such affectionate indulgence, so different
from his usual understated sarcasm, that Bruce was forced to look up. “You have not
visited this room for a casual chat in many, many years. You obviously have some
matter you wish to confide, and I think you know by now, sir, that you can place the
utmost confidence in my discretion.”
Bruce moistened his lips thoughtfully and tamed the grinning chuckle back to his
accustomed liptwitch.
“It’s not that, Alfred. It’s not a question of trust; it’s just somewhat… odd… It’s…
boy, now I try to say it, it really is… Alfred. Batman and Catwoman are having an
affair.”

Once, after a particularly vicious Hell Month beating, Selina signed Harvey Dent’s
legcast with the words “You really are Fate’s bitch.” Stumbling into the Harvard Club,
rain pouring from his hair, his jacket, and his blown out umbrella, Harvey had never
felt it to be so true.
That cursed cab: Cab #220, he should have known, he really should have known that
was a bad omen. But he got in anyway and promptly got stuck in the midday,
midtown traffic snarl. Deciding it was better to walk than sit there watching the meter
click away, Harvey paid his modest fare… with a painful recollection of a day not that
long ago when he would have had to flip his coin to decide whether to pay the fare or
shoot the driver, twice, with a .22. He couldn’t have walked more than a block when
the skies darkened. He couldn’t have walked more than two before they opened in the
kind of instant, drenching downpour that only occur in late summer. Harvey ran,
cursing, to the nearest shelter while the wind and rain intensified. It was only once he
stopped under the awning that he realized where he was: Barristers’ Alley, it was
called, a two-block stretch between the District Court and City Hall that was crowded
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with law offices: trial attorneys, patent attorneys, tax attorneys, corporate attorneys—
and the eclectic restaurants and taverns they favored to meet in. The finest and most
exclusive of these was the Barristers’ Club, under whose awning Harvey had
unwittingly taken shelter from the rain.
Harvey had diligently rebuilt those parts of his life that he could rebuild: he
restocked his wardrobe with suits not divided down the center, he reactivated his
memberships in the Harvard Club and the Racquet Club, he had reestablished
tentative friendships with a few old cohorts like Bruce Wayne. But there were parts of
Harvey Dent’s old life that were gone for good: Gilda, that dream of a wife and family,
his political ambitions, and, of course, the law. He was disbarred years ago, and he
was a convicted criminal. There was no question of his ever being able to practice law
again. So he avoided this part of town, avoided any reminder of those parts of his life
he could never get back. Hence why he wasn’t dating.
And now Fate, that faithless witch Fate, must have grown bored. She must have
noticed her old pal Harvey Dent hadn’t been seen for a while, and she’d gone looking
for him: Enter Cab #220 and a rainstorm that deposits him at the Barristers’ Club just
in time to spy Ed Zinc coming out.
Ed Zinc.
Jesus Christ.
In Harvey’s day, Zinc was a junior associate called Scooter. That was the kind of
awe the man inspired. The rapier wit, the penetrating insight, the dynamic personality,
the brilliant legal mind: Scooter. Scooter Zinc was coming out of the Barristers’ Club in a
slate-gray Armani.
“…just bought a Lexus,” the walking pustule was saying, “now Karen can use the
Hummer for the kids.”
“Why not,” the toady walking alongside him chimed in. “They offered you a
partnership at Deene, Devin, and Toloich right? Winning streak like yours, they’d be
dumb not to.”
“Well, it is a fact,” Zinc preened himself while the poor doorman waded into the
downpour to get them a taxi. “Winning as a prosecutor bodes well for your ability to
get them off as a defense attorney.”
“And that’s where the money is,” the toady added, like the pasty-faced kissup that
he was, like the pasty-faced kissup that Ed Zinc used to be. How often had Harvey
heard this conversation before, after he himself or a colleague had a high-profile win
and the offers came flooding in? Power breakfast at the Barristers’ was the usual place
to be seen the next day, taking a bow in the center ring of Gotham legal circles. And
what better way to mark your grand exit than with a fawning little toady like Scooter
Zinc trailing after you, enumerating all your kudos so you didn’t have to yourself.
“And, of course, once I’m no longer working for the city, we can move out to
Connecticut. So much better for the kids. Did I tell you Karen is expecting again?”
Harvey tasted blood. Literally. He had bit his tongue. Scooter Zinc: a partnership at
Deene, Devin and Toloich, wife expecting again, a house in Connecticut. Scooter Zinc
was living the life Harvey Dent was supposed to have. SCOOTER ZINC was???
In his mind’s eye, he envisioned tying Scooter up in a very specific posture he’d
learned from Joker: bind the feet, tie the waist around a vertical support, then wrap
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each arm around a long horizontal plank, crucifixion-style. Only then bind the wrists,
taking care to run the rope behind the neck so the more they try to pull loose, the more
they’ll tighten the knot. Then, suspend the whole thing above a vat of acid—or fire—or
leeches—or razor blades—or molten lava. But since it was a Joker deathtrap, he’d
always opted for the acid. Joker just let them hang there until they regained
consciousness, then lowered them slowly on a pulley. He didn’t care about any kind of
duality in the mechanism or any instrument of chance determining the victim’s fate.
Two-Face cared very much and spent long hours trying to come up with an
appropriate two-related trigger to drop the victim into the acid…
While enjoying the mental image of Ed Zinc sweating bullets as his legs neared the
smoldering firepit, of his gritting his teeth as he pulled against the bonds, of his
simpering when the cuff of his silk Armani started to sizzle, Harvey reminded TwoFace sharply that they had not flipped for it and even Ed Zinc deserved a fifty-fifty
chance of…
Uh oh.
There was no more Two-Face. Harvey reminded himself of that important fact just as
sharply as he’d tried to remind Two-Face about the coin: There was no more Two-Face.
There was no firepit, no imprisoned Edward Zinc, and most importantly, there was no
more Two-Face.
Just a slip. It was just a slip; everybody does that. Harmless little fantasy: you see a
no-talent, good-for-nothing shit, who, if there was any justice in the world, would be
parking cars at the Hard Rock, enjoying all the success that should have been be yours.
It’s perfectly natural to set them up in that mental shooting gallery and aim a doublebarreled shotgun at their dribbling double chin.
But that wasn’t the worst of it. The worst came as Harvey stood there with the rain
slanting inward, soaking him almost as badly as if he wasn’t standing under any
awning at all, and he realized he was waiting for Two-Face to laugh at him. That
coarse laughter, mocking him for being such a chump. Of course no laughter came,
because Two-Face was gone.
“That’s two,” he told the ghost of his alter ego. He’d been suckered—twice.

“I don’t think I understand, sir,” Alfred said carefully. “Batman and Catwoman are
having an affair?”
Bruce expected that reaction. He knew how the statement sounded, but that really
was the only way to phrase it.
“Alfred, you’ve seen enough of secret identities to know that—”
“I am aware, sir, of the tendency to ‘compartmentalize’ aspects of your life, but I fail
to see… That is to say, sir, you and Miss Selina have enjoyed an intimate relationship
for a number of years now. I fail to see—”
“Bruce and Selina have, yes. When it started getting serious, even before the masks
came off it was… it was me, and it was her. This is different. This is… the first… the
old…”
He trailed off, lost in some private thought. Alfred coughed. And Bruce took a new
approach to the story.
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“It was the night of the MoMA opening. She needed it. I guess I did too. Hugo
Strange and mind games, talk about marriage and mortality. It was just a release. Bit
of escapism…”
He trailed off again. It was nothing more than a bit of escapist fun; they both knew it.
What neither was prepared for was the morning after. Bruce had stirred first, the
deepest folds of his subconscious noting, as it always did, specific physical realities.
He was not in bed. It wasn’t the hard coldness of an alley under his body… nor were
his limbs bound or contorted in a deathtrap. It was just… not a bed… And his mask was
on. That detail jolted him awake, fully in Bat-mode.
It was a second at most until he processed his surroundings—the penthouse—the
living room floor of the penthouse to be precise—Catwoman, naked apart from the
mask, tangled in his cape and curled against him… It was a second at most, but it was
enough, he woke as Batman in that moment. And there she was: Catwoman. They’d
done it. Batman and Catwoman. They’d done it.
He lay there in the quiet stillness, watching her sleep, the thought billowing through
his mind like an atomic mushroom cloud: what if they really had done it back then? It
could have happened, it almost did more than once. A vault or a rooftop, or following
her like this back to her lair, a moment’s lapse of control… They danced on that
precipice so often, it could have happened, more easily than he let himself admit back
then… What if they did?
What if they did?
He couldn’t arrest her now—maybe he never could, maybe he was kidding himself
about that—but now, she lay there sleeping, wrapped in his cape, some cat or other
purring in the distance, and all he could think of was the way she had looked the night
before, her head tipped back, flushed, panting… He closed his eyes and relived the
moment… then another, then another. And when he opened his eyes again, she was
awake—and looking at him—and unless he was much mistaken, she was thinking the
exact same thought: What if we had?
The moment froze. Those eyes of hers, framed by that mask.
“Good morning,” she said softly. She meant Don’t spoil it. Don’t break the spell.
What if we had?
There was no Bruce Wayne. There was no Selina Kyle. They didn’t exist. There was
certainly no Wayne Penthouse. It was just a catlair.
With his right hand, he gently cradled the side of her face, his thumb lightly
caressing her cheek as it played across the edge of her mask, then he kissed her cheek.
“Good morning,” he graveled just outside the mask by her ear. Then he dressed
silently and left.
They never spoke of it when she returned to the manor, not a word or a hint, not so
much as a glance alluded to it.
It was as if it never happened—until the next night when, almost on a whim, he
passed through the diamond district at the end of his patrol. It was part of her territory
from the old days, but still an important part of the city to keep an eye on. Then he
passed the parkfront condos, also favorite Catwoman targets, and finally Museum
Row. And there she was, on that raised section of the Metropolitan’s roof. It was an
amateur’s way into the museum. They had a food cart up there and a few outdoor
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sculptures: that necessitated two elevators, one for the people and one for the art.
Catwoman was above such an obvious—
“Sir?” Alfred’s voice pulled Bruce reluctantly from the memory, his cheeks warming
with a sudden flush.
“I’m sorry, Alfred, did you say something?” he stammered.
Alfred sighed, clearly frustrated.
“Nothing, sir. I shall make the necessary arrangements for Saturday’s barbecue.
Will there be anything else?”

After such a morning, Harvey felt a strong need to touch some bit of his old life. He
stopped in Bergdorf’s Men’s Annex, shot a wary glance across the street at the
southwest entrance to Robinson Park, and then proceeded inside the store and bought
himself a new tie—and an umbrella, as he was not about to get caught in a downpour
twice in one day. Thus refreshed, he went to the Harvard Club. After a lengthy ordeal
drying off in the lobby, he settled in the lounge, picked a newspaper off the stack on
the table, and began to read… Harvey did a double take: Catman? the MoMA
opening? But that was—then he checked the newspaper’s date. It was several days
old.
Richard Flay came over, smiling agreeably. And Harvey noted that Flay was
pictured in the news story, along with several other men in tuxedoes, presumably the
museum board. Of course, that’s why he’d kept the paper laying around all this time.
“Such a splendid evening before that uncouth ruffian made such a shambles of the
party,” Flay said mildly.
Harvey glanced down at the newspaper, a quote set apart from the rest of the story
in a box: Such a splendid evening before that uncouth ruffian made such a shambles of the
party.
“Eh. Yes. Quite,” Harvey answered cautiously. He knew this was the way with
Gotham socialites, but he couldn’t get used to it. They all knew he had been Two-Face,
but it would be rude to allude to that, like offering extra ice to someone rescued off the
Titanic. So they’d walk right up and say what a pity it was about that uncouth ruffian
Catman, without once considering that, to him, Catman was Tom Blake, who he’d
punched out one night at the Iceberg for calling Selina a flea-bitten she-cat… and
another time for saying if Harvey went to karaoke night he must’ve sung I Am My Own
Best Friend… and who Harvey had taken (under duress) on a roadtrip to Key West,
along with Joker and Riddler, to bring Sly the bartender back to the Iceberg, until they
all got sick of him and left him at the side of the road somewhere in the Carolinas with
a stolen BMW and a neo-nazi auto mechanic… Blake was a blister and Harvey didn’t
like him. But it was still strange to be on this end of a conversation about those awful
costumed rogues.
Flay prattled on. “Of course, the real pity of the evening was this fabulous new
performance artist who presented such a challenging piece that’s been completely
overlooked…”
Harvey tuned out most of the story. He knew Richard Flay was a big shot in the arts
world and always worked up about something. In fact, few connoisseurs were as
astute as Richard Flay, fine arts professor at Hudson University, essayist, collector and
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patron… and a homosexual. He was seldom wrong about a new artist’s potential, but
on those rare occasions when he overestimated some new figure’s artistic merit, the
figure nearly always belonged to a handsome younger man. And so it was with “this
electrifying new performance artist” Greg Brady.
Harvey started at the name.
Flay, like all the other guests at the gala, had seen the strapping young man crash the
party and angrily denounce his faithless lover. But Richard Flay alone had recognized
the scene as a challenging piece of performance art, in the truest spirit of the Museum
of Modern Art.
“Did you say ‘Greg Brady?’” Harvey asked, weak with shock.
“Greg Brady,” Flay confirmed the name eagerly. “Inspired, isn’t it? A pop icon of
the 1970s, the era of the sexual revolution, but a figure removed from the threatening
gender confusion of the period, insulated in a sanitized world of the television sitcom.
The actress that played his lover bore a striking resemblance to that Metropolis
woman, Talia Head: a failed CEO, a searing indictment of the woman-lover
archetype—somewhat murky in its symbolism, perhaps, but that’s the only
explanation for the references to arranged marriages, 1911, and Edward V or whatever
it was.”
Harvey blinked.
“Greg Brady?” he asked again.
“Greg Brady,” Flay repeated, pronouncing the name with a wistful awe. “I would
have so liked to speak with him afterwards, to discuss that magnificent allegory: it is
the technology of the information age which exposes this Talia’s infidelity.”
Harvey noticed that his mouth had dropped open, and he realized he must be
staring at Richard Flay with a doltish gape. He cleared his throat with a determined
grunt and straightened his tie.
“Well, eh, yes, that sounds quite interesting. I mean, I know nothing about art, but
the grant application writes itself, surely.”
Richard Flay walked off happily, not unlike Jervis after imparting some juicy bit of
gossip.

Ra’s al Ghul’s mind was full of plans as his plane circled for its final approach into
Gotham. There was the minor question of Gr’oriBr’di, for the man entrusted with the
important outpost in The Detective’s city in this hour of DEMON’S great triumph must
be granted some special mark of distinction. But Gr’oriBr’di had already received a
second apostrophe, and Ra’s was uncertain what greater honor he dared bestow: a
place in the wedding procession would be far too dangerous. Gr’oriBr’di was a
Gothamite, afterall, to raise him so high at the very moment the Detective finally took
his place at Ra’s side as heir presumptive, it could be perceived as a Gotham faction
rising within the DEMON hierarchy, and placed so near the throne, it practically
invited a coup d’état!
So some other boon was called for, something that recognized Gr’oriBr’di’s service
but kept him safely out of the way. A new assignment, perhaps; for Gotham, once the
conquest was complete, would be the Detective’s Fife, there could be no question about
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that. Gr’oriBr’di would have to be reassigned… Hm, perhaps he could have the honor
of executing those “Rogues” whose deaths were to constitute Ra’s al Ghul’s wedding
gift to The Detective—to Bruce Wayne, that is. Ra’s reminded himself that the days of
“The Detective” and “Ra’s al Ghul” formality were nearing a close. Once the man had
sired an heir of his blood, it would be woefully uncivilized to continue addressing each
other by these formal titles. Ra’s would address the Detective as “Bruce,” and Bruce
Wayne would be the first man in a thousand years privileged to call the Demon’s Head
“Akhenanpu.”

Harvey had never felt such an urge to flip that coin. He was burning with curiosity
as to what on earth Joker’s henchman “Giggles,” a.k.a. Oswald’s former bouncer Greg
Brady, could be doing with Talia al Ghul… He had avoided contact with the old
Iceberg crowd now that he’d turned his back on rogue life, just as he had avoided City
Hall and Barristers’ Alley, but there was no way to find out more without renewing
contact. He wanted to learn more, he wanted to avoid the Iceberg… He wanted to
know more… and he wanted to avoid the Iceberg…
As much as he told himself he was completely overjoyed with his change in fortune,
the truth was he’d found his new life somewhat… dull—well, not dull, exactly, not “a
let down,” those terms were too harsh. But this little taste of a rogue mystery made it
impossible to deny that he was, in fact, missing something in his new life. His new
life… needed salt.
He wanted to know more… and he wanted to avoid the Iceberg…
It was a fearsome choice. He had cut all ties with his old life. If he went so far as to
venture into the Iceberg and ask around, could he trust himself not to be sucked in?
He wanted to know more… and he wanted to avoid the Iceberg…
It was a fearsome choice—and Harvey’s fingers itched to take the decision out of his
hands with a coin flip. He wouldn’t have to trust his judgment; he wouldn’t be
responsible for the consequences…
…Good lord, except for the part where he reneged on the magical bargain with the
universe and the healing of his face was reversed. Except the part where Two-Face
returned, all because Harvey Dent was too cowardly to make a decision.
Harvey felt his heart pulsing and palpitating like a jackhammer—he’d come that
close! He didn’t have a coin in his hand or anything, but he was literally thinking
about flipping a coin having forgotten, just for that one moment, what the price would
be.
Dear god…
Well then, there was nothing for it, he simply had to decide one way or another.
And if he opted not to go, he would go on being curious and the temptation would go
on and on, day after day, until, in a moment of weakness, he might flip that coin.
Whereas if he simply went back to the Iceberg, then the decision was made and he
wouldn’t have to deal with it again.
It was better than nothing. So Harvey stepped out into the street and hailed a cab.
#193. He smiled. That would do very nicely.
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Talia thought the “grilled stickies” at “Ye Olde College Diner” were, without
question, the most revolting foodstuff she had ever experienced. It was some kind of
bread—sweet, eggy, buttery bread—which might have been fine on its own, but then it
was immersed in this hideous cinnamon-sugary goo. Then they fried it, or sautéed it
or… they did something to it involving heat and pans that made the whole kitchen thick
with a heavy, greasy, warmish cloud of… of… she couldn’t even describe that smell. It
was as if the mustard gas of World War I was reinvented using cinnamon! What kind
of human beings could devise this kind of an assault on the senses? It was, without
question, the second most disgusting foodstuff in existence. The most disgusting were
the “Stickies Royale,” where they took the “Famous Original Grilled Stickies” and
slathered them in a whitish icing that tasted like… like… like what she could only
imagine plastic would taste like if melted and mixed into sugar, corn syrup, and more
cinnamon.
Never—NEVER—had her father’s teachings of the vile ruin of Western Civilization
seemed so valid. Stickies Royale, what kind of people could think up a substance like
this?

Oswald couldn’t believe his good fortune when Raven knocked discreetly on his
office door and announced that “Harvey Fullface” had returned to the Iceberg.
Oswald had heard about the miraculous transformation, but hadn’t seen it in person.
He waddled eagerly out of his office and saw Harvey’s profile as he sat at the bar. It
looked the same as always, so Oswald walked casually to the far side of the room, then
turned back to see Harvey’s other profile—IT MATCHED! Oswald stared, awe-struck
at the change, until Harvey finished whatever he was saying to Sly and winked,
mischievously—spooking Oswald into a startled kwak.
Sly retreated respectfully to the far end of the bar, and Oswald waddled up to
address Harvey at close quarters.
“Didn’t think you were going to admit you were looking,” Harvey teased when
Oswald was close enough to hear.
After a bit of haughty quacking, Oswald permitted himself “to extend felonious
felicitations to our prodigal prosecutor.”
Harvey hid his disgust, as he always had, at the affected mistreatment of the English
language. Privately, he wondered why on earth he’d come back to this place. When
Joker, Penguin, or Killer Moth were his only options for company with his evening
scotch, he’d considered it a penance. Now that he had a whole cityfull of non-freaks to
commiserate with, he’d come back to the Iceberg Lounge. God help him, he was
actually amused to see Oswald Cobblepot.
“The Cobblepots were a warrior people, we heal quickly,” Oswald was saying
excitedly. “But nevertheless, it was a frightful experience-kwak, as Bat-encounters go,
and I felt myself lucky to escape without any fracturing of my beak.”
“Yes, I’m sure,” Harvey agreed. He’d always wondered how a miserable physical
specimen like Oswald survived a bat-encounter.
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“Well, as I say, the super-ibuprophen has taken care of the swelling, but my shoulder
still aches a good deal. The experience called for a certain redefining of the Iceberg
services and related fees. Sly! Show Mr. Dent the new menu, if you please.”
Oswald puffed up proudly as Harvey read the new document.
“Alibis,” Harvey muttered, “that’s nothing new, you were always padding our tab,
my tab, Two-Face’s tab, that is, with some alibi charge or another.”
“That was quite different,” Oswald explained with the smooth manner of a salesman
used to explaining subtle differences in the product line. “If something happens
elsewhere in Gotham, like, say, the robbing of the Second National Bank or the blowing
up of the Second Street Bridge, when your good self actually was here in the bar
chatting with Sly, I fully understand the need to say where you were between the
hours of midnight and 2 a.m. if a masked vigilante has you hanging by your heels from
a batline. But the reality, my good fellow, is that when someone says they were at the
Iceberg, Batman is then going to show up, kicking over tables and choking the
proprietor –kwak!– and there must be some sort of compensation for that
inconvenience.”
“You always charged us twice,” Harvey reminded him acidly.
“You are, or were, two men; it is only reasonable that you each pay your fair share.”
Harvey shook his head, almost admiring the boldface greed.
“But as I say, that was then. The new Iceberg is… curtailing certain of those
activities which—”
“Which bring on too much Bat-heat?” Harvey interrupted, eyebrow raised.
“Eh, quite,” Oswald admitted, although he himself would have phrased it
differently. “So I shall be leaving the high-risk endeavors to younger men, for a time –
kwak– but in order to keep the nest well-feathered, we are rolling out these new
programs. Read on, Harvey, I think you’ll be most impressed.”
“Deluxe ‘Golden Egg’ Package,” Harvey read dutifully, “With the Golden Egg
Package, you get a DVD copy of timecoded security footage that puts you undeniably
inside the Iceberg at the time of the robbery/kidnapping/hijacking.”
“And an Iceberg employee of at least Gina’s seniority will claim to have spoken to
you,” Oswald added. “There is a twenty percent surcharge for Raven, however.”
“What about Sly?” Harvey asked, curious.
“If you have to ask, you cannot afford Sly,” Oswald said dryly.
Harvey chuckled and stole a glance at the guileless bartender. Oswald went on with
his sales pitch.
“If you don’t take the Golden Egg, you’re stuck with the economy or ‘Sitting Duck’
package, wherein someone with a serious drinking problem and dubious mental
competence will say they saw you come in with Elvis.” He paused for effect then
added, “We recommend the deluxe package.”

Selina felt quite ridiculously happy. Like any woman days into a new love affair, she
was primping. Like any cat discovering cream, she was savoring the sweet linger of
yesterday’s pleasures and purring in anticipation of tomorrow’s.
The primping consisted of new eye shadow, her eyes being the focus of attention
when she was masked, and a new hairstyle, just as long, but curlier. “A froth of curls,”
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Antonio called it. Selina was still uncertain if she preferred the new look as Selina
Kyle, but there was no question the fullness of the curls was more striking pouring
from under her cowl.
The cat’s anticipation took a different form. She had quietly evicted Mr. Freeze from
an old cat lair she’d lent him to store his spare coldsuits, and was busily arranging to
have it refurnished in its former, feline glory. She was also scrutinizing the Lifestyle
section of the Gotham Times as she hadn’t for years. If Batman wanted to play, she
would be happy to oblige, but it was Batman she wanted and Batman she would have.
Not Batman’s body alone, not Bruce in a batsuit, but the whole man, the complete
crimefighter. She wanted that mind of his as well as the deliciously muscular exterior,
and that meant finding some serious cat targets again. Something clever and playful,
nothing obvious like the museum’s Egyptian wing. Something delectably unexpected.
Something to make him sit up and take notice. Something… Cat-worthy.
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CHAPTER 3: TWO FRONTS
To hear Ra’s al Ghul tell it, he had warned Napoleon about fighting a war on two
fronts. He was such a promising fellow; Ra’s so wanted to help. But you couldn’t talk
sense to a stubborn little Corsican: Napoleon was determined to make an example of
Czar Alexander, so he marched into Russia while he still faced rebellion in Spain.
Instead of dazzling the world with his overwhelming strength, all he did was show
them he was no longer the man he had been.
Selina Kyle knew better. Going down to breakfast the morning of the barbecue, she
too was faced with war on two fronts: Batman and Alfred. Batman was responding
with unexpected aggression to her escalation of their nightly game. The first night
when he didn’t find her at one of the obvious “pick up spots” near Cartier or the art
museum, he probably considered it a fluke. The second night, purr-haps he started to
wonder. After the third, Bruce didn’t speak to her at breakfast and she found a tiny
bat-shaped homing device embedded in her boot. Selina was certain what the Control
Freak Crusader really objected to was a twist in the game that he didn’t initiate, so she
wasn’t about to give any ground. Selina he could have whenever he pleased, but if he
wanted “Catwoman” again, he’d have to find her.
The second battlefront, Alfred’s determined effort to domesticate her into some sort
of socialite-hostess with a catsuit under her bed, was a much trickier proposition. She
wasn’t about to let any man make her a housecat, least of all Batman’s housecat, but she
had found something warm and unexpectedly wonderful in making a life with Bruce,
something deeper and more strangely compelling than the lusty pull of those rooftop
Bat-games. Plus, there was the other little reality that her most effective battle tactics,
those related to the whip and claws as well as the hipsway and naughty grin, were not
an option against an adversary like Alfred Pennyworth.
Cats do not surrender, nor do they compromise. It’s their chair/pillow/terrace and
that’s that. If human doesn’t understand, the lesson will be repeated until he figures it
out. But if it is a sacred principle that cats do not retreat, it is just as important that
they don’t lose. And fighting a war on two fronts, particularly against two such
formidable opponents, was the road to Waterloo.
Cats will not retreat or compromise—but they will strike a bargain, and Selina was
prepared to make a few gestures with Alfred in exchange for postponing their contest
until she had vanquished this other foe.

Oswald Cobblepot was worried.
First it was Raven, his hostess. The one time he’d asked her to stay after closing to
help with the inventory, she’d opened her purse and pointed out her brass knuckles,
pepper spray, and the business card of one Morris Kleinschmidt, Sexual Harassment
Attorney. Yet today Raven had come into work, taken one look at him and cooed! She
positively cooed at him, like a rare specimen of Peach-Faced Lovebird rather than the
coarse squawking raven.
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Then Gina came in, walked right past him as she always did to stow her purse in her
locker, came back into the dining room to take her station… and got this funny look on
her face. “Good to see you’re on time tonight, Miss Hempstead,” Oswald quacked
irritably—in reply to which, she hugged him.
Sparrow, the new cocktail waitress, now addressed him as “Oh Ozzy-Wozzy,”
Brenda ruffled his hair, Gloria pinched his cheek, and Janet touched her finger to the
tip of his nose.
Oswald was quite seriously worried. Could he be ill? Dying even? And no one
would tell him? Something was happening, that much was certain. Something had
stirred this strange affectionate sympathy in all the lovely ladies on his staff, and
whatever it was, it couldn’t be good news if they all knew and he didn’t.

Selina entered the Wayne Manor dining room, prepared to make peace on one front
to buy victory on the other. She saw Foe #1 entrenched for a protracted siege (Bruce
was already sitting at the table reading his newspaper), while the subtler Foe #2 had
laid a cunning ambush (Alfred left the day’s menus next to her coffee cup).
They helped themselves at breakfast, so Selina went first to the sideboard, poured
herself a glass of orange juice, and stole a sideways glance at Bruce. His eyes did not
appear to be moving across the newspaper, which meant he wasn’t reading the page he
was looking at but displaying the reverse side for her benefit.
She was in no hurry to read whatever that message was, so she took her time
spooning scrambled eggs onto her plate, taking a strip of bacon, and then surveying
the pastry basket as if she was window shopping at Jimmy Choo… Hmm, try on the
round-toe pump or no?
There wasn’t a peep from the belfry, not an audible breath, not so much as a
crinkling of that newspaper. Selina’s inner-cat wanted to hiss. He was used to hours
of fruitless surveillance; he could wait her out. So she took an English muffin and
returned to her place at the table. Still the newspaper didn’t budge, but Selina was
certain she could perceive the lip-twitch going on back there.
She briefly noted the headline he wished her to see. It was the financial section.
Wayne Tech beat out Star Labs in a bid to manufacture a new “smart chip.” The
message was clear enough: Wayne wins.
Mm-hm. If she wasn’t already decided, that would have done it. Selina picked up
the menu, which represented the other enemy’s latest broadside: Alfred had presented
her with a menu that was, quite simply, insane. She would have to go to him and fix it,
or else, if she stubbornly refused to play mistress of the manor and let it stand as it was,
she would wind up with…
“A lunch for twenty-two people.”
“I don’t understand, miss; you wish to make some alteration to the menu?” Alfred
asked, all innocence, when she broached the subject.
Selina closed her eyes and summoned up the image of an arrogant bat-lip twitching
madly behind a newspaper reading WAYNE WINS. There was a more pressing battle
for which kitty had to save her strength.
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“Yes, Alfred. I want to change the menu. Because it’s just me, Bruce, and Harvey
this afternoon. He’s going to think this is either a bizarre, retroactive tribute to TwoFace or else we’re feeding a football team.”
Alfred gave a pleased nod.
“Very well, Madam, er, Miss Selina, that is. I expect I was somewhat overenthusiastic. It has been quite a long time since Master Bruce entertained purely for
recreational purposes. Such a pleasant change in his demeanor in recent years, don’t
you agree? What modifications would you wish to make to the luncheon menu?”
Selina managed a frozen grin in reply. He was rubbing it in, obviously. He had her
playing mistress of the manor and he was rubbing it in. But there was nothing for it
unless they really did invite the Gotham Generals over to gobble up the leftovers.
“I think we can do without the corn & tomato salad, the turnip greens, the potato
salad, the barbecue chicken, the kabobs, the green peppers, and the lemon meringue
pie.”
Alfred ran a pencil approvingly through each line as Selina listed the items to be
removed. She stared for a full second, envisioning Lex Luthor for some inexplicable
reason…
“Very good, miss. That leaves only the steaks—will the ginger-teriyaki rub be
acceptable, or do you prefer some other seasoning for aged beef?”
Yep, Lex Luthor. Flushed with victory because she had successfully escaped with
the computer disks he wanted “stolen” from his office, and then pushing it because he
thought he’d won, smugly refusing to pay her fee because her appearance brought
Batman and Superman into the equation and thwarted his larger scheme.
“Why, yes, Alfred,” Selina answered crisply, just as Catwoman had answered the
complacently conceited Luthor, “The ginger-teriyaki dry rub sounds absolutely
delicious.”
“Very good, then. The steaks with ginger-teriyaki char crust, Vidalia onion slaw,
cornbread, and for dessert, watermelon ices… Good heavens, with such an abbreviated
menu, I shall have a great deal of time on my hands this morning. Would you like me
to arrange a festive centerpiece for the patio table?”
Luthor all over again. Definitely. Strutting because he thought he’d won.
“Sure,” Selina said flatly. “Festive centerpiece, knock yourself out. Just stay away
from the tulips; you know how Harvey was with the double entendres back in the day.
Wouldn’t want it to seem like we were small and petty, rubbing it in.”
She marched from the morning room up to her own suite. Luthor had his moment
of satisfaction, but he soon discovered that Catwoman’s fee had already been
transferred into an offshore account. Transferred from his personal account via his
own desktop computer, in fact, approximately four minutes before she’d taken those
disks from the wall safe.
And Alfred? Well, Alfred would be satisfied for now, and Selina could concentrate
on that other war that lay ahead.

Harvey was thunderstruck by the sight before him, so much so that Alfred had to
repeat his question a second time:
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“Pimm’s cup or lemonade, sir?”
“Oh, ah” Harvey gasped, suddenly aware of his faux pas and grasping wildly at
syllables to work out some sort of answer to the question he hadn’t heard. “Pimm’s, by
all means,” he managed finally. “Wonderfully refreshing on a hot day.”
“Very good, sir,” Alfred said mildly, pouring the drink.
Harvey continued to stare.
“Selina, you look… stunning,” he said at last.
When Bruce had extended the invitation, he jokingly said Selina would be running
around in her bare feet. He wasn’t far off: she was wearing some kind of flat, leather
sandal, just a little strip of yellow thong between her toes (She had very pretty feet,
Harvey noted—and then felt like a heel for noticing)… Short-shorts (With effort,
Harvey prevented himself from noticing the curve of her suntanned legs)… And this tshirt… It was… it was… two cats! Harvey’s eyes riveted on the image: two cats, one
black and one tan, curled up together in a circle so that they almost formed a yin yang.
“Hey, Harv, Earth to Harvey. Meow?” Selina was saying sweetly, squatting down to
place her face in the path of his eyes. “You’ve seen ‘the girls’ before, Harvey,” she
teased, “and in tighter packaging than this, so what say you reclaim your title as the
one man in Gotham that can look me in the eye.”
Days of tense worry exploded inside Harvey Dent’s brain, and he heard a rumble of
powerful laughter bursting out from his belly, vibrating through his chest, and
bursting out through his lips. Selina. Dear, impossible, impossibly heedless,
impossibly shameless Selina. The little sister he never had.
“Thanks, Kitty, I needed that,” he gasped when he regained his breath.
“So I gather,” she said, in that same easy lighthearted way. “Haven’t heard a cackle
like that since the Joker/whoopie cushion incident at the ‘Berg that time.”
Harvey smiled, but it was a sad smile.
“We’ve—I’ve been having some dark thoughts lately,” he said seriously. “Darth
Duality—or the echoes, at least. Two-Face is gone but… not forgotten. But,” he
paused with the practiced air of a brilliant trial attorney about to reveal the most
important piece of evidence, “whatever Darth residue may remain, none of his
depraved, licentious thoughts of you can withstand a performance like that. ‘The
girls!’” He burst out laughing again, “Selina, you’re a pistol.”
“Bang, bang,” she said dryly, blowing on her pointed fingertip for effect. “Come on,
I’ll take you outside. Bruce had to take a phone call from Lucius Fox, wheels are
coming off some business deal. He’ll join us as soon as he can.”
They walked together to the patio table and sat; not for an instant did Harvey
register the sway of Selina’s hips, nor did he blink when she crossed her legs.

Oswald was becoming very, very worried.
It was one thing when three cocktail waitresses and a washroom attendant got all
misty eyed and started impulsively hugging him. It was another thing entirely when
women from that other side of the Iceberg’s operations began acting the very same
way.
He had started the weekly meeting for snitches as he always did, handing out
assignments for what the “word on the street” was to be for the next several days.
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“Organization is the key-kwak!” he reminded them. “Otherwise, you’re putting Joker
in six different parts of town Thursday night.”
That’s when he noticed Lexxi had that same look in her eye, just like Raven and Gina
and Brenda, the one that came right before “Oh, Ozzy” and the hug!
“Ahem,” he quacked for attention (although no one had interrupted him). “As I was
saying, organization is the key. It takes time to properly disseminate a rumor about
something going down on the docks, and of course, not all Rogues are prompt about
turning in their work orders.”
There was that look again. Lexxi had it, and so did Liza, and so did Magpie.
Looking at him like a stuffed teddy bear, looking ready to “Oh, Ozzy” and the
bearhug.
“Kwak! As I was saying, kwak-eh… Yes, with proper management, we can insure
that the whole of Team Bat will show up or not to any given crime. Wouldn’t you
know it, there are six crimes demanding immediate attention, all at least twenty blocks
apart, that kind of thing–kwak! But we can’t have Mr. Freeze showing up at 9:30
saying ‘I need Batman at my warehouse at midnight.’ IS THERE SOMETHING I CAN
DO FOR YOU, MISS GIANELLI?!”
“Your nose, Mr. Cobblepot, it’s just so… adorable!”
Worried. Oswald Cobblepot was becoming very, very worried.

After a few minutes quiet contemplation on the patio, Selina finally spoke, quietly
serious.
“So Harvey, ‘Darth residue’ aside, how are you?”
“Oh, you know, can’t complain,” he said modestly. “And yourself?”
“Okay, I guess,” she lied. The year had been difficult, with Sue Dibny’s murder right
in the middle of Hell Month and then the Zatanna outrage coming to light, but she
couldn’t allude to any of that or the toll it had taken on the family. Selina could lie
convincingly, but Harvey had been a savvy prosecutor and was still her closest friend.
Big brother mode subconsciously engaged.
“O-kay… you guess,” he repeated, raising a skeptical eyebrow.
In response, Selina gave a theatrical smile, and her tone became markedly lighter as
she blithely changed the subject.
“MoMA opening last week! Guess you saw in the papers. Blake.” She made a
playful scratching motion that made Harvey wince in mock sympathy.
“I saw… at the Harvard Club. With Richard Flay. He’s very keen for everyone to
notice his quote: ‘lovely evening before the uncouth ruffian showed up.’ Makes it
sound like Blake was using a toothpick at the buffet.”
Selina smiled sweetly. “He almost used a Batarang as a toothpick at one point, but
that really wasn’t his idea. And I believe Talia al Ghul’s shoe came into contact with his
pearly whites once or twice.”
Harvey’s eyes shifted at this second mention of Talia’s presence at the party, but he
said nothing. Instead, he shifted focus back to the least controversial party guest he
was aware of.
“Did you have the misfortune of meeting the Flayster himself at this shindig?”
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“I did,” Selina nodded, sliding easily into gossip mode. “He asked Eddie out to the
Hamptons to ‘see his art.’”
“…”
“…”
“Riddle me that,” Harvey said finally. “Well, I can see how it could happen. Did
you see that picture of ‘The New Riddler’ in the Post the last few months?”
“You mean the new GenX, manscaped, exfoliated Riddler. I know. Harvey, I swear,
I think it’s almost worse than the goggles.”
“No,” Harvey assured her, “Selina, nothing is worse than the goggles. That creature
in the tabloids looks like Bee-Woman. Although I think the texture of the catsuit itself
is getting better.”
“Well, I’ll take your word for it, Harv. I don’t read the Post and I don’t plan to until
they get it through their thick skulls that to a girl like me, ‘the East End’ is where you
get stuck in traffic driving out to the Hamptons on a Friday afternoon, and that’s it.”
Harvey started to chuckle.
“Oh, I’ve got it. Let’s say Eddie took Richard Flay up on his offer—”
“Eddie doesn’t swing that way,” Selina interrupted.
“Work with me, you’ll like this,” Harvey said excitedly. “The Post already gave him
this godawful, metrosexual makeover. Just like what they did with Catwoman, right:
Looks nothing like him, acts nothing like him—so he’s heading out to the Hamptons,
through East End, gets stuck in traffic, gets out of the cab to stretch his legs…”
Inside the manor, Bruce watched as the animated conversation on the patio burst
into a chorus of happy laughter. Then another. Then another.
“Anagrams for ‘My Beloved East End!’” Selina’s voice cheered audibly through the
window.
She hadn’t smiled like that, laughed like that, in months. Whatever they were joking
about—
“If the East End ended east of the edge where—” “Where a woodchuck would
chuck wood? Time out, flag on the play, that’s a tonguetwister, not a riddle.” “You
didn’t let me finish.” “Pffffft.”
She seemed so carefree. It was exactly what Bruce had wanted… but now that he
saw it, he didn’t quite like it. He remembered that his own playboy years had been
nothing more than an act, while Harvey the “Dentmeister” had been very real indeed.
They once had a contest to see who could score the most with the other guy’s date.
Harvey won, although he didn’t know it. Most of the women counted as Bruce’s
victories consisted of taking the young lady down to the car, letting her see the wetbar
and other amenities in the back of a Rolls Royce, and then when she was suitably
dazzled, suggesting Alfred drive her home while it was still early enough for all her
neighbors to see. They always jumped at the chance, freeing the remainder of Bruce’s
evening for Batman.
Harvey’s victories in this same contest, Bruce could only assume, were exactly what
they appeared to be: Harvey “the Apollo” turning all his charm on some woman Bruce
had brought to a party, making her laugh, making her feel special, showing her such a
good time that when he suggested a quaint place down the street for a nightcap…
“’Giggles’ Greg Brady?” Selina gasped, “Iceberg Greg Brady?”
“The one and only,” Harvey answered.
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“Well, I guess he is handsome in that decorative henchman way,” Selina admitted.
Harvey raised an eyebrow.
“There’s a ‘decorative henchman’ way?”
She bit her lip. It was a look Bruce recognized: “How do I explain this to your
limited male/crimefighter/non-cat intellect.”
“Just take my word for it,” she laughed, evidently giving it up as impossible in this
case.
“You’re thinking of Felix, aren’t you,” Harvey said shrewdly. “That henchman you
had for the Pollington heist, looked like a young Harrison Ford. My god, we hated
him!”
“Who hated him, Mr. We-don’t-talk-about-ourselves-in-the-plural-anymore?”
“Not the me-and-Darth ‘we,’” Harvey insisted, “This was the every red-blooded
male in the Iceberg ‘we.’ We all hated your Han Solo henchman, Selina.”
Psychobat hated agreeing with rogues about anything, but Bruce remembered that
henchman and he had despised him. His lip twitched faintly at the memory of a
roundhouse kick that sent the guy sprawling, but the recollection was cut short by
another duet of merry laughter erupting from the patio. Bruce indulged in a final batgrunt before transforming his features into a foppish grin and heading out to greet his
guest.

Oswald wasn’t exactly hiding in his office. He had to get out a new issue of The
Iceberger, his new in-house newsletter for Iceberg employees… “Become the Terrified
Stool Pigeon: The Stanislavsky Method for Surviving a Bat Encounter intact,” he typed.
Something was going on with them, all of them. “Oh, Ozzy”—smother hug.
He was thinking of hosting the next theme-weapons seminar: an umbrella firepower
demonstration, perhaps, to remind everyone he was a hardened criminal.
With the upcoming introduction of the “Stool Pigeon” package, we can expect a significant
drop in Bat-interrogations of non-stoolies, however with the drop in frequency, the intensity of
interrogations will presumably—
It was this younger generation, that was the problem. They knew him only as
Oswald Cobblepot, nightclub owner. They knew nothing of the brilliant, ruthless
master criminal that was The Penguin. He would have to remind them. It was time to
remind them all that “Ozzy” was Oswald THE PENGUIN Cobblepot-kwaaak-wak-wak!

He had a protocol. Selina couldn’t quite believe it, but her heart skipped a beat as
she watched the scene playing out on the corner of the patio. Alfred had positioned
Bruce near the grill with a spatula in his hand. It was clearly for appearances only,
because the “patriarch” was supposed to run the show at a barbecue. But Alfred
obviously intended to do the cooking himself and had his own spices and utensils
arranged with butlery precision on a little table facing the grill.
First, Bruce asked for more ice in his lemonade, and when Alfred went to bring it,
Bruce repositioned the steaks over the flame.
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Selina actually felt her lips part when she saw it. He had a protocol for the barbecue.
Her skin warmed at the thought, and her heart beat faster. Games were games and she
wasn’t about to stop playing them, but nothing in the history of bat/cat rooftops would
have ever delivered this moment: Bruce, at home, just as he was, and he was Batman.
And she loved him. There he was: Batman’s mind, Batman’s strategy, Batman’s
stubborn. Plan all mapped out in advance so he could run things his way at the grill…
She loved him so much.
After the ice diversion had played out, he slipped a hand casually into his pocket
and turned towards the house. “That’s the telephone, isn’t it, Alfred?”
Alfred looked suspiciously towards the French doors, a muffled ring barely audible
behind the glass.
“Perhaps Miss Selina would oblige me by going to check?” he said, reaching for the
meat tongs.
Selina never got to see Lex Luthor’s face when he realized Catwoman had taken her
fee from his accounts before completing the job. She imagined it looked very much like
Alfred’s did now. He’d wanted her to be mistress of the manor, and mistress of the
manor she would be.
“I’m sorry, Alfred,” she said sweetly. “Harvey and I haven’t seen each other for
months. I really can’t tear myself away right now. Would you be a dear and see to it
yourself?”
Alfred nodded with the good grace of a butler who has been outmaneuvered, and
Selina’s eyes met Bruce’s for a fleeting moment before he turned back to the grill.
“Harvey?” Selina said, without taking her eyes from the figure vigorously sprinkling
seasoning onto the steaks, “If lunch is inedible, it’s entirely my fault.”
Harvey had already noticed her expression watching Bruce, an expression he
associated with talk of Cartier’s, art galleries, and Bat-encounters.
“You’ve got it bad, Kitty,” he observed.
“Yes. Yes, I do,” she admitted.
“I’m glad,” he whispered. “He’s much better for you than—Oh look, down there by
the garden maze. I thought I saw something moving.”
Selina recognized the maneuver. There were rules about Catwoman and Batman,
rules every rogue knew and which they violated at their peril. They who hinted,
alluded, or teased got scratched, clawed, or mauled. Quite often, if a speaker was
prattling along and caught himself about to commit a clawable offence, he would stop
mid-sentence, just as Harvey had done, and “notice” something—usually a shadow
that might be a vigilante. See that movement right over there, that looked like a cape, didn’t it
look like a cape?
“I’m sure it’s nothing,” Selina said mildly, not even glancing towards the garden
maze. “A bird, maybe, or a squirrel. The ground security is first rate. I don’t see
anything larger than a chipmunk getting in this far.”
Harvey smiled.
“A security system you approve of? I take it that means you’ve made your famous
adjustments to it.”
“A-hem,” Alfred coughed mildly from the doorway. “Might I speak to you inside for
a moment, sir?”
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Bruce started to object, his eye on the grill. It was almost time to flip the steaks
over—but Alfred’s next words hit a nerve. Something deathly serious underneath the
casually respectful tone:
“I am sure Miss Selina will oblige us both by turning the steaks, sir. If I could speak
to you inside for a moment.”
Bruce turned from the grill and met Alfred’s eyes, a tense pulse of alarm radiating
across the terrace between them.
“Okey dokey,” he chirped lightly, subconsciously snapping back into an exaggerated
fop.
Selina noticed the overcompensation, but buried her concern in the need to appear
casual for Harvey. “Looks like we’re saved, Harv,” she said brightly. “Let’s go rescue
our lunch.”
Tense moments passed while Selina chattered with determined vivacity about
Richard Flay and his art collection.
“I hit his beachhouse twice: once successfully (got the most beautiful Durer), and
once not (bat-trouble). But it was that night I saw he had the Picasso I took from the
Winthrop Collection in Boston.”
“Oh dear,” Harvey said faintly.
“Bev never told me who she fenced things to. Anyway, that was that. Can’t go
stealing from a customer, however roundabout.”
“Eh, no, Selina, I meant—”
“It’s tacky.”
“Selina, do shut up and turn around. I believe you have another few guests to
contend with.”
Selina turned… and her mouth dropped open in shock—as did that of the uninvited
“guest.”
Ra’s al Ghul stood at the edge of the garden path off the patio, his arms outstretched
in a broad, welcoming gesture, his face rapt with pride and satisfaction—until the
woman with dark hair turned…
Then he stared, uncomprehending.
His astonished eyes began to flicker wildly from Selina to Harvey and back to
Selina. He glanced at the centerpiece… and looked back at Selina.
He looked to the French doors… and looked back at Selina.
He looked at the steaks, the spices, the utensils laid out by the grill, the tongs Selina
held in her hand, the very strange image on the shirt she wore, and then he looked her
up and down from head to toe.
“You,” he said dully, his face a mask of stunned bewilderment.
“Me,” Selina answered, lips pursing into a crisp expression of patient feline pity.
The French doors burst open, and Bruce and Alfred stepped hurriedly onto the
patio. This gave Ra’s two new people to look at, which he did in turn: first at Bruce,
then back at Selina… then at Alfred, and back at Selina… and once again at Harvey…
at the grilling steaks… and back, yet again, at Selina.
“The Det-, the, that is,” he stammered, his mouth going on to form some syllable or
other without any sound behind it. His eyes had stopped darting around the patio and
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remained now riveted on Selina, the dull bewilderment giving way to the usual
intensity of the Demon Head’s powerful glare.
“You?” he repeated.
“Yep. Still me,” she said with a nod. “We did this already. Before we go again, I’m
just gonna flip these steaks over.”
“What is going on here?” Bruce asked tersely.
Ra’s looked suspiciously at Harvey and assumed a sour expression, then he looked
at Bruce helplessly. Surely the Detective must realize that, in front of this guest,
whoever the man was, no answer was possible—nor even a question, of which Ra’s
had several. Bruce glared hatefully but said nothing, so Ra’s merely drew himself up
proudly.
“I have brought a gift,” he announced flatly. “Ubu, place the Ata al Ghul on the
table.”
Ubu bowed and produced a long, flat parcel. He moved the centerpiece aside—
bringing even darker glares from Alfred than Ra’s was receiving from Bruce—and laid
the parcel on the table.
“Okay, that’s enough of this nonsense,” the unexpected voice of Harvey Dent rang
out, a startling aura of authority solidifying around him. “I’m perfectly aware what’s
going on here.”
“Um, Harvey,” Bruce began while Selina said “Harv, really,” and Alfred murmured
“Mr. Dent, I really don’t think…” Ubu said nothing but calmly assumed a defensive
stance and analyzed the terrace for an optimal battle position.
Harvey then performed the most unnerving double maneuver, the two sides of his
body seemingly operating independent of each other. His right ushered Selina behind
him as if to say “Stand back, little lady,” while the left waved off Bruce with a clear air of
“Don’t bother with this, Buddy. It’s beneath you. Let me handle everything.”
“See here, Ghul,” he pointed like an indignant prosecutor, “you sent that messenger
to summon Two-Face to some job interview last year, and that was obnoxious enough.
One o’clock indeed, don’t think we haven’t—I haven’t—forgotten that little insult. But
now you want to hire Catwoman for something! Well, you don’t just barge into a place
like this with Boo Boo over there. Bruce Wayne is a fine, upstanding citizen. I would
introduce you, but people like him don’t care to know your kind. You do not go
inviting yourself to his home—we’ve got steaks grilling here, for god’s sake.”
“I, I,” Ra’s sputtered, “I wish to hire the Feline?!”
The words were uttered in pure astonishment at the outrageous idea, but suddenly
Ra’s jolted with a flash of recognition. The lawyer Two-Face! One of those
preposterous rogues that infested the Detective’s city! Wasn’t there some intelligence
report or other saying the man had been healed? Ra’s mouth curled into a superior
smile of sudden understanding, this was no random gentleman on Bruce Wayne’s
terrace, it was the criminal Two-Face.
Harvey Dent knew that look, knew that smile. From waiters, from store managers,
from postmen, at the Harvard Club, at the liquor store, at the dry cleaners. Ten times a
week, he saw that look and that smile: Oh, you’re Two-Face! It was irritating, it was
nauseating, but from sales clerks and socialites, it was at least understandable. He’d
learned to live with it. But from this, this low-rent Lugosi-wannabe prick? Hell, no.
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Ra’s al Ghul started to speak. He’d gotten as far as “Ah, I begin to comprehend the
nature of the situation, but—” when Harvey exploded:
“NO! No buts, no ands, no maybes! You’re leaving and you’re leaving now! You’re
completely out of line here, Ghul. You’re interrupting an otherwise perfect afternoon,
and all because you’re too arrogant, too misguided, and too stupid to realize what a
horse’s ass you really are. So take your trinkets, take your little man-bitch and your $2a-bottle dye job, and get the hell out of here!”
Shocked at hearing his master so addressed, Ubu grabbed the hilt of his sword.
Harvey spun on him.
“What, Boo Boo? You gonna whip out that little piece of tin and go to work?”
Harvey sneered in disgust. “For once, use that engorged head of yours for something
more than bowing to Fu Manchu over there. A house like this, there’s cameras
everywhere—and cameras mean videotape evidence. One swing and I’ll have your ass
brought up on assault with a deadly weapon and attempted murder. All of Heady’s
power and money won’t protect you from the guys in Cellblock C who think that little
loincloth ensemble looks real purdy.”
At the conclusion of this astonishing tirade, Ubu and Harvey stared each other down
for a full second.
Then another.
Then another.
It was Ubu who broke first, glancing to his master for instructions.
Ra’s, of course, had noticed what Harvey Dent did not: the Detective had moved
into a position where Ubu would not get his sword from its scabbard before being
overpowered. Reluctantly, he nodded, and Ubu grimly slackened from his battlestance.
Buoyed by his victory over the minion, Harvey wheeled again on the master.
“Now then,” Harvey said, calming considerably, although his face was still flushed
from the burst of anger. “You want to hire Catwoman for something. Why wouldn’t
you, she’s the best. You have some little trinket you want purloined in the course of
doing whatever overrated hairdos do when you’re not pretending to be Batman’s
greatest foe.”
Ra’s eyes darted feebly towards the Detective’s, but the man had moved from where
he had been standing, and Ra’s found his eyes meeting the manservant’s instead—
which were fully as pitiless as the Detective’s might have been.
“You do what any civilized rogue would do,” Harvey continued. “Get down to the
Iceberg and send a message through proper channels. Then maybe, if she feels like it,
Catwoman will be good enough to take your call. But I wouldn’t count on it, Lurch,
because this was just rude. Very idea, showing up at a place like Wayne Manor—you
owe Bruce an apology, you over-hyped goatherd.”
Before Harvey Dent could proceed with this monstrous suggestion, Ra’s al Ghul
drew himself up with the cold hauteur of one who has ruled for a dozen lifetimes.
“The privilege you have all enjoyed, basking in the Demon Head’s Illustrious
Presence, is now at an end,” he declared imperiously.
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Ubu reached to retrieve the package, but Harvey bellowed “LEAVE THAT!” with
such ferocity that Ra’s felt it best to sacrifice the package, temporarily, rather than
prolong this interminable misadventure.
“Keep to the path on your way out,” Harvey called out haughtily. “Don’t let Boo Boo
go trampling the flower beds.”
An edgy silence enveloped the patio as Bruce, Selina, Harvey and Alfred watched
Ra’s and Ubu walk down the garden path and disappear finally over the horizon.
The moment held.
Nobody moved.
Nobody spoke.
Until Selina blithely sniffed the air and glanced at the grill.
“The steaks are burning…” she said.
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CHAPTER 4: MARCH OF THE PENGUIN
A pensive silence lingered on the Wayne Manor patio after Ra’s al Ghul’s humbled
exit. Bruce, Selina, and Alfred were all recalling the astonishing scene that just played
out, while Harvey, indignant but energized by the confrontation, eyed the food.
Alfred quickly noticed and, holding the comfort of the guest as the prime
consideration, he made an effort to coerce Bruce and Selina back into the “cookout”
spirit with a theatrical return to the grill. He began “plating” the steaks, arranging each
artfully amidst a garnish and sides, creating the effect of a gourmet restaurant rather
than a casual, afternoon cookout—and he thought he succeeded in baiting Bruce with
this maneuver when he felt that light tap on his elbow. Bruce was indeed pulling him
aside, but his purpose had nothing to do with the barbecue.
“Got to admit, Alfred, I’m torn,” he began. “’Of two minds,’ as our friend Two-Face
used to say. Dent’s tirade against Ra’s, it was very… Face. But when it came down to
threats, it wasn’t about ripping out his entrails and dividing them into two even piles.
It was sending him to jail; it was pure Harvey Dent. Anxious as I am to go after Ra’s, I
don’t know if I can leave right now—might be more important to stay here, keep an
eye on this.”
“Eh-yes, there is that consideration, of course, Master Bruce, as well as…”
“I know, I know. As D.A., Harvey had direct contact with Batman, and as Two-Face
he saw even more. I really need to be careful where he’s concerned. To up and
disappear on a trumped up excuse right now would be dangerous.”
“Well, yes, and of course it would be rude, sir.”
Bruce glared.

Ubu jostled, yet again, with the doorman at the Gotham Imperial Hotel. The man
had opened the door as he would for any guest when Ra’s al Ghul approached the
front entrance to the grand hotel. But Ubu recognized the high forehead and double
chin cleft indicative of the Bughinsae Clan of the lowlands. He would not let Ra’s pass
through the door while this man held it, for that would expose his master’s back to the
cunning mercenary. Ubu himself would hold the door while Ra’s passed through, and
then he himself would pass. Then and only then could the wily Bughinsae return to his
post.
The commotion had not died down when Ra’s came back to the doors, displeased
with his reception at the front desk, and the Bughinsae doorman again tried to hold the
door for him. Ra’s stood at the entrance inside the plush lobby while Ubu resumed his
fracas with the doorman. Ra’s fumed, he paced, and then, finally, just as Ubu had
reestablished the procedure by which the door would be opened for the Demon’s
Head, Ra’s resigned himself to the new disgrace and returned to the front desk, leaving
Ubu holding the door for nobody and the doorman smirking.
Ubu cared nothing for the Bughinsae’s derision and followed Ra’s back to the front
desk.
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Bruce might have been “of two minds” after witnessing Harvey Dent’s face-off with
Ra’s al Ghul, but Harvey himself felt less conflicted than he had in years. He had one
thought only: he was hungry. He poked at the charred crust of his steak and declared
it “a little singed, but nothing to declare a hunger strike over.” To prove the point, he
cut a bite, popped it into his mouth, and chewed happily.
“Come on,” he told Bruce and Selina, “not going to let Mr. Dead and Loving It wreck
a beautiful afternoon. Selina! Where’s the famous cat-curiosity? Open up Lurch’s gift.
Let’s see what the calcified old coot thinks is a tempting inducement for the Queen of
Cats?”
“Oh,” Selina hedged, looking warily at the package, “I really don’t think... I mean,
since I’m not going to take the job, better to just send it back unopened, don’t you
think?”
“Open it!” Harvey cajoled, “I insist. Dying to see what’s in there, and it’s the least
you can do when I booted him off for you.”
Selina glanced sideways at Bruce. His casual Saturday-at-home posture hadn’t
changed, but Batman’s ferocious intensity burned in his eyes. He met her gaze and his
head shifted ever so slightly in a sideways “no” motion. Selina’s lip curled into the
playful grin.
“I am curious,” she purred, dipping into Catwoman’s sultriest tones. “If he invited
Two-Face to a one o’clock sitdown, I can only imagine he’s given me a dog collar.”
Before Bruce could suggest that Alfred take the package inside to be opened with a
mail knife, Selina had taken it into her lap and ripped off the paper, revealing a flat
ebony box carved with a five-clawed talon in a central oval, the placement if not the
image echoing the bat-emblem. Selina arched an eyebrow but made no comment,
remembering that whatever this “gift” was, it was only Harvey’s misreading of the
situation that suggested it was meant for her. Ra’s presumably brought it for Batman.
She undid the latch and impulsively lifted the lid.
“Swords,” she declared, amused but bewildered. Then she looked up at Bruce,
“Look, Honey! He gave me swords,” she repeated.

The Dragon Blades. The Detective’s feline concubine in possession of the Dragon
Blades. Of all the affronts he had suffered on this accursed day in this accursed city,
that was the worst. He had been addressed as “Ghul.” He had been called an
overrated hairdo, an overhyped goatherd, and a horse’s ass. His personal attendant
had been referred to as his “man-bitch.” And now he found himself, not in his
accustomed quarters in the Gotham Imperial Hotel, but in the Honeymoon Suite, sitting
on a bed strewn with rose petals, confetti, and small white pellets which turned out to
be candied mints. But of all these mortifications, the thought of a woman—of that
woman most especially—handling his brother’s sword, handling his own, it was
grotesque.
Absently, he picked one of the small, white buttermints off the bedspread and
snapped it between his teeth.
On his previous visits to Gotham, he had always made prior arrangements with the
Imperial Hotel to reserve the Royal Suite for himself and the top three floors for his
entourage. He hadn’t even brought an entourage this time, assuming he would be
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invited to sleep at the manor, of which his daughter was so soon to be mistress. He
had not wanted to inflict his usual train of eighty followers on Wayne Manor, feeling
the Detective might look on this copious honor as more of an invasion. So he had
exercised restraint, assuming Gr’oriBr’di would supply a suitable honor guard as soon
as he was informed of the glad tidings.
But now—(What was the Feline doing in Bruce Wayne’s home?)—Now he found he had
to obtain lodging and the impudent slave at the front desk informed him that the Royal
Suite was “currently occupied.” The effrontery. Occupied! By one Count Adam
Gottlob Charles von Moltke-Huitfeld, no less. “A descendent of Napoleon Bonaparte,”
the miserable slave informed him.
Descendent of Napoleon Bonaparte, indeed. He was no such thing, Ra’s al Ghul was
certain of that. He could be related to Napoleon’s brother Jerome, Ra’s supposed.
Jerome Bonaparte had married some American (Ra’s did not bother noting her name as
she was a woman, but he recalled that she was the granddaughter of Daniel Webster).
Not that any of that mattered. What mattered was that the slave refused to evict this
powerless nobody to make way for Ra’s al Ghul—Light of the east, Terror of the west,
Anointed of Anubis and Osiris, Chosen of Ra; Apex of the age of Oneness through One
Rule by the most worthy Demon’s Head—and an inbred cousin of Napoleon had his
room!
Still, as much as it chafed his Imperial Pride, Ra’s quickly realized he could not waste
time scouring the city for accommodations befitting his rank. He had fallen victim to
faulty intelligence, or else he had fallen victim to a dire plot, and he could not find out
too soon what was really going on.

“What an idiot,” Harvey exclaimed, munching the last piece of cornbread.
“Swords?! He gave you two swords—TWO swords, mind you. Two-Face ,he asks for a
one o’clock meeting; you, he gives a pair of swords. I shouldn’t have sent him to the
Iceberg, I should have taken him there myself by way of 57th Street. Show him what
kind of trinkets you buy a lady before you ask for something. Bruce knows what I’m
getting at, don’t you, Buddy?”
It was Bruce’s turn to raise an eyebrow. He remembered “Apollo” Dent’s routine too
well from their playboy days: a silk scarf at the beginning of the affair, a wrist watch at
the end.
“They’re very nice swords,” Selina pointed out. “Look at that, little dragons carved
into the hilt, beautiful work there, that leather tied around the sheath, look at the patina
on that… Light, too. Beautifully balanced.” She pulled one out, which caused Bruce
to step back in alarm—entirely for Fop considerations he told himself, although his Bathalf was none too thrilled at the sight of Catwoman wielding Ra’s al Ghul’s sword that
way.
“Oh, don’t tell me you can fence too,” Harvey wailed, helping himself to a
watermelon ice.
“Not fencing.” Selina said, executing a slow graceful move then sheathing the
sword. “Just a few kata. My sensei was very big on the fundamentals.”
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Bruce placed a mental checkmark next to that kernel of information about
Catwoman’s training. His inner Bat grunted at the confirmation of a long-suspected
theory. The rest of him continued to look alarmed at the sight of his girlfriend wielding
Ra’s al Ghul’s sword.

Ra’s al Ghul marshaled the facts, as they were known.
The German composer Richard Wagner took all the glorious dragon lore with which
Ra’s had primed him and produced Fafner, a Westerner’s idea of a dragon: he did
nothing more than guard a hoard of treasure he had no use for, until the hero lured him
from his home, hid like a coward under a rock, and stabbed him in the belly. Ra’s had been
thinking of the story in the course of his pre-dip meditations. That was how
Westerners viewed the dragon, a stupid beast to be lured away from its home by a
hero’s cunning, lured away from his power base, into ambush and death.
He had been lured away—he, Ra’s al Ghul, the living dragon, had been lured from
his home into Gotham City, into the very heart of his enemy’s power, lured by the most
tempting bait of all… It was surely the most fiendishly brilliant plan the Detective had
ever devised. Never in their long battle had the man so distinguished himself as one
most fit to sire the next DEMON—and indeed most suited to lead the organization if
Ra’s himself were to expire before his grandson was of age to…
Oh dear.
Oh dear.
That possibility had not occurred to him before: the very qualities that made the
Detective so suitable to sit at his right hand made it quite unlikely he would be content
to do so. The Detective was, after all—GOOD LORD, WHY HAD HE NOT
CONSIDERED THIS BEFORE—the Detective was his enemy! If Ra’s were to welcome
him into the bosom of his family, how long would it be before he welcomed that
Dragon Blade to his bosom as well!
Perhaps it was fortunate that the relationship with Talia was not quite so far along as
Gr’oriBr’di had led Ra’s to believe, it gave Ra’s time to…
Gr’oriBr’di.
It was Gr’oriBr’di who led Ra’s to believe The Detective had finally accepted his
destiny with Talia. It was Gr’oriBr’di who was the source of that false intelligence.
What if he had not been deceived by an elaborate ruse of the Detective’s but was himself
the originator of the plot?
What if it was Gr’oriBr’di who lured Ra’s from his home into the heart of his enemy’s
power!
The Detective had seemed downright astonished at Ra’s arrival. He was performing,
of course, for the benefit of the infidel Harvey Dent, but as Ra’s thought back, he did
seem to glean marks of true surprise in the Detective’s bearing. What if he knew
nothing of it? What if… What if… What if…
“Ubu,” Ra’s called thoughtfully, “We are in need of new intelligence, reliable new
intelligence. Make inquiries, and learn the location of this ‘Iceberg’ of which the infidel
Harvey Dent spoke.”
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Oswald emerged from his office with a crazed gleam in his eye. He had not yet
determined why the women of the Iceberg were fawning over him with such
featherbrained devotion, but he would! Oh yes, he would. And in the meantime, he
would demonstrate to all the world that Oswald The Penguin Cobblepot was a figure
to be feared, not cooed after.
He said as much to Sly when he checked the bartender’s receipts just now, and what
Jonathan Crane found so amusing about that Oswald meant to find out as well. The
looks back and forth between Crane and Sly, if Scarecrow had any thoughts of stealing
his bartender, then he too would soon learn what it was to cross Oswald Cobblepot.
He had already secured a quantity of venom and the penguins would be arriving
soon. Then they would see who was “an adorable Ozzy-Wozzy,” then they would
learn what a theme criminal really was.
These pleasant musings had been interrupted by Sparrow’s timid knock. Sly needed
him, she said. A new customer wanted to run a tab. So he emerged from his office,
eyes glistening with dreams of the terror his name would instill once more in hero and
rogue alike—when his eye fell on this “new customer.” Oswald marched right up to
the man, who was entirely too tall, and when Oswald got close enough for the effect he
wished, he had to tilt his head upward. He did it belligerently, but the move brought
more of that damnable cooing from half the women in the bar.
“KWAK-kwakka-quakka-kwa,” he yelled at them, which silenced the coos but
brought more tender smiles. “Your name?” Oswald asked, though he knew full well, it
pleased him to question a new applicant.
“Ra’s al Ghul,” the man announced pointedly.
“That how you pronounce it?” Oswald grumbled. “Okay, Sly, he looks good for it.
Open a new account under Brady.”
Ra’s eyes bulged. “Gr’oriBr’di?” he asked, incredulous.
“Gregory Brady,” Oswald corrected. “Which reminds me, when you see him, tell
him his men aren’t nearly so prompt paying their tabs as those Ghost Dragons. He
really might want to have that talk with them about the honor of settling their debts.”
“Gr’oriBr’di’s men frequent this establishment?” Ra’s asked, stunned.
“Hey, Sly, gimme a Demon’s Head and a bowl of peanuts,” someone called down
the bar. Ra’s head snapped in that direction. To his horror, he saw a bowl of peanuts
passed to an unseemly looking individual along with a tall glass full of a syrupy red
liquid topped with an inch of pink froth and a strawberry.
Ra’s pointed in amazement as he turned back to Oswald, but he couldn’t think how
to even phrase the question, so he merely repeated: “Gr’oriBr’di’s men frequent this
establishment?”
“‘Course they do, where else would they go? Best bar in Gotham,” a new voice sang
out. Ra’s was horrified to note it was a woman’s voice. Women permitted in the
tavern to socialize with the men. There was no end to Western depravity. “The usual,
Sly,” the creature ordered.
“Sure thing, Gorgeous,” the bartender winked.
“Your serving man takes orders from women?” Ra’s asked Oswald.
The only answer was a vicious snapping kwak, and Oswald waddled back to his
office—evoking another round of delighted cooing from the waitresses.
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“Don’t mind him,” a strange little fellow said, taking his drink from the bar and
pushing between Ra’s and Ubu to make his way to his table. “Ozzy will never accept
that Sly and Roxy Rocket are meant to be together and he just doesn’t figure into the
equation.”
Ra’s and Ubu looked at each other sharply.
“My Lord,” Ubu said, his voice hoarse with shock. “‘Roxy Rocket,’ ‘Iceberg,’ You
don’t think…”
Ra’s glared hatefully back at his minion. No one knew the mechanisms by which
Gr’oriBr’di broke the wills of men, they knew only that minions who returned from
Gotham kept to themselves, whispering of “the rocket” and “ice burrows.” It seemed
incredible but— but—
“We need reliable intelligence, Ubu,” Ra’s repeated his words from the hotel as he
stared, spellbound, at the strange little man retreating into the crowd. Ra’s followed
after him like a man in a trance, and Ubu followed, as always, after his master.

Although Selina was Harvey’s closest friend in the Wayne household, he edged
closer to Bruce as the couple walked him to the door. Selina took the hint, and let
Bruce escort Harvey the rest of the way to his car.
“It’s good to see you two together,” Harvey said once they were alone. “You seem to
fit each other really well. I think it’s great that you two found each other and have
stayed together for so long. Selina’s a good catch, and it looks like it’s going
swimmingly for you both. I’m really glad of that.”
Bruce smiled and waited, sensing there was more to come and thinking it might be a
threat along the lines of: Hurt her and I’ll break both your arms in two places. Harvey did
have more to say, but it came from a completely different direction than Bruce
expected:
“Look, Buddy, I know making a relationship like this work is no easy feat, and I
want you to know that I’m with you on this one. If you ever have any problems with,
ahem, anyone in a cape, you just let me know. ‘We’ know how to handle that jackass.”
Bruce tried to look grateful.

Mindful of his dignity, Ra’s al Ghul had appropriated a table in the rear corner of the
Iceberg dining room and had Ubu bring the strange little man to him rather than
demeaning himself by going to a Gotham “rogue” for information.
Jonathan Crane couldn’t hear the conversation, but he noted the giant Ubu hovering
over Jervis’s table, clearly trying to intimidate the smaller, weaker man… Just like a
bully, just like all of that sort: all muscle and no brains, they thought they could get
away with anything… Look at that, Jervis going along with the big brute because what
else could he do? Crane inhaled sharply, an almost sexual excitement seizing him…
Bullies dealt in Fear. And Fear turned back on them was the most satisfying revenge of
all!
“I am Ra’s al Ghul,” Ra’s said simply when Jervis Tetch reached his table.
“Be what you would seem to be,” Jervis twittered in reply. “Or, if you’d like it put
more simply—never imagine yourself not to be otherwise than what it might appear to
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others that what you were or might have been was not otherwise than what you had
been would have appeared to them to be otherwise.”
Ra’s blinked.
“I have spoken your language for many centuries,” he said slowly, “and I believe I
am most fluent in vocabulary, syntax, and idiom. Nevertheless, your words befuddle
me. Speak more plainly, or I shall have Ubu thrash you.”
“I think I could, if I only knew how to begin,” Jervis answered. “For, you see, so
many out-of-the-way things have happened lately. What’s an Ubu?”
“Ubu is my bodyguard and manservant. You may ignore him, for he is a serf of no
importance, unless you displease me, in which case he shall act merely as an
instrument of my will and thrash you.”
Jervis squinted. “What size hat does he wear?”

Talia arrived home—to her new “home,” anyway—at least it was only one
roommate this time. She didn’t care for the idea of sharing lodging, but the city was so
expensive. It seemed to be the way all the peasants lived here. The waitress Mia, from
that diner, was good enough to take her in at first when she learned of Talia’s plight:
Yes, she could pay for her meal, technically; she had a credit card with literally no
spending limit whatsoever. She could buy her meal, buy the diner, buy the entire city
block with it. But if she used that card, Talia explained tearfully, her father would
know at once. He would know that she needed him. He would know where to find
her. She couldn’t face that, she couldn’t!!!!
She had a six thousand dollar watch, she told Mia. Here, she could have it. Just let
her eat without paying. Mia had nodded and sat down next to her. “What’s his
name?” she asked shrewdly.
“M- my father?” Talia had sobbed.
“No, fathers are all alike. Come in a diner at one in the morning, sobbing, no cash,
order a big hunka pie, there’s always a ‘he’ behind it all, and it’s not Daddy.”
Talia burst into tears, and six soggy napkins later it was settled: Mia would take the
watch and Talia could come home with her and “crash” at her place as long as she
wanted. Mia already had two roommates; rent was $2,000 a month, that meant the
watch covered her share for a year. Mia would even speak to the manager about
giving Talia a job…
That part didn’t work out; Talia hadn’t lasted a week. But she had a nametag
reading “Tee” which she kept for reasons she didn’t really understand. It’s not like
those four endless days in awful, cheap shoes, bringing troglodytes coffee and
hamburgers, was a rewarding experience that she wished to remember. But she kept
that nametag. It was in her pocket even now, like a good luck charm. “Tee”… Greg’s
name for her. The woman she should have been, wanted to be, glimpsed for a few
brief seconds before it all went to pieces.
She felt hungry and went to the kitchen. Unlike Mia, her new roommate didn’t have
a refrigerator full of leftovers from a diner. There was fried chicken, cold Thai pad
noodles, an apple, and half a box of Krispy Kremes. She decided on the latter.
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It was not going well. Ra’s had given up trying to question Jervis Tetch and sent
Ubu to obtain a better source of information. He did not trouble himself to learn the
particulars of the entire Gothamite rabble, but he certainly remembered the reports
about the plant-woman Poison Ivy, who wanted to exterminate mankind so vegetation
could rule. It was a noble goal, not incompatible with much of DEMON’s philosophy
and mission. If she were not a woman, Ra’s would have considered calling her to his
service. Being a woman, she was certainly not suitable for such an honor, but she was
at least memorable where so much of this criminal scum was not. So when he saw the
booth cordoned off by a curtain of plant life, Ra’s felt sure that must be she. Poison Ivy
would not do as an ally, but she would do for an informant. He sent Ubu to summon
her… that was half an hour ago.
Ra’s had seen the curtain of foliage part, he had seen Ubu withdraw inside as into
the flap of a tent, and he waited… waited… waited… but no Ubu emerged. Nor did
Poison Ivy. And twice the serving wench had come around telling Ra’s he must “order
another round” or vacate his table.
“It’s the oldest story in the world,” Mad Hatter prattled on, oblivious to his listener’s
plight. “1) Mutant bird/plant/whatever killed/destroyed by would-be victim. 2)
Oswald/Pammy/whoever blames would-be victim. 3) Denial ensues. 4) More SmileX
threatened. 5) Bigger mutant bird/plants threatened. A pool of tears, a pool of tears,
Alice drowning in a pool of tears. More tea?”
“I am not drinking tea,” Ra’s hissed through clenched teeth.
“More for me then!” Jervis twittered happily. “He’s never coming back, don’t you
know. Your large friend with the pointy stick. Once they disappear in the greenery,
they’re gone for the week. Pammy doesn’t like you demon-guys very much. Ooh look,
they’ve brought us gooseberry jam with our bread and butter.”
Ra’s pressed his fingers to his brow, squeezing the flesh just above his nose, while
Jervis proceeded to slather invisible jam on an imaginary slice of bread.
“Cally-oo, cally-yay, I was about to say, Pammy, Poison Ivy, that is, she does have a
grudge against you demon fellows always hanging around the ‘Berg. Once they’ve
had a few, the sabers come out, don’t you know, and then it’s all ‘who can slash a leaf
off the climbing clematis from here, double or nothing if you hit it without nipping the
peony blossom.’” He sighed dramatically. “Men, don’t you know, they don’t need to
give her a reason to loathe them, but they do anyway.”
“You are a madman,” Ra’s declared finally. “Take yourself from my presence and, I
pray you, present yourself at the nearest institution for the care of the mentally
disturbed. They will feed you and look after you until such time as the world is united
under DEMON rule, when you will be humanely exterminated for the good of the
species.”
“You’re a Capricorn, aren’t you?” Jervis asked.

Selina watched from the bedroom window while Harvey Dent’s car disappeared out
the front gate. She was already changed into costume but figured Bruce would still
beat her to the cave. Starting on the ground floor, he was probably at the clock
already. If she didn’t hustle, he’d be gone and she’d miss her chance to get in on
Demon Hunt ’05.
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So she ran to the grandfather clock, ran to the cave, and was headed straight for the
Batmobile when she saw there was no need to rush: he hadn’t suited up completely.
Omitting the mask, cape, and gloves meant he wasn’t leaving any time soon. He had
the tapes from the security cameras playing on all the computer screens but one. The
largest monitor displayed Oracle’s hologram, along with several radar screens and
satellite photos.
“Sorry, Boss,” the Oracle head intoned in Barbara’s voice. “Now that we’ve tagged
the plane, we’ll spot it next time.”
“There won’t be a next time,” Batman growled. “He won’t use that plane again. He
won’t use that flight path; he probably won’t use the same departure point. You’ll
have to expand the methodology. Get the satellite photos for the base in Nepal, go two
to twelve hours prior to departure. Then check the records for the castle in Romania
last year, and wherever he left from that other time. There has to be some SOP for his
minions before he leaves to—” he broke off and turned to Selina. “Third time, can you
believe it? He’s in Gotham again.”
“I know, I was upstairs, remember?” she said with a smile. “He gave me swords.”
Batman grunted.
“I know I’m tempting fate asking,” she added, “But why haven’t you gone
supernova about his getting past my security on the grounds?”
“My doing,” he noted. “With Dent coming over, I had turned off the advanced
defenses. I figured if we walked down to the tennis court, I didn’t want to explain why
we have crystalline radiation sensors, K-metal lasers, and a gravity displacement
detector.”
Selina glanced up at the monitor where Oracle, chafing at Batman’s earlier criticism
and having overheard the conversation, was providing the explanation through a
series of images. Selina decided to ignore the diagrams of kryptonite isotopes and
solar radiation flickering behind his head, and returned the conversation to a more
pertinent topic:
“Speaking of the swords, any idea what that was about?”
“They looked ceremonial,” he said casually, not turning his attention from his
calculations, “Most of DEMON is steeped in rites and rituals.”
“Yeah,” Selina put in, “the kind of ritual I get from Whiskers every autumn: I have
the honor to present you with this mostly-dead chipmunk. No thanks.”
He paused and looked up. His eyes flickered over the catsuit, then he turned back to
the computer screen. Selina had often seen the ‘density shift’ when Bruce, in costume
or not, segued into Bat-mode. What she saw now was the opposite: despite the
costume, Batman suddenly… shifted… all that intensity dropped away like the wind
from a sail. “I take it Catwoman is going out to prowl?” he asked in Bruce’s voice.
“I assumed I was in on this,” she said uncomfortably. “Is that a problem? I mean, I
thought we’d be out there looking for him tonight. To tell the truth, I figured you’d be
halfway out the door by the time I got down here. Why aren’t you, anyway?”
He paused. When he resumed, although the density never shifted back, he spoke in
Batman’s voice again.
“Where would I look? The only way to find him is to find out what he’s doing here,
and it is a problem if you’re ‘in’ on that. I have to contact Brady and—”
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“And the spawn is going to be mentioned. I get it,” she sighed. “I’ll be in the way…
Guess it will be a boring old prowl after all.” She paused and offered a naughty pout.
“Poor kitty,” she said, pausing again before the pout morphed into a naughty grin.
“Guess I’ll have to find a way to amuse myself,” she purred, eyes dancing, before
adding, “…in the new lair you haven’t been able to find.”

As so often happened with Jervis Tetch, once his crazy had run its course, he became
perfectly lucid. Having concluded his mad tea party with Ra’s al Ghul, he began
looking around the room like an experienced gossipmonger. He pointed out the
arrival of a large crate. “Emperor penguins,” he confided, as the delivery was
maneuvered through the dining room and into Oswald’s office. “That won’t end
well.”
“Because the owner of this establishment calls himself Penguin?” Ra’s guessed,
trying to adapt to the logic of the place.
Jervis shook his head. “The owner of this establishment is unaware of the surprise
hit movie of the summer called March of the Penguins. Lots of cute, fuzzy, baby birds
waddling on the ice and who knows what all. Every henchwench in town has seen it.
They come back all girly about the adorable little beaks, and what good fathers the
males are. It’s revolting!”
“And Cobblepot is unaware?” Ra’s asked.
“Hasn’t a clue. And all the fuss spooked him, and that’s when Scarecrow went to
work. He can smell fear can our boy Jonathan, and there’s nothing he enjoys more
than feeding it once it gets going.”
“I don’t understand; why would he do this?”
“Oh, it’s just a little payback for nine hundred dollars in alibi surcharges. You’re
new here, you’ll find out about those. Rogues go over their bar tabs like other people
do the phone bill: three and a half hours to Peru?”
“I see.”
“Grapevine has it it’s working, Ozzy is ready to snap. One of those grand gestures
that make life a living hell around here. That’s why I’m betting it’s live penguins in
that crate.”
“A gesture?”
“Right. Like the time he tried to take us all hostage because Sly and that Greg Brady
took over his operation.”
Ra’s felt a curious palpitation in his chest, as if his heart had skipped a beat.
“G- G- Brady?” he managed weakly.
“Thing with venom penguins, though, that’s a pretty ungainly bird to start with.
With muscles, I imagine they’ll fall over.”
“Greg Brady tried to take over Cobblepot’s empire?” Ra’s gasped.
“Well, maybe some of them can jump. Get you with a vicious flying peck.”
“Greg Brady tried to take over the Iceberg,” Ra’s stated again.
“Little ones can jump small crevasses to get where they’re going.”
“Gr’oriBr’di usurped his previous boss’s empire before coming to DEMON.”
“But mostly, I think they’re just going to fall down.”
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Batman waited for Greg Brady at the rendezvous point, while Psychobat railed
against the presumption of villains who had learned his identity. Ra’s al Ghul trotting
right up to his front door with a pair of ceremonial swords like a covered dish for the
barbecue. Ra’s al Ghul walking right up—it was worse than Nigma sending that cat to
the house. And then the final insult, Catwoman gets to come right down to the cave,
shoot a naughty grin at him, and announce she’s got a new lair.
Sure, it was ridiculous grouping her with the others. She was no Riddler or Hugo
Strange or Ra’s al Ghul… but she wasn’t exactly the girl next door, either. She was a
criminal once. It’s how they came together in the first place, and it was that history at
the heart of their new… games. Riddler at least sent his clues and taunts to the BatSignal. Catwoman could now march right down to the cave, tap him on the shoulder
and say—
“Hey, Bats. What’s shakin’?” Greg Brady announced.
“You’re late,” Psychobat growled, then Batman softened the harshness of the
greeting by asking “Any difficulty getting away, with Ra’s al Ghul being in Gotham?”
Greg stared.
“The old man’s in town?” he asked.
“You didn’t know?”
“First I’ve heard of it,” Greg shrugged.
“You’re sure?”
“Yes,” Greg said firmly. “I’m sure that I didn’t know he was coming into Gotham.
Would’ve mentioned a bulletin like that.”
Batman grunted.
Greg grunted.
Batman glared at him.
Greg shrugged again. Then, after a tense pause, he asked “You wouldn’t happen to
know where Talia’s at, would you, Dude? I mean, not that I care or anything, just that
she’s kind of a mess with the life skills, and I’d kinda like to know she landed on her
feet.”
Batman shook his head no.
“No idea,” he said.
“Thing is, Bats, for the life of me I can’t figure out how she’s gonna live. I mean, you
gotta admit it’s not much of a resume: Father’s chattel, washed out of assassin training
camp, appointed head of the assassins’ league anyway thanks to nepotism, obsesses on
loser crimefighter (no offense, Dude), stalks loser crimefighter, wrecks un-wreckable
supercorp. What is she going to do to eat and pay rent now, teach aerobics at the Y?”
“I don’t know where she is,” Batman said firmly. He noted that, whatever Brady
might say, he seemed to care very much what happened to Talia. He noted too that
Ra’s presence in Gotham was still unexplained—and that Ra’s had not told this
particular minion, who headed the Gotham City operations, that he was coming.
“Your stint as a mole inside DEMON is over,” Batman said brusquely. “You have to
disappear, and I mean now, tonight—”
“No way, Dude,” Greg interrupted before Batman could add “—if you want to stay
alive.”
Greg Brady glared defiantly at Batman.
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Batman glared insistently back at Greg Brady.
Greg’s knuckles tightened subconsciously as he considered making a fist.
Batman noticed the subtle clenching of muscles above the elbow and echoed it.
Their eyes locked in malevolent agreement for a silent beat, and then…
A silly electronic trill broke the silence.
Batman’s withering glare faltered, but only for a split second. Greg’s collapsed into
an embarrassed frown as the trill sounded again.
“’Scuse me,” he murmured, unclipping a phone from his belt and turning away.
Batman retreated to the Batmobile and opened the OraCom. He instructed Oracle to
initiate “the GB Protocol” to equip Brady with a new identity far from Gotham.
Then he hesitated, watching the man as he talked on the phone. The protocol was
established when Brady first agreed to remain in DEMON as an undercover agent of
the Bat. He’d been a Joker henchman and a bouncer at the Iceberg, and Batman had,
perhaps, been a bit stingy with the seed money. But now… now Greg Brady might
very well be the man who got Talia al Ghul out of his life for good. He told Oracle to
add an additional $50,000 to the bank account.
“Bats!” Greg blurted, running after him, waving his arms as if he was afraid Batman
was driving away. Batman waited while Brady caught up to him.
“I found the old man,” he panted. “That was Oswald… down at the ‘Berg… wants
me to send someone… to pick up Ubu! It’s closing time, and he’s passed out in booth
six, and… well, from the sound of it… three ‘Demon’s Heads’ (that’s, like, twelve
ounces of rum), Ivy pheromones, fear toxin, and wearing a Donald Duck hat.”
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CHAPTER 5: CRIMEFIGHTERS DON’T
KNOCK
Nothing about Batman and Catwoman was “normal.” They weren’t normal as
criminal and crimefighter, they weren’t normal as lovers, and if there was a norm for
criminals and crimefighters who then became lovers but sometime later resumed
playful games harkening back to their adversarial relationship, they were about to
shatter that one as well.
That was Batman’s thought as he clenched his gloved knuckles into a fist and rapped
them in a sharp bell-ringing motion against the door of the new Cat Lair. After a
minute passed with no answer, he shot a “stay put” warning towards the waiting car
and moved to the window, repeating the procedure. This time, he was rewarded with
a high-pitched metallic whine as a camera turned overhead. He looked up, glared into
it, and waited.
After another minute, Catwoman appeared on the other side of the window,
pressing her body against the glass.
“Well this is new,” she mouthed distinctly, “You knocked.”
He shook his head and pointed towards the door.
“No games. Open up. Now,” he mouthed back.
She stuck out her tongue.
“Make me,” she teased.
“No, I mean ‘No games.’ Open up now.”
He pointed again, and Catwoman shifted behind the glass, trying to see in the
direction he was pointing. Unable to glean much from her vantage point, she gave a
final wink and withdrew from the window.
Batman returned to the front door and signaled the waiting car. The door opened
and Greg Brady emerged, straining to pull Ubu’s enormous bulk from the back seat.
Batman was about to go help when an audible tone indicated the lair’s perimeter
defenses were disengaged and the door opened. He braced himself for an onslaught of
amused felinity.
“Hey, Handsome, long time no grunt—what in the HELL!” she blurted, eyes wide as
she saw Greg Brady lumbering towards her as he tried to maneuver Ubu’s
considerable deadweight through the door. “Um…” She pointed and swallowed.
“Where will I put it, and how much does it eat?”
“Get him inside,” Batman ordered, turning from Catwoman to Brady and back to
Catwoman, “We need a safe house,” he explained pushing her back inside the door.
“Then get that car moved around back,” he told Brady. “And this is literally the last
place anyone from DEMON will look,” he told Catwoman.

Ra’s returned alone to the Gotham Imperial Hotel, unable to share Jervis Tetch’s
eager anticipation of “roid rage penguins.” They were all insane, of course; Ra’s knew
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that before setting foot in Gotham City, but nonetheless, to actually experience the
madness first hand was a shock. And to face one of the massacres they considered
excitement, to face it without a single guard or attendant, it was not to be borne. If Ra’s
al Ghul was to meet his end in the Detective’s city, it would be on the point of his own
Dragon Blade, even if it was that accursed Feline who drove it through his bowels, but
it would NOT be at the hands of a “roid rage penguin” while his own Ubu stood by,
enthralled by a plant-woman!
Not knowing how to retrieve his bodyguard from the ropes of vinery draped over
him, Ra’s had returned to the hotel and sat once again on the bed. It had been turned
down in his absence, with even more rose petals strewn through the sheets and a
chocolate swan resting on the pillow.
Greg Brady had tried to usurp his former liege lord, the Penguin. He tried to take
over the Iceberg’s vast network of criminal operations for himself. There was no end to
the man’s villainy and ambition—which Ra’s would normally applaud in a tenant al
ghul, but now… Greg Brady controlled Ra’s men in Gotham City and had done so for
many months. The men he had led were now interspersed throughout DEMON, in a
dozen posts in the Americas and throughout the world. There was no telling who was
still loyal and who, if allowed to get close enough, would plunge their dagger into Ra’s
al Ghul’s heart and hail Greg Brady the new Demon’s Head!
Ra’s bit the head off the chocolate swan as a course of action suggested itself… Yes,
it was a desperate move, but these were desperate times. Separated as he was from the
sole minion of whom he could be absolutely certain… Yes, yes it might work. It
would work. He had been in dire circumstances before, and he would triumph over
this one. If only he could locate Talia.

Catwoman deftly moved an ice bucket out of the way so Brady and Batman could
maneuver Ubu’s unconscious bulk onto her sofa without knocking it over. She had
equipped this particular catlair with a large, wide sofa, but not with this end in mind.
Noting the three-hundred pounds of snoring DEMON bodyguard now laid out on it
(and, in fact, spilling over the one side), she considered burning it—if not the entire
lair—when this miserable episode was over.
“Think that’s as stable as he’s gonna get,” Greg said finally, nodding with
satisfaction at a job well done. Then he turned to Catwoman, like a henchman who
had done this a few dozen times before. “What kinda chains you got around here?”
“Uuum,” Catwoman winced, “Excuse me?”
“Chains, wrist restraints, ankle cuffs, whatcha got?”
Catwoman made a face and shot Batman a look.
“Why are you guys here again?” she asked pointedly.
“How about plain rope?” Brady suggested.
“I’ll explain,” Batman growled. “Brady, move the car around back.”
Greg Brady offered a cheery salute, like a man used to gamely taking orders whether
they made sense to him or not. “Sure thing, Dude,” he chirped. “An’ I’ll look if there’s
jumper cables in the trunk. Can always hog tie ’em with jumper cable. I’m used to
improvising, y’know, from the Ha-Hacienda. Situations like this, Mr. Joker had some
‘unrealistic expectations’ about Silly Putty.”
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As soon as Greg was gone, Batman pulled Catwoman into the next room.
“Ubu is six different kinds of unconscious right now,” he said softly. “But I still
don’t want anybody talking in front of him. If he hears anything compromising, even
subconsciously—”
Catwoman looked intrigued.
“What can he hear that Ra’s doesn’t already know?” she asked, a quietly excited
purr.
Batman noted her excitement and glared, for the hundredth time, at her
unfathomable ideas of “fun.”
“Brady’s cover is blown,” he said in a forceful whisper. “At least, it’s… likely that
it’s blown. I need to get him out of Gotham, away from Demon, and into a new
identity. He doesn’t want to go. My guess is what he really means is that he doesn’t
want to go without her. But before we could even discuss it—”
“Read: settle it with your fists,” Catwoman observed dryly.
“Before we could even discuss it,” Batman repeated, “he got this call to pick up Ubu
at the Iceberg.”
“The Iceberg!?”
“Don’t ask. Sounds like Ra’s and Ubu both showed up there tonight and… You can
imagine the rest.”
Catwoman chuckled wickedly.
“I can… Ra’s and Ubu at the Iceberg… Chum in shark-infested waters. Sorry I
missed it.”
“Selina, please, Brady could be back at any minute… We didn’t dare take him back
to the Chinatown base. This was the first place that came to mind.”
“Yeah, um, about that… I guess I’m flattered, but, eh, to satisfy a cat’s curiosity, how
did you…”
“You’ve had this place for at least three years,” Batman rattled off like he was
reading a resume. “But you never ‘moved in.’ Some point you decided you’d never
use it and rented it out to Victor Frieze. He had six cold suits over there and a dry ice
machine in that corner. All of a sudden, the sign out front changes and it’s a Cats
Cosmetics warehouse. And the next week, you announce you’ve got a new lair. C’mon,
Kitten, not even a challenge.”
“Hiss.”
Grunt.
“…”
“…”
“Well, that aside,” Catwoman purred finally. “The problem is, I do not have chains,
ankle cuffs and whatever-the-hell-else he reeled off just now. Not really what this
place was set up for. I’ve got a bottle of Tattinger ready to chill, a DVD player, and a
box of those cupcakes from Magnolia Bakery.”
Batman’s lip twitched despite his best effort to restrain it.
“I’ll make it up to you,” he whispered.
“Yes, you will,” she said with a gleam. “I promise you that.”
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Harvey Dent returned to the Flick Theatre, the one remnant of Two-Face he had kept
in his life. He liked the old building. He’d liked it so much, with those enormous
comedy-tragedy masks hanging off the façade like gargoyles, that he’d bought the
building outright instead of just moving in like any old hideout meant to be used once
and then abandoned as soon as he’d lured Batman into a deathtrap.
Batman… That was something of a dilemma. There was a time when they were
allies in the war on crime. If this happened back then, Harvey would have marched
right into Police HQ, gone to the roof, lit the Bat-Signal, and made Batman aware of the
situation without thinking twice.
But that was a long time ago, and in the years since, Batman became an enemy—and
even more to the point, Selina became a friend. Even if she was with Bruce now, she
certainly wouldn’t like Harv’s pulling Batman into a situation where he’d have to deal
with—
“I see you have returned, my knight in shining armor.”
—Talia al Ghul.

Catwoman saw no reason to stay in a lair with Joker’s old henchman Giggles,
nursing/guarding a shell-shocked Ubu.
A shell-shocked, creeper-vined Ubu with a maple leaf tucked in his loin cloth. As if the
day could get any more ludicrous after the barbecue. Ubu, personal assistant/manbitch to the Hairdo and scourge of all things Western, enslaved by Pammy at the
Iceberg. Just like a two-bit henchman who rubbed her the wrong way after her third
cosmopolitan. That’s just good dinner theater. And she’d missed it. She’d have to
remember to ask the Iceberg crowd how it all went down, but for now, she headed
home.
She parked her Jaguar, as always, in the old carriage house. She disliked driving
home after a prowl, it didn’t seem natural. By parking in the carriage house, she could
make her way across two acres of Wayne property on foot, maneuvering expertly
through the grounds security and even taking the elms up to the manor roof to lower
herself down to the bedroom window, just like getting home when she lived in the
city. She was just deciding to take the spruce tree up instead, for a little change of pace,
when she saw a blue flash where no flash should be.
She uncoiled her whip and went to investigate.

“I told you,” Harvey said sternly, “Not to even joke with me in those terms. I didn’t
rescue you, I don’t even like you much.”
“You let me share this vast palace with you,” Talia answered, gesturing around the
old movie house Two-Face one used as a hideout. “Without charging me ‘rent.’ Those
women from the diner were prepared to take a $6000 gold and diamond Piaget to
allow me to share their filthy, roach-infested hovel and eat the greasy refuse of a
peasant trough.”
“One roach is not an infestation, Talia, although I’ll admit that leftover ‘sticky’ you
brought from the diner was fairly disgusting.”
“I would prefer that you call me Tee… Harvey.”
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“I know; that’s why I’ll be calling you Talia. And that’s why you’re not going to start
calling me Harvey. I’ve heard all the stories about you, lady. You’re fucked up. You
get ideas about men. I told you going in if there was any of that with me…”
“Yes, I know. You will obtain a restraining order against me, to be enforced by the
Feline slut’s pet tiger if necessary.”
“Eah-eah-eah,” he chided, waving a finger, “And what else did I say?”
Talia sighed, then answered through clenched teeth.
“That if I ever speak of Selina Kyle disrespectfully in your hearing, you will wash my
mouth out with soap and send me to bed without supper.”
“Damn straight.”
“Why, Mr. Dent, since you so obviously share the Feline’s low opinion of me, did
you take me in at all?”
It was a question Talia had asked twelve times since they met, and she had yet to
receive a real answer.
Even with the living arrangement in Mia’s flat and eating gratis at that awful diner,
Talia knew she needed income to survive. She had remembered a little sign in the rear
of a department store she’d frequented in Metropolis. It advertised a “finishing
school” for teenage girls each Saturday morning, for five hours, lunch provided. So
Talia brought this idea to the customer service desk at Bergdorf’s, the best department
store in Gotham, offering to edify the marriageable daughters of their customers with
respect to table manners and ladylike deportment. They were not interested. She tried
Barneys next and they too were not interested. She tried Bloomingdale’s, Henri
Bendel, Macy’s, Lord & Taylor, Fortunoff’s and Saks. Finally, at Vendome, they said
yes. Talia had a hard time conducting herself “with ladylike deportment” at that
moment, so great was her shock: They said yes! She had persevered! She was
victorious! She had a job!!! Maybe not much of a job, but still…
It was then that Harvey Dent came up to her. He’d been watching, he said, since
Barney’s; that’s where he first saw her. He’d just bought this dress shirt—which he
showed her as if to verify his story—when he happened to overhear her pitch. He was
curious, he said, so he’d followed her. He congratulated her on her persistence, and
then looked ready to leave. Desperate to prolong the encounter, Talia remembered
there was a little tearoom inside the store. She suggested that he join her for a little
celebration. He looked uncomfortable. His fingers twitched as if he was fidgeting with
something that wasn’t there. Then, with a trapped expression, he agreed.

“Oh. My. God,” Catwoman said aloud on discovering the mystery blue flash was
the K-metal lasers pinning an intruder on the footpath from the tennis court.
The trees on the manor grounds were not high enough for the kind of dramatic dropdown entrances one could make in the city, so she opted to stroll up, casually, and flick
off the laser control with an expert tap of her clawtip. Then she turned her full
attention on the intruder.
“Ra’s, you’re having what we in Gotham call a ‘Really Bad Day,’” she said sweetly.
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The quaint tearoom in the corner of the posh Vendome department store was more
refined than anything Talia had experienced in months. It was far better appointed
than that horrid diner where she had been taking her meals since parting with Greg
Brady, not to mention the coarse roadhouses she’d been subjected to when they were
together. Talia had reveled in that half hour’s taste of her old life—until the bill came
and she realized, to her horror, that she had asked Harvey Dent to be her guest but had
no way at all to pay for it. Her cheeks burned as she stammered an explanation: the
watch, the diner, her finances, her father—going so far as to show Harvey the credit
card that she dared not use.
At that moment, Harvey Dent proved himself to be something Talia had not
encountered in the modern world: he was a gentleman. He picked up the check as if it
had been his intention all along. And rather than leaving it at that, he went on to
address several details from her rambling explanation, details Talia was surprised he’d
notice or care about. Then, with the focus and organization of a brilliant lawyer who
had also been a criminal mastermind, Harvey laid out a plan to put her life in order.
They started by redeeming her watch from Mia and moving Talia into the Flick
Theatre. Harvey didn’t want her watch in exchange for room and board; he wanted
her to do what she’d done at the department stores: to find some skill or resource she
actually possessed on her own and use it to make herself useful and valuable.
Under all her bluster and pretense, Talia didn’t really think she had any skills or
resources. She’d been a failure at everything she’d ever attempted, from the League of
Assassins to LexCorp, from seducing Bruce Wayne to making a life with Greg Brady…
Of all the failures and disappointments, it was that last one that haunted her. She’d
looked on Greg as nothing more than a protector, a practical expediency after the
disaster with LexCorp left her with nowhere else to go. It was only after Greg had
left—after she so senselessly drove him away with her stupid, futile pursuit of Bruce
Wayne—that she realized she’d been truly happy with him as she’d never been chasing
after—
“Good god, the Water Works,” Harvey Dent grumbled. “You get weepier than any
woman I’ve ever met. And all because a guy won’t let you call his best friend a vermin
slut.”
Talia drew herself up proudly, a move Harvey recognized from Ra’s performance
earlier in the day. He shook his head sadly as she announced—with less hauteur than
Ra’s, at least—that she had thought of a quality she possessed that could be of use to
him, to pay for her room and board.
“Astonish me,” Harvey said with a haunting ring of Two-Face’s cruel sarcasm.
“What did you come up with?”
“I’m old,” Talia answered simply. “This building wasn’t a movie house originally.
It was a theatre for the lower sorts, Vaudeville, and before that… a Spanish theatre, I
expect. I remember them. The single women would have sat up there, that whole
section that’s closed off now as the projection booth, those would be the private boxes,
and that refreshment area below would have been an open courtyard.”
Harvey smiled at this.
“Go on,” he said. “Interesting, but so far doesn’t do me any good unless I’m
working on a history dissertation at Hudson U.”
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“Don’t you see,” she sang out, becoming wildly enthusiastic, “You could restore it! I
could help you! We could make it all exactly as it was. In Metropolis, there was
always some ‘historic riverfront’ restoration being proposed to revitalize some
neighborhood or other, rebuilding an old location and putting in shops and
restaurants.”
Harvey’s smile broadened, he looked truly pleased. But he shook his head no.
“I haven’t got that kind of money,” he said happily. “I can live indefinitely on the
income from Two-Face’s plunder, but I can’t go investing in a pipedream like that.”
“We can raise the money,” Talia said quickly. “Loans, bonds, charity events, there
are a thousand ways to raise capital, why at LexCorp—”
“Not that black card in your purse?” Harvey asked, amused. “You can buy a plane
with that if you wanted, a city block, or a couple million in contractor’s services and
supplies.”
“I, I can’t,” Talia stammered.
“I know you can’t,” Harvey laughed. “You didn’t even suggest it.”
Talia looked bewildered.
“Mr. Dent, I have already explained that if I were to charge so much as a dollar to
that credit card, my father will—”
“Will know at once where you are and that you need him. I know. Talia, I know.
You asked why you’re here, why I agreed to help you even though, as you guessed, I
can’t stand you. Well, that’s why. Because you’ve got that card in your purse that’ll
solve all your problems—but you can’t use it, ‘cause it sucks you right back into your
old life. So you moved on—but you’ve got it with you. You didn’t cut it up.”
He reached in his pocket and took out a silver dollar, holding it up like a talisman.
“This is mine.”
Talia didn’t seem to understand. She looked put out.
“You have no interest in my helping you restore this building then? You meant
merely to test me?”
“I have absolutely no interest,” Harvey confirmed, “but now that we’ve found
something you can do, I’m sure there’s a Victorian pub or a colonial inn out there
looking for a consultant. I’ll ask around the Harvard Club and find you something—in
Aspen or Vancouver or maybe Melbourne. Far, far from Gotham is the point. You
need to get your tail out of here, and fast.”
“Absolutely not,” Talia declared. “What new life I make for myself shall be here in
Gotham or not at all.”
“Talia, no. I didn’t know how to break this to you, so I’m just going to spit it out:
Your father is in Gotham. I saw him this afternoon. He must be looking for you.
You’ve got to leave.”
Talia’s knees felt weak, and she steadied herself against the wall before lowering
herself feebly into a chair.
“I cannot,” she said helplessly. “I cannot leave Gotham, Mr. Dent. I simply can’t.”

Jonathan Crane clung fitfully to the chandelier above the Iceberg dining room.
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“Oswald, we can work this out,” he pleaded miserably. “It was a simple
misunderstanding.”
Oswald Cobblepot said nothing, but watched coldly as four hatted emperor
penguins circled under the chandelier like fuzzy waddling sharks.
“It was a simple misunderstanding!” Crane repeated desperately.
It was a movie, Oswald sniffed. March of the Penguins. A Zoom henchwench came
all the way from Keystone City to have him autograph a poster for it. March of the
Penguins, and he hadn’t heard a thing about it. March of the Penguins, and he’d worked
himself into a state because of all the Ozzy-Wozzying he was suddenly the focus of.
He would be one credulous bird if he didn’t recognize that as a bit of Scarecrow
handiwork.
“This isn’t my fault!” Crane wailed feebly.
Oswald waddled regally out to the main floor, stood directly under Jonathan Crane,
and prodded him higher into the chandelier with the tip of his umbrella.
“Three booths shattered by a freeze ray,” Oswald said testily, “Nine Ghost Dragons
claiming whiplash injuries from sliding into each other on the resulting ice slick and
demanding their bar tabs be zeroed in remuneration. We shall have to close for at least
two nights to get all the foliage removed from the ventilation ducts where they fled.
And I personally, taking refuge behind the bar from a fear-crazed Ubu on the one side
and a fear-crazed penguin on the other, stubbed my toe. Your bill comes to $58,043. I
leave you now, my dear Jonathan, to find an all-night moviehouse screening this March
of the Penguins. I expect to receive payment in full by last call tomorrow evening.”

Catwoman ushered Ra’s al Ghul through the French doors into the Wayne Manor
dining room—only to be met by Alfred Pennyworth sternly pointing one of Ra’s own
Dragon Blades squarely at his chest.
“Very pleased to see you back, miss,” Alfred said calmly, nudging Ra’s at
swordpoint into the nearest chair. “The alarm system alerted me, of course, when the
perimeter was breached. I thought it best to stand watch in case the individual made it
to the house.” He sniffed disgustedly in Ra’s direction. “As you are more than capable
of seeing to the present situation, shall I consider myself at liberty to inform the master
of this new development.”
“Sure,” Selina nodded, taking the sword from Alfred and pointing it, playfully,
towards Ra’s nose. “Tell him Kitty found a way to amuse herself after all.”
Alfred gave a soft cough and left. A seething gurgle rumbled deep in Ra’s al Ghul’s
throat, but he said nothing.
“You’re awfully quiet, Ra’s,” Selina observed. “Cat got your tongue?”
“If you seek to bait me, young woman, with such infantile banter, I warn you I am
long past the state in which your ‘catacisms’ might faze me.”
Catwoman laughed.
“Yes, that’s right, I heard. You lost your Iceberg cherry. Congratulations, Ra’s, today
you are a Rogue.”
Ra’s drew himself up, and regarded the far wall with a blank expression.
“I shall wait for the Detective’s return. I shall not demean myself further by
speaking with you, Woman.”
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Catwoman shrugged, pulled up a chair opposite him and sat prettily, crossing her
legs and pointing the sword, yet again, at Ra’s chest. At the conclusion of this
maneuver, she affixed him with a naughty grin.
“So we wait,” she said happily.
One minute and thirty seconds of Catwoman’s naughty grin was as much as Ra’s al
Ghul could endure in silence. He coughed, as if he had to physically expel some kernel
of dignity from his body before he could proceed.
“Madam,” he began as if dictating a letter, “It is unlikely that a woman such as
yourself can begin to fathom… That is to say, circumstances sometimes arise between
men of consequence… Oh, how can I possibly put this that your feeble intellect can
understand—”
“You’re screwed,” Selina said simply. “Ra’s, I could honestly give a damn if you tell
me why you’re here or not, but that’s the story. Coming to the house, going to the
Iceberg, getting nailed by a K-metal laser outside, that’s all just detail. Your ass was
toast the minute you took it into your head to come to Gotham.”
“You may speak truth, Feline. But I was lured here, possibly to my doom, by an
unscrupulous assassin! And therein lies my business with the Detective. I simply
must locate my daughter if I am to survive these present circumstances, and as I am
unable to locate her through the usual means, I—”
The tip of the Dragon Blade bobbled merrily as Catwoman laughed.
“You’re fucking kidding me, right? Not the kidnapping shit again. Ra’s, for God’s
sake, learn a new tune.”
Ra’s closed his eyes, summoning patience.
“Catwoman, I assure you, I am more than aware that my circumstances bare a… an
indisputable similarity to that ruse by which I habitually appraise the abilities of
potential… that is to say, I am not unaware that the credibility of my claim is not
enhanced by—”
“Stop! Ra’s, you were drinking with Jervis tonight, weren’t you? It’s contagious.
Trust me on this, there’s no way out of that sentence.”
Ra’s nodded.
“You really are looking for Talia?”
He nodded again.
“You figure she’s somehow going to help you against this ‘unscrupulous assassin’
you’ve got chomping at your heels?”
He nodded.
“Same way you thought she’d ‘help’ you with Bruce?” Selina said, twirling the tip of
the blade. “How’s that little plan working out for you, Demon Head?”
Ra’s trembled with anger. Much as his regal pride burned to strike down this
insolent female, he recalled his earlier thought: If he was meant to die in the
Detective’s City, it would be on the point of his own Dragon Blade, even if it was that accursed
Feline that drove it through his bowels. Ra’s al Ghul was no coward, but he was
superstitious. If that earlier thought was prophetic, it was sent as a warning from the
Fates. He would not tempt their good will. So he choked down his fury and assumed
a patronizing smile.
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“Women see these things so simply,” he said, standing carefully and keeping a wary
eye on the Dragon Blade as Catwoman stood as well. “Nevertheless, if you will kindly
inform the Detective on his return that I require his assistance in locating my daughter,
and that it shall certainly be in his interests to aid me, as this treacherous individual I
battle is of his city. Surely the danger is as great to all of you as it is to myself, should
Greg Brady come to power and—”
“Greg Brady?” Selina repeated, her face betraying no hint of emotion.
“It is by that name he is known among your people, yes.”
Selina ran her tongue thoughtfully against the back edge of her teeth, while her
features remained calm and impassive.
“I will certainly give him the message,” she said at last.
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CHAPTER 6: ELI’S COMING
Batman watched silently in the doorway of the Wayne Manor dining room as
Catwoman moved slowly but smoothly through the three sword kata she knew. At the
conclusion of the last one, rather than resheathing Ra’s al Ghul’s Dragon Blade, she
planted its tip firmly and defiantly into the spot where Alfred left each day’s menu
next to her plate on the table.
“Hey, that’s an original Robert Adam made by Chippendale,” he heard himself blurt
out, falling far short of the Bat-bravado than he’d intended to announce his presence.
Selina—and, in a nanosecond, she had transformed from Catwoman into Selina—
smiled up at him.
“I would have bet anything you wouldn’t know Robert Adam from Calendar Man,”
she noted, the smile becoming naughtier but no more feline. “I’ll get it fixed
tomorrow—but only after Alfred sees it and pries it up. I want to make a point.” At
which moment she flicked the edge of the blade with her claw, and at the sound of the
clink, she seemed like Catwoman again.
“I take it Ra’s is gone,” Batman graveled. It was obvious from her behavior that he
was, but asking allowed him to regain a sense of his own “Battitude.”
“Oh, he’s gone alright,” Catwoman laughed. “He’s about as gone as you can
possibly be without thinking the voices in your head are other people. Are you ready
for this one? You won’t believe it, you seriously will not believe—I mean, even after
barbecue and swords and Iceberg and Ubu, this is just nuts.”
“Well?”
“He wants you to find the demonspawn for him, so he can sic her on his new
nemesis: Greg Brady.”
“…”
“It’s killing you holding back a lip twitch right now, isn’t it?”
“…”
“I can turn the other way if you want to let it out without my seeing.”
Before Batman could respond, there was a soft cough from the doorway. He was
startled to see Alfred look past him somewhat coldly and address only Selina:
“Begging your pardon, Madam, there is yet another guest to see you on a matter of,
of some delicacy,” he announced formally, faltering only when his eyes riveted on the
table. Alfred composed himself quickly and stepped neatly to the side, to reveal
Harvey Dent following behind him.
Harvey regarded Batman with as much disgruntled surprise as Batman regarded
him. Alfred examined the sword sticking out of the table with considerably more
disgruntlement, leaving Catwoman to end the collective stalemate.
“It’s like Time Square in here tonight, isn’t it. What can I do for you, Harvey?”
Harvey shot a final, suspicious glare at Batman before giving Selina his attention.
“I really didn’t want to bother you with this, Hon, especially after the scene with the
Hairdo this afternoon. But I see you’re being ‘bothered’ anyway.”
“Should I go?” Batman growled sarcastically.
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“Yes, do,” Harvey said bluntly. “Anyway, Selina, the reason I came back: I thought
maybe Alfred could point me to a historical society, daughters of the revolution or one
of those groups that restore old houses. But he insisted I talk to you about it. I don’t
see why when it’s to help out… well… she’s not exactly your favorite person.”
Harvey paused awkwardly, noting that Batman had not left.
“She?” Catwoman asked archly, “Harvey, you didn’t start ‘gardening’ again, did
you, because I really don’t—”
“No, it’s nothing to do with Ivy. It’s for Talia al Ghul that I’m asking—and before
you say anything else, the answer is no. No-no-no-no-no. I would start ‘gardening’
again before I’d get sucked into that al Ghul disaster. But she needs a job, and much as
I’m trying to get her out of Gotham—for her own sake as much as yours, now that
Lurch is roaming around—she simply will not budge while Greg Brady is here.”
Catwoman looked happily from Harvey to Batman.
“In billiards, I think they call this a bank shot,” she quipped.

Harvey had a very particular mental scale by which to gauge women’s behavior,
good and bad. +10 he thought of as “Pretty Petal.” -10 was “REVENGE FOR IVAN,
REVENGE FOR IVAN, DIE PLANT-KILLER DIE!”
The hysterics that broke out when Talia al Ghul saw she was being taken to a catlair
were a –6, rather like the time Clayface drew Poison Ivy’s name for the Secret Santa
and gave her potpourri.
“Cat Cosmetics! Cat Cosmetics, Cat Cosmetics! How dare you? How dare you, you,
you, you miserable… vile… loathesome… You guttersnipe! You duplicitous, twofaced FREAK!!!”
Harvey was torn. If Two-Face was still around, he would have slugged her by now.
But the phrase which tempted Harvey Dent to do the same was an expression TwoFace would have reveled in. “Duplicitous two-faced freak,” indeed.
Harvey reminded himself that his half, the good half, would never strike a woman in
anger; the rough stuff was entirely Two-Face’s domain. Although, it was certainly
permissible to slap a raving hysteric, regardless of gender, especially if they were about
to have a screaming fit outside a criminal hideout, attracting twenty-two kinds of
unwanted attention.
He drew his hand back to threaten if not actually deliver such a blow, when the door
of “Cat Cosmetics” burst open, and in a single, violent blur of movement and PAIN,
Harvey found himself thrown backward onto the sidewalk by a… a fist-sized truck
ramming into the right side of his jaw.
He massaged it, slowly, sensing a painful toothy throb underneath the flat stinging
that covered his whole cheek.
Attacks that swift and vicious seldom stopped at a single punch, but when Harvey
caught his breath sufficiently, he saw that his assailant was too occupied with another
matter to pummel him further.
“There, there, baby, it’s okay,” Greg Brady was saying while Talia continued her
hysterics (albeit of a weepier sort) into his chest.
“A-hem, very nice,” Harvey coughed as he stood. “Glad I could help.”
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Greg nodded. And Harvey waited for some sign that Talia was ready to resume
human interaction…
He waited, while unintelligible sounds, alternately livid and weepy, continued to
stream into Greg Brady’s shirt.
Harvey checked his watch.
He looked at Greg, who shrugged.
After two full minutes of this, Harvey decided he really had given this misadventure
enough of his time. He cleared his throat and told Greg that he had a message to
deliver, from Catwoman.
The name brought a more emphatic round of angry garbled sobs from Talia, but
Harvey had already decided to direct his comments to the more rational party. This
Greg Brady surely was the kind of henchman who could be trusted to follow simple
instructions, so Harvey cleared his throat a second time and delivered his message:
Brady and Talia were both to wait at the lair until they were contacted, Harvey didn’t
know by whom. It might be the great Bat-pest himself, might be Robin or Batgirl or
Nightwing, it might even be Catwoman… (pause for another outburst of teary ranting
and raving, largely inaudible but definitely containing the words “feline” and “slut”)…
“We talked about that,” Harvey said sternly, shaking his finger. “’The Feline’ also
said that, since you’re here, there’s a box of Magnolia cupcakes, help yourself, no point
in letting them go to waste.”
“Cool,” Greg said.
“mrfphwmplfr,” Talia added.
Harvey nodded, turned, and walked alone into the fog, feeling like Bogart at the end
of Casablanca.

The oblique shadow that fell across the floor of the Gotham Imperial’s Honeymoon
Suite was enough to announce Batman’s arrival, and Ra’s addressed his adversary
without turning his gaze from the window.
“I have witnessed the sunrise from atop Mount Fuji, Detective, from the Temple of
Karnak, and from the Valley of the Kings. But never have mine eyes beheld the
coming dawn with such a sense of triumph. I have suffered the slings and arrows of ‘A
Really Bad Day’ in Gotham, and I have survived.”
“Coming into my city was your first mistake,” Batman pronounced coldly. “One
you can easily remedy.”
“The Demon’s Head does not err, Detective. Brady, like you yourself, has lived less
than a single lifetime. What hope can such a man have against the timeless wisdom of
Ra’s al Ghul.”
“The timeless wisdom that led you to crash a barbecue so you could give Selina a
pair of swords,” Batman remarked flatly.
Ra’s said nothing for a long moment, seeming to study a ring on his right index
finger. Finally he turned and met Batman’s eyes seriously as he spoke.
“A man like Brady cannot out-think a man such as myself. If the Dragon Spirits
permitted that my wisdom be dulled for a brief time, it was only so I might be led here,
to come into Gotham and see what I have seen in this vile city of yours, to taste what I
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have tasted of your world, and recognize what is to come to pass… Yes, Detective, the
Timeless Wisdom of the Dragon, the hand of Fate itself, brought me to Gotham City to
‘crash a barbecue’ so that your Feline concubine would come into possession of my
Dragon Blades.”
Batman sighed.
“Every time you go into that Pit you come out crazier, Ra’s,” he hissed.
“No, Detective, what I glimpse in the Lazarus Pit is beyond mortal understanding, so
it is not surprising you call it madness. In the first fevers after emerging, there is
madness, and I do not recall what I have seen in the void between life and death,
between order and chaos, existence and oblivion… But I recall now, and what I saw,
Detective, was your woman. And I was brought to Gotham to see her face to face, that
the sight of her wielding my brother’s Dragon Blade would awaken that memory from
the Lazarus Pit. There is cataclysm and crisis coming, Detective. There is negation
beyond mortal death, and your Catwoman is at the heart of it.”

Harvey sat with Catwoman on a fire escape overlooking the catlair, waiting for the
signal.
…Eli’s Coming…
He was nervous. He wanted to flip a coin, but he knew he couldn’t. So he prattled
on about a TV show. It was called Sports Night, and the first time he saw it, Two-Face
blasted the television with a double-barreled shotgun. Since ridding himself of TwoFace, Harvey had taken great pleasure in tracking down a DVD of the canceled series,
and watching it repeatedly.
“This one episode described Ra’s to perfection,” he told Selina. “Was called
Napoleon’s Plan. And it lays out a simple, two-part plan: first we show up, then we
see what happens. That was his plan against the Russian army: first we show up, then
we see what happens. Hard to believe he lost…”
Catwoman smiled politely, which made Harvey even more nervous.
…Eli’s Coming…
He wanted to flip a coin. He was about to break an unbreakable rule… He prattled
on about the show.
“Anyway, that’s what I think of Ra’s. But there was another episode called Eli’s
Coming. And Eli is something bad. A darkness. One of the characters explains it, that
sense that something bad and dark is lurking just over the horizon. ‘They say it’s
always calmest before the storm,’ our guy says. ‘They say it’s always calmest before
the storm. That’s not true, I’m a serious sailor. It isn’t calm before a storm, stuff
happens.”
He was about to break an unbreakable rule, and once he did, he would not be able to
blame that decision on the coin. Of course, the smart thing to do in those
circumstances was to shut up. Just shut up. Don’t say a word, no rules broken, no
cheek made into a scratching post. Just let it go…
…Eli’s a-coming…
“I can’t. Selina, I can’t just sit here and ignore it all, pretend that nothing is…
Damnit. You and Bruce are so right together, I can’t just sit here and not ask what you
think you’re doing getting so chummy with Batman?!”
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Catwoman turned to treat such infractions as she always did—but found an
unscarred Harvey was a lot harder to threaten than a mouthy Two-Face.
“It’s not like that,” she lied. Then, tempering the lie with a bit of truth, she added,
“I’ve helped him before, especially against Ra’s; this is nothing new. You’re helping
too, Harvey, helping him and me and the demonspawn; doesn’t mean you’re carrying
a torch for anybody, does it?”
Harvey considered this, and then, with the air of a skilled prosecutor, he pointed out
the glaring inconsistency in the witness’s statement:
“So why’ve you got high-rent cupcakes in your lair?”
Selina laughed.
“Gee, let me think: why if I’m not getting it on with Batman, would I have cupcakes
in my lair? Um, let’s see: chocolate cake/pink buttercream frosting, yellow cake/purple
buttercream frosting with these delicious light blue sprinkles, coconut meringue, and
red velvet. Can you say ‘Meow?’”
“Is that the only reason?” he asked grimly.
Selina took off the Catwoman mask, peeled off her gloves, and took Harvey’s hand
in both of hers, then looked deeply into his eyes.
“Harvey, I swear to you on that coin Nutmeg stole from you mid-flip the night Jervis
brought his Aunt Maud to the Iceberg, I swear to you: I am not cheating on Bruce with
Batman.”
There was a soft buzz, and Selina extracted a small earpiece from inside the cowl and
held it to her ear. She listened for a minute, then nodded.
“Show time,” she said with a wink, hurriedly pulling her gloves back on. “Ra’s is on
his way. Thanks for helping, Harvey. You’re the best… Oh, and if you ever mention
Bats in that context again, I’ll claw you within an inch of your life. Goodnight!”
Then she blew a kiss, and jumped from the fire escape.

By the time Ra’s al Ghul reached the address he was given, the Cat Cosmetics
signage had been replaced with a “Crushed Ice” marquee left from Mr. Freeze’s tenure
in the hideout. Greg and the still unconscious Ubu were hidden in a back room, along
with a leopard print pillow, a bronze Loet Vanderveen sculpture of a stretching
cheetah, a Val Saint-Lambert black crystal panther, and another Loet Vanderveen
structure of hand-patinated autumn gold finish with more bronze cougars draped over
it.
Catwoman had explained all these details as she helped Greg get himself situated in
the back room; he listened as he might to Joker’s wild ravings about Abbot, radioactive
bat-guano, and Costello.
They waited.
As soon as voices were heard in the main room, Catwoman adjusted her earpiece to
listen in. A slow cat-smile spread over her features. Greg, henchmanlike, waited
silently, asking no questions unless and until the villain in charge decided to tell him
what was happening.
“He says she’s gotten ‘plump,’” Catwoman reported, “Quite the charmer is our boy
Ra’s, isn’t he. I mean, she has put on a few pounds since I saw her last, but you don’t
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see me saying that to her face. That’s your doing, you know, Giggles. The break-up
binge.”
Greg looked uncomfortable. It didn’t pay to argue with a boss, and Catwoman was a
name rogue, one of the biggest. But of all the crazy stuff he’d heard from Joker, from
Penguin, from Ra’s al Ghul, he really didn’t like this stuff she was saying about a
“karmic treadmill” waiting for him and every other “tripod” to work off all the
Snickers bars and cookie dough their girlfriends consumed because—
“Uh oh,” Catwoman said sharply, her eyes widening in alarm at what she heard on
the earpiece. “Oh my lord, oh my dear lord—Don’t panic, Demonspawn, just don’t
panic.”

“I beg your pardon, Father?” Talia asked, her eyes nearly as wide as Selina’s had
been at the incredible words.
“I ask if this becoming plumpness heralds a happy event? Have matters with the
Detective progressed thusly that you are with child?”
The fragile, infant identity of “Tee” was battered by waves of shame and failure that
always assailed Talia in her father’s presence. She looked to the floor and spoke just
above a whisper.
“No, Sire, I beg to report that I am not with child.”
Ra’s sighed, as if he was used to such disappointment and really expected no better.
“It is as well,” he intoned. “You must suspend your efforts with the Detective for the
present and pursue another matter. Daughter, I wish you to direct all your charms,
such as they are, to Gr’oriBr’di. Get close to him and learn what you can. I will not
abide a coup from within. Once you have seduced him, report back to me and I shall
instruct you how to proceed. It may be enough to lure him to the desert installation
where… Daughter?”

Catwoman jumped as a loud crash sounded simultaneously in the outer room and in
her earpiece. She looked at Brady, and then past him to the sculptures.
“We might have missed one of the bronze cougars on that black one,” she said,
pointing to the sculpture. There was another loud crash from the outer room. “It’s just
a guess,” she said with an apologetic shrug.
“What’s going on our there?” Greg asked in a harsh whisper, cut short by another
crash.
“Well, my Nepali isn’t that good,” Catwoman said mildly. “But um, I think ‘Lhotte
ra morr, alachina harami’ is roughly ‘Fall and die, Unholy Idiot Bastard.”

“Ullu, olchi, morre ko manchi rakches!” Talia screamed, swinging the bronze cougar
at her father’s head with all the ferocity of one trained by the League of Assassins—and
all the precision of one who flunked out before making fifth-tier ajax. “So you would
now have your darling, loyal, loving daughter give her body to your new enemy,
Gr’oriBr’di! To Gr’oriBr’di!! You would have me spread my legs for Gr’oriBr’di now,
would you, Father!!! It will be a pleasure, I assure you. More so than I could hope for
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from some sexless, inbred boy with whose family you wanted an alliance, more so than
with that Tartar chieftain or that Moldovian prince. Cold, cruel brutes that take no
notice of a woman’s pleasure or pain because they thought only whores are meant to
enjoy the physical act.”
“Daughter, really,” Ra’s sputtered, color racing to his cheeks as the veins in his neck
throbbed dangerously.
“And certainly more than I would ever expect from your precious Detective, Father,
a man who does not want me and never wanted me. It is not edifying to offer yourself
to such a one and receive only rejection after rejection, disappointment after
disappointment, and be forced always to go back for more ridicule and debasement. I
should have spat in your face the first time you suggested it, alachina more ko
manchi.”
“The Detective was YOUR OWN CHOICE!” Ra’s bellowed, the vivid red flushing
his face deepening into an unwholesome plum.
“BECAUSE HE COULD GET ME AWAY FROM YOU!!!” Talia screeched. “He stood
up to you, you derrpok alu ko tauko! He could fight you; he could win. With him, I
could get away FROM YOU!!!!”

“—With him, I could get away FROM YOU!!!!”
This last was shrieked at such a volume, Catwoman yanked the earpiece from her
cowl and held it at arm’s length. It continued to squawk audibly, in a shrill feminine
voice, then a low masculine one, until, finally, all went silent.
Catwoman looked at Brady and Brady looked at Catwoman.
“I have to go out there,” he said, pleading.
“You can’t. Greg, you know what Batman said. Come hell or high water, Ra’s can’t
know you’re here.”
“She could be in trouble.”
“She was doing fine in what I heard,” Catwoman pointed out.
The silence continued.
“Please,” Greg said finally.
“Okay, I’ll go,” Catwoman answered—but before she could move, there was a timid
knock at the door. Catwoman glanced again at Greg. He assumed a “Hey, I’m just a
dumb henchman” expression. She motioned him to the door, unfurled her whip, and
then nodded. Greg opened the door swiftly, and Talia stood, calm and alone.
“Feline,” she said snidely, “if you have some sort of telephone around this hovel of
yours, my father appears to have had a fit of some kind. He may be in need of medical
attention.”

Nothing about Batman and Catwoman was “normal.” They weren’t normal as
criminal and crimefighter, they weren’t normal as lovers, and if there was a norm for
criminals and crimefighters who then became lovers…
The thought was the same as the first time Batman clenched his knuckles into a fist
and rapped them against the door of the catlair, but the circumstances were—
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thankfully—much different. He heard the high-pitched metallic whine of the overhead
camera swinging into position, and he hastily opened a small white bakery box to
display its contents to the searching camera lens.
He heard a merry laugh inside and the door quickly opened.
“You are quite wonderfully strange,” she told him, dipping a delicate clawtip into
the box and extracting the minutest taste of frosting… which she then licked with feline
precision… Batman felt a sharp spasm ripple through his body when that tongue of
hers made contact with the claw. He stood there stunned with only the sound of his
pounding heart thumping in his ears. Somewhere in the distance, an amused voice
said, “Get in here, Jackass.”
He managed to remain “Batman” for about twelve steps, until he reached the main
room of the lair and saw the ice bucket back in its place on the table, a bottle of
champagne chilling inside it, and the formerly Ubu’d sofa reupholstered.
By the time he set the box of cupcakes on the table, the transformation was
complete. It was Bruce-in-a-batsuit who shrugged his cape out of the way as he sat on
the sofa. And it was Bruce-in-a-batsuit that was suddenly pounced on, without benefit
of Batman’s reflexes to defend himself.
“You’re in quite a state,” he observed when they came up for air.
“I am,” she sighed. “This whole thing has been so nuts, and I’ve been so worked up
since… Ra’s, Spawn, then more Ra’s and more Spawn…” she paused and looked at
him searchingly. “…No chance to really talk to you in the interim—” and there she
broke off to subject him to another full minute of passionate, probing tonguewrestling. Reluctantly, Bruce pulled her head back from his and touched her cheek at
the base of the mask.
“Let’s lose these,” he said.
She obligingly removed her cowl, and then ran a finger down the nose of his. He
took off the mask… and ignored, for the moment, a nagging pang.
“So what happened with Ra’s?” Selina asked, peering into the bakery box and
scrutinizing the cupcakes like a jewelcase at Tiffany’s.
“It was a stroke,” Batman answered. “Wouldn’t think that was possible fresh out of
the pit, but… well, magic is unreliable. Even he doesn’t know what a Lazarus Pit
actually is or what it physically does and—“
“And whatever it does,” Selina smiled, licking the edge of the frosting slowly like an
ice cream cone, “It can’t take the shock of a spawn-flogging, particularly after a
Harvey-spanking, a wild night at the Iceberg, Ubu separation, K-metal lasers, and an
Alfred encounter.”
Bruce shook his head, a genuine laugh pushing through the remnants of Bat-reserve,
and he opened the champagne.
“He’ll be fine, unfortunately, once he can manage a redip. But between the good
doctors at Gotham General, the hospital bureaucracy, the FBI, Homeland Security, INS,
MI6, and Interpol all lining up against him, he might have been tangled in the system
until he simply ran out of time.”
“Might have?” Selina asked curiously.
He grunted.
“You didn’t. You wouldn’t. You… you pulled strings to get the Cadaver sent
home?”
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“I wanted him out of the country. He wanted it even more, which is the ideal
negotiating position. So I got him out, on one condition: that he NEVER comes back to
Gotham again.”
“Will that work? Just getting him to agree?”
“Of course not. But Ra’s is a ‘knowledge is power’ kind of guy, and this will make
him cringe for quite a while. A ‘favor’ dangling over his head is… well, let’s just say
it’s worth more, from a tactical perspective, than argument, fists, or sword fights will
ever be.”
“And what becomes of Greg Brady and the spawn?”
“He likes motorcycles. I set him up with a Yamaha dealership out west. I assume
she’ll go along,” Bruce said, pouring the champagne.
“Oh, I like the sound of that,” Selina noted.
“Not half as much as I do,” Bruce enthused, handing her a glass and holding up his
own.
The moment froze, and Bruce felt that nagging pang return. Like that first ‘morning
after’ at the penthouse, he looked into her eyes and seemed to see his own thought
reflected there.
“We didn’t last too long,” she noted, glancing at his mask lying on the table next to a
clawed cat glove and a box of gourmet cupcakes.
“You mean the fling?” he asked.
“All those years of build up, to have burned out so quickly,” she said sadly. “I
thought there was more there.”
“What’s burned out? Kitten, the masks off, that’s an escalation not a retreat. This
whole thing has been an exercise in ‘what if,’ hasn’t it? What if we had, back then, Bat
and Cat? Well, now we know.”
He set down his glass and caressed her unmasked cheek.
“It’s not enough. Before long, one of us would have wanted more?”
Selina smiled and pushed him gently back on the sofa.
“It would have been me,” she said, curling under his shoulder. “I’d start to wonder
about your other life. One night, after we’d shaken the cobblestones loose on some
rooftop, I would have asked for some tiny secret from it: right side of the bed or left,
how you take your coffee… if you ever had a cat.”
Bruce stroked her hair thoughtfully.
“Right side. Black, no sugar… Not until now.”
“Smooth,” she purred. “Wait a minute, you put milk in your coffee, I saw you do it
yesterday. You’re going to sit on that rooftop, sweet afterglow cuddling going on, and
you’re going to lie to me about a splash of milk in your morning coffee?”
“No,” Bruce insisted, “This is a hypothetical ‘back then,’ and back then, I drank it
black. I’ve only tried the milk once in a while since you.”
“Ruins the bitter for you, doesn’t it?”
“Impossible woman.”
“Meow.”
Grunt.
There was a lengthy pause, then the Batman voice returned:
“I brood less.”
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“What?”
“The hypothetical rooftop, if you asked about my other life, that’s what I would have
told you. Since you, since us… I brood less.”
Selina snuggled in closer.
“I like that a lot.”
“You’ve got an awful lot of ‘cat stuff’ around this place, you know that,” Batman
graveled.
Selina laughed and then dipped into Catwoman’s sultriest purr as she completed the
reference to that early exchange:
“Well, this isn’t my home, this is a lair.” Then she added, “I do have a few more cat
figurines, my favorites, in a curio at home… corner of the bedroom… in my real
apartment.”
“Maybe one day I’ll see your real apartment,” he whispered seductively.
“Maybe,” she answered.

In the plush uptown apartment that had once been Selina Kyle’s, Jason Blood awoke
screaming.
Jason Blood did not scream. He had experienced literal Hell; he was not one to cry
out in fright from a nightmare… Nevertheless, it was the sound of his own voice that
woke him, and it wasn’t exactly singing a song.
He couldn’t remember the dream on waking, which was unusual.
And he felt compelled to light a candle.
He left his warm bed, not bothering to don a robe. He walked to his living room,
found two tea lights previously anointed with a pleasant power elixir Miriam Nash
had given him. She’d received several vials, she said, from a Salem witch of ancient
family. Miriam was doubtful of the woman’s craft, but she said the potion’s scent was
delightful. Jason had detected no Magicks at all in the honey-colored liquid, but he too
found the delicate amber-patchouli scent quite agreeable. Thin ripples of invisible
smoke quickly rose from each tea light, distorting the appearance of the room behind
it. Jason found the effect intriguing, but unsatisfying. He still needed to light a candle,
not stubby votives like these tea lights.
He left the living room and proceeded to a back hallway… It had been Selina Kyle’s
exercise room when she lived in the apartment. Now it was Jason Blood’s cella vires, a
room such as all magic users have in their home, a sanctum sanctorum intertwined
with their magicks, both repository of knowledge and power center. He once likened it
to Batman’s cave, just as the cave was a manifestation of Bruce Wayne’s essence as a
crimefighter, the cella vires embodied all a magician was as a magician.
Horns… as Jason stepped into that most private room, he remembered music from
his dream, haunting music, a sound that locks in the brain, repeating until it would
drive you mad… mournful horns, and perhaps strings…
Jason rummaged for a candle. He found a yellow one at first, but that wasn’t right.
Yellow was for spells of persuasion and influence. He found a white one for cleansing
and purity or to compel truth. A black one… Black for loss or discord. No, none of
this was right. If only he could concentrate, that cursed music sounding in his head,
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brassy muted horns mourning a fragment of a forgotten tune… Purple! There it was.
A purple candle, that’s what he was to light.
That smell from the tea lights, amber and patchouli, lingered on his fingers…
…and the horns faded into more lyrical woodwinds, just as mournful…
He struck a match and touched the flame to the wick, saw the flame double as the
wick caught…
…horns rising hopefully now, joined again by the woodwinds and strings, and…
The flame froze…
…And the horns JUMPED—triumphant—and Jason felt an ecstasy of recognition as
that faint, teasing memory of a song blazed into focus: Siegfried’s Funeral Music. That
was his dream.
And the flame was on the candle was… still. Jason touched it and felt the pads of his
fingers burn—it was fire, it was a flame, but it did not move.
And the majesty of Siegfried’s funeral music rose and fell away again in his mind.
In the fourteen hundred forty years Jason Blood had channeled the magicks, he had
experienced rage and rapture, torture and madness, despair, anguish, hatred, and the
fires of Hell itself—but he had never been afraid as he was now.
Siegfried’s Funeral Music, from Gotterdamerung. The word meant “The Twilight of
the Gods.” The communists had played it when they erected the Berlin Wall to signal
the end of the old world order. The symbolism would have been lost on any other
people, but in Germany, they grew up with that opera and the myths on which it was
based. They all understood what that melody meant: the gods were finished; the end
of everything had come.
The purple candle continued to burn with a flame that did not move.
And Jason Blood was very much afraid.
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People think Infinity is a very long time. Infinity has nothing to do with Time.
--Joseph Campbell

Wayne Manor, Master Bedroom
Now.
“Is the house awfully cold this morning, or is it just me?” Selina asked, pawing
through Bruce’s sweaters.
Bruce rescued a black cashmere from her acquisitive hands and nodded. “Alfred
might have some trick with the thermostat he didn’t mention before he left. He’ll be
back Tuesday; we can manage with sweaters until then—but you should wear your
own.”
“Woof,” she responded, then broke into one of Catwoman’s most playful grins. “I
thought you were a scientist. You can’t work the thermostat in your own house?”
“I’ve checked the thermostat,” Bruce growled, repositioning to block her next grab
for the sweater. “I checked the heater, the air conditioner, the vents, the generators, and
the water heater; everything’s fine. We must be catching a cross draft or something
from the cave, it isn’t that cold outside, just in here.”
“Well, I’d normally have some suggestive suggestions to keep each other warm, but
for now why don’t I just make us some tea.”
Bruce raised a doubtful eyebrow.
“Tea?” he asked skeptically.
“I feel like tea this morning.”
His lip twitched. “No attempt at feline seduction and you feel like tea. Maybe I
should alert the Watchtower that the fabric of reality is unraveling again.”
“Do that,” Selina retorted, “And be sure to tell them you made a joke, too, because
on the scale of ‘cosmic portents,’ that ranks right up there with locusts, boiling seas of
blood, and—”
“Doorbell.”
The austere chime of the manor’s doorbell sounded a split second after he spoke, and
Bruce’s lip twitched before he added, “Could you get that, Kitten?”
“Is that for real or are you trying out a ‘Kitten-Protocol’ to save the sweaters, because
if you are, Bruce, I swear to god—”
His lip twitched again and he nodded toward the window.
“I could just see the shadow of a car turning into the front drive from here. Looks
like Jason Blood’s.”
“Some days, it sucks living with a detective,” she noted.
“Stop complaining, Kitten,” Bruce replied with a boyish grin, “You got the sweater.”
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The doorbell sounded again and Selina bit back her response in order to go answer
it. But the memory of that grin followed her down the stairs, and she repeated to
herself, “On the scale of cosmic portents, that ranks right up there…”

Jason pushed the doorbell forcefully for a third time as he jostled the box under his
arm, then switched to an anxious knock. His jaw was set. He was prepared for a fight.
He was prepared to win that fight by any means necessary, even if it meant casting a
Çömpłįąŧũŋ on Wayne, on Selina, and on the whole of Gotham if need be to—
“Jason Blood, the man, the myth, the legend.”
Jason had knocked on the door prepared for anything—except for Selina herself to
answer it. He’d been expecting Alfred Pennyworth or possibly Bruce. He’d been
expecting “state your business” formality, not a coy little cat smile and that playful
greeting of hers, not: “Jason Blood, the man, the myth, the legend.”
“Good morning,” he said with forced cheer in response to Selina’s usual, teasing
salutation. Then his features hardened into their normal severity and he added, “I
wonder if I might see you on a matter of some urgency.”
“Sure. C’mon in,” she answered ushering him inside. As she led him through the
foyer and the Great Hall, Selina explained that Alfred was away for a few days. That’s
why she had answered the door, and also why Bruce wasn’t up yet.
“With our respective nighttime schedules, you can imagine,” she chattered lightly as
they reached the morning room.
“I should have called first, I suppose,” Jason demurred. “But I thought it best not to
waste time. I have brought you a gift.”
Selina had been moving to the chair behind the desk; she now froze mid-step and
turned slowly and awkwardly back to Jason. He held out the box uneasily, and Selina
affixed it—and then him—with a curious cat-smile.
“You’re actually the second immortal this month to show up uninvited with a gift
for me,” she said pointedly. “The first one didn’t work out too well.”
“Be that as it may, Selina, I must insist you accept these objects. You may not
understand why I am giving them, you may not know what to do with them, Bruce
will undoubtedly object to your having them, but it is vitally important that you take
these items and keep them.”
Selina’s face hardened from playful curiosity into hostile suspicion.
“If Bruce won’t want them here, that means either they’re some adorable-but-stolen
bit of cat-kitsch, possibly ‘for Candace from BW,’ or else they’re magic. In which case, I
don’t want them either, Jason. I hate that stuff almost as much as Bruce does; it gives me
the willies. And after what that poisonous witch Zatanna did—”
“SELINA, I MUST INSIST!” Jason blurted, startling himself as much as her with the
volume of his shout. “’After what Zatanna did.’ Yes, precisely. After what Zatanna did
to Bruce, I helped you. I pledged my power to use as you wished. You both owe me this
debt.”
“With magic, there’s always a price,” she said quietly.
“I would not wish to put it in those terms,” Jason said mildly.
“You just did,” Selina observed.
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“I would rather you let me give you these things as a friend, as one friend gives
another a gift.”
Selina looked again at the box, then at Jason, then at her own sleeve wearing Bruce’s
sweater.
“Okay, Jason, you win,” she said abruptly. “Since I don’t seem to have a choice
anyway.”

Département de Physique Théorique, L’Université de Genève
Geneva, Switzerland
60 minutes from now
“Next slide, please,” Lewis Luthor ordered. He fidgeted nervously behind his
podium while the teaching assistant fussed with the jammed carousel on the slide
projector.
“I said next slide, please,” he repeated. There was a sharp click, and a picture of
Albert Einstein appeared on the screen.
“The 20th Century brought about two great theories of the universe,” Lewis Luthor
announced, resuming his lecture. “Two great theories which do not agree. There is
General Relativity, which works with the very, very large: stars, planets, galaxies, et
cetera. And Quantum Physics, which covers the very, very small, such as atoms,
electrons, and quarks…”
In the back of the lecture hall, the Dean of Scientific Studies observed the class with
four of the senior faculty.
“He’s such an odd fellow,” the Dean observed.
“…Relativity deals with gravity. Quantum Physics describes electro-magnetism and
the strong and weak atomic forces. Problem is: if you try to use one set of
laws/calculations/principles in the other’s realm, you get absolute nonsense. And there
can’t be two sets of rules. There can’t be two different ‘Everythings’…”
“But the absolute best in the field,” the senior professor told the Dean. “It’s an honor
to have him as a guest speaker. For the Institute to let us have him for even four
lectures in the course of a year—”
“…The answer may, in fact, be Strings. The theory is that all of existence: all energy,
all matter, and even the particles that transmit energy, are all made up of these tiny
filaments called Strings that stretch and vibrate like the strings of a violin. The WAY
they stretch and vibrate determines what the thing is and what laws apply! Hence
why it all works one way inside a star and another in an atom…”
“I know, I know,” said the Dean. “But he’s so peculiar. Even at this level… I just
don’t think the students know what to make of him.”
“…What’s really fascinating is 2,000 years before we came up with any of this, a sect
of Hinduism put forth that the universe is -all- sound, just made of vibrating echoes of
sound, that are constantly moving and in flux with each other…”
“Five years from now, the students will be bragging that they heard about string
theory from Dr. Lewis Luthor, the 21st Century’s Einstein.”
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“…just like these Strings—Oh excuse me,” Luthor paused as the teaching assistant
handed him a note. “My apologies, Class, this is a very urgent telephone call from the
States. I trust it will only be a few minutes. Perhaps in the interim, you will all review
your notes on Brian Greene’s brilliant paper ‘Our Elegant Universe.’”
He left the podium, and as he passed he heard the Dean observe “I know Stephen,
but a mind like that…”
Luthor’s shoulders slumped. He had heard it all before, and so many times. “Lewis
darling, with a mind like yours, you could be the greatest inventor the world has ever
known. Lewis, sweetie, with abilities like yours, you could be President…” They
didn’t understand. His intelligence was a curse as much as a blessing. He was an
outcast in the world, a misfit, a freak. He didn’t go into science in order to better
mankind; he didn’t even like mankind. He liked numbers; numbers were better.
Reliable. And beautiful. If you found numbers more beautiful than people, this is
what you did: the highest levels of math, astronomy, and physics were your home,
where you could go to be among your own kind.
So few understood that. So few would let him be, leave him to do what made him
happy, working with his sublimely beautiful numbers.
He picked up the phone.
..:: Dr. Luthor, ::.. the receiver quacked, ..:: This is Bruce Wayne. Pack a bag, I’m sending
the corporate jet to bring you to Gotham ASAP. ::..
Now, at last, he had a patron who let him carry on this great work.
“Of course, Mr. Wayne. This is a formal report for the board of your foundation, I
take it?”
..:: Yes, a formal report and then some. Bring all your notes and all the most recent data,
anything else you’ll need to facilitate any kind of demonstration or experiments. ::..
“It will be my very great pleasure to do that, sir. I shall see you on the morrow
then… 9 o’clock sharp? Yes, sir. Au revoir.”

Wayne Manor, Now.
As Batman, Bruce had seen enough of the occult world to know the smell of burnt
sage when it tickled his nostrils. The odor was faint as he crossed the Great Hall, but
his senses were sharp and his recollection of subtle sensory detail was considerable. By
the time he traced it to its source in the morning room, the charred musky aroma was
as thick and sharp as his indignant rage.
He walked slowly and silently up to Jason, regarding him with Batman’s deadliest
glare.
“Bruce,” Selina said quietly. He ignored her and went on staring hatefully into Jason
Blood’s equally immovable gaze.
“Testosterone, table for two,” Selina murmured under her breath.
“Jason, what the hell have you brought into my house,” Bruce asked finally.
There was no answer but silence for a long minute as heavy wisps of thick scented
smoke curled from the smoldering sage bundle resting in an abalone shell.
“This is a Witch Orb,” Jason said finally, pointing to a ball of mottled purple glass
that looked like an oversized, beautifully textured, Christmas tree ornament resting on
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its side. “It is said to draw and trap any ill-intentioned spirits into the glass webwork
that fills its interior. Bruce, this isn’t just your home now, it is Selina’s also, and it is
important that this be here.”
“No, I won’t have it,” Bruce hissed.
“I can keep it in my suite,” Selina said, softly insistent. “We’ve agreed that’s my
space, remember, like an embassy is foreign soil. That way it’s not really in ‘your
house.’”
He turned to her sharply.
“Like it’s not really stealing to take the Sit-Hathor Necklace from the museum
because the archaeologists who dug it up were nothing but grave robbers? No, we’re
not going to play those games, not about magic, not in this house, not— what is that on
your finger?”
“Another of my gifts,” Jason said calmly. “It’s a moonstone. So named for the
mysterious gleaming which appears whenever the gem changes its position relative to
the light.”
“A feldspar mineral from Sri Lanka, I know that,” Bruce spat. “It’s called feldspar
adularia, a gemstone-quality silicate made of potassium aluminium. What’s it doing in a
ring on Selina’s right index finger?”
“Selene is the moon goddess,” Jason explained reasonably. “She is represented here
by the moonstone, coming into her fullness, the crescents on each side of the center
stone represent her waxing and waning.”
The last filament of patience snapped and Bruce exploded in a fury of blinding
motion, delivering a low brutal gut-punch and grabbing Jason’s throat as he doubled
over, pushing him to the wall, and pushing Selina against the desk when she tried to
intervene.
“Try and stop me with a spell,” he snarled, waves of Hell Month Crime-Alley hate
pouring off him. “Bring your magical poisons into my house and pour them over the
woman I love, and then use more magic, and more, and more when anybody tries to
stop you, answer every challenge to anything you say or do or think or feel with some
show of your power, more of that vile, monstrous, hateful—”
“Bruce, please stop,” Selina murmured, almost a whisper, as she rubbed her hip
where she’d hit the side of the desk. “Hear him out. Have you ever known Jason to go
off half-cocked? Just hear him out, please. We owe him that much.”
Bruce angrily released his grip on Jason’s throat and turned his back on the pair of
them.
“You hear him out, I’ll be in the cave,” he spat.

Bruce heard the distinct clip-clip of Selina’s heels as she came up behind his
workstation.
“Is he gone?” he graveled.
“No, he’s in the kitchen.”
Bruce visibly bristled, but didn’t speak. Bats squeaked overhead, but for several
seconds, there was no other noise until Selina added, “I made tea.”
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He grunted. Selina waited for several seconds but when no other response was
forthcoming she went on, “He needs to talk to you, Bruce. Whatever this is about, he
won’t tell me—which can’t exactly be good news for me. And that’s why I took the
stuff he brought.”
Bruce turned sharply, causing the chair to screech.
“A ‘Witch Orb,’ a moonstone ring, that was white sage he was burning—is there
more?”
“Bruce, he’s trying to protect me from something. I’m no happier than you are that
magic is involved, but—”
“IS THERE MORE?” he growled through clenched teeth.
“This pendant,” she said, pulling at a thin silver cord that circled her neck and
disappeared under the sweater. “He says it’s not magic, it’s just a gift.”
Bruce stood and took the pendant between his fingers, looking down at the small flat
square of light purple stone with three runic symbols raised on its surface.
“Lavender jade,” he growled. “These are Chinese ideograms for… good fortune,
longevity, and… love, I think. And he says this is ‘just a gift,’ no powers involved?”
“Bruce why would he lie? He’s perfectly straightforward about the magical
properties of all the rest. This one is just a gift… a gift from a friend that’s pretty well
connected with the big cosmic mumbo jumbo, and he shows up with a box of stuff to
protect me, and he’s giving me a necklace, and he told me I looked very pretty this
morning and that I made good tea. I’m scared, Bruce, and I’d rather not have the
additional headache of your one-man crusade against all things pixie-dust right now,
okay!”
There was a low growling rumble deep in his chest.
“I’d almost prefer you wanted to go out tonight and empty the vault at Tiffany’s,” he
grumbled.
“Bruce, I hate what Zatanna did to you more than you will ever know. I hate that
poisonous witch and her magic so much that it impressed Etrigan. Okay? But this isn’t
Zatanna; it’s Jason Blood, and he’s not like that. Did he throw up a magic shield to
keep you from leaving the morning room just now? You know he could have. He
didn’t. And he didn’t force his way down here uninvited. He’s up in the kitchen like a
polite guest, drinking tea and waiting to be asked to come down to see you… Come
up and talk to him, Bruce, please.”
Several seconds ticked by, until finally he nodded.
“Give me a minute to change, then send him down,” he graveled in the deep Batman
voice.
“He came to the front door of Wayne Manor,” Selina insisted, “Come upstairs, no
pointy bat-ears, and talk to him.”

Département de Physique Théorique, L’Université de Genève
Geneva, Switzerland
30 minutes from now
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“Next slide, please,” Laura Luthor ordered. She fidgeted nervously behind her
podium while the teaching assistant fussed with the jammed carousel on the slide
projector.
“I said next slide, please,” she repeated. There was a sharp click, and a picture of
Albert Einstein appeared on the screen.
“The 20th Century brought about two great theories of the universe,” she
announced, resuming her lecture. “Two great theories which do not agree…”
In the back of the lecture hall, the Dean of Scientific Studies observed the class with
four of the senior faculty.
“Oddest woman I ever saw,” the Dean observed.
“…Problem is, if you try to use one set of laws/calculations/principles in the other’s
realm, you get absolute nonsense. And there can’t be two different ‘Everythings’…”
“But the absolute best in the field,” the senior professor told the Dean. “It’s an honor
to have her as a guest speaker.”
“…The answer may be Strings. All existence: all energy and matter all made up of
these tiny rubber bands of energy that stretch and vibrate like the strings of a violin.
The WAY they stretch and vibrate determines what laws apply!…”
“Five years from now, the students will be bragging that they heard about String
Theory from Dr. Laura Luthor.”
“—My apologies, Class, this is a very urgent telephone call from the States. I trust it
will only be a few minutes. Perhaps in the interim, you will all review your notes on
Brian Greene’s brilliant paper ‘Our Elegant Universe.’”
Her shoulders slumped as she passed the Dean and saw that look… It was the story
of her life, that look: “Laura, darling, science is a man’s world. With a mind like yours,
you could be a novelist or a teacher…” They didn’t understand. But finally she had a
patron who would let her do the work she loved.
..:: Dr. Luthor, ::.. the receiver quacked, ..:: This is Bruce Wayne. Pack a bag, I’m sending
the corporate jet to bring you to Gotham ASAP.::..
“Of course, Mr. Wayne. This is a formal report for the board of your foundation, I
take it?”
..:: A formal report and then some. Bring all your notes and all the most recent data,
anything else you’ll need to facilitate any kind of demonstration or experiments. ::..
“It will be my very great pleasure, sir. Tomorrow then… 9 o’clock sharp? Au revoir.”

Wayne Manor, Now.
When Bruce reached the kitchen, Jason Blood was no longer sitting at the counter
drinking tea. Instead, Etrigan the Demon looked down at the steaming mug in disgust.
Fetid water, bitter leaf,
Brewed for Blood by your Feline Thief?
Brother-Demon, she has style!
Your lady cat, she stirs the bile.
She hates with zeal akin to yours.
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That ‘gentler’ sex start all good wars.
“Etrigan,” Bruce said blandly. “I thought it was Jason who wanted to see me.”
So did he, the mortal fool.
But Jason Blood is but a tool.
If knew he who had sent his dream,
Rash Jason would suspect some scheme.
Resort then I to tricks with light,
With purple flame and mortal fright.
“So it’s really you maneuvering him into giving Selina all this magic paraphernalia?”
By Hades, No! This urge to save
The helpless female who
More oft than not, you wretched knave
Is deadlier than you,
Such folly, Wayne, I tell you true, I leave to hero knights.
When Jason sensed the Crisis near, he made ready for the rites
’Tis he who takes my warning to mean ‘Rally round the Cat.’
My warning, brother demon, is more serious than that.
Bruce frowned but considered the words seriously. Finally he said, “You’re an agent
of chaos, Etrigan. How can any of us take what you say at face value?”
“Between Order and the Chaos,” is it not what Pit Boy said?
Ra’s al Ghul is no true demon, but neither is he dead.
In his pit he glimpsed the No-Thing in the Void beyond the Is.
And he spoke of coming Crisis, at the heart of it your Ms.
”That’s your answer?” Bruce sneered. “I should believe your warnings because of
something Ra’s al Ghul said? That’s your character witness, Etrigan?”
Chaos too in danger be! Bruce Wayne, I charge your soul:
Harken to this warning, all Existence is a whole.
We live or die connected: Chaos, Order, False and True
Un-Existence lies before us all—since was broken one taboo.
Past and Future, god and Man,
Together face this Void.
Harken well to Jason’s council,
Lest Existence be destroyed.

Jason swooned as the transformation completed and the last waves of Etrigan’s
malice shuddered through the corporeal body that was his once more. An
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uncharacteristically concerned Bruce Wayne helped him steady himself against—the
kitchen counter? … He looked around, confused, and saw he was still in the Wayne
Manor kitchen.
“I’m sorry, Bruce,” he murmured. “I thought I saw… right over there, there was a
pack of Hell Hounds. I needed to release Etrigan or else… Is everyone all right? How
did you get him to return so quickly?”
“He went quite willingly, Jason. There were no Hell Hounds, he just wanted to talk
to me.”
“It was a trick? He’s never been able to do that. I mean, he can create hallucinations
when I’m tired but… This isn’t good, Bruce. He’s growing stronger.”
“More likely you’re tired. He said something about dreams, sending you dreams as
a warning. Jason, when was the last time you slept through the night?”
“Nine days ago,” he said grimly. “A dream alone, one time, isn’t a prophecy even to
the most powerful wizards, even to the Seers of Avalon. One night, two, three. It
means nothing more than if you were to have the same nightmare each… Well, I guess
you know about that.”
Bruce glared.
“Your point?” he asked in Batman’s voice.
“Nine nights is the key, three times three. If the same dream comes nine nights
running, exactly the same way, that’s when you know it’s… it’s all you were afraid of.
It’s not just a random fancy of your subconscious, it’s… Where is Selina?”
“I left her in the cave,” Bruce said frankly. “Now what’s this about?”
“Something is about to happen that no earthly words can describe,” Jason said
quietly, “Crisis, Cataclysm, Armageddon, Apocalypse, these are all words coined by
human beings to express human thoughts on the scale of human understanding. What
is before us now countermines the very tenets of existence.”
“That’s the typical End of Days Intro, Jason,” Bruce said caustically. “We get it: bigserious-evil, coming straight for us. I’ve heard it before, about a dozen times. Now
what are the specifics this time and why—”
“I don’t know,” Jason answered intently. “Bruce, I was born fourteen hundred and
seventy eight years ago, but I was born, a human man borne of a mortal woman. There
are things I don’t know. I’ve channeled magickal forces that could rip your body
inside out, open a pentagram in your blood, or transmogrify the anger in your soul into
searing white fire to burn the injustice from an unjust world. I have been to the center
of Hell itself and looked on the spirit-essence of a damned soul writhing on the wheel.
And I am telling you, I do not know what this is… but I know, somehow, that she is at
the heart of it.”

Département de Physique Théorique, L’Université de Genève
Geneva, Switzerland
15 minutes from now
“Next slide, please,” Laura Luthor ordered. “My brother is much better with a
proton accelerator than a slide projector,” she told the class. The students laughed
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politely, and Lewis Luthor fidgeted nervously with the jammed slide carousel. There
was a sharp click, and a picture of Albert Einstein appeared on the screen.
“The 20th Century brought about two great theories of the universe,” Laura Luthor
announced, resuming her lecture. “Two great theories which do not agree…”
In the back of the lecture hall, the Dean of Scientific Studies observed the class with
four of the senior faculty.
“Strangest thing I’ve ever seen,” the Dean observed. “Twins, both PhDs—”
“And the absolute best in the field,” the senior professor told the Dean. “They write
all their papers jointly, and they lecture jointly. They say their brain patterns are so
similar, they’re practically telepathic.”
“…The answer: Strings. All existence: all energy and matter all made up of these
tiny rubber bands of energy that stretch and vibrate like the strings of a violin. The
WAY they stretch and vibrate determines what laws apply!…”
“Five years from now, the students will be bragging that they learned String Theory
from Drs. Laura and Lewis Luthor.”
“—My apologies, Class, this is a very urgent telephone call from the States. I’m
going to step away for a few moments. My brother will take over the lecture from
here.’”
Her shoulders slumped as she passed the Dean and saw that look: “Freaks.”
Nobody understood what it was like, nobody but Lewis. But finally they had a patron
who let them carry on their work in peace.
..:: Dr. Luthor, ::.. the receiver quacked, ..:: This is Bruce Wayne. Pack a bag, I’m sending
the corporate jet to bring you and your brother to Gotham ASAP.::..
“Of course, Mr. Wayne. This is a formal report for the board of your foundation, I
take it?”
..:: A formal report and then some. Bring all your notes and all the most recent data,
anything else you’ll need to facilitate any kind of demonstration or experiments. ::..
“Tomorrow then… 9 o’clock sharp? Au revoir.”

Batcave beneath Wayne Manor, Now.
Jason returned with Bruce to the cave. On entering, they found Selina seated at
Workstation 2, with several websites open on the various monitors, including a picture
of the lavender-jade pendant on the main oversized screen that hung over the cave, the
moonstone ring and the witch orb displayed almost as large on two of the side-screens.
“See, I told you,” she said pointing to the pendant. “Not a molecule of voodoowitchcraft-wicca-mojo anywhere on it. It’s just a good luck charm. Thank you, Jason,
that was very sweet of you.”
“You are… researching the magical properties of my gifts… on the Internet?” Jason
asked, appalled.
“I wish you wouldn’t use these computers for any kind of magic-related… Selina,
really,” Bruce stammered, just as appalled.
“You both need therapy,” Selina noted, getting up. “I assume I’m to ‘scat’ again?
Mustn’t include Kitty-Cat in the secret meetings; just load her down with all kinds of
enchanted gobbledygook and send her off to—”
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“You can stay,” Bruce said bluntly. Jason started to object but Bruce shook his head.
“She’s no shrinking civilian, Jason. She’s Catwoman. And she’s seen enough of the
darkness, manmade and otherwise, to handle the truth of this.”
Selina took a step backward, stunned, then flung her arms around Bruce’s neck and
planted a moist kiss on his cheek.
“I love you,” she said emphatically. “You hear that, Jason, I’m staying.”
A strange look crossed his face as he acquiesced.
“Very well, the fact is, Selina, there isn’t all that much to know. I have very little in
the way of definite information. I know only that—”
“Something bad is about to happen,” Bruce cut in, closing the websites on the
various monitors with a series of brusque keystrokes, “It involves you, and it involves
magic…” He paused and his eyes grew dark as he punched in several more
keystrokes. “And if it involves magic, we’re going to find out a lot more than it thinks
we can.”
Several password screens later, a new image appeared on the large monitor looming
over the cave:
..::GENEVA PROJECT WAYNEFOUND #81542: STRING THEORY ::..
…Département de Physique Théorique, L’Université de Genève
…Lionel Leiverman, Ph.D.
Bruce picked up a handset and, several keystrokes later, spoke in a crisp businesslike tone.
“Dr. Leiverman, this is Bruce Wayne. Pack a bag, I’m sending the corporate jet to
bring you to Gotham ASAP… Yes, a formal report and then some. Bring all your
notes and all the most recent data, anything else you’ll need to facilitate any kind of
demonstration or experiments. Au revoir.”
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CHAPTER 2: DIMENSIONS
∞ Wayne Manor, Here and Now
“We’ve got to stop meeting like this,” Selina growled, in stark contrast to her usual
bright greeting: Jason Blood, the man, the myth, the legend.
She stood in the front door, arms crossed, regarding her visitor with marked
disapproval.
“I trust I’m not too early,” Jason answered mildly as Selina stepped aside to let him
enter. “We did say 8:30, did we not, with Dr. Leiverman coming at 9?”
“Yes,” Selina answered, pinching her shoulders back then stretching them forward.
“I’m sorry, Jason, I just had a really bad night, and now there’s this big yellow ball of
fire in the sky. Birds twittering out there. Dewy grass smell. Mornings are Woof.”
Jason’s brow wrinkled.
“A bad night, you said. Nightmares?”
Selina glared at him, disgusted.
“No, Mr. Doom and Gloom, no nightmares, no four white horsemen, no boiling
seas. I just couldn’t get to sleep. He was out late and it was Joker. I… I don’t sleep
well, when it’s Joker. But let’s keep that as our secret, okay; don’t tell him.”
Jason gave a wry smile, wondering for the hundredth time since that first nightmare
how Selina the Catwoman could be involved in a cosmic crisis.
Cats were the exception to every rule in the magical world, but nevertheless. Selina
was an ordinary woman who wore a catsuit, nothing more. She was also a rarity in
Jason’s travels in that her behavior towards him never changed when she learned
about Etrigan. She was a good friend, a talented thief, and she had a delightful smile.
How in the name of Merlin’s beard could such a woman be the heart of an impending
apocalypse?
Jason kept his thoughts to himself. Instead he asked, “Do you have any idea why
Bruce is so insistent I be a part of this exercise?”
“Well, I don’t know for certain, but I can guess,” Selina answered, a spark of her
usual playfulness emerging. “You’re our connection, Jason, magically speaking.
Where else are we going to go for a dime bag of mystic hoodoo?”
Jason grimaced and followed her to the morning room.
“I do wish I knew if you were joking,” he noted under his breath.

∞ Wayne Manor, Mundus Alius Nail
Whiskers and Watson trotted into the Chinese room and hopped into Selina’s lap,
creating a nudging, mewling, wet-nosed fur-barrier between her and the email she was
trying to answer. That much wasn’t unusual, both cats were adjusting to her move into
the manor… Truth be told, they were adjusting a lot better than Selina herself. The
whole thing had been so sudden. One day they were adversaries, the next lovers, and
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what seemed like only a heartbeat later: Mr & Mrs… It was… well… a lot for kitty to
adjust to.
There had always been an attraction, sure. And after Joker, after that awful night,
they’d turned to each other. But even so, he was Batman. All those years: wanting
him, fighting him, baiting him, dreaming about what it might be like together; he was
Batman. Now she was Mrs. Bruce Wayne, and she didn’t really know who Bruce
Wayne was. It had all been so sudden and so intense. Now that things were settling
down to “normal,” it was hard to know how to be. She knew how to taunt Batman,
she knew how to support that man inside the mask when he was hurting and
grieving… But now, now was… something else entirely, a completely different life, a
completely different world. How could she be expected to just accept all that and trot
right into this plane of existence, “Mrs. Bruce Wayne,” like it was nothing at all? Like it
was…
WOOF! It would be a lot easier to make sense of her own confusion if Whiskers and
Watson hadn’t settled into the new arrangement like they’d been raised in the same
litter. Whiskers reveled in the extra attention he was getting since the move, and
Watson seemed excited by the additional company, human and feline. A sudden
lapful of playful cat wasn’t unusual, but what made this occurrence special was the fact
that both cats wore new collars—blue collars. Selina touched the thick matte fabric
gathered neatly around Watson’s neck and growled.

∞ Wayne Manor, Here and Now
Over the next 10 minutes, Selina told Jason what little she knew about Bruce’s other
guest, Dr. Lionel Leiverman, doing some sort of mysterious research for the Wayne
Foundation. Jason tried his best to follow, but Selina’s cats had appeared and were
making the task all but impossible. The first time he had met Whiskers and Nutmeg,
they sensed Etrigan and reacted with panic and dread. He spoke to them in Mau-imdwo, the ancient tongue used by the priests of Bast to speak with divine and mortal
cats. He explained about Etrigan, and ever since, they were so intrigued with his
ability to talk to them, they hovered around his chair whenever they saw him, rubbing
his legs, butting their heads against his palms, purring to wake the dead, and
sometimes even leaping into his lap.
“Eh, yes, Bruce’s years of travel,” Jason managed (while Nutmeg complimented his
shirt). Something about the years of travel, Selina was saying… Bruce meeting this Dr.
Leiverman at Oxford, or maybe it was Princeton, while he was traveling the world
preparing for the mission… Leiverman doing some kind of theoretical work, physics
or metaphysics, that didn’t interest Bruce at the time since it was of no use to The
Mission (Bruce and that mission, Jason had known astraroth daemons with less singleminded focus)… At that time, of course, years before beginning his work as Batman,
Bruce had never seen or experienced magic…
Here Selina was interrupted (had she but known it) by Whiskers’s opinion of Bruce’s
opinion of magic. Whiskers subscribed the basic Feline Canon and thought Bruce
would benefit from its insights: Am I afraid of it? If so, run. If not, can I eat it? If so, eat.
If not, can I play with it? If so, play. If not, sleep until #1, 2, or 3 occur.
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…but now that Bruce knew about magic, Selina was saying—not only knew about it,
but had a serious grudge against it—he’d started funding this Dr. Leiverman’s
research, only moderately in the past, but aggressively since the Zatanna mindwipe
came out…

∞ Wayne Manor, Mundus Alius Nail
Selina squinted again at the new collars on Whiskers’ and Watson’s necks, searching
her memory to confirm this really was the color her instincts told her it was: BatcapeBlue.
Why in all the years she had battled Batman had she not realized what a willfully
stubborn prick he could be? Sure, he was rigidly inflexible on law and order issues,
but he was a crimefighter. Burglary was one thing, her costume was something else
entirely.
She’d gone out as “Batwoman” once—one time in that garish red and yellow affair—
because it didn’t seem prudent to go charging into battle alongside Batman and the
remnants of the Justice League dressed as an escaped catburglar. The League had
enough public relations problems from the anti-meta campaigns at that point, not to
mention none of them had any idea what they were going up against. So appearing as
Catwoman didn’t seem like a good idea, and she’d made use of the costume that was
available—although she drew the line at carrying a purse. A crimefighter with a purse,
she had to wonder what possessed that Kane woman.
Anyway, they got through it. They made their stand. They defeated the great
threat—which turned out to be a Human-Kryptonian gene graft gone wrong called
Olsen. Batman was cleared of all charges for killing Joker, and they’d started putting
their lives back together. Now that they’d found each other, Selina was more than
willing to join Batman in his crusade. She really didn’t consider herself a crimefighter,
but he needed some way to fill the void left by Robin and Batgirl. So she would be his
partner, and she would fight crime with him in Gotham, and she would move into his
house and wear his ring and take his name. But she would not run around Gotham
City in a yellow leotard with a red cape, carrying a purse and calling herself
Batwoman. A new costume was absolutely essential, and of course she wanted
purple. Purple was her style, the color of royalty for the queen of the Gotham night,
and a clear connection to all she had ever been as Catwoman.
She wanted purple, but he’d been campaigning for a Batwoman costume to mirror
his own look, blue and gray, ever since she mentioned redoing the outfit. It started
playfully enough: “How about blue” and a boyish wink. She had smiled at first—in
surprise more than anything. She wasn’t used to Batman being Bruce Wayne, she
wasn’t used to that face, to the dark aloof crimefighter having a devastatingly
handsome face. She’d always found Batman sexy, but she wasn’t prepared for
Bruce’s… charm. The first volleys were so subtle and coy. But now he was becoming
more insistent, and the Bat’s willful stubbornness was emerging from behind Bruce’s
easygoing charm. And that she could deal with. She might not know yet how to deal
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with Bruce Wayne, but Batman she’d battled long enough that she was not about to let
him win.

∞ Wayne Manor, Mundus Alius 2
There was a loud clap of thunder, and Bruce and Selina glanced at each other for a
quarter beat, waiting…
Nothing happened. They both relaxed.
And then the quiet patter of the rain was shattered by the piercing wail of a crying
infant.
“I’ll go,” Selina sighed, resigned to yet another walk up the stairs. She had known—
they had both known—that becoming parents would bring new and interesting
challenges, but neither had understood how little the late nights on rooftops prepare
you for three o’clock feedings or thunderstorm coddling.
“No, no, I like going,” Bruce insisted, leaning over and kissing her quickly on the
forehead.
“But you just got back from—” she blurted, but he was already gone in one of those
miraculous bat-vanishes. “—patrol,” she said, stubbornly finishing the sentence
anyway. Then she chuckled to herself. “Can’t pass up a chance to save the damsel in
distress, can you, Stud?”
Reaching the nursery, Bruce had a similar thought. He did like taking care of his
daughter. He liked reassuring her. He liked, for once, being able to step through the
door knowing he could really solve whatever had gone wrong on the other side. The
cries that sounded so alarming could be quieted with something as simple as a warm
bottle, a fresh diaper, or a plush cat called Muffindrop.
He glanced down into the crib in awed wonder at how he’d ever come to be standing
there. He and Selina—Catwoman, of all people—married. He’d always taken pride in
his “mission”—in the work that he did saving his city, and even the world from time to
time. For years, he thought that was the only contentment he would find in his life.
But he was wrong. He knew now that true joy came not from the work he did but
from the love he’d finally found. He loved Selina, and now that love had blessed them
both with this amazing miniature person, a living embodiment of their love and their
life together. He’d worried that Selina’s pregnancy would temper his work, that the
mission would suffer because of his family obligations. But the first time he picked up
his newborn daughter, he knew the opposite was true. The birth of his child had
strengthened his resolve in ways he never could have imagined, because he was no
longer saving the city for the sake of the millions of innocents out there; he was saving
the city for his little girl…
“Hey sweetie,” he said softly, patting his daughter’s hair. “Nothing to be frightened
of, Helena, it’s just a thunder storm.”
“DaBa” she answered.
He smiled at the non-riddling nonsense.
“You said it, Kitten. Want to come downstairs?”
“Poohbamee,” she answered.
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Bruce smiled even broader and picked her up. She had her mother’s eyes, and he
was even more helpless faced with the junior version than the originals.

∞ Wayne Manor, Here and Now
Jason’s first challenge of the day was helping Selina entertain Dr. Leiverman while
they all waited for Bruce. Having traveled the world over the course of centuries
acting as courtier and diplomat, rascal and rake, Jason Blood had never met a man like
Lionel Leiverman. The man seemed to have no social skills at all. He could talk only
about his work. And while Jason had known many obsessed workaholics long before
those terms came into being, none of them had been theoretical physicists.
“Alternate dimensions!” Leiverman said excitedly. He was talking to Selina and he
was blind to what anyone with working eyes should have been able to see: that here
was a woman who hadn’t slept the night before. However intelligent Selina Kyle
might otherwise be, she could hold no thought at this moment beyond the taste of her
coffee. And this man was throwing alternate dimensions at her.
“The alternate dimension, or parallel universe if you prefer,” Leiverman went on,
oblivious to his listener’s plight, “is not this science fiction story where the Justice
League is evil and hearts are located on the right side of the body. The alternate
universe is a function of subatomic random possibilities; an electron orbits the nucleus
at 30-degrees instead of 35 and poof—alternate reality. All probabilities contained in
this universe or that one; that is the sublime beauty of quantum infinity. The critical
mass for a new reality is not the large object, like a man making a conscious decision to
go right instead of left at a fork in the road, but a random dice game that is played
among the infinitesimally small.”
Selina stifled a yawn and managed a polite nod.
“So not a separate universe where Lex Luthor has hair,” she said, to show she was
listening.
“No,” Bruce answered, entering briskly and shaking Dr. Leiverman’s hand. “So
sorry, I got tied up with all kinds of things this morning,” he explained. Then he turned
to Selina and completed the thought. “Chromosomes are too big, so active hair follicles
on the former president aren’t a candidate for a separate universe, right Doc?”
“Actually they are,” Leiverman answered happily, delighted to have an informed
student to enlighten. “A Dr. Lee Havnok did a paper on this only last year. We called
it the ‘Stalin’s moustache’ theorem: At the chromosomal level, yes, you are right, it is
much too big to generate a quantum universe. But the chromosomes result from the
random occurrence when one particular sperm out of millions fertilizes the egg, and
this can easily be altered by the chance variations in subatomic orbits.”
Selina’s glassy eyes met Jason’s while Bruce and Leiverman chatted enthusiastically.
“Dime bag of mystic hoodoo,” she mouthed wearily.
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∞ Wayne Manor, Mundus Alius Nail
Watson was curled on the chair opposite Selina, watching her curiously. “You
should be on my side, pal,” she told the cat. “A little feline solidarity, it’s not that
much to ask.”
In the manner of cats, Watson responded to this criticism by shutting his eyes and
resuming his nap.
“No, no,” she told him. “I know that trick. Look at this, just have a look and tell me
if you approve?” She held up the pencil sketch that had fallen from her book, having
been substituted overnight for her regular bookmark. “Look at those ears, that’s a batcowl. Look at those ears, your ears are much better aren’t they?”
Watson purred—for no cat would argue about the superiority of his appearance—
but he declined to open his eyes. Selina rolled the sketch into a ball and threw it at
him.

∞ Wayne Manor, Mundus Alius 19
Dickie Grayson hung out in the hippest little hideaway in the Northern Hemisphere
(the legendary Batcave, underneath Stately Wayne Manor, dontcha know!) twirling the
small plastic card between his fingers. What a drag; 16 years of age and he’d just scored
the mother lode of liberating documentation—his very own driver’s license. He should
have been out crusin’ the streets of ol’ G.C. in the trippiest of transports: the Batmobile!
But no, old man Wayne had put the kibosh on that plan; he’d just informed Dick that—
perfect score on the driving test or not—Dick was gonna be required to take some 9week super-special vehicular training before he’d be allowed to feel behind the wheel
of the old ’Mobile.
Man, what happened to his old pal Bruce? Back in the early days, it was just the two
of them; the Dynamic Duo! They’d fight for truth and justice, put a hurting on the
baddies, buck the establishment, then boogie ’til dawn! But now? Now Bruce was
becoming the establishment! It was like at 12:01 in the AM on the day of Bruce’s 30th,
everything took a turn for the worse. Maybe he’d been right all along—everyone over
thirty was worthless!
Nah, it wasn’t the age thing, Dickie knew. It was her.
Alright, check this: there was no denying that Catwoman was one grade-A, primecut female. One peep at the “evening wear” and it was obvious the girl was righteously
hot-to-trot. There wasn’t a single, red-blooded male in all of the Americas that could
spot that magnificent bod, wrapped in the tightest of purple threads, and ignore the
obvious stirrings—and ol’ Bruce seemed to have it worst of all. Dick couldn’t blame
him there; hell, even he’d had a fantasy or twenty about a sweaty encounter with the
Purloining Pussycat. But that’s all it ever should have been! A one-time (okay,
probably more like four- or five-time) encounter, a quick wham-bam-Thank-youma’am and then back to the business of saving the world for ALL the groovy chicks out
there.
But then, the old man gets it in his head that she’s “more than that” and suddenly
they’re thrown back into this Leave It To Beaver nightmare where Bat and Cat (scratch
that: Bruce and “Selina”) are upstairs yakking about china patterns and engraved
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invitations, and good ol’ Dickie’s left down in the ’Cave dreading a future where Robin
the Boy Wonder has to wait outside the bathroom for “Mistress Catty” to finish
washing her hair!
And Barbara—the only chick in this whole scene that’s supposed to be part of the incrowd—is absolutely useless in the “pointing out the obvious cat-astrophe”
department. One look at the glittery finger weight and she starts “ooh-ing” and “aahing” like a third-grader seeing her first puppy. Not that Dickie was at all surprised by
that turn of events—Babs always was the nattering-nincompoop of the Gotham
Nighttime Scene. But even good old stoic Alfie’s gone all blubbery happiness over the
upcoming nuptials…
Does no one else catch the hitch here? Hello! She’s Catwoman! (Holy Horrendous
Hoodwinks, Batman!) She’s one of the Bad Eggs! And now Batman’s letting the
Felonious Feline into his house, into his life, into his bed, and into the ’Cave, but he’s
nixing Dickie’s chance at a turn behind the wheel? It was Bizarro-world, Gotham Style!
What was next: trading in the Batmobile for a Studebaker and turning the disco-room
into a baby-shack?
Dick thought, and not for the first time, that maybe it was time to blow this pop
stand and groove on to greener pastures; seek his own fabulous fame and fortune as a
solo act. He certainly couldn’t fathom wasting any more of his time living in KyleWayne Manor with Papa, the Missus and any broodlings that were sure to follow.
This was definitely the worst thing to hit the Gotham crimefighting scene since
Batgirl first puttered up on her little motor-scooter and giggled “Hey there!”

∞ Wayne Manor, Here and Now
Jason Blood was aghast at what he was hearing:
All matter and energy made up these vibrating filaments called Strings; fine.
The way they vibrated determined what it was they made up; sure why not.
The way they vibrated determined what cosmic laws applied—and then something
about gravity and electromagnetism that Jason didn’t quite follow but Bruce seemed
terribly excited about. And then, THEN this outlandish suggestion that magick might
be nothing more than a way of temporarily altering the Strings’ movement so that
different cosmic laws applied?
“It frames the so-called ‘supernatural’ in science…” Leiverman was saying.
Jason looked at Bruce and could sense what the premise really meant to him: …And
gets this grossly unacceptable thing called ‘magic’ into a realm where it could be dealt with.
“You think you can control the magickal forces?” he asked, white astonishment
blotting out the usual sarcasm in his voice.
“No,” Bruce said simply, “I think it’s already controlled. You all are. You’re
operating in exactly the same universe as the rest of us; you just don’t know it yet. The
same rules—the same laws—apply. You’re different only in that, through magic,
you’ve figured out how to change venue, but there are still laws in place, judges and
punishments if they’re broken. That’s why there’s always a price.”
“An… intriguing supposition,” Jason said mildly. “Would you excuse me?”
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He got up and left the room, Nutmeg trotted after him and Whiskers after her.
Selina looked to Bruce, winked, and joined the procession. “Be right back,” she said
lightly from the doorway, but as she turned into the hall, her polite hostess smile
melted into a concerned frown.
“Jason, I hope you’re not offended. He doesn’t mean to be rude, you know. It’s…
well, I’m just hearing all this for the first time, but the idea, even the remotest
possibility that magic isn’t something outside of scientific thought and analysis, it has
to be manna from heaven for him. Are you very angry, Jason?”
“I’m not angry, Selina. I am not offended or threatened by the possibilities
suggested by this ‘theory.’ I am… in awe. Selina, I have kept silent about many things
since the account of Bruce’s mindwipe became known, but the fact is, magician though
I am, I sympathize more than either of you know. I respect Bruce and I am fond of you
personally, Selina. But that is not why I… empathize as I do. The truth is that it’s
happened to me, countless times. Twenty minutes Zatanna took from him, good lord,
there are entire months in my past I can’t account for. And false memories, I know
Etrigan has crafted some, but I’ve no way of knowing which they are, nor is there
anything I could do about it if I did.”
“My god, Jason, I had no idea,” Selina whispered.
“How could you? How could anyone know what it is to have your soul knitted to a
demon of hell?”
“This must all strike you as a… a very selfish and self-important overreaction then.”
“No,” Jason said, a forceful compassion creeping into his voice. “I admire Bruce a
great deal; I always have. And I abhor the way Zatanna has abused her powers. I’ve
also been worrying about it since the day we watched him take his ‘revenge,’ for lack
of a better word.”
“Jason, all he did was have Martian Manhunter freeze her telepathically for an hour,
‘taking’ an hour of her life in return for the 20 minutes she took from him.”
“Oh it’s not that, I’ve no complaint with his action. There was an elegance in what
he did, truly poetic justice. No, it was something he said to her that day that sparked
my concern: the rule of three, use magicks to perform any negative action upon another
and it will be revisited upon you threefold.
“Selina, the act of a Martian telepath and a human man don’t count, karmically
speaking. Zatanna still has an accounting to make for Bruce, and for Dr. Light, and
what she did to that Top fellow in Keystone City… for any abuse of her powers. For
any… Who knows? We can’t know everything that she’s done—even she likely
doesn’t know, magically speaking, exactly what it is she has done.
“Don’t you see, all Zatanna does is talk backwards. Selina, however else he may be
biased, Bruce is completely correct about one thing: with magick there is always a
price. All magic-users must work to cultivate their power, there is cost and payment,
balance and counterbalance, always, even to…” He paused, smiled, and snapped his
fingers, and a tiny white flame appeared at his fingertips. “…Very useful if you forgot
your flashlight in the car.”
Selina smiled, and he went on, his tone becoming serious again.
“In the very crafting of a spell, you must grapple with the forces you are using and
how you put them to use. And if you’ve tested the limits, crossed some line, you know
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instantly. It’s like hoisting a heavy weight with your back instead of your legs… You
won’t get far before your body tells you you’re making an error.
“And all Zatanna does is talk backwards. It’s like… oh, how to explain this. It’s like
quoting a poem compared to writing one. Speak the result you desire without any
thought to… For years, Zatanna has channeled the magickal forces this way without
any conscious thought of what forces she manipulates in which way—a naïve college
student racking up thousands of dollars in credit card debt because it’s so easy to get
them and use them. And never quite realizing the true costs being incurred.”
“My heart bleeds,” Selina said coldly.
“I wouldn’t expect you to be sympathetic,” Jason said mildly. “But I worry none the
less.”

∞ Wayne Manor, Mundus Alius 116
Catwoman pretended to be asleep throughout the scene in the cave… “I thought we
could talk this out,” Flash was saying. “You thought wrong,” Batman answered, picking
her up. She remained still, limp in his arms, through “Please, Bruce, they were just trying
to protect Sue,” “Well, now they need to protect themselves,” and “If the Secret Society
remembers what you did to them, they probably remember why you did it.” She remained still
and limp as he turned his back on the Justice League and carried her up the stairs…
Still until she heard the click of the clock passage closing behind them. Then she
leaned her head against his chest and hugged him lightly.
“Go back to sleep,” he said with a soft grunt.
“I wasn’t sleeping,” she said. “I heard the whole thing. Bruce, what in god’s name is
going on with you and the League?”
“You don’t want to know,” he graveled.
“Maybe not,” she whispered as he carried her up the steeper staircase to the manor
bedrooms. “But I know you shouldn’t be alone tonight.” She eyed him seductively,
her fingers tracing the symbol on his chest. She stared directly into his eyes, seduction
mixing with promise and a hint of vulnerability. Breathlessly, she uttered, “Stay with
me.”
At the top of the stairs he froze, eyes glancing back and forth between the hallway to
the guest suite and his own bedroom door. He hesitated between the two directions
and glanced down at her cradled in his arms.
“You’re hurt,” he murmured. “You lost a lot of blood.”
“Not that much.” She teased, but even the playful banter was different. It was like
that first kiss on the rooftops—the realization that maybe there could be more, that they
could make it work. He wanted to—God, how he wanted to—but there were so many
questions, so many barriers…
“Just stay with me for a while. We both need a warm touch more than rest right
now.” There was such a yearning, almost pleading look in those deep green eyes that
he found himself getting lost. He was back on that rooftop, her body pressed hard
against his own, lips and tongues entwined.
His lip twitched briefly, and he turned right into his own bedroom.
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∞ Wayne Manor, Here and Now
When Jason returned to the study, Dr. Leiverman had set up a line of ritual candles
of different colors. Behind each was a hinged trio of mirrors, and before each was a
strange gold cylinder with a number of gears and lenses protruding from it.
“Fascinating,” Bruce was saying, looking through one of the lenses. “Jason, what’s
yellow represent for you people?”
Jason was surprised by the abruptness of the question, but he answered it.
“If by ‘you people’ you mean Englishmen, yellow jerseys indicate that the Watford
Football League is playing a home game,” Jason said dryly. “But if you mean mystics,
there are many systems linking colours with specific magical energies. In the
Malbrough tradition, yellow is tied to attraction and persuasion. According to
Cunningham & Harrington, yellow is the intellect, eloquence, and the power of
thought—”
“Why?” Bruce interrupted.
“I beg your pardon?”
“Why? Why does yellow equal persuasion or thought? You guys go to all this
trouble to figure out what colors are ‘linked’ to ‘specific magical energies,’ but you
don’t find out why? What’s the connection? You don’t come up with any underlying
principles of why anything works?”
“I, eh-,” Jason stammered. “Why it works is… is the essence of the magickal force.”
“Jason, yellow light is made of the same stuff as red light. You know the reason it’s
yellow? The wavelength is about 570 nm. When that increases to around 590, it looks
orange, if it keeps going to 650, it’s red. So what’s the connection, what is it about a 570
nm wavelength that helps you screw with somebody’s head?”
“Bruce, I really don’t—”
“The flames on all of these candles are yellow, by the way, because there’s sodium in
the wick and in the wax. The color of a flame depends on the material being burned.
Each atom or molecule has certain special frequencies (that means colors) at which it
absorbs and emits light, just like a musical instrument has special frequencies at which
it absorbs and emits sound. See what I’m saying?”
“I cannot imagine what you are saying,” Jason said sourly.
“Sodium atoms glow yellow very brightly when they’re heated; yellow light is their
favorite color to emit. This particular shade of yellow is called the ‘sodium D line’
because of the electron orbits involved in the sodium atoms before and after the light is
emitted.”
“Fascinating, I’m sure. But Bruce, this has nothing to do with magick.”
“How do you know? Jason, none of you have ever bothered to find out! Your
version of science seems to spend all this time working out what yellow does, but you
don’t even know what ‘yellow’ is.”
“It’s the same with the herbs and the minerals, as well,” Leiverman added. “The
mystics’ version of science resembles our ‘categorical’ disciplines: classifying phylum
and species, indexing the properties of each with great precision. But practically
nothing of what we would consider inquisitive study, no research into the greater
mechanisms.”
“Dr. Leiverman, would you excuse us for a moment, I’d like a word with Bruce in
private.”
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Bruce grunted, Leiverman left, and Jason Blood placed his palm over one of the lit
candles, causing the flame to rise instantly and dance around his hand.
“May I remind you, Bruce, that there is a demon of Hell caged inside my soul? I
don’t have to investigate why my magicks work, I know why they work. They’re Evil.
Good and Evil are very real forces in the universe, Bruce. The evil, at least, I feel on a
daily basis. Ask Selina if you don’t want to take my word for it. She felt Etrigan’s
malice when we joined hands for the seeing.”
“I don’t doubt what you feel, Jason. I just don’t know that it means what you think it
means, what all magic-users think it means. Go outside and stand in the sunlight, it
feels warm. That’s very welcome if it’s 17 degrees and you’ve been tramping through
the snow; the warmth feels wonderful. Go to Florida in August, it’s a different story;
that same sunlight is not your friend. How it feels is subjective, Jason, but it’s all solar
radiation; it’s all light produced by the fusion of hydrogen and helium in the core of a
yellow star 93 million miles away. It all gets here at the speed of light, 186,282.4 milesper-second, because that is the universal speed limit that nothing gets to break.”
Jason cleared his throat.
“What do you hope to accomplish by this, Bruce?”
“Something is broken, isn’t it? Something large and powerful and destructive is
raging out of control, probably because one of you let a genii out of the bottle without
knowing what you were dealing with.”
“And how is citing the speed of light going to—”
“’I was born fourteen hundred years ago,’” Bruce quoted, “’I’ve channeled forces
that could open a pentagram in your blood but even I don’t know what’s coming.’
Jason, you came to me with this. What did you think I was going to do?”
“I came because I was concerned about Selina and she happens to live in your
house. It was not a ‘consulting detective’ scenario, Bruce. I was not bringing ‘a case’ to
Batman’s attention.”
“Well, you’ve got my attention anyway. You, Etrigan, and Ra’s all show up in my
house in the span of a few days, all screaming ‘Crisis’ and pointing at Selina. Like it or
not, you’ve got my attention.”
“Bruce, I—”
“Of course, you’re the only one of those three who found it necessary to put a magic
ring on her finger.”
“I did what I felt was necessary.”
“And now I’m doing what I think is necessary. Are you going to help or not?”
“That depends. Is my help to consist of more than listening to dubious theories
about magick and strings?”
“You know it is.”
“Then I am at your disposal.”
Bruce grunted.
“Shall we call the others back in then?”
Bruce said nothing at first; he was looking down at a burning candle.
“Jason,” he asked softly. “In the magic realm, what does purple mean?”
“Purple is power. Purple intensifies power, it denotes the magickal force made
manifest. In short, purple is magick itself.”
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“I see.”

∞ Wayne Manor, Mundus Alius Nail
Whiskers and Watson wrestled playfully on the floor, and Selina was pleased to see
the two cats getting along so well. She had replaced their blue collars with purple ones
and made her own sketch for a cowl with a proper set of cat-ears. She had yet to find a
good place to leave it where Bruce was sure to see.
She’d tried approaching him directly and that got her nowhere. “Hey, it’s your
costume. Design it however you want.” A totally unconcerned brushoff—but the hints
kept coming. So she’d tried answering in kind, sneaky hint for sneaky hint. But her
first attempts had all misfired. She didn’t know the routine of the house yet, and
Alfred kept finding her sketches folded into Bruce’s washcloth in the master bath or
rolled in his coffee mug in the cave. He would return them to her with a quiet cough
and a polite “I believe this must be yours, Madame.”
It was an unfair advantage. It was his house, and his butler, and his cave. She was
outmatched every way she turned, but she simply could not let him dictate something
so personal and basic. Her costume expressed who she was and if she gave in on this
first clash, what would that mean for their life together?
And as for Alfred, he might have been Bruce’s butler much longer than he’d been
hers, but she was lady of the house now, and he’d better learn whose side to take on
domestic issues. This was all about her new life with Bruce and her new home. And it
didn’t get much closer to home for Selina than what she wore as Catwoman!
She sneezed, as if allergic to the very idea of Batman dictating her nighttime persona,
and reached for a Kleenex. Instead of the supple tissue she expected, her fingers felt
fabric. She turned and a blue fabric swatch was protruding from the box.
It occurred to Selina that, in addition to being purple, her new costume must also
have claws.

∞ Wayne Manor, Here and Now
There was a wave of warm dizziness and Selina moved to steady herself against the
wall outside the study until it passed. She was surprised by the sudden support that
materialized under her elbow.
“Hey, you alright?” Bruce was asking, and gentle fingers touched the side of her
face.
“Fine,” she assured him sincerely. “Little gravity shift. No sleep plus no breakfast.”
“We’ll get you something to eat before we proceed, then. Jason’s gone to his
apartment to get supplies. We’ve got an hour, easy.”
“Supplies for what?” Selina asked, raising an eyebrow.
Bruce said nothing, but his eyes darkened and Selina felt the unmistakable tingle of
Batman’s presence.
“No, you can’t be serious. Magic hoodoo in your house?”
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He looked off to the side, remembering a phrase of hers from countless vaults and
rooftops. “Those rubies don’t belong to you…”
“Technically,” he graveled.
“I have a very bad feeling about thi—,” she started to say, when she was cut off by a
slow, tender kiss. “mm, never mind,” she mumbled.
“You know I love you,” he whispered—the voice too soft to make a Bat-or-Bruce
determination, but he was still projecting that Bat-aura that Selina did not associate
with loving assurances. “I’ve always loved you,” he added—this time in an
undeniable Bat-gravel.
“I’m going to cut you off right there,” she interrupted. “Because the next phrase
after that is going to be something like ‘no matter what happens,’ and I don’t do those;
they’re bad luck. If we’re going to go dancing on a hellmouth this afternoon, ‘Know I
always loved you’ is not the way to go right now. ‘You’re a jackass that can’t be
trusted to make a tuna sandwich’ is the note to end on.”
“You’re an impossible woman,” Bruce noted.
“That’s better.”
“No, it’s not. It’s frustrating as hell. Selina, I wasn’t going to say ‘no matter what
happens’ or anything like it. I just… I wanted to ask you to take off that ring.”
“The moonstone? From Jason?”
He nodded.
“Yes. I can’t stand your wearing it. It’s… It’s magic and it’s on your finger, I really
can’t stomach it. Please take it off and put this on instead.”
She looked down and saw a familiar glint of pink sapphire.
“That’s the ‘I don’t know if I’ll ever want to be married’ ring from the MoMA
opening,” she observed with an amused smile.
Bruce did not look amused. Instead, he touched his tongue to the inside of his lips,
opened his mouth to speak, closed it again, took a breath, and glared.
“If that’s what it’s going to take to get that moonstone off your finger—” he
managed, his stomach clenching in violent, lurching twists. He took another labored
breath, when Selina shook her head.
“No, that’s not what I was saying,” she said hastily, concern swallowing the
amusement. “Bruce, I was not asking you to… Look, if it means that much to you, of
course I’ll take it off.”
She removed the ring silently and placed it in the center of his palm, closing his
fingers around it, then leaving her hand over his.
“I’ve always loved you, too,” she whispered before quickly adding “But you’re a
jackass who can’t make a tuna sandwich unsupervised, and I need lunch.”
“Wait. No!” he growled, grabbing her wrists forcefully as she turned to go.
“Have I ever mentioned how much I hate that,” Selina hissed.
He said nothing for a long moment but his grip tightened.
“You didn’t take the ring, the sapphire,” he said then, releasing his hold and
sounding embarrassed.
She held out her left hand, palm up, in an impatient ‘hand it over’ gesture. Rather
than place the ring in it as she had done, Bruce turned her hand gently, caressing the
red marks his fingers had left on her wrist.
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“I’m sorry about that,” he murmured. Then he slid the ring smoothly onto her
finger, turned, and left.

∞ Wayne Manor, Mundus Alius Nail
Selina found the hot shower wonderfully relaxing. She’d explained the costume
frustrations to ReflectionTwit and then repeated it to the ShowerScrubbie, and that too
had been wonderfully relaxing. Having vented while pulses of warm water soothed
the tension from her neck and shoulders, she began to see the humor of the situation.
It was rather endearing, really. He was so stubborn. It was so Batman, it just had
nothing to do with taking jewels from Cartier. You had to love him for it. By the time
those warm pulses of water massaged the shampoo from her hair, Selina was
considering a compromise. Purple could look very sharp in contrast with that deep
blue of his, a purple catsuit and a blue batcape maybe…
She turned off the showerhead, shook the excess water from her hair, slid open the
glass shower doors and reached for a towel. Her hand felt only air where there should
have been a stack of thick folded bathtowels. She wiped wet film from her eyes with
the back of her hand and peered at the table where Alfred always left the towels—they
were gone. She reached for the hook where a terry robe always hung—and there,
suspended on a hanger, was the only fabric in the room in which she could wrap
herself—there on the hook was a dark blue batcape.

∞ Wayne Manor, Here and Now
Jason didn’t like the idea of staging another seeing ritual with Selina so Dr.
Leiverman could test and quantify magical reverberations on the physical plane. But
he didn’t like the idea of oblivion either, even if it would take Etrigan off his hands. All
existence winking into nothingness versus humoring one of Bruce’s wild theories, it
was no contest. Jason had known countless “Men of Science” over the decades, and
most of their ideas had been preposterous. Just look at electricity: they harness a new
energy and think it will cure everything from tuberculosis to gout. Still, every now and
then, one of those men of science came up with something truly extraordinary—and on
each and every occasion they were ridiculed. At best, they were ridiculed.
Copernicus, Kepler, Newton, Galileo. Sometimes they were persecuted, sometimes
executed, all because their ideas threatened a small mind’s view of how the world
really worked.
Jason had seen it play out enough times that he could put his own doubts aside for
one day and let Bruce conduct his experiment. He answered every question politely
and fully: the bowl he brought was chased silver lined with mother of pearl, a sacred
vessel salvaged from the siege of Antioch by the warrior mages of Cilicia. The liquid
was water of Avalon, obtained from that enchanted isle by Lyle, the present seer, in
payment for the return of an important relic called the leabhar seun, which she had
foolishly lost to him. The bottle? Cobalt blue with a silver cap, carved with Celtic
knots; that he picked up on Ebay for $14.95.
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When these preliminaries were completed: a small table set up for the ritual with
two chairs, one for him and one for Selina to sit opposite each other around the bowl,
and Lionel Leiverman’s incomprehensible circle of lenses and sensors positioned
around them like a mystic circle from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Jason
took his place at the table and nodded curtly for Selina to do the same.
She glanced at Bruce as if she expected never to see him again, touched a finger to
her lip and then flicked it outward. Jason took this to be a none-too-furtive attempt to
blow a kiss, and he occupied himself with a smudge on the table rather than deigning
to see Bruce’s response. When at last Selina took her seat, Jason held out his hands,
palms up.
“Ready to begin?” he asked kindly.
She nodded and placed her hands down on his, palm to palm.
Jason noticed her right hand no longer bore the moonstone ring, and her left now
wore a large pink gem—a gem which, to Jason’s eye, advertised its cost and the wealth
of the donor. Jason turned slowly to Bruce, remembering that, angry as the man had
been about the sage and the witch orb, it was the discovery of that ring which brought
about the violent outburst. Now Bruce merely glared, not with the hell-month hatred
Jason had seen that day, but with a lifeless, isolated, emptiness. He began to wonder
if—
“AEIEE”
—when the thought was cut short by a scream.
Puking Light and Mortal Cat
What foulness, reeking thing is that?
Selina had pulled her hands away and sat there, chest rising and falling as she
labored for breath. She looked dazed and deathly pale.
“What is it?” Bruce yelled.
Selina ignored him and looked to Jason, her eyes dull with a dead horror.
“What the hell was that?” she asked.
Hell is Home, you Feline Tart!
Speak not of Hell, we have no part
In making of… whate’er that be.
That thing is… vile. Like your espirit.
“Selina, what happened,” Bruce was saying, “What did you see?”
“I’m going to throw up,” she answered, running from the room.
“Jason, somebody tell me, what happened? What did she see?”
“I don’t know. I saw nothing, but Etrigan… seems to find it quite disgusting,
whatever it was. He’s absolutely retching; I’ve never heard him like this. Usually if it
disgusts Etrigan, it’s a positive force: joy, hope, faith…”
“I don’t see Joy, Hope, or Faith making Selina throw up, do you?”
“BRUCE?!” Selina called loudly from some distant part of the house. The urgency of
her call yanked them all from their chairs instantly.
Bruce motioned for Jason and Leiverman to stay and bolted out of the study,
heading toward the dining room. He heard the voice from far down the hallway, a
voice twisted with rage and fear—
“YOU are not the Batman! I am the Batman! Now Get Out!”
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—and ran faster, the haunting familiarity of that voice slamming into his brain like a
spike. It wasn’t just the voice, but the words themselves that tore at his memory. He’d
heard all of this before… Dread and realization built together until he reached the
door and saw it:
“You were too weak and too cowardly. You couldn’t defeat Bane. He broke you like
a twig.”
There it stood—“AzBat”—the hulking armored monstrosity Azrael had made of his
mantle. What was going on here? He was watching it unfold visually and in his
memory simultaneously. What was Jean Paul doing? And where did he get that
bastardization of the suit? Bruce had destroyed that thing long ago…
Bruce was ripped from his thoughts and dove to the floor as the thing pointed its
metallic talon at him and shot a barrage of deadly shuriken. Bruce rolled for cover
behind the sideboard and looked around for some object to use as a shield. There was
a heavy silver tray, if he could just reach it—
—When he noticed nothing was happening.
The attack had stopped.
He looked again, and nothing stood where AzBat had been. The room was empty.
Bruce proceeded cautiously into the drawing room.
“Hey, neat trick,” Selina said mildly as he entered. “You just went that way.”
He’d seen that look on her face before; it was that ‘humor-them-and-handle-them’
look normally reserved for the Iceberg on a Saturday night.
He looked around.
“I did?” he asked, a hint of Bat-growl creeping into his voice as he slipped
instinctively into Detective-mode, taking in the details for examination later.
“Other you,” she said. “And Pheromones, flat out crazy as I’ve ever seen him,
screaming about his father and firing those pointy ninja bat-shurikens at my Turner.”
She pointed at a large stormy seascape with several bat-shaped blades protruding from
its canvas and frame.
“As I recall, it was my father he was screaming about,” Bruce said, examining one of
the shuriken embedded in the painting. “And he was firing them at my head.”
“Well, your head looked fine,” Selina answered matter-of-factly. “But he hit my
Turner.”
“Your Turner?” Bruce asked, raising an eyebrow.
“If I’d ever hit this place when I was working, that’s what I would have taken. Now
look what the idiot did to it.”
“I’ll remember that at Christmas,” Bruce said wryly. “We have other problems right
now.”
“Yeah, I’d say so,” Selina agreed.
Jason reached the door and cleared his throat. “Bruce, I trust you won’t mind, I took
the liberty of encasing Dr. Leiverman in a ßųŁŁą rħðmbå and moving him to the relative
safety of the morning room. He believes he is watching Selina and I use a Ouija board.
I thought that would be best before he saw something that would be… difficult to
explain.”
“Difficult to explain,” Selina repeated with a sickly smile. “Jason, you have no idea.”
“I believe I do, seeing as Batman had come into the room oblivious to our presence,
and opened the grandfather clock releasing a hail of poisoned darts.” Jason lifted his
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forearm to reveal two of these still sticking out of his wrist. “Which would be
problematic were it not for my unique physiological condition.”
“Any theories what’s going on here?” Bruce asked testily.
Jason paused thoughtfully, then turned to Selina.
“I suppose the first step in evolving any sort of theory about that is to ask what it is
you saw.”
She pointed around the room as she announced “Batman. Pheromones. Batty ninja
stars in my Turner.”
“Before that,” Bruce cut in. “When you ran out of the study.”
“Oh… that,” she shuddered. “I don’t know what it was. I’d just taken Jason’s
hands, I felt Etrigan, I thought of the last time we did this, watching Zatanna.”
“That may have been Etrigan’s suggestion,” Jason put in. “You hate Zatanna, it
would be like Etrigan to remind you of that day in order to awaken thoughts of hate
and vengeance which he… well… he finds quite attractive in a female in ways it would
be difficult to describe.”
Selina shrugged, a rooftop shrug that said she didn’t really care if there were laws
against breaking and entering, she was who she was, take it or leave it.
“Anyway,” she resumed, “I thought of that day watching Zatanna, I glanced into the
water and—” She broke off and made a frustrated vibrating gesture with both palms
along the side of her head. “NO Idea how to describe it. It was…”
“Evil?” Jason prompted, “Good? Hurried? Pleasant? Sin? Salty? Anything, try
anything, Selina. The first words that spring to mind.”
“A spark.”
“What?”
“It was a spark… like an electrical spark from plugging something into an outlet, but
not a ‘shock.’ It was more… honey. There was something… sweet about it.”
She looked at Bruce, who hadn’t spoken.
“A spark is fire,” he noted. “Was it hot?”
“You’re being a bit literal, Bruce,” Jason answered, “I suspect—”
“No, he’s right,” Selina said, her brows knitted. “It was a fire—not hot—but it’s
burning somehow—not big open flames, not yet, but it’s… smoldering.”
Bruce studied her carefully, trying to lock into her description. “Like that spark
between a match and a matchbook, just before the match-tip catches fire?”
“I—yeah, something like that…” Selina agreed weakly. “No,” she said suddenly,
“More like ‘Firemen think they put out a fire, but there’s still something going on
inside the walls, buried in the insulation, that nobody is aware of. They all go home
thinking everything is fine, it bursts into flame overnight, tomorrow we find a big heap
of ash where the Chrysler Building used to be.”
“A spark, smoldering,” Jason repeated.
A loud ear-splitting KREEEEEEE of Black Canary’s Canary Cry erupted several
rooms away, followed by an unearthly crash and angry shouts.
The three of them ran back into the study just in time to see Hawkman pick up the
grandfather clock and bash Batman over the head with it.
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CHAPTER 3: KR E E E E
KREEEEEEE
The ear-splitting wail of Canary Cry echoed through Wayne Manor while Selina
marched calmly through the chaotic battle as if through holograms. She offered a light
fingertip wave to the chimera of a mind-controlled Martian Manhunter swinging
Superman into a headlock.
“Morning, Boys” she said sweetly.
A pink, fin-headed alien lifted Hawkman by the throat and yanked the wings from
his back in a single vicious stroke.
“My favorite part,” Selina noted. “Now cue the clock.”
As he had every 43 minutes since the anomalies began, Hawkman picked up the
grandfather clock and brought it crashing down onto Batman’s head. Batman
answered with a fierce uppercut… and Selina blew him a kiss.
“Big red robot,” she said, pointing, just before Red Tornado entered. “Superman,”
she added swinging her arm to point in the opposite direction just before Superman
charged to the spot. “And the tnuc,” Selina added, pointing upward just as Zatanna
materialized from above.
Selina gave her the finger before strolling through the gaping hole into the clock
passage and proceeding down to the cave.
“43 minutes,” she announced. “You can set your clock by it. At least you’ll be able
to once the clock resets itself for the next show.”
Batman didn’t turn from his workstation but Jason smiled politely.
“Good morning,” he said mildly. “I trust you slept well.”
“Yeah, ‘Kreee’ shaking the plaster off the walls every 43 minutes makes for a
wonderfully restful night. Not to mention who is doing the kree-ing and who she has
with her. You don’t imagine either of us would get a wink of sleep with… with them
running amok in this house.”
Jason made a sour face; Selina watched the back of Batman’s head.
“Have you had coffee?” she called softly.
“No.”
“I could make some,” she offered, “unless you’d prefer tea?”
There was no response, but Selina was unfazed. She walked up behind his chair and
turned it around to face her.
“Hi,” she said simply. “I called Alfred, I told to him take another week in Vermont.
He wants to know why and I couldn’t really figure out how to phrase it, so you’re on
your own for that one. Number is next to the phone in the kitchen. When you’re ready
to take a break from all this, go up and give him a call.”
Jason was amused to see the intensity of the Batman persona flicker a bit during her
speech.
“Anything new upstairs?” he asked.
“It’s all new,” she said. “Apart from the Justice League Rockettes doing their
kickline in the study every 43 minutes, all the rest of it seems like these random one161
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shots. I saw Dick around age 15 sneak into his room upstairs with a couple -ahemmagazines I doubt he was allowed to read at that age, and a costume party going on in
the Great Hall. You were Henry VIII, which I must say isn’t an ideal look for you, but I
made a stunning Catherine of Aragon, so we’ll assume that’s why you went along with
it. And, oh yes, Ivy—I’m not kidding, Queen Chlorophyll herself wearing little more
than a leaf and a smile—out on the patio. We will not discuss what she was doing out
there, other than to say it’s lucky for you that I know that’s an alternate universe.” She
broke into an exaggerated cheery smile. “So what’s happening down here?”
“For now, the dimensional anomalies seem confined to the house,” Batman noted
dryly. “Dr. Leiverman is checked in at the Hyatt and the Wayne Foundation has
provided him with an office in town, all the computer resources he’ll need, and Oracle
has established a shielded network so we can send him as much data as… as is
prudent. He says he’ll be available 24/7 for any kind of consultation until this is over.”
“24/7,” Selina noted. “He’s another one that doesn’t eat and sleep, I take it?”
“No scientist would sleep with something like this dangling in front of him,” Batman
told her. “He knows only a tenth of what’s really happening and he had tears in his
eyes: culmination of his life’s work, etc.”
“Okay,” Selina said with that distinct ‘humor and handle them’ expression. “That’s
Alfred, and Dr. Leiverman. Now how are you?”
“I’ve finally mapped out that scene looping in the study,” Batman answered
brusquely. “Still a fair amount of conjecture, since we can’t hear much of what’s being
said. And given the speed and violence of the battle playing out, it’s not easy to read
their lips. But the alien is called Despero; he obviously has mind control abilities and
he evidently took control of several leaguers at some point before the… the anomaly
that we’re seeing begins. He appears to have had Aquaman, Martian Manhunter, and
“me” to start with, picked up Black Canary and Green Lantern as he went along,
leaving Flash, Green Arrow, and Hawkman to fare as best they could—which isn’t
very well from the looks of it. Superman seems intent on protecting Alfred, who I’m
evidently trying to attack… Despero goes after Superman; Red Tornado intervenes.
Zatanna appears, freezes Despero, and uses magic to snap everyone out of it.”
“Fascinating,” Selina said, like she’d rather have heard Joker tell the octopus joke.
“From the body language and the remarks I was able to observe, I suspect this
League’s history isn’t very different from ours,” Batman said coldly.
“I see,” Selina murmured. Then in an obvious attempt to change the subject, she
turned to Jason. “Ettie have any input on this?”
“Etrigan has not spoken since his outburst yesterday when the two of you looked
into the water. He’s gone quiet before and it’s usually bad news, but this feels very
different. This is… When an animal is sick or injured, it retreats from the world, an
instinct to hide itself lest it appear weak before predators.”
“You’re saying Etrigan is hiding under the bed like a puppy with a warm nose?”
“Not a perfect analogy, perhaps,” Jason admitted. “All I can say is it doesn’t feel like
one of his conniving silences. I believe something is… very, very wrong.”
Batman touched several controls on the workstation and a large hologram of the
manor floorplan appeared in the center of the cave. He took a light pen and marked off
the upstairs hallway leading to the bedrooms and the Great Hall. Then he turned to
Selina.
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“Where did you say Ivy appeared?” he asked casually.
“North corner of the patio,” she answered just as calmly. “We’re charting the
dimension leaks,” she told Jason sweetly. “When reality bubbles are popping all
around you, you’ve got to do something to stay grounded, and we’re doing this.”
“Can we be so sure these are dimensional variations and not temporal ones?” Jason
asked, trying to get into the nonchalant spirit of the conversation.
“Yes, we can,” Selina said firmly. She turned away, rather less casually, and joined
Batman at the hologram. She pointed to a glowing mark on the grid, indicating (Jason
surmised) the apparition of a costume party in the Great Hall. She said something
softly, and Batman tapped a small palm console with a stylus. A time notation
appeared next to the glowing point on the hologram. They repeated this exercise for
the patio and the upstairs hallway.
Jason cleared his throat, prepared to try again.
“What I meant was that the first of these ‘visions’ to manifest was the final
confrontation between Azrael and Batman, which really occurred in our reality, didn’t
it Bruce, in just the way you saw?”
“Jason, for pity’s sake!” Selina exclaimed, wheeling on him like a charging wildcat,
“Did you not see that goggled, flat chested insult to all things Catwoman straight out of
the pages of the Gotham fucking Post standing in the study every 43 minutes?”
Batman gave the console a final tap and turned silently back to his workstation,
absorbing himself in the graphs on the screen. Jason Blood, he reflected, might be an
immortal with the experience of a dozen lifetimes under his belt, he might have seen
nether realms and possess magical sensitivities that could foresee a man’s destiny or
penetrate secret identities—but never had the limitations of “special powers” been
clearer if, for all those advantages, he didn’t know better than to pull that particular
cat’s tail.
Neither Bruce nor Batman had mentioned the “goggle-cat” in the Justice League
scene since the apparition’s first appearance. It had been the elephant in the room all
night with Selina, every time Black Canary’s KREE signaled the scene was repeating
again in the study. Bruce knew better than to introduce any subject that could lead up
to it, and his strategist’s brain had quickly mapped out all topics that could lead to that
unwanted destination. He could guess how the prospect of any Catwoman anywhere
resembling, even superficially, the Gotham Post’s depiction of her would antagonize
Selina to the point of… to the point of… Well, that was the troubling question, wasn’t
it…
“Jason,” Selina was saying testily, “It may, in fact, be a matter of time until
Hawkman hits Bruce with a clock, but short hair, zip-up biker chick catsuit and
goggles ARE NOT NEGOTIABLE! It’s not just how they look—although they look
terrible (and look at me, Jason, am I going to mess with a look that can rock Batman
back on his heels?)—It’s what they MEAN! They’re that guttertrash East End whore,
and if you think for one minute that I—”
“I’m going to call Alfred,” Batman announced quietly, while Jason slid his hands
into his pockets and patiently waited out the storm. Bruce removed his cowl, ran his
fingers through his hair, and walked thoughtfully to the kitchen.
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…When it was just pixels on a page, nothing more than the blatant lies of a
supermarket tabloid, Selina had been moved to overturn her life and interrupt her
career as Catwoman in order to stand on a stage and make the truth known. Now it
was a life-size three-dimensional image. But not flesh and blood, Bruce quickly noted.
He was acutely aware that, whatever these apparitions seemed to be, whatever he
theorized about them as alternate realities, they could be nothing more than illusions
created to manipulate them. It could all be nothing more than a shadowplay designed
to provoke a response.
The possibilities with respect to Selina were truly… frightening. Ra’s said she was
the heart of the coming apocalypse. Jason said it. And Etrigan said it. What if…
“Practical,” Selina spat, coming up behind him, continuing some dialogue all her
own. “Stupidest goddamn thing I ever heard, what does a man with two-tone hair—
never wore a catsuit a day in his life—know about practical, hmm? You want to talk
practical, Handsome, lose the cape! Kittlemeier’s been on you about it since he saw
that movie.”
Bruce watched her affectionately as she stormed around the kitchen pulling tins
from the cupboard and slamming a teapot down on the counter, all the while
muttering about the “impractical” lengths women go to with mascara, curling irons,
and leg wax. Reality was melting all around them, Existence itself threatening to
implode, and she was ranting about her costume.
“Maybe you really are the apocalypse,” he said quietly.

∞ Wayne Manor, Mundus Alius 3
It was fifteen years since Thomas Wayne Jr. had wrested control of the Wayne
fortune from his father, and twelve since he’d ejected the miserable old coot from the
manor. So how in the name of a Manus Masked Owl did Alfred Pennyworth get back
inside the house?
Pennyworth. That repulsive sycophant that had to “stay with the senior Mr. Wayne”
even when Tommy Jr. offered to triple his salary. Of course, he’d only wanted
Pennyworth to stay in order to deprive his father of that last retainer.
But Pennyworth wouldn’t hear of it. Tommy knew that must mean he had dirt on
Wayne Sr. that made employment there more profitable. And Tommy wanted that
dirt—but when bribery failed, and a few go-rounds with the business end of a lit cigar
on that gnarled liver-spotted hand failed to produce anything useful, Tommy gave the
old man a broken wrist to remember him by and sent him on his way.
So how—how was it possible that he’d just seen Alfred fucking Pennyworth walk
down the hall and into the kitchen? Since then, there hadn’t been any sign of the old
snake, but Tommy would find him if he had to tear the house apart piece by piece.

∞ Wayne Manor, Here and Now
Bruce sipped his tea and looked suspiciously at Selina.
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“How did you make this?” he asked while she loaded the pot, milk, sugar, and
Jason’s mug onto a tray to bring down to the cave. She smiled secretly, but didn’t
respond to his question.
“Selina,” he repeated, “That’s Alfred’s tea exactly. How did you make this?”
“Hot water and tea, how else?” she said, starting for the elevator in Alfred’s pantry.
Bruce’s determination to learn the answer was evident by the sudden, perceptible
density shift—followed by the Bat-voice.
“There are only four tins of tea in this kitchen,” he said, following her to the
elevator. “I’ve tried them all, nothing tastes like this. Dick’s tried to make it; Barbara’s
tried. I think once Leslie tried. It never comes out like this. Selina, I’m going to ask
you one more time, and you’re going to tell me. How did you make this?”
˜˜Alfred taught her when the girl Stephanie-Spoiler came to my realm.˜˜
The words sounded in Bruce’s mind, an eerie but familiar mind-voice.
“Did you hear that?” Selina asked, growing pale.
˜˜Leave us, Dark Mortal.˜˜
“I know that voice,” Selina said, turning towards a clammy patch of cold she felt
stirring at her right arm. The cold congealed into a whitish mist; split into two parts,
half white and half black; and then solidified further into the body of a woman. Half of
her face was lovely; half ugly and misshapen. From her waist up, her skin was pink
and alive, while her waist down was dead and rotting.
“Hella,” Selina greeted the figure with a sickly smile, “Bruce, you remember Hella,
goddess of the underworld, daughter of Loki, girlfriend of that big demon-ugly that
took over Robinson Park last year, turned everybody into Berserkers and tried to bring
on Ragnarok.”
˜˜Janus and I are no longer together,˜˜ the mind-voice announced, regal but somewhat
defensive. ˜˜He has departed the Fifth Circle and elected to go ‘on walkabout’ in the infinite
void. No one misses him. He was a minor god—of doorways, and the mortal cults which
worshipped him passed long ago into the ether.˜˜
She turned to Bruce sharply.
˜˜I told thee to leave us, Dark Mortal. And thy opinion of Janus’s motive for leaving the
Netherworld thou may keepest to thyself. I would speak to the sister in private. If it will induce
thee to leave us alone, thou may converse with thy parents, who wait for thee beyond that door.˜˜
“I will not leave you alone with her,” Bruce growled, stepping between Hella and
Selina. “And I will not believe that anything you conjure is my parents. It might look
like them, sound like them, but—”
KREEEEEEE
“Oh good, that’s just what was needed,” Selina muttered.
Hella turned towards the sound of the piercing Canary Cry, and walked, fascinated,
towards it. Bruce and Selina looked at each other, then followed. They reached the
study just as Zatanna made her entrance and froze the finheaded alien attacking
Superman.
“-POTS! Eugael ekaw pu!” she cried.
˜˜Behold, Sister. Behold, Dark Mortal. Behold the cancer, the Mother of Oblivion, the heir of
that which should not be and so will not be. Your fault, Empty One. Your magick. You would
not be content with rabbit and dove, you would not be content with illusion. ‘The Great’ ‘The
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Amazing’ ‘The Master of Illusion’—You would not be content. You had to know true magick.
Edging your way to the center of the invisible labyrinth, was it worth it, Empty One? Talking
backwards, you could not go back. Such power without cost. Knew you what cancer you
brought into being? Knew you what this, your true child, would bring forth in the hands of
your blood child?˜˜
A man with white hair suddenly stood beside her, in the white tie and tails of an oldfashioned stage magician. His right hand was stained with blood, his left held a tophat
with the bloody carcass of a white rabbit resting inside. Selina shrank back from the
image.
“That’s the man from the posters in Zatanna’s apartment,” she whispered to Bruce.
“Her father? Zatara?”
Bruce nodded, and Zatara turned to both of them and offered a slight nod that was
almost a bow.
“You can see us,” Bruce noted. “None of the others have.”
“I am not like others,” he said. “I am not like any other. I am—I was, like you. I am
of your world, and I was born, like you, to live and die a man and hold no sway over
the powers of the cosmos. I was an Illusionist, but I wanted, like all who deal in smoke
and mirrors, to believe there was something more. I married a woman born of
mystics. Her people were all magic-folk, they toiled for their powers, they crafted it
over generations, it was—she was—quite… beautiful. And I was seduced.
“I could not live content in a world where such powers existed when I had none but
the cheap trickery of stagecraft. So I found my way to the maze, to the hollow at the
center of all. There I found the power I craved. And it was Empty. It was ash in my
mouth, talking backwards. But there was no returning, no way back. Talking
backwards, walking backwards, there was no way to go back. So I hid in illusion and
the cheap trickery of stagecraft once more. Strings and sleight of hand.” He turned to
Hella before adding “And then death.”
“Okay,” Selina said calmly. “Couple questions. First, while that was all very poetic,
is there a reason none of you people can ever come right out with a nice
straightforward explanation? Just up and announce ‘They’ve got priceless cat icons in
the vault at Sotheby’s, I’m going after them tonight, stop me if you can?’”
Zatara looked at her with a sadly amused smile, then at his daughter who he
watched intently as he spoke.
“Can one ever tell a headstrong young woman something she doesn’t want to hear?”
he said. “I’ve said as much as I dare, Selina Kyle. What I have wrought is my own
burden.”
“Well that’s useful,” Selina said acidly. “Hella, your turn. Why me? Why bring this
whole magical mess to me, hmm? Do I look like Harry Potter to any of you?”
“I came here, Sister, because it is the place to be. I brought the Empty One because
he is under geas to speak, that the spark which smolders be put out before it bursts into
flame that consumes all. The Music of the Universe will not be silenced.”
The room darkened perceptibly, and a spotlight from nowhere fell on Zatara.
“The Fire of the Berliani comes again,” he said. “won sdne arataz.”
Blackness fell like a tarp over the study, there was a clap of thunder, a flash of
lightning, and when normal lighting returned, Bruce and Selina were alone—until an
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eight-year-old boy that looked very much like Bruce came running through the room
with a deerstalker cap and a magnifying glass.
“Come Watson,” the boy called, “The game’s afoot. The Hound of the Baskervilles
awaits us!”
He ran out, and again Bruce and Selina were alone.
“Well,” she said after a long moment, “If we live through this, Eddie’s going to have
his work cut out for him. This is going to be hard to top.”

∞ Wayne Manor, Mundus Alius 3
Tommy Wayne still hadn’t worked out how Alfred Pennyworth got into his house.
He still hadn’t found where Pennyworth was hiding. But he’d uncovered the first clue
as to what the limey scum was up to on his father’s behalf…
His father, the sniveling rat-bastard coward. It was Thomas Wayne Sr. who was
responsible for Bruce and his mother being killed in that alley. Tommy had a hunch
he’d engineered it: give her a fat strand of pearls, lead her right to the gunman and be
done with her—maybe score some insurance and move on to fresher meat. And Bruce,
his little brother Bruce, must’ve got in the way. But even if his father hadn’t
engineered the murders, he never ate a bullet. Tommy knew the only way his father
could have survived that encounter was by striking some cowardly bargain with the
gunman. He’d vowed to take down that monster, and that vow gave birth to
Owlman. As Owlman, he’d come into contact with beings of incredible power—
incredible power and no more brains than dirt. Ultraman was easier to maneuver than
a trained spaniel; Superwoman could be kept in line with a good fuck every few weeks;
Power Ring was just smart enough to see who was really running things and he kissed
ass accordingly; and Johnny Quick was helplessly bound to whoever could provide his
next fix.
In controlling those four, Owlman controlled the world—which was gratifying, but it
had taken time away from his vendetta against his father. He’d let the old bastard live
too long, and now look at the result: his flunky Pennyworth roaming free in the
house. His flunky Pennyworth freeing Selina.
Tommy had just seen her walking into the morning room just as casually as
Pennyworth himself had gone into the kitchen earlier.
Selina. In the MANOR. It was obscene. Downright kinky, in fact. So kinky Tommy
was sorry he hadn’t thought of it himself—but not like this. Her place was in the cave,
on her leash, with just enough chain to reach the gym to keep herself fit and pretty, to
reach the bar to pour his drinks when he returned from patrol, and to reach the niche
under his workstation to… entertain him while he logged the night’s plunder.
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KREEEEEEE
Jason and Bruce remained impassive as the echo of distant canary cry reached the
Batcave. Selina looked hatefully towards the clock passage and made a scratching
motion, then returned her attention to the meeting.
“The Berliani,” Jason said anxiously. “You’re certain he said The Berliani?”
“The Fire of the Berliani comes again,” Batman quoted. “That’s what Zatara’s ‘ghost’
said right before he incanted himself out of existence. What does it mean?”
“It means our situation is very dire,” Jason answered.
“We knew that,” Batman said coldly. “Anything more specific?”
“I’m afraid not, not until I can do some research. I recognize the name, it’s… a very
obscure legend among magic-users. I don’t recall the details.” He closed his eyes with
a pained expression. “And I trust it is not Etrigan keeping me from remembering. He
is still very quiet. It is most disconcerting.”
“I’m more interested in what Hella said,” Batman noted brusquely, reopening
several screens on the workstation. “She used the same phrases as Selina when you
asked what she saw in the water: a spark smoldering that will become a flame—and
evidently burn up most, if not all, of existence. And then she said ‘the music of the
universe won’t be silenced.’ Remember what Dr. Leiverman said about string theory,
that there was an ancient Hindu sect that believed almost the same things that string
theory is based on? The entire universe is sound, vibrating filaments of sound. That’s
why all the chanting, by the way, to tie into the primal sound of the universe.”
“Y-yes,” Jason said uncertainly, as if sensing a trap.
Batman pointed to the largest screen looming over the cave, which displayed a
perfect sine wave.
“That’s what sound looks like: waves. Sound waves. A pure tone is a perfect sine
wave.” He pressed a button and a low, steady tone played on the right desktop
speaker.
“This is the same tone 180-degrees out of phase,” Batman said, bringing up a second
wave displayed immediately beneath it. He pressed a series of buttons and the right
speaker turned off, then the same tone emanated from the left speaker.
“The tone is the same because it’s the same frequency, but this is 180-degrees out of
phase.”
Another series of buttons and both speakers played. The effect was strange, Jason
noted, like someone was repeatedly covering and uncovering his ears at opposite
intervals and at a high rate of speed. He actually had to grab the back of the chair to
steady his balance for a moment as his equilibrium shifted.
“Waves are mathematical, zero sum. Add opposites together, they cancel each other
out.”
Batman took a speaker in each hand, brought them close together, sitting them only
inches apart on the desk, and turned them to face each other. The sound volume
dropped to nothing.
After a moment, Batman pulled the speakers apart again and turned off the tones.
“The ‘music’ of the universe won’t be silenced?” he graveled. “If Leiverman is right,
if everything that exists, energy and matter, is all vibrating strings—and magic is a way
of changing their vibrations… Jason, think about it, alternate dimensions bleeding in all
over this house. What if two of them, two magic-users, reached out at exactly the same
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time in exactly the same way to change a given string’s vibration—and that is the
result!” He pointed at the main screen as the two waves merged into a single flat line.
“There’s your spark—they stopped a string from vibrating—to use the Hindu
analogy, they silenced the music of existence in one spot, -spark-,” He snapped his
fingers. “And now it’s… smoldering, literally smoldering in the fabric of space-time,
one stilled String, slowing or stopping others around it. Little patches of instability
popping up at random, but eventually…”
“An inferno,” Jason said grimly. “An inferno of… negation? Silencing the music of
being.”
Neither man said anything more, and after a few seconds, it occurred to Batman that
Selina hadn’t made any contribution to the conversation. He looked over, and she had
performed that maneuver only she could: curling into a feline ball, a seemingly
impossible feat in the Batcave chairs, and falling asleep.
He jerked his head sharply to the side, signaling Jason to follow him across the cave.
“Let her be,” he said in a hushed whisper. “She hasn’t slept in two nights, between
the anomalies last night and Joker the night before.”
Jason hid his amusement that, of course, Batman knew Selina’s secret about not
sleeping while he was out battling Joker. Instead, he returned to the more pressing
issue, matching Batman in the quiet intensity of his whisper.
“Let’s say you’re correct, two or more magic users trying to ‘affect’ the same strings
at the same moment. Since Wayne Manor seems to be the heart of the cosmic
disturbance, can we assume the seeing ritual I began with Selina is one of those
‘inciting incidents?’”
“No,” Batman said definitely. “You hadn’t even started it, Jason.”
“Selina was involved, Bruce. And Selina is the heart of this.”
“She didn’t do anything!” Batman hissed emphatically.
“She hates Zatanna,” Jason said simply.
“Jason, between us, if that was enough to start an apocalypse, we’d be on cosmic
annihilation thirty-five since January.”
Jason looked across the cave to the chair where Selina slept, then turned back to
Batman.
“She looked into the water and screamed,” he said. “Etrigan looked into the water
and screamed and hasn’t been heard from since. Bruce… I really think that ceremony
is the key.”
“IF you’re right, then what? If that ceremony is the key, and if this whole crisis
really is multiple dimensions magically accessing the same strings, then which are
they, how do we find them? What did we touch?”
“I don’t know. I truly don’t know.” Again he turned and watched Selina sleep.
“But she may.”
“Let her have her catnap,” Batman instructed.
Rather than press, Jason smiled.
“Bruce, she’s not really a cat.”
Batman too had turned to watch her sleep, and his lip twitched markedly at this
comment.
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“Isn’t she? Look at that, grabbing ten minutes wherever she can. Jason, I’ve known
that woman for a very long time, and there’s more to it than a name to rob jewelry
stores by. She is a cat-woman in so many ways. I don’t claim to understand it, but—
Jason?”
Jason Blood’s face had gone deathly pale.
“That—” he sputtered, then swallowed. “That possibility had not occurred to me.
That— Bruce, no, she’s an ordinary woman. She couldn’t— If—”
Jason felt his heart pounding in his ears as it hadn’t for decades. Selina Kyle was an
absolute cocktail of contradictions. Dark circles and such tired eyes that morning,
unable to sleep because Batman had been out late battling the Joker. Reference the fact
that she began as Batman’s enemy, and she wouldn’t blush. Not so much as an
awkward glance or a discomfited pause would answer you—a naughty grin was the
most likely response. Now she was his wife in all but name, but the slightest hint at
that obvious reality would bring embarrassed denials, angry hissing, and probably a
lifetime exile from the Wayne dinner table and the pleasures of Leg of Lamb a la
Pennyworth.
“Spit it out, Jason. What are you trying to say?”
“Cats are unique in the magic world, Bruce. They’re the exception to every rule.
Their ‘essence’ is a mystery, and they defy any means of classification necessary to
make the magicks run true. Trying to hex one can bring about the most unpredictable
reversals. The powers of a black cat potion are the most difficult to call or control… I, I
shudder to think what magic performed on a ‘purple cat’ might—”
“DON’T say what I think you’re about to say, Jason. Don’t even think it.”
“Infinite dimensions, Bruce. Think about it: Zatara was named as the source of a
cancer. Zatara’s magic living on in Zatanna, who we know has abused her powers in at
least one reality. If any Zatanna anywhere in any dimension tried to cast a spell on
Selina—”
Batman’s fist pulled back in a blinding blur and stopped short within inches of
Jason’s jaw. Through the eyeslits of the mask, Jason saw the same lifeless, isolated
emptiness he’d seen on Bruce as he watched Selina take her seat at the ritual table.
“I see you already have thought about it,” Jason said shrewdly.
Batman turned on his heel and left the cave.
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CHAPTER 4: HERE AND NOW
Jason Blood stood in the Batcave, wondering what had possessed him. They were all
standing on the brink of apocalypse. Bruce and Selina were not only his allies in trying
to reverse this calamity; they were somehow inextricably connected to it. And he
had… assaulted Bruce in the clumsiest, cruelest, most senseless manner possible.
“Nice going,” Selina said coldly.
Jason looked at her, ashamed.
“How long have you been awake?” he asked—although the accusation in her eyes
made the question something of a formality.
“I heard enough,” she said. “He almost hit me like that once. Was a vault. Cat
icons. I had made a joke that it wasn’t really stealing, it was more like practical
socialism. He almost hit me—like he did you just now, and he stopped himself—just
like with you. Thing is, Jason, that night was the first time I truly saw the real man
under that mask. He can be hurt so easily. For Christ’s sake, Jason, you were a knight
once. You think all that armor is decorative?”
“I apologize,” he said sincerely.
Selina took a deep breath, and watched a cluster of bats hanging on a stalactite.
“Jason,” she said finally, “when he did hit you that day in the morning room, I’ve
only seen him like that twice before: The first time was Hell Month when Nightwing
was missing, the prospect of losing someone else that he loved to a criminal… and the
second time was the mindwipe, the day Superman told us what he knew, the details,
about the magic mindwipe.”
Jason smiled sadly.
“So that day in the morning room, my bringing you as the woman he loves into
contact with magic…”
“Not your best move,” she agreed. Then she paused, seeming to work herself up
before continuing. “Jason, maybe it’s not me at the heart of all this. Maybe it’s him. If
he thought—what was the phrase you used before—if any Bruce anywhere, in any
dimension, thought somebody had used magic on me…”
“…”
“…”
“Say it, Selina, you know him better than anyone. What then? What might he do?”
“What did he do the last time?” she said dully. “When crime took what he loved, he
made war on it like nothing has ever been made war on. His mind and his body, his
life and his fortune, all dedicated to wiping out this supremely unacceptable thing. If
he thinks… If any Bruce that’s anything like ours thought Zatanna used magic against
me, then I’d say cosmic force or no, it’s going down.”
“…”
“…”
“I notice you’re no longer wearing the moonstone,” Jason said cautiously. “It is a
very beautiful jewel he gave you to wear in its place… Selina, if we’re correct—and I
freely admit before I say more that I have absolutely no idea how we could ‘test this
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hypothesis,’ (to use the terminology of the laboratory that would give Bruce such
satisfaction)… But if we are correct, then it’s going to be up to you to enter these
alternate dimensions, find these alternate reality Bruce Waynes, and… somehow… talk
them out of this ritual/experiment/what-have-you before it can begin.”
“Jason, there are roughly six hundred things wrong with that statement, but the
simplest one to mention is that the study upstairs goes KREEE every 43 minutes. It’s
already happening; whatever those Bruces did, it’s done. The spark is smoldering;
how can I possibly talk him out of something that’s already happened?”
Jason shook his head impatiently.
“You’re thinking in terms of linear time: the past occurs before the present which
occurs before the future. This is quite different. This is infinity we’re dealing with,
Selina. And Infinity has nothing to do with time. Infinity is that dimension of here and
now which thinking in ‘time’ cuts out. This is it, if it doesn’t exist in the here and now,
it doesn’t exist. And the experience of Infinity right here and now is the function of
life.”
Selina sighed wearily.
“Infinity, hmm? You know Jason, all I did was kiss a man in a mask.”
“That’s hardly all you did, Selina. You’re the only happiness he’s had in his adult
life. And he is an extraordinary—and an extraordinarily dangerous—man. There is,
perhaps, a more deeply profound responsibility in having made Bruce Wayne happy
than there is in summoning the magical forces as Zatanna has done.”
A hard, cold look fixed itself on the tip of Jason Blood’s nose.
“Jason,” she said finally—in that charged ‘Catwoman’ voice she seldom used with
him since their earliest meetings. “Before we go any further, I’d like you to go upstairs
and wait for me in the kitchen for a while.”

Selina knew what had to be done. The two theories made sense: Identical magic
from multiple dimensions touching the same point had stilled the strings, and Bruce
himself was the instigator once he got the idea Zatanna had used magic to change her.
It made sense. It fit the facts (if crazy portents and the nightmares of a snarky
demonologist could be called facts), and it fit Bruce—dear, wonderful, obsessive,
crusading, cat-loving, magic-hating Bruce.
Selina knew what had to be done. She knew in her heart that the theories were right,
and that meant Jason was right, too. It was up to her to go into those alternate
dimensions and fix this. And that meant Bruce had to be told.
That was the “had to be done” that she knew but couldn’t quite stomach. She knew
it was necessary, but the prospect of dimension hopping into the land of goggle-cats
and Poison Ivy lurking on the Wayne Manor patio was a lot easier to face than walking
up to Bruce and saying “Look Handsome, about this Zatanna-zoinked-the-kitty idea
you’re got up your ass…”
But it had to be done. It had to. It had to.
She would just go into the study and say “Bruce, …”
…
She would go into the study, and Bruce would be there and she’d say… she’d say…
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…
The study. Portrait of the Waynes above the fireplace, first edition of Crime and
Punishment on the wrought iron bookstand on the table, teak and mahogany desk,
silver inkwell (Schofield, circa 1790), leather blotterpad, photo of the Waynes in a silver
picture frame (Storr, circa 1830), Faberge box, grandfather clock—and Bruce. “Bruce,
…”
This was ridiculous. Long before he was Bruce to her, he was Batman. And she had
never, NEVER in a thousand rooftops, alleys, or vaults filled with Schofield inkwells
and Storr picture frames had to rehearse before talking to Batman. She’d just go
marching into that study, open her mouth, and the words would come out. Meow.
She walked in the door. Bruce turned. Their eyes met—Batman’s eyes, but the guy
inside Batman too, the guy from the vault that night, “I don’t look at it as stealing as
much as observing practical socialism,” a slap she never would have seen coming, a
gloved arm materialized at her cheek, and then those eyes… Not Batman. A real
person, a man whose wants and needs always came last, a man so used to being in
pain he’d forgotten there was any other way to be… “It would seem the ‘accept the
relationship for what it is’ scenario isn’t entirely workable.” “No,” came the whispered
reply. Then that kiss…
It had to be done. It had to be said. Bruce, about this Zatanna-zoinked-the-kitty idea
you’re got…
“Ivy on the patio,” she blurted, “Remember Poison Ivy on the patio earlier? There’s
a semi-interesting sequel going on in the dining room. You, with seriously too-short
1940s hair, were most definitely greened and um, it looks like me in an interesting but
properly purple and ungoggled outfit—with a tail—kicking her ass.”
Bruce grunted.
“I’ll note it later,” he graveled. “I want to catch this next repetition of the persistent
anomaly.”
And Selina retreated into herself. Ivy in the dining room, how completely fucking
irrelevant. What was wrong with her? Bruce, we need to talk about Zatanna, that’s
what she was supposed to have said.
So what the hell happened? How could she freeze up like that? It was just Bruce.
Cat pins Bruce. Banned from the kitchen because he tried to make a sandwich once
and didn’t know the lettuce and the lunchmeat had special drawers Bruce. Bruce that
watched the tape of Ra’s al Ghul on the View no fewer than sixty-three times, Bruce
that wanted her to bring her pet tiger to Bludhaven as a nine hundred-pound
bodyguard…
KREEEEEEE
…Here we go again, Selina thought. Martian Manhunter—Superman—headlock…
of course.
Of course.
If he really was considering the possibility that Zatanna had changed her, then of
course Bruce would want to investigate this scene more closely. Almost the full Dr.
Light contingent was present… except for Flash who looked like their Flash, Wally,
and not the original… and Atom didn’t seem to be involved, although you could never
be sure with a guy who could shrink down that small.
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Pink fin-head alien pulled the wings from Hawkman’s back…
Bruce, we need to talk about Zatanna, that’s what she needed to say.
“Bruce,” Selina began firmly. He turned, and this time Selina carefully avoided his
eyes. She took a breath, opened her mouth, and said “… —Didn’t Despero’s fin used
to go the other way?”
Bruce glanced back at the apparition and grunted.
“Yes, used to be front to back when the anomalies began, now it’s side to side.”
“It’s not an improvement,” Selina noted.
“No.”
“-POTS! Eugael ekaw pu!” Zatanna called, freezing Despero and waking the
controlled Leaguers.
Selina raised a contemptuous eyebrow—then her peripheral vision noticed that
Bruce wasn’t watching Zatanna. His eyes were locked on her. She turned and met his
gaze levelly, and he seemed to hesitate before speaking, just as she had done earlier.
“Zatanna hasn’t been as audible or as present since that one time when Zatara was
here. It must have been the proximity of his magic that pulled her more solidly into
this reality.”
Selina smiled sadly. She knew that wasn’t what he’d wanted to say any more than
she wanted to talk about Despero’s fin.
“None of them are supposed to be here,” Bruce continued, returning his attention to
the scene and taking notes on a small handheld device. “I presume that’s why their
ability to affect this reality is so limited and unstable…”
‘The denial twins,’ Dick once called them. The phrase had never seemed quite so
apt.
“…Like Azrael’s shuriken in the Turner and Hawkman with the clock, solid one
moment and then, just like that, it’s as if it never happened… Canary’s cry is audible
but not debilitating… The other speech comes and goes…”
“I’m going to have to be the one to fix this,” Selina said finally, ignoring the reason
why and confident he would do the same.
He froze for a moment, then turned to stare directly at her. A cold silence passed
between them for a few agonizing seconds, and then he finally spoke.
“No.”
Almost immediately, he turned back to the half-visible Leaguers and his notes.
“Absolutely not,” he added quietly, almost as if she was gone and he was merely
adding a note to his own records.
Selina took a deep breath and tried again.
“I’m going to have to be the one to fix this—” she began as if the first exchange had
never occurred.
“No,” he repeated.
“—Going into as many dimensions as it takes to find the triggers and stop it,” she
concluded, ignoring the interruption.
“No. Didn’t you hear me, I said no,” he repeated, turning toward her again and
replacing the handheld device in his belt.
“As a matter of fact, I did hear you,” she answered sweetly, “and what a novel and
unexpected surprise the kneejerk ‘no’ turned out to be—from you! ‘No, grunt,
absolutely not.’ Who’d have thought it. But I wasn’t asking, Bruce, I’m—”
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“Asking or not, there is no way I’m going to let you—”
“Let me?” she interrupted. “Let? Me? I thought we retired that one with the blue
cape, but let’s review, shall we: You don’t ‘let’ me do anything, Stud. I’m not asking
your permission or your blessing, I am telling you—”
“Absolutely—.”
“—that I’m—”
“—NOT!”
“—GOING!”
At that moment, the image of an alternate reality Alfred entered the scene as he did
every 43 minutes, and instinctively Bruce and Selina suspended the argument with his
arrival. The silence held for a beat until they each realized what they had done,
reacting to a mere chimera from another dimension. It held a beat longer as confusion
gave way to embarrassment. After a moment, Selina resumed in calmer tones.
“I have to. If I’m the heart of it—”
“If you’re the heart of it,” Bruce cut in, calmer but just as insistent as before, “then
sending you is like shoving a match into a gas can to see if it’s empty. First of all, we
don’t know that going from one dimension to another is the answer. And secondly, if
that is the solution, then I’ll be the one to go. I’m more experienced with dimensional
travel, I’ve dealt with things like this before—”
“Bruce. Don’t. Just don’t, okay? It has to be me, you know that.”
“…”
He stared.
“…”
She stared.
Then, finally…
“I know no such thing,” he growled.
“You’re supposed to be the rational one,” she pointed out with a brave attempt at a
naughty grin. “You go all emotional about this and make me be the rational one, while
reality is unraveling to start with, it’s all going to go completely kerfluey and it’s all
your fault.”
The last four words hung in the air as the chimera of an alternate reality Batman
called to the chimera of a goggled Catwoman as she turned her back on the Leaguers
and left the manor in disgust.
“I have to be the one to go,” Selina repeated in the here and now.
“Jason put you up to this, didn’t he?” Bruce finally responded.
Selina laughed. Despite the strain of the circumstances, she loved the way his mind
worked, and her grin became markedly less naughty and less forced at that
quintessential bit of Battitude.
“We’re short on time here,” she pointed out seriously. “We needed a plan and now
we have one… I have to be the one to go.”
The alternate reality Hawkman picked his severed wings off the floor and joined the
procession of somber Leaguers heading for the door. At the doorway, he stopped as he
never had before, and shivered…
˜˜Soon, He-Valkyrie.˜˜ the mind-voice whispered. ˜˜Thou will join me soon enough.˜˜
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Then a large yellow shape stepped through Hawkman as if he were nothing more
than a projection, and Etrigan stood arm in arm with Hella where the last of the Justice
League had been.
Custom old and custom wise
Says the days before war are spent ‘tween ladies’ thighs.
Tis the way for men and for demons too,
Uncertainty and strife mean it’s time for a screw.
˜˜I am beholden to you, Sister.˜˜ Hella added—the mind voice dreamier and more
fulfilled than it sounded previously. ˜˜It was good of thee to send Etrigan’s keeper to me in
the kitchen.˜˜
Bruce glared at Selina with Batman’s rooftop severity.
“You didn’t,” he graveled.
“Oh, don’t give me that,” she challenged him. “You were ready to punch him out;
all I did was ask him to wait in the kitchen.”
”You really are the apocalypse,” Bruce noted, and Selina stuck out her tongue at him.
“I’m inclined to agree,” a polished British voice said dryly.
Everyone turned to see… the impossible: Jason Blood standing in the doorway,
glaring hatefully at Etrigan. Etrigan returned the glare with equal hate. And after a
tense moment, Whiskers, Nutmeg, and a third cat nobody had ever seen before trotted
blithely into the room.

Selina had followed the new cat into the drawing room, where it settled on a
window seat and stared intently at the front lawn.
For as often as she called Bruce a jackass, it had been a very long time since she’d
really considered him limited in his thinking. But then, it had been quite a long time
since she’d been stymied by the obstinate and ridiculous tunnel vision of a
crimefighter.
As far as she was concerned, there were quite enough mind-bending hypotheses
already on the table to go asking for more: strings vibrating, magic changing the way
strings vibrated, alternate dimension magic users going for the same string at the same
time, shutting it off, and sparking off a cosmic instability that leaked some kind of
alternate reality Poison Ivy into existence to sit at the head of the table in the Wayne
Manor dining room with her fucking foliage crawling all over Bruce—An eight year
old Bruce, who was quite simply the cutest miniature person to ever exist, running
through the room playing Sherlock Holmes—the Mindwipe Repertory Theatre
KREEing into the study every 43 minutes to perform their little rendition of Six
Superheroes in Search of a Conscience—And now, Jason Blood and Etrigan were both in
the room at the same time.
The last one didn’t seem like that a big deal to Selina, not with an AU Green Lantern
out on the lawn making an energy platform to transport non-flying AU Justice
Leaguers the hell off of Wayne property. But Bruce wasn’t about to proceed with
anything until he got an explanation.
So they were at it again, theorizing: Because of the cosmic instability, anything that
exists was now at risk of unexisting, including magic. The bond between Jason and
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Etrigan was woven by Merlin’s magic, and something nullified it, perhaps only for a
moment, but once the bond was broken… Jason suspected the something was
connected to the seeing ritual, for it was just after that when Etrigan went quiet. Bruce
said Jason was obsessing on the seeing ritual. Etrigan was speculating in verse. Hella
was humming to herself in the mindvoice. None of the others seemed aware of it, either
because the testosterone was running that thick or, more likely, because Hella only
wanted to share her post-coital contentment with “the sister.”
It was all too ridiculous as far as Selina was concerned, and she had left them to their
speculating and gone off on her own to investigate the mystery cat. It was a beautiful
black ASH with stunning yellow eyes. Because it had no solid form, Selina knew she
couldn’t pick it up to get a better look, so she had to crawl on the floor and contort. She
could see it had a collar—blue—and a nametag. TSON was all that was visible, until
the cat turned sharply in response to some phantom sound from its own world that
Selina could not hear. With the turn, the full name became visible, and Selina couldn’t
control the sudden purr welling in her throat.
Watson.
The cat’s name was Watson.

Bruce Wayne was the only mortal on any plane of existence who would lecture a
demon of hell and a goddess of the underworld. But he wanted both Hella and Etrigan
to understand—and to verbally confirm that they understood—what using a
speakerphone meant: Lionel Leiverman would be able to hear anything said in the
room. That meant he could speak, Selina could speak and Jason Blood could speak;
and that was it. No rhyming verse from Etrigan, no thees and thous from Hella—and
no mind voice either, even though Leiverman probably wouldn’t hear it. None of them
needed that unnerving distraction on top of everything else.
Jason had retreated to the point in the cave farthest from Etrigan, which happened to
be the Trophy Room. There, standing before a display case with a whip of braided
purple leather, he sulked.
Catwoman.
He had never realized the depths of Selina’s feline nature, the criminal cunning, the
talent for mischief, the willful resistance to being told what to do… maybe she really
was a cat. He recalled his earlier thought when Bruce put that reality before him:
reference the fact that she and Batman began as enemies, fighting each other tooth and
nail—or batarang and claw as the case may be, and she wouldn’t blush or blink. So
much as hint at the nature of their present relationship, she’s liable to send you into the
kitchen for a hellish tête-à-tête with Etrigan’s old girlfriend.
Come Jason, self-pity,
Your favorite game,
All ends if the kitty
Can’t unlight the flame.
Come along then, you’re needed,
With bat, cat, and geek.
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A truce is conceded
Til life ends or next week.
“Etrigan, the one bright spot in all this calamity is that I may at last look you in the
red beady eye and hear the sound of my own voice telling you to your hideous
saddlebag of a face to go fuck yourself.”
A fine thought so far as the fucking,
But I’ve a she-devil ripe for the plucking.
I don’t go it alone; I’ve a female to bone.
To you, Jason, I leave the self-tucking.
Jason smirked.
“Tucking? That’s pitiful,” he said, turned, and joined Bruce, Selina and Hella in the
main cave chamber.
..::Certainly alternate dimensions exist,::.. Dr. Leiverman squawked over the
speakerphone. ..::They must. For the strings to move in all the ways they would need to in
order to make up all the different things we know exist, they must be able to pass through our
three physical dimensions (X Y and Z), a temporal one (T), and, at minimum, eleven others.
We can’t perceive these dimensions because of our point of view—much like, if you were
standing across the street looking at a cable strung between two telephone poles, it would look
two-dimensional. But if you were much closer, a gnat walking along its surface, then that third
dimension which was invisible to you as a human across the street would not only be visible, it
would seem impossibly vast. By the same token, if you were just a little larger, an ant perhaps
or a spider, you would perceive that the cable is not a single wire but a cluster of wires,
dozens—each with their own length, width, and height—all coiled into it.::..
“Fascinating, I’m sure, Doctor,” Jason drawled. “But it doesn’t shed any light on
how one could, theoretically, travel into one of these dimensions and return safely to
ours.”
There was a long pause. Then…
..::That is Mr. Blood speaking, yes?::..
“Yes,” Jason confirmed. “Forgive me, Doctor; I am an old-fashioned sort. I am not
entirely familiar with the conventions of ‘conference calls.’”
..::Oh no, it’s not that. I just—Mr. Wayne is still there also, yes?::..
“Yes,” Bruce confirmed.
..::Well it’s just that—what little I saw of you two gentlemen, you’re not going to like the
answer to that question… We’ve discussed this a great deal in the think tanks, because
transporting a human being into one of those dimensions is the only way we can ever hope to
prove the validity of string theory. We’ve talked and fought and theorized and wept over the
question. The way to do it is a kind of marriage between science and magic.::..
“WHAT?” Bruce and Jason asked in unison.
“Good night, sweet prince,” Selina said under her breath.
Etrigan slapped his thigh and pointed tauntingly at Jason.
..::You see, the sub-atomic can cross dimensions very easily. It’s possible to entangle two
quantum particles so that they are connected regardless of distance. Kind of like twins: if one
breaks an arm in Boston and the other feels it in L.A. If you built two walkie-talkies embedded
with entangled particles, gave one to that Flash fellow and had him run with it until he
approached the speed of light where time dilates, keep going for a while so when he stops, one
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walkie-talkie is older than the other. It would exist in a different temporal reality. In theory,
you could talk on one an hour in the future and hear it on the other in the present.::..
“Science and magic,” Bruce said, as if he hadn’t heard a word spoken after that
horrifying concept was suggested.
“Magic and science,” Jason repeated, just as stupefied.
..::But science can’t build a person out of entangled particles,::.. Dr. Leiverman continued,
happily oblivious to the revulsion his words had provoked. ..::These rules, in our reality,
apply only to quantum particles. If there were some way that magic could be used to ‘change
the rulebook,’ as it were, to allow for something as large as a human being to ‘dimension hop’
like a quantum particle.::..
˜˜Nothing could be easier,˜˜ Hella interjected mentally. ˜˜With Etrigan and his cage,
Iason-the-mortal-who-will-not-die, we are three. With three, the magick this mortal fool thinks
is so unattainable is as simple as ρεяαģŏ ΣΨθζ. ˜˜
“Doctor, we’ll have to call you back,” Bruce announced testily. He severed the line
with a fierce punch at the keypad and wheeled on Hella. “What did I say about that?”
he demanded.
Hella drew herself up regally, glared at him like a goddess, pointed to the floor of
the cave, and declared, “Įŋŧęr mvŋdį, Įŋŧęr vicŧį, abęǿ iųvęŋŧųs. vęŋįǿ mųŋđųs ałįųs. Įŋŧęr
mųŋđį ałįį.”
The stone floor puckered at a small point about 4 inches across. The shades of bluish
gray, black, and white began to separate. Then the solidity gave way, and what was
once rock hard mineral seemed to ooze like thick liquid. The patches of color began to
turn like a whirlpool, which gradually grew in size until it formed an eddy two feet
wide.
Bruce bristled as he stared at the whirlpool in the middle of his floor. Typical magic
user, he thought with a grunt. A possibility presents itself and they jump in with both
feet. No planning, no preparation, no analysis. No thought to potential repercussions.
Not a moment’s reflection that with the manor apparently at the center of the cosmic
instability, perhaps opening a magic portal directly underneath it wasn’t the best course
of action. But it was too late to discuss that now, because one of them had taken it upon
herself to snap her fingers and start warping reality.
“Etrigan,” Hella said simply, ignoring the waves of disapproval coming from Bruce.
“Even among demons, thou art considered powerful.”
Etrigan raised an eyebrow, turned to Bruce, and shrugged. Then he stood over the
vortex, hands on his hips like he had no idea what to make of it. He seemed to think a
moment, then pronounced:
Gone, Gone, the Lady Meow
To exit thus from Here and Now.
Gone, Gone, from Now and Here
To rise in quite another sphere.
He turned his back on the vortex, offered another feeble shrug, and returned to his
seat next to Hella.
Jason looked at Selina.
“Are you sure?” he asked soberly.
“Of course not,” she said. “But what choice do we have?”
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“Very well,” he said quietly. “Then my… ‘contribution’ to this magical eddy the
others created will take the form of an Egyptian prayer from the ancient cult of Bast.
May the goddess stand between you and harm in all the dark places where you must walk…
Bruce, if you set up the Justice League transporter over this vortex, set it to transport
not to the Watchtower but back into the cave itself, I believe it will accomplish… what
we need it to.”

“You’re sure about this?” Batman said while Catwoman pulled her hair through the
back of the cat-cowl.
“The answer to that has not changed since the first, second, or third time Jason
asked, the time Hella asked me, or the dozen or so times you’ve asked: No, I’m not
sure. Who could be ‘sure’ about doing something like this? But what choice is there?
It’s the only idea we’ve got, and we don’t know how much time we have left to waste it
hoping we’ll think of something better.”
“I’m still not convinced that you’re the one who should be doing this.”
“I know,” Selina responded flatly. “But you have to admit that logically it makes the
most sense.”
He paused, staring directly into her eyes. “I don’t like it,” he noted.
“Neither do I,” she said. “Much as I normally delight in doing things you don’t
like…”
“Is that lump under your glove the moonstone?” he asked.
“No, it’s the sapphire.”
Batman grunted.
“Time to go then.”
She nodded, stretched up as she had on a hundred rooftops, and kissed him
tenderly. Then she stepped quickly into the transporter. As soon as she stepped
through the threshold, the air seemed different, the charged tickle of ozone mixed with
a woody smoky scent, sweet citrus, and burnt sap.
“What’s that smell?” she asked before Batman had time reach the controls.
“Look down,” Batman said, his voice thick with disgust. “Jason made another run to
his apartment for those while you were getting into costume.”
On the floor, Selina saw three small oil-burners, each consisting of three cats
supporting a dish of scented oil heating over a burning tea light. One trio of cats was
white, one black, and one gold.
“If we make it through this,” Catwoman noted in her usual tone of flirtatious
amusement, “I’ll have to have a looong talk with that man.”
Batman’s lip twitched.
“We’ll make it,” he said flatly. “And I’ll hold you to that. Those cats are your
‘quantum connection’ to this dimension. They shouldn’t be visible to anyone else in
the worlds you cross into, but they’ll be visible to you. Step back into the center, and I’ll
be able to pull you back.”
“Okay then,” she nodded, and then waited. When nothing happened she said, “No
Casablanca shit, okay, just do it.”
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There was a sudden whoosh and a whirl of lights, intense white, bright pinks and
yellows seemed to suck Batman and the cave into its center, then there was just the
vortex of colors, yellows gave way to greens and blues and finally purples. Then the
eye of the vortex opened and another cave was visible. It expanded quickly outward
and in a heartbeat, the last of the colors had dissipated.
“Okay,” Catwoman said softly. The first thing she noticed was cavechill—her catsuit
was—eek—quite abbreviated. A halter—a very deeply cut halter—and backless. The
mask was still in place, the boots still clung above her knee but her clawed gloves were
gone. Her stomach lurched as she looked at her hand and saw the sapphire ring was
missing as well and—and—instead, on both wrists, she wore these thick, diamondstudded cuffs.
“Nutmeg, I don’t think we’re in Gotham anymore,” she whispered.
WHOooo
“Fun. New noise,” she noted looking towards the sound—and jumped! In the spot
where Bruce’s favorite stalactite used to be, a stalagmite rose from the floor. Sitting on
top of it was a large, brown, fat, flat-headed, yellow-eyed and not especially friendlylooking owl.
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CHAPTER 5: MUNDUS ALIUS
Cats are infinitely adaptable, and Selina accepted quickly enough that she was in an
“Owl cave.” She didn’t like the feathered occupants as much as the bats she knew at
home, and she decided they better understand straight off what cats did to birds where
she came from. So she walked up to the one perched on the stalagmite and stared
unblinking into its hostile yellow eyes. She held this cold stare for some time, and
then, very slowly and deliberately, blinked.
The owl squawked in alarm at the warning of a feline predator preparing to pounce.
That it was coming from a human woman was immaterial; every instinct told it this
was the mannerism of a cat stalking prey. The owl squawked again, flapped its wings
in a flurry of agitation, and retreated to a far point in the cave.
Catwoman snarled as she turned her head slowly right and left, a low feral warning
to any other feathered pests to stay away, Kitty bites.
She then went about investigating this strange new cave. There was only one
workstation, and Bruce’s password Thomas—Martha—Justice didn’t let her in. The
drawer behind the keyboard where Bruce kept computer disks held a small round
mirror, a thin blade like a miniature batarang, and a delicate silver straw. Selina
merely raised an eyebrow and closed the drawer, then she proceeded with her
explorations. There was a wetbar where the chem lab would be in the Batcave, a
wetbar stocked with conspicuously expensive brands… and right next to the vodka
and vermouth sat a little pot of pickled ginger. It was the garnish Selina preferred in
her martini, and she’d never once seen anyone use it before she introduced them to the
idea. Unconsciously, she licked her lips at this subtle, silent hint that, owls or no, her
counterpart might have a place in this cave.
The supposition was confirmed almost immediately when a deep, cruel voice
graveled “Here, kitty, kitty.”
Catwoman turned—and tried to freeze her features rather than register surprise. A
caped, masked figure was approaching from the Batmobile hangar, but it was no
“Batman,” surely: The gray feathered cape and the emblems on his chestplate and belt
presumably alluded to an owl. The mask was more of a helmet. And the aura of sexy
intensity that Batman exuded was replaced by something strangely unappetizing—a
feeling Selina couldn’t help but associate with the goggles that covered his eyeslits.
“Owlman,” she guessed aloud.
“Such formality, you conniving alleycat. I guess you heard there was something for
you in tonight’s plunder. One day I’ll find out who your spy is. Gordon? Grayson
maybe? Then your only cut of the booty will be cut out of his gizzard.”
Selina said nothing but quietly logged the terminology and the general tone—which
seemed like Hugo Strange meets Long John Silver.
“Good. Cat’s learning to hold her tongue,” he said, reaching into the belt and
pulling out a perfectly ghastly necklace which looked as if it matched the diamond
cuffs she wore. “Tonight’s catnip,” he said in an oily voice, holding the necklace up by
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the tip and dangling it in front of her face like a hypnotist’s watch. “If you please me.
What do you think of it, my prize pussy?”
“It’s a dog collar,” she noted flatly.
He smiled wide, revealing entirely too many teeth, and Selina fought the rising
nausea. Not only was this Owlcreep not Batman, he wasn’t even Bruce.
“Woof,” he said, turning his back on her and walking towards the workstation.
“We’ll start with a drink and a foot rub. Then we’ll see.”
Catwoman raised an eyebrow and considered the possibilities of a cocktail shaker as
a blunt instrument.
He sat, and Selina watched in appalled fascination as he took a small packet from his
utility belt, took the mirror and miniature blade from the drawer, and (assuming that
white powder was the same in this crazy reality as in hers) methodically cut two
perfectly parallel lines of cocaine… Selina told herself it was an advantage: an
opponent’s reflexes blunted by a chemical high. She told herself that outweighed the
shock to her own system watching Batman (or something very like him) casually
snorting coke.
Of course, it wasn’t that much crazier than his dangling that necklace in front of her
saying “We’ll start with a foot rub” like she was the owlcave slavegirl. Again, she
considered the bludgeoning options with a cocktail shaker.
“Take off your helmet,” she suggested coolly. “Neck rub instead tonight.”
“You’ll rub what I tell you, Pussycat,” he growled, as if he was surprised but excited
by something. “Make me that drink, and get your talented whiskers over here. I
expect you to be creative tonight. Collar has ten times the diamonds in those bracelets
you conned me out of.”
Lacking claws, Catwoman picked up the vodka bottle in one hand, the vermouth in
the other, and casually smashed them against the side of the bar.
Owlman started at the sound of breaking glass, but sitting as he was at the
workstation, he only got as far as swiveling the chair in her direction before Catwoman
had lunged at him, holding the one jagged bottle fiercely against his throat and the
other between his legs.
“Take off the helmet,” she repeated, adding an ironic, “Please.”
“Well now,” he hissed. “We finally did find a bad girl in there.” He made some sort
of deep-throated rumble that almost sounded like a purr. Catwoman realized, to her
horror, that he was turned on. “So you’ve given up the feeble tricks with sleeping pills
and drugged claws, eh, Kitty? You ready to take me on for real?”
A viciously fast—and viciously hard—backhand sent her hurling across the cave.
She easily dodged two attempts to kick her while she was down, and managed to
topple his balance on the second just long enough to regain her feet.
“Kitty’s learned a new trick,” he oozed hatefully. “Bout time.”
“You talk too much,” she answered.
He charged—an angrier and more violent attack than Batman had ever attempted—
which made it much easier to counter. A simple aikido lead redirected his momentum
and sent him sprawling past her. She stepped back and waited for the next assault. It
came—angrier than the first and easier still to deflect. Again, she took a step back and
waited. Attack and deflect. Attack and deflect. Remaining wholly defensive, she
would wait then react for as long as it took. He was obviously much stronger than
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she—Attack and deflect—and redirecting the force of his attacks, all that strength from
all those muscles—Attack and deflect—and no doubt spurred on by the copious
amounts of cocaine pumping through his system—Attack and deflect—helped by
gravity on occasion—Attack and deflect—Owlman found himself stumbling past her,
or onto the floor, time and again.
When she noticed his breathing quickening, she smiled sweetly and meowed,
knowing that would enrage him all the more.
“HELLCAT BITCH!” he snarled before the next charge.
“A bitch is a dog,” she noted once she’d led him yet again to the floor.
He rolled over onto his back, now breathing very hard.
“A girl normally loves a man who can go all night,” she purred, “but this is getting
really tiresome.” He charged six more times, clearly tiring… until, at last, when he
rolled onto his back, he just laid there, panting up at her.
“You won’t get the necklace this way, you stupid puss. You’ll have to come and get
it… from my belt…” He paused and licked his lips. “…with your teeth.”
“Tempting, but no,” Catwoman hissed. “Take off that mask. I want to know who
you are, and I want to know what you did to Bruce Wayne.”
Owlman’s lip twitched—which was the most horrifying development so far as far as
Selina was concerned—but it was an expression of twisted rage, not subdued
amusement. Involuntarily, she took a step back.
“Where did you hear that name?” Owlman asked, the voice as warped with hatred
as AzBat’s had been.
“You first,” Catwoman challenged him. “The mask—off.”
He charged with a wild, furious cry, and Catwoman coolly stepped out of his way,
not bothering with a more complicated defense. Instead, having allowed him to
remain standing this time, she stepped directly in front of him. He was shorter than
Batman, just enough that they stood eye to eye—at least, they would have if not for
those damnable goggles he wore.
“This is no longer a game, Selina,” he said in a deep, deadly voice dripping with
menace. “You’re here because you please me. Of all the women I’ve bested, I brought
you to this cave to serve me. I let you earn the gems you covet because it amuses me to
do so. I’ve grown accustomed to that…” he looked up and down her body, leering
grotesquely, “…luscious body and what you can do with it, and it would truly pain me
to never have it again. But if you ever use that talented tongue of yours to speak that
name again, I will snap your neck like a toothpick.”
Catwoman didn’t flinch.
“So you kill, too,” she noted calmly. “But you’re not stupid, that part seems the
same. Has it really not occurred to you yet, you repulsive brute, that I am not your
Catwoman.”
He considered this for a moment. Selina could see the gears turning, just like at
home with her own Bruce considering a new idea. But the obvious years of cocaine
and (who knows what else) abuse had slowed and dulled the process. As if in reaction
to her thoughts, his right nostril flared and twitched a few times until he sniffed
harshly. Finally, the leering grin returned.
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“That would explain the new edge,” he said lustily. “Selina’s tame. You’re not
tamed… yet.”
Catwoman smiled agreeably.
“I tell you what, Stud, I won’t use the name you don’t want to hear, you don’t say
mine.”
He laughed heartily—which was even freakier than the lip-twitch.
“So… Catwoman… You’ve got game, honey. And you’re actually… ‘bad?’ That does
suggest some interesting possibilities… What would you do to get a diamond collar, I
wonder.”
She met his eye squarely. “I’d attach a jammer to the Phoenix relay on Cartier’s roof,
pop the vent hood over the power conduits, left, down, left, left, down, right and
squiggle—drop out in the corridor between the private showroom and the main
vault—0010-048-73—diamond necklace. NOW, will you please, in the name of all
things feline and furry, take off that fucking mask.”
“Sweet mother, you swear too!” he cheered. “Me-owl, pussycat, we are gonna get on
great.”
Karma tapped Selina on the shoulder as the memory of a hundred rooftop come-ons
flashed through her mind: all Batman wanted was to grunt-get on with the
crimefighting, and she had teased and tweaked and baited him with her endlessly
playful propositions. Sensing that grunt-scowl-“enough” was unlikely to discourage
this caped cokehead any more than it would her, Selina decided another approach was
called for.
“Could we possibly dispense with the foreplay,” she suggested, playing a hunch.
“In my world, real men like to skip to the good part.”
It worked. A density shift occurred. It wasn’t like Bruce’s transition to Bat-mode;
more like a stand-up comic finishing a set and stepping off the stage. He smiled
obligingly—again displaying too many teeth—and gamely removed the mask…
Selina gasped. As she suspected, the face before her wasn’t Bruce, but it was
startlingly familiar. It was the image of Thomas Wayne’s portrait over the fireplace in
the study.
“Bruce was my brother,” he said seriously. “He and my mother were shot in an
alley, while my father, the coward, did nothing.”
Selina took a step back, unable to conceal her shock. “He’s dead?” she whispered.
Owlman nodded, a crazy hate coming into his eye.
“Never saw his eleventh birthday,” he said bluntly.
Selina blinked away a tear.
“So,” he said shrewdly. “You’ll mourn for my brother. We have that in common…
Selina.”
“If Bruce is dead, there’s nothing for me to do here,” she murmured, taking a step
away.
“Wait! No!” he growled, grabbing her wrists forcefully just as Bruce had done when
he gave her the sapphire. “So in your world, it’s me that’s buried on the hill with her,
is it? Did Bruce avenge us? Did he become Owlman? Did he find the gunman? Did
he kill our father? Did he? DID HE?!”
“If you want answers, let go of my wrists,” Catwoman said calmly but firmly.
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In a heartbeat, the crushing pressure on her wrists eased and a gloved hand
materialized at her cheek, just as Batman’s once had in a vault long ago.
The moment held, frozen and silent, until that damnable owl returned to its
stalagmite with a conspicuously loud flapping.
“It’s okay, Thomas,” Catwoman said kindly. “He couldn’t hit me either.”
“Tommy. Nobody calls me Thomas. Ever.”
“Tommy, then. Goodbye, Tommy. There’s nothing we can do for each other.”
She thrust her knee brutally into his stomach –once, –twice, –three times, then
pushed him away and ran towards the main cavern and the oil-burners that
represented her link back to reality. Her world, the real world, the real Batcave and the
real Bruce. She raced into the circle of cats—
“Comeon-comeon-comeon,” she breathed as Owlman cursed and charged after her.
The whirlpool of color appeared again on the far wall of the cave. It looked
transparent at first, but grew larger and more solid much faster than before, the
swirling intensity as it consumed the cave was far more powerful, and Selina felt her
equilibrium sucked into it…
It didn’t feel like she’d passed out. There was a momentary swoon only
and then,
suddenly,
everything was fine.
She breathed.
…well, maybe not fine, she seemed to have a throbbing lump under her mask and as
she squinted into the mirror—a mirror which wasn’t in the Batcave that she knew—she
saw that it was the old mask from her old skirted costume, and—yep, she was wearing
the old costume she’d only tried that one summer—and it had a cape?! And the bump
on her head really hurt. There was a calendar on the table and, and…
Okay, her head hurt but, as far as she could tell, her eyes were working fine and the
calendar on the table said in was October 1950…
Yikes.
And her head hurt. Boy, did her head hurt… She thought she heard Batman’s voice
saying something about amnesia—which was certainly a dumb enough cliché for it to
be 1950, but that thought—along with that of turning towards the Batman voice and
seeing if he had an owl helmet and a coke habit—got lost in another bright swirl of
light…
…
Okay, that time she did pass out. That definitely felt like passing out. That wasn’t a
dimension-hopping vortex light; that was losing-consciousness light.
She breathed again.
She was lying down.
She was still in the cave. The air smelled like cavern and she felt cavechill,
definitely… She was laying down and… cavechill on her skin and—
“Oh my god, I’m naked,” she blurted, her eyes popping open in realization.
She peeked under the sheet that covered her. This was worse than the owlcave
slavegirl getup! This was—this was—no mask, no costume, skirted, caped, or
otherwise—this was flat out NUDE!
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Selina gathered the sheet around her and looked up—at a giant penny and a Joker
playing card.
“Trophy room,” she murmured unbelievingly. “I’m naked in the trophy room.” She
looked around again. The cave was a bit smaller than the one she knew, and she
realized with a start that it was the satellite cave under the Wayne tower—but it was a
Batcave and that was his monster penny and his gigantic playing card and—yep, right
over there was the dinosaur. “He brought me to the Batcave and has me naked in the
trophy room,” she murmured. “Cosmic spark doesn’t get you in this universe, Jackass,
I will.”
“I was beginning to think you intended to sleep forever,” she heard in a familiar batgravel.
But before she could look or respond, another sudden whirlwind of color opened
underneath her and began sucking her into its depths…
“Here, you’d better put this on,” she heard as a wad of purple landed on her legs.
“You’re lucky I kept one of your old costumes in my trophy room.”
Then the whirling sensation intensified and—
This time, again, it didn’t feel like she’d passed out.
Just that momentary swoon, and then,
suddenly,
everything was fine.
She breathed.
She breathed.
She breathed.
She was wearing the pink sapphire again
—and Bruce’s sweater over her favorite long-sleeve t-shirt.
Home.
Whew.
She breathed again. She was home.
Meow.
She checked the stalactite. Bats clung to it. And she smiled at them. Meow.
“Remember boys, you’re nothing but flying mice,” she told them with a contented
purr, “but you’re better than birds. Meow.”
Meow.
Home. Meow.
She found Bruce in the library, alive and well and poring over what looked like a
reference book of runes and a thick binder labeled Wayne Foundation #81542:
GENEVA PROJECT; STRING THEORY.
“Honey, I’m home,” she murmured lightly.
He looked up, and Selina saw that same estranged look from the study before she’d
left. Hell. In her euphoria to be away from the Owlcreep, she’d almost forgotten that
unspeakable barrier that still hung between them. Bruce, we need to talk about
Zatanna… Hell.
“Doing some light reading?” she quipped, taking refuge in the rooftop playfulness
she’d always thrown at his ponderous stonewalling.
“Yes,” he noted, all distant bat. “I wanted to brush up before Dr. Luthor arrives. He
really is an astonishingly gifted theorist—”
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“Who?” Selina asked, unconsciously taking a half-step back.
“Luthor. If it weren’t for his willingness to pursue the magic angle, I don’t see that
we’d ever be able to—”
“LUTHOR?!”
Bruce’s eyeballs only flickered upward while he remained poised over the book.
“You know him?”
“LEX Luthor?”
“Lewis. Selina what’s gotten into you?”
“shit,” she muttered, looking down at the sapphire on her finger… and noting for the
first time there was only a single baguette on each side instead of three… This wasn’t
home. This wasn’t her sapphire. This wasn’t her Bruce. She took the folder from his
desk and leafed through it, her mind racing. A few pages in, she came to a curriculum
vitae for Lewis Luthor… Princeton, University of Metropolis, Cornell, Fullbright
Scholar, Fermi Prize, DESY, CERN… Underneath, there was a photograph. Her feeble
joke from that early morning physics lecture echoed in her mind.
So no separate universe where Lex Luthor has hair?
But there it was: the spitting image of Lex Luthor with a receding but respectable
mop of curly red hair.
She set the folder back on the desk and returned her attention to Bruce.
“When you gave me this ring,” she said cautiously, touching the sapphire like an
alarm panel she was only half-sure was deactivated. She looked up quizzically, but he
was just waiting for her to go on. “…You grabbed me. You were holding on pretty
tight.” This wasn’t her Bruce. Maybe here she could say it to him. “Like you used to.”
It wasn’t her Bruce. It wasn’t her Batman. She could say it here. She had to say it.
“Like you were afraid I’d slip away.”
“What’re you getting at?” he graveled.
Batvoice. This was no grinning Call-me-Tommy Owlman. This was Bruce Wayne.
This was Batman. And she had to say it to him.
“You think Zatanna did something to change me.”
He froze for a moment, staring directly at her. A cold silence passed between them
for a few agonizing seconds, and then, he finally spoke.
“No.”
“What she tried with Dr. Light,” Selina said calmly.
“No.”
“What she did to that Flash villain in Keystone.”
“I said no.”
“Doesn’t matter what you say, Bruce. You think that’s what happened. You think
everything that’s happened with us is based on a lie?”
“…”
It was agonizing, those naked searching eyes in the silence, the real human being
from the vault, then the cold steel of Psychobat slamming down in front of them. And
then, in a blink, the steel dissolved, and that haunted vulnerability was back. Selina
felt like she was driving a spike into everything she’d ever loved. But what choice was
there? The words were spoken. There was no going back. She could only continue
forward.
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“The worst kind of lie, too,” she said crisply. “A magic lie.”
“If it’s true,” Bruce said, his voice barely breaking a whisper on the words, then
building in Bat-determination, “if it’s not your choice to be with me, then I had no right
to touch you.”
She shook her head and emitted a not-amused chuckle.
“You really are a jackass,” she breathed affectionately. “Let me ask you something,”
she asked gently. “When did it start with us, the very first spark that was…” she
stopped and searched for a way to phrase it “…that was ‘man and woman,’ not
‘criminal and crimefighter?’ In your mind, when was it?”
He looked away and didn’t answer.
“Top of the train station, first night?” she prompted.
“The easy way or the hard way,” he said ironically, half-expecting her to repeat her
retort: Why Batman, how hard do you want it to get?
Instead, she responded “Nope. Even before that, for me. First glimpse of that big
patch of dark, darker than all the regular night around it… six foot two, two hundred
pounds, aura of penetrating intensity… body like mortal sin.”
“That’s just attraction,” Bruce said mildly.
“I would have said lust,” she purred quickly, naughty grin in place.
“Of course you would,” he noted. “But animal attraction doesn’t mean anything.”
“Maybe not on its own, but it’s a start. Bruce, we were never… what logic says we
should have been. Not from that first moment. So, next question, when did it go
beyond ‘attraction’—when did it start becoming personal?”
He turned back, eyes meeting hers, the Bat-intensity returned.
“Cartier,” he graveled.
“Cartier,” she confirmed. “You brought something out in me that went beyond
being Catwoman. ‘Being Catwoman’ with you opened up this whole part of me that I
didn’t even know was there. And the kiss, well, that intensified it in ways I can’t
even… even now, I can’t…” She threw up her hands. “There just aren’t words for
what you do to me. And I wasn’t about to wait around for you to make a gift of it,
either. I don’t do that. I take…” She walked up to where he stood and caressed his
cheek. “…I took… But I didn’t want it to be this greedy, one-sided grasping. What I
got from you… I wanted to give you something back.” She stretched up, her lips
dangerously close to his. “Just this once,” she whispered.
“Don’t,” he winced as if in pain.
“It’s always been there, Bruce. Long before Zatanna came along.”
Rather than return the kiss she was begging for, he touched her lips with his
fingertip.
“You didn’t stop stealing that night,” he said coldly.
“That’s what you’re planning with Dr. Lei… with Dr. Luthor, isn’t it? You want to
see the moment when I stopped stealing. You want to conduct a seeing ritual with Dr.
Luthor to touch that moment and see if Zatanna’s magic was involved.”
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The whirlpool of color slowed and faded as the cave solidified, and Selina reached
out to steady herself on the wall of the transporter tube. Instead, her hand touched the
bat insignia.
“Take it easy, Kitten,” Batman’s voice graveled. “You’re home. Give your body time
to recover from the transport.”
She looked at him, searched his yes, and checked her ring finger in a panic—pink
sapphire. She scrutinized it with a jewel thief’s expert eye: four carat, radiant cut
center stone, classic Cartier setting… four prongs, small round diamond about threequarter carat on each side, followed by three short baguettes—so far, so good.
“Get Dr. whatshisname on the phone,” she said urgently.
“Dr. Leiverman?”
Muscles relaxed and uncoiled from her neck down through her shoulders.
“Yes, Dr. Leiverman,” she sighed in relief. “But never mind, it’s not as urgent as I
thought. Is Jason around?”
“Jason’s gone to complete some research. Etrigan and Hella are somewhere in the
house, upstairs most likely, carrying on like those couples who sneak into the
guestrooms during Foundation fundraisers.”
“On our own for the moment then?” Catwoman murmured. “Just as well… We are
so screwed.”
“We knew that,” Batman noted.
“We didn’t know ‘Luthor screwed,’” she said seriously. “I just got back from one of
the problem worlds. Was identical to this in almost every way. Except Dr. Leiverman
was a Luthor.”

“As in Lex Luthor?” Dr. Leiverman asked, astonished, over the speakerphone.
“President Lex Luthor?”
“No, his name was Lewis,” Selina answered flatly. “But I saw a picture, and it was
Lex Luthor.” Her eyes flashed up at Batman’s before adding, “with hair.”
“How… wonderfully bizarre,” Dr. Leiverman remarked.
“Dr. Leiverman,” Batman cut in, in the businessman-Bruce voice, “I must stress that
your politics are of no concern to me. Nothing said here can affect your continued
employment with the Wayne Foundation. I must ask you, as a scientist and for the
sake of the hypothetical… well, there are many people here who consider Lex Luthor
to be… um, well, evil. If he is involved, as you are involved, in some alternate
dimension’s version of the ritual we began with Jason Blood—”
“Seeing as the anomalies in your house began with that ritual, that they seem to be
centered on the house, yes, I would say that ritual is the key and the involvement of a
Luthor counterpart to myself is… troubling.”
“Dr. Leiverman,” Selina put in, “The alternate Bruce Wayne indicated that you, your
counterpart, that is, Dr. Luthor, was to conduct the ritual with him, not Jason Blood.”
Batman hit the mute button sharply. “You didn’t mention this before,” he hissed.
“Well, I’ve mentioned it now. There was no Jason involved. No dire warnings or
moonstones or witch orbs. You had invited Luthor to the house on your own, not in
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response to Jason, and I wasn’t to be involved. You wanted me to go shopping. Bruce,
it was you and Luthor alone that were going to perform the ritual in that world.”
He stared into the distance, and then very softly, grunted.
“Maybe that’s why Jason could sense it,” he mused finally. “Multiple Bruce/Luthors
in multiple dimensions, acting at the same moment. But this world is different. Here it
was you and Jason—and Etrigan. You saw ‘it’ in the water, Etrigan sensed something,
Jason had those premonitions… We can see it because we’re—” He stopped and took
a sharp breath that would have sounded like a laugh in another man. Then he
continued excitedly. “What Dr. Leiverman said about the other dimensions not being
perceptible to us, it’s all point of view. We were different, just by a few degrees, maybe,
but enough that we could see, or sense, that the crisis is occurring.”
KREEEEEEE
“I have to go back,” Selina said looking towards the clock passageway that echoed
again with Canary Cry. “One problem world down, but who knows how many still to
go.”
“Not yet,” Batman declared. “We rushed into this dimension-hopping. Selina, that’s
why I brought you back. It’s all too random, leaving it up to the magic forces to whisk
you into whatever reality it wants. It’s foolish and dangerous, and we’re not doing it
again. Jason is looking for a way to tether you to the spark so you’ll only jump into
worlds that are… pertinent.”
“You brought me back?” Selina asked suspiciously.
He nodded.
“Once I got the tether idea, I had Jason modify the portal so it would bring you back
on your next jump. He wasn’t sure it worked, but it obviously did.”
Their eyes met, and Selina remembered his comment that he’d experienced
dimensional travel. He had some inkling, perhaps, of the crazy worlds she was seeing.
“You going to get all cocky and arrogant if I admit that I like this idea, that I’m all in
favor of the minimize-the-random plan?” she asked quietly.
His lip twitched and it seemed like he wanted to say something, but relapsed into a
stoic bat-brood. Then he grunted, and Selina smiled.
“I have to call Clark,” he graveled suddenly. “If Luthor was involved in other
worlds, we should find out what he’s been doing in this one.”
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CHAPTER 6: MUNDI NOBILISSIMI
Superman flew anxiously towards Gotham, the focus of his apprehension shifting
between the mission and Bruce. There had been a catch in his voice that Clark never
heard before, not in a hundred team-ups, in a dozen arguments, in a thousand
conversations or in three flat out fights.
There was a situation, he said, grave (as if Bruce would call in help for anything less
than a 15 on a scale of 10). But throughout that brief conversation, Bruce’s tone had
been much what it always was in a crisis situation—serious, authoritative, informed
and controlled.
They had to meet, he said. Clark suggested the Watchtower but Bruce said no, the
transporter wasn’t an option at the moment. Gotham, then? Fine. Wayne Tower,
fourteen minutes. Recognizing the travel time (the Batmobile’s average cave-toGotham time was fourteen minutes) and considering the evident urgency of the
situation, Clark said he could come straight to the cave. Then, through the
communicator, his super-hearing picked up the rushing surge of human blood
pressure, and after the tensest second of Bat-silence ever experienced outside of Hell
Month…
“No. Not the house.”
Clark had never heard anything like it.
“No. Not the house.”
He slowed to a hover as he approached the edge of the Wayne property. He knew
Bruce had sensors in place to “detect Kryptonian entry into Wayne Manor’s airspace,”
although he had yet to figure out exactly where the detection net began. And since he
had come to the manor against instructions, he wanted to minimize the reaction time
once he’d set off the sensors. At his top speed, those inside the house would have only
nanoseconds to respond before he…
…
Well, that was something of a problem, wasn’t it. What exactly was he planning to
do bursting into his friend’s house? Crash through a wall, through the floor, and into
the cave? And to what purpose?
“No. Not the house.”
For years, Lois told him he was crazy. She asked how someone with the strength
and power to pull the moon out of orbit could be scared of someone like Bruce Wayne,
normal human being. Clark always replied that he wasn’t scared of Bruce, it’s just that
sometimes it was better to give him what he wanted so he’d stop making your life
miserable…
“No. Not the house.”
He said specifically not to come to the house. He said it as Batman, he said it right
after referencing a “situation” of crisis proportions, and he said it with a catch in his
voice like nothing Clark had ever heard before. So what was he supposed to do? Of
course, he had to go in. Anything could be happening in there. Anything could have a
hold on them in there. Anything could… could… he couldn’t even imagine what the
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scenario might be. There was nothing for it but to charge ahead. He made a wide arc
out to Bludhaven to pick up speed, then made a flying sprint straight to the front door,
knocking (he hoped) at the same second those detectors announced his presence.
Through the thick manor walls, and thicker Batcave floor, he heard the murmur of
voices: a low male grumble, irate, then a higher female reply, aggrieved. Then another
grumble and another reply, silence… and finally, a sigh. Clark recognized that
distinctly. It was Lois’s sigh. It was Lois’s “I will humor you this time, but only
because you’re sheltering me from a five kiloton explosion. We’ll talk about it later
once you’ve put Argentina back where it used to be before Mxyzptlyk turned it into a
space station.”
The door swung open… and Superman stared. Catwoman (or technically Selina, in
costume but unmasked) stood in the doorway, whip in one hand, a stopwatch in the
other—and an expression of annoyed pique with which criminals often greeted the
arriving hero when his entrance came sooner than expected, frustrating their dastardly
plan.
“What part of ‘not the house’ did you not understand?” she asked testily—which
shattered the ‘Curse you, Superman’ villain-accosting-the-crimefighter image, but
evoked Lois instead: Lois standing in the bathroom of the Los Angeles Hilton, holding
up a tan sandal that was not the brown open-toed pump he’d been sent back to
Metropolis to find.
Superman ignored the question itself and focused on the unspoken indicators—
Selina Kyle’s heartbeat, pulse, and blood pressure were all elevated and climbing. This
in a woman he’d never seen rattled, even when he and Batman surprised her breaking
into LexCorp that time.
“Selina, are you okay?” he asked with quiet urgency, shifting his eyes to signal that if
hostile forces were lurking, she need only give some silent hint.
“I’m sorry,” she said wearily, “I don’t have that information right now, but if you’d
like to check back next week, we’ll get back to you.”
Undeterred, he looked through her body and past it through the walls, scanning as
much of the house as quickly as he could to get some hint what might be happening.
“Is it Bruce?” he asked through his teeth, taking pains not to move his lips in case
they were being watched. “Has anything… anyone… taken control of—”
She chortled at him and checked the watch.
“Not for another twelve minutes yet,” she said gamely. “Look, you really don’t want
a part of this. Just meet him in town like he asked, okay?”
But Superman brushed past her, mesmerized by a sight he’d glimpsed through the
wall, and he walked with fascinated astonishment into the Great Hall. There, he saw
Bruce walking down the stairs—in a suit?—Holding a baby?! And Selina—SELINA?
He turned back, but the woman he just talked to was still behind him in the catsuit, but
the… the same woman was on the stairs behind Bruce, and she wore a chicly tailored
dress, white gloves and a fashionable hat. He himself—he blinked—he himself as Clark
Kent, but with a touch of gray beginning at his temples—was suddenly standing at the
foot of the stairs, Lois beside him in an even chicer skirted suit. Their mouths were
moving, but as hard as he tried to listen, he couldn’t make out words. He could just
convince himself he heard “christening” and “godfather,” but that much was
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suggested by the scene. He couldn’t really say he heard any true sound on any
spectrum, until Selina—the real one, the one following him in from the foyer—spoke.
“Oh, you two are back,” she said casually to the apparitions. “Hey Spitcurl, with
that sight of yours, can you make out any detail on the little rugrat that would say if it’s
a boy or a girl?”
“Wheh?” Superman breathed, realizing too late that she was talking to him again.
He swallowed, then looked back at the stairs—the empty stairs—where the phantoms
had been standing only a second before but were now vanished.
“Gotta be faster than that,” Selina said lightly. “And welcome to the Twilight Zone,
by the way. C’mon, let’s get you down to the cave before the real antics begin. Bruce
will explain—well, not ‘explain,’ but—oh, you’ll see.”
“Selina,” he managed finally.
“Nope, no time for chitchat,” she said, walking briskly towards the study. “Maybe
next time someone tells you stay away from the house, you’ll take him at his word.”
“Selina,” he repeated, burying his astonishment in the forceful assertion of a
crimefighter who won’t be put off. “Did you see that? Back on the stairs, that- that-”
“Sure,” she nodded. “And if you mention the details of that particular image to him,
then Superman or not, I will find some way to set you on fire.”

In the cave, Batman got 4/5 of the way through briefing Superman when the KREEE
of Canary Cry signaled the persistent anomaly beginning in the study.
Despite Batman’s forewarning, despite his meticulous explanation of all that would
happen, despite his urging his friend to simply ignore the sound when it occurred and
dismiss the whole dimension leak as the formless shadow it was, Superman raced to
the summons of a colleague in trouble.
Batman looked at Catwoman, who looked right back.
“No one can say you guys aren’t predictable,” she noted.
He grunted.
“That’ll be six minutes in the study,” she went on, “and another ten if he follows
them out to the lawn and watches them leave.”
“He will.”
Selina looked uneasily towards the transporter.
“That gives us time to send me back to Oz,” she breathed.
“I still don’t like it,” he graveled. “Even with Jason’s ‘tether’ in place to keep you
from bouncing around at random, it hasn’t been tested in any way. And now with this
Luthor angle, we may find a surer way to lock you into this timeline—or if Clark and I
are successful today, it may not be necessary for you to jump again at all.”
“Bruce… Reality check: the anomalies in the house are coming closer and closer
together. If I’ve noticed it, I’m sure you’ve observed, quantified, annotated and crossreferenced it by now. Things are getting worse, not better. The sooner I go, the sooner
we can end this.”
He glared but said nothing.
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“The sooner we get our lives back,” she offered gamely. “Besides, you’ll be off with
Spitcurl this time, you won’t even miss me.”
“I’ll—,” he began, and then stopped as that dead, distant look returned to his eyes.
“I’ll get the transporter warmed up,” he said finally. “You light those stupid little
candles.”

The vortex of color sucked the cave into its depth just as it had before, and then
sucked itself into its own center, leaving—to all appearances—the Batcave just as it had
been. There was no owl this time, no stalagmite, and no wetbar.
Selina checked her attire hurriedly.
She was in street clothes. A snug, wine-colored top, vaguely suggestive of the
catsuit, so far, so good… riding pants tucked into over-the-knee boots, very suitable…
And no sapphire.
She told herself it was irrational to be disappointed by that. This wasn’t alternate
reality sightseeing, after all. She had a job to do, then she could get back to her own
world and her own Bruce, who’d given her her own sapphire. She took a cautious step
forward and peered into the main chamber of the cave… Batman sat alone at the
workstation huddled in what, even at this distance, looked to be the gloomiest bat-funk
on record.
Her heart broke as she watched it: sitting alone in the dark stillness of the cave,
waves of that hell month aura streaming from him. He wasn’t doing anything at the
workstation; the monitor wasn’t even on. He just sat there… emitting that palpable
sense of raw pain churning inside. She took another slow step, then another and
another without realizing it, until her heel make a chik on the stone floor and he turned
sharply.
“What are you doing here?” he demanded fiercely. “Selina, what?! Did Alfred let
you down here?”
“Y-yes,” she said cautiously. “Alfred. Let me… down here.”
“You’re not needed. Go,” he ordered.
She took a deep breath. This was going to be a lot trickier than “we’ll start with a
foot rub.”
“Why would Alfred have called me if I wasn’t needed?” she asked delicately.
He stared at her blankly for a second, his Kevlar gloves creaking softly as he
clenched his fists.
“He has to meddle,” Batman exploded. “I told him to let it be, I told him I— Look,
just go, okay. I will handle this in my own way.”
“Handle what?”
He glared, more waves of that tense coiled hurt streaming off him, but Selina
continued undeterred.
“Humor me, okay, I’m here now, so… What can it hurt to talk to me? What
happened? What is it you’re dealing with?”
“You wouldn’t understand,” he murmured.
“What with my being dumb as a post and all?” she quipped lightly.
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He met her eyes and they stared in tense silence for what seemed like years. She’d
seen those gears churning a hundred times before, but there was a new intensity this
time; a strange sense of urgency behind those eyes. Then, just for a moment, the
gloomy intensity lifted. Noting this, Selina zeroed in on the side of his lip, focusing all
her will on that one spot, and broke into a naughty grin.
…twitch…
It worked! Even this morass of bat-gloom could be moved to a lip-twitch by the
right application of persistence and felinity. The thought morphed her naughty smile
into a contented one.
“Try me,” she said. “Cats are amazingly adaptable. Whatever subject you want to
throw at us, long as you keep stroking the fur in the right place, it’s fine. Cats are also
amazingly stubborn,” she added, “so unless you want me installing myself down here
contaminating your cold sterile cave with lots of purple, fun and cat hair, you’d better
start talkin’.”
Again the aura of ponderous gloom flickered, just for a moment. Then it returned,
darker and heavier than before.
“Are you familiar with the theories about time travel and alternate realities arising
from changes to a timeline?” Batman asked gruffly.
She froze as an icy foreboding crept up her back.
“A little,” she answered dryly.
“Well it’s not ‘theory’ anymore. It’s a very definite reality. I’ve experienced several
alternate ‘world spheres’ in the past few days. I lived a full lifetime in two of them.
Superman and I were both… sucked into… trapped in… I don’t want to talk about
this.”
“Okay,” Selina said gently, “Up until now, I was being nice. I offered to listen
because you’re obviously hurting, and if you thought that Alfred thought I could
help… But this just got a lot more serious than that. This could be incredibly
important, more important than you can imagine. I need you to tell me everything
about those AUs.”
He stared at her strangely, then slowly rose from his chair. She noticed that his hand
had slipped under his cape, no doubt reaching for something in his belt.
“Who are you?” he graveled menacingly. “You’re not Selina. Selina Kyle doesn’t get
involved with things like this, and Selina Kyle certainly doesn’t talk to me in this
manner. So whoever you are, state your business or get the hell out.”
She smiled in spite of herself.
“World’s Greatest Detective. It’s going to be nice dealing with you.”
He glared, but not with hateful rage as Owlman had done. He appeared to be
waiting for something, like for her to pull off a facemask or shapeshift into another
person. When nothing of the sort happened, his hand emerged from under the cape, a
batarang gripped tightly in his fist.
“What do you want?”
“I would think that, after all these years, that would be painfully obvious,” she
teased. “But what I want isn’t important at the moment. We need to talk about what
happened to you with these alternate realities.”
“I don’t talk to Catwoman about such things,” he replied tersely.
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“Maybe you should,” she noted. “‘Cause the vortex of despair thing you were doing
when I came in, that didn’t look at all healthy. And if your cat—”
He bristled visibly, and immediately Selina regretted her choice of words. He hadn’t
moved a muscle, but the tension spiked as if she’d confirmed his greatest fear. But she
figured, at this point, her only option was to plow ahead.
“—if your cat is anything like me, she could probably help you with that. But you’re
right, I’m not your Selina.” She gave a playfully helpless shrug. “And you’re not quite
done with the alternate realities yet. I’m from one; I’m from one that’s—screwed.”
His whole body seemed to tense again, and Selina began mentally recalling ways to
defend against a batarang without benefit of whip or claws. Then, the strangest thing
happened: the confrontational intensity that had been pouring off of him since she’d
arrived dissipated, and for a fleeting moment, an odd look crossed his face. It was
something she rarely saw in Bruce and never when he was in costume. He looked
tired. Weary. Not in any way defeated, but exhausted. Almost as suddenly, the look
vanished and a new intensity took over—one that she was much more familiar with.
His logical mind had locked in and he was sifting through possibilities. He was in
Detective Mode. He returned the batarang to his belt and addressed her in a strangely
direct tone.
“So why are you here?”
“Not really sure. But my hunch? I’m here to find out about you, to hear what you
saw in those alternate worlds.”
“And why is it you doing the dimension hopping from this world sphere that’s
‘screwed?’ Why wouldn’t I have—”
Selina burst out laughing—which brought the darkest scowl yet.
“I’m sorry,” she sputtered, trying to get control of her mirth. “It’s just too funny.
Even here, you’re obsessing on that. Control freak jackass.” She chuckled a moment
more, then finally cleared her throat. “Okay, enough Joker impressions. Do I get to
start asking the questions soon, Stud?”
“You can’t expect me to take this on faith, Catwoman. You show up here after all
that I’ve- after-” He hesitated for a moment, his frustration mounting. “How do I
know this isn’t another- With everything else that’s happened…” He finally stopped,
his jaw setting firm. “When you’ve answered all of my questions to my satisfaction, then
and only then will I consider- damnit,” he turned away.
“Bruce,” she whispered, “What did they do to you?”
She walked around to face him, but he said nothing. She noticed that weariness
again, but only in his eyes. The rest of him seemed to be fighting against it with
everything he had. She reached up and touched the side of the cowl. After a tense
moment, he removed it.
“Better,” she noted. “Now tell me what happened.”
“A trio of villains from the distant future, the 31st century, traveled into the past, my
past, and Superman’s. And they intervened at the critical points where… they
removed us from the timeline, they… They killed Superman’s human family the
moment he arrived on Earth, so instead of—”
“The Kents,” Selina interrupted to show he could speak freely.
“You know about that?” he murmured, astonished.
She nodded.
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“My world, Bruce and I don’t have any more secrets,” she said simply.
He paused, the glower deepening into a sour expression as he processed this new
information, then he nodded.
“Instead of being raised by the Kents, Clark was, we both were… They took me right
after my parents were gunned down. They raised us as brothers, as if we were their
children, and… and they groomed us to, to conquer, to rule for them. It was… it was
ugly. It was the vilest, ugliest world… You can’t imagine—”
“You’d be amazed what I can imagine, Bruce. Believe me, what you’re describing is
nowhere near the worst case scenario.”
“We killed the heroes that should have become the Justice League,” he retorted
forcefully. He took a short breath and resumed, a strange detachment in his voice. “Me
and Superman, killers. Clark fried Green Arrow where he stood, ‘Obey or die,’ split
second, didn’t give it a moment’s pause. We tortured Zatanna before we killed her,
tortured her magic right out of her. I wound up using it a couple times, how’s that for
irony.”
“Ah,” Selina said quietly. “I take it events here aren’t very different from my world
as far as… relations between you and Zatanna and the League, then.”
The cold steel of Psychobat clamped down suddenly, and Selina realized she’d
probably overstepped, alluding to the mindwipe with a Batman she didn’t really know
and whose relationship with his Catwoman seemed… puzzlingly vague.
“You were there,” he mentioned, clearly changing the subject. “Both alternate
timelines. In the first, our ‘parents’ arranged women for us. They gave Lois Lane to
Clark and… well, there was a string of women they set me up with. It never worked
out. But you were the last; you were the one that stuck… I was going to keep you.
You made me happy—what passed for happy in that world, anyway.”
Selina said nothing at first, but mentally ran through the dimensional leaks
throughout the manor in which she had appeared.
“That seems to be a recurring theme in my travels,” she murmured quietly. “So, um,
you beat Zatanna’s magic out of her, and still we wound up together?”
“I don’t think there’s a cause and effect,” Batman said bluntly.
“Neither do I. Tell me about the second timeline.”
He froze for a moment, staring directly into her eyes. A cold silence passed between
them for a few agonizing seconds, and then he finally spoke.
“No,” he declared with Bat-finality.
“Look,” she said patiently. “You don’t know me, I realize that. But reality is
unraveling, and not just the one I come from. I didn’t pick this world to come to; I was
brought here. And I’ve got to think there’s a reason for that. I don’t want to poke into
your personal thing—although frankly, from what I’ve seen of you, you could do with
a little kitty-poking.” She paused and then sighed. “And you’re so far gone, you’re not
even going to get the joke there until a half hour after I’ve left.—Doesn’t matter—but
you really should go find your cat and let her lighten you up a little. You really
should. You should, Bruce. This isn’t you. Alone down here, poisoning yourself with
the mission 24-7-365, this isn’t what your life is supposed to be.”
“Do you have a point?” he growled the way he challenged criminals caught redhanded.
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“Yes,” she shot back, unimpressed and unintimidated. “If you’re anything like my
Bat, the reason you’re here alone right now is that you’ve always put the mission above
any personal considerations, isn’t that right? Well, here’s the situation: there’s a spark
smoldering in the fabric of space-time. Whatever personal reason you’ve got for not
wanting to tell me about that second timeline, ask yourself if it’s more important than
stopping that spark before it bursts into a flame that destroys all of—”
“My parents didn’t die,” he said with that same eerie detachment. “In the second
timeline, my parents didn’t die. I grew up knowing their love, having that security.
The rest of the world went to hell while the trio from the 31st Century found a new
puppet to rule through. It was Ra’s al Ghul. Ra’s al Ghul ruled the world, but I was a
happy man.”
His clinical detachment faltered and the hard bitterness of the Psychobat added, “Is
that the vital information you need to extinguish your spark, Catwoman?”
“And us?”
“We… dated. There were other women, the playboy life was… It was odd. I
actually was what I pretend to be now, as if that script was buried inside me and I
followed it unconsciously. But when I was with you… You and I clicked. It was
different. After we met, I could be at a party with a dozen beautiful women lounging
around the pool, but I’d be missing you. We had such a connection.” It was the most
animated he had sounded since her arrival. He stopped, as if he’d caught himself
becoming too enthused, then resumed with analytical detachment. “Presumably it was
because we had a history in this true timeline, a relationship, that is, a correlation… eh,
a link on some subconscious…” he trailed off.
“Maybe we’re entangled quantum particles,” she offered with an elfish grin.
He raised an eyebrow.
“You know about entangled particles?” he asked skeptically.
“Right after she lightens you up,” Selina answered happily, “your Catwoman needs
to smack you, hard, several times in the head until you get over this notion that I’m
stupid.”
Again the lip twitched.
“Well, that’s a start,” Selina observed. “You have a nice liptwitch, Bruce. I’m really
sorry I can’t stay and prod more of them out of you until you declare me an impossible
woman. But you can walk me back to my entangled particles that link me with
home.” Saying this, she snaked her arm playfully around his, bringing her hand to rest
on the top of his gauntlet. “And when the time is right,” she whispered, pointing to
her ringless fingers, “give your cat a pink sapphire.”
“’Impossible woman’ sounds about right,” he noted.
They walked arm in arm to the point where, in an alternate Batcave, the JLA
transporter was repositioned over a magical vortex. Selina showed him where each of
the three oil burners was sitting, describing the cats on each and the scents of the oil
they burned. She didn’t know why she was going into such detail, he didn’t seem all
that interested in which burner (that he couldn’t see and that didn’t exist in his world)
was white, which black and which gold… But it did seem like he enjoyed letting her
prattle. He’d seemed so alone and cut off when she arrived, maybe unconsciously she
was reminded what her own Bruce was like at the beginning…
“I have to go,” she said finally.
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“Selina,” he asked seriously before she stepped into the circle, “why is it you making
these dimensional jumps and not your Batman?”
Their eyes met and locked.
Bruce, we need to talk about Zatanna…
When she arrived, he thought Alfred had let her into the cave. It meant he’d told his
Catwoman his identity. Whatever their relationship was, it was that far along. “We
tortured Zatanna’s magic out of her before we killed her. I wound up using it a couple
times, how’s that for irony…” “Events here aren’t very different from my world as far
as you and Zatanna and the League…” “You were there in both alternate timelines,
You made me happy—We had such a connection.”
“We beat Zatanna’s magic out of her before we killed her.”
“and still we wound up together”
“I don’t think there’s a cause and effect.”
“I-eh,” Selina stumbled uncertainly over the words while her mind raced over
possible answers. “Batman is working from another angle,” she managed as a facet of
the truth presented itself. “With Superman. There’s a Luthor involved so…” she
trailed off and shrugged.
He grunted, accepting this plausible half-truth for the whole, and Selina held her
breath as the vortex of color burst onto the horizon and consumed him.

Selina woke with a start. She was still wearing the boots and riding pants… She
looked around. She was in her bedroom in the manor—she didn’t remember going to
sleep, though—the vortex, the last thing she remembered was the vortex in the cave.
She checked her finger instinctively—the sapphire was in place—but smaller than it
had been.
“I hate this,” she muttered to no one in particular. “Through the looking glass, new
wrinkles each time, no wonder Jervis is crazy.”
There was a strange knocking—and Selina’s brow wrinkled as she realized it was
coming from the window. It wrinkled even further as she turned to look and saw
Superman hovering outside it. He offered a friendly salute when he saw he had her
attention, and his hovering posture shifted like he was waiting for something. Playing
a hunch, Selina opened the window.
“We said seven o’clock sharp, didn’t we?”
“Um, yes. Seven. Sharp,” Selina agreed bravely. “Seven sharp, that’s what we
said.”
“And here I am,” Superman declared.
“Yes. There you are,” she noted.
“Well?”
“Eh,” she hedged, “I guess I should… tell Bruce you’re here?”
“Boy, you’re not going to make this easy are you, Selina. Look, Bruce is at the
Watchtower pulling a double shift, as we arranged. It was not easy to make that
happen without his suspecting something; he’s an impossibly hard man to fool. I have
no idea how any of your… colleagues in this town can get away with anything. There,
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you happy? I admit it, he’s a better man. He’s a better crimefighter than all of us, a
better partner and a better friend. We need him in the Justice League, and I was wrong
not to tell him what Zatanna and the others had done the minute I heard what had
happened with Dr. Light.”
“That’s what this is about,” Selina muttered under her breath. “That fucking
mindwipe again.”
“He’s prepared to move past it, Selina. If you’ll let him. We talked it out and he’s
ready to work with me again. I just… I am sorry that I couldn’t abide by the agreement
we made at the waterfall that day. When I talked to Bruce, I brought up the
protocols—I’m sorry, it was relevant to the conversation, it was important to me, and I
said so. I promised you I wouldn’t mention it, and then I did. So here I am, your slave
for the next twelve hours. So let’s get up to this preserve of yours, show me your
monster tiger and tell me what you want done to his pen.”
Selina bit her lip.
“You’re… landscaping the Catitat for me because you mentioned the protocols when
you talked to Bruce about the mindwipe?” she uttered, choking down a tickle of
laughter.
“And I’m ready to take my punishment like a man,” he sighed, “I just figured it was
going to be a lot more enlarging the spring-fed lake, like you originally said, and not so
much talking about why.”
“Well, come on then,” she purred. “Time’s a wasting.”
As the morning wore on, Selina wondered why the mystic whatever that governed
the vortex had brought her to this world on this day. Bruce wasn’t around to talk
down from an ill-fated magic ritual, and it didn’t seem like there was anything she
needed to learn from Superman. By lunchtime, she decided it was just the Universe’s
way of giving her a respite. With all the Batman variants crossing her path, plus the
dimension leaks at home, what better way to keep her grounded then letting her spend
a few hours with her cats. The Nirvana of this world was just as welcoming and
maternal as her own, and Shimbala! Watching Shimbala discover an invulnerable
Kryptonian playmate for the first time reminded her of the untamable power that is a
wild cat.
The tiger was intrigued when Superman entered his pen, and he went immediately
to investigate. Superman allowed the cat to approach and sniff his hand; he foolishly
thought that concluded the introductions. He returned his attention to the watershed,
building up the banks along the stream so it would form a waterfall by the time it
merged into the lake… What the Man of Steel didn’t realize is that a tiger is still a cat.
Like any other cat, he will tell you when the encounter is finished, and until he does,
you are not free to go about your business. So Shimbala charged, and Superman had to
push him away. The cat was even more intrigued and charged more forcefully. Again
Superman pushed back, and before long, the two were roughhousing like Lassie and
Timmy.
Selina watched through binoculars from a footbridge that passed over the lake. She
watched as Superman picked up Shimbala and flew him to the top of a hill farthest
from the stream, then returned to his place in time to give the base of the riverbank ten
seconds or so of super-pounding before Shimbala raced down the hill and pounced on
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him again. Selina couldn’t be certain, but she swore at one point she heard the
illustrious Man of Steel muttering that he ‘should have brought the dog.’
Maybe that was the lesson of this world: Cats were a force of nature. They were
nature incarnate, and even a power like Superman had to accommodate them. He
could do it by willingly cooperating, or he could try to force the cat to do it his way, but
either way, kitty had his playdate.
When the tiger had enough, he allowed Superman to return to work. When Selina
had enough, she invited him back to the cabin for lunch. She was happily preparing
sandwiches when Superman casually mentioned that Bruce “pulled some strings”
through the Foundation to get Lois an interview with Dr. Luthor.
Selina froze, mustard knife poised over the bread, and stared.
“Lewis Luthor?” she asked, the blood draining from her face.
“Lewis?” Superman laughed, “No, heavens no. Laura. Selina, didn’t Bruce tell you
that Dr. Luthor is a woman?”
“No,” she said softly. “He didn’t mention that. Superman—Clark—we have to get
back. And we need Bruce to come back. You’ll have to ‘fess up and tell him you
rigged the duty log, take over his shift.”
“Selina, seriously, Laura Luthor might be a brilliant scientist, but she’s not what I
would call a heartbreaker. I really don’t think—”
“Oh, don’t be a schmuck,” she interrupted. “If Bruce is working with a Dr. Luthor,
any Dr. Luthor, then I need to talk to him, in private and like ten minutes ago. I can’t
explain, just trust me, there’s no time to lose and… and it’s very seriously, cosmically,
and universally bad.”
It was Superman’s turn to stare.
“Why do I have the feeling you’re not joking?” he asked sternly.
“Get me home in thirty seconds or to the Watchtower in sixty, and you’ll get an
answer to that question,” she answered crisply.

When Selina reached the Watchtower’s Monitor Womb, she saw her own file open
on the large viewscreen. Batman was nowhere in sight. She glanced over the images
on the screen and then turned to Superman.
“I’ve been meaning to mention for a while now,” she purred with quiet amusement,
“Six paragraphs on the ‘naughty grin’ seems a bit excessive. And it really isn’t a
‘special power,’ you know.”
Superman glanced disapprovingly at the data on a sidescreen.
“They have it classified under ‘incapacitate and mind control abilities,’” he said
genially, “It’s just Lantern and Flash having a little joke is all, obviously. I’ll… have a
talk with them.”
Selina chuckled.
“When you do, tell them the lady in question said ‘that’s not his mind, but leave it to
hero-types like them to be confused on that point.’”
Before Superman could respond, Batman coughed in the doorway.
“Am I interrupting something?” he graveled.
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“I was going to ask the same thing,” Selina said, pointing to the file. “We need to talk
about this, Bruce. Whatever you’re thinking that’s got you poring over my file up here,
it’s fucked, okay? Whatever you’re thinking of doing with Dr. Luthor—magic maybe?
a Seeing Ritual, because you think Zatanna did something to change me?”
“WHAT?” Superman gasped, staring at Selina. “What are y—”
He stopped when he saw the look on Batman’s face. It was true. Bruce was
planning something. Realization dawned: Batman had known about the switch in the
duty logs, and worse, he had known that both Selina and Superman would be
occupied, leaving him free to conduct whatever experiments he was planning.
“After Dr. Light, it must’ve got good for them,” Selina answered tersely. “She did it
at least once more to a Flash villain in Keystone and—”
“And to the Secret Society of Supervillains,” Batman added, cutting her off.
Superman’s eyes darted from one of them to the other. He crossed his arms over his
chest and let out a short sigh before adding, “And at least two more that I know
about.”
Selina merely nodded her head towards the file displayed on the monitor.
“And when it came out about the Society, that set you off on a research project?” she
said to Batman.
“You were in the Secret Society for a time,” he said flatly.
“No,” she corrected, patiently. “See, that’s also the kind of thing where you herotypes are apt to get confused. I went to a party. They had an open house when they set
up their ‘Sinister Citadel,’ they invited me and I went. Big whoop.”
Batman turned a dial on the console, repositioning the image on the main screen, and
then punched a button to enlarge a detail on the far right. The zoomed image showed
Catwoman talking with Felix Faust and smiling a little too warmly.
“That’s a party?” Batman demanded emphatically.
Selina repositioned the image just as he had done and punched the button,
expanding the lowest edge of the frame.
“That’s a kabob,” she answered, pointing to an object in Faust’s left hand.
“It looks like his wand,” Batman pointed out.
“I’m not having this conversation,” Selina said to no one in particular.
Clark was about to interject that it did, in fact, look like a wand, but a quick sideways
glance at Selina told him that, in this particular case, silence was the best policy. He’d
been stuck in Perry White’s office with Perry and Lois going at it too many times not to
learn how and when to stay out of a conversation. He stared blankly at the image,
concentrating a little too hard on the wand-kabob in question… he began to convince
himself there might be a wedge of green pepper just visible behind Faust’s thumb.
“Look,” Selina resumed in a tone of strained patience, “They flew me out to San
Francisco, I listened to their pitch, I took the tour. I admired the Corinthian leather
chairs in their library, the X-ray machine in their medical center, and the gun cabinets
in their arsenal, and then I made an early exit.”
“It doesn’t look like you’re getting ready to make an exit,” Batman said, realigning
the photo yet again until Catwoman’s smile filled the screen in an extreme close-up.
Clark, who now found himself without a convenient focus for his attention, turned
away from the monitor. Time for phase two: convenient extraction. “I’m just going to
go check on the Hydroponics Garden,” he muttered, edging slowly toward the door.
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“I listened to Wizard, Mirror Master, and Felix Faust tell the same story,” Selina said
curtly, “And I smiled each time, because that’s what you do when you’re drinking their
liquor and eating their canapés. And then I made an early exit, because that’s what you
do when the guy with the kabob keeps crowding your personal space and telling you
his wife doesn’t understand him!”
“Wh-what?!?” Superman exclaimed.
“I thought you were going to check the Hydroponics Garden,” Batman spat.
“You heard that, eh?” Superman countered.
“Of course he heard,” Selina sighed. “He’s Batman. What, did you miss the memo?”
Batman turned his back on the two of them. He began closing windows on the
monitor screen, gathering papers into a folder, and giving every indication that he was
ignoring their existence.
“So you were never in the Society at all?” Superman asked with a forced
conversational air, accepting that there was no help for it now—he was in this
conversation whether he wanted to be or not. “No auxiliary status, or, I don’t know, a
trial membership?”
Selina mirrored precisely the same smile that had appeared on the viewscreen before
it flickered out.
“You’re thinking of a health club,” she said sweetly. “What’s honestly funny is this
is damn near the same conversation I had with them. They had this idea that if I joined,
I wouldn’t expect to be PAID to perform burglaries for them. I explained—very nicely,
I thought, under the circumstances—that it doesn’t work that way.”
“I’ll bet that went over well,” Batman muttered, barely audible.
Selina shot him a look, but he’d resumed the “ignoring you” demeanor, so she
continued to direct her comments to Superman.
“They called me for two jobs over the next six weeks,” she went on as if she’d never
been interrupted. “For which I was very well paid (You remember that sweet Porsche I
had before the Jag?), and I never heard from them again. I assume they found some
member or other who’s almost as good as me and would do it for the brownie points.”
“Interesting,” Superman nodded. “Shadow Thief, probably. I believe he went on
their rolls very early on, didn’t he, Batman?”
Batman turned, glowered, and grunted.
“I’m going home,” he declared. “Clark, if you’ll finish the shift.”
He nodded, and Batman walked out. Selina met Superman’s eye and then followed
to the transporter.
“Don’t do it, Bruce,” she called softly. “Whatever you’re planning with Dr. Luthor, it
can’t end well. If you wanted to know what happened with me and the Secret Society
all those years ago, you only had to ask—”
“Selina,” he blurted, spinning around mid-step to face her. “You’re assuming that
you know what really happened. You’re assuming your memories are accurate. If theyIf she-”
“And,” she continued as if she hadn’t been interrupted, “If you want to know when I
stopped stealing, it would be so much better to ask me about it rather than finding
some radical physicist that… that for all you know could be crazier and more
dangerous than the whole Secret Society put together.”
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“What makes you think you can trust your memories?” he asked grimly.
“What makes you think you can trust Dr. Luthor?” she retorted.
“It isn’t a question of trust, it’s a simple exercise in scientific methodology,
constructing an experiment to validate a worthy hypothesis that could redefine—”
“Pffft,” she interjected.
“Bless you,” Superman called in the distance.
“…”
Selina looked at Batman.
“…”
Batman looked at Selina.
“Cave,” he mouthed silently.
She nodded, and a minute later, the conversation resumed in the privacy of the
Batcave.
“Dr. Luthor needs to monitor a physical space across multiple subatomic spectra
during a magic ritual,” Batman explained impassively. “What mystics call ‘a seeing’ is
as good as any, and she’s undergone extensive training with practicing magic users to
be able to—”
“You’re staging a seeing ritual with Dr. Luthor in order to access the moment I
stopped stealing,” Selina said over him, just as impassively. “And Bruce, it is a colossal
mistake. If you go through with this…”
“Don’t stop there, that’s quite a threat you started off.”
“It’s not a threat. It’s… It’s just something I know. If you take that step, a spark
ignites and… very bad consequences.”
“How do you know that?”
“I know… Bruce, I know I can trust my thoughts and my memories and my feelings
where you and I are concerned. I will tell you about the moment I stopped stealing—
but you have to promise me you’ll call off this ritual.”
“Is there anything else?”
“Yes,” she smirked. “I’d also like to note for the record that this is quite a tiny little
stone for a pink sapphire.”
Underneath the mask, his brow crinkled.
“Yes,” he agreed, “but it’s quite large for a pink diamond. You thought I gave you
an undersized sapphire for an engagement ring?”
All Selina’s carefully constructed words to explain her decision to stop stealing froze
as a creeping icy shock congealed at the base of her spine and spidered through her
entire body.
“eng’d…?” she said woozily.
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CHAPTER 7: THE BERLIANI
In the Batcave, the cats which supported three dishes of scented oil regarded each
other with the cold, lifeless eyes of statues from their respective corners of the JLA
transporter. A few feet away, Batman, Superman, and Jason Blood regarded each other
without much more warmth from their positions around the conference table.
To a hero like Superman, who battled galactic threats and homegrown menace on a
regular basis, bad news about a foe’s capabilities was part of the job. Still, Lex Luthor
was a special case and the thought of Luthor commanding magic, one of the few forces
in the universe that could affect him, was very much a fright. When Luthor acquired a
Kryptonite ring, it posed a serious threat, and Kryptonite, while deadly, was at least
predictable. But magic, there was no telling what a mind like Luthor’s might conjure
with power like that at his disposal…
Batman wrestled with his own dilemma, similar to Clark’s yet unique. No one knew
what had become of Lex Luthor after he resigned the presidency in disgrace, and all
efforts to find him by conventional means had been unsuccessful. Now they had new
intelligence: it was possible—it was likely—that Luthor had access to magic. If he was
experimenting as his counterpart in at least one alternate reality was doing, it
suggested a new and more effective way to locate him. Jason said an experienced
wizard could sense when the lines of magic shift from their normal patterns and the
signature of a neophyte like Luthor would be easy to spot. He had no doubt that he
could find Luthor with the simplest of spells… It was… it was obviously the best
strategy from a practical crimefighting perspective, but the idea of MORE magic, after
the moonstone and the witch orb and a vortex still churning INSIDE the floor of the
Batcave, with Selina off god-knows-where through that magic portal… the very idea of
allowing even more magic into this process… As much as the strategist told him it was
necessary, the crisis before them was severe, time was of the essence, and, given the
forces they were dealing with, Jason’s magical assistance was both timely and
appropriate, the emotional man could only see that he’d allowed the tiniest chink to
remain unplugged and now a flood of magic was pouring through it, uncontrolled and
uncontrollable…
Jason felt wronged. Bruce’s inflexible hostility to anything remotely mystical was
familiar by now, and if that hostility had become more pointedly antagonist in the last
few days, the reason was certainly understandable. Superman’s reaction to the Luthor
development was also understandable; you couldn’t expect him to rejoice at the news
his deadliest enemy was dabbling in the magical arts. It was all perfectly
understandable, but Jason still couldn’t help feeling persecuted. He himself had done
nothing, absolutely nothing. He hadn’t lobotomized any villains, wiped anyone’s
memories, made magical forces available to Lex Luthor, and he certainly never raised a
finger, magical or otherwise, against Selina! On the contrary, he’d gone to considerable
trouble to protect her, and at the moment she was the only participant in the whole
affair he could stand. And yet he, Jason Blood, innocent bystander, had somehow been
appointed spokesperson for the magical arts, defender of its right to exist and
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scapegoat for all those who abused it. He abhorred Zatanna’s reckless excesses as
much as they did, but any time either one of them pronounced the word “magic” they
did it with this oblique snarl aimed directly at him…
“Alright,” Superman said finally. “I’m not much happier about it than Bruce is, but I
really don’t see that we have a choice. If Luthor is a part of this, we have to find him.
If his dabbling in magic gives us a way to find him, we do it.”
Superman was equally piqued at Bruce. He might not be a strategist of Batman’s
caliber, but Superman knew his enemy and he could see how this all came about. As
president, Luthor would have had intelligence on all the big research being conducted.
He had a fixation on Bruce Wayne; what Wayne had Luthor had to have. He wouldn’t
have cared about niche research like this string theory that couldn’t even produce a
decent bomb; he wouldn’t have even noticed it until that name caught his eye among
the underwriters: Wayne Foundation. That’s why Lex Luthor had magic to use against
him, because of Bruce…
Batman touched his glove to the edge of the mask above his eye and rubbed as if
massaging a headache.
He’d moved beyond piqued into flat-out pissed. He told Clark specifically not to
come to the house. Ignored. He told him specifically not to worry about the anomaly in
the study. Ignored. That last stunt not only wasted time, it gave Selina an opening she
wouldn’t have otherwise had to go sphere-hopping again. It would be so much better
if they were running a single operation, not each doing their own thing this way. Clark
should see that. Clark, the married man—Didn’t he realize how hard Selina was to
control in the first place? Was a little cooperation too much to ask from a friend and an
ally???
“Alright,” he growled finally. “Does it have to be here? Couldn’t you at least take it
outside of the house before you conduct—whatever it is you’re going to do?”
“I can,” Jason said coldly, “but seeing as the dimensional instabilities are centered
around your house, Bruce, I think it would be more effective if I did it here. Ideally, I’d
like to go upstairs to the study where we conducted the initial seeing. Whether it
helped ignite the spark or not, Selina and Etrigan both saw the spark in it and—”
“Yes, yes, alright, fine,” Batman spat.
“There is no need for you to be present,” Jason went on mildly. “You could stay here
and monitor the transporter in case Selina returns.”
Batman looked towards the transporter and grunted. He was aware he was being
“humored and handled,” but was prepared to allow it. Selina really might return at
any time, and her last trip had provided crucial intelligence about Luthor. There was
no telling what she might learn this time, it could even be something to render the
magical Luthor-hunt moot.

Alfred walked briskly into the lobby of the Battenkill Inn, kicked the snow from his
boots and warmed himself in front of the large, welcoming fireplace.
“Been out for another walk then, Mr. Pennyworth?” the observant landlord asked.
Alfred merely nodded, fearing his teeth would chatter if he tried to speak.
“Keeps you young, don’t it; the brisk mountain air.”
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Rather than encourage this friendly banter, Alfred grunted in a dismissive fashion—
and then scolded himself for the lapse. He would be a fool indeed if he did not
recognize the curt grunt as Master Bruce’s—as well as the sentiment to take all your
well-meaning attentiveness far, far away so I may focus my attention on this present
dilemma.
The innkeeper meant well, Alfred knew. They all thought he was a great walker, so
devoted to their scenic mountain trails that he had extended his stay to go on hiking
through the beautiful countryside for another week. In fact, he was pacing. He began
pacing the day Miss Selina called telling him to extend his trip but refused to say why.
Then Master Bruce called with a few more details that were more alarming than Miss
Selina’s silence. So he’d started to pace, but that quaint little room with the quilt and
the canopy bed and the needlepoint rug was not quite conducive to a properly
energetic pacing. So he’d taken his coat and set off on the mountain trails. But
however vigorously he walked, he could not drive the agitation from his body.
Whatever was meant by “dimensional anomalies,” they were occurring in Wayne
Manor, which was his responsibility. They were occurring while Master Bruce and
Miss Selina were in residence, and capable though Batman and Catwoman may be to
deal with such matters on their own, they were still his charges while they lived in that
house. The very idea that he was banished—for his “safety” (not five minutes after
Master Bruce assured him the anomalies posed no physical threat)—it was more than
any well-trained gentleman’s gentleman could bear.
And yet he was ordered, by both master and mistress, to remain where he was.

When they reached the study, Superman watched, helplessly baffled, while a
Hawkman chimera picked his severed wings off the Aubusson rug, revealing a sticky,
reddish-black bloodstain. Hawkman followed the other spectral Leaguers out the
door, just as he had before, and Superman knelt to touch the tacky goo clinging to the
carpet fibers just as it vanished into nothingness right under his fingers.
He looked up at Jason in horrified wonder, and Jason managed a kindly nod meant
to convey a sympathy he did not feel. He pulled a small, low, claw-footed table from
the wall and set it in the center of the room where it had been placed for the first
seeing. He retrieved his silver bowl and the bottle containing the water of Avalon from
the shelf where they had been placed for safekeeping once the anomalies began. He set
them up just as before, then positioned his hands over them, closed his eyes, and began
murmuring a mantra from a language long forgotten. Superman watched in
fascination as wisps of glowing mist rose from the water in the bowl and took the form
of a rotating ball between Jason Blood’s hands. The mist whitened here and darkened
there, taking on a deep bluish tint, and Superman saw to his astonishment the very
image of the Earth as seen from space. A yellow glow appeared at the southernmost
tip of Africa, and suddenly the words “finis africae” seemed to pop into his mind,
although he hadn’t heard anything.
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Jason Blood sighed, his head tipped backwards, and his arms dropped to his sides.
The mist slowed its rotation, losing form, and spiraled sluggishly downward into the
water.
Jason opened his eyes and met Superman’s. “Finis Africae,” he pronounced. “The
end of Africa.”
“It’s a start,” Superman noted—as the sound of girlish giggling erupted outside the
study door. He turned to see Jason staring out the doorway in horror. Selina was
there, a Selina that Clark recognized immediately as an apparition from an earlier point
in the timeline. He knew this from the yellow ruffles she wore and the two bottles of
champagne tucked under her arm. She lead a trio of women, each with their own open
bottles from which they drank as the procession continued down the hallway: Dinah
Lance, in aqua ruffles that weren’t any more flattering than Selina’s yellow; then Lois
in a respectable paisley dress; and finally Harley Quinn in a short, tight, shocking pink
outfit that looked more suited to a nightclub than a wedding reception.
“Dick and Barbara’s wedding,” Clark explained as Selina growled something like
“Mrs. Wayne, my ass,” while Lois and Dinah clinked their bottles together and
repeated “Missus Wayne meowlass.”
“I see,” Jason said with polite detachment. “Perhaps we should return to the cave
without further delay.”
Superman nodded.
Finis Africae turned out to be much more than “a start” once Superman and Jason
told Bruce of their findings. He opened what he called “an existing data-analysis
matrix” Oracle had created when Luthor first vanished. They’d been using it for
months, he said, to try and locate the former president. Now he could add Southern
Africa to the parameters. In less than a minute, the screen filled with data, which
Batman skimmed with satisfaction.
“The King David is a luxury hotel in East London, Wild Coast region of South
Africa,” he announced. “Six weeks after Luthor resigned, they were hiring two new
chefs, a chamber maid, and a waiter.”
Superman chuckled. “Meaning Luthor stole half their staff away when he moved
into the area.”
“Precisely,” Batman answered as a printer sprung to life. “Those are the names of
the former employees. We go to East London, find their families, find out where those
individuals are working now, and we’ve found Luthor.”

Jason Blood agreed to monitor the transporter while Batman pursued the Luthor
lead with Superman. The vortex churning beneath it made him uneasy, consisting as it
did of his own magic intermingled with Etrigan’s. He’d had little time since the
cataclysm began to wonder what the future held for him—assuming he had one. If
they prevented the crisis spark from nullifying existence, it meant a future without
Etrigan. The idea was almost incomprehensible. For fifteen hundred years, give or
take, his soul had been knit to Etrigan’s. Now that the bond was broken he was,
technically, free of the demon. It meant liberation beyond his wildest hopes and
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dreams, but Jason was long past the ability to feel happiness, or even satisfaction, at
this release he once dreamed of.
What did it really mean? It meant Etrigan was free. Could Jason really live content
in a world where Etrigan ran free? He had grown accustomed to living on while all
those he knew and cared about died: from illness, from injury, from old age, in war
and in peacetime. Claire… Nicole… Lilyaene… how many others? Warm and alive for
time, then ash, nothing but a memory for the rest of eternity. He’d grown used to it.
But the scale of the dying and the cruelty, the depravity if a monster like Etrigan was
free to kill and maim and conquer as he wished… Could Jason really live comfortable
and at ease in a little villa somewhere knowing that was going on in the world?
By the same token, could he re-bind himself to Etrigan? If it were even possible to
remake the magical bond that nature herself had dissolved, would he be able to
willingly imprison himself again? Now, with full knowledge of what he was getting
into?
He thought of Etrigan setting himself up as Lord of the Americas, a throne made
from the ground bones of those who tried to oppose him—Bruce’s corpse undoubtedly,
and Selina’s, possibly Superman’s, Flash certainly, Green Arrow, Hawkman, Black
Canary. How many of those mortal children from that recurring shadowplay in the
study would stand against a demon of Hell, blinded by their “superpowers” into
thinking they had any chance against the power of the cosmos?
The controls of the transporter began to light and flicker as a bitter irony curled
Jason’s lips into a mirthless smile. If they were right, the Bruce Wayne of however
many dimensions was making war on magic because he thought it robbed his
Catwoman of her right to choose. But Jason—now that he was freer than he had ever
been, it seemed he had no choice at all.
The vortex below the transporter suddenly sprung up like a geyser through the floor
of the transporter, bathing the chamber in a whirlpool of purple light, which then spun
bluer, greener, yellower, and white before it dissipated, revealing Catwoman standing
with a dazed and weary expression. She steadied herself against the side of the
transporter, tore off her glove and, from the look of it, scrutinized the ring on her
finger. Then she regarded him with quizzical recognition.
“Jason?” she said skeptically.
“The man, the myth, the legend,” he replied gamely.
She gave a sickly grin and stepped out of the transporter.
“And is… Bruce (?) around?” she asked cautiously.
“He and Superman have gone in search of Luthor,” Jason informed her. “Not Doctor
Luthor,” he added hurriedly. “They’ve gone in search of the former president,
Alexander Luthor, bald man.”
She breathed, clearly relieved.
“Okay, well, in that case, meow.”
“While Bruce is out of the picture, we should perhaps take advantage of this
opportunity to speak freely,” Jason suggested.
“Upstairs,” Selina answered, removing her mask. “I could use a drink, something
stronger than tea.”
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“That was a waste of time when we do not have time to waste,” Batman growled,
marching furiously out of the service entrance of the King David Hotel in East
London.
“They might have kept forwarding addresses or something,” Superman protested.
“It was worth a try before we go bothering their families.”
“If they’d kept that kind of information, it would have been in their database, it
would have been in the downloads. We would have known back in the cave how to
proceed. The fact that it wasn’t made the families the most promising source for—”
“It just seems so rude, so intrusive—”
“—more information.”
No more was said until they reached the summit above a quiet, residential
community.
“These aren’t henchmen, Bruce,” Superman said pointedly. “These are good, decent,
hardworking people. To go to their families—”
“I’m not talking about punching anybody’s grandmother, Clark. I’m saying knock
on the door, smile your best public relations smile, and ask as politely as you want
where their son is.”
“You really think that’s going to get us an answer?”
Batman stared at him flatly.
“I’m absolutely certain that it won’t.”

While Jason prepared a highball, Selina had gone upstairs to her room and returned
with a small, red-leather box. She opened it, took the sapphire from her finger, and
placed it carefully around a finger-size oval raised in the white felt lining. She set it
gently on the table in front of her and stared at it. As she sipped her drink, she briefly
told Jason the story. How Bruce and she agreed on a one-night separation the night of
the MoMA opening, how he slipped the empty box in with her things before she set off
for the penthouse, how he enclosed a taunt rather than the ring, declaring it to be the
prize if she ‘earned’ it in the course of the party.
Then she grew quiet, reliving the conversation that followed. “Marriage, Selina? I
don’t know if I’ll ever want to be married. I may never be capable of that kind of…
vulnerability.”
She had accepted that what they had now was all there would ever be. It was quite a
lot, considering how they started. Selina didn’t believe for one second that Zatanna’s
magic was involved in what had happened between them. Nevertheless, it was a
pretty magical progression: from “Breaking and entering is a crime in this city” to “I’ve
always loved you.”
It was a lot, from where they started to have reached this glittering pink gem in a
Cartier’s ring box. It was. And if there was an alternate world where they went
further and had a baby together, there was also one where she—she paused to gag on
the thought—where she actually wore those horrific goggles. So as far as Selina was
concerned, the “reality” of these alternate realities was suspect at best and she could
dismiss the couple with the baby as easily as she did Poison Ivy on the patio… What
she could not dismiss quite so easily was one of these “pink sapphire” worlds that
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seemed so close to her own history, these Bruces who were so like hers that they shared
that same look, the searching vault eyes, the cold agonizing silence before they’d
pronounce that “No” with I’m-Batman finality… one of them had given her a diamond
instead of a sapphire that night. One of them said “Will you marry me” instead of
“Those words that mean love and commitment to everyone else, to me they’re two
bodies in an alley…”
And it was one of them, so like her own Bruce, that employed a Dr. Luthor to go
poking into her past because he thought Zatanna used magic to change her.
“Would you like another?” Jason offered, lifting the decanter.
“Sure,” she answered dully.
“Selina, I’m sure the experience of dimension-hopping is unsettling, but if I may
intrude on your musings, I think we really must discuss what I learned about The
Berliani.”
She looked up at him, and Jason was struck by the felinity of her expression—weary,
irate at being pressed when she was clearly tired and not wanting to be bothered, and
yet resigned to the bothering for what more could one expect from a non-cat. He
wondered how he ever came to doubt Selina Kyle’s feline nature.
“Berliani,” she repeated. “That’s the name that Zatara mentioned? ‘The fire of the
Berliani comes again.’ You found out what it means?”
“I did,” Jason nodded. “It’s quite a tale. And it makes me wonder if any success you
have dissuading these alternate Bruce Waynes from the ritual will have any effect in
the end.”
He set down his glass, took a breath, and assumed a story-telling posture.
“There is a legend among magic-users,” he began as if reciting a story in the exact
words prescribed by some ancient ritual. “There was a monastery built at a place
called Berliani in the north of Italy just after the fall of Rome. They were custodians, it
was said, of secret knowledge they had salvaged from the libraries of the Caesars when
the only civilization they had known fell to chaos. Manuscripts of dark magicians from
as far away as India were collected within their walls. Black and terrible knowledge
that had been scattered throughout the world, never meant to be brought together in a
single place—or a single mind—or a single soul. It was said the ‘monks’ of this
monastery were monks in name only. For appearance’s sake, they lived as a Catholic
cloister, but they were no holy men devoted to prayer and study. They were a
commune of terrible wizards whose lust for power was matched only by their wanton
depravity.
“For thirty-nine years, they had practiced their dark sorcery, when a traveler came to
their gate bearing parchments and artifacts unlike any ever seen. Whether they came
from China, the new world, or from Krypton, we can only speculate today; all we
know is the monks of Berliani had never seen their like. They vowed to do anything to
obtain these treasures, and the traveler’s demands were very trifling: he asked only to
be made abbot, to be supreme master of the monastery and lord of all its riches and
power. Wild with greed, the monks killed their present abbot and feasted that night on
his flesh. His heart, they cut out and gave to the traveler, who consumed it whole in
order to absorb the victim’s power into his own.
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“The act was so vile, it is said, the godforce itself rejected it. The Universe, the
Universal Is, decided this new unholy magick that would grow by feeding on another
was not to exist. So, like an immune response, it acted simply and unconsciously to…
remove it… from existence.
“The new abbot, now called The Black Abbot, began directing the magicks of the
abbey in new ways. He sought to master the Music of the Spheres. At his behest, the
wizard-monks conquered each of the four elements in turn. For a decade, they
devoted themselves to no other pursuit but to isolate the purest essence of each. At
long last one monk was successful, and the Earth element was theirs to command.
More years passed and another wizened old mystic isolated the essence of Air… then
another, and the Water element was conquered as well… but still the Music of the
Spheres was unattainable. It taunted the Black Abbot in his dreams, filling his mind
with its melody and an unquenchable thirst to possess it. He spurred his subjects on to
unheard of feats of magic, but another decade passed and the fire element still eluded
them. Without that, they were no closer to their goal.
“The Black Abbot consulted the darkest magicks of the abbey and conjured a deep
spell of ecstasy and an even deeper spell of torment. He gave his monks a potent taste
of each, and promised the one as reward for success and the other as punishment for
failure. For another seven years they toiled, and each night were doled out their
portion of bliss or anguish in proportion to the day’s success. At the end of this time, a
novice who had not yet been granted the title of wizard came upon the method in an
ancient Macedonian scroll. That month, under the next full moon, the essence of the
Fire element was obtained.
“But nothing more. It was inadequate, and still in his dreams the Music of the
Spheres taunted the Black Abbot. His thirst turned to hunger and then to lust. The
answer burned within him. They needed a fifth—the unknown fifth element. The
Black Abbot, by now gripped by a madness beyond anything known, determined that
the missing element was Innocence. They needed, so they thought, to distill an essence
of Innocence. They found a peasant family poor enough and desperate enough to sell
their daughter. They used their magicks to impregnate this girl, creating a child of the
four elemental forces themselves. No one knows what became of the mother, but the
child they raised as a daughter of the abbey. She was educated as no female was at the
time, but not in the academic sense, rather in art and music. Her plainsong, it was said,
could draw life from wilting plants in the garden. She was Innocence and Beauty and
Gaiety personified. And when she turned 16… they sacrificed her. They sacrificed her
with no more thought than they would slaughtering a boar for their Samhain feast.
They cut out her heart and boiled it into an elixir they believed to be the power of
powers, the essence of the Universal Is.
“The Black Abbot consumed this potion—and died on the spot. It is described that
simply in the scrolls, he consumed the potion and he died. No narrative of writhing or
death agonies, he simply ‘consumed it and died.’ The monks thought at first he must
have transcended to a higher form—until the wailing began. The girl, for 16 years she
had lived among them thinking herself a beloved daughter. Not one of them,
hardened and murderous wizards though they were, could pretend they did not
recognize her voice. She had become the Music of the Spheres, and the Music could not
be silenced. She wailed until each of the wizard-monks had taken their lives, and
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when the last of them was dead the wailing continued until the very stones of the
monastery crumbled to dust.”
“What a cheery little anecdote,” Selina observed.

Batman’s interrogation methods exploited the particular emotions, mostly fear, his
presence provoked. Superman’s did too, but in his case, the feeling elicited was
usually awe. In a place like Beacon Bay, East London, the awe-of-Superman-standingon-your-doorstep approach rarely failed to produce results.
But at the home of Clive and Ansa Nahoon, parents of John, former sous-chef at the
King David hotel, the reaction was exactly what Batman predicted: Nothing. Polite
nothing, apologetic nothing, but nothing just the same.
“Sorry, Superman, but we’ve been sworn to secrecy. You wouldn’t want us to break
our word, would you?”
He tried for fifteen minutes before giving up. At last he rejoined Batman on the
summit, but before he could even report his failure, Batman held up a portable
datascreen.
“Got it,” he announced. “They called their son as soon as you left. Cell tower in
Gonubie.”
“What? How?” Superman gasped.
“I knew Luthor would have left instructions to be notified if anyone started poking
around—especially you. I intercepted the call, traced it to a cell tower in Gonubie.”
Superman raised a disapproving eyebrow.
“Which gives us what—a couple-hundred square mile area to search? Looking for
one person?”
“Actually, it’s a five-hundred foot tower and African wireless companies don’t have
the broadcast restrictions American ones do. According to the company’s specs, that
tower has a coverage radius of about twenty miles—so it’s more like thirteen-hundred
square miles.”
“Do you know how long it will take to search a radius like that to find a single
individual,” he asked archly. “Even for me, that’s hours.”
“If you were looking for an individual,” Batman replied flatly. “Luckily, you only
have to find the house.”
“And how am I supposed to pick out the one house that Luthor’s…” Superman
paused mid-question as realization dawned.
Batman’s lip twitched slightly as he answered Superman’s unfinished question. “All
you have to do is a quick flyby scanning of the buildings. Luthor’s will be the only
house in thirteen hundred square miles that’s covered in…”
They finished the answer in unison “…lead-based paint.”
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“What a cheery little anecdote,” Selina observed.
“Magic can go too far,” Jason declared. “It would please Bruce very much, for that is
the lesson of the story. Magic can go too far, and if it does… an immune response on
the part of the universe will remove it.”
“I don’t understand,” Selina said. “That’s what we’re dealing with? Jason, I don’t
understand. We had a theory; it was Bruce. It was these Bruce/Luthor teams
concocting their rituals to see if Zatanna’s magic changed me. I’ve seen them. I found
two of those Bruce Waynes. It happened just like we thought. That has to be what
silenced the strings. How does this Berliani thing fit in?”
“We’ve assumed this was a chance occurrence, Selina. Multiple Bruce Waynes
happen to arrive at the same conclusion and act in such a way as to light the spark. But
Zatara’s warning indicates otherwise. ‘The Fire of the Berliani burns again,’ he said.
Magic gone too far, HIS magic gone too far and triggering an immune response. Bruce
is a, a white blood cell, if you will.”
He stopped as Selina smirked at the phrase. Sensing that she was squelching flat out
laughter, Jason paused a moment for her to compose herself, and then continued.
“Selina, think: when the crisis began, the seeing, the spark, what was the first thing
to be dissolved by this smoldering flame of unexistence? It was the bond between me
and Etrigan. The first thing it did was destroy the first magic it encountered. Think,
the fire of the Berliani… Zatara’s magic, inherited by Zatanna, is inherently unsafe,”
Jason went on finally. “She has used white magic, a positive force meant to work in
harmony with nature, to lobotomize a man who was already captured and helpless.
She used white magic against an ally when she changed Bruce’s memories. And she
used white magick against Flash’s old adversary the Top to change his moral makeup.
There is simply no way to reconcile that with ‘acting with nature.’ To make white
magic behave like black magic should not be possible. No magic-user could use that
force in that way. But Zatanna did, because she merely speaks the result she wants
without any thought to the power being called or the way it is used… It is inherently
unsafe. And this is the result. She somehow crossed a line, just like the Berliani, that
was so utterly wrong, the Universe’s immune system has acted, through Bruce, to
remove it.”
“And take the rest of existence with it?” Selina exclaimed. “That’s a bit over the top
isn’t it? I think the expression is ‘throwing the baby out with the bathwater.’”
“It’s not a conscious act,” Jason shrugged. “It’s not a divine punishment like famine
or flood. If I’m right, it’s simply a… what I’ve already said, an immune response, no
more deliberate or punitive than a fever raising your body temperature to burn away
an infection.”
Selina fingered the edge of the box thoughtfully.
“So if all I’ve done is stop a few white blood cells—”
“The immune response will send more,” Jason declared. “Until the disease is wiped
out.”
“You’re saying I’ve WASTED all this time!” Selina exploded. “There was an OWL,
Jason, there was an Owl-Man—with a dog collar! And I was naked at one point… and
as if that’s not bad enough, one of them… prntlyskmetomryhm,” she murmured, all
the breath suddenly dropping from behind her voice.
“I’m afraid I didn’t catch that,” Jason noted blandly.
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“Apparently asked me to marry him,” she pronounced through defiantly clenched
teeth.
Jason merely raised an eyebrow.
“Yes… well,” he went on at last, “with respect to your complaint, I would have to
say no, in all likelihood, you have not completely wasted your time. Even before the
‘tether’ Bruce requested, the vortex was created to transport you across infinite
dimensions into those which are specifically tied to this crisis. The ‘tether,’ to be
honest, Selina, was something of a placebo. Bruce was… well, he can be quite… that is
to say—”
“I think I understand, Jason.”
He coughed. “Yes, quite, I imagine you would. In any case, you’ve experienced
several worlds that are all connected in some way to this cosmic instability. If you’re
able to see past this… eh, this relationship angle,” he noted, gesturing towards the
Cartier box as if shooing a troubling insect, “you may be able to identify a common
element which will illuminate the true source of the crisis and show us how to
proceed.”
“The relationship is the common theme, Jason. Me and him, together, that’s the only
thing running through all of these worlds.”
Jason looked uncomfortable and clumsily fingered his collar.
“Selina, I hesitate to raise a delicate subject, but if Zatara and therefore Zatanna’s
magic is the root cause of this, if Zatanna used her powers to commit some ‘magical
sin’ and your relationship with Bruce is the only common theme in these worlds
you’ve seen, then I fear you must prepare yourself for the possibility that—”
“Zatanna did not do anything to me,” she interrupted simply. “You don’t have to
hem and haw about it; I’m not Bruce and I’m not going to smack you around just for
suggesting it. But Jason, I am telling you: the Master Detective got hold of a bad scent
there. I don’t know about all Zatannas everywhere—God knows it’s the only possible
explanation for flat-chested non-purple goggle chick from the Gotham Post up in the
study… But I know, Jason, I know in that ‘here and now’ you made such a point of
yesterday, that our Zatanna didn’t do a thing to me.”
“How can you be so sure?” Jason asked, struck by the serene confidence with which
she spoke—and wondering if it could not itself be evidence of a spell.
In reply, Selina smiled a strange, secret smile… and Jason produced a mental pencil
and drew a thick, definite line though his theory of magical cat-tampering. It was
Claire’s smile…
“I can be sure,” she said with a charged finality. “You can trust me or not when I say
I know what I’m talking about, but that’s all the answer you get.”
…It was Claire’s smile whenever she drank absinthe, when she smelled croissants, or
saw a street artist. It was Claire remembering Paris. And it meant that, whatever it
was that made Selina so certain, she wouldn’t tell him because it was none of his
business, no more than he would tell her intimate details about his past with Claire.
“Fine,” Jason replied crisply. “In the interests of proceeding before the fabric of
space-time erupts into a flame of un-existence, let us say that I’m satisfied with your
typically female and feline assurances uncorroborated by any rational explanation
whatsoever.”
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“Meow,” Selina answered.
“Quite,” Jason continued. “But Selina, just because she didn’t succeed doesn’t mean
she didn’t try—even in the here and now, Zatanna may have tried to use magic to
change you.”
“Yeah, okay, point,” she said lightly, fussing with the ring box in a markedly feline
fashion. Then she sighed. “I’m not saying she doesn’t deserve a cosmic spanking,
Jason. But that Top guy in Keystone, she actually DID change him and that was years
ago. That didn’t set off any Berliani disasters, did it? And this last AU I visited, it
looks like she was giving out frequent flyer miles to half the Justice League turning
their enemies around. So why is this happening now, and what makes me such a big
deal?”
Jason looked grave.
“You ‘meowed’ a moment ago. I’m not joking. Selina, you are… ‘a cat’ in ways I do
not fully understand. I was practicing magic for more than a millennium before
Zatanna’s great grandparents were born, and I would not have the first idea how to
alter the moral makeup of a cat. Your own little ‘Whiskers’ was explaining the feline
canon just the other day: ‘Am I afraid of it? If so, run. If not, can I eat it? If so, eat.’
And so on. How would one begin to flip that around? The Top fellow you mentioned,
in Keystone? It would be child’s play to change him. Taking someone from a minusfive to a plus-three is ethically repugnant, but it is POSSIBLE, you just add eight. Taking
someone from… from, how to even describe it, from chocolate to Thursday is not
possible! It’s nonsensical.”
“So what happens when magic is flummoxed by nonsense?” Selina asked. “You tell
it to turn chocolate into Thursday right now, what do we get?”
“Nothing much,” Jason shrugged. “Certainly nothing of a Berliani nature. The best
analogy I can make is if Bruce were to sing into that computer of his instead of typing
into a C-prompt. Or if you typed a command into your computer to make a dog fetch
a stick.”
“Then we’re still missing something,” Selina said, shaking her head.
“So it would seem,” Jason agreed.
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CHAPTER 8: CIRCULAR REASONING
Selina felt that, even if they were still missing a piece of the puzzle, she needed a
break from the insanity of dimension hopping. She was determined to take that break,
right up until she walked into the kitchen and saw Jean Paul Valley in Bruce’s Batman
costume—not even that disgusting AzBat armor he made but Bruce’s costume! Except
for the cowl, he wasn’t wearing the cowl, which somehow made it worse. It was the
look she liked best on Bruce, when he was working in the cave or finishing up the logs
after patrol. On Valley, the sight made her blood boil.
He dared take Bruce’s place, he dared call himself Batman, the memory of those
encounters with that thing in Batman’s costume made her sick even now. And now
here he was, home from one of his earliest patrols in that mantle that wasn’t his (since
he hadn’t gotten around to polluting the costume with his revolting new designs), and
not only was he taking Bruce’s place, he was living in Bruce’s house. Selina knew it
had happened, knew he’d been living in the manor at that time, but actually seeing it,
seeing him standing in the kitchen—in Alfred’s kitchen—standing in front of the stove
making himself cocoa in a mug with a gold W etched on the side… It was more than
she could stand.

Neither Batman nor Superman knew what to make of it. They’d found Luthor easily
enough: Just as Batman predicted, a house strategically coated with lead-based paint
was hard to miss. And what lead could shield from Superman’s X-ray vision was no
obstacle for Batman’s terrestrial surveillance equipment.
What the preliminary scans uncovered had both men puzzled: The security system
was… substandard. The detection grid was the sort a typical millionaire might have for
a vacation house, and the modifications were a generation behind what Gotham rogues
used as perimeter defenses. For a figure of Luthor’s stature, the whole setup was
absurdly inadequate.
At first, Superman was cautiously optimistic: Luthor considered himself safe in East
London. If he thought he was perfectly concealed and undetectable, he’d see no need
for advanced, first-tier defenses. Batman never trusted an enemy’s oversight. The
more it looked like a stupid mistake, the more he suspected a trap. But he admitted
(once Superman pointed it out for the fifth time), that Luthor had been over-confident
before. So they continued into the compound. Batman made short work of the
perimeter system. He deactivated the K-metal beams that posed the only threat to
Superman, after which the Man of Steel made the kind of wall-bursting entrance for
which he was feared and famous.
It was then that the minor mystery of the security mushroomed into the major
mystery of Luthor himself. Or what had been Luthor… What had once been Lex
Luthor, proud, ambitious and dangerous Lex Luthor, the formidable intellect, the
brilliant scientist, the ruthless industrialist, the Machiavellian politician… was huddled
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around a small grouping of objects like a wild, injured animal protecting its kill—or
perhaps a junkie his stash.
The sight was so incongruous; Superman was shocked into an equally
uncharacteristic posture, arms dropping from his hands-on-hips battle stance as he
leaned forward, squinting in disbelief.
“Luthor?” he asked, unable to reconcile this humbled, pathetic, hollow-eyed
specimen with the nemesis who’d plagued him for decades.
He received no response beyond a wild-eyed stare. Superman took a step
backward—just as Batman entered the gaping hole in the wall.

Selina awoke to a noise… an insanely annoying noise… a layered, echoey, whiny
tone…tones…
What in god’s name was that?
If that was the mystic sound of the universe, turning it off didn’t seem like that bad
an idea… The noise made her teeth hurt. It made her ears hurt. And most of all, it
made her head hurt.
She opened an eye and –damn, it was bright–
Selina considered the possibility that her head hurt on its own without the noise.
She closed her eye again and tried to concentrate… Dimension hopping. She was
dimension hopping… the vortex of color… and then waking up here with that
gratingly moaning whine of a noise and one whopping headache.
She felt her head, but this didn’t feel like the “I got hit with a brick” headache she
experienced on an earlier jump. There was no throbbing lump. Her head just hurt…
and her mouth was dry. Selina groaned piteously as she realized she had a hangover.
She forced an eye open again and focused on—acoustic tiling. She opened her other
eye uncertainly and looked around. She was in… the back room of the Iceberg
Lounge? A cold shudder vibrated up her arms and she hugged herself—at which
point she noticed she was in costume.
With her movement, the insanely annoying noise pitch shifted and Selina noticed
what was making it. A few feet away, a large viney bush (or perhaps it was a small
indoor tree?) was holding a glass of water in its, eh, fronds and running a leaf around
the dampened rim to produce that nerve-wracking tone. Once Selina identified the
source of the sound, she saw that the bush-tree held four more glasses, while two other
plants in the room held glasses of their own and were all—well, they were all doing the
same thing, running moist leaves around the glasses to produce that same rim-tone…
whether they were doing it to “make music” or drive her insane was anybody’s guess.
Despite her painfully dry throat, she managed to hiss at them. The tall one waddled
towards her, offered her its fullest glass, dipped a leaf into another and held its wet,
leafy tendril against her forehead like a washcloth.
“No,” she ordered, shoving it away as energetically as her hungover state would
permit. The plant did something of a doubletake, like Whiskers shooed from jumping
into her lap. She gathered that the bush-tree was trying to be helpful, so she added a
milder “No, thank you.”
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It nodded, and Selina got up, steadied herself against the wall, and stepped
cautiously out into the corridor—then she steadied herself again when she looked
across the hall at the sign on Oswald’s… or what in her world had always been
Oswald’s office door:
Toxicodendron Rydbergii Lounge
P.Isley, Proprietor

“If he’s using magic, this could be an illusion,” Batman said, so softly that only
Superman’s hearing could have made out the words.
Superman looked again at the incompressible image before him, scanning the
bedraggled, wild-eyed, bizarrely fretful Luthor on every spectrum his sight could
perceive. Then he listened…
“It has a heartbeat,” he noted. Then he sniffed. “And it perspires.” He turned his
head to the side, listening intently. “There were four staff hired from the hotel, but
there are five heartbeats in the rooms beyond. You stay with him, I’ll search them out.”
Batman grunted and, while Superman left, he watched Luthor’s eyes as they
followed him out the door. There didn’t seem to be any actual recognition of his
enemy, there didn’t seem to be anything beyond an animal instinct tracking movement
and color. Batman stepped cautiously forward, and Luthor squatted lower and more
fiercely around his treasures.
Batman stopped and squatted himself in order to seem less threatening, and also to
meet Luthor’s eyes on the level. What he saw there made Joker look sane.
“Alexander, do you know where you are?” he asked sharply.
“P- P-” he whispered, as if his mouth couldn’t quite remember how to make words.
“Power,” Batman said with disgust.
“Unlimt… limited… unlimted…” Luthor assured him, offering up one of the items
he guarded. Batman could see it was a book of brownish-gray, wrinkled paper bound
in a neat but primitive fashion with thin silken twine. The cover was marked with
ambiguous Asian lettering that Batman couldn’t quite identify as Chinese, Japanese, or
Korean. He reached out to take the book, but Luthor pulled it back greedily.
“must… find… again…” he said manically. “must see it once more… Power… Such
power…”

Selina wandered into the bar of the whatever-berg Lounge and was relieved to find
the empty quiet that meant it was still morning or early afternoon and they were not
yet open for business. She saw Harley Quinn in Sly’s usual position behind the bar,
counting glasses from the look of it.
“Hiya, Catty,” she chirped happily when she saw Selina. “Vine Virtuosos soothe
away that hangover for ya?”
“Um, the plants were very attentive,” Selina answered guardedly.
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“That’s good. They were so good to me when I was, y’know, in mourning. I wound
up back there so many nights. Sniff. Poor Mistah J.”
“Joker, um, was always so, um,” Selina stumbled, feeling that hangover + saying nice
things about Joker + not knowing what had actually happened to him was really too
much of a conversational challenge for anyone, so she just gave a vaguely kind smile.
“Yeah,” Harley nodded, taking it as heartfelt sympathy. “There’ll never be another
one like my Mistah J. Such a shame those DEMON guys cutting him up that way. We
never did find his chin, ya know. The left index finger and the ear finally showed up
behind the dumpster out back, did I tell you that?”
“I’m sure I would have remembered if you had,” Selina said diplomatically.
“Well anyway, bad weeds make good compost, like Red always says. You want a
Green Gaia for your hangover?”
“Sure,” Selina shrugged, uncertain if she wanted to drink anything served and
sanctioned by Poison Ivy’s bar, but feeling at this point any clue was a good one. She
watched, fascinated, as Harley chattered with cheery indifference about Joker’s
murder. It seemed like it had happened the night of the Roxy-Ivy catfight, when TV
crews from FAB! came to film Hugo’s makeover and Oswald helped Joker attack his
own bar in the mistaken belief that Sly and Greg Brady were taking over his operation.
From the sounds of it, Ivy had never been dragged into the alley by Roxy Rocket. She
was still inside when Joker and Penguin entered, and not about to be taken hostage by
a half-drunk Oswald kwak-a-kwa Cobblepot, she’d let fly with the pheromones.
“I’ll take over from here, Harley,” a cool voice announced as faint whiffs of
mandarin wafted from the hall leading to Oswald-Ivy’s office. “Catty and I are
overdue for a chat,” she added.
“Sure, Red,” Harley squeaked gleefully. She left, saying something about inventory
in the basement. Selina couldn’t help but notice that, as she passed Poison Ivy,
Harley’s finger danced playfully down her friend’s arm and the leaves on Ivy’s
costume fluttered excitedly. Ivy turned her head completely to watch Harley go, blew
a kiss to the back of her head, and then waited a full second after Harley had
disappeared down the hall before she turned back to Selina and took her place behind
the bar.
“Don’t let her go on about it,” Ivy instructed, picking up an orange and patting it
affectionately before expertly zesting its peel into the mixture Harley had prepared.
“She doesn’t realize, poor dear, the role she played in…” she smiled wickedly, holding
a sharp knife over the orange. “…what happened,” she concluded, chopping the
orange savagely in two with a single, vicious stroke. She squeezed the orange into a
little pot of rosewater, and heated it while she went on.
“She simply can’t handle it, that’s why they kept her so medicated at Arkham… And
we certainly don’t want her going back there, now do we, Catty.”
“I had no idea,” Selina answered truthfully.
Ivy poured the steaming rosewater over the herbs, making a deliciously fragrant
tisane, and then pushed the cup towards Selina with an expression of kindly sympathy
that was definitely the product of an alternate reality.
“I know you have troubles of your own, Sweetie,” she said gently. “Stop worrying
about it. Bruce will come around. He asked you to move in in the first place, he gave
you that gorgeous—oh, reminds me.” She reached into her leaves and pulled out the
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pink sapphire, then slid it across the bar to Selina. “Whatever idea Zatanna’s put into
his head—Yes, you mentioned Zatanna last night around martini number four when
you asked me to hold onto the ring—and whatever’s going on there with Zatanna, he
will come around and ask you to come back. Now drink your tisane.”
“Look, Pam,” Selina hedged, “Whatever I may or may not have said about Bruce, or
especially about Zatanna, I really don’t think—”
“Catty, it’s not nice to argue with Mother Nature. If I wasn’t so sure Bruce would
come around on his own, I’d green him for you. I’m that sure you two belong together
and as for Zatanna, whatever that magical misfit did, does, or will do, is completely
irrelevant.”
“You know we’re talking about a pretty powerful magician?” Selina asked, getting
sucked into the bizarre novelty of the situation: an enlightening conversation with
Pamela Isley, rational being.
“Selina, listen to me,” Gaia’s spokesmodel declared firmly, “The most powerful
universal force is not the same as the most powerful force locally. Gravity is such a big
deal out in the cosmos, but here and now…” she reached out and took Selina’s hand,
which felt strangely warm, as did the spicy scents that leapt from the steaming tisane
into Selina’s nostrils. “…Biology wins every time.”
Selina withdrew her hand in a fog, and Ivy casually redirected her attention to the
bar, picking up a cloth and polishing just as Sly always did in sympathetic-bartendermode.
“You can train a vine but not a cactus, Catty, it’s that simple. I can green your
splendidly rich and scrumptiously handsome Bruce Wayne, I’ve done it. I can green
you too… but only short-term and never together, because damnit, Selina, you two
work on each other more powerfully than anything else ever will. That’s why I say:
powerful magician or no, Zatanna is immaterial. There’s something between you and
Wayne that outranks anything else that comes into the vicinity.”
“Say that again,” Selina said sharply, her mind turning over the words.
“You can train a vine but not a cactus?”
“Not that, the end,” Selina murmured thoughtfully. It seemed like Ivy had said
something awfully important right there, a feeling Selina was reasonably sure had
nothing to do with the tisane or the pheromones flying through the air.
“…of course, I wasn’t exactly overjoyed at the discovery at first, I’d certainly prefer
to have the billion dollar boytoy myself, not to mention the beautiful gardens out at
that manor. How do you say it, ‘Meow on a stick?’ But then I thought hey, it’s
Nature’s decree, and if Nature is the final authority that even I can’t trump, then I win!
Although unfortunately, the winning in that particular case means you get Wayne, but
in terms of the big picture, I win. Nature is what it is, and nothing may touch it.”
“Pamela,” Selina smiled with sudden inspiration, “On behalf of the universe, I just
want to say: Right Answer. I’m not sure how I generally tip you, probably not well
because, well frankly, you annoy me. But when Bruce and I get back together, and
assuming there’s still a world to plant them in, the Wayne Foundation will plant some
trees.”
“How… nice,” Ivy said, pleased but confused by what sounded like a compliment
inside an insult wrapped in a promise to plant trees.
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“Pammy, out of curiosity—and I don’t believe I’m about to word it this way—but
let’s say some would-be sorceress wasn’t as wise as you, and—”
“And tried to meddle with you and Bruce?” Ivy interrupted shrewdly.
“Maybe not ‘meddle,’ but more like the phrase you used earlier: inserted her powers
into the ‘vicinity’ of whatever-it-is between me and Bruce?”
“The ‘whatever-it-is?’” Ivy said skeptically, “There’s a phrase we haven’t heard for a
few years, not since you got over that sorry fixation you had on Batman. This thing
with Wayne must really have you thrown for a loop, Selina.”
“See, this is why you annoy me,” Selina chided lightly. “Best guess, Ivy, speaking
for Mother Nature, what do you think might happen?”
“My best guess?” she smiled. “Catty, you ever hear of a nineteenth century
horticulturalist named Luther Burbank?”
Selina gave her an impatient glare.
“I must’ve been out sick that day,” she said flatly.
“Possibly the only man in history to talk sense about plants. He said that ‘Nature’s
laws affirm instead of prohibit. If you violate her laws, you are your own prosecuting
attorney, judge, jury, and hangman.’”

Luthor held out another object, and this time Batman merely leaned forward to look
at it rather than reaching out to take it. It was a small, long tray that, like the book,
seemed ambiguously Asian. It contained several jade cylinders, as if a pair of costly
chopsticks had been broken into unequal pieces.
“What did you do with these things?” Batman demanded.
“S-s-supreme… limitless… INFINITE power!!!” Luthor exclaimed, stepping
backward in his agitation and kicking over a bowl of smoldering powder. A hot coal
fell out, igniting Luthor’s pantleg and then the carpet as it rolled across the floor.
Batman acted quickly, springing forward and executing a quick neck-chop. Luthor
crumpled over his coveted magic paraphernalia, and Batman angrily stamped out the
fire. Then he methodically unfolded a plastic bag from his utility belt. He carefully
bagged the book, then the tray and the jade cylinders. The hot incense he sprayed with
a neutralizing coolant before shaking it into a clear plastic vial. Then he sprayed the
urn and bagged it as well.
“You took long enough,” he growled without turning towards the door.
“I ran someone to the hospital,” Superman explained. “That fifth heartbeat was
Albert Desmond, Dr. Alchemy. He’s catatonic. Has been for a few days, judging by
the dehydration.”
“And the staff did nothing?”
“They’re terrified. They’re not permitted to enter this part of the house unless
they’re called. They admitted Desmond four days ago, served dinner that night, maid
cleaned the guest room next day, served breakfast—and that’s it. That’s the last they
saw or heard of either Desmond or Luthor.”
“Since the start of the crisis,” Batman said soberly. “We’ll show these items to Jason
Blood to confirm it, but he’s going to tell us they’d be used for something called a
‘seeing.’ The same kind of ritual Jason and Selina were conducting in Wayne Manor, at
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exactly the same time. If they had that door open when the spark ignited, it must have
fed back somehow, fried something in Desmond’s psyche, whatever part of him
controlled the magic.”
Superman looked skeptical. “And Luthor?”
“Saw real power. The most power-mad individual who ever lived saw real power
beyond anything he ever imagined. Maybe he actually touched it for a fraction of a
second. Whatever happened to him, he couldn’t handle it. He’s been here for days
madly trying to get back in.”
“So what do we do with him?”
“He’s not wanted by US agencies or Interpol, and unfortunately nothing he’s done
here is illegal… But right now he’s psychotic: sleep deprivation plus psychic shock and
something of an addict-withdrawal response. Star Labs has facilities throughout the
world, the medical facility in Greece is closest. Take him there, let him sleep, ‘detox,’
and when this is over—assuming that he, Star Labs, Greece, and Planet Earth still
exist—we’ll see if he’s lucid enough to try and free himself. If he is, he’ll have to reveal
some of those bank accounts he’s got hidden since LexCorp went under, that should
lead to a warrant or two.”

Selina knocked heatedly at the door to Wayne Manor and held her breath as the door
swung open. One look at Alfred’s face confirmed all Ivy had hinted about the situation
with her and Bruce.
“Very pleasant to see you again, miss,” the butler said politely. “I hope Miss
Nutmeg enjoyed the cakes I sent over.”
“I’m sure she did, Alfred. I need to talk to Bruce. I need to talk to him right now.”
“Miss Selina, no one is more eager than I for this circumstance with respect to yourself
and Master Bruce to be finally resolved, that we might achieve a quick and complete
return to the arrangement which brought you both such contentment. But for the time
being, miss, I really see no alternative but for you to give him the time and space he
requested, so he may fully and dispassionately investigate this matter without… Miss
Selina, please, you see how it is.”
“Alfred, we both know I can break in or I can track him down on patrol. I’ll do
either if I have to; it is that important. Don’t make me go to those lengths, I really don’t
want this to become a ‘Catwoman’ thing.”
“The master’s orders were very explicit, miss.”
“What’s he going to do, fire you?” she asked with a naughty grin.
“Well…” Alfred hedged, creeping the door open an inch wider, but blocking the
entrance just as firmly as before.
“His orders were very explicit when he said he didn’t want that sandwich you’re
going to bring him in about ten minutes,” she added, checking her watch.
“That is quite true, miss,” Alfred admitted, allowing the door to open another inch.
“We both love him, Alfred. We both want him to be happy,” she went on, the door
opening another silent inch with each phrase. “And we both know I’m the way that
happens,” she said coolly.
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“Indeed, miss,” Alfred relented, stepping back and to the side to let her pass. “He is
downstairs.”
“I knew that,” Selina said quickly, heading for the clock. “He’s in the cave, he’s at
his stalactite, and he’s brooding like there’s no tomorrow—which there might not be,
and that’s the part we’re going to fix.”

“I need to talk to Dr. Luthor,” Selina said without introduction.
Batman spun out of the chair at his workstation, grabbing a batarang from his belt
and readying a throw before he even processed the voice. He paused when he saw her,
sighed, and replaced the batarang wearily into his belt. Then he took off the mask, set
it on the desk and turned it to face away from them, as if its very presence prevented
his speaking on personal matters.
“Selina, I told you, I need time. We both do. This… possibility. It complicates…
everything that’s happened between us. It—”
“TIME!” she interrupted, making a ‘Timeout’ gesture. “Did I say I came to talk to
you, or did I not say quite distinctly that I needed to talk to Dr. Luthor?”
He stared, searchingly, for a long, long moment.
“You expect me to believe this isn’t about us?”
“A-eh-actually,” she stammered, “I’m not sure at this point. But if you mean ‘us’ in
the sense of Cartier’s rooftop and what goes on between the sheets? Then no, that’s not
why I came here tonight. Although since you brought it up, I will tell you that you’re
wrong about Zatanna’s magic having anything to do with our getting together, and
that if you don’t believe me and try to peek into my past, using magic, with Dr. Luthor,
it turns out you light a spark that annihilates all of existence. But believe it or not,
that’s not why I’m here. I’m here, Bruce, because you’ve got the world’s leading string
theorist on speeddial, and I’ve got a really important question to ask.”
He hesitated, looking past her and, from the look of it, rethinking an earlier
conversation. She guessed he didn’t take the part about lighting a spark and
annihilating the universe literally (and who would! Selina reminded herself that she
didn’t quite accept that any of this was really happening, and she was the one who’d
actually seen an alternate reality Hawkman bashing Batman with the grandfather clock
every 43 minutes.)
As for this Bruce, that distant, haunted look had returned, and Selina guessed it was
a painful conversation he was remembering, probably when he’d told her to leave the
manor. She was about to try a different approach when she saw the cold detachment
of the crimefighter snap into place, stamping out any emotional considerations.
“How did you know about Luthor and the seeing?” he asked finally, the deep Batgravel sounding completely strained and artificial.
She sighed, patience waning.
“At this point, Bruce, I don’t think there’s any way to answer that in a way you’re
going to believe. Short answer: I know because you gave me a pink sapphire that night
at the MoMA.”
“That’s not good enough.”
Patience snapped.
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“Okay, how about this,” she offered, “You want your blessed space, give me what I
want and I’ll go. Place the call and I’m out of here; you can go back to being
miserable.”
“You’re giving up? On us… on me?”
Selina felt a weird prickle she hadn’t experienced in years, not since half-forgotten
denials on long distant rooftops. He’d worked himself back into the old rock-andhardplace, “can’t, mustn’t, want to anyway,” where they’d spent so much of their
adversarial relationship. It suggested a way to proceed: He would deny himself. Just
like he always had. If he wanted her, it would be an unacceptable weakness he had to
conquer. He would deny himself, and to do that he’d give her whatever she wanted to
make her go away. All she had to do was push those old buttons, make it necessary for
him to get her and the temptation out of his field of vision… All she had to do was
push those old buttons and make him want her… but it wouldn’t be nearly as
enjoyable as it used to be.
Internally, Selina set her own feelings aside and let Catwoman’s deliberately
seductive drawl take over:
“Oh we don’t like that, do we,” she purred. “Maybe I should have tried that years
ago, on all those rooftops, give you what you pretend you want instead of what we
both know you’re aching for.”
Selina felt an eerie chill as she saw Bruce Wayne’s bare features undergo the same
transformation she’d witnessed a hundred times framed by Batman’s mask: jaw set,
muscles tensed, slight sneer. The eyes that burned into hers were ablaze with anger,
longing, and bewilderment. It made her shudder that she could still get that reaction so
easily.
“You said this wasn’t about us,” he growled.
“I also said I’d go as soon as you patch me through to Dr. Luthor,” she reminded
him, ruthlessly coating her voice with unspeakable promises, then dropping the
alluring manner in an instant and resuming a crisp businesslike expression.
He looked murderously angry. Then a strange calm settled in and he silently
stepped aside and gestured to the keyboard at his workstation.
“Lewis or Laura?” he asked with controlled bat-focus.
“Ex-cuse me?”
“You said you wanted to talk to Dr. Luthor; which one, Lewis or Laura?”
“Lewis OR Laura?” Selina gaped.
“Yes!” he said icily, “Lewis or Laura. You’re so absurdly insistent you need to talk to
a Dr. Luthor and you don’t know which?”
“The string theorist you’re working with, from the Foundation,” Selina said
defensively.
“Yes.”
“There are two of them?”
“The Doctors Laura and Lewis Luthor are both string theorists,” Bruce replied like
he was telling an idiot how to program a VCR. “They work together, they’re brother
and sister, they happen to be twins.”
“Twins.” Selina took a deep breath and looked to the heavens, represented for the
moment by a furry brown bat stretching its wings outward and scratching the back of
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its head on Bruce’s favorite stalactite. “Laura and Lewis Luthor, they’re twins,” she
told it, then she turned back to Bruce and announced, “The Universe is having a great
deal of fun at my expense right now, and when all this is over, somebody better make
it up to me.”

Selina sat, calm and poised, in the south drawing room and handed Lewis Luthor his
cup of tea as gracefully as she had his sister. Neither Bruce nor Alfred were quite so at
ease watching her act so naturally as hostess when she had moved out of the manor
nearly two weeks before.
Selina, for her own part, had been terribly anxious about meeting a “Lex Luthor with
hair” and “Lex Luthor as a woman” face to face. Now that they were here, now that
she’d shaken their hands and talked to them like regular people, she was completely at
ease.
“As I understand your research,” Selina began, “Everything that exists, all forms of
matter and energy, the protons and electrons inside an atom, the very particles that
transmit energy, are all made up of these vibrating filaments called Strings?”
“Yes, that’s correct,” Lewis said with the pleased-but-tolerant air of an expert happy
that a neophyte is interested but amused that they’re stuck on page one.
“If I may ask what I’m sure is a very stupid question,” Selina went on, “filaments of
what?”
Lewis looked put out and glanced warily at her sister, who beamed.
“That is the million dollar question,” Laura said enthusiastically.
“Laura, don’t,” he begged. “Please do not do this in front of the man who has
actually given us a million dollars.” He turned back to Selina. “They’re energy.
Vibrating filaments of energy.”
“That is the standard formula lecturers like my brother always use,” Laura said
smugly. “And then, five minutes later, they go on to say that energy and the particles
that transmit energy are all made up of Strings, and they hope none of the students will
catch them out.”
“So which is it?” Selina asked.
“Energy is made of Strings,” Lewis said acidly. “It’s the way a particular grouping
of Strings vibrate that determine if the whole is ‘energy,’ say gravity or a graviton,
rather than matter… We don’t actually know, that is, the theory doesn’t attempt to
describe what the Strings themselves might be comprised of. Everything mankind has
ever conceived of is made of these Strings, so we don’t have any terminology, or any
concepts, for what they themselves might be.”
“That’s not entirely true,” Laura said sweetly, smiling impishly at her brother.
“No. Laura, do not do this, not in front of Mr. Wayne, please. He is a patron. His
foundation has underwritten our research. This is Science, and those wild ideas of
yours are not-”
“I wouldn’t be adverse to hearing the wild idea,” Bruce interjected.
Lewis held up his hands, as if distancing himself from the proceedings.
“The Strings are God,” Laura pronounced.
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“Oh, COME ON!” Lewis exploded, unable to maintain the distance he’d declared
only a moment before.
“I only say it that way to annoy him,” his sister explained while Lewis declared
firmly, “The Strings are not God.”
“Agreed,” Laura conceded. “But it shows how we do have words and ideas in the
world outside of science, and we should be open to using them when, as scientists, we
come upon something we’ve never conceived of. So, no, Lewis, my beloved tightass
brother, I’m not going to get us banished from the Institute by saying the Strings are
God. But they’re something very close. You said we don’t have terminology for what
the Strings are, but we do. Science may not, but human beings most definitely do.”
“Laura, this isn’t science!”
“We were all people before we became scientists, Lewis.”
“I like the way you two fight,” Selina observed.
Laura turned to her and winked, then became serious. “Strings are everywhere,
they’re everything, they’re everyone. They are a fundamental part of every aspect of
creation, the parts that we’ve figured out, the parts we’ve only begun to discover, and
the parts we haven’t even found yet. I believe that Strings are the primal godforce, the
great unifying power of creation. I believe…” she paused, “that the Strings are Love.”
No one, even Lewis, spoke for a long moment. Then he eyed his sister and cleared
his throat.
“My brother is right, it’s not science,” she went on. “It’s… meta-science in the most
literal sense of the word meta, meaning ‘after.’ Meta-science is what we talk about
among ourselves in the faculty lounge after class, and in the think tanks after the
formal meetings, only at the very top where we’re open to the…” She paused and shot
a look at her brother “…the impossibly wild and preposterous idea, like maybe the
earth orbits around the sun and not the other way around. I’ll be honest, Mr. Wayne,
‘What the strings are’ isn’t science; it’s a kind of science-cum-philosophy. There’s no
real physics here, no mathematical formula we could use to predict an outcome of, say,
tampering with a String’s essence in a particular way, based on this premise, and then
conducting an experiment to see if the result fit our calculations.”
“Leaving the math out of it,” Selina asked gingerly, “what’s your best guess? Your
theories acknowledge that magic exists. Your theories say that magic is a way of
changing how Strings vibrate. What if it went further and tried to mess with what the
Strings actually are?”
Lewis looked at Laura, who looked at Lewis, then back at Selina.
“Your girlfriend has a strangely thorough knowledge of our research, Mr. Wayne,”
Lewis noted, turning to Bruce who wasn’t paying a bit of attention but staring at Selina
with a hard, distant expression.
Selina looked to Laura, “Your brother’s stalling for time, isn’t he? You haven’t got an
answer?”
“I wouldn’t know how to guess,” she admitted.
“What if I said there’s a legend among magic users,” Selina went on, looking now at
Bruce, “that they crossed a line once. They evolved an unacceptable form of magic,
and the Universe stepped in and burned it right out of existence.” She paused, willing
Bruce to say something, but he only went on staring with bat-intensity, “What if I said
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that some people believe it’s happening again… a magician inserted her powers into
the vicinity of a genuine and naturally occurring love, would… would an ‘immune
response’ be in the realm of possibility?”
“Could I speak to you in private,” Bruce demanded.
Selina got up and walked quietly into the hallway as Laura and Lewis huddled
together, arguing in hushed tones.
“What do you think you’re doing?” Bruce hissed angrily.
Selina felt a strange chill. This wasn’t her Bruce and technically wasn’t her problem.
But he had gone farther down that road than any other Bruce Wayne she had
encountered, he’d gone so far that he’d sent her away. The first of these pink sapphire
Bruces said “If it’s not your choice to be with me, then I’d no right to touch you.” And
that’s exactly what he was preparing himself for: learning he had no right to touch her,
realizing he’d have to change her back and losing all that they’d built together… This
wasn’t her Bruce, and technically he wasn’t her problem—but there was simply no way
she was going to leave him in this needless, self-imposed hell. Maybe it had no
purpose as far as snuffing out the spark or saving the universe, but she wasn’t going to
leave any Bruce so like her own in that kind of pain if she could help it.
“Listen to me,” she said, softly emphatic, “We’re good. Zatanna’s magic did not
make us happen, and Zatanna’s magic did not change me. But she tried. Bruce, some
Zatanna, somewhere, tried. And that’s why we are looking at a cosmic crisis across
multiple, maybe infinite, realities if you go ahead with the seeing ritual that you’re
planning. I was never like Dr. Light, Bruce. I was never like the Top. I never hung out
with Luthor or Grodd; I never killed anybody, constructed deathtraps to kill anybody
or… sacrificed black puppies to Satan, whatever the hell those guys do on Saturday
night. I certainly never had the slightest interest in taking over the world; I don’t even
like hiring groundskeepers for the Catitat. The Joker-Ra’s-Luthor thing isn’t me, and
you know it. It was NEVER me, and maybe 9/10th of the reason is what should be
obvious to anybody who’s known me for ten blessed minutes: I’m not evil… But there is
that one other tiny, insignificant, trifling consideration… that I fell for one of the good
guys. From day one, there’s been something there, Bruce. And if the tiniest part of the
reason I was never really one of them is because I love you, and if Zatanna tried to
magically alter the Strings in the vicinity of my criminal activities and got in the way of
that… the Universe decides enough is enough. Game over. This cost-free magic from
talking-backwards girl is a malignancy that has got to go.
“You start getting ideas and rounding up Luthors in multiple dimensions for Seeing
Rituals until you actually turned off a String—and that lights a spark that bursts into
flame and burns up the magic Zatara built… Which would certainly be fine with me
except, minor problem, it’s going to take everything else with it.”
“That’s a preposterous theory.”
“Your big throwdown with Azrael, did he fire shuriken into the Turner in the dining
room?”
“…Yes…”
“Did he booby trap the clock entrance with poison darts?”
“Yes.”
“…Did Clark mention the protocols when he talked to you about the mindwipe?”
“Yes, he did. Selina—”
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“If we had a kid, would Clark and Lois be godparents?”
“…”
“Multiple dimensions, Bruce. Multiple Luthors, seeing rituals, shutting off a string,
cosmic spark, smoldering, and when it bursts into flame, we’re all gone.”
“If what you’re saying is true, and Selina, I have to say I have my doubts, but if it’s
true…”
“You’re the best strategic thinker we’ve got, Bruce, in any dimension. You’ve got
plans, you’ve got back up plans, you’ve got so many plans, I’m surprised they don’t…
And you’re the scientist, and you’re the crimefighter. You’re the one who’s railed
against magic from day one because it’ll bend natural laws—”
“Break natural law,” he corrected.
“Always the crimefighter,” she smiled affectionately. “So you tell me, Dark Knight,
if this is all happening because Zatanna pulled a Berliani, fucked with the strings in a
way they won’t be fucked with, broke natural law you don’t get to break and set off
this immune response, all these seeing rituals to burn away the infection, then what do
we do to stop it?”

The trio had reassembled in the Batcave, and Jason Blood looked disapprovingly
over the magic paraphernalia Batman and Superman had taken from Lex Luthor.
“Dr. Alchemy was a chemist, I believe, before embarking on magickal practice?” he
asked sourly.
Superman nodded. “He began as Mr. Element, used his knowledge of chemistry to
facilitate his crimes and escapes. Until he got caught and discovered his cellmate’s
‘good luck charm’ was the famous Philosopher’s Stone—”
Jason grimaced. “It was not the Philosopher’s Stone,” he said archly. “There are
many rocks and gems with magical properties, the Philosopher’s Stone is merely the
one that became known in the mainstream world outside the true mystic community.
As an outsider, this Albert Desmond made the same assumption all non-mystics make,
that he commanded the one, celebrated magical relic… It’s not important, really,
simply an amusing conceit, and explains a good deal about this hodgepodge.” He
gestured dismissively to the collection.
“More amateurs dabbling with forces they have no experience with,” Batman
growled savagely.
“As opposed to what you did?” Superman said archly.
“Regardless of what may have occurred in other dimensions,” Batman replied
coldly, “I commissioned a scientist to conduct scientific research, and when it came to
the supernatural, we went to Jason Blood, who nobody can call amateur or
inexperienced.”
Superman looked apologetically at Jason, who coughed as if he was merely waiting
for the pair of them to return their attention to the artifacts.
“The book is water-damaged,” he said as if he had never been interrupted. “And the
writing is worn and obscured in several passages, but it appears to be the genealogy of
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a family making sake in Kyushu for 53 generations. It contains no magic or magical
knowledge whatsoever.”
“None at all?” Superman asked, raising an eyebrow.
“Polishing grains of rice to use only the purest starch elements in the exquisite
Daiginjo sakes may have been a closely guarded family secret, Superman, but there’s
nothing remotely mystical about it.”
“And the rest?” Batman asked flatly.
“They evidently used fire rather than water for their seeing, burning a volatile
temple incense in this urn. A bit old-fashioned, but a functional method for seeing
through time, space, or illusion. These jade rods, however…” He trailed off and made
a helpless gesture. “These are yagi batons, they function as a kind of antenna to draw
magical energies from many sources into a specific point. And, judging by the ash on
the tip of this long one, this Dr. Alchemy and Luthor were using it as a poker to prod
the fire.”
Batman glared, Superman glared, and Jason sensed he was about to become the
target of another duet of disapproval—when the vortex suddenly surged upward like a
geyser, bathing the Batcave in a rich purple glow, which then spun bluer as the radius
shrunk around the transporter. It slowed and collapsed into a smaller green funnel of
light, then yellow, and finally a thin pillar of white, which faded to reveal Catwoman
standing again in the central chamber.
She stepped out looking happier and more contented than she had since before the
whole crisis began. Her eyes scanned the cave briefly until they located Batman, and
then she walked up to him, without acknowledging Jason or Superman, and kissed his
cheek tenderly.
“You’re wonderful,” she declared with a bright smile—and then turned to
Superman, (who she’d evidently noticed after all) and reaffirmed “He’s wonderful.”
Then she turned to Jason while her arm snaked around Batman’s waist for an emphatic
sideways hug as she repeated, “Isn’t he wonderful!”
“I think we can assume this one went better than the last,” Batman grumbled,
maneuvering brusquely out of her embrace.
“World’s greatest detective,” Selina teased, pulling off her cowl. “You did it, you
came up with the answer. We can all go on living and I don’t have to hop through any
more dimensions with Luthors and cocaine and Poison Ivys that make sense.”
“I did?” Batman asked skeptically.
“Maybe not you-you, but close enough,” she said enthusiastically. “I told him the
whole thing in this last world, all of it, the theories, anomalies in the house, dead ends,
alternate realities I’ve seen firsthand and the ones Batman in that other world told me
about…” she paused, panting, as if she’d just run a race. “…And you had the answer!”
“Well?” he asked impatiently.
“You said that Albert Einstein said ‘We can’t solve problems by using the same kind
of thinking we used when we created them.’ Right?”
“Yes,” he nodded warily. “We didn’t exactly create this.”
“Actually, I think ‘we’ did,” Selina laughed happily. Then she turned to Superman
and Jason. “Could you guys give us a minute,” she asked, pointing sweetly towards
the trophy room. The two men looked at each other and shuffled awkwardly into that
distant corner of the cave. When they’d gone, Selina turned back to Batman.
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“I love you, Bruce. That’s a law of the universe that nobody gets to mess with, and if
you bring magic irritants into the vicinity, it makes the universe itchy and the universe
will scratch.” She flared her claws and broke into the naughty grin. “Which I can’t say
I disapprove of, scratching the mojo right out of that t-n-u-c was my first thought and I
still think it’s a good one.”
He stared for a moment. “Are you drunk?” he asked testily.
Selina’s playfully naughty manner faded, and she continued seriously.
“We can’t solve this crisis using the same thinking that created it. It’s an immune
response, I’m certain of that now. I’ve been running around through time and space
trying to stop white blood cells from fighting off an infection. What we need to do is
help, not work against it, wipe out the infection so the white blood cells don’t have to.”
“The infection being magic?”
“The infection being Zatanna’s particular brand of cost-free magic, yes.” She smiled
broadly. “Magic so disconnected from the powers being used that she could honk off
the strings without even knowing it. Which is definitely not my problem or yours!
You… We… may have started this, in a sense, because you don’t get to mess with what
we have, and that’s what she got in the way of. And according to Einstein, that’s
exactly why it’s not our job to fix it.”
“That’s not what the quote means,” he said grimly.
“I know… but c’mon, Bruce, you’re not a magic-user, you’re as far away from that
world as you can get—even in an alternate reality where you’d beaten Zatanna’s magic
out of her and used it yourself, you still hated it and you still didn’t trust it. Don’t you
see, this isn’t our problem anymore. It’s up to… Jason or Hella or… I don’t know,
Etrigan, whoever is powerful enough to swipe another magician’s hoodoo.”
He looked at her sadly.
“Is this what your hero-Batman in the alternate reality told you? That it’s not your
responsibility to go hopping through dimensions?”
Her face fell as realization dawned.
“You think he just said it to get rid of me?”
“I think the idea of stopping ‘the infection’ of Zatanna’s magic has merit. But once
Superman—who is listening, by the way—relates this conversation to Jason, I suspect
he’s going to tell you that no wizard, shaman or sorcerer is going to be able to strip
Zatanna of her powers with a spell. If it were that simple, magic-users would have
wiped themselves out generations ago… You’re the thief, Selina. If we have to steal
Zatanna’s powers in order to end this crisis, then you’re not finished with the
dimensional travel yet.”
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CHAPTER 9: 43 MINUTES
Bruce Wayne watched the woman who had been his lover for years, his enemy for
years before that, and his obsession since the moment he’d set eyes on her, the woman
who shared his home and his bed and his secrets… He watched her like a bug under a
magnifying glass.
Yes, Selina was Catwoman. Yes, Catwoman was a thief. And yes, he himself had
said a thief’s mentality is what was needed if they were going to, essentially, ‘steal’
Zatanna’s powers. But he hadn’t really meant, that is, he never anticipated, nobody
could have anticipated—this was just nuts. He always said that criminal behavior was
inherently irrational, but even he never envisioned… this couldn’t be how one went
about planning a crime… could it?
She’d gone to the kitchen and piled a plate high with slices of leftover turkey and
ham. Then she’d gone to the morning room and sat there for the better part of an
hour—snacking! She sat at the desk, his mother’s desk, with this curious look on her
face. And after a minute or two, she’d pick up a piece of turkey and nibble. Then,
she’d set down the turkey and look into space again. Every once in a while, she’d turn
her head to the side, like a cat listening. Once or twice, she held up a finger and
twiddled it in the air like she was writing a math problem on an imaginary
chalkboard. She never wrote anything down, she never got up from the chair to walk
through a maneuver, take a measurement, or look up a fact.
“This must be killing you,” Clark laughed as he watched Bruce watch a monitor with
the security feed from the morning room. “You finally get to watch and analyze the
criminal mind at work, and it’s her, and she’s sitting at your desk eating chicken.”
“It’s my mother’s desk,” Bruce corrected. “And it’s turkey. Alfred made it before he
left.”
“Ah,” Clark nodded, biting back additional laughter.
“What now?” Bruce grunted, ignoring Clark’s obvious mirth. “She’s moved on to
bonbons?”
Clark scrutinized the screen. “Butter creams,” he said mildly, delighted he could
correct Bruce’s detail just as his friend had done a moment before.
Bruce glared. “It was a rhetorical question,” he declared flatly, and then went on in a
controlled, almost bored tone. “May I remind you this is a crisis situation. Your levity
is hardly—”
“What do you want from me, Bruce? Glowering at the screen isn’t going to make
this go any faster.”
“Neither will laughing at it. I’m going up there and talk to her.”
Superman held his tongue until Bruce had left the cave. Then he saw Selina start as
if she had an idea and happily bite into a raspberry cream.
“Yes, talk to her,” he said finally, though there was no one to hear. “That’s sure to
speed things along.”
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On his way to the morning room, Bruce passed the chimera of his ancestors Sarah
and Marie Wayne, easily recognized from their portraits in the gallery above the Great
Hall. They were sisters, and although the apparition made no sound, he could tell by
their manner that they were giggling in a silly girlish fashion.
“Impossible women,” Bruce grumbled to himself.
“I hope you’ve got something,” he announced reaching the morning room. “The
temporal distortion in the anomalies is getting worse.”
“You mean the ones in the eighteenth century getups?” Selina noted. “I saw them. I
think the tall blonde is getting married.”
“She’s not,” Bruce said crisply. “Her young man is killed in the Battle of Trenton.
She dies an old maid. It’s the shorter one, the brunette, that married. You making any
progress or not.”
Selina sighed. “Yes and no. The way I see it, Zatanna’s magic is like a beautiful
necklace, goodsize canary diamonds surrounded by little white ones—worth a fortune
but you’d never sell it because it’s just too meow—perfect prize for kitty, get the
picture? But it’s locked in a really, really good vault.” She paused and took a bite of
chocolate, then resumed while carefully chewing. “Maybe I can find a way in; maybe
not. But if I can, it’s gonna take a while to figure out and a really long time to prep the
job—time I haven’t got because this is Gotham and Batman is infuriatingly good at
this. And no happy grunt from you, Jackass.”
She paused again and popped the rest of the chocolate into her mouth.
“Badass crimefighter isn’t who you want to be rooting for this time around because,
in this case, you’re a crisis spark, and we’re all gonna die if this thing drags out too
long. So, what do we do?”
She paused a third time, but rather than take another chocolate, she set down the box
and simply smiled up at him—a coy, confident cat-smile.
“Glad you asked,” she said brightly. “Here’s the kicker: Nobody has an exquisite
chocker with the most perfect and beautiful canary diamonds ever cut just to keep it
locked away in a vault. We don’t have to hit the vault if we can hit the party she’s going
to wear it to.” She pointed triumphantly towards the study. “And everybody wears
their best jewels when they come to Wayne Manor.”
Bruce massaged his eyebrow wearily. “I hate this analogy,” he murmured.
“Every 43 minutes, there she is. It’s just like hitting a party, Bruce, we know exactly
where the necklace will be, we know exactly when: pink finhead alien, Hawkmanclock-uppercut, big red robot, Superman-whoosh, and Zatanna! Waving her necklace!
When she does, we grab it.”
Bruce fought down his revulsion at the waves of delight pulsing from Selina. She
was thinking like a criminal and she was reveling in it. She was glowing, positively
glowing. Her excitement was bad enough, but the ‘we’ made it infinitely worse. She
was including him: we know exactly where she’ll be… when she does, we grab it!
“And how do you propose to ‘grab’ Zatanna’s magic,” he said finally, trying to keep
the sternest growl of bat-disapproval out of his voice and failing even to his own ears.
In her enthusiasm, Selina didn’t notice.
“How would I know; I’m no magician. Hey are you hungry? I could make us a
couple sandwiches.”
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“YOU—” he blurted, then stopped short and continued in a strained but quieter
tone. “You’ve been eating all morning.”
She laughed. “I know. Plotting makes me hungry. Although…” she ran a finger
excitedly down his arm and exhaled in a deeply suggestive snarl-purr “…might be
better ways to feed the high right now.”
Bruce pushed her away gruffly and turned away.
“You can’t be serious,” he spat in Batman’s hoarsest gravel.
“Hey!” she objected angrily, “Is that all the catnip I get when I’m doing all this trying
to keep the damn universe from unfraying, goddamn Luthors and pink sapphires
every time I turn around and even alternate Alfred was ready to shut the door in my
face?!”
Bruce turned, suddenly ashamed.
“I—” he said quietly. “I didn’t realize—You seemed to be doing just fine for catnip.
You seemed to be reveling in it. I thought that—”
“I like being back on solid ground,” she said frankly. “I don’t know what the hell I’m
doing with cosmic sparks and Berliani monks. I know where I am with this. I’m good
at it. And I like that I can help.”
They stared directly into each other’s eyes, frozen for a long moment. Then…
“Let’s go find Jason,” he said brusquely. “See if he has any ideas how to ‘grab the
necklace’ now that we know where and when…” he sighed, as if it pained him to
continue her analogy, “…it will be out of the vault.”

Selina sat in the study, slumped into a mass of frustration, self-pity, and feline ire.
Bruce had changed back into costume, and now Batman, Superman, Jason Blood,
Hella, and Etrigan circled the room like a squadron of fighter planes on independent
flight paths. She had done her part, it seemed, and now they would formulate a plan.
They would. The crimefighters, the demonologist, the demon, and the underworld
goddess. When they spoke of Selina, it was as a variable in an equation, and when
they included her, it was with a strained cheeriness, the way she called to Whiskers
and Nutmeg before taking them to the vet… All except Batman. Batman didn’t speak
to her at all, he didn’t look at her if he could help it, and when he referred to her, his
voice took on a cold detachment that sent chills up her spine.
“So it should work?” he asked marking off points on a floorplan of the room.
“It will work,” Jason assured him. “Erasing Zatanna’s powers from existence is what
the simultaneous seeing rituals of at least three Bruce Wayne/Luthor teams was meant
to accomplish. In our world, our Lex Luthor pulled those magicks off course. Possibly
he was destined to engage in a seeing at the same time as his counterparts were, just as
you were destined to summon Dr. Leiverman and hold a ritual here at the manor at the
same time as your counterparts. Perhaps all Bruce Waynes and Luthors were led in
this direction by the Universe until the desired effect was achieved. But predestined or
not, influenced or not, our Luthor became convinced that this Dr. Light business was
his ticket back to power. He could show the world that metas and aliens were the
threat he’s always maintained. He staged a seeing of his own with Dr. Alchemy, intent
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on proving there was magic at play in that botched attempt to assassinate Clark Kent
and all that followed which led to his removal from office.”
Jason paused and held up the longest of the jade cylinders confiscated from Luthor.
“And because Albert Desmond is a scientist at heart and not a classically trained
wizard, he never recognized this as a yagi baton. He inserted it into the seeing fire,
pulling the lines of magick from the Wayne seeings out of alignment, bringing them to
converge on the wrong string, silencing the wrong one(s), probably at random, and
setting off this cosmic instability.
“So yes, Bruce, it will work. If Selina can go back and persuade those Bruce Waynes
to do what the universe intended in the first place, for them to use magic
simultaneously to converge on Zatanna’s powers and zero them out, I see no reason
why it shouldn’t work.”
“How do we know the magic wouldn’t be pulled off course all over again?”
Superman asked.
Again Jason held up the jade cylinder. “The yagi baton is like an antenna, magnet,
and lightning rod all in one. It will draw magicks into itself across spectra you can’t
even conceive of with a magnetism that transcends the forces of magick itself. We
know where each of these Bruce Waynes will be conducting their ritual, they’ll be at
that claw-footed table,” he pointed. “And we know the precise spot where Zatanna’s
magic will manifest at one exact moment.” He pointed the baton at the spot where she
appeared every 43 minutes in the anomaly to freeze Despero and waken the mindcontrolled leaguers.
“That’s only one of infinite Zatannas,” Batman pointed out.
Jason shook his head briskly, obviously anticipating the question.
“It won’t matter. Wayne Manor is currently a nexus connected to all dimensions;
that is why Selina is able to see the cats that link her to this reality whenever she
crosses into another. Magick cast here in this place, now at this time, is able to transcend
dimensions and enter into all realities. If Zatanna is hit with a nullifying counterwave
while in this house and already in a state of ‘dimensional leakage’ if you will, I have no
doubt it will pass through to all dimensions. It’s likely that is why, of all the
dimensional anomalies, it is this particular scene which keeps repeating. The seeing
rituals took place right there at that table, and in all the infinite realities, that one
moment brought Zatanna’s magic closest to the forces meant to dissolve it.”
“I hate this,” Selina announced to no one in particular.

Jason Blood reluctantly poured the scented oil out of the little dish suspended by the
trio of gold cats. He replaced the dish over the flame, and Batman just as reluctantly
set a countdown clock inside it.
“You’ll have 43 minutes,” he said coldly to Catwoman.
“Yeah, I got that part down,” she noted calmly.
Jason poured the oil from the black cats and cast a glowing ßųŁŁą rħðmbå around the
jade batons, then lowered the magic bubble until it came to rest in the glass dish over
that second burner.
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“Remember, one of the yagi batons for each Bruce Wayne,” he said blandly, “and
one for you in that final step.”
“I got that part down too,” she hissed hatefully.
Jason poured the oil from the third set of cats, and placed the ball of webbed purple
glass called a “witch orb” inside of it.
“Then there’s nothing left to be said,” he remarked flatly. “The sooner it’s done, the
sooner this menace is behind us and we can all proceed with our lives.”
Catwoman nodded and stepped into the transporter. The churning whirlpool of
energy beneath it surged as it usually did when she entered the chamber, and Batman
took his place at the controls.
“Wait,” he blurted suddenly. He stepped back from the console and jerked his head
once, sharply, to the side.
Squelching a smile, Catwoman stepped patiently out of the transporter and walked
calmly to the side where he indicated. There, he touched her arm and pulled her
farther from Jason and the transporter. When they were what he presumably judged
was a safe distance, Selina waited calmly, and at last he spoke.
“If it gets, if you,” he began haltingly. “Selina, if you get there and it’s too
dangerous—There’s a lot of power in that room. If you don’t think you can do it…
then don’t. We can find another way.”
“You’re really very sweet when you’re overprotective,” she interrupted, smiling.
“But there isn’t another way. If there was, that’s what we’d be doing. I’d insist on it.
Think about it, Bruce, if there was any alternative, and I mean any alternative—”
KREEEEEE sounded ominously from the study, echoing down the path from the
clock passage, and Selina closed her eyes at the unwanted but inevitable cue to leave.
Batman’s thumb clicked a button automatically, and the clock in the oil burner began
counting down.
“43 minutes,” she whispered.
…42:58…
“You don’t have to be the one to go,” Batman insisted.
…42:56…
“Of course I do…”
…42:54…
“…because you can’t say no to me.”

The vortex grew and receded, just as before, and as always, Selina’s first move was
to check her hand for a sapphire. It was gone—but Batman, some Batman, was still
there in the cave. He was squatting before the glowing ßųŁŁą rħðmbå and looked up at
her sharply.
“This is your doing?” he growled suspiciously. “Your ‘dimension hopping’ is using
magic?”
“Strictly speaking, it’s Jason Blood’s doing. But yes, that magic bubble is here for
me,” she answered. “Are you… You’re the Batman I met once before?” she asked
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gently. “The one who’d been to alternate timelines because of that trio from the 31st
Century? The one I showed where the burners were—”
“These were the black cats,” he pointed, “The white you said were there, and the
gold there. You ‘left,’ and suddenly this glowing ball appeared right over where you
said the burner with black cats was located. And now you’re back?”
She nodded.
“I’m back. And I’ve come to ask something more, something you’re really not going
to like.”
“Will it prevent this annihilation of realities you’re trying to stop?”
“We think so.”
“Then let’s not worry about what I’ll ‘like.’”
She swallowed and nodded again, psyching herself up.
“Jason says Wayne Manor and this cave are connected to all other dimensions and
realities. He says that magic cast in this house will carry through to all others, that’s
how the vortex that brought me here works, and that’s why you can see the magic
bubble full of pixie sticks.”
“Go on,” he said, voice deep with loathing.
“I told you you wouldn’t like it,” she reminded him. “I know you hate magic. I can’t
imagine how much you hate having it in the house and in the cave. Believe it or not, it
gets worse.”
“Go on,” he repeated, the revulsion growing angrier.
“Right now, the manor and cave are connected to all other worlds—and in one of
those worlds, you told me you commanded Zatanna’s magic.”
“You would remember that part,” he growled.
“I need you to aim it at the glowing ball of jade batons and say ‘egrahc dna sucof.’”
“YOU WANT ME TO CHARGE A MAGIC WAND FOR YOU!” he exploded, waves
of hell month fury pouring off him.
Selina fought down the urge to panic and forced the appearance of patient calm as
he closed in with a fiery menace she’d never felt from her own Batman.
“I don’t know what you believe as far as God or destiny or the universe having a
plan,” she said quietly, “but this could be the reason you went through that whole
ordeal with the alternate timelines. We have to shut off Zatanna’s powers, Bruce. And
you, in this place at this time, can access Zatanna’s powers. These are magic antennae,
basically. If you tune them for us, tune them to her magic, then we can zero them out
just like a sound wave.”
“And I’ve only your word that this is a good thing,” he snapped, turning his back on
her.
“Yes. Just my word. Maybe if you were closer to your Catwoman, that would be
worth more.”
He turned back and studied her intently. Just like their first meeting, she noticed the
gears turning as she’d seen a hundred times in her world, but with a different intensity
here, a suspicious urgency that seemed to define this Batman.
“He told you about Clark,” he said quietly.
“If we had a child, Clark and Lois would be godparents,” she added, just as quietly.
His lips parted slightly—what would have been a full jaw-drop in another man—
whatever he’d expected her to say, it wasn’t that. Another long moment passed, and
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then his head dipped in a barely perceptible nod. Selina guessed that he’d made a
decision… but then a second passed, then two, then three, and still he said nothing.
She was beginning to fear the answer was no, when he glanced towards the batons and
then back at her.
“I don’t even know if I can do it here,” he said finally.
“We’ve got nothing to lose by trying,” she ventured with a half-smile.
He glared hatefully at the glowing ball hovering a few inches off the floor, and Selina
watched his eyes darken as the memory of that other life asserted itself.
“egrahc dna sucof,” he pronounced in a strangely commanding voice, then his whole
manner deflated and he looked at her with tired, dead eyes. “Now go.”
“I’m sorry,” she said simply.
“Go.”
“Could I kiss your cheek first?”
“No.”
“I don’t think I’ll be able to come back when this is over… I want to thank you.”
“…”
“No one ever does, do they?”
“…”
“Bruce… find your cat. Please. Don’t let it end like this.”
“…You’re welcome… Now go.”
…36:20…

The vortex subsided, and Selina saw she was wearing the first alternate-sapphire, the
one with a single baguette on each side instead of three, the one where, at first, she
hadn’t noticed the difference. That meant the Batman she saw suspending himself in
an iron cross in the gymnasium across the cave was the first Bruce Wayne she’d
encountered, the one she’d found in the study poring over his book of runes, a Bruce so
similar to her own that she could glide up to him with the naughtiest of grins while his
muscles strained to support his bodyweight without a tremor.
“Don’t mind me,” she teased, running a finger down his abs, “I don’t want to
interrupt the workout.”
“AARRRHHHHLLL!” he growled as he pulled his body up out of her reach—and
into a momentary handstand—before leaping off the rings into a backflip—and
landing defiantly behind her.
“Don’t do that,” he graveled in the deep baritone of a crimefighter who had his
workout interrupted against his will, but didn’t really mind.
She turned with a pleasant smile.
“Say Handsome, remember when I talked you out of the whole seeing ritual to peek
into my past because it’s really not necessary?”
“Yes,” he answered guardedly.
“Turns out it is necessary,” she announced with that lightly defiant rooftop manner
when she’d just burgled an art gallery and wasn’t about to deny, equivocate, or
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apologize for it. “You have to do it in the study with Dr. Luthor, just like you
originally planned, but you should point this at the ceiling.”
She handed him one of the jade batons matter-of-factly and then waited with calm
and cheerful resolve for the monsoon of bat-disapproval.
“What happened to all your guarantees and assurances? Selina! You convinced me. I
believed—I thought that—I’ve never been so relieved in my life and now—”
“Easy, big fella,” she jumped in hurriedly. “This isn’t because I’ve had any second
thoughts about what we talked about. Everything I told you stands. I know, and now
you know, why Zatanna couldn’t have had a thing to do with my decision to stop
stealing. This is about her now, not me. It’s necessary that you and Dr. Luthor
perform that seeing exactly as you originally planned.”
“Do I get a reason for this… unusual request?” he asked, with an almost playful
lightness that meant he was willing to do it. It seemed odd, but she remembered that
this Bruce had been so calmed and so relieved once they’d talked it out. It felt like
those first days after he’d taken off the mask, this weight of doubt and distrust had
been lifted and in its place came this giddy, loving openness, that sweet honey warmth
she’d felt looking into the Water of Avalon right before the spark…
She sighed, uncertain how to answer him.
“Is it okay if we let that be my secret for now?” she asked, in the astonishing position
of matching Bruce’s lighthearted trust with a carefree hope she didn’t quite feel.
“Sure, Kitten. You’ll tell me when you’re ready.”
…29:50…

Selina regarded the ring’s central pink stone suspiciously. It was the smallest gem to
grace her finger in all these dimensional variations. The one which was a diamond, not
a sapphire. The one that was an engagement ring, not an “I may never be capable of
that kind of vulnerability” ring.
In a strange way, Selina found it harder dealing with this Batman than any other,
even the closed up one brooding and alone in his cave, who had never asked his cat to
move in; even the coke-snorting Owlman. Something about a Bruce who never said
“Maybe I just don’t like the words beloved wife and beloved husband…” it unnerved
her. What was said or not said that night at the MoMA? She and her Batman had
embarked on a duel in the Van Gogh room which led to a fight in the main gallery and
then to the roof, to a chase down Fifth Avenue, across Restaurant Row, through
Clinton, through the Garment District, and led finally back to her “lair” and an
unprecedented, primal, visceral, earthshaking sexual encounter between Bat and Cat…
But in this world, it was Bruce and Selina who wound up together that night, who
woke up together the next morning. In this world, “Mrs. Wayne” wasn’t going to be a
punchline anymore…
…and in this world, Batman didn’t need a lengthy explanation on her previous visit.
Once he’d accepted her story, that was that. He had readily agreed to cancel the seeing
with Dr. Luthor. He didn’t need convincing. She said it was urgent and he trusted
her. Just like that.
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He even laughed about Felix Faust and the wand-kabob. He laughed—not in the
cowl at that point, but in the cave and in costume—his mouth opened, kind of curled
upward on the ends into an almost-smile, and then this rhythmic puffy-grunt as he
said “At least Faust had the sense to hit on the best looking woman in the room.”
And the “pink sapphire” was a diamond engagement ring.
Selina really didn’t know how to deal with this Batman… but there he was, sitting at
the workstation just where she’d left him. Checking the countdown clock resting on
that first burner …25:20… She knew she had no time to lose, so she did exactly what he
would do: shoved doubt aside and focused on the task at hand. She slid a baton from
the glowing ßųŁŁą ħr ðmbå , walked confidently to the workstation, and began
massaging Batman’s neck.
“Let me guess,” she said brightly, “You’re updating your Secret Society file with all
the new dirt I gave you?”
He grunted—which was reassuring. Engaged or not, he was more like her Bruce
than he wasn’t.
“Have you called Dr. Luthor yet?” she asked.
His typing paused.
“Not yet, but I will,” he graveled. “I told you I’ll cancel the seeing, Selina.”
“Don’t. I know I urged you to, but I’ve been thinking. And even though we both
trust my memories now, even though we’re both certain Zatanna didn’t do anything to
me, it’s just as important that you don’t cancel something like this just because I ask it.”
“Selina, you said it would be better if I just asked you about the past, and it was.
Why would I go ahead with Dr. Luthor when, as you yourself pointed out, it goes
against everything I believe to use forces like that to do something that natural law
says we’re not meant to.”
“I wasn’t looking at the big picture. In terms of knowing about my past, yes, asking
me is definitely the way to go. But I’ve come to feel that, regardless of what you
believed your reason was for contacting Dr. Luthor and putting this thing together,
there is something bigger at work that neither of us should interfere with. Let it play
out, Bruce, exactly as you planned it.”
He didn’t turn, but he tapped a key, dimming the computer screen before him and
scrutinized her reflection in the darkened screen until she met his eyes.
“You said a spark would ignite and there would be very bad consequences,” he
reminded her.
… 22:37…
Knowing precious seconds were ticking away, she held his gaze for a long moment
before setting the baton on the desk next to his arm.
“It won’t if you keep this with you, and when the time comes, point it to the ceiling.”
… 22:34…

This time when the vortex faded, Selina didn’t need to check her finger. She knew
there would be a pink sapphire resting there, she knew it would be the square emerald
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cut, the ring Poison Ivy returned to her because she’d apparently asked Ivy to hold the
ring while she went on a post-breakup bender.
Selina knew without looking which ring she wore because that was the only “pink
sapphire world” where she’d told Bruce about the alternate dimensions. She’d told
him everything, and then he’d come with her to the vortex and patted her hand
reassuringly before she left. He’d quoted Einstein, and he said it wasn’t her job to go
dimension-hopping to stop the crisis. And he was still standing in the very spot as
when she left.
“You played me,” she said bluntly, letting Catwoman’s amused smile soften the fiery
accusation in her eyes. “Einstein. It was just a way to get rid of me.”
“You figured it out fast,” he noted with a liptwitch.
She didn’t bother to explain that more time had passed for her than for him—or that
Batman himself had exposed the trick.
“So you had a ‘Kitten Protocol,’ after all,” she remarked, a note of sadness
undercutting the amusement. Then she met his eyes with piercing candor. “Did you
do it so you could go ahead with the Luthors?”
“Despite all you’ve said about the crisis in your world, all you have is a theory.
There’s no evidence of that here. And a seeing is the only way I can know if my Selina
was altered.”
“Ew!” Selina exclaimed. “Okay, first, that’s wrong and we’ll get to that part next.
But for now, before we go any further, ‘altered’ is not the word to use, ever. ‘Spaying’
and ‘fixing’ are also off-limits. Got that-Grunt-Good. Now—”
“Impossible woman,” he muttered.
“‘Impossible’ is fine,” she conceded. “Now then, it’s cool to go right ahead with your
Luthor hoodoo, but you’ve got to use one of these.” She squatted down and took one
of the jade batons from the ßųŁŁą rħðmbå. Then she saw Bruce undergo the density
shift straight past Batman to the hostile uber-intensity of Psychobat.
“What is that?” he spat, glaring at the glowing bubble he hadn’t noticed when it
materialized.
Selina straightened and affixed him with a defiantly smug naughty grin.
“It’s magic in your cave, Handsome. Consider it payback for the Kitten Protocol.”
“Get rid of it!” he ordered.
“Don’t worry, one way or another, it will be gone soon. Either because this works
and there’s no more crisis… or because it doesn’t and there’s no more anything.”
“I don’t believe you’re using magic, Selina. I thought this Zatanna possibility was as
bad as it could possibly get, but the thought of you actually conjuring that awful little
lightball—”
“Whoa, whoa, whoa,” Selina interrupted. “Stop going for the worst-case-scenario,
would you! What, you’ve got too much unused paranoia on your hands since Joker
got chopped up? Look, Jason Blood made the bubble. Jason is who we go to for magic
expertise in my world. He’s earned our trust, Bruce, yours and mine. He says that this
is an antenna. Take it with you to the ritual. Point it at the ceiling in the northeast
corner of the study.”
“Why?”
“Because that’s where Zatanna materializes in the persistent anomaly I told you
about. This was your idea, Bruce. Burn away the infection so the universe won’t have
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to. This is how we do it. If I’m right, if our theory in my world is right, then the three
of you going ahead with your rituals as originally planned but holding these... These
batons will cause the magical forces to converge on the strings controlling Zatanna’s
magic, zero them out like they were supposed to in the first place. And if we’re wrong,
then you still get your seeing and can poke into your Catwoman’s past ‘til your heart’s
content. Although personally, I think you’d be better off asking her when she decided
to stop stealing and why. The answer will surprise you.”
She silently held out the baton and Bruce stared at it for a long minute. Then his
eyes flickered up and locked onto hers.
“It was the hardest thing I’ve ever had to do, asking you to leave.”
She shook her head slowly, sympathetically, but in a ‘no’ motion.
“Then pointing this stick at the ceiling should be a breeze. And then can you go find
her, and tell her to come home? Alfred misses Nutmeg.”
“And I miss you,” he said sincerely.
“Reality is already unraveling, Bruce. Don’t make me be the one to say ‘clock is
ticking, we’ll talk about this later.’”
His lip twitched into a self-deprecating half-smile, and his hand brushed against hers
as he took the baton.
“Good luck,” he said simply, turned, and walked briskly from the cave.
… 11:19…

… 11:18…
… 11:17…
… 11:16…
Selina knew the countdown clock wasn’t going to slow or stop to accommodate her
anxiety, so she bent and retrieved the last baton from the ßųŁŁą rħðmbå, took a deep
breath, closed her eyes, and…
… 11:15…
… 11:14…
… 11:13…
…opened them again and regarded the baton coldly.
“I look nothing like Harry Potter,” she told it.
… 11:12…
… 11:11…
… 11:10…
The vortex began to gush and heave as if a volcanic force was building within it, and
Selina took a last glance around the cave, searching the ceiling instinctively for one last
look at a friendly living thing. One in particular caught her eye, its arms and feet
stretched out so the wings actually resembled Batman’s cape. Usually the cave bats
only assumed that position when they were asleep, but this one’s ears were perked—
marvelously long and pointy—and she forced a smile.
“I look nothing like Harry Potter,” she repeated—and convinced herself there was
some squeak of agreement which her imagination could convert into a grunt.
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… 11:01…
… 10:59…
… 10:58…
“Okay,” she breathed at last, holding up the yagi baton one last time as the light of
the vortex began to bubble and seethe like molten liquid.
… 10:56…
Okay, you smug…
… 10:54…
…self-righteous…
… 10:53…
…parched…
… 10:52…
…tnuc…
… 10:51…
… 10:50…
… 10:49…
“Now, we throw down.”
… 10:48…
… 10:47…
… 10:46…
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CHAPTER 10: WON EW NWODWORHT
Batman, Jason, Superman, Etrigan and Hella waited in study as the decimated
grandfather clock miraculously reset itself and a soft, methodical ticking began,
underscoring the tense silence.
“How will we know if she’s succeeding?” Superman whispered to Jason Blood.
“We’ll know,” Batman graveled definitely.
Jason regarded Batman coldly and, as the question had been directed at him and not
Bruce, he turned to Superman and answered it.
“I’m not sure there will be any perceptible signs on this plane,” he said
apologetically.
“We’ll know,” Batman repeated.
The seconds ticked by in a slow, ominous rhythm. Everyone remained still until
Superman and Jason abruptly turned, as if trying to confirm a faint and not quite
audible sound. Etrigan didn’t say a word but calmly put his arm around Hella. The
sound that wasn’t exactly a sound grew more distinct.
“Is that… music?” Jason asked.
“It’s her,” Batman said, nodding towards Hella.
The noise rose to become distinctly identifiable as Hella’s mindvoice, but it “sang,”
not with her usual monotone, but as several different melodic voices, all female, softly
warbling some ancient Nordic lament.
Etrigan explained:
“Every mortal knows
One day he breathes his final breath.
Not so us, these anxious woes.
‘Tis new to us, these thoughts of death.”
“No one is going to die,” Batman growled. “Selina will get there… Be ready.”
The clock ticked again… ticked… ticked… until the tension got the best of Jason and
he took a sharp, and sharply audible, breath. The release was contagious, and in the
next second Superman echoed it. Another second ticked by, and then the edgy silence
was cut by a third sharp intake of breath which made everyone start.
“Good heavens,” Alfred exclaimed as everyone turned.
“Alfred, I said stay away until I gave the all-clear,” Batman graveled.
“I could not, in good conscience, sir, when the situation was clearly—”
“Never mind, there’s no time now. Go to the far side of the house and stay—”
KREEEEEEEEEE
“Too late,” Batman muttered as the ear-splitting wail of Canary Cry sounded just
before the wall beside the clock exploded into shards as an AU chimera of Superman
was hurled through it and a chimera of that world’s Alfred Pennyworth, invisible a
moment before, ran to his crumpled form.
“My word,” the present Alfred exclaimed.
“I’ll explain later,” Batman said gruffly as his mind-controlled doppelganger entered
through the shattered wall and crouched to attack. While Alfred gaped, the jaded
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observers barely registered these familiar developments. Five pairs of eyes: human,
Kryptonian and demonic, all scanned the emerging scene for a single figure who might
vary from the well-worn script.
After a moment, “Catwoman”—the goggled variety—came into view as she always
did through the dark mist of settling rubble. She was still in the cave, at the base of the
staircase now visible through the ruptured wall. She was hunched over, as always,
protecting her ears from the excruciating Canary Cry… she rose, just as always… she
reached for her whip, just as always… and then… then… she froze, midreach, and
shuddered as her face puckered into a mute howl of outrage as she realized what she
was wearing. Her whole upper body spasmed in revolted shock, and she seemed to
twist in several upward half-turns, as if trying to extract herself from some clinging,
stinking goo.
“That’s her,” Batman announced.
Green Lantern was zapping wildly around the chamber, trying to prevent Flash from
reaching Despero—while Catwoman ripped the goggles off her face and flung them
into the power beam. They popped into a ball of green flame before falling as a flaccid
ember, and then crumbling to ash as they hit the cave floor. None of the observers
needed Batman’s skill to read her lips clearly: “I. wore. goggles!”
“C’mon, c’mon,” Batman urged. “Selina, you’re not moving where you did in the
old timeline, get out of the way, get out of the way.”
She shook herself again and dashed deeper into the cave just as Aquaman hurled a
huge stone fragment at the spot where she stood. She ran past the point where the
observers could see but where they knew the vortex was located.
Tense seconds passed during which Superman, then Jason, then Etrigan, and finally
Hella all stole glances at Batman.
“Breathe,” Superman suggested.
“We could never see beyond what’s visible from this room,” he said tersely. “We
don’t know what she’s up against back there. She could—”
At that moment, she was hurled back into view with what looked to be Martian
Manhunter coiled around her thigh and Flash around his. They landed in an unseemly
ball, from which Catwoman was the first to emerge, stabbing Flash with jagged shards
of purple glass. He seemed to be apologizing, he was trying to protect her, but his
protests were cut short by another “chain” of hurdling heroes, this time Black Canary,
Green Arrow, Aquaman, and a sizable chunk of the display case containing Jason
Todd’s costume.
Catwoman marched furiously up from the cave and into the study, as heedless of the
airborne energy beams, batarangs, and heroes as she was in her own reality where
these were formless phantoms. For one unable to see into their world, she judged
admirably where the half circle of observers would be standing in the study and waved
the shards of broken glass furiously at them, mouthing a single name distinctly:
“JASON!” She happened to be standing directly in front of Etrigan as she said it, and
he gestured with a gamely grin for Blood to take this one himself, by all means.
“MARTIAN— JACKASS— BROKE— THE— WITCH— ORB” Catwoman mouthed
distinctly.
In the chaos of the battle, none of the Justice League seemed to notice the one nonparticipant removing herself from the melee. Only Despero turned to watch the
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deranged woman waving her arms at nothing like a South American dictator
haranguing an imaginary populace.
“Jason, do something,” Batman hissed.
“Яέςŧįŧůo φŗБιs,” Jason Blood decreed, and Catwoman started as the fragments in
her hand quivered and rose, flashing white, and then floating for a split second as a
reconstituted whole before dropping heavy again into her hand. She offered a grateful
smile-shrug before being flung into the wall by the backlash of a green energy mace
aimed at Flash.
The Batman of the present flinched, the instinct to act colliding fullspeed with the
rational knowledge that there was nothing he could do. Jason was able to affect that
world, he was able to repair the orb for her, but all Bruce could do was stand helpless
and watch while the woman he loved was in danger. Mind, body and soul all screamed
for him to do something, but there was nothing, literally nothing he could possibly…
No one but Clark noticed the flinch, and he silently placed a hand on Bruce’s shoulder.
In the throes of the energy beam, Catwoman wrapped and twisted her body swiftly
around the orb, hoping to shield the fragile ball from the impact, but causing her back
to hit the wall with a force she clearly didn’t expect. She seemed dazed for a moment,
then shook it off and turned her attention to the orb she was cradling—and her face
creased again into that lemon-pucker of disgust.
“THIS WOMAN HAS NO TITS!” she mouthed in distinctly outraged contempt—
—And the Bruce of the present let out a thankful breath. That she could still rant
about her appearance in the face of all that chaos and turmoil…
While her outburst had no more sound than the rest of the anomaly in the here and
now, it was clearly audible in Catwoman’s reality, for Green Arrow froze mid-swing
and turned to her in disbelief—permitting Batman to smash him in the back of the
head with a brass bookend. His opponent vanquished, he turned his attention to
Catwoman, as Martian Manhunter swung Superman into a headlock.
“It’s begun,” Jason muttered. “If she can’t get into position because of Batman’s…
attentions, this could be exceedingly—”
“She can do it,” Batman declared with calm certainty.
As if to validate his words, Catwoman’s hip, back and shoulder dipped as one,
undulating in a graceful waving motion that seemed to both yield to Batman’s
aggressive attack and blend with it, sending him sliding over her onto Green Arrow’s
crumpled mass, while Despero lifted Hawkman by the throat and yanked the wings
from his back in a single vicious stroke.
“My favorite part,” Catwoman’s mouthed, squirming out of the way before Batman
could rise. “Now cue the clock,” she said, racing to get to her mark.
As he had every 43 minutes since the anomalies began, Hawkman picked up the
grandfather clock and brought it crashing down onto Batman’s head. Batman
answered with a fierce uppercut… and Catwoman reached her position by the
bookcase.
“Big red robot,” she said, extracting the yagi baton from her sleeve just as Red
Tornado entered.
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“Superman,” she breathed, sliding her finger through the little circle in the base of
the witch orb and then holding it high over her head, eying the spot where the clawfooted table would rest if it hadn’t been blasted into splinters.
“ßųŁŁą Îģήσŧųş,” Jason Blood murmured quietly in the present. “ßųŁŁą Îģήσŧųş
ĄſſıЯшσ et ąđЯogaήŧia… May it be enough to shield you, child.”
Superman charged—as always… Catwoman’s heart pounded.
Green Lantern, Martian Manhunter, Aquaman and Black Canary fell on Red
Tornado—as always… Her heart pounded.
Despero grabbed Superman, and the room yellowed with the glow of his telepathic
mind-beam… And Catwoman’s heart pounded as she brought the yagi baton into
alignment with the witch orb, holding it as low as possible, so a perfect arc might form
from the claw-footed table through the orb and into the baton, an arc which would
pass directly through the spot where—
—A spark of pink-white fire exploded—
—and Zatanna materialized, hovering grandly over the room.
“POTS!” Zatanna ordered —and the room erupted into a rainbow of sizzling coils of
snaking, snapping lightbeams. A trio of twisting funnel energy sprung into being at
the point where, in other worlds, the claw-footed table still stood un-obliterated. It
thrust in an upward arc towards the ceiling, warping around Zatanna in a cocoon of
glowing energy, and arced back down into the yagi baton held by Catwoman, jolting
her into a rigid stance as one paralyzed by a high voltage shock. Both her arms, the
right holding the witch orb aloft, the left holding the yagi baton low, shook with the
magical voltage surging between the two objects, and she winced and squinted from
the unexpected heat of the lightning-like energy. The effect coursing up her arms was
akin to a powerful and constantly shifting recoil, as if she was holding high-pressure
hoses in place with unimaginable energies gushing through.
One of the snapping snakeheads of energy whipping free of the main arc passed
through Hawkman’s severed wings, igniting a smoky, smoldering flame that none of
the leaguers, mind-controlled or free, seemed to notice. Everyone’s attention was
riveted on Zatanna, her body contorting wildly in the honeycomb of energy thrashing
and crackling around her.
Sounds began to bleed into the present reality, the crackling of the beams in the
anomaly, a baby crying, Bruce’s voice “No, no, I like going,” and then in an entirely
different tone of voice “How about blue,” morphing finally into a pained murmur
“You’re hurt. You lost a lot of blood…” Selina’s voice answered “Not that much” “But
you just got back from patrol…” “A crimefighter with a purse? I don’t think so, Stud.”
“I wasn’t sleeping. I heard the whole thing. Bruce, what in God’s name is going on
with you and the League?”
Superman jumped back as the ghostly chimeras of other Bruce Waynes folded and
unfolded in the space in front of him, one in the batsuit, one not. Each were seated at
the claw-footed table across from—Superman blinked—a variety of figures that faded
in and out of visibility, but all of which bore an unsettling resemblance to Lex Luthor.
“I knew it was true, but I don’t think I really believed it,” he muttered, inaudible
over the rising noise level.
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“Hella,” Jason said, straining to be heard as Selina’s scream from the original seeing
joined the other sounds rising in a whirlpool of strangely ordered chaos. “Hella,” He
repeated, then paused tersely. “…Be ready…”
Superman explained quickly to Alfred, “When Zatanna’s power is gone, the crisis is
presumably ended and our ability to see into this reality would cease. Hella’s job is to
hold the visual portal open from that point on.”
Despero—like everyone—was momentarily distracted by Zatanna’s arrival and the
resulting pyrotechnics. But he recovered himself quickly and returned his attention to
Superman, captive in his clutches. Deciding that whatever the explosive arc of energy
was, he’d rather face it with Superman in his power, he resumed his effort to take
control of Superman’s mind.
“Etrigan, quickly,” Jason prompted.
But before the demon could speak, the telepathic beam appeared again from
Despero’s third eye. But instead of blasting into Superman’s forehead as before, it shot
off-course at a sharp angle, tilting sideways away from Superman and across the room
into the yagi baton. Everyone in the present reality gasped as the beam hit the baton
and Catwoman contorted from the force of the hit. She struggled to keep her balance
as the new force flowed directly into the baton, while the energy flow from Zatanna
continued to be drawn, somewhat more erratically, into the baton by way of the orb.
More snake-like wisps began striking out from the main beams and snapping
randomly around the room, and Catwoman strained to keep the orb positioned
between the baton and the Zatanna beams.
In the present reality, the sound increased, the extra power vibrating through the
room like a giant generator. Batman took one look at Catwoman, struggling to keep
control of the power coursing around her, and he threw all logic aside. He leaped
across the room toward her, braced himself right behind where she stood and tried to
wrap his arms around her, trying to provide additional support, to add his strength to
hers… anything to somehow help her out. Of course, his hands passed through her as if
she was a ghost and he stumbled to the side.
Superman was instantly beside him and grabbed his shoulders, half-keeping him
from falling and half-holding him back from trying that again. Surprisingly, Batman
accepted the hold, instantly realizing the futility of his attempt. With just a hint of
desperation creeping onto his face, he turned to Jason.
“Despero’s an alien,” Batman barked, “His power is from the Flame of Py’tar on his
world; it isn’t magic. That shouldn’t be happening—”
“Etrigan, quickly,” Jason repeated. “Bruce, it may not be what you classify as magic,
but it is power driven by will. That is essentially magic. The yagi baton seems to think
so.”
“DO SOMETHING!” he ordered.
Not impressed am I, thus far.
The Flames of Hell trump
The Flame of Py’tar…
Chump.
The beam of light from Despero’s eye dissolved instantly into nothingness.
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In the present reality, Superman whispered to Batman, “Power driven by will. Bruce,
that means if Hal uses his ring, it would be drawn into the baton the same way. She
can’t possibly handle it.”
Bruce flinched again and felt Superman’s hands squeeze gently on his shoulder,
more in a comforting gesture than anything else. “I know,” he rasped.
Now still the blood of Kalanor.
And Will to cag’ed minds restore.
Despero stiffened and froze where he stood, and the mind-controlled Leaguers
shook their heads in confusion. Etrigan smiled smugly and posed for Hella, flexing his
muscles.
Catwoman repositioned, clearly relieved by the minor improvement in her situation
but still struggling to keep control of the orb and baton while the original power beams
thickened and glowed whiter. The free wisps and tendrils grew fewer and the light
burned redder and thickened more—then bluer as the last snapping wisps joined the
main arc—and finally the light beams blushed into a full, rich purple.
The cacophony of layered sound fell away.
With effort, Catwoman slowly brought her arm holding the yagi baton up and over
her head, until at last she could bring it into contact with the witch orb. The instant the
baton touched the orb, Zatanna’s body arched violently backward until her head
nearly touched her heels, then she snapped right and left within the glowing web of
purple light, like a tree branch twisting in brutal gale-force winds. Despite the physical
strain of maintaining her position, the corner of Catwoman’s lip curled upward into
the subtlest of feline smiles. She hissed—and all the observers started—for that one
sound echoed, clear and distinct and unnaturally loud, from the otherwise muted
anomaly. All other sound had ceased the moment the arc-light went purple, a slight
re-pressurization had pulsed in everyone’s ears at the sudden eerie silence—and now
before anyone could process what was happening, that hiss, feline and feral, sliced the
silence—nature herself unleashing her wild, untamable scorn and her final,
unappealable judgment.
As one, Zatanna, Catwoman, and Hella jerked and the purple arc of light blinked
into nothingness.
“It is done,” Hella said, a harsh strain deepening her normally dead monotone. “The
window into this world would close but for my hand that holds it open. Speak, Dark
Mortal, when thou hast seen thy fill, and thy home and manor shall be thine once
more. Of here and now alone and tainted by no other prospect. One world and one
truth, one—”
“Shh, later,” Batman spat, watching the anomaly intently as Catwoman slunk
towards the corner while the recovering Leaguers clustered around Zatanna.
“Jason, it worked?” Superman asked urgently. “They didn’t see what she did?”
“The spell I cast is called ßųŁŁą Îģήσŧųş,” Jason said, watching the Leaguers as
critically as Batman was, seeking any clue as to their precise state of mind. “A spell of
validation, if you will, obscuring that which would contradict this League’s pride, and
allowing them to see only that which affirms their worldview.”
“And since it’s inconceivable to this League that they’ve been cosmic outlaws and
that it would fall on Catwoman to save the situation by stripping one of their own of
her powers…” Superman mused.
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“They never saw it,” Jason concluded. “They seem to believe it was Zatanna who
stopped Despero, just as before.”
They watched as the League argued among themselves.
“It’s not inconceivable to all of them,” Bruce noted gravely. “That world’s Batman,
J’onn and Wally all looked her way in the first moments after Despero was frozen.
Batman and J’onn were still shaking off his influence, and whatever they glimpsed,
they evidently attributed to that. Wally, I’m not so sure. He’s glanced at her a couple
times, but then he realized they’re playing ‘settle the dust’ and redirected his attention
to the League proper—for now.”
The cluster of heroes blocked the clock passage and the cave beyond, making it
impossible for Catwoman to reach the vortex unnoticed. Instead, she ducked quietly
behind Bruce’s desk. In the present reality, Batman stood closest to the desk and
watched with some amusement as she opened the drawer “through” the space
occupied by his leg, and quietly stashed the orb inside it. Then she backed quietly
away to tend to Alfred as her double had always done.
The Batman of the present calmly opened the drawer, and there sat the orb.
“Zatanna’s magic,” Jason said. “Take it quickly. For Selina’s safety and ours, it
cannot be removed too swiftly from the vicinity. Pennyworth, if you would, as quickly
as may be, take this item to some distant part of the house—not the cave, for these
Leaguers may yet return there. Take it to a part of the house that is private and little
used.”
Alfred nodded and did as he was asked, hesitating for only a moment at the door to
regard Catwoman helping his otherworldly twin to his feet.

“Little help here,” Catwoman said—as she knew her goggled double always had at
this point in the proceedings to announce her presence. In fact, she spoke a little
sooner than the double did, but she was so infuriated by what she was hearing, she
wanted to make sure she was in the conversation before Zatanna attempted to poof
out. She had witnessed this scene countless times in the anomaly: the League clustered
around Zatanna, the gestures, the hair toss, so she knew exactly when Zatanna planned
to depart. But hearing the words that went with the pointing and headshakes—
“I used magic to stop him and rid you all of his influence. I didn’t ask for your
permission or for a show of hands.”
—the italicized barbs directed so pointedly at Batman. Even though this wasn’t her
Bruce and she knew nothing of him, it made Selina’s blood boil. She wondered if the
“rule of three” about using magic to inflict harm applied to non-magically shoving a
yagi baton down someone’s throat. Or up their—
Whatever. She had to do something. So she jostled her shoulder to support Alfred’s
weight and spoke.
“Little help here,” she repeated, a little louder this time.
Batman turned to her, concerned, and spoke on cue.
“You’re both wounded, here let me—”
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“Your rug is on fire,” she pointed out coolly, interrupting just as her counterpart
always had, but undoubtedly with different words.
“And now I have some unfinished business to attend to,” Zatanna announced
importantly behind him.
“Rug is on fire,” Catwoman repeated, though no one but Alfred was listening to her.
“You mean the Secret Society,” Batman spat, wheeling back on Zatanna.
“Hawkman’s wings, been smoldering on the floor there for a couple minutes now,”
Selina pointed out to Alfred. “Just sprouted a little red flame…”
“I created this mess, Batman,” Zatanna said, clearly building to a big exit line.
“…and is quietly devouring the Aubusson carpet while these idiots stand around
belaboring the obvious…”
“ll’I naelc ti pu,” Zatanna concluded.
Absolutely nothing happened following Zatanna’s incantation, and an apprehensive
silence fell over the Justice League while Catwoman’s voice continued on, filing the
silence with calm felinity.
“…which is either an elegant metaphor, an amusing irony, a tragic irony, or
infuriating as hell. I wore goggles, so you can guess how I’m inclined to see it.”
“ll’I naelc ti pu,” Zatanna repeated, slower and a bit louder.
“Hey Spitcurl, somebody with ice vision, cold breath,” Catwoman suggested.
Flash looked at her piercingly.
“…or maybe a pitcher of water,” she added, treating him to a coy smile.
“ll’I naelc ti pu,” Zatanna said again, distinctly.
“Zee, what’s wrong?” Green Lantern asked, concerned.
“Traped,” she said, and then when nothing happened, “I don’t know. TRAPED.
TIXE. OG.”
“Not gonna work, honey,” Catwoman said sweetly, offering a nodding salute with
the baton as she turned to the door with a cheery. “G’night everybody, try the veal.”
“Catwoman, wait,” Batman called abruptly, as did Flash.
“The rest of you can show yourselves out,” Batman added hatefully, glaring at Flash.
“Zee, seriously, is this for real?” Green Arrow was saying.
“My wings are on fire,” Hawkman declared, standing over the smoldering remains.
“You guys are so screwed,” Catwoman muttered, as Superman finally put out the
fire.
“I evael won,” Zatanna declared.
Catwoman leaned in and spoke confidentially to Batman, “The AA definition of
insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, exactly the same way, and
expecting a different result.”
Although she had spoken softly, Superman turned slowly toward her and Batman,
and she acknowledged that he was listening by making her next comment in a normal
tone of voice and speaking pointedly in his direction. “And much as I would love to
stick around for Step 4: ‘Making a searching and fearless moral inventory of
yourselves’ (and God help you all on Step 8: ‘Making a list of all persons you’ve
harmed and making amends’), I wore goggles. I wore goggles and this idiotic biker chick
getup in which I have no goddamn tits. So rather than stick around for what I’m sure will
be the best bloody dinner theatre since the Roxy/Ivy catfight, I’m going home for a full
fucking bodypeel!”
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She turned and stormed towards the door, waving off Batman on the one side and
Green Arrow on the other with a venomous “Nobody fucking touch me, I wore
GOGGLES!”
“NAMOWTAC POTS!” Zatanna called out.
“AAARRRGGGHHH,” Catwoman screamed, never breaking stride. The frustrated
wail grew fainter, fainter, and was then punctuated by the violent slamming of the
front door.

“That didn’t look good,” Jason observed, noting Catwoman’s muted but
impassioned exit.
“No,” Batman concurred.
In the battle-torn study of the anomaly, the usually sound plaster rained a thin
sprinkling of dust down onto the Justice League in response to Catwoman’s vicious
door-slam.
“Out the front door,” Superman noted in the present, lightly directing focus from the
phantom-League’s embarrassment. “How will she—”
“Get back to the cave?” Batman completed the thought, “Around to the rose garden,
past the conservatory and down through the Batmobile entrance. The rate she’s going,
it will take her about 5 minutes.”
“I see. We should wait until she’s safely back before closing the portal,” Superman
suggested.
Batman grunted and Hella nodded; then she looked around curiously.
“Where is Etrigan?” she asked in her usual monotone.
Jason shut his eyes, as if a heavy, painful weight had settled again on his shoulders.
“He is… in the dining room, he followed Alfred to the dining room. I can sense
him. The magic shackles that bind our souls are back in place. Though he is still free
physically in this world, we are joined again as we were before. Once either of us
speaks the incantation, it will be as it was.”
“Jason, I’m sorry,” Superman said sincerely.
“Don’t be. A world where Etrigan runs free is… not something you want to
experience, certainly not a world to have risked what we have risked in order to
preserve.”
“POTS, she says!” they heard, distant but distinct in the cave. “’Cause when your
only tool is a hammer, you treat everything you see as a nail. Smug, self-righteous—‘I
made this mess,’ she says—Sure fucking did, sweetheart, and I had to wear east end
gutter trash goggles to clean it up—POTS, my sweet purple ass, you parched…”
Batman nodded curtly at Hella, and she lowered her hands, closing her eyes. She
pursed her lips and blew a wispy glowing mist which slowly filled the room.
Catwoman’s voice grew louder as she crossed the cave and approached the stairs to
the study.
“…like to see how you’re gonna manage now, Cupcake. Learn to drive or take the
bus. Pay $85 for a shampoo and set then get caught in the rain and ruin it, heh. Iron a
wine stain into your favorite blouse. And oh yes, in at least one reality the almost-wife
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of the richest man in the country would like to ruin your life. Good luck with that
one…”
The remaining Leaguers and the physical debris of their anomaly dissolved into
nothingness as it came into contact with the white filmy mist, and Catwoman’s voice,
which had been growing steadily louder, now grew softer—
“…only booking you’ll be getting for the next 5 years is the Turtle Spirit Indian
Casino in Bottleneck, North Dakota—opening for Tina Yothers…”
—as the mist reached the clock passage and the wall separating study from cave
passage solidified.
Almost immediately after the clock reset itself into physical reality, it clicked and
opened, and Catwoman stepped through. She glared around the room, exuding a
fierce and feral hostility, so much so that, as her eyes landed on Superman and then
Batman, one could almost envision a wildcat angrily thumping her tail, riling for a
fight.
“Gentlemen,” she snapped with quiet irritation. “Your League sucks.”
“khm, well,” Superman coughed, as if to move on to a new subject.
“Welcome back, Selina,” Jason said mildly.
˜˜And well done, Sister,˜˜ Hella’s mindvoice added.
Catwoman said nothing in reply but merely stared, intently, at Batman. A tense,
silent moment stretched into two, then five, then nine.
Superman coughed and nodded toward the door. Jason and Hella filed out
awkwardly, while the grandfather clock ticked, ominously underscoring the complete
absence of any other sound in the room. Superman fell into line behind Hella, glanced
back for a split second at Batman and Catwoman, and then left the two alone. The
moment hung suspended in the icy stillness of a Gotham rooftop. And then—
Selina lunged forward and threw her arms fiercely around Batman’s waist, burying
her face between his neck and shoulder.
“It’s okay, Kitten,” he whispered into her hair. “It’s over. You’re home.”
She hugged him tighter but said nothing. After a long moment, he began softly
rubbing her back, and at last she spoke.
“I wore goggles,” she managed weakly.
“I know. But they’re gone now.”
“Awful black-zip-biker outfit.”
“You’re purple again,” he assured her.
“And no hair. Short awful hair.”
He silently stroked the long curly locks that poured out the back of her cowl.
“And I was like an A-cup,” she moaned.
“You’re fine now,” he noted.
“Double-A,” she said.
“You saved the world, Selina.”
“Like the battery,” she sobbed.
He shifted his weight, very slightly, producing the effect of a gentle rocking.
Through this comforting motion, Selina felt his chest rumble with the rhythmic puffygrunt which marked that alternate Batman’s laugh. Selina’s half of the embrace began
to vibrate with a weary chuckle as she thought about that laugh and the subject which
provoked it in the other world: Felix Faust and the wand-kabob.
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“Well,” she said finally, pulling back with a tired smile, “That’s it for me and the
cosmic FUBARs. Next time anything needs saving, Spitcurl can go. Say, do you think
his heat vision would be capable of some kind of low level laser-graft skin peel? I think
I could just about live with him seeing me naked to get that top level of skincells that
touched the ick–gogglesuit burned away all at once.”
He stared as he used to when she made some rooftop proposition and he couldn’t
tell if she was serious. Realizing it was better to play along than mutely gape, he
permitted himself a lip-twitch as he said:
“He does owe me a favor.”
“You all owe me a favor,” Selina said archly. “I wore goggles.” She shuddered and
then sighed, “Guess I’ll settle for a very long, very hot shower.”
She turned towards the door, pulling off her cowl as she did, and then froze, almost
as if belatedly hit with Zatanna’s parting POTS. She turned back and regarded Batman
thoughtfully.
“By the way,” she said tenderly. “Just in case you were thinking along the same lines
as those other Bruce Waynes, wondering… worrying… if Zatanna had done anything to
change me?”
She walked up to him and softly tapped the side of his cowl, indicating clearly that it
should be removed. He hesitated for a split second, then took it off.
“I know Zatanna had nothing to do with my choice to stop stealing, Bruce, for the
same reason you knew the logs were wrong. You change someone’s thoughts, you
have to put something new in place of the old, right? And you can only do that
convincingly if you know and understand who they are. You had a chunk of time
where your memories just weren’t you. You were Zatanna’s idea of you: a flighty,
shallow, middleclass, less-educated, less-sophisticated nitwit’s idea of ‘Batman.’ Well
as little as they understand you, m’love, that League of yours haven’t any clue
whatsoever about me.”
She paused, awaiting some grunt of acknowledgement. When it didn’t come, she
continued.
“Do you know when I made the decision to stop stealing, Bruce?”
“After the Mad Hatter affair,” he graveled definitely.
She shook her head no.
“No, not the last actual theft, but the choice. When I stopped at first, it was ‘for
now.’ It wasn’t a life choice. I was dating Batman and that was complicated enough
without running into each other at Tiffany’s after hours. So I tapered off. But it
wasn’t… it wasn’t what you thought, what I let you think. It wasn’t a conscious
decision that the last thing I took was the last thing I would ever take. Not until
Halloween that second year, not until that costume store, ‘Come As You’re Not.’”
His eyes drilled into hers, darting back and forth from her right to her left as the bat‘density shift’ rose and fell, intensifying then dropping out completely as never before.
“I don’t understand,” he said finally.
“You came to lunch that day at d’Annunzio’s with news about the folklore
museum,” Selina said gently. “The Sherlock Holmes exhibit, a costume party to kick it
off… I’d never seen you like that. You were so excited. Right after lunch, we went to
get costumes. The store was called ‘Come As You’re Not,’ and you went ahead of me
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into the big warehouse they had in the back…” she paused, surprised at how her heart
and breathing quickened as she spoke. “When I got back there, I walked through the
door… and there you were, collecting pieces for a Sherlock Holmes costume. You’d
just found a tweed jacket. You were so—It was so completely YOU, and at the same
time it was so unlike any part of you I had ever seen and I—I… It just hit me. How I
loved you, how deep I was in. This was it; this was my life now. And that was that.”
“…”
“Does that really strike you as something Miss Tophat-and-Fishnets could have
invented?”
A warm silence passed between them for a few breathless seconds and then he
finally spoke.
“No.”
“Meow.” She smiled. “Now that we’ve got that cleared up, I’m going to take that
shower.”
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EPILOGUE
In the Batcave, Batman watched intently as Hella laid out a gauzy fabric on his
worktable, and ran her fingertips over it until it glowed with runic symbols that
burned themselves into the surface with an eerie incandescence.
Jason set the witch orb in its center.
“Magick is power driven by will,” he pronounced formally. “As the witch orb is
meant to trap any ill-intentioned spirits within the webwork of its interior, so does it
hold fast the Magicks of Zatara, so ill-used by Zatanna that the Universal Is has
revoked its right of existence. We return this power to the Cosmos from whence it
came.”
He placed the three oil burners on the cloth around the orb in the same way they had
circled Selina’s feet in the JLA transporter.
“Cats were guardians in the ancient temples,” he declared. “Let these nine who have
so nobly guarded the portal between realities, between what is and what might have
been, follow this accursed Magick of Zatara to the brink of oblivion, and there stand
sentinel at the gates of existence, that this which should have never come into being,
that is hereby nullified and expunged from existence, may ne’er have hope of rebirth or
reinvention.”
He nodded to Etrigan.
Gone, Gone from World of Man,
By Earth and Hell, forever damned.
Order, Chaos, Good and Ill
Unite in Magick and in Will
To banish this which stilled the String
And so endangered Everything.
Gone, Gone, from Here and Now
That which crossed the cosmic Tao;
Never shalt thou be again,
So speaks the Demon Etrigan.
Jason wordlessly gathered up the cloth and its contents and flung it into the vortex.
Hella waved her arm abruptly, and the vortex collapsed to the size of a manhole… to a
teacup… to a thimble… to a pinhead… and then nothing.
Superman let out the breath he didn’t realize he was holding. And Jason turned
calmly to Batman.
“You may rest easy tonight, Bruce,” he said flatly. “There is no more magick in your
house.”
“There won’t be once you take this back with you,” Batman croaked, holding out a
small silver object.
“The moonstone ring I gave Selina,” Jason noted coldly, eying it without making any
move to take it.
“May I?” Etrigan asked, reaching to take the ring from Batman’s glove, his eyes
shifting subtly towards Hella. “To say goodbye,” he explained.
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Batman grunted, and Etrigan took the ring and withdrew with Hella to the far side
of the cave. There was a sharp snap as Superman closed his JLA communicator.
“She was onstage,” he announced. “There was an elephant supposed to vanish. It
didn’t.”
“I won’t lose sleep over it,” Batman growled.
“Nor will I,” Jason affirmed. “Nor, I expect, will Selina.”
“I wish I could be so sure,” Clark said resignedly. “How exactly is what we did any
different than the inner League’s transgressions, hm? You’re both sleeping fine tonight
because we ‘had a good reason,’ because we were saving the world? Zatanna had it
coming, I guess you figure, like they decided Dr. Light had it coming. How are we
different, Jason? Bruce? Tell me.”
“We didn’t decide anything, Superman. We made no judgment about Zatanna’s
fitness to wield power, even though her abuse of it brought us all to the brink of
extinction. The Universe itself determined that her abilities should not exist. And even
at that, it was not a judgment or punishment, it was an immune response.”
“Jason, Selina used magic to strip away Zatanna’s powers.”
“If you break your leg, Superman, a doctor will set it so the bones may mend
properly, but it is the body itself, not the doctor, which does the actual healing. All we
did was set the leg so the Universe might heal itself. Selina placed antennae so the
magicks could do what they were meant to without being pulled off course by Lex
Luthor. She did not wield magic herself—except perhaps—well, not really,” he broke
off chuckling at some private joke.
“Except?” Batman asked archly.
“Except perhaps?” Superman prompted.
“Oh, it’s nothing,” Jason laughed. “It’s just that when she returned, she was, eh,
‘ranting,’ I guess you would call it, rather heatedly, about Zatanna’s future sans
powers. Paying $85 for a haircut and having it ruined, etc. It’s simply that, to a magicuser, to emote in such a fashion when she hates Zatanna so passionately—well,
magick, as I said, is driven by will and… Let’s just say the ‘Turtle Spirit Indian Casino
in Bottleneck, North Dakota’ was the most frightfully gleeful hexing incantation I’ve
heard since the Red Witch of Eirog got drunk on brandywine.”

In the corner of the Wayne bedroom, beneath the curio packed with cat figurines,
Selina sat at her vanity studiously brushing her hair. Bruce came up behind her and
met her eyes in the mirror.
“That’s three hours, Kitten. Even Whiskers is impressed. Grooming on that scale, I
imagine even Bast sits up and takes notice.”
“Just reassuring myself that it’s still long,” she said.
His lip twitched.
“It’s long, and it’s lovely. Now put down the brush, please.”
She did and turned to face him, smiling sadly, as he sat opposite her, on the edge of
the bed.
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“You had a rough day,” he noted. “I know the goggles, and the hair, and the
black…” he gestured with his hand in a pointless twirling motion, a helpless man
stymied for words about a woman’s clothing.
“The zipup-guttertrash-bikerchick outfit,” Selina pronounced, like Poison Ivy
rattling off the formal Latin name of an obscure strain of ragweed.
“Yes, that,” Bruce nodded tactfully. “I know none of that helped. I just… It wasn’t
easy for me either.”
“I know,” she said sympathetically. “Magic in your house.”
“No, that I got past,” he said lightly. “Considering everything else that was at stake.”
“Well that’s the creepiest anomaly so far,” she replied, raising her eyebrow. “You’re
okay with it? We can start inviting Jason over for afternoon tea and weekly séances?”
He grunted.
She smirked.
And for the first time in days, something within the walls of Wayne Manor actually
felt normal.
“Not the magic,” Bruce said seriously. “The part that killed me was standing on the
sideline while you were in there, in danger. Selina, it was—Everything that I’ve—Since
we started, you and I, every fear that I—damnit.”
“Let me try,” she interjected with a knowing smile. “Bruce, I can’t get to sleep when
I know you’re out there battling Joker. There. I’ve said it. I’m cool with everything
else Bat, but when Joker’s involved, I can’t quite make my peace with it. But what can
you do, it goes with the package.”
He grunted.
“Well anyway,” he said, an uncharacteristic hesitation in his manner, “It won’t be a
regular occurrence. As you’ve said yourself, many times, the ‘hero thing’ really isn’t
‘your kink’…”
After an Owlman, twin Dr. Luthors, the Rydbergii Lounge, 5 alternate Batmen and
an engagement ring, Selina was able to control her smirk. Bruce struggled on.
“It did seem like, after all you went through to ‘steal the necklace,’ you should wind
up with something… tangible.” He reached behind his back, producing a long, flat box
in familiar, but worn, red leather with gold leaf trim.
Selina reached out and touched the top of the box tentatively with a fingertip,
running her finger lightly across the slight scratches in the leather and looking
questioningly at Bruce.
“Take it,” he urged, uncertainly, after a strained moment. “It’s ‘your kink,’” he
added, in a surer, deeper gravel.
She managed a timidly naughty grin, took the box into her lap and, with a final
glance at Bruce, opened it.
“Oh my-meow-my… oh…” she breathed.
“Canary diamonds,” Bruce pointed out. “Surrounded by white. It’s, the setting
might be, I don’t know, kind of old-fashioned. It was my grandmother’s. But it’s so
close to what you described—”
“It’s perfect,” Selina said simply.
“It’s yours. They would all be yours if I had—if I… There are emeralds too, from
some Aunt Elena, color of your eyes. If I was able to—”
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“Let’s not do that,” Selina interrupted softly. “If this, if that, if I, if you… This whole
thing has been too many what-ifs. We are what we are. It was true then,” she pointed
superficially at the necklace. “It’s true now. It works in its way, the occasional
alternate reality Justice League and Joker-patrol sleepless night notwithstanding.”
He smiled sadly, then reluctantly grunted. Selina touched her finger to the largest
diamond in the necklace and continued.
“It is beautiful, Bruce—purrrrrrfect in fact,” she rolled out the word in a luxurious
burr, clearly for his pleasure as much as hers, then she resumed a less-feline manner.
“But stunning as this necklace is, what I really need is to get away for a while. From
this house, from Gotham, from all of it.”
He reached into his pocket and wordlessly pulled out a slip of paper.
“Wayne One is fueling up now,” he said crisply. “Xanadu has Bungalow 4 waiting
for you and plenty of pickled ginger on hand to make your special martinis. You can
look forward to two weeks of continuous pampering on a level few women in the
world have ever experienced.”
Selina burst out laughing.
“You don’t do anything by halves, do you, Stud?” she purred through merry
chuckles, then breathed deeply. “I do appreciate the gesture, Bruce; really I do.
Appealing as the thought is of a cream and honey wrap, followed by a hot stone
massage or crystal or diamonds or whatever they’re using this month, and then a little
snack of those giant raspberries… delicious as that all sounds, what I really want more
than anything is a few days of you.”
Bruce shifted his finger, revealing a second slip of paper folded behind the first.
“I can’t leave Gotham for two weeks, but I’ll come for the first few days, get you
settled in.”
“…”
She breathed.
“Feel free to meow or something,” Bruce said brusquely.
“…”
She stared.
“Selina?”
“Meow,” she blurted as if expelling a long-held breath. “Wow… You are full of
surprises.”
“Consider it a new ‘Kitten Protocol,’” he twitched. “To save the sweaters.”
∞∞∞
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FORTUNE COOKIES
The Water Rooster is alone
but rarely experiences loneliness.
Cassie read the slip of paper stoically. She folded it. Once. Twice. She slid it back
inside the untouched cookie shell. She tossed it and the cellophane wrapper into the
trash. And she nodded with satisfaction, thinking of Stephanie. Stephanie said a
fortune only counted if you ate the cookie. That’s why you should always read it first,
and if you don’t like what you see, throw it away.
It was silly, of course. Neither of them believed a slip of paper from Peking Wok had
any power to tell what would happen to them. It was just a bit of silly fun. How they
laughed the time Stephanie got “Bad habits are hard to break, especially if you like
them.” She said the bad habit was Tim. And then Cassie suggested several ways he
could be broken, in all sorts of places, all while liking him. Cassie’s fortune read
“Listen, observe, note facts, delay judgment and make your own predications.” It
sounded so much like Bruce, Stephanie took the slip from her and read it over and over
in a deep exaggerated voice, like Darth Vader.
It was silly fun. Silly was the strangest thing Cassie had encountered in the world
outside her assassin’s upbringing. She didn’t know how to do it, but sometimes with
Stephanie it just happened. She found herself giggling and spouting such nonsense.
“Tim break easy. Foot here, fist up, bash bash, meet in center.”
A tear rolled down Cassie’s cheek. She never spouted nonsense now. She never
giggled. She didn’t eat ice cream. She didn’t have anybody to go to the movies with.
She went to see A History of Violence herself because the billboard she’d passed in
Times Square made it seem like something she would enjoy. It wasn’t at all what she
expected, which was usually the case when she picked a movie instead of Stephanie
deciding what they would see. But the actor was very handsome, and if Stephanie was
with her, Cassie would have stayed and giggled about his blue eyes and muscular
arms. As it was, she left. She walked home alone, on the street not on the rooftops,
knowing she looked like a target that way and hoping some kind of scum would notice
and follow.
She missed Stephanie so much.
One time Tim asked if she wanted to “get a slice after patrol.” She said no. She
wasn’t comfortable around him—around any of them but mostly him. Stephanie had
talked about him so much, they had laughed so much together, it was weird to see Tim
or Robin now and think how… anyway, she said no.
He never asked again. Not that it mattered. No need for extra carbs after patrol. But
he never asked again.
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It was so quiet now, after patrol, and before too. She’d gotten back into her old
training cycle. There were barely enough hours in the day to train like she used to and
do all the casework Bruce assigned and the schoolwork that Barbara gave her, and still
manage to patrol, eat and sleep. She had enough to do to fill the day and then some.
But it really didn’t feel like it used to. It was empty somehow.
Her father said training was its own reward, but she had begun promising herself
little treats, like the ginger prawns and fried rice, for getting through a six-hour cycle.
Then she decided to treat herself at four hours instead. And then three.
This concerned her very much. Discipline was everything. If she couldn’t make
herself complete her training regimen…
She would have liked to talk to someone about it.
Bruce was away. He was coming back in a few days, but the fact that he was away
now was enough for Cassie to scratch him off the list. She was a little afraid what he
would say.
Barbara would probably tell Dick, and Batman had left Nightwing in charge. So it
would be almost like telling Bruce.
Jean Paul had been awfully nice after Stephanie’s funeral. He talked to her for
hours. He seemed to know how she felt better than she did herself. How she wanted
to get away from people and not trust anybody, and not like anybody, and not feel
anything ever again. He said it would probably have to be that way for a while, but
she shouldn’t let it lead her to do anything drastic, because it would turn around. He
said that one day, maybe sooner than she thought, she’d feel like herself again. And
she’d be ready to reenter the world, so it was important not to “close any doors.”
Azrael started finding her during patrol, about once a week. They didn’t team up or
anything, except for that one time when the drug case she was pursuing turned out to
be some kind of Medicare fraud. There were computers and casefiles, and an FBI
agent, and all kinds of paperwork that Cassie couldn’t understand. Jean Paul helped
her with all the computer stuff, not doing it himself in a blur of typing and flickering
data screens the way Oracle would, but really showing her what he was doing at each
step. And Azrael helped too, explaining how the FBI were like the old world’s
undersheriffs charged to keep the king’s peace in a specific fief. One addressed them
as equals in rank, he said, but equals in the service of a lesser king. They pursued the
same goal (i.e. the extermination of crime) and one respected their ways (i.e. their filing
of reports and obtaining of warrants), but one must never compromise or subordinate
our ideals to these practices of theirs, for to do so would place our liege and his
interests (the Order of Dumas, or in her case the Batman and his cause of Justice)
beneath theirs.
Cassie nodded, even when she didn’t completely understand. She had always
respected Azrael as a great warrior, and there was a time she even felt a foolish
adoration for him, an adoration that now seemed very frivolous. But she still admired
him. And she was becoming comfortable with Jean Paul in a way she wasn’t with the
rest of the Bat family.
(Tim never did ask her to go for a “slice” again after patrol)
But somehow that made it harder to go to Jean Paul rather than easier. She was
losing discipline, losing her edge in training. What would he think of her???
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That left Tim. Tim was pretty stuck up to go to for crimefighting advice. I’m Robin,
I’m Batman’s sidekick, I have a car, none of the other Robins had a car.
Maybe she should just workout another three hours and avoid the whole question.
But she didn’t want to. She really didn’t want to.
Of course, Batman’s training included many activities her father’s regimen never
cared about. Crimefighting, he said, was more than fighting and surveillance. She had
all the stealth and combat technique she needed, he said. She should develop herself in
other areas. And that meant more than knowing about fingerprints and carpet fibers,
he said. Theme criminals tended to immerse themselves in pop culture. She shouldn’t
go overboard, but a nodding familiarity with ‘what kids do’ would better prepare her
to decode the deliberate clues villains like the Riddler sent to taunt them, and to
recognize the accidental ones they left behind unwittingly.
Cassie always suspected this was a trick to make her go to concerts and shop for
trendy clothes like “a normal girl.” So she got an iPod, the same kind Stephanie had,
and a School Girlz Rock backpack. She wore them enough for Bruce to see, and
figured that was that. But now she was reconsidering. Three hours of deadlifts and
overhead squats or three hours snooping around St. Mark’s Place for a hip t-shirt or a
bracelet or some incense. Maybe swing by MTV studios and Niketown before patrol
too. It couldn’t hurt. You never know what might show up in a riddle.

Share your happiness with
others today
“HA HA HA HA Haaaa!” Fingers of a repulsively pasty white sat the fortune down
on the table, and looked up at Harley with a dangerously malevolent grin. “What a
deliriously delicious idea, HA HA HA Haha.”
“It doesn’t really say that, does it, Puddin’?” Harley squealed, running over to see.
“Share your happiness,” she read over his shoulder. “Ooh, that’s not good news for
Gotham.”
“No?” Joker grinned evilly. “Don’t be silly, Harls, Everybody loves to smile! HA HA
HA HA hAAA. Let’s go out and paint the town laughing!”
Harley’s features set into a mask of thoughtful determination.
“No, Puddin’,” she said with hesitant firmness. “I don’t wanna go out tonight. I
want us to stay in together and, and, play Whose Line Is It Anyway: The Home
Version, and do jello shots.”
“What’s this I hear? The Nattering of a Naysayer??? Harls, let’s try again. Get your
pretty round tush into costume, gas up the SmileX tanks and let’s go HA HA HA HA
Haaaa share the joy!”
She stood firm, arms crossed defiantly.
“I said no, we’re staying in.”
“Or maybe,” Joker snarled, getting up from the table and stalking menacingly
towards her, “I’ll start with YOU!”
“I SAID NO!” Harley screeched, producing a pressurized boxing glove, aiming it
squarely at Joker’s nose, and pulling the trigger. His head snapped backward and his
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body swiftly followed. Harley pounced, pulling the lead weight from inside the glove
and bludgeoning him over and over with it. “YOU ALWAYS WANT—GO OUT AND
KILL—CAN’T WE EVER—STAY HOME—AND CUDDLE—”
Joker’s head—or what had been Joker’s head—now resembled a whitish green and
red puddle of (ironically) pudding. Harley’s attack slowed as she grew winded. She
finally stopped altogether, panting, and looked down with satisfaction at the
disgusting pool of gore.
“That was fun,” she squeaked.
The mass of goo darkened and squirmed, then re-solidified into a human shape but
of a normal pinkish skin tone, dark wavy hair, a softer jaw, and the rugged good looks
of a movie star.
“Good to get that out of your system, Harleen?” he asked with a charming wink.
“Oh Matt,” she smiled, bending to kiss the tip of his nose, “that was the best ever.
But you still haven’t quite got the laugh down. It starts off good, but then it warbles.”
“I’m working on it, Puddin’,” he said, stroking her hair affectionately. “I can’t quite
find it yet. Can you tell me again, what’s my motivation?”
Harley shrugged.
“I dunno, Matt, I think yer overthinkin’ it. Ya just gotta feel it. Hee Hee Hee Hee
Hee.”
“See, I like it better when you do it,” he leered roguishly. “It’s wicked when you do
it.”
“I like your hair like that. Is that the Ghost Rider?”
“No,” In an instant his features melted and reformed. “Ghost Rider was dirty
blonde with a permanent one day’s growth of stubble.” His face and hair morphed
again into their previous form. “This is Captain Lance Starfire, Space-Rogue, gotta go
half way to the galactic rim just to find a bar that will serve him.”
She giggled. “Hollywood is silly.”
He looked wounded. “I was nominated for two Golden Neutrinos for that role,” he
sulked. “Got a lot of fanmail, too.”
“I’m sure you did,” Harley soothed. “And you wouldda won if your robot sidekick
Quark hadn’t split the vote.”
“Robots are such glory hogs,” Matt grinned. “So, Miss Harley, now that you’ve
killed Joker, what do you want to do tonight?”
“Rob a bank for excitement and some fun money, then a nightcap at the ‘Berg?” she
asked girlishly.
“You got it, gorgeous.”

When you give sparingly
sparingly are you rewarded
Gladys Ashton-Larraby read the fortune aloud and sat it down triumphantly on the
table.
“Pah,” her husband answered.
“Even the fortune cookie agrees with me, Randolph,” she insisted. “We simply can’t
cut back on charitable giving this year. Think how it will look, with Randy starting
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Hudson U, everyone knows that means tuition and a large donation to the school each
year. It will look like we’re over-extended if we suddenly take only half a table at the
opera gala or skip the Wayne Cup at the polo club.”
“Why? If everyone knows we’re having an expensive year, the first of four
expensive years, why can’t we cut back some?”
She sighed dramatically.
“It isn’t done, Randolph. The Ashtons have maintained a certain stature in Gotham
City almost as long as the Waynes. We don’t have anything as grand as a foundation,
but we do have an obligation to support other founding families.”
“And we can’t support them at a gold or silver level for a few years instead of
always doing the top diamond-crusted platinum category.”
“No, we can’t,” Gladys answered firmly. “Randolph, really, we owe Bruce a great
deal. I don’t have to remind you—”
“BUT you’re going to!” he sang out. “After ‘the unpleasantness with the foreigner,’
Wayne came through and got you back on the A-list.”
“—in time for the Christmas round of parties, yes, Randolph. After you jeopardized
our social prospects and those of your son, whom you insisted in numbering like a
movie sequel, Randolph Larraby IV indeed, rather than letting him enjoy the
distinction of the illustrious Ashton legacy.”
“And how much Larraby Chemicals money will you need this time to keep the
illustrious Ashton name at the top of that diamond-crusted-platinum-caviar-foie grasand-truffles list of donors?”
“The same as always, Randolph. Three tables at the gala, and…mmm-forty tickets
for the Wayne Cup should be sufficient.”

Forgive your enemies, but don’t forget their names
“That’s mine,” Barbara announced, snatching the slip of paper from Dick’s fingers
before he’d finished reading.
“Hey!” he blurted, grabbing it back. “No fortune swapping, you’ve got your own.”
Barbara cleared her throat and read from her slip with dramatic flair, “’Your mission
is the luminous path that you follow, no matter how dark the night around you.’
Clearly, Dickie, this is yours.”
He laughed, handed over his fortune and took hers, reading it over to himself.
“Mission and the Dark Knight, that’s me alright, for one more night anyway. Bruce
gets back tomorrow.”
“I know. Believe me, Oracle is counting the minutes,” Barbara said, collecting the
Chinese takeout boxes, the chopsticks and cookie wrappers.
“You saying Nightwing isn’t keeping things under control?” Dick asked archly.
“You’re fine,” Barbara answered sweetly, “But Robin called in four times last night
asking if I’d heard from B and if there was any change in plans on his return.”
“He really doesn’t like the double patrol. But it can’t be helped. The city is the same
size it was last week, and there are five of us covering it instead of six. It won’t kill
him. I pulled lots of those double patrols my senior year.”
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“It didn’t have to be five instead of six if you’d let me call Dinah.”
“No way. For these few nights this is my team, Babs. Bruce made that very clear,
I’m in charge, it’s my crew. And I can make my peace with Az being on it. He’s
managed to stay not-crazy for quite a while, he’s patrolling as instructed, and seems
like he’s doing a good job taking Cassie under his wing. I can deal with him, I can deal
with Helena… Water under the bridge. But I won’t ever, EVER—There will NEVER be
enough water under that bridge with Black Canary.”
“You’ve made that more than clear,” Barbara said stoically.
“She stood next to you at our wedding, Barbara. And Stephanie’s funeral. She went
into his house… a dozen times… like nothing ever happened. That house I grew up
in. That man who came into my room when I woke up screaming from a nightmare.
That man who taught me to demand the best of myself, that the best way to honor
them was to make John and Mary Grayson’s son the best man I could possibly be…
He let her into the family—like you and Jason and Tim and Selina. There will never be
enough water under that bridge.”
Barbara pursed her lips and sighed.
“You better get changed,” she said quietly. “Don’t want to be late for your last night
as the big man.”

Your talents will be recognized
and suitably rewarded
“Tell me something I don’t knows,” Kittlemeier sniffed, tacking the fortune to the
corkboard above his worktable with a steelhead sewing pin.
He disliked working late in his shop, ordering in Chinese takeout instead of stopping
on the way home for his usual Jaegerschnizel and a little glass of schnapps. But it had
to be done. He’d rescheduled Scarecrow’s fitting once already.
Horizontal straw, of all the ridiculous things he’d been asked to pull off. The man
was a beanpole; there was no hiding it. The first two attempts at this new costume,
Crane had looked like a particularly skinny haystack.
“Meester Crane,” Kittlemeier had told him when he saw his client’s obvious
disappointment, “Yous the customer and if dis is the look you wants, dis is what I
gives you. But if you tell me what is effect you wants to achieve, maybe I can helps
you better.”
Jonathan Crane regarded his skinny-haystack reflection. “Something that conveys
absolute, primal terror,” he said definitely, “but with a sort of Old World, Errol Flynn
swashbuckler charm.”
Kittlemeier raised an eyebrow.
“Dis is because of Mr. Blakes again, isn’t it?”
Ever since the Catman had transformed himself into a strapping, muscular
ladykiller, half his clients had been in with lists of alterations, or complete redesigns, of
their costumes—most of which were hopelessly optimistic about the slimming
properties of black gabardine.
Finally deciding that Errol Flynn was perhaps “a little fancy pants” to arouse an
appropriate level of terror, Scarecrow suggested a new inspiration.
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“Maybe something in a straw man John Wayne,” he proposed, gesturing with a
theatrical flourish before the mirror. “Something that says ‘don’t worry, I’m not gonna
gas you…The Hell I won’t!’”
Kittlemeier nodded and told Crane to swagger back and forth in front of the mirror
(careful, you got pins dere, Mr. Crane), and was pleased with the result. Crane had a
surprisingly good swagger. Any cat lover—or blowfish enthusiast—would have
recognized someone adept at trying to appear tougher than he really was, and
Kittlemeier was truly inspired by the performance. He was certain this new design
would suit the Scarecrow’s ambitions to perfection, if only he could find the time to
complete it.

You will turn to your
mother for advice
Jervis pursed his lips into a prim but irate grimace and set the fortune down on his
plate—noting as he did so that his pinkies were extended in a fussy effeminate
manner. He angrily clenched both hands into a fist and grimaced all the more at the
little slip of paper.
“Just because a man calls his mother on occasion,” he said defensively.
Edward Nigma raised a derisive eyebrow.
“Mamasboy,” he coughed, just as Two-Face once did the night the Iceberg was
turned inside out because of his Auntie Maud’s visit. Jervis’s prestige among the
rogues had never really recovered, even after he’d gone so far as to hat Killer Croc for
an unprecedented crime spree.
“That noggin of yours is a 7-1/8, isn’t it Edward?” Jervis said teasingly. “I believe I
have a Stetson back there in just your size.”
“Don’t threaten me, Pop-n-fresh,” Nigma answered pleasantly. “I’m bringing you
business. Riddle me this: how do you expect to get paid if you pop a Panama on the
brain brimming with lucrative larceny?”
“I’m all ears,” Jervis announced, perking up considerably.
“Bradley Raffle,” Eddie pronounced grandly, “which is just close enough to ‘baffle’
that it will yield a plethora of perplexing clues to mystify our mutual menace.”
Jervis nodded eagerly. “Who is he?”
“Batman,” Eddie said flatly.
“No, no, no! What are you, addled? I know who our mutual menace is. I mean this
Bradley Raffle. We’re not going to rob, abduct or ransom some chap simply because
his name makes a snappy clue.”
“One is never quite sure what you know,” Eddie muttered resentfully. “In any case,
Bradley Raffle is only the inventor and patent holder of a fiendishly brilliant
LENGTHY COO.”
Jervis sighed.
“And that would be?” he asked wearily.
“No puzzling spirit!” Eddie exploded. “Why have you no puzzling spirit? It’s no
fun if I just TELL you!”
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“Curiouser and curiouser,” Jervis said quietly. “Edward, as the March Hare told the
Jack of— Oh, never mind that. Point is, Ed: You seem a bit off.”
“Off?”
“Off. Or FOF if you want to make one of those word games out of it. FOO even.
Edward, you are FOO.”
“I am not. FOO isn’t even—the anagram of OFF is not FOO. And I am not off. I am
bringing you a wonderful chance to break out of your rut and strike out like the
champion first-caliber rogue you once were.”
“If you don’t know where you are going, any road will get you there,” Jervis said
sensibly. “What you brought me was kung pao chicken, which was very nice, but—”
“A PUN IN KEG CHOCK,” Eddie said mechanically.
“—But I don’t see why. You’ve never wanted to team up before. Now this chap has
an interesting name for a clue of yours but you bring it to me.”
“Because of the technology, Jervis,” Eddie said eagerly, “LENGTHY COO is
technology. He’s made a virtual reality helmet, don’t you see? Why, this is tailor made
for you. Licensing it to some gaming company for a fortune—a fortune—he’s worth
millions. And I bring this perfect opportunity to you, and all you can do is say I’m
FOO.”
Jervis scratched his chin, and the verse he associated most with Edward Nigma singsonged in his head:
Don’t state the matter plainly,
But put it in a hint;
And learn to look at all things
With a sort of mental squint.
He mentally squinted at Edward Nigma. It was true, the ransoming of a wealthy
inventor of a virtual reality helmet… Or possibly just hatting the guy and using him to
insert some of Jervis’s own circuitry into the helmet itself before it hit the market—
would make a perfect Mad Hatter scheme.
But Riddler already had a plan of his own, kidnapping the guy because of his name.
He didn’t NEED Hatter to be involved at all. There was no reason to be bringing him
in. He’d just be another rogue hanging around for the crime itself, another rogue
present for the Bat encounter afterwards (there was usually a Bat encounter afterwards
if you insisted on leaving clues like a trail of breadcrumbs) and another rogue standing
there when it was over, expecting a cut of the proceeds. No, it made no sense! Why
was Riddler practically giving him half the ransom for doing nothing more than being
in the room when Batman came through the door?
“Everything’s got a moral, if only you can find it,” he muttered to himself.
There was a mystery here. And Jervis did not share Edward Nigma’s delight in
unanswered questions.
“Be off, or I’ll kick you down the stairs,” he said abruptly.
“That’s a no?” Eddie queried.
“Yes, it is a No. ‘But I don’t want to go among mad people,’ said Alice. ‘Oh, you
can’t help that,’ said the Cheshire cat. ‘We’re all mad here.’ There is something you are
not telling me, Edward. And you are most definitely off. Add it up, this misadventure
you propose would be perilous, at best, for me. No, I thank you for the chicken, but I’ll
pass on the Baffle guy and his helmet.”
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“Coward,” Nigma spat.
“I’m very brave generally,” Jervis quoted, “Only today I happen to have a headache.
Goodbye.”
Eddie studied Jervis Tetch for a long moment, his eyes darting subtly as his mind
raced through possibilities. When he satisfied himself that he was indeed at a dead
end, he shrugged amiably.
“Your loss. Goodnight then.”
He turned to go, and Jervis walked his friend to the door. Before closing it, he
paused inquisitively.
“Edward, what did your fortune say?”
“It was a quote,” Eddie answered with a strangely forceful resignation. “One you’ll
recognize. ‘It’s no use going back to yesterday, because I was a different person then.’”
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CHAPTER 2: IN BED
Although he had the vast resources of the Order of St. Dumas at his disposal, Jean
Paul Valley never felt the need for a large apartment. Azrael favored the Spartan
lifestyle of an ancient warrior, dismissing any form of luxury as a dangerous
indulgence that softened the soldier spirit. And Jean Paul’s personal tastes were those
of a man whose happiest years of life were spent in a college dorm. He was
comfortable living on that scale. His furniture wasn’t cheap or deficient, but there
wasn’t much of it. His bathroom and kitchen were clean and tidy, but they were
small. Like so many Gotham apartments, his kitchen was small. It had never been a
problem that he had no room to store full sets of dishes or cooking pans. He never
needed them—until now. Now, he turned and twisted, looking for a free surface to set
down the cutting board.
He relocated the wok, the teakettle, and the peanut oil to the cold stovetop and told
Azrael to shut up.
I spoke not a word, Mortal, the angel pointed out.
Jean Paul set his grocery bag on the freed counter space, then picked it up again and
set it on the floor, and put the cutting board on the counter.
“I said shut up, Az,” he repeated.
Mortal, you seem agitated. It is not wise to handle steel, be it knifeblade or sword,
in that state of mind.
“Stir fry, Az. Gotta have everything ready. Onion, pepper, broccoli—where’d I
leave the broccoli?—chicken—where’s the chicken?” he muttered.
In the refrigerator.
“Right. Refrigerator. With the dumplings. Oops, put the fortune cookies in there
too. They don’t need refrigerated, they’ll get soggy.”
Mortal—
Shut up, Az, Jean Paul thought the rebuke rather than speaking it aloud. She’ll be here
any minute. I gotta get this ready. Cooking together is big, it’s a new level. It’s kind of a—
Date. It is a date, Mortal. You have concealed from yourself for many weeks now
that you have been dating Ms. Bertinelli—
We’re not dating!
—because it is always she who initiates the social encounter.
Suggesting we get a cup of coffee now and then isn’t initiating anything, Az. And going
dutch to the occasional movie together isn’t exactly dating, either.
She is uncommonly aggressive for a female, Mortal. I have pondered whether it is
wise for you to indulge her advances as you have, but now that you have at last taken
the initiative—
Huge mistake, Az. Huge. Asking her over like that. Why didn’t I ever notice what a pathetic
hovel this place is. We’re going to have to eat on the coffee table—shit, I should move the TV
into the bedroom or she’ll think I eat in front of the TV like some kind of beer guzzling scratch
myself slob—took half an hour finding two non-chipped dishes that matched.
Mortal, may I remind you that you—
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Are the man? I know Az, I know. I’m the man. I’ve gotta pull it together.
—Undoubtedly. But I was going to say: May I remind you that you still have
several vegetables and a chicken to chop up in preparation for this ‘stir fry’ as well as
setting the table, and relocating the television to the bedroom, which I concur would
be most prudent in presenting yourself as a man of civilized habits. You should then
change your shirt. The one you are wearing is somewhat wrinkled. It is a mark of
respect always gleaned by the fair sex if you take pains to attire yourself well prior to
meeting with them.
Az.
You should also shave.
Azrael… Have you got a little thing for Helena?
Nonsense, Mortal. I have every respect for her Huntress persona as a crimefighting
ally, and it will behoove our crimefighting efforts to make any such modifications to
your private life as will bring you fulfillment.
YOU’VE GOT A THING FOR HUNTRESS! WAY TO GO, AZ.
…Shave, Mortal. Our time grows short… Indulge not in that aftershave that smells
of a spice market in Budapest.
Yessir, Az. Whatever you say.

Barbara heard the faint tone that indicated an OraCom unit coming online. She
checked her panel to see, and it was Dinah’s channel. She watched as the “BC” on the
panel glowed orange for five seconds, indicating the new arrival, and then faded to the
same black as the other units that were active.
Barbara paused, her finger over the button to open the channel. She had no
assignment for Dinah, it was still early, but once upon time, she would have buzzed in
all the same to say “Hi.”
Instead, Barbara wheeled herself to the kitchen and started the water for another pot
of tea. She had tried to stay out of it. She tried to support her husband and her friend,
but the more of an effort she made, the clearer it became that her “friend” didn’t want
to be supported. It was like Dinah expected Barbara to hate her, to be as angry and
vindictive as everyone else. She was reading punishment into everything, from a
surveillance assignment to a mail run to Cleveland, and she had become increasingly
defensive, irrational, and bitchy.
But still Barbara let it all roll off her back. She let it pass night after night, snipe after
snipe, because she thought she had to; she wanted to prove she wasn’t turning on
Dinah just because Dick had. She tried as long as she could; she let as much of it
pass—from both Dinah and Dick, neither one appreciating the position she was in,
stuck between them—let as much of it pass as she possibly could. But that 20-minute
crack was the last straw.
So Dick wasn’t forgiving and forgetting the way Dinah expected. He didn’t think
she could be trusted, he’d been incredibly protective of Tim anyway since Jack Drake
was attacked, and Nightwing had been left in charge of the team. So if he vetoed loud
and clear her little proposition about teaming with Robin and Batgirl while Bruce was
away, that was the decision. Was she only prepared to follow orders when it involved
lobotomizing captured villains or mindwiping one of their own?
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After 10 minutes of listening to Dinah complain as if she was the injured party,
Barbara invented a shootout on the docks and closed the channel.
“Twenty lousy minutes,” that’s “all they took,” she said. Was she supposed to do
penance “for the rest of her life?”
Barbara had tried to remain neutral, she had tried to distance herself emotionally
from the turmoil that was turning everyone else inside out on this, and it was at that
moment, she realized she succeeded. Because at that moment she didn’t see “Dinah,
her friend” or “Black Canary, the crimefighter”—she saw Norman Panks from the
victim’s support group. Norman was a gambler, he ran up debts he couldn’t repay
with people you don’t run away from. They went to his house, his wife died in the
attack and he wound up in a wheelchair, bullet severed his spinal column, just like
Barbara.
He was the most poisonously bitter and repugnant individual you could meet
outside of Arkham or Blackgate. And after two months of meetings, Barbara finally
realized why: Guilt. Norman knew he was to blame for his wife’s death. He felt he
should be punished. So he sabotaged himself with everyone he met, bringing on the
abuse and rejection he thought he deserved.
Dinah had been carrying on exactly like Norman Panks. She was sabotaging herself
with Barbara and any sympathizers she might have left in the Bat-Clan, and the only
reason to do that was guilt. And the only reason to feel guilty is if she knew she’d
done something wrong.
Barbara had tried to remain neutral, and only now that she mentally dropped a
weight onto one side of the scale and consciously “took a side” against Dinah, did she
realize the neutrality was killing her. She’d had a sick tightness in her stomach, in her
neck, and a sour taste in her mouth for months. Now, for the first time since the big
confession, she actually felt… alright.

“He was off,” Jervis confided to Victor Frieze, Sly the bartender, and Oswald
Cobblepot. “Crazy-puzzle-man has its place, naturally, here at the ‘Berg to celebrate a
successful heist or impress the groupies. Kaloo to Ka-lay, if you know what I say. But
this was a business dinner. This was a negotiation. There was no henchman or
henchwench around to impress. It was very odd.”
“What did you do?” Oswald asked, “go full-bore Wonderland on him?”
“Yeah, Mr. Nigma’s always one of the first to point out how annoying that is,” Sly
said—then winced apologetically at Jervis Tetch. “I just meant, you know, when
you’re not expecting it,” he added weakly, mentally kissing his tips goodbye for the
next month.
“Right, give it right back to him” Frieze insisted, ignoring Sly’s faux pas and
thumping the bar vigorously with his finger. “You want to play the crazy-themevillain hand here, Edward? Let’s go. I’ll guarantee I can out-crazy you any day of the
week.”
“I tossed out a few,” Jervis said mildly, “but I wasn’t trying to pick a fight. I just
wanted to hear his pitch and get on with it.”
“Was it any good?” Oswald asked shrewdly.
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“Superb,” Jervis moped. “A million dollar job, technology tied to a helmet. Nothing
less than you’d expect from The Riddler. Damnit. It would have made a for a
frabjously fruminous felony.”
“Ak-hem,” Oswald coughed, since the annoying-theme subject had been raised so
recently.
“Sorry,” Jervis apologized. “Anyway, it was a good target. Broke my heart to turn
him down.”
Across the room, Edward Nigma watched the quartet and could guess the topic of
conversation. Jervis was such a gossipy little fusspot. He really should have known
better, going to a chatterbox like Mad Hatter with a scheme. Eddie reached into his
pocket and pulled out the telling little slip from the fortune cookie. He read it over
again as he sipped his drink. “It’s no use going back to yesterday, because I was a different
person then.”
It was the great riddle of his day. For a man of Edward Nigma’s temperament and
profession, it was truly the ultimate question: Who is Batman under his mask? And
now he, Edward Nigma the Prince of Puzzlers, had the answer: Bruce Wayne.
So now the great riddle was how to continue. How, knowing that secret, was he to
continue BEING the Riddler, making use of the information and yet not making use of
it? How to devise the perfect crime, the perfect clue, the perfect means of delivery—
and then, how to execute that plan knowing the clue would lead the Bat to the crime
scene, to him, into the confrontation and then—and then—and then that was the
riddle! How to continue? He could no longer not know, he could no longer… It was
Bruce Wayne under that mask—and having that knowledge in the midst of a Batconfrontation was not as satisfying as he’d expected.
The fact that it was Selina’s boyfriend didn’t help matters, certainly, but even
without that complication, there was something strangely… off balance… in the room
now whenever Riddler and Batman met.
A teamup seemed the perfect solution. With a cohort present that did not know the
secret, both he and Batman would be forced to pretend. Everything would be as it had
always been—it would have to be—they would have no choice—at all.
A perfect plan, the perfect solution to the puzzle, everything could go back to
normal—if only Jervis had gone along with it!
Rogue pride. Stupid rogue pride. Because he didn’t think it up himself, that’s why
Tetch wouldn’t go along. They were all such self-absorbed shitheads, it would be just
the same no matter who he asked, especially with Tetch now running his yap to any
Rogue that would listen. No telling what bizarre theories or conspiracies that
demented little toadstool was floating around about him at this point.
What to do, what to do, what to do?
There was a sudden, loud moan of disappointment from Raven’s podium at the
door. A catgirl was being turned away… looking for Blake of course. She must’ve just
learned he was up the river. Eddie winced as he saw her. Groupies…
hmm…
Groupies.
Now there was a thought.
Rogues were difficult to maneuver, but a henchwench, a henchwench would provide
much the same cover. She wouldn’t know Batman’s identity any more than Jervis or
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Jonathan or Victor would. He would have to pretend, Batman would have to
pretend—EUREKA—it would all be the way it was!
Yes, that was the answer. Riddler disliked burdening himself with armies of
henchmen. It was undignified—besides which, such men were uniformly stupid and
Eddie had to deal with enough stupidity as it was without inviting more right into his
hideout and actually letting it in on his plans. Occasionally they were a necessary evil,
but on the whole, he avoided hiring henchmen whenever he could.
But a wench, that was another matter. He used to like showing off for a comely lady
or two. Echo, Query, Vestige, Doris, Mull, Muse, Puz—
Doris.
Doris who wouldn’t change her name—or put on a costume.
Doris who wouldn’t be a henchwench.
Doris who said crossword puzzles were no foundation for a lasting relationship.
Doris who had no interest in seeing him in the field, in seeing “The Riddler” do what
he did best. Doris who had no interest in the baubles Riddler’s plunder could buy.
Doris who didn’t get off living in the hideout of the famous rogue from the
newspapers.
Doris who didn’t get off seeing the face of the famous rogue in bed with her.
Doris who did get off though, quite spectacularly, when he’d…
Oh hell.
Well, a guy couldn’t stay on the floor forever. He’d had a bad year, between Harley
and Doris and Clurissa and that greened one-nighter-from-hell with Poison Ivy. A bad
year and he’d sworn off women for a while, but that was no reason to—
Doris.
She wouldn’t put on a costume or change her name or be a henchwench, but boy
could she return a serve. Dancing together at the Halloween party… “Like in baseball
(cha-cha-cha), those kids that hang in the dugout and manage the e-(cha-cha-cha)quipment, what are they called again?” And literally without missing a beat, she
followed his lead: turn-step- “Batboys.” Cha-cha-cha.
Batboys.
“It’s no use going back to yesterday, because I was a different person then.”
Batboys.
Bruce gets Selina. Bruce the-freaking-Batman Wayne gets Selina, and what did
Eddie get, hm? “Eddie, we need to talk.” A hazy memory of Poison Ivy looking
royally pissed and a dandelion he couldn’t explain in his waistband. The Gotham Post
making him over into a GenX Metrosexual on his 40th Birthday, and then… then
Batman beats the living shit out of him all because… because…
“It’s no use going back to yesterday, because I was a different person then.”
What a hopeless riddle.

Cassie sat in the corner of the Batcave medlab, shivering and breathing rhythmically
into a paper bag. Several feet away, Tim held a bloodied bandage against the deepest
cut in his leg, maintaining a firm, steady pressure just as Alfred had instructed. They
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both heard the calm, reassuring warble in the room beyond, as Alfred called a final
status report into Nightwing.
“It’s happened to all of us, Cass,” Tim said kindly. “Y’shouldn’t worry about it.”
She glared at him hatefully and the paper bag puffed out violently from her sudden,
angry exhale.
Alfred returned, checked Tim’s bandage, and cleared his throat.
“Very well then, you are both to spend the night here in the house. You will make
your respective log entries in the morning, and Dr. Thompkins will examine you both
at that time. Master Timothy, assuming your wound clots properly and remains free of
infection, I would expect you to be cleared to resume patrolling as early as next week.
Master Bruce will return tomorrow and make the final determination on when Miss
Cassie may resume crimefighting activities.”
“C’mon, Alfred,” Tim interjected, “Ya don’t have to be so grim about it. She feels
bad enough as it is.”
Alfred silenced him with a Bat-glare that made Bruce’s look like a cheery wink, then
directed a similar look at Cassie.
“It is no trivial thing, young woman, to have proceeded as you did against a villain
of the Scarecrow’s stature without waiting for proper backup. You are fortunate
indeed that Master Robin was near enough to reach you when he did, and more
fortunate still that the toxin to which you were exposed was the generic one for which
we have an antidote. If it were one of his more ‘exotic’ blends, you would have to be
sedated. As it is, I will still need to monitor your pulse and blood pressure throughout
the night.”
“Couldn’t wait. Had hostage,” Cassie said simply.
“See, I told ya, Alfred. Cassie is a pro. If she went in alone, it’s ‘cause she had to.
Like any of us would. And the fear gas, it’s like I said, it’s happened to us all, and it’s a
lot to deal with. Can’t you guys leave her alone and save the lectures for later.”
Alfred’s face softened as he looked from Cassie back to Tim, then back to Cassie.
“Indeed. My apologies, miss.”
He left quickly, almost awkwardly, and Tim gaped in surprised horror, as if he
hadn’t known his own strength and accidentally broke a window by tossing a paper
ball at it. He looked at Cassie as if for confirmation that Alfred Pennyworth really had
just raced out of the room like a clumsy pickpocket, and then followed the butler in
confusion.

Helena Bertinelli smiled. She licked her lips seductively, although the trace of
“spicy” peanut stir fry that lingered was remarkably bland. It had been quite a while
since she’d been on a real date, and even longer since she felt this kind of comfortable
with a man.
It had been building since the night they met by chance on the roof across from
Barbara’s apartment: both summoned to a mysterious “attendance mandatory”
meeting; both uncomfortable that it was held at Barbara and Dick Grayson’s home;
both recognizing that the other was stalling, putting off the dreaded moment as long as
possible, and for the same reason. They silently agreed to help each other through the
meeting: arriving together divided the attention either would have received walking in
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alone, sitting together kept them from feeling like the poor relation that had to be
invited to the wedding but whom nobody wanted to dance with, and leaving
together… well that part wasn’t planned. But given the nature of the meeting, both
wanted to talk afterwards, and both realized they wouldn’t be anyone else’s first choice
for a confidant.
“What do you think?” Huntress asked as soon as they were back on the roof.
“Betrayal,” the Azrael voice boomed definitely, and then, in a strangely softer tone,
“Pretty big betrayal too… And those guys don’t forgive.”
Huntress thoughtfully rubbed her left fist inside her right, as if massaging the
knuckles with her fingertips.
“What do you think?” he asked.
“I think you and I aren’t the bottom of the totem pole anymore,” she said shrewdly.
The next weeks proved her out. Oracle was calling her more often, with definite
assignments, not random check-ins. She wondered if Azrael had been similarly
‘bumped up the food chain,’ but she waited another week before (casually) asking
Oracle his whereabouts. That led to the first of those “accidental” meetings.
He had located Ventriloquist and Scarface in some kind of toy factory by the
riverfront, and it looked like they were moving into narcotics. Another set of fists
always comes in handy in a situation like that. So she’d joined in—Blam—and they
fought so well together.—Splotch—They fell into such a rhythm, no instructions
needed, just a mutual sense of timing and instinct. —Skrunch—
And then they talked—well, she talked, he was pretty quiet. He struck her as the last
guy in the world you’d draft into the crimefighting life. Shy, sweet, self-deprecating, a
disarming aw-Dad way about him… Of course she realized that was the guy in the
helmet, not the Azrael crimefighting persona, but even so, he seemed like he must be a
poet or an artist. Quiet a leap from there to the Blam-Splotch-Skrunch of an arrogant,
blowhard vigilante.
She found a way to ask, finally, without seeming to hint about names or day jobs,
and that’s when the truth came out. He “sort of inherited the family business,” he
said—and with that chance phrase, it all made sense. The daughter of a powerful mob
boss, Helena grew up with countless men (and boys) who were cut out for other
things, but who followed into a “Family” business because they had no choice.
It was when she told him that part of her own past that the masks came off—and
that was quite a shock. He was downright handsome. Helena had been involved with
four handsome men, including Grayson, and each turned out worse than the last. She
had developed a positive aversion to attractive men: nice to look at meant hell to
spend time with. The ego, the arrogance, the ‘sun sets on me’ attitude. But Jean Paul
had none of that. She couldn’t believe it when “Azrael” took off his helmet and the
man she’d come to think of as this modest, gentle soul looked like a Calvin Klein
model. If he’d come up to her in civilian life looking like that, she would have blown
him off immediately.
“Would you like some more?” Jean Paul offered, holding out the bowl of “spicy”
chicken and broccoli.
“Sure, just a bite,” she smiled… The stir fry was bland, but so was Helena’s social life
since becoming the Huntress, and Jean Paul Valley was decidedly not.
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The Monarch of Menace’s entrance into the Iceberg Lounge was truly a piece of royal
theatre. Raven, the hostess, was never impressed by costumes. She thought some of
the doormen were far too quick to let any flamboyant outfit in if it was a slow Tuesday
night, and that left her to deal them. The showy figure that stood at her podium was a
perfect example, and she called the new doorman (Mark, was it?) in from his post to
make her point.
“Okay, now look at this that you’ve sent me,” she hissed, pointing at the new
customer’s back. “Head to toe in a red velvet cape and tunic trimmed with, what is
that, dalmatian fur? You send me Cruella De Vil in a Miss America crown and a
purple mask.”
Before Mark could explain why he’d admitted the man who admittedly looked more
Disney drag queen than Gotham rogue, the reason became clear. Harley Quinn
bounced in from the coat check and curled her arm around his.
“Your scepter, Your Majesty” she announced, handing him a long gold stick. “They
didn’t want to check it ‘cause it’s electrified and they got a lot a C4 and gunpowder in
there already.”
“Harley please, you can call me Mr. M.” he nodded graciously, and she curtseyed
and giggled.
Raven blanched and hurried back to the podium.
“Good evening, Harley,” she enthused. “I didn’t realize you two were together.”
“Hiya, Raven. Ooh, pretty blouse,” Harley chirped pleasantly.
Anxious to make up for her earlier lapse, Raven went all out to make the newcomer
feel welcome. She offered them a table in the dining room, and when Harley said they
only wanted a few drinks, Raven suggested they at least walk through the dining room
on the way to the bar, so the Monarch’s outfit could be seen.
Harley was so exhilarated by the whispered buzz of speculation as they walked
through the dining room, that she paused at the door to the bar and jangled her tassels
for attention. Once everyone turned to see, she posed dramatically and declared,
“Rogues of Gotham City, I present you with the Monarch of Menace!”

Alfred returned to the Batcave as soon as he had made up the Rose Bedroom for
Miss Cassie. He escorted her silently up the stairs to the clock passage, through the
study, across the Great Hall, up the stairs to the bedroom, and down the hall to the
Rose Room. There he stopped and coughed, once. To Cassie, it sounded like a Batgrunt, the kind that preceded a stern talking-to.
“I feel I should reiterate my too-brief apology, miss,” he said formally. “My remarks
were truly out of place. I fear that I, as well as Master Nightwing and Miss Oracle,
behaved rashly. We have all—”
“Because of Stephanie,” Cassie said with her usual brevity.
“Yes, miss,” Alfred said somberly.
“Stephanie was rash. Went in alone. Bad mistake.”
“Yes, miss,” Alfred agreed. “But your actions should not have been judged because
of what happened to her.”
“Was different,” Cassie nodded sadly. “No choice, had hostage. Not rash but still.
Went in alone. Still bad mistake. Nightwing angry.”
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“Yes, miss, but not with you. We, all of us, still have a great deal of anger and
sorrow and fear because of what happened.”
Cassie glanced anxiously down the hall, confirming there was no one around to hear.
“I know. Lied to Tim. Tim ask what I saw, from Scarecrow gas. I said ‘monster.’
Wasn’t. Was Stephanie.”
“I understand, miss,” Alfred said, his eyes moistening. He placed a sympathetic
hand on her shoulder. “Even without the Scarecrow’s fear-inducing toxins, most of us
are all too familiar with that sort of vision.”
Never one to speak if she had nothing to say, Cassie stood in silence and waited to be
dismissed. Alfred stood a long moment, analyzing the girl’s silence. Then abruptly he
pointed into the room, the gesture and the words to follow harkening back to a time
when Master Dick, and before him Master Bruce, tried to connive their way to staying
up late on Christmas Eve.
“Off with you, now,” he said with mock severity, “I shall bring you a cup of milk
with nutmeg and cinnamon, and after that, in bed and no excuses. You have a full day
ahead of you tomorrow.”

With uncharacteristic tact, Oswald waited until Harley went to powder her nose
before approaching the “Monarch of Menace.”
“So, a bank robbery,” he quacked, as an introduction. The whole bar had heard the
story, how he and Harley Quinn had cleaned out some safe deposit boxes at the State
Bank and Trust. “Not a lot of villains rob banks anymore. A pity, really-kwak. It’s
such a lucrative activity.”
“Not bad,” the Monarch agreed.
“Of course they don’t keep as much cash around as they did in the old days,”
Oswald continued philosophically. “Safe deposit boxes might contain a plethora of
treasures but –kwak– you can’t exactly spend a diamond-crusted Rolex at the minute
mart. You need a quality agent that can convert a wide variety of merchandise into
something more -kwak- liquid.”
“Oswald Cobblepot,” Monarch said with an ironic trill in his voice, “We hereby
grant thee official warrant for the sale of our sovereign spoils and dub thee King’s
Fence.”
Oswald chewed his cigarette holder thoughtfully.
“Very smooth,” he pronounced like a connoisseur of Roguery and the accoutrements
of criminal theme. “I knew the old Monarch,” he continued, to show he was old school
and recognized the resurrection of a long-forgotten moniker. “The original Monarch of
Menace was not smooth. He was –kwak– something of a buffoon.”
“I know,” the new Monarch murmured subtly through his teeth, just loud enough
for Cobblepot to hear. “I look on him as an old, dated movie that was overdue for a
remake.”

Helena’s eyes danced sharply as she read her fortune to herself before sharing it with
Jean Paul.
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“You will be fortunate in everything you put your hands to,” she read in a deliciously
liquid voice. Her eyes locked on his, a sexy amusement he didn’t quite understand
hanging in the air. “…in bed,” she added finally.
“Huh?” he blurted, his voice cracking.
“You will be fortunate in everything you put your hands to… in bed,” she repeated,
with more impatience than seduction in her tone.
“Okay,” he grinned weakly.
“C’mon, don’t you know how to do this? You add ‘in bed’ onto the end of your
fortune. Here, look, what did you get?”
Jean Paul gulped.
“My friends never did that,” he said honestly.
“Well you’re going to do it now. Let’s see what you’ve got there,” Helena ordered.
“We did do something like that in the dorm, though, but we added something
different on the end.”
“Come on, Jean Paul, let’s see your fortune!” Helena demanded, reaching forward
and tickling him until his hand popped open and she snatched the slip of paper.
“Oh my,” she grinned evilly and read aloud, “’You have unusual equipment for
success, use it properly’—say it with me now, Hot Shot—‘in bed!’”
Jean Paul grinned sheepishly.
“My friends used a different phrase at the end, that’s all.”
“Oh yeah, I know. Some people say ‘between the sheets’ instead, but ‘in bed’ just
works better somehow.”
“That’s not what we did,” Jean Paul said miserably.
“Well, let’s hear it. What did you use?”
“…with this new fully armed and operational battle station.”
Helena stared.
“We were geeks,” Jean Paul explained.
Helena burst out laughing.
“Well, that kind of works too. Seems a waste of the unusual equipment, though, you
naughty boy.”
Jean Paul read his fortune again.
“You have unusual equipment for success, use it properly—with this new fully
armed and operational battle station…”
He looked up, she looked up, and in unison they spoke the last two words.
“in bed.”
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CHAPTER 3: TWO KINDS

For all his mental grumbling, Dr. Leland Bartholomew enjoyed his work. The rest of
society might look on Arkham as a place to shut away the problems it couldn’t deal
with. For him, it was a chance to reach those the world had written off, to help those
most in need. He became a doctor to be a healer, not a bureaucrat. Reports on patients
were part of the job, he accepted that. Employee evaluations were another matter.
Whichever ancient Arkham administrator decided that doctors should have a hand in
evaluating the support staff must certainly have had counter-transference authority
issues.
Bartholomew had put off the loathed task for as long as he could—a bit longer than
he could, as it turned out. He’d been picking away at them all week, getting all the
way from Abrami, Erica to Drognowski, Peter. That left 24 letters to go, but
Bartholomew was confident he could finish up today. A Hugo Strange-Catman
incident in the morning anger management session had eaten up most of his day, and
he’d completed only four evaluations by five o’clock. It was strictly against policy to
take the forms home with him, but Bartholomew couldn’t stomach the idea of working
through the night in his office. The late hours were a necessary penance, he had
succumbed to avoidance and procrastination, and now he must accept the
consequences. He would work though the night to get the job done by the deadline, he
would work through the night with no consolation but Chinese takeout. But he would
do it at home, not at Arkham.
He’d long observed that Chinese restaurants fell into two categories: the good one
and the one that delivers. Ming Chow, the place that delivered to Arkham, was only
one sticky rice grain better than starving. The Hunan Wok, where he could stop on the
way home for savory ginger and scallion shrimp, that was worth bending a few
regulations.
With his last bite of shrimp, Bartholomew opened the evaluation for Tibideau,
Rachel. He was happy to have reached the Ts, calculating that there were only 6 letters
left in the alphabet and few surnames begin with U, X or Z. The end was in sight!
Unfortunately, he was at a loss to evaluate Rachel Tibideau, having only a vague
recollection of who she was. He strained for some sort of comment, and failing to come
up with anything he cracked open his fortune cookie.
One look is worth a thousand reports, it read.
Bartholomew chuckled, picked up his pen, and wrote hastily, “She works in
admissions, she says good morning, and she didn’t quit when Croc broke her jaw.
What is there to evaluate?”
He nodded, pleased with himself, and went on to the next form. Willory, Patrick.
“After Joker escaped there was blood on the walls. After Willory’s shift next day, there
wasn’t. What else is there to evaluate?”
Bartholomew nodded again, doubly pleased, and placed the dedicated Mr. Willory’s
evaluation at the bottom of the stack as before, looking eagerly at the next form.
Abrami, Erica.
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Oh. It looked like he was done then. Well… Bartholomew skimmed his earlier
comments on Erica Abrami’s performance. He clicked his pen a few times excitedly
and added the notation, “Have you ever put Jonathan Crane in a straitjacket? She has!
Give her a raise.”

Tim knocked nervously on the door to the rose bedroom.
Seconds passed, and he wondered if he hadn’t knocked a little too softly.
“Cass, are you awake?” he whispered.
More seconds passed before he realized the whisper was even softer than the knock.
He glanced anxiously at Alfred’s door, wondering if he could risk a louder knock,
when the door creaked open and Cassie stood there, blinking at him. Tim tried his best
to remember how to talk.
“Thought you might, uh,” he managed. “Like I said before, we’ve all been through
it, the Scarecrow gas. I figured sleeping in a strange bed in a big empty house isn’t the
best medicine.”
“Not sleeping,” Cassie said frankly.
“This house can be a little creepy,” Tim pointed out.
“Room too pink,” Cassie agreed.
Tim laughed, and Cassie looked confused. It was unusual for anyone to laugh when
she spoke. Then he stopped. It was very awkward. The hall was dark and quiet.
“Wanna go down for some ice cream?” Tim suggested finally.
Cassie smiled—and felt embarrassed by it, she had smiled too quickly and too
brightly—but she followed Tim downstairs to the kitchen.

The “Monarch of Menace” had followed Oswald back to his office, and Harley
ordered another Diet Sprite. She knew from experience that she had a long wait
ahead. Ozzy would have to examine all the goods from the safe deposit heist, and then
they’d start on the negotiations. That could take forever if you didn’t have Mistah J’s
knack for hurrying a meeting along. So Harley looked around the bar for some way to
pass the time, and lucky-lucky there was Red getting seated in her special booth.
Harley marched over happily while the vines and shrubbery were still arranging
themselves to form that curtain around the booth. Red liked to keep a little border
between her and the rest of the Iceberg, left open like a tent flap if she was feeling
sociable and closed if she wanted to be left alone.
With an expert eye, Sly noted when Harley joined Poison Ivy, and he deftly slid her
tab from the bar stack and set it next to the one for Ivy’s booth. It was a complex
system only he understood, but it enabled him to map the ever-shifting movements
and alliances in the Gotham underworld and to read them at a glance.
Oswald’s office door opened and his boss waddled out, followed by the new fellow,
the Monarch of Menace. Sly watched as Oswald surveyed the room, said something to
Monarch, and the pair of them disappeared again inside the office. With the response
time that rivaled the OraCom Matrix, Sly turned the Monarch’s tab slightly at a 5degree angle, the upper left corner pointing towards Oswald’s office, indicating a client
currently in favor in the Iceberg’s underground operations.
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He needed a henchwench. Edward Nigma reminded himself of the fact for the sixth
time as the self-important little nitwit prattled on with her “ideas” (if that was really
the word to use for this treacle).
With a wench at his side, Riddler could face Batman knowing that neither he nor the
Dark Knight could allude to the secret under the mask. It was necessary to get a
wench, and of the groupies available on a given night at the Iceberg, well… beggars
can’t be choosers.
This girl calling herself Alaskandra didn’t seem to know who he actually was. She
knew “Riddler” as the name of a top rogue, but she didn’t seem to grasp the first thing
about who he was or what he did. Her ideas about him, and indeed all rogues, seemed
like their Gotham Post histories but viewed through a funhouse mirror of fauxintellectual, faux-PC pretension, kind of like Oprah in a homemade question mark
leotard. As she spoke, Nigma found himself wondering how anyone could function
inside such a mind. She seemed to have no inkling that she was dumb as a rock. She
seemed, on the contrary, to think she was downright bright!
“So y’see, a trap that’s sprung from a trap door has a built in pun, and I figured you
could use that in your clue, like if it had, like, an electrified shield underneath, you
could warn about a ‘shocking pun’ ahead, get it?”
“Yes, I follow,” Eddie said dully.

It didn’t take long for Nightwing to find a target for his frustrations. He began with
a petty drug dealer supplying the raves, moved on to the Spiked Skull gang, and
finally finished off the evening with the Chinatown triad selling the Skulls guns. The
activity left him with an aching fist and the 29th Precinct with an overcrowded holding
cell, but it did little to thin the cloud of anger, frustration, and failure that congealed
around him since the call came in: Batgirl gassed. Robin wounded.
Bruce would be back tomorrow. He’d entrusted Nightwing with his team, and
‘Wing was returning only 2/3 of it in operational condition.
Cassie had been gassed. Tim had been stabbed.
He radioed in to Oracle. It was getting to be Last Call at the Iceberg. Without any
operatives to go and observe in person, he told her to tap into the traffic cameras and
see what she could make out. Any intel she could collect would be helpful: who was
closing the place, who left with whom, which direction they went. Anything he could
show Batman to show they’d carried on, they’d gotten the job done. Anything to
lessen the…
Cassie. Tim.
Nightwing made a ferocious fist and punched a brick chimney. He winced at the
new pain throbbing down his knuckles into the wrist, devouring the older, duller ache
from the evening’s earlier pummeling.
Cassie went in alone against the Scarecrow; she was gassed and stabbed Tim when
he tried to help her. Would it have played out any differently if he’d let Black Canary
partner them?
It was Gotham. They were crimefighters. Stuff was going to happen, they all knew
that. But another pair of eyes, another set of fists, there was no denying that…
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No.
No.
No. No. No. Black Canary could not be trusted; it was that simple. There can’t be
teamwork without trust; Dick had known that since he was four. You can’t climb a
ladder twenty feet into the darkness above the center ring, reach out for that trapeze
dangling only twelve feet from the top of the tent, swing from that 1-1/2 inch of steel
bar and then leap out into NOTHING without knowing—knowing, as sure as up is up
and down is down, that those arms will BE THERE to CATCH YOU.
Those you trust that way are family, blood ties or not; they are family in every way
that matters. His father, his mother, and Bruce. There was really little difference. You
could leap into nothing and know.
Barbara too, after a time. Jason wasn’t around long enough to form that bond, but
Tim was. You could leap and know.
And Cassie, Cassie was getting there. Wally. Roy. Donna. Hell, all of the Titans. It
was family. And even if he’d risk his own back with someone like Dinah, he’d be
damned before he’d risk his family’s. Tim’s or Cassie’s leap entrusted to that woman
who came among them like she was one of them, when all the while she would stand
by and let Bruce fall to the dust…
Just like his father had fallen.
Damn that bitch.
It was getting too late to expect more action. If he were on his own time, he would
have called it a night. But seeing as he was covering for Batman, he decided on one
more pass through the patrol route. If, as he expected, there were no more criminal
scum to pound out his frustrations, he might wrap up the evening with a half-hour of
Zogger.

Cassie giggled.
“Now it’s all over except the crying,” she smirked.
“U-oh,” Tim swallowed.
He’d taken her to the “movie room” behind the armory. The room with the giant
plasma screen wasn’t used much since Dick had grown up, not officially. But he and
Dick kept it equipped with the latest Xbox and PlayStation gear.
Tim figured Phoenix Ninja was the only chance he’d have to trounce Batgirl in a fair
fight, and trounce her he did for the first 12 minutes of play. There was no body
language to read in his avatar ShadowBird, none of the tells she reacted to with such
deadly speed in a physical battle. Then she noticed how this wrist-twitch or that made
his character move, and since then…
“All over,” she repeated as Tim’s ShadowBird lay inert on the digital rooftop while
the spectacular backdrop of downtown Ginza reconfigured to proclaim SilentShogee
the winner.
“’cept the crying,” she added, looking at him expectantly.
“Rassafrassin,” Tim muttered.
Cassie smiled. “Play again or movie?”
“Movie,” Tim declared, looking at the stack of DVDs.
“Coward,” Cassie teased.
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“No,” he insisted, “We’ve got a lot to get through, that’s all. I can’t believe you
haven’t seen Princess Bride or Blazing Saddles. These are the fundamentals that
everyone must know by heart, Cassie.”
“You fear SilentShogee,” she said. “Beat ShadowBird again given half chance.”
Tim’s eyes locked onto hers.
“You think so,” he challenged with bat-like ferocity.
“Know so,” she nodded with certainty.
“Care to make it interesting?” he grinned.
She blinked quizzically. “Interesting?”
“A bet. If I win, you’ve got to… let’s see… You’ve got to bring me a slice from
Gino’s every night during patrol for a week.”
Cassie’s head tilted slightly, confused.
“You not win. ShadowBird weak.”
“You so sure, put your money where your mouth is.”
Cassie’s stare pitchshifted suddenly, the endearing puzzlement blotted out by a
ferocious bat-glare.
“I want Red Bird,” she announced.
“You want my car?” he gulped. “No way!”
“See, you know ShadowBird weak. Shadowbird lose. I get car.”
“If you win,” Tim said firmly, “IF, ‘cause you don’t have the sure thing you think
you do, but if you win, I’ll bring you an ice cream sundae during your patrol each night
for two weeks. See, you get two weeks if you win, and I only get one. I’m giving you
odds, that’s how we know who’s really the favorite here.”
Cassie nodded her agreement, and Tim punched the reset, restarting the game.
“All over ‘cept the pain, Shadowbird” Cassie snickered.
“Not this time, SilentShogee,” Tim answered.

Nigma signaled furtively at the waitress. He really didn’t think he could get through
another minute with this “Quizzix” woman without a stiff drink. She was “a gogetter,” the type you saw on those Apprentice shows, thought she could mastermind a
Riddler crime better than Nigma himself: “As you can see by this graph I’ve made up
plotting successful robberies against robberies stopped by Batman, you could raise
your success ratio significantly, save time and fit in more robberies per month just by
leaving out the clues.”
Nigma looked pleadingly at the waitress, pointing to his empty glass, while Quizzix
went on to suggest, if he absolutely had to leave a clue, it should have nothing to do
with his intended crime. Rather, he should send Batman uptown instead of down, to
the east side instead of the west…
“Another Glenundrum,” Eddie told the waitress wretchedly.
“In fact, if you’re going to send clues, you could go all the way and send them
pointing to other rogues crimes, like that Joker-guy.”
The waitress looked at Eddie pityingly.
“Just bring the bottle,” he suggested.
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“You have a problem there,” Oswald advised the Monarch, nodding shrewdly
towards Poison Ivy’s booth, where Harley sat chatting happily with her friend.
He ushered Monarch back into his office and closed the door. “Two problems,
perhaps. Whether the Joker has any actual feelings for Ms. Quinn is, of course, a
subject of some debate. I don’t really think a jealous outburst is likely on that score.
But he will not like anyone else calling himself a ‘king’ among the rogues.”
“I’m not worried,” the Monarch announced calmly.
“Kwak,” Oswald answered, as if this unruffled confidence came as no surprise.
“And Miss Isley,” he went on probingly, “She has been known to be jealous…
possessive, territorial, and dangerously hostile to Bat and Rogue alike.” He paused
and smiled fiendishly. “And yet you’re not worried there either,” he noted.
“No,” the Monarch answered.
“Might one ask why,” Oswald replied.
The Monarch smiled.
“I rather think you’ve guessed, Ozzy old boy.”
Oswald chewed his cigarette holder thoughtfully.
“Because SmileX and pheromones don’t have much effect when you’ve got no lungs
or nostrils,” he said at last.
In response, the Monarch’s body swelled, drooped, and settled into Clayface’s
unaltered form.
“You really will have a problem there,” Oswald noted gravely. “She hasn’t forgotten
the potpourri incident.”
“I know. Why do you think I came back in disguise? I know I’m still blacklisted, but
damnit, Oswald, I don’t care anymore. I’m sick of Star City and Keystone and
Metropolis. I wanted to come home, and so I did. It’s not like she can do anything to
me. Short of firing me into pottery, it’s not like any of you can do anything to me.”
“True enough,” Oswald conceded. “But then, why the Monarch?”
“It matches Harley,” Clayface explained. “King and court jester. Be a crime to
change that look of hers, don’t you think?”
“Quite,” Oswald quacked.
“I like her, Ozzy,” he said simply. “I don’t have many pleasures left, since this.” He
gestured, his hands and fingers becoming more solid and defined, then melting back
into a viscous goo. “I’ve no blood pumping, no nerve endings. Touch, taste, and smell
are all a memory. All I have left is looking. She’s pretty. God, the pleasure I can still
get from looking at a pretty woman.”
Oswald continued to chew thoughtfully on his cigarette holder.
“You should still settle matters with Miss Isley before Joker finds out about the
‘Monarch.’ They may not be able to harm you, but they can still do plenty of damage
to my bar, especially if they’re both of the same mind to do you grievous bodily harm
at the same time, if you see my point. You will, of course, be charged for any
breakages at the usual rate.”
Clayface laughed heartily.
“It is good to be back in Gotham,” he declared, reshaping himself into the Monarch’s
imposing form. “Good indeed, to be back in the realm of Gotham.”
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Nigma returned to his hideout alone. On the cocktail napkin in his pocket, he had
the phone numbers of three groupies, written in silly neon green ink and positioned
with girlish whimsy around the Iceberg Lounge logo. He set it on the desk, neatly
pressing out all the wrinkles. He found a glass and filled it to the brim with the
remaining scotch. He raised it high, toasting Alaskandra, Quizzix, and Cluedith in all
their dimwitted glory. He took out a book of matches, also bearing the Iceberg logo,
and with the grim severity of a high priest enacting a holy rite, he methodically struck
a match against the side of the box, touched the flame to the napkin and watched the
names burn.
Then he drank the scotch in a series of urgent gulps.
Bruce had Selina. You could say what you wanted about Batman, but he wasn’t a
stupid man. He was the only mind in Gotham on par with Riddler’s own. And he’d
found himself a smart woman, a woman who could challenge him, a woman who
could keep up, a woman who…
How he missed Doris.

Dr. Bartholomew looked at his final notation on Johnson, Marion and wondered if
perhaps he was taking the benevolent flippancy a little far. While it was certainly true
that no one could do a better impersonation of Hugo Strange eating spaghetti, it wasn’t
really the sort of thing Arkham should be encouraging in its staff.
The Chinese food was fine, Bartholomew reflected as he searched for the whiteout,
but the gin was probably a mistake.

Azrael perched on top of the train station while rain began pelting the net of
unconscious thugs he’d left suspended from a fire escape. The rain began as a mere
trickle, but his ears did detect a rumble of distant thunder. If the police did not arrive
soon to collect this criminal refuse, he would have to cut them down. The fire escape
was metal. If the storm worsened, it would not do to leave living men, even criminals,
tied to a lightning rod.
While he waited, Azrael eased open the door to his mortal psyche. Within that door,
Jean Paul Valley glared at him with a murderous fury never before directed at an angel
by a human spirit.
Boundries, Az, that’s all I’m saying, was his sole remark.
Azrael said nothing.
After several minutes of strained silence, the police van arrived and Azrael resumed
his patrol.
You said Azraels do not participate in the human experience. Back when my father died and
you emerged from my psyche, you said an Azrael is an angel, a creature of spirit, and takes no
part in the host’s mortal life. You said—
I merely—
You said an Azrael is a creature of spirit. You said in the old days before the Order of St.
Dumas could cook up the next generation in a test tube, you said the host fathered a child in the
usual way and the Azrael persona just shut off and let him go to it in private.
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I merely peeked.
YOU DON’T GET TO PEEK WHEN I’M HAVING SEX, AZ! You’re supposed to go take
a nap or recite swordfighting stats or something, I DON’T CARE as long as you’re NOT IN
MY HEAD!
It was that ‘Sex and the City’ program, my curiosity was very keen.
…
Ms. Bertinelli seemed very energetic.
I hate you, Azrael. I hate you and I will find a way to hurt you.
There is no need to be vindictive, Mortal. My indiscretion did no harm.
YOU KINDA WRECKED THE MOOD, AZ.
I did not hear the lady complain.
I’m going to find a way to hurt you, Az. I’m not taking this lying down.
…
…
Have you noticed, Mortal, that Ms. Bertinelli bears a certain resemblance to
Charlotte the Virtuous?
I hate you.
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CHAPTER 4: CHANGE OF PLANS
Barbara approached the bed as quietly as she could and nudged her sleeping
husband apologetically.
“Dick? Dick, I’m sorry to wake you, hun. You have to get up.”
He moaned and drove his head deeper into the pillow.
“Dick, I know it’s early but you’ve got to wake up,” Barbara tried again.
“Toorrly,” Dick murmured, pulling arm and blanket up over his ears. “Tell alfemem
was uptll daw…patrllng… can’t goschooo t’day.”
“Dick,” Barbara said firmly, “I’m not Alfred and you don’t have to go to school. You
do have to wake up now. Get the supertush in gear.”
Dick rolled onto his back and blinked up at her. Then he sat up and stared.
“What time is it?” he moaned, “Feels like I just got to sleep.”
“It’s early,” Barbara apologized. “It’s just after eight, but you’ve got to get up.
Alfred called. Bruce changed his plans, he’s going to stay another day or two so—”
“Oh man,” Dick wailed, flopping back onto the bed.
“So you’re going to have to go out to the manor and play ‘dad’ while Leslie checks
out Tim and Cassie. Go over their reports on what happened, and make the call.”
“M-kay,” Dick managed, puckering his mouth as if he really couldn’t concentrate on
bat issues before brushing his teeth.
“I’m also getting reports on the police band about a Riddler clue left at the BatSignal,” Barbara added. “He usually lights the signal to announce one of those. This
time he didn’t, so they just found it. You might want to stop by and see what’s up.”
“Great. Daytime appearance at the GCPD, Bruce’ll love that,” Dick yawned. “Okay,
I’ll, ah, go out to the manor in civvies, get some breakfast there, I guess, change, and
then stop at police HQ on the way back. Put a call into Wally, tell him change of plan,
if he can make a zip through Bludhaven again tonight and tomorrow, I’ll make it worth
his while. And tell him he owes me $20. Put Jean Paul and Helena on standby. It
might be just the three of us out there tonight. Won’t know for sure ‘til I hear from
Leslie and talk to Cass. You said just after eight o’clock, right? We’ll know more by the
time they’re up.”
“Roger, Boss,” Barbara answered automatically in her crisp OraCom voice. Then she
caught herself and looked up at her husband as he shuffled towards the bathroom
while trying to slide his left foot into his right slipper.
“The big chair suits you, Dickie,” she said warmly.
“Feels pretty good,” he answered, stretching his upper body and emitting his regular
morning bearcry. “I’ll still be happier when Bruce gets back.”

Lucius Fox sighed as he hung up the phone. He couldn’t say he was surprised;
Bruce was always changing plans. It was part of being Lucius Fox, these early morning
calls from Alfred Pennyworth saying Mr. Wayne was delayed in Metropolis, Tokyo, or
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Biarritz. Lucius pulled up Wayne’s schedule for the day as well as his own, displaying
the two windows side-by-side and glancing down the timeline on the left.
He buzzed Gail, his senior assistant, and told her to cancel his 11:30 with Finance,
move the 12:15 with Simmons to the afternoon, and reschedule the 1:30 with the
Hudson trustees for later in the week. He would be taking Mr. Wayne’s place at this
lunch meeting with Councilwoman Montoya. It wouldn’t do to cancel out on the city
council, after all.
Gail confirmed her instructions, and Lucius closed the intercom before she could
hear him grumble.

“SOCCER WEEDS DR SEW!” Nigma announced, pounding frantically on Jervis
Tetch’s door. “SOCCER RED DEW SEWS, DR SEWS COERCES WED, SCREWED SO
SCREWED, JERVIS, OPEN UP, IM SCREWED, SO VERY VERY SCREWED!!!”
Jervis Tetch opened the door to his lair only a fraction of an inch, and he peered out
at his hysterical visitor with sleepy disdain.
“Galoo-GoAway, Edward. I have company,” he hissed through the crack in the
door.
“I DON’T CARE,” Nigma screamed, pounding ferociously on the door. “I’M IN
TROUBLE, MAN! THIS IS ALL YOUR FAULT, YOU RASCALLY LITTLE
TOADSTOOL! IF YOU’D HELPED ME WITH MY BAT PROBLEMS, I WOULDN’T BE
‘DEC EVER RYE VOSS WRY’ SO VERY VERY SCREWED!”
Jervis hurriedly opened the door, hissing at Nigma to, for heaven’s sake, control
himself. His neighbors thought this was a respectable business, a showroom for
novelty ball caps. Eddie accepted the rebuke calmly since he was getting in the door—
when the sight of Jervis’s “company” set him off again.
“Cluedith!” he gaped, recognizing the groupie from the Iceberg. “You said you
wouldn’t look at a man who didn’t have a riddling spirit. You said a mind that
doesn’t—”
“A-hem,” Jervis coughed mildly. “If you recall, the Mad Hatter of Wonderland fame
did pose a riddle to Alice, a famously unanswerable riddle if you wish to—”
“Not the raven and the writing desk!” Nigma exploded.
“—make comparisons,” Jervis concluded while Cluedith pronounced “The raven
and the writing desk” with breathy adoration.
Eddie looked at Jervis in disgust.
“You hatted her, didn’t you?”
“I did not,” Jervis barked, insulted.
“He did not,” Cluedith spouted, outraged.
“NOBODY UN-HATTED SWOONS OVER THE RAVEN AND THE WRITING
DESK, LADY!” Eddie cried hysterically.
“Edward, Edward, calm down. Just sit yourself down there and let Cluedith and I
say our goodbyes. You stay right there, I’ll be with you presently.”
He ushered Cluedith to the door, then returned to Nigma with a worried grimace.
“Now then, Edward,” he began, but was immediately cut off by an angry rant.
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“’I think you might do something better with the time than wasting it in asking
riddles that have no answers.’ That’s what Alice told that Hatter and that’s what I’m
telling you, Jervis. ‘Why is a raven like a writing desk,’ that’s not even a real riddle!”
“Now then. Edward,” Jervis repeated firmly, brandishing a ballcap. “Would you
care to tell me voluntarily why you’re out-madding the maddest of hatters? Or must I
take matters into my own hatters. Hands, that is. Just look, you’ve got me doing it
now.”
“I’m ruined, Jervis,” Eddie grumbled miserably. “Ruined. Ruined. NUDER I.
Ruined.”
“Want to talk about it?” Jervis asked politely, “Or would you like a drink?”
Eddie raised his hand solemnly and declared, “Never shall a drop of alcohol touch
my lips again. I tried to drown my frustrations last night, and that’s what led to my
present state of Ruined, Screwed, and Doomed.”
“Don’t be ridiculous, Edward. You couldn’t have gotten that drunk or you’d be
hungover now.”
“I am hungover,” Eddie assured him.
“You’ve been shouting and pounding on things since you arrived. That’s a funny
kind of hangover.”
“Jervis, my once-able cranium is like a giant exposed nerve throbbing inside a
honeycomb of razorblades. The only thing more excruciating than the glare of sunlight
on the walk over here is the nails-on-a-chalkboard screech of your voice and mine. I
am in agony. I simply don’t care anymore. Because the hangover is nothing compared
to the disaster I’m looking at if I can’t get that letter back.”

Dick went down to the Batcave while Leslie Thompkins completed her examination
of Cassie. Despite Barbara’s comments about “the big chair,” he bypassed Batman’s
workstation and logged in at Workstation 2. He pulled up the previous night’s logs
and then paused, closed the window and stared at the screen. The wallpaper had a
purple leather texture. Dick sat for a full minute chuckling at it and shaking his head
in amused disbelief.
He returned to the logs and read Batgirl’s report on her encounter with the
Scarecrow. He remembered his own first exposure to fear toxin. He was quite sure his
account wasn’t nearly this detached or thorough. To have made this entry a mere
twelve hours after the toxin was a startling feat for one as young as Batgirl, the
discipline and courage it must have taken to relive it all so soon… Dick noted that she
did withhold the details of her hallucination, but he could understand that. He had
done the same his first time, although Bruce had guessed.
Dick closed Batgirl’s log and opened Robin’s. He had been the closest to Batgirl’s
location, but by the time he arrived at the scene, Scarecrow had made his escape and
Batgirl had been gassed. In her hallucinatory state, she’d stabbed him with a batarang
before he could administer an antidote. Dick considered this. Given Batgirl’s deadly
fighting abilities, he would have opted for a tranquilizer dart rather than attempting
the antidote first.
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He would have to point that out when he spoke to Tim. It was easy to second guess,
and Dick hated whenever Bruce had done it, but in this case, there was a faulty
strategy involved and Robin got himself injured unnecessarily. Dick would give him a
chance to realize his mistake, but if Tim didn’t see the error on his own, then Dick
would have to coach him.
Behind him, Dick heard a respectful cough, and he noticed a mug of coffee and an
English muffin had appeared on the desk beside him, just as a plate of cookies and a
glass of milk often did when Dick was a boy, studying in his room.
Rather than ignore it or murmur “Thank you, Alfred” without turning his eyes from
the computer screen, Dick turned to the butler and beamed with gratitude. “Thanks,
Alfred, you’re a lifesaver,” he enthused, picking up the muffin and taking a large,
eager bite. “I so needed this,” he added while he chewed.
Alfred ignored the breach of manners and looked past Dick to the logs displayed on
the computer screen.
“Dr. Thompkins has concluded her examination on Miss Cassandra and has
proceeded to Master Tim,” he reported dryly. “When she is finished, will you come
upstairs and meet with her in the study, or would you prefer to receive her down
here?”
“I’ll come up,” Dick said brightly, wiping butter from his chin. “I’ve done all I can
down here.”
“Very good, sir,” Alfred nodded, producing an extra napkin.

“You need to get that letter back,” Jervis noted grimly.
“Ya think?!” Eddie wailed.
“Yes, well,” Jervis fussed with imaginary lint on his cuffs, “The fact is, unless you
want an electronic hangover remedy, I don’t see what I can do for you. Sneak-thieving
isn’t in my line. You know who you really want to get for something like that is
Selina.”
Eddie glared hatefully.
“Selina isn’t really an option,” he growled.
“I don’t see why not. You and the Cheshire Cat are such friends, I’m sure she would
help you out-oh, unless… I see, you don’t want a woman to know your dignity’s gone
down the rabbit hole. Hmm.”
“Selina really isn’t an option,” Eddie repeated.
“You wouldn’t have to tell her the whole history,” Jervis insisted. “You could just
say there’s an envelope with a question mark that got away from you when you had a
few too many at the Iceberg, and now you need it back!”
“Not… an option,” Eddie fumed impatiently. ““How many ways can I say it Jervis:
A PINTO NO TON, PAINT ON TOON, TINA PONTOON… NOT AN OPTION!”
“But why not?” Jervis cried happily. “I’m sure the Cheshire Cat would help you.”
“Her cell phone doesn’t answer,” Eddie grumbled. “I think she’s out of town.”
“Oh,” Jervis deflated. “But you haven’t made sure? You should make sure. Call the
house, or even better, go out to see her in person. That butler of Brucie’s is a perfect
Walrus. I said so the day we went out there to tell him the cat-rules, remember? You,
me and Harvey…”
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Eddie propped his head on his elbow and sat in self-pitying silence while Jervis
prattled on.

Cassie sat in the Wayne Manor study in a deep chair pulled from across the room to
sit in front of Bruce’s desk. Cassie had never applied for a loan or been called to the
principal’s office, but she recognized instinctively the deferential placement. Dick sat
behind the desk and studied her critically.
“In your log, you don’t mention what you actually saw as a result of the fear toxin,”
he noted. “I gather you perceived Robin as a threat. Maybe he was King Kong in a
bright yellow cape or…” he left the sentence unfinished, hoping she would take the cue
and offer some sort of detail. She didn’t, she just looked down at the floor.
“Cassie?” Dick prompted.
“Very sorry hurt Tim,” she said.
Dick rose and came around to the front of the desk, leaning against it in a kindly,
casual manner.
“I didn’t tell anybody either,” he said sympathetically. “The first time I breathed
that stuff, I was back at the circus. I knew there was something wrong with the
trapeze, I knew someone had sabotaged the gear, but I couldn’t find my parents to
warn them. I kept trying, but no matter what I did, I couldn’t reach them… and then
they fell.
“Cassie, I’m not upset because you went in without waiting for backup. I saw in the
logs how it all happened. You did the right thing.”
She looked up instantly.
“Then am clear? Go out again tonight? As Batgirl?”
Dick sighed.
“I don’t know. It’s absolutely your right to keep it to yourself about what you saw.
If that’s what you want, it’s not my place to order you to share something that
personal. But I don’t know if I should let you back out there if you’re going through
some kind of trauma by yourself.”
“Always work alone,” Cassie answered. “Is better.”
“No,” Dick shook his head. “It’s not. I work alone in Bludhaven, and on a team with
the Outsiders and here in Gotham. It’s different, but neither way is better. If you can
trust the people on your team, they can help you through stuff like this.”
Cassie bit her lip nervously. It was practically the only time Dick had seen her
behave like a teenage girl. It made him think he was handling this the right way—
either that or he was screwing up a young girl’s life and Batman’s finely honed team in
one stroke.
“Saw Stephanie,” Cassie said at last. “Told Alfred. Saw Stephanie. In Robin cape.
Very mad. Very dead. Said my fault. Not friend. Friend wouldn’t let die. StephanieRobin very mad. Very violent,” then her whole manner changed and she looked up at
Dick, speaking with much greater animation. “Was funny, too. Fight better that way.
Ghost-Robin-Stephanie fight much better than real Stephanie. Would not have died
maybe if could fight like that.”
She gasped suddenly, and blurted the rest though tears.
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“Could have taught her fight like that. Know how. From four years old, father teach
to fight. Like that. Very fierce. Very fast and strong. Could have taught her. If taught
her, Stephanie not be dead.”
Dick took a step back as Cassie went on, a flood of impassioned words forcing
through a stream of bitter tears.
Dick betrayed his own strategy and did exactly what Robin had done, raced forward
to comfort this sad, frightened child without any thought to the deadly abilities she
possessed or if she could control them in her present state. Fortunately, with no
batarang at hand, the violence of Cassie’s response was confined to a strong but tiny
fist landing repeatedly on his shoulder while she sobbed.
When her tears were spent, Dick put a fatherly hand under her chin and tilted her
head upward to look at him.
“Come down to the cave,” he said in a stern rooftop voice.
A minute later, they were standing in front of the case displaying Jason Todd’s
costume.
“I had all those same doubts after he died,” Dick said softly. “So starting tonight
you’ll be partnered with me. Leslie says Tim is laid up for ten days. So you and I,
Nightwing and Batgirl, are partners for the next ten days. After that, you can resume
your regular solo patrols in Gotham, but Robin is going to introduce you to the Teen
Titans.”

Jervis Tetch ran excitedly from the apartment building. From his vantage point
across the street, Eddie shook his head as Jervis remembered the hatted doorman,
doubled back and knocked the rigged hat from his head, then resumed his hurried
escape.
“If that’s a master criminal, there’s hope for every ape in Africa,” he thought acidly.
Jervis ran up to him, eagerly waving a green envelope sealed with a gold question
mark.
“Kalloo-Kallay, success I say,” he announced happily, handing over the prize.
Eddie tore open the envelope and read feverishly. “Mr. Kittlemeier, I know this is
short notice, but I’m going to need another dozen exploding—What the fuck! This isn’t
what I wrote to Doris, this is… this is…” He looked at Jervis in bewildered horror.
“I’m not breaking into Kittlemeier’s,” Jervis told him definitely. “No way, no how.
We get caught, we’re banned for life.”
“My life’s become a Seinfeld episode,” Eddie grumbled.

Lucius Fox was surprised when he gave his name at the Shun Lee Palace and was
told “the ladies” had already been seated. As far as he knew, the lunch meeting was
with Councilwoman Montoya alone. He hid his grimace as the host led him to a table
where Renee Montoya was seated with Gladys Ashton-Larraby.
“Ladies, I hope I haven’t kept you waiting too long,” he said politely, taking his seat.
In the time it took for the cold duck appetizers to arrive, Lucius had acclimated to
“the Ashton-Larraby experience” (as Bruce referred to it in his less charitable
moments). She was bitterly disappointed that Bruce himself wasn’t coming to the
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meeting—until she found out why, and then her ill-concealed pique transformed into
ill-concealed joy. He was out of town with that darling Selina. Of course, the young
lovebirds. Of course they would want to prolong their getaway together, who could be so
selfish as to deny them that, weren’t they the most splendid couple that ever was and
when were they to finally announce the happy news and treat Gotham society to
another splendid Wayne Manor wedding.
With the arrival of a sizzling rice cake soup, Lucius tried to transition from talk of
Wayne’s absence to talk of the Wayne Foundation, which was of course the reason for
the meeting. He was thwarted by a figure not even present at the table, a person he
didn’t know existed, a person called “Randy-quad.” After enough repetitions of this
name, Lucius gleaned what any member of Gotham high society evidently knew by
instinct: Randy-quad was Gladys’s son, Randolph Larraby IV, and preparing to start
Hudson U in the fall. Since Mr. Fox was an officer of both Wayne Enterprises and the
charitable foundation, he must surely have some valuable insights on the matter.
Randy-quad’s father (who insisted on numbering the poor boy like a movie sequel
rather than letting him enjoy the distinction of the Ashton name), had wanted his son
to attend Wharton, or perhaps the Harvard School of Business, but the Ashtons always
went to Hudson U—why, the family was older than the college itself and, in fact, when
Gotham was first settled, what’s now the Hudson U. campus had been Jeddah
Ashton’s apple orchard. Anyway, that’s neither here nor there, Randy-quad is starting
Hudson U and wants to study business, but with a focus on not-for-profits like
museums and theatres and charities—which doesn’t please his father either, I can tell
you…
Lucius answered what questions he could, but he also noticed out of the corner of his
eye that Renee Montoya wasn’t eating. He could well guess the reason: though a
charming and respectable woman, Renee Montoya had been a beat cop before her
appointment to the City Council. He doubted Harvard vs Wharton debates figured
much into her life experience. With the arrival of sea bass braised in hot bean sauce, he
tried yet again to steer the conversation to its intended topic. After the requisite
“Councilwoman” “Call me Renee” exchanges, they at last got to the point of the
meeting.
“So many of these neighborhood revitalization projects go nowhere,” Renee
complained calmly, “because they just amount to erecting some ‘upscale’
condominium without any infrastructure to support an influx of upscale residents.
I’ve discussed this with several other councilmen and we are simply not prepared to
approve any more of these initiatives without a full program in place to really make it
work: low-interest business loans so all the new restaurants and drycleaners and nail
salons can get started.”
“I’m not disagreeing with you,” Lucius said, for her point was valid. “But the
Foundation has its hands full underwriting all the new housing. We’re certainly not
prepared to put in more money and manpower into a, what shall we call it, a business
incubator program.”
“That’s where Mrs. Ashton-Larraby comes in,” Renee said with a checkmate smile.
Lucius seemed to feel a bear trap snap shut around his ankle, but at least it answered
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the question of why someone like Renee Montoya would have invited someone like
Gladys Ashton-Larraby to their meeting.
“Mr. Fox,” Gladys pronounced dramatically, “What are three tables, more or less,
that the Ashtons have always purchased for the Wayne Gala? This year, Randolph and
I want to make a real difference. Let us put together a separate fundraiser solely to
provide additional funds for this business development initiative.”
Lucius stared, somewhat puzzled by the offer.
“I, it, um,” he struggled, trying to make sure it wasn’t all a horrible mistake, and that
Glady Ashton-Larraby had actually proposed a semi-good idea. “I would have to see
some details, of course,” he said, stalling while he brain raced ahead. “But, eh, I
imagine…” he trailed off while Renee Montoya cracked open her fortune cookie.
“Help, I’m being held prisoner in a Chinese bakery,” Renee read with a smile.
She looked expectantly at Gladys Ashton-Larraby, while the waiter hovered over her
with two remaining cookies remaining on the salver. She studied them like jewels in a
case, and selected one finally. Lucius took the sole remaining one—and the check—off
the waiter’s salver and wondered how it was that Bruce, who had barely a fraction of
Lucius’s mental acumen, managed to always extract himself from these frightful social
tangles.
Mouse in trap will gnaw off its own leg, his cookie read, but second mouse gets the cheese.

Jonathan Crane struck a menacing pose and regarded his reflection. Then he took
several steps back and rushed at the mirror, waving his arms. He froze in position and
tried to envision what it would look like to a fear-crazed victim. Then he turned and
regarded his reflection’s profile. Without any thought at all to the imagined fearcrazed victim, he puffed out his chest and sucked in his stomach. Then he turned to
the other side and did the same.
“Most satisfactory,” he pronounced—although Kittlemeier had stepped out and
there was no one in the little fitting room to hear.
“Isten-ban mennyország,” Kittlemeier exclaimed, “Vat eez dis? Vat is Mister Nigma
sending meez?”
Scarecrow peeked out of the fitting room. “I haven’t gone overtime, have I?” he
asked, hearing the commotion. Kittlemeier’s rules about appointments were notorious,
and even the Joker kept them.
“Nos, nos. Yous fine,” Kittlemeier waved him back. “Next appointment not for
hours yet. But whats is dis package from Mister Nigma. Why he sends me robot dog
with little hat?”
Beneath his Scarecrow mask, Crane raised an eyebrow. Kittlemeier always gave the
impression that you had to keep to your allotted fifteen minutes because the next
appointment was due within minutes of your walking out the door. Now it turned out
the next appointment wasn’t for hours—or at least not for one hour, Kittlemeier having
a tendency to pluralize words when he got excited.
Crane leaned forward and examined the box covered with question marks.
“A robot dog,” he agreed, peering in at its contents. “In a hat.”
Kittlemeier reached in and took out the little mechanized creature, holding it up and
turning it this way and that. “Sony Aibo?” he read off the bottom.
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Suddenly, the door burst open like an old-fashioned speakeasy raid, and Riddler ran
in screaming “I CAN EXPLAIN!”
He froze when he saw Kittlemeier holding the Aibo and Scarecrow in full costume
looking on.
“Hey, Jonathan,” Riddler panted.
“Hello, Edward,” Scarecrow answered.
“Horizontal straw,” Nigma noted. “Very sharp.”
Mad Hatter came running in, finally, far more winded than Nigma, and looked at
the other three in horror.
“I tried to stop him,” he squeaked when he saw Kittlemeier’s angry glare.
“Mistake,” Nigma blurted, still trying to catch his breath. “Mr. Kittlemeier, I am
terribly sorry to have burst in without an appointment. Jonathan,” he added formally,
“I am most awfully sorry to have interrupted your fitting. Nice straw, really suits you.
Now then, since I’m here,” he paused, gripping his stomach as his exertions caught up
with him, “I sent you a letter by mistake. I need it back, I need…” He trailed off as his
eyes zeroed in on the mechanical dog.
“No,” he breathed. “No,” he repeated in sick shock. “That’s not a letter. That’s
the… Oh no. Oh no. Oh no.”
His eyes darted wildly, and then rolled back into his head. Jervis jumped excitedly
out of the way rather than trying to catch Nigma as he fainted.

“My Delectable Puzzlemuffin,” Nightwing read in bewildered disgust.
Commissioner Muskelli made no comment; he merely waited grimly while the
vigilante examined the envelope.
“Puzzlemuffin,” Nightwing repeated thoughtfully, considering the term for the kind
of wordplay Riddler favored. “’Fizzle’ is in there, and ah… so is ‘pun,’ there could be a
pun involved. We’ll have to analyze this phrase for all possible anagrams that might
shed light on the clue inside.”
Muskelli nodded.
“My men didn’t break the seal,” he mentioned. “Standard operating procedure with
these Riddler clues. Batman always prefers to run his own preliminary checks for trace
explosive or other contaminants.”
Nightwing nodded and slid the envelope into a glassine bag.
“As do I,” he grimaced, heading for the window. “I’ll open this under controlled
conditions and let you know what I discover. Thank you, Commissioner.”
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CHAPTER 5: INCOGNIFTY
Gothamites who studied the hawks over Robinson Park would have noticed the one
now circling the northeast corner was not especially graceful. Clayface relied on
muscle memory for so much of his non-clay movement, and not having been a bird in
his pre-clay existence, he’d had to improvise a good deal. Still, he liked animal
disguises on the whole. They were perfect for casing a target or for those occasions
when rain threatened and he didn’t want to risk his total body-mass.
Or in today’s case, when he was going to see Poison Ivy, a woman who despised
him, who’d had him blacklisted from Rogue society for giving her a stupid little box of
potpourri at a Christmas party, and a woman who would sic those miserable plants on
him again if she saw him coming. It wasn’t fatal, her plant-attacks, but it was the
ickiest sensation he’d experienced since being fitted for a latex body cast in Space
Tempest. Those plants of hers sticking their hungry roots into him, sucking out all the
minerals, it was NOT PLEASANT and he did NOT mean to let her do it again. So he
opted for the hawk, figuring that was the safest way to approach her lair. But he
hadn’t figured on the other hawks, which had noticed him and were taking far too
much interest in him, real hawks that were far better at the flying. In desperation, he
dove towards the ground and, in something of a panic at the female pecking at his tailfeathers, he quickly assumed the one human shape that memory said would be a safe
one in which to knock on Ivy’s door.
He walked the last sixty yards in a gruff, manly stride that solidified into a more
familiar and comfortable bodymass by the time he reached the entrance.
“Ivy,” he began, but got no further when the rapturous gasp that greeted him
stopped him cold. He realized, with the levelheaded prudence that comes when one is
no longer being pecked at by a pair of angry hawks, that his present disguise was—
“HARVEY!”
—a monumentally stupid mistake.

Rather than head all the way back to the manor, Nightwing opted for the satellite
cave under the Wayne Tower. He extracted the Riddler clue carefully from the
evidence bag and slid it into a pressurized canister. He accessed a pre-programmed
battery of tests from the main control console, and dropped the canister into the
waiting chamber. The lid slid shut and as the hum of simultaneous spectrometry,
chromatography, electrophoresis, ion mobility, energy dispersive xrays, and electron
scanning mechanisms whirred to life, Nightwing checked to see if there were any
munchies left from the days when Cassie, Stephanie, and Black Canary were using the
satellite cave as a clubhouse.
He found a prehistoric Snickers bar… and a tube of Pringles that didn’t seem too
ancient. He returned to the console while the tests continued to run, and opened up
the main OraCom gateway. Only a still, grayed out, Oracle head greeted him. It was
just after noon, not a time of day Barbara would normally be operating as Oracle, but
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he had assumed since she knew about the Riddler clue that she would be standing by
to assist. He opened a phone line and called home the regular way.
“Hey Ora-kewl,” he began with a grin. “A/S/L Want to cyber?”
..:: Dickey, what the hell? I thought you’d bring it home. ::..
“No, too many tests to run before I can open it. Hop onto the Com, okay?”
..:: Slavedriver. I’ll be right there. ::..
He hung up, and almost immediately the Oracle image flickered from its inert gray
state into an animated green.
“Hey, Gorgeous,” he winked at the screen. “Preliminary tests are just finishing up,
but you can get started on the phrase from the outside of the envelope. My Delectable
Puzzlemuffin.”
..:: Shoot, ::.. the Oracle head answered.
“I figured run the anagrams first, and all of the standard numeric keys, assigning
values to letters and—”
..:: Right, Riddler 101, all the usual stuff. ::..
“…”
..:: Dick? C’mon, I’m waiting, what’s the phrase? ::..
“My Delectable Puzzlemuffin.”
..:: THAT’S what’s written on the envelope? ::.. she laughed.
“I told you that already,” he grumbled, sounding a bit like Bruce.
..:: I thought I was the delectable puzzlemuffin. I thought you were, you know, being you.
‘Ora-kewl, want to cyber.’ ::..
Dick sighed.
“No. ‘My Delectable Puzzlemuffin’ is the opening clue. Now please run the
standard analyses.”
..:: Oh Dick, don’t be so dense, ::.. she laughed. ..:: Tell me that you do not have a four
million dollar computer system spectro-analyzing a letter addressed to ‘Delectable
Puzzlemuffin.’ ::..
“It’s a Riddler clue, Barbara.”
..:: It’s a love letter, you nitwit. He probably misses Doris. Been a while since I snooped on
the rogue’s IM network, but I’m pretty sure it was this time of year they broke up. ::..
“He is not going to leave a letter to Doris at the Bat-Signal,” Dick pointed out.
..:: He’s not going to leave a clue for Batman addressed to ‘Puzzlemuffin’ either, Dickie. ::..
Dick stared at the OraCom screen for a long moment.
“Oh my god,” he croaked.
Behind him, a discreet, cheery ping informed him that the spectrometry,
chromatography, electrophoresis, ion mobility, energy dispersive xrays, and electron
scanning of specimen alpha was complete.

For centuries, those privileged to serve the cause of righteousness as host of an
Azrael were an obedient and docile class, programmed from birth via ‘The System’ for
the great honor that would pass to them on their fathers’ deaths. The Order of St.
Dumas was confident in their methods of indoctrination and in the spirit of
unquestioning fealty to the church that pervaded their time.
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As the world changed, the Order of Dumas did not, and the ancient programming of
the Azrael persona never incorporated, as an example, any mindset to respond to
strong, confident, free-spirited women of the sort who might don a costume and
become a catburglar, and who might contrast said Azrael unfavorably with other
crusading knights of her acquaintance, particularly with respect to sexual attraction or
the lack, who would in fact take his inability to generate sexual tension as a personal
insult and a mark of his inferiority to the aforementioned knight and indeed all men.
In the years since the original Azrael mindset was devised, the world had changed,
but the clerics of the Order were too removed from that world to adapt the System
accordingly—with one exception. In the 1790s, after the British colonies in the New
World had rebelled against their sovereign king and the peasants of France actually
beheaded theirs, with the church in France forced to undergo radical restructuring, it
occurred to one Brother Louis of Navarre that the absolute and unconditional loyalty of
the Azrael hosts might not be as absolute and unconditional as had always been
assumed. On his own initiative, he inserted a latent directive to activate should the
mortal host show signs of “rebelliousness, defiance, unruliness, mutiny, or sedition.”
On activation, the Azrael was to observe the subject, probe for the extent of his
corruption, and report the situation to his superior.
It was assumed the superior would always be the High Lord Father of the Order of
Dumas.
For the present Azrael, it was Nightwing.
Nightwing.
This was simply not an acceptable person in which Azrael could confide his
dilemma, yet his program made it impossible for him to choose another or for him to
keep silent.
He watched his fickle host Jean Paul Valley shave and privately begged the man to
reconsider his position.
He resolved to “probe” one last time, praying for a new type of response that would
express the absolute, unwavering loyalty to the System and the Ways of Dumas that
would release Azrael from his compulsion. In the interests of not having to report to
Nightwing, Azrael was willing to take almost anything short of “DEATH TO DUMAS”
as an expression of absolute, unwavering loyalty. If only the mortal would abandon
this new mindset of his and cooperate.
Mortal— He began, when his thought was cut short and his hopes dashed by a
knock at the door and the arrival of a dozen long-stemmed roses.
“Look at that, she sent flowers,” Jean Paul exclaimed, tickled. “Az, look, she sent
flowers. Damn, what a woman, huh?”
Azrael tried to respond that it was unseemly for the woman to usurp a man’s role,
such as this sending of flowers following an amorous encounter… when he saw that
Jean Paul’s mind was not ‘receiving’ his thoughts as it ought.
Mortal— He repeated, more forcefully than before to break through Jean Paul’s
cloying preoccupation with the flowers, but by now, the mortal had opened the card
and had moved on to a whole new level of disloyal musings.
“See that? ‘To Jean Paul.’ That’s me, Az, not you. I’m the one she went to bed with,
and I’m the one that’s going to call her for another date—without you, we clear on
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that? No more Dumasian three-ways. Because I meant what I said, buddy, I’ll hurt
you. I was chewing on it all night while you were patrolling, and I’ve got the
kryptonite to put an end to your interference with me and Helena once and for all. So
don’t make me use it, Az, or it’s death to Dumas, you hear what I’m sayin’?”
Yes, Mortal, Azrael sighed. I hear you loud and clear.

Dick sat at home, on his couch, the still-unopened envelope sitting on the coffee
table. He stared at it. Barbara sat on the far side of the table, her eyes shifting
rhythmically from the letter to her husband. After several silent minutes of this, she
spoke.
“I can’t believe what a wimp you’re being.”
“Bruce is out of town,” Dick explained in terse, coiled tones. “I’m in charge. And if
that’s a Riddler clue, it has to be dealt with according to Hoyle. Thoroughly
analyzed—”
“Which you’ve done,” Barbara noted.
“Decoded if necessary, and solved.”
“Agreed,” Barbara said. “It’s not a clue, it’s a love letter, but I completely agree you
should open it anyway, ‘just in case,’ and you’ll feel much better.”
“But I won’t feel better. ‘Cause if it’s a love letter—and I’ll admit Puzzlemuffin,
delectable or not, leans it in that direction—Babs, if it’s a love letter, it’s gonna be
Catwoman all over again. Worse, it’s going to be Catwoman without the part where
she’s the incredibly hot villain, and more like she’s the annoying villain that leaves
freakin’ riddles as clues to his crimes.”
Barbara started laughing.
“You want me to read the scary love letter for you, Dickie,” she asked, opening it
with a light grin, “so you don’t suffer any kind of Catwoman-related flashbacks.”
“Joke all you want, you weren’t there. Shameless in front of the impressionable
teenage sidekick. You know what it’s like going back to take-down-the-bad-guybusiness as usual after she’s heard your voice crack? It was never the same after that,
against Catwoman, I mean.”
“Which has nothing to do with Rid…” Barbara began as her eyes glanced over the
page. As she trailed off, her eyes widened and the color drained from her face. Then
she sat the letter down abruptly. “It’s a love letter,” she said matter-of-factly.
Dick’s lip twitched.
“You’re quite sure. You’re sure you read enough to be absolutely certain?”
“I’m sure,” Barbara pronounced fiercely. “I definitely read enough. You can face
Bruce when he gets back knowing you did not blow off a Riddler clue. You have
official Oracle-confirmation that that,” she pointed, “is a love letter.”
“Mhm,” Dick nodded smugly. “And now you’re never going to think of Riddler the
same way, are you?”
“There are phrases that are burned into my memory,” she admitted, closing her eyes
to blot out the pain.
Dick sighed.
Barbara sighed.
“Well, it’s not a clue,” she said finally. “What do we do now, give it back?”
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“Nohohoho, no, no, no,” Dick answered fanatically. “Only thing worse than my
actually reading that letter is if he thinks I’ve read that letter. No, this is—”
“Dick, we really need to get this back to him. This isn’t a puzzlebox announcing a
crime spree. This is personal stuff.”
“And how do you figure that would go, Barbara? ‘Here’s your letter, Nigma.’
‘Here’s your clue, Nightwing.’ ‘Now let’s just be men, look at our feet, and leave the
rooftop.’”
“There has to be a way,” Barbara insisted.
“I told you. Never going to think of him the same way again.”

Every year, Jervis Tetch rigged the Rogues’ Secret Santa drawing, and that year, Ivy
had somehow offended him in late November. He decided to ‘punish’ her, in his
slippery way, by pairing her up with a man on whom her pheromones had no effect. It
was a short list, the men Ivy couldn’t have her way with chemically. Joker was the
only other candidate, and if he’d drawn Ivy’s name when it was common knowledge
that Jervis rigged the drawing, the weaselly little Hatter wouldn’t have lived to see the
New Year. But Clayface, Clayface must have seemed the perfect choice: There was no
bad blood between him and Ivy, not like there was with Joker. She simply couldn’t
control him—and Ivy hated not being in control.
Well, it happened. Matt gave her potpourri, looking on it as a “flowery” gift, not as
“dead flowers.” It happened. It happened. It was time to get the hell over it. She’s been
dealt worse slights by other men. The potpourri flowers were dead when he got there.
He didn’t kill them; all he did was buy them and wrap them up in green foil with a big
silver bow. She let vengeance for Ivan go in a shorter time, and Clayface couldn’t help
thinking he would have been forgiven long ago too if she wasn’t so fundamentally
threatened by a man she couldn’t green over into a helpless slave.
Well, he’d had it. Enough was enough. He’d gone in there prepared to be polite but
direct, just like the contract negotiation for the Dragon Raider sequels: He liked
Gotham, he liked Harley, and he was staying. Period. End of story.
That was his plan (and it would have worked, he knew it would, just like the Dragon
Raider sequels). It was his plan right up until a moment’s panic reshaped him into
Two-Face to enter Ivy’s lair safely, without quite realizing…
“HARVEY” she had squealed, squealed like a schoolgirl. Ivy, the queen bitch,
squealing in girlish delight.
“WHAT HAPPENED TO YOUR FACE!”—which made NO sense at all. Harvey’s
divided features that inspired his nom de crime Two-face, wasn’t something any selfrespecting shapeshifter could get wrong.
“YOU’RE BACK!”—and then a liplock that would have done Sharon Stone proud.
Matt Hagan, playing the role of a terrified Harvey Dent (or perhaps it was best to
think of it the other way around), backed up in horror.
“No,” he breathed gently. “So sorry. Big mistake. Um, let me explain…” He looked
around helplessly, and then swelled, melted and drooped into his natural state. “Ivy, I
am so sorry, I didn’t mean—” he managed to say before she screamed. Matt was ready
to morph into a bird again to escape the reach of her attack-plants, but she was far too
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agitated to order them into action. Instead, she leapt on him herself, flailing away with
her hands, her fingers liberating chunks of muddy glop and hurling it behind her.
Clayface stood, silent and still, with a patient, almost bored expression as he waited
out the storm. As a handful of his person was flung against the wall, he would calmly
slide it to the floor and inchworm it across the lair to rejoin the bulk of his main body.
“Pamela,” he tried when it seemed like the violence and hysterics had gone on long
enough. “I only picked a form—” Here he had to stop and slap a mud-gag across her
mouth rather than suffer another round of screams and probably a few terse orders to
her attack plants. Her reaction to the gag was such that he had to continue the ‘mud
pack treatment’ until she was fully bound.
He then waited with renewed patience for her writhing and muffled cursing to
subside. When she was exhausted, he resumed.
“I only picked a form I thought would get me in the door without you trying to kill
me,” he explained. “I wasn’t trying for a tonsil massage, and if it makes you feel any
better, I got nothing out of it. Ivy, I came here because we need to talk. I’m done being
shunned because I gave you dead flower-heads one Christmas—which by the way,
was a gift I picked out because I thought you might like it. It’s been a few years but,
from what I remember, flowers smell nice.”
There was another round of squirming and muffled objection, which Clayface
waited out without lessening his hold.

Nightwing watched and waited while Batgirl carried out her mission. He had been
absurdly hesitant to send her in alone even though, as she said, she’d always worked
alone. She was perfectly capable, but tonight she was his partner and somehow that
changed everything.
She’d infiltrated the Iceberg Lounge before, on her own, going undercover as a
groupie. Simply beating a few answers out of the bouncer without even venturing into
the nightclub was child’s play. But Nightwing watched nervously all the same, until
his peripheral vision caught movement at the rooftop level, approaching on the
horizon.
He tensed as, even at this distance, he recognized the figure heading towards him,
and he snapped the control opening the OraCom mic.
“O, did you give Azrael my location without giving me a heads up, or is this an
astonishing coincidence about to land on the roof beside me?”
..:: Yeah, I did, Wing. And I didn’t tell you because he said he would explain when he got
there. Some Dumas thing. ::..
“Wonderful. Nightwing out,” he barked irritably. Then he returned his gaze to
Batgirl twisting the Iceberg bouncer’s arm, and found he was enjoying the sight more
than before. Before long, Azrael joined him on the roof, and he too watched Batgirl in
silence for a time.
“She is a fearsome interrogator,” he noted.
“She’s not bad,” Nightwing agreed proudly. “We needed to find Riddler’s current
hideout, and if the rogue grapevine gets hold of it, we need it to be known that it was
Batgirl that’s looking for him and that she was alone.”
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Azrael’s helmet tilted, as if these strategic intricacies were beyond his understanding,
or at least beyond his interest. If he wanted to know an infidel’s location, he too would
find that infidel’s associates and coerce answers in just this way. If other infidels saw
and spoke of the encounter, he cared not.
“What can I do you for, Azrael,” Nightwing said brusquely.
There was an unpleasant pause. An old tension seemed to vibrate across the roof,
like a loud, distant stereo throbbing the baseline of a song you couldn’t quite make
out—but knew you wouldn’t like if you heard it. Nightwing recognized that tension;
he hadn’t felt it since those first encounters with Azrael after the AzBat disaster.
“I come to you as my commander and superior,” Azrael stated formally—which,
despite the implied deference, did nothing to dispel Nightwing’s “AzBat”
apprehensions.
“O-kay,” he said cautiously. “Y’know, B is back in a few days if you’d rather wait.”
Azrael paused again.
“Nay,” he said at last. He understood that Nightwing must find the situation as
unpalatable as he did, but the System did not permit needless delays. “I am compelled
to report at once symptoms of disloyalty in my host, before they might proceed into
acts of overt rebellion.”
Nightwing’s eyes narrowed.
“Your host? You’ve got a problem with Jean Paul?”
“I am compelled to report to my superiors any signs of treachery or portents that the
host might rebel against myself or the System.”
While Nightwing’s eyes remained narrowed in a suspicious Bat-glare, his mouth
dropped open in wonder.
“Az, if there’s some friction between you and Jean Paul, what makes you think I’d be
on your side? I mean given the history…” He trailed off into an ambiguous gesture,
pointing to the night sky in the general direction of the Bat-Signal.
Azrael stood mute for a full ten seconds, then at last he spoke in a strained voice
hauntingly reminiscent of the AzBat gravel.
“I expect to find no friend or ally in your person, Nightwing. I am compelled,
nevertheless, to make immediate report to my superiors of what has occurred. I have
been threatened by my host. I am compelled to make my superior aware of the
particulars.”
Nightwing’s mouth puckered thoughtfully.
“Jean Paul threatened you? Jean Paul Valley? Blonde guy, about your height, owner
of the body, we’re talking about the same guy, right? Jean Paul threatened you?
Azrael, how would that even work? What do you do, punch yourself in the mouth?”
Azrael said nothing.
Nearly a minute passed, and Nightwing began to realize he was approaching this all
wrong. The Azrael he’d always dealt with, and even the one he’d fought as AzBat, was
an integration of the System programming and Jean Paul Valley’s mind. This thing
before him now was all System without any Jean Paul. He was a set of commands and
protocols, and ‘Wing was trying to talk to it like a person. But you couldn’t converse
with a computer program. You needed to let it carry out its instructions, even if, in this
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case, those instructions seemed to be tattling on Jean Paul because of some innerhelmet squabble.
“Okay, sorry,” Nightwing coughed, his manner becoming serious and markedly
more Batlike. “Make your report.”

When Poison Ivy finally got tired struggling, Clayface cautiously released his grip.
He assumed the shape of Grant Gifford, defense attorney battling to save the woman
he loves from the gallows, the most earnest and sincere character he’d ever played.
“Look,” he said frankly, “Harley and I are involved. I like her. Who wouldn’t?
Flaky, yes. Voice gets a little irritating at times. Most incompetent burglar I’ve ever
seen in my life. But you look at rogues as a whole, and then you look at her, all bubbly
and sweet, with the cute little tassels bouncing up and down—she jumps around a lot,
too. What’s not to love?”
Ivy spat at him.
“You’re slime, Hagen,” she screeched bitterly. “You took up with Harley to get back
at me.”
Clayface’s entire frame rumbled in anger, condensed into a smaller green blob and
then morphed into an image of Ivy herself.
“How about we try it this way,” he said in her voice, “Since it’s all about you no
matter what, maybe this way I can get you to listen. I like Harley. It has nothing to do
with you. I am back in Gotham to stay. THAT has nothing to do with you either. All
you can do to me, Ivy, is force me go to the Iceberg ‘incognifty’ because people would
rather say no to me than to you. That’s all you’ve got. And all you’re going to do if
you play that card is make Harley miserable—again—because you can’t get along with
the guy she’s with, as usual.”
Although she had never read Uta Hagen’s Respect for Acting or studied The Method
at the Actors’ Studio, Ivy gave a convincing performance of a thoughtful and
considerate listener. Matt Hagen’s true weakness, she knew, was his vanity, that
actor’s ego. It would please him to think he had found a way to reach her.
“Incognifty,” she said with a gentle, amused smile. “That’s a Harleyism. You must
be spending quite a lot of time together.”
Beneath the calm, still beauty that concealed the deadly flytrap, Poison Ivy seethed.
This CREATURE that she DESPISED, that didn’t even respond to the lures of NATURE
HERSELF (i.e. whom she couldn’t control with her pheromones), this SLIMY GOOEY
THING had infiltrated HER PARK, had COME into HER LAIR, had gagged her, bound
her, HUMILIATED HER! Gotten her to reveal vulnerabilities she’d rather not have
revealed, and was talking to her in a less than adoring manner! Clearly he had to die. He
had to DIE, DIE, and DIE AGAIN!
“It is easy to like her, once you get to spending time with her,” Ivy went on, a vision
of the loyal friend charmed by one who could appreciate Harley’s fine qualities.
He had Harley on his side now. And Harley was obsessive. If she’d somehow gotten
over her pitiful and disgusting obsession with Joker, she might very well fixate on this
walking dunghill. The only time Harley made time for her was when Joker was
unavailable, either in Arkham or more often –damnit– because he’d beaten her and
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thrown her out. If Clayface were to buck the trend and treat Harley properly, Ivy
might never see her at all.
Clearly the mudheap had to die.
But how? How…
“Take that catfight thing on Kazaa,” Clayface was saying, having resumed his
regular form. “Roxy’s a showbiz gal, she knows the only bad publicity is no publicity.
She reveled in it. What did you do? Something about raising the dead and zombies
marching on Riverfront Park, that’s how the Opal City grapevine tells it anyway.”
…If Ivy had learned one thing from the disasters that followed that awful catfight, it
was to stop acting impulsively. Impulse brought gargoyles and black mists, hell lords
and dying trees, a Whitman sampler and a viciously mad Selina ready to scratch her
eyes out, no Harvey and no Harley, nothing but an empty hideout and a pair of green
Jimmy Choos. But patience, the calm and knowing patience of the gardener, that
would make her life bloom again.
She would allow Clayface to reintegrate into Gotham society, treat him with polite
but queenly disdain, not fill Harley’s head with all the reasons they shouldn’t be
together.
And then…
when the talking mudpie least expects it…
she would strike.

Azrael’s report to Nightwing was interrupted by Batgirl’s joining them on the roof.
She had successfully learned the location of Riddler’s new hideout, in what appeared
to be an eyewear manufacturer. Nightwing and Azrael accompanied her as she
followed her lead, and it was only once the trio arrived at the corner of 91st and
Ipswitch that they saw the sign reading Crynovich Optical Supply had been altered to
read merely Cryptic.
Batgirl went down alone, as planned, and radioed in a minute later to report that
Nigma wasn’t in but she was positioned in the shadows near the door where she was
sure to spot him on his return.
Nightwing gave a satisfied grunt. The Batlike composure with which he’d received
Batgirl’s report melted into helpless amusement as he returned his attention to Azrael.
“Okay. So,” he began, making a considerable effort to control his grin, “You—No,
not you… Jean Paul had a date with Helena, and she spent the night, and you…
peeked,” the last word blurted through his lips in a spasm of semi-laughter, not unlike
a reaction to SmileX. “You peeked,” he repeated, regaining control of his voice and
breathing. “And Jean Paul was—understandably, I’d say—upset by this.”
“And it was this dissatisfaction which led to the act of defiance and threats I am
compelled to report,” Azrael declared, resuming his account.
“I can’t wait to hear this,” Nightwing said under his breath.
“He has devised a method to prevent my emerging when he is occupied with Miss
Bertinelli.”
“GOOD!” Nightwing blurted. “Good for him.”
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“You approve this defiance? In the history of the Azrael, no host has been permitted
to block, hamper, or incapacitate the Azrael persona. It demonstrates a dangerous and
subversive independence of spirit, does it not?”
“Putting a towel on the door while he’s strumming Huntress’s quiver, no. No, that’s
pretty standard operating procedure, Azrael. Guy’s within his rights, and if you ignore
that towel, I do believe he’s entitled to lock you outside the apartment wearing only
your socks—but in your case, I guess he’s going to have to be a little more creative with
the payback.”
“He is that. That is the reason for my report. He has, as I said, devised a means to
thwart my emergence and threatened me with it should I act in opposition to his
wishes.”
“Yeah?”
“You wish me to disclose it?”
“We’ve come this far, Az, mustn’t stop now. What’s the threat?”
“He likened the Huntress’s costume and appearance to that of the Catwoman.”
“Oh my god,” Nightwing gasped, his head snapping back with a laughing snort.
“He had a number of points of comparison, and he said focusing on these thoughts
would in no way lessen his exhilaration.”
“No, I don’t imagine they would,” Nightwing managed.
“Should I emerge again while he is engaged in such activities as he does not wish me
to observe, he says he shall focus his mind relentlessly on these points of similarity.”
“Azrael, we’ve had our differences, you and me and Jean Paul. I’ve never liked you
much. But I’ve gotta say, this is turning me around. When you started your little tale
of woe, when you said ‘Jean Paul and Helena,’ I thought to myself, she’ll eat him
alive—not in the good way. I mean, I’ve been there and it’s not pretty. That woman is
a handful. But any guy who can come up with fixating on Catwoman to keep you at
bay while he’s taking care of business, he’s gonna be alright.”
Azrael didn’t move, and certainly his helmet betrayed no expression, but the
atmosphere abruptly shifted.
“You… have ‘been there?’” he asked in a charged gravel.
“Oh,” Nightwing waved his hand dismissively, “ancient history, years ago, was
nothing.”
“I was not aware of this,” Azrael intoned.
Dick wasn’t surprised. His brief affair with Huntress wasn’t unknown in Bat-circles,
but their chief source of gossip had always been Barbara (or “Radio Free Bat” as he
called her when she first began her efforts as Oracle). She obviously wouldn’t have
been spreading that particular news item, and the others who knew had been careful
not to discuss it in front of her or over the OraCom. It would be easy for someone like
Azrael to remain in the dark.
“He is not aware of this,” Azrael added, a pleased, sinister tone creeping into his
voice.
“Az?” Nightwing asked, sounding (had he but known it) a bit like Jean Paul.
“Silence, Mortal,” Azrael snapped. “I must consider this new information.”
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Batgirl had been trained to read the subtlest body language as a means to predict an
enemy’s attack. There was no subtlety in the Riddler’s approach as he neared his
hideout. He had the gait of a man who was beaten down enough to be dangerous
beyond his strength if fought into a corner, but who would withdraw from the fight
completely if given the opening.
As such, she stepped from her place in the shadows so he could see her clearly as he
approached the door, rather than waiting until he was trapped with only the locked
door of the lair behind him.
She stood calmly and silently, waiting to see what he would do. He paused only a
second when he registered the sight, the petite but fierce bat agent waiting on his
doorstep, and then continued as before, approaching with a weary movement not
consistent with rogue bravado.
“Well?” he asked when he reached the door.
Batgirl mutely held out her hand, holding out a green envelope.
Riddler looked at it in wonder, then looked again at her.
“Found this,” she said flatly. “Big words. Not read.”

“THANK YOU!” the words rang out from the street below. “THANK YOU,
THANK YOU, THANK YOU!”
From their vantage point on the roof, Nightwing and Robin looked down.
“He’s happy,” Robin remarked.
“Yeah,” Nightwing agreed, then winced, turning away. “And now he’s in pain, but
still happy, I’d think.”
..:: What happened? ::.. Oracle asked anxiously.
“Well, he was dancing around on the final thank you, and it looked like he tried to
kiss her, so she slugged him,” Nightwing reported.
Oracle laughed, and Nightwing said he’d be home soon. He closed the com and
turned to Robin.
“You’re supposed to be off for ten days,” he said severely. “If that didn’t look like
the old ‘coolant bag wrapped around a nested bowl to keep the hot fudge sundae intact
coming up the flyline’ trick, you’d be grounded right now, young man.”
“What gave me away?” Robin asked.
“Just the hundred and sixty of those things I delivered over the years. I know the
location of every 24-hour Dairy Queen in the city. There’s one right down on 89th and
you came from that direction.”
“Yeah, well,” Tim murmured sheepishly.
“How’d it happen? Foozball? Arm wrestling?”
“Phoenix Ninja,” Tim answered.
“Bro!” Nightwing laughed, “A videogame, you lost on a video game. You
dishonored the mantle by losing to Batgirl on a video game?!”
“If you delivered a hundred and sixty of these losing at foozball, sounds like I’m
holding up the tradition of the mantle just fine, Bro.”
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“Why I oughta,” Nightwing grumbled jokingly as he stood. “She’ll be back any
second, so I’ll leave you to the groveling. Tell her tomorrow night, we’ll meet up on
the Moxton building at ten sharp.”
“Will do, Bro.”
“Phoenix Ninja,” Nightwing said, firing a line and swinging into the night.
“Foozball,” Robin shook his head sadly.

::This is Oliver Queen, I’m not in right now so leave your name and measurements and I’ll
get back to you—unless you’re not a hot woman, in which case how did you get this number…::
Dinah hung up without waiting for the beep. She felt ashamed for even dialing the
number, ashamed and foolish. He would never change. “Leave your name and
measurements,” he would never change! She once joked his answering machine message
should be “Look, you can’t prove it’s mine. I’m not taking any kind of test, so don’t call
back—beep!”
Barbara and Stephanie had laughed, but Dinah herself, despite her bright smile,
didn’t really feel like laughing. It was the kind of joke you made to pretend you didn’t
care. The fact was he cheated, time after time. He would cheat again, too. If they tried
again, he would cheat again. Some pretty thing would come along, and he’d flirt and
cajole and be Mr. Wonderful. She’d find it charming; they usually did the first time
around. And that would be that. Not a thought to any promises made, no thoughts of
loyalty or love, of the good thing he was wrecking—or the good woman he was
hurting. Just a chance to fire off his arrow –patoinggg– that’s all he’d think of, the rat.
That’s what would happen, she KNEW that’s what would happen, why was she
even THINKING of calling him?
She went back to her dinner, cold by now, but she liked the Szechuan spice better
that way. She picked out a large chunk of chicken with her fingers and bit into it
thoughtfully.
Did she just call because she was lonely? Was she that pathetic?
Or was it Ollie himself that she missed?
She threw the rest of the chicken back into the carton and then crossed her arms
angrily.
It was all such a mess. Such a hopeless, impossible mess.
Her eye fell on the fortune cookie in its wrapper, and in a burst of rage she smashed
it viciously with her fist, rupturing the plastic and sending a spray of crumbs in all
directions.
“Great,” she mumbled, feeling more of a fool than before as she herded the crumbs
into a neat pile at the edge of the table and then swept them gently into her free hand
for disposal.
The fortune itself sat unread and unnoticed on the remains of the wrapper.
Before you can see the light, you must deal with the darkness.
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CHAPTER 6: KNIGHTMARE
Barbara awoke the next morning in a cold, empty bed. After a brief search, she
found her husband asleep on the sofa with their cat, Bytes, and a “Love the Librarian”
mug balanced on his stomach. The cat’s nose was nestled inside the mug, and Barbara
guessed she had finished whatever hot milk had remained there. She took the mug
delicately from Dick’s fingers and then tussled his hair.
“I can explain!” he gasped, scaring the cat, who promptly decided his left shoulder
provided the quickest way off the couch and swiftly used it as an escape ramp. Dick’s
eyes darted around, fell on Barbara’s amused smile, and he relaxed. “Nightmares,” he
explained.
“Would have been my guess,” Barbara answered, waving the mug. “Want to talk
about it?”
“Well, Bruce came back. It was like: you know those old Kaufman and Hart plays
with all the lunatics and crazy eccentrics running around in different subplots? It all
builds to this explosion of absolute chaos at the end of Act II, just when the bank
examiner, the cops, or the stodgy future in-laws walk through the door.”
Barbara chuckled. “Dick, you’re doing a wonderful job managing the team,” she
assured him. “You really don’t need to be worrying what Bruce is going to say when
he gets back.”
“Azrael and Jean Paul were fighting a duel over Cassie, Tim had been greened or
hatted or something and was running around to all the rogues taking orders for ice
cream deliveries, Whiskers and Nutmeg were stuck in the case with Jason’s old
costume, Nigma comes in wearing a chef’s hat asking where Alfred keeps the muffin
pans, Bruce looks over the whole thing, glares at me, and asks why the giant penny is
sitting in the driveway.”
With effort, Barbara kept her light chuckle from erupting into a full belly laugh.
“Well it’s all over now, Puzzlemuffin, ELFIN FIZZLE PUN.”
“What?” Dick blinked.
“FUN FUZZ MIZZLE PUFF,” Barbara repeated flirtatiously, batting her eyes—which
suddenly had question marks in them. “LUMPEN PLUME MUZZLE,” she purred
seductively, as her entire body, apart from the gold question marks in her eyes,
blushed into Oracle-green.
“Nuzzle Puff!” Dick gasped, sitting up in bed with a start. His heart was pounding
and he’d twisted the bedsheet into a tight coil, but apart from those details, everything
was fine. The bed next to him was empty, though; Barbara must already be up.
He found her in the living room, a book in her lap that she couldn’t read because
Bytes was curled in it. She was petting the cat sadly, and looked up at him.
“Couldn’t sleep,” she said simply.
Dick’s eyes narrowed.
“Because of her,” he growled disapprovingly.
“I don’t know what you mean,” Barbara answered, turning her chair and wheeling
towards the kitchen.
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Dick followed, undeterred.
“Babs, I know you had words with Black Canary last night. Son of great detective,
remember; remember who trained me? Com was tied up right around midnight, and
after that you sounded funny. Preoccupied, like something was bothering you. Now
you want to tell me what happened or let it stew?”
“I gave her an out of town assignment, that’s all,” Barbara declared, spooning cat
food into Bytes’s bowl.
“And?” Dick prompted.
“And nothing. She complained about it. She always complains now, about
everything.”
Dick’s eyes darkened into a Bat-like interrogation glare.
“Everybody complains. Tim grumbles about extended patrols, and Cass gets that
defiant little head-tilt, Jean Paul evidently squabbles with Az, and Helena probably
curses under her breath. You tap your fingernail on the wristrest when Bruce does
something you don’t like. Heck, even Alfred probably has some secret butlerish form
of protest, like not putting a doily under the dinner rolls or something.”
“And what do you do?” Barbara smiled.
“Make jokes mostly,” Dick admitted. “Point is, everybody grumbles about work,
Barbara, but not everybody upsets you to where you’re losing sleep over it. Tell me
what happened on the Com last night; what did the bitch do now?”

Jean Paul awoke in a cold sweat.
“Az?” he called out, forgetting he didn’t need to speak to the angel out loud. “Az,
where are you and what are you doing?”
Go back to sleep, Mortal. You have not rested long enough to restore your human
faculties.
“Azrael, we’ve talked about the dreams. You don’t sleep. You don’t dream.
Whatever you do to pass the time while I sleep tends to come out in my dreams. I’ve
gotten used to the sword fights clanking away back there while I’m in a rowboat trying
to ask Sally Fellingbrook to the prom. I got used to the one sitting in the lecture hall at
MIT, realizing I’m in my underwear, and then when Professor Whitman tells me to
stand and complete the equation on the board, hearing you booming about “a swift
stroke of Divine Flame to purge the heresy from your soul!” I’ve even adjusted to the
one where I’m stuck in that hole at the back of the Batcave, like Winnie the Pooh with
Batman and Nightwing, Robin and the rest of them underneath all pulling on my legs,
Bane and half the rogues in Gotham above ground pulling on my arms, and what are
you doing, Az? You’re stepping through “The Devotion to the Most Glorious St.
Dumas by Way of the Sword.” But I’m used to it, all of it. But this? This was—this
was—kinky! This was perverse! Huntress and the arrow and the sword and the
purple teddy, with the wind blowing up the, y’know. And Catwoman and Charlotte—
Was that Nightwing with Charlotte from Sex and the City? Az, this whole thing has
gotten completely out of hand.”
Calm yourself, Mortal. Human dreams are a necessary—
“It’s out of control, Az. This whole thing. We’ve got to settle it. It’s that simple.”
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Dinah Lance had never been a superstar in the kitchen, but she liked baking.
Cooking a meal was drudgery, but baking something simple, like scones from a mix,
that was something she always enjoyed, a wonderful way to relax after a rough case.
When they were together, Ollie was the serious cook, almost as impressive in the
kitchen as he was in the field. He introduced her to the relaxing properties of the
kitchen. They used to do it all the time, him making a complex chicken carciofi while
she cut up potatoes, he’d splash some wine over the chicken and offer her a taste, pull
her in when she reached for the bottle, say “Not so fast, Pretty Bird” and kiss her with
the sweet tang of chardonnay clinging to his moustache.
It wasn’t the same now, of course, cooking on her own. But it had become a habit, a
way to decompress after a rough case.
And this had been a rough case. Internet porn, for godsake! At first, she thought it
was a joke, and not ha-ha funny but how-ridiculously-psychotically-Brucelikevindictive-was-everybody-going-to-get funny. She’d blown up at Barbara when she
got the assignment: It was bad enough that they sent her out of town as much as they
could and had Batgirl keeping tabs on her whenever they couldn’t. She was a member
of the Justice League, how dare they, how dare they presume to send that little girl to
tail her like she was some kind of witless CRIMINAL! And NOW, now the great
cyber-goddess Oracle had come up with a new cheap, petty way to insult her—let’s
send her to Canada to investigate Internet porn. Ha-ha-ha, Barbara, I’ll bet you and
Dickie-the-dick were up all night cooking this one up!
It was a childish outburst, a bitter and humiliating outburst, and Dinah realized the
moment the words left her lips that she’d lost control. But rather than answer in kind,
Oracle had only waited quietly until the venom spent itself, and then she waited a
moment longer—either collecting herself, or else making sure Dinah had really
finished.
..::We’ll obviously have some personal matters to discuss when this is finished,::.. the crisp
Oracle voice said calmly over the receiver. ..::Right now, a man named Waters, an architect
and father of two living in the suburbs outside Keystone, was sent an email by a coworker. The
email contained a link to a video on a website in which his daughter who ran away a year ago
last November was ‘appearing.’ He contacted INSIDER, one of those TV news magazines, and
they assigned one Harold Piskiter, an investigative journalist, who tracked the website as far as
a ‘data center’ in Canada and hasn’t been seen since. Now if the disappearance and possibly the
kidnapping or murder of a journalist is beneath Black Canary, seeing as you’re a former
member of the Justice League and all, then I’ll give the assignment to someone else.::..
“No,” Canary answered abashed. “I’ll… take the case. Barbara I-”
..::Good. Transmitting the details to your com now. Oracle out.::..
Dinah paused her recollections to test the consistency of the scone batter. It seemed a
little sticky, which was how she liked it. She loaded a healthy dollop onto the fork and
dropped it onto the waiting baking sheet.
“Who do you think you are?” a voice graveled accusingly from the window.
Dinah slammed down her spoon angrily. “Don’t come into my home uninvited,
okay, Dick? And don’t stand there talking to me like I’m some criminal you’ve rousted
or—”
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Something stopped her from speaking. Her voice simply seized, mid-word, and not
from any telepathic pulse or mystical stripping of powers, but from a look. A look of
such loathing and disgust, a look of absolute primal hatred. Nightwing pointed to his
temple.
“See this, this is a mask,” he said gruffly, “Mask on, it’s Nightwing. It’s business; it’s
not personal. If I decide to be personal in my dealings with you, I take off the mask,
and then you can call me Dick. That’s the kind of distinction and respect I was taught,
because I was taught how to live in this life, taught by the best. Taught by a man of
honor and integrity, a man you betrayed.”
Again Dinah tried to speak, but found her voice was utterly frozen.
“Just like that cheating Ollie of yours. No loyalty. Not a thought to the good thing
you were wrecking or the good people you hurt.”
No longer in her kitchen, Dinah found herself back at the old satellite Watchtower,
the Oracle hologram hovering before her.
“So Ollie cheated on you,” Barbara’s voice said mockingly. “You don’t deserve any
better, Dinah. You’re a coward. You were a weak, miserable coward when you didn’t
take a stand on Dr. Light. You were a weak, miserable coward when you attacked
Bruce, when he did what you wouldn’t. You’ve been a weak, miserable coward every
day since, pretending. Hiding from yourself what a corrupt, deceitful coward you
really are…”
Dinah found her voice at last, erupting into a fierce, uncontrolled canary cry that
echoed off every surface in the satellite as the whole structure began to shake
uncontrollably. Only the Oracle hologram remained still and stable, as computer
consoles sparked and bits of support beams fell from above.
“Taught by a man of honor and integrity,” Nightwing’s voice repeated in a deep,
ominous voice not overwhelmed by her canary cry. “A man none of you are good
enough to serve with, no matter what kind of powers you have.”
On the word ‘powers,’ Dinah felt her cry fall back into her throat, choking her. Her
chest heaved, and she found herself bolting upright in bed, the ‘canary cry’ sensation in
her throat transformed into a tense ball of nausea. She raced to the bathroom, heaved a
few times, and then made her way, weak-kneed back to the bed. She sat for maybe a
minute in a daze of cold-sweat and self-loathing. Then she took a deep breath, stood,
and got dressed.

Azrael located Huntress staking out a Goth club in the East Village.
There she is, Mortal, he said stoically. But I warn you again, this plan is not sound.
No, no it’s not, Jean Paul agreed. She’s going to think I’m the freakiest psycho she ever
made the mistake of having coffee with, and I’ll never hear from her again.
Then why are you resigned to this course of action, knowing it is doomed to fail?
Nightwing, that’s why. Nightwing and Catwoman. Assured mutual destruction, Az, that’s
where we are now, thanks to you and your Nightwing-slept-with-Huntress maneuverings. If I
think of Catwoman while I’m with Helena, you’ll produce thoughts of Nightwing’s lips
touching Helena’s—ew, oh, my eyes, don’t even go there, damnit, Azrael. And that’s it; if that
happens, we’re both out of the game. She’s gonna be laying there all by herself, and if you think
the bat clan can hold a grudge over something like a mindwipe—ha.”
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I fail to grasp the analogy, Mortal.
Assured mutual destruction, Az; like Tic-Tac-Toe and Global Thermonuclear War, the only
winning move is not to play.
I concede that something of a stalemate has been reached. Nevertheless, asking the
lady to ‘choose’ seems to be a flawed course of action.
Yeah. Yeah it is, Az. Because we’re going to have to tell her the whole thing: the Order of
Dumas, the System… Right now, she thinks I’m a guy in a mask who can kick butt. An hour
from now she’s going to think I’m Norman Bates.
…
Unless you’ve got a better idea, Az.
Mortal, as you well know, I am gifted with the sum knowledge of the Order of St.
Dumas. That wisdom, regrettably, is rather spotty where women are concerned.
Something you might have considered before you stuck your nose into my lovelife.
Such recriminations are pointless, Mortal. You should take it as a mark of the
lady’s charms that my interest was piqued as it was, and a compliment to your own
taste and judgment in choosing such a woman.
She is something, Jean Paul agreed. She quotes the Godfather in bed, Az. That’s what we
modern men call ‘a keeper.’
That was the part about ‘ leaving the sword’—
And bringing the cannoli, yeah. What a woman, huh?
Indeed.

Oliver Queen kicked the door angrily when it didn’t open far enough in response to
his furious pushing.
“Damn damnit damn,” he growled.
“That famous temper,” an amused, familiar voice cooed behind him. “I’ve missed
you, Ollie.”
He started, seeing that he had an unexpected visitor.
“Pretty Bird,” he smiled approvingly. “You’re looking good.”
“What set you off?” she asked while he ushered her in and switched on the lights.
“I taped the Rebels game,” he growled anew, “Going through hoops all night to
avoid hearing the score or any details. Last thing coming home, I stopped to gas up the
cycle, and this blasted Officer Chattybadge spouts off the whole thing—lost in
overtime—damn fascists.”
“Poor Ollie,” Dinah laughed, then as she went on, she segued into an uncanny
impersonation. “But since when you care about sports? I thought they were all ‘a
bunch of Neanderthals trying to prove their manhood in grotesque displays of oneupsmanship, nothin’ but a Who’s-Got-The-Bigger-Swinging-Johnson contest.’”
“They are,” he nodded crossly, although he was pleased she remembered his bluster
in such detail. “Besides which, free agency ruined the goddamn game,” he added.
“But I had a few dealings with one of the players last year, Pellosovich, his son was
kidnapped. Decent guy. Been following a bit since then.
He looked her over again, annoyance forgotten.
“You’re still a slooow drink of whiskey, pretty lady.”
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Dinah’s cheeks glowed. She felt better in those ten seconds than she had in months.
“So how’s Gotham; want some wine?”
“Um, sure,” she said lightly. “Gotham’s, you know, the same.”
“Same as what, Berlin in the thirties?”
“Not exactly,” Dinah said softly.
Ollie looked up sharply. His remark was the norm; her reaction was not. There was
no smiling roll of the eyes, no dismissive smirk; there was an undercurrent.
“What’s the fascist done now?” he asked, handing her a glass of chardonnay. “Usual
decrees about his city, or has he moved on to strip searches and wiretapping.”
“No, it’s nothing,” she hedged. “And not Bruce.”
“’Nothing’ and ‘not Bruce’ are two entirely different things,” he pointed out sagely.
“’Nothing’ means nothing is wrong in Gotham and you just came to see me because
you missed the incomparable Queen charm. ‘Not Bruce’ means there is something
wrong that doesn’t happen to involve Bruce this particular time around.”
He affixed her with that lovely, loving gaze that told a woman she could confide her
innermost secrets to this sincere, caring soul. When he spoke next, Dinah knew the
voice would match the eyes, a tender, loving caress.
“What happened?” he asked gently.
“It’s Barbara. Well, Dick too, but Barbara is the one that stings…”
She told the whole story, being sent out of town so often since the mindwipe came
out. Then this new case she’d been given, internet porn, how she’d blown up at
Barbara, how she’d… she’d completely lost control of herself and screamed at Oracle
like a brat throwing a tantrum or some kind of raving psychopath.
Ollie frowned.
“Go on,” he said simply.
“She didn’t punch back,” Dinah said, ashamed. “She waited, either collecting herself
or making sure I was done spitting venom.”
“Don’t tell me,” he said, taking a healthy swig of wine, “she’s disappointed in you.”
“I’m disappointed in myself, Ollie. I’ve been running from it for months and that
was the last straw, it all came pouring out.”
“As well it should, damn Bats and his harping on the past. You’ve every right to be
pissed, Dinah.”
“Do I? It was a real case, Ollie. TV news show had a guy investigating the porn; he
followed a lead to Canada and disappeared. Turns out he’s dead. It was a real case,
and I bit Barbara’s head off because I assumed it was a punishment. Why do you think
that was, Ollie? Why do you think I’m expecting to be punished by the bat clan?”
He ran a hand gently through her hair. He looked at her critically for a long
moment, stroking her hair soothingly, but behind the tender manner, wheels were
turning and a debate raged.
“Which answer do you want, Dinah? You said you’ve been running from it, well
here it is, turn and face it: You never really know who you are in this world until you
have your illusions stripped away. Then you give up, or you step up. It was a League
decision and the League acted on it. I happen to think they made the wrong choice,
and so do you. But that was the vote, and that’s what we did. And now you come
here with this story and ask why you’re expecting to be punished, and there are two
answers. Do you want to give up, or step up?”
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“Step up,” she said decisively.
“Shit,” Ollie cursed.
Dinah raised an eyebrow.
“I hoped you’d say give up,” he said. “Give up answer is: ‘Because they’ve all got
sticks so far up their asses that they’re tasting wood. If they can’t get past it and see all
the good you’ve done, then screw’em. Come back to Star City, where you’ll always
have a home, you’ll always be welcome, and you’ll always be accepted.’”
“I see,” Dinah said with a smile.
He refilled her glass.
“It is appealing,” she admitted.
He refilled his own.
“And if I came back, how long would it be before I found you in bed with three
groupies and a bottle of Stoli?”
“Stuck in the past, just like a Bat,” Ollie grumbled, emptying his glass in a series of
urgent gulps.
“What’s the step up answer, Oliver?”
“Remember Seattle?” he said musingly, “We’d get in around three, get naked, put on
the TV, channel 6 had those Murphy Brown reruns back to back until six.”
“Yeah, I remember.”
“Remember the one where the distinguished older anchor had a laughing fit on the
air?”
“No, I don’t really remember the shows, Ollie. Just the quiet time, cuddling ‘til
dawn.”
“You should remember this one. It’s important. Jim, the old anchor, has to report a
news story that Bush got a bee sting in his fat republican tuckus. Typical sitcom,
everybody else has their yuks when the story’s coming off the wire, but he won’t. He
thinks it’s undignified. So he goes on the air and cackles like a hyena. Then he goes
into hiding because he thinks that’s the only thing people will remember about him,
that one moment in his long distinguished career. His friends eventually find him and
talk him out of it, because if he quits now, that is the only thing anybody will
remember. That’s why you’ve got to step up, Dinah. You’ve done a lot of good in the
Birds and in the League. You quit now ‘cause of this, then it’s gone. Cancelled out.
This is all you ever were.
“The give up answer is they need to get over it. The step up answer is you do. You
haven’t really faced up to it ‘til now, Dinah. What we did, what it means. Well, now
it’s out there. No more illusions for anybody, them or you. The question is if you can
rebuild those relationships, now, as this new person—that still looks like a slow drink
of whiskey, by the way.”

When Azrael first showed up, Huntress was glad of the company. She explained
how she learned of the Goth club from one of her students. Several boys had new
tattoos that were more disturbing than the usual stuff meant to raise parental ire. She
had nothing solid, no real evidence of drugs or a gang or… or anything really, but
something seemed wrong, so she was keeping an eye on it.
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Azrael spoke admiringly of her instincts, truly the greatest attribute any crimefighter
or crusader might possess, and not one that could be learned either. While instinct
could be improved through training and experience, the raw ability was a gift of
nature.
“Since it’s all surveillance at this point,” Jean Paul said pointedly, “no fighting on the
horizon or any other activity that relates to crimefighting, I figured this would be a
good time to talk.”
“Oh shit,” Helena hissed softly.
Within Jean Paul’s mind, Azrael pounced on the unfavorable reaction.
Listen well, Mortal, the lady has no interest in your declarations. She undoubtedly
wishes to focus all her energies on the righteous task before us.
Jean Paul ignored the outburst.
“It’s not that kind of talk,” he said gravely. “I wanted to explain what Azrael really
is, and then if that doesn’t weird you out too much, I’ve got an important question to
ask…”
Ten minutes—and 800 years—later, Jean Paul concluded his story.
“So when my father died, Azrael emerged just like always. I didn’t want to be an
assassin, tried to ‘buck the system.’”
Helena chuckled and beneath the Azrael helmet, Jean Paul’s mouth dropped open.
“You’re the first person ever to laugh at that joke,” he said with a pleased timidity.
“I know a thing or two about fathers and the family business, remember?” she
reminded him with a grin.
Jean Paul smiled back even though she couldn’t see it under his helmet. She really
was a kindred spirit. Maybe, just maybe, this could work out after all.
“Anyway, everybody knows the next part. I tried standing in for Batman, and the bat
mantle and the System didn’t exactly mesh. But that’s when Azrael started to seem
like something ‘different’ from me, separate… Back then it was an actual apparition, in
the armor, talked like my father. I know that sounds really nuts… I guess it kinda
was.”
He grew quiet and waited for some kind of response.
None came.
Within his head, Azrael had gone quiet as well, and Jean Paul had never felt quite so
alone.
“Anyway, after, y’know, Batman, I thought of Az as a, a kind of program, bunch of
mandates and psychological conditioning, all programmed into my head. But then
little over a year ago, I started to see it differently. He likes different movies than I do,
different pizza toppings, even different video games. He’s not a program, he’s more
like a person… that just happens to live in my head.”
“I see,” Helena said carefully.
“No, you don’t. I know I sound crazy. But the fact is, Az is a separate person—and
we both like you. And, well, we kinda need you to choose.”
“Choose?”
“Who you want to be with.”
“Be… with,” she repeated.
“Yeah. Like to date ‘n’ stuff.”
“You mean fucking,” she said flatly.
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“Uh, that too,” Jean Paul squeaked.
“Okay, well, I’m going to think this over and I’ll get back to you,” Helena answered
sweetly.
“Mhm. Okay, g’bye then,” Jean Paul said with sad resignation. “It was really
special, Helena. I don’t regret a moment of it.”
Helena sucked in her cheeks, squelching the impulse to deny she was breaking off
the affair.
“Goodbye, Jean Paul,” she said graciously. “It was a good night, and I, I’m glad I got
to know you.”
Jean Paul turned to go, and then Azrael turned back.
“I too found it a privilege and delight to know a woman of such estimable quality,”
he pronounced grandly.
“How… nice?” Helena managed as he took her hand and bowed over it formally.
Again he turned to go.
“That man leaving the club,” Huntress announced suddenly, “He has the same
tattoo as my student.”
Azrael returned to her side and peered off the edge of the roof. There was a faint
whirring sound as the lenses in his helmet changed focus.
“A skull warrior bent over the body of a vampire courtesan, it is the Kult der
Schwarzen Freiheit, but they were dissolved centuries ago and their mark has not been
seen since.”
“Well, kids will do all kinds of sophisticated research for their own purposes,”
Huntress explained drawing on Helena’s classroom expertise. “It’s only if you try and
drill the Treaty of Paris into their heads that you can’t get them to read five pages.”
“Yeah, but if they’ve been gone for centuries,” Jean Paul pointed out, “then it’s not
something you could just Google.”
“You never know what turns up in Wikipedia,” Helena mentioned, “Especially if it’s
mentioned in a comic book or something.”
“Nay,” the Azrael voice boomed dismissively, “The mortal is ‘a geek,’ remember. If
the Kult der Schwarzen Freiheit showed up in comic book, video game, or science
fiction/fantasy novel, he would know of it.”
“Hmmm,” Huntress said thoughtfully.
“Let us confront the individual that wears the mark and compel him to tell us where
he got his tattoo,” Azrael began, then shifted tone. “Or maybe it’d be faster if you ask
him, nicely, y’know. Beautiful woman goes up to a guy and admires his ink, he’s
ready to brag a bit, don’t you think?”
“That could work,” Huntress said smoothly.
“It could indeed,” Azrael agreed.
“Beautiful, eh?” Helena asked with a blush.
“Gorgeous,” Jean Paul affirmed.
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CHAPTER 7: HOME IS A NAME
The Gotham Times and the Farmer’s Almanac agreed that sunrise would occur at
6:32. At 6:22, Raoul pushed his coffee cart into position at the east side entrance to
Robinson Park. At 6:25, he switched on the heating element to boil water for that first
pot. And at 6:29, as the sky began to glow a hazy cherry gold, he remembered the
fortune cookie. He rummaged in his pocket, found the slip he’d kept from the
previous night’s kung pao, and tacked it to the side of his cart, right above the price
list. It read: Home is a name, a word, it is a strong one; stronger than magician ever spoke, or
spirit ever answered to.

For a man like Bruce Wayne, there was no experience quite like returning to
Gotham. The city had a quality like no other, an intensity, so many people, so many
lives, so much emotion, ambition, anxiety and vigor, packed so densely into such a
confined space. It produced something, an energy that hung in the air, an essence of
pure distilled humanity.
Whenever Bruce left Gotham, even for a short time, he felt the drop off. Other cities,
whatever their charms, felt dead to him. That aura of charged human energy was so
thin, almost non-existent. Arthur once likened “surface life” to mountain climbing: if
someone lived their whole life in an oxygen tent and then climbed to the highest peak
in Colorado. They could live, they could function, they could even enjoy the view, but
they couldn’t help noticing the vacant thinness of the air. Each breath adding to that
vague sense of emptiness: something is missing. That’s what life out of the water was
like for Aquaman—and that was very much what the world outside Gotham was for
Bruce. Xanadu and the time alone with Selina was fulfilling in other ways. But coming
home to Gotham was still coming home to Gotham. That palpable intensity
everywhere, pervading every building, every street, and every person. To Bruce, it
wasn’t a good vibration or a bad one, it simply was. It was the norm, that powerful
aura –GOTHAM– surrounding him on every side.
Bruce wasn’t conscious of the phenomenon, he merely walked, briskly, from the
coffee cart towards Wayne Enterprises, feeling pleasantly balanced, centered, and
energized as the excited buzz of the city pulsed around him. Parking so far uptown
was unusual for him and a trifle absurd. There was a garage beneath Wayne Plaza
reserved for Wayne employees. It was ridiculous parking all the way up 59th Street just
to stop at Raoul’s “Kafe-Kart” for an espresso. But Bruce was feeling nostalgic.
Returning to Xanadu with Selina evoked memories, a flood of memories, good
memories—which was somewhat astonishing for Bruce, for whom remembering the
past was seldom a pleasant exercise.
So he had stopped at the cart just as he had that morning… that morning. The
woman from the stage of the Hijinx Playhouse, the woman the program called Selina
Kyle, the woman he knew from a thousand encounters was the real Catwoman, lived
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in an apartment across from the park and that cart. She regularly came down for a
morning coffee; it was the one way to approach her anonymously.
The woman the program called Selina Kyle… There was no reason to think that was
her real name (although she might be just brazen enough to use it)… she still lived in
the apartment she’d kept during the run of Cat-Tales, she hadn’t moved or
disappeared after the show closed. It was the one way he could approach her
anonymously and without a mask.
The woman the program called Selina Kyle… After the coffee, Bruce had stopped
and bought a newspaper while he waited. …The woman the program called Selina
Kyle… Batman too found himself calling her Selina in their encounters since Cat-Tales,
and she responded naturally enough. She’d never corrected or discouraged it. So…
Selina. Selina Unknown, possibly-Kyle, likely but unconfirmed, still lived in the
apartment building across from the park and regularly came down to the cart for a
morning coffee. It was the one way Batman could approach her anonymously and
without a mask (for Batman, ‘anonymously’ meant without a mask). And this needed
to be anonymous; this needed to be Selina and not Catwoman. He had to make that
clear before opening that door. If they were going to do this, then all parts of her life
were open for—
If they were going to do this.
It was crazy. Every time since that first kiss, every time that he’d considered the
possibility, his saner, sensible self made him see reason: It was weak, it compromised
the Mission, it was allowing his desires to override his judgment. Catwoman was a
thief; none of that had changed. Why was he suddenly standing there in his civilian
identity, sipping a coffee and waiting to slip a note in her purse?
What had happened? What had taken Catwoman from this very private dream in a
very private corner of his thoughts into the part of his mind that dealt in hard, practical
reality? He was really doing this. He was standing there with a note in his pocket,
having observed her routine and devised a workable strategy for delivering it
undetected. He was delivering a note summoning her to a rendezvous with Batman
that served no purpose towards the Mission, no purpose whatsoever except to… to get
to know her better. Even as he was preparing to set his plan in motion (with all the
confidence and determination with which Batman approached everything), a part of
him couldn’t quite believe he was doing it.
It was at that moment in the past, when his thoughts had twisted themselves into
this impossible logic knot, that Selina Kyle appeared from under the canopy in front of
her building, heading straight for the coffee cart. In the present, the doorman stood
alone at his post, fidgeting like he wanted a cigarette. In the present, Bruce took a last
sip of coffee, and that most private corner of his mind, a corner he would never fully
admit existed, called his former self a jackass.

It was a short and pleasant walk to Wayne Enterprises. Bruce’s mood was only
slightly dimmed by the incident with the keycard…
This morning he’d awakened in an empty bed, no Selina beside him or across the
hall exercising in her suite. Alfred had brought a tray with only one cup of coffee, one
newspaper, no pastry. It was hard not to think of the past when that was the norm.
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Downstairs in the dining room, a loose-leaf sheet from a daily planner sat next to his
plate, with his appointments written out in Alfred’s meticulous handwriting—no
similar sheet rested across the table where Selina would sit. Alfred would not suggest
a dinner menu for Bruce’s approval; he would simply fix whatever he thought best.
Around 7 o’clock, he’d begin nagging Bruce to eat it and would continue most nights
until Batman left for patrol. It was the old routine: No pastry on the breakfast tray, no
menus, eating alone, returning from patrol to an empty cave and an empty room and
an empty bed… It was hard not to think of the past when that was the norm. And
absorbed in those thoughts from the past, he’d fallen back into his old habit with the
keycard.
It was a holdover from the fop performance, fumbling absently with the card in the
reader. If he didn’t make a conscious effort now, he would automatically run it
through the wrong way—once, twice, then flip it to scan properly and gain admittance
to the executive floor. It came as a shock when he’d first abandoned the fop act and
discovered these lingering habits. He was halfway through the old keycard routine
before he even realized it. Even now he was fidgeting with a pen in a similar fashion,
while Lucius briefed him on the week’s business.
None of it was news. Bruce had downloaded several Wayne Enterprises and Wayne
Foundation reports, as well as the Batcave logs, to Wayne One and read over them on
the flight home. He preferred being prepared for catch-up meetings like this, and the
one to follow with Nightwing.
Bruce checked his watch subtly… he would give WE another three hours of his time,
then Bruce Wayne would “go to lunch” and he could meet Dick in the satellite cave.
“…other than Mrs. Ashton-Larraby,” Lucius was saying, “I was about to say you
owe me one there, Bruce; ‘the Ashton-Larraby experience’ was all you said. But I see
karma anticipated me. This last minute addition to your schedule, a lunch meeting.
Gail says the lady was quite—”
“No, no I can’t,” Bruce said, refocusing his attention hurriedly on Lucius’s last
words, “I… have a lunch appointment already.”
“I think you better break it. This Miss, eh… Lance, was quite insistent.”
“Lance?” Bruce asked, a subtle gravel deepening his voice.
“Yes,” Lucius checked his papers again. “Dinah Lance.”
“Made an appointment—to see me for lunch?” Bruce demanded.

“This started out a good day,” Bruce spat as the elevator door opened into the
satellite cave.
Dick performed a gymnastic twist in his chair at the workstation to smile a greeting
at his mentor, then returned his attention to the computer where he had been playing
Sudoku on the giant screen.
“Hey Puzzlemuffin,” he noted, shutting down the game. “I figured there was a
development when you said to get down here an hour early. Welcome back, by the
way. What’s up?”
“You tell me. Was there a Black Canary incident you and Barbara are keeping out of
the logs?”
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Dick raised an eyebrow.
“You’ve already read the logs,” he noted, shaking his head wearily. “Jesus, Bruce,
whatthe— Are you genetically incapable of leaving all this behind for a few days
without constantly checking in? Is it impossible for you to separate yourself for a few
measly days and take an honest-to-god—dare I say it—vacation? Or do you have to
ruin it for yourself and everyone else by still being ‘on the job’ even when you’re not
on the job? I mean, really, Bruce, what’s the point of taking a break in the first place if
all you’re going to do is worry about what’s going on or spend every ten minutes
checking up on how things are going back here? Or is that what this is about—you
having to check up on me; you not trusting me? Here I thought we were finally at a
place where you could leave town, go off to a nice tropical island somewhere and
boink your girlfriend like, y’know, a regular guy. But no, no, god forbid we leave Dick
in charge for a few days without checking up on things, he’s probably let the city get
overrun with giant hamsters or something.”
Bruce produced a severe Bat-glare—which was returned with one equally fierce—
and then he sighed.
“We are at that place,” he declared forcefully. “I did leave town. I did leave it all
behind for a few ‘measly’ days. I did leave you in charge. I did ‘boink’ my girlfriend,
as a matter of fact—and incidentally she sent a package for Barbara that you’re
supposed to take home with you. And, Richard, I did not find it necessary to check up
on you. It’s a long flight back. I pulled your logs and Lucius’s reports and read them on
the plane. Do you think I was ‘checking up’ on him too? Do you think I don’t trust
Lucius Fox by this point?”
Dick’s glare downshifted, but he didn’t speak.
“It wasn’t a question of trust. I prefer knowing as much as I can before these catchup briefings,” Bruce said, answering the question that had only silently been asked.
“Makes for a shorter meeting.”
“Well,” Dick sighed.
Bruce’s lip twitched.
“Puzzlemuffin,” he noted dryly.
“Oh man, that was an all-time low,” Dick grumbled lightly, defensiveness forgotten
and a trace of his old Robin persona taking its place. “I mean I thought that time with
Catwoman when my voice cracked was as weird as it could get—and by the way, I still
don’t accept ‘it’s just teenage hormones’ on that one; that thing with the whip is vicious
and a guy wants to, y’know, have kids some day.”
“Dick, two things you might want to keep in mind,” Bruce said loosening his tie as
he settled in at the workstation, “First, I have heard all this before.”
“The whip thing is vicious,” Dick repeated under his breath.
“Second,” Bruce went on firmly, “I just got back from an extended vacation with the
lady in question, and she sent your wife a care package, so maybe you should just get
over it about ‘the whip thing.’”
Dick stared in wonder. The words themselves, the idea expressed, and even the
manner was not that extraordinary, not coming from anybody but Bruce. Even from
Bruce, they weren’t that exceptional—now. But at one time they would have been
impossibly light, teasing… and human.
“Have you ‘gotten over it?’” Dick asked with a wry grin.
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“I just got back from an extended vacation with the lady in question,” Bruce
repeated, a ‘between men’ undercurrent in his tone.
“Meow,” Dick noted dryly.
“So what’s the story with Black Canary?” Bruce asked in Batman’s gravel as he rose
from the chair and headed for the costume vault.
“I have no idea,” Dick replied, loud enough to be heard in the vault. “There’s
nothing in the logs because we officially had nothing to do with her while I was
leading the team. I know she and Barbara had words; Babs won’t tell me what was
said or what it’s about. I figured not really my business if it’s nothing to do with the
team.”
“That’s ‘officially,’” Batman said, exiting the vault in full costume apart from the
cowl and gloves. “What about ‘unofficially?’”
“I’m pissed that she upset Babs,” Dick said. “Beyond that, I really don’t give a
damn.”
“Okay, well, she’s coming here in 15 minutes,” Batman noted.
“What, WHY?” Dick gaped.
“I don’t know, but she called my office first thing this morning and made a lunch
appointment with Bruce Wayne.”
“What a nerve,” Dick growled bitterly.
“She and the others are prohibited from using any Justice League resources,
including the communications network. The OraCom is Barbara, and if she wanted to
give you two a wide berth…”
“I guess,” Dick admitted.
“Dick, it’s up to you, but I think you should stay and be a part of this conversation.”
He looked thoughtfully into the distance as he considered the idea.
“Yeah,” he said at last, thinking of the trapeze… You can’t climb a ladder twenty feet
into the darkness, reach out for that rope dangling from the top of the tent, swing from
that 1-1/2 inch of steel bar and then leap out into nothing without knowing those arms
will be there to catch you. Bruce was someone you knew, absolutely knew, would
catch you. Always. And Dick would honor that by making sure he was always there
for Bruce. “Yeah,” he repeated, nodding with grim resolve, “I’ll stay.”

Not having access to the private Wayne Penthouse elevator, Dinah entered the
satellite cave as she and the others always did, through an underground maintenance
passage between the 48th and 46th Street subway stations. She was discouraged but not
completely surprised to see that Dick was present, and also that Batman was in full
costume.
“I see Mr. Richard had to make sure he talked to you first,” she observed acidly.
“So did you, apparently,” Dick noted wryly.
Batman merely cleared his throat. Dinah ignored Dick and spoke directly to him.
“Catwoman was a thief, right? I know she’s a cat, no apologies and all that crap, but
she did steal, and that’s against the law and it hurt people, right? That emerald
necklace was all Mrs. Whoever had to remember her beloved Grandmother
Wilhelmina by, and now it’s gone and some lowlife somewhere has his dirty fingers on
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her memory. And we’re all fine with it. Because that’s not who Selina is anymore,
right? A person should be given the chance to set a new… damn… can’t think of the
word, I had it before when I rehearsed this.”
“Selina never pretended to be anything other than what she is,” Dick said, firm and
calm. “I don’t know about Batman, but the first time I saw her, she was downright
pissed—not that we accused her of stealing, but that we implied she was stealing
something cheap, pedestrian, and beneath her talents. Yeah, she was a thief, Dinah;
she not only admits that, she owns it.”
“What I mean,” Dinah insisted, now switching her focus back and forth between
Batman and Dick, “is that who you were is not necessarily who you are, or who you
will be. You accept that she’s changed when she stole for years. With me, this one
thing, this one stupid mistake that was years ago—”
“DON’T compare yourself to her!” Dick yelled. “This isn’t one mistake years ago,
you two-faced bitch. This is every day since then that you pretended to be one of us:
you pretended to be a big sister and a hero crimefighter, you pretended to be part of
this family, when you knew what you’d done, you conniving, backstabbing traitor!”
“And how long am I supposed to pay for it, huh Dick?!?”
“Well I don’t know, Dinah, how about we take how long you hung around since it
happened and multiply it by how long you WOULD HAVE GONE ON keeping your
guilty little secret if the truth hadn’t come out on its own! How about that long for
starters!”
“Enough,” Batman graveled with soft but insistent finality.
“Oh, here it comes,” Dinah exclaimed. “You let your attack dog call me every name
in the book, and now you come in all magnanimous like the voice of reason, right?
What is this, the ‘good cop/bad cop’ routine? This isn’t some bad 80’s cop show,
Bruce.”
“You’re not doing yourself any favors,” Batman observed. “That’s twice now. First
you go for the gut shot by invoking Selina’s name the way you did, which I can only
assume was a purposeful attempt to provoke me. Then, when Nightwing was the one
to respond, you shifted the crosshairs toward me again instead of responding to him.
Is this why you called my office at dawn insisting on an appointment; you wanted to
pick a fight?”
“I- What- No- I-”
Batman glared pitilessly.
“I wasn’t looking for a fight, but I was expecting to talk to you alone,” she insisted,
glaring daggers at Dick. Then she returned her attention to Batman. “Ollie said I
should confront you directly. He said they all follow your lead anyway, so—”
“That’s bullshit on a stick,” Dick replied spitefully. “And you’re one to talk about
following leads. Do you always do what your precious Ollie tells you, you traitorous
b—”
“Dick,” Batman growled at his former sidekick. “That’s enough.” He half-nodded his
head abruptly to the side, indicating that Dick should leave.
“I’ll be up in the penthouse,” Dick replied flatly after a tense moment.
They waited in silence until the elevator doors closed behind Dick, then Dinah
smiled contemptuously.
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“That was certainly an interesting display. Do you two practice that routine or does
it come natural?”
“Practice? Like that rehearsed diatribe about Catwoman you started out with?”
Batman intoned flatly without a hint of malice in his voice. “You may think that your
self-righteous indignation with Nightwing or any other member of my team is
justified, but when it comes to me, you lost that right the moment you took that vote.”
Another tense silence passed between them, then he slowly reached up and removed
his cowl.
“Queen doesn’t know as much as he thinks he does,” he declared finally. “He
doesn’t know Gotham, and he certainly doesn’t understand any of us. Your problem
with Barbara you have to settle with Barbara; I can’t do it for you.”
“And wouldn’t if you could,” she spat.
“No, that’s perfectly true,” Bruce answered, calmly refusing to be baited. “I gave
them all the choice to go on working with you or not as they chose once they had all the
facts.”
“They’re not ‘working’ with me. They rub it in every chance they get: out of town
assignments and all these subjects that nobody will talk about in front of me because
one thing leads to another and it’ll just remind everyone, ‘til pretty soon you’re
uncomfortable just saying good morning.”
“What did you expect?” Bruce asked. “Did you think if they chose to work with you
again it would all be the way it was before?”
“They shouldn’t have said they’d work with me if they didn’t mean it,” Dinah
insisted.
“If you’re getting assignments, they are working with you,” Bruce pointed out.
“They don’t trust me,” she said bluntly.
“Of course not. Why would they?” came the equally blunt reply.
“You don’t trust me either,” she noted.
The Bat-intensity spiked suddenly, but the tone remained calm and direct.
“No. Why would I?”
“So what am I supposed to do?” she asked, hands on hips.
He stared at her for a moment. “Well, obviously being obstinate and petulant hasn’t
worked, so maybe it’s time for a different approach.”
She glared back at him, then dropped her hands to her sides. “I don’t know what to
do.”
“Start from the beginning,” he said simply, his manner—had she but known it—
similar to that in which he’d first trained Dick.
“How am I supposed to work with people that won’t trust me?” Dinah asked,
complaint still in her voice, but a note of sincerity finally emerging underneath the
question.
“You can’t. You have to earn back our trust.”
Nightwing’s words from Dinah’s dream echoed back in her ears: I was taught how to
live in this life, taught by the best. There was no more grievance behind her next
question, only genuine curiosity.
“And how am I supposed to do that, Bruce?”
“The same way you did it the first time… only harder.”
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“I don’t know what that means,” she said wearily.
“Back in the early days of the League, back in your early days in the Justice Society,
you didn’t want to be accepted only because of your mother’s accomplishments. You
wanted to earn that trust on your own. But the only way to do that was to work with
those people that didn’t trust you. You’ve done it before; do it again.”
“But it’s completely different this time.”
“Of course it is. This time, you don’t have a blank slate. You’re not starting from
zero. You have debt to work off first. It’s the same process; but it’ll be harder this time.”
She sighed. She looked close to tears.
“That’s pretty much what Ollie said,” she murmured.
Bruce raised an eyebrow.
“He should know,” he noted.
“And what’s that supposed to mean?” Dinah asked archly.
“Only that, since the issue is trust, your own situation with Oliver might offer more
insight than I—or anyone else—can give you.”

Dick had never lived in the Wayne Penthouse as he had the manor. He never spent
much time there except for a brief period when he attended Hudson U, when he used it
as a quieter alternative to the dorm (with a well stocked refrigerator). He hadn’t seen
the penthouse since the night of his bachelor party, and he walked around it now
noting a number of small changes: paintings had new frames, some hung in different
locations, there were new throw pillows, different knickknacks, a spray of silk flowers,
and—almost as a signature on these alterations—a cocktail shaker that Barbara had
given Selina as a thank you for being a bridesmaid at their wedding.
The elevator pinged discreetly and Dick waited, expecting to hear Bruce’s heavy
tread on the marble floor of the foyer. Instead he heard a light, feminine step, and he
tensed; Dinah walked in, and he glared.
“Knock, knock,” she said with sarcastic cheer.
“Why don’t you give it up?” Dick asked without animosity. “You’re finished here.
You’ve wrecked it. Stop thinking some magical heart-to-heart conversation is going to
make it all better.”
She nodded thoughtfully.
“I know that now,” she said frankly. “I know it was unrealistic to think there was
any kind of shortcut or quick fix. Come to think of it, a quick easy fix is the way this
started, with Dr. Light and all.”
“You really want to be bringing that up?” Dick asked, arching an eyebrow.
“Yes, I do. I’m done running from it, Dick. As hard as it is, for me and everybody
else, I’m done being afraid of the subject. What we did was wrong. Most of us admit
that now. I know that’s not enough for you. It is a start. We, all of us that were a part
of the mindwipe, have to somehow come to grips with—”
“I don’t care about ‘all of you,’ or ‘most of you,’ Dinah. You were the one standing
next to her at our wedding. You were the one with her the night before too; she told
me about that, the crying jag, her last minute doubts. She told me you drove her to the
OB/GYN that day after the shooting too, when she found out she couldn’t have
children. So don’t stand there and say ‘all of us that were a part of the mindwipe.’ I
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don’t give a rat’s ass about Hawkman or Atom or your precious Ollie. It was you she
trusted, and through all of it you knew what you’d done to Bruce.”
Dinah blinked away a tear, said nothing for a long moment, then took a deep breath
and spoke.
“Ollie cheated on me seven times that I know about. I’m sure there were more; I just
don’t know the particulars. I stayed, and then I left, and then I went back—knowing in
my heart it would all end in tears—and it did. He cheated again and I left again,
around and around. So you see, Dick, I do understand a little that no pretty speech at
this point will make it all better. I’ve been on the receiving end too. I know nothing I
can say will make me someone that didn’t do what I’ve done.
“Ollie cheats, so he’s a cheater; he could and probably will cheat again. It isn’t
because he doesn’t care about me. Underneath it all he loves me and he’ll always love
me. But he cheats—because that’s who he is.
“I’m someone who voted to mindwipe Bruce. I stood there while it happened, and in
all the years since, I said nothing, did nothing. I am sorry, Dick, sorry it hurts you and
that it hurts Barbara. That is part of who I am.”
“Do you want me to say that underneath it all, Barbara loves you and always will?”
She shook her head.
“You don’t need to say it. I know that she does. I know this hurt her, and that my
behavior the past few months made it worse. And I know that under all that anger and
frustration and pain she still cares about me the same way I still care about Ollie, in
spite of everything.”
“I see,” Dick said. “Just checking: this isn’t the ‘pretty speech’ that you know won’t
magically fix everything?”
She nodded, picked up the cocktail shaker, and ran her finger around the sealed rim.
“I don’t drink much so I use mine as a bud vase,” she remarked. “Dick, I know the
only way to rebuild a relationship is with time and effort on both sides. I can do what
Ollie does, give Barbara some time, gently remind her now and then that I’m still here,
but leave her alone until she’s ready to let me back into her life. I can do that here,
working to get all of you to accept me again, or I can go back to Star City and see if I can
learn to trust Ollie again.”
“See, that’s the part I don’t get,” Dick stated bluntly. “Why would you go back to
that when you know it’ll only end up… No, never mind. I know why. It’s like you said:
Ollie’s the cheater, that’s just who he is. And you’re the one who takes him back time
and again. Because that’s who you are.”
Dinah nodded slowly but said nothing.
“But you have to know by now that Barbara’s not like that. She’s not just going to
accept you back like nothing ever happened.”
“No?” Dinah questioned. “She did with you.”
“With me? What are you…”
“Huntress.”
Dick glared at her, barely containing the explosion behind his eyes. “You know, for
someone who’s trying to get back into my good graces, you’re certainly hitting all the
wrong buttons.”
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“Maybe so,” she replied levelly. “But that still doesn’t change the fact that Barbara
did eventually accept you again, even after what happened with Helena. I know her
better than you think, Dick.”
“…”
“…”
“I know her better,” Dick said meaningfully. “And it took us a long time get to a
place where we were comfortable enough to even think about a relationship again.
And even now, it’s not the same as it was before. To this day, I still notice that hint of
distain and sadness in her voice when she says Helena’s name. Those divisions will
always be between us.”
“And I know things will never really be the same between her and me either. But I’m
willing to do whatever it takes to make her trust me again. Just like you did.”
“It took me years, living on my own in Bludhaven…”
“Which is why I’m choosing Star City—not because I don’t value my friendship with
Barbara or because I think it’s hopeless here in Gotham, but simply because a little
physical distance might help. And, there’s a better reward in Star City if I succeed.”
Dick inadvertently grunted, and then, disliking the sound, he enveloped it in a
cough.
“Seems like a reasonable decision,” he said politely.
“I figured you’d like it. Gets me out of your life, out of your field of vision… and out
of his city.”
“Actually, it wasn’t the aggrieved son talking but the contented husband. I do think
it’s better for everybody if you leave Gotham. But I also agree that a ‘good
relationship,’ maybe even a happy marriage, is the bigger carrot if you can pull it off.”
“I’ll come over tonight if I may, explain to Barbara.”
“Fair enough. I’ll be going out early, patrolling with Cassie these days.”
“Then I’ll say goodbye now.”
She offered her hand, Dick looked at it for a moment before shaking it. She held the
handshake and stared directly into his eyes.
“Dick, I’m sorry. I really am.” She finally released his hand before adding, “For
everything.”
He nodded tersely.
She attempted a weak smile. “I hope we can bury the hatchet, work together again
one day.”
“The hatchet, sure. Working together, I doubt it.”

Barbara had opened her “care package” from Selina, laid out the contents on the
table—and reminded herself sharply that this was not a puzzle clue from a theme
criminal but a present from a friend. A number of presents, actually, for the box
contained three pairs of sunglasses, a purple leather jacket, a belt with a large square
buckle, and a packet of bath salts.
She had amused herself looking for the sunglasses on the Internet, and located them
in the online catalogue for a prestigious Gotham department store. She was just
comparing the picture on the screen to the pair in her hand when Black Canary
arrived. Their greeting was tense and awkward, and Dinah began to wonder how she
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would possibly get through this… when her nervous jittering took her eyes past her
friend’s shoulder to the contents of the computer screen behind her.
“$200!” she gasped. “$200 for sunglasses; Barbara, are you crazy? That’s—Wow, I
didn’t even know they made ‘em like that. Since when do you shop at Bergdorf’s?”
“I don’t,” Barbara laughed. “Are you kidding me? These are a gift—from Selina.
Missoni, La Perla, YSL. In light of recent events, she’s decided they’re too ‘goggleish.’”
“Poor Kitty,” Dinah laughed.
“The jacket,” Barbara added, “despite being purple leather and a Roberto Cavalli, is
a zip-up and now strikes her as too similar to the black catsuit horror in the Post. Ditto
the belt with a big square buckle, that one’s Gucci… Gotta admit, the lady has taste.”
“Mmm,” Dinah noted, feeling the leather appreciatively. “And a billionaire
boyfriend. Too rich for my blood, that’s for sure. Quite a score for you.”
“It’s an ill-wind,” Barbara remarked, trying on a pair and examining her reflection in
the computer screen.
“What exactly happened to her anyway? All I heard was some kind of… anomaly?”
“Details are sketchy,” Barbara answered. “From what I gather, Wayne Manor was
ground zero for some sort of severe cross-dimensional instability. And for some reason
Selina had to enter a kind of alternate reality to stop it. The ‘alternate’ part involved a
costume not that different from the thing in the Gotham Post, and she’s quite
spectacularly unhappy about that. Hence the getaway with Bruce, bath salts from
Xanadu, and divesting herself of all worldly goods even vaguely resembling the
Gotham Post Cat.”
“But what was this alternate whatever?” Dinah exploded, burning with curiosity.
“What actually happened?”
“I don’t know,” Barbara said candidly. “Bruce told Dick and me what I’ve told
you—with the stipulation that it is considered Arcanum-confidential, on level with
secret identities and access to the Batcave confidential.”
Dinah whistled.
“Something sure went down then.”
“Yeah,” Barbara agreed. “Superman and Batman both sealed the file—independent
triple encryptions—can only be unlocked with the passwords transmitted from the
Batcave and the Fortress of Solitude simultaneously, they’re that serious.”
“Wow,” Dinah shook her head. Both women were silent for a moment, then Dinah
looked up and met her friend’s eyes for a tense count of five.
“Does this have anything to do with Zee losing her powers?” she asked pointedly.
Barbara turned her head thoughtfully, then answered just as pointedly.
“I don’t know.”
“If you did, would you tell me?”
Barbara studied her friend.
“It’s okay, Babs. You can tell me, straight up, if the answer is ‘no, no way in hell
would I trust a backstabbing traitor like you with intel like that.’”
Barbara answered with a sad blink-nod.
“Superman and Batman sealed the file,” she repeated. “If any of you don’t like that,
I’d say, given the history, you can lump it.”
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“Fair enough,” Dinah said, preparing to go. “I don’t know if Dick told you, I’m
going back to Star City. It’s time for a fresh start, and I’d rather do it there with Ollie.”
“Good. It’ll be good for both of you, I’m sure,” Barbara said politely. “I hope it
works out this time.”
“Yeah,” Dinah said.
“Yeah,” Barbara answered.
“This is it, then,” Dinah noted.
“Yes,” Barbara answered.
“Yes,” Dinah echoed.
After another strained moment, she sprang forward and enveloped her friend in a
long, warm hug.
“Be well, Barbara,” she whispered.
“You too, Dinah.”
Dinah turned to leave, then paused and turned back.
“Barbara, I… I’m…” she began weakly.
“Don’t,” Barbara cut her off. “I know, Dinah. I know. Go to Star City. And make that
man behave this time.”
Dinah nodded and moved toward the window. Barbara called after her.
“Wait! Honey, for heaven sake, I don’t need three sets of sunglasses. Take this pair,
souvenir of Gotham. Catwoman’s very own they’re-not-goggles-damnit designer
sunglasses.”
Dinah laughed, put them on, and meowed.
“Oh god, don’t do that,” Barbara chided, “Hon, maybe it’s the bird thing, but you
haven’t got the knack.”
“Just as well,” Dinah noted, heading out the window. “It’d just give Ollie an
aneurysm.”

Alfred brought a laden tray down to the Batcave, and with the reserve of a welltrained butler, hid his despair at finding Master Bruce already in costume standing
before a hologram map of the city, marking off points with a lightpen. The At-Large
list was open on the workstation monitor and the giant screen that loomed over the
cave.
“Just put it on the table, Alfred,” he mentioned casually.
“Dare one hope, sir, that Master Dick’s performance in tending to crimefighting
concerns in your absence was such that you might abandon your hologram for a few
moments and attend to the meal I have prepared.”
“Scarecrow is still at large,” Batman muttered. “So is Nigma, but there are no clues
pending that would indicate he’s active at the moment.”
“The steak sandwich is open-faced, and the butternut dumplings—served with
brown butter, parmesan, and sage, sir—as well as the green salad require the use of
utensils.”
“Nightwing is working with Batgirl; he thinks it would do her good to pursue the
Scarecrow case. He’s probably right, after toxin exposure, it’s wise to ‘get back on the
horse’ quickly. I would have liked to talk to her myself though.”
“I had expected, you see, to be serving in the dining room.”
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“What?” Bruce said, turning from the hologram to study his butler just as intently.
“Your dinner, sir. I fear it is not as ‘portable’ as you are accustomed to when eating
in the cave. I think you will find it worthwhile to come away from the lightmap, sit
down, and eat it properly.”
“I’ll get to it… shortly,” Bruce declared firmly.
“Of course, sir,” Alfred said mildly.
Bruce returned his attention to the hologram, then began speaking more
conversationally.
“Dick planned to check up on Bludhaven tonight, but evidently he can’t because of
patrolling with Batgirl… One of those bets, Robin and Batgirl, here we go again. So if
Nightwing goes to ‘Haven, she goes along and Robin won’t be able to deliver her ice
cream at the end of the night. Dick feels it’s worthwhile to give them that time
together.”
“You don’t approve, sir?”
Bruce considered this, walked over the tray and picked a bite of steak off the
sandwich with his fingers. Ignoring Alfred’s fierce glare of disapproval, he considered
it further while he chewed.
“It’s fine,” he decided at last. “It’s good for Cassie to have some kind of normal
relationships.”
“Agreed, sir, and yet you hesitated?”
Bruce helped himself to another bite of steak.
“There’s a fine line between accommodating a teenage flirtation and taking an
intrusive interest in personal matters that have nothing to do with crimefighting,” he
said. “One of Dick’s log entries regarding Azrael was—well, I’d suspect it was a joke if
he didn’t know better than to play pranks with the logs.”
“Indeed, sir. I would add that, were Master Dick to indulge in such pranks, surely
Mr. Valley would not be his chosen subject.”
“No,” Bruce agreed, selecting a dumpling.
Alfred picked the fork and napkin off the tray, polished the one with the other, and
then pointed it fixedly at Bruce like a surgical nurse presenting a scalpel. Bruce
glanced at it, took it, and savagely pierced several leaves of lettuce in the salad.
“Were there any other developments of note in Master Dick’s report, sir?”
“Harley Quinn’s taken up with a new player, the Monarch of Menace. No details
apart from the security footage from the bank they hit. It’s definitely not the old
Monarch, moves like a younger man. I’ll check out the crime scene personally between
patrols.”
“Very good, sir.”
“Oddly enough, the most alarming item came from Lucius Fox’s report, not
Nightwing’s: Mrs. Ashton-Larraby organizing a fundraiser for the Wayne Foundation.
She has yet to decide her ‘theme.’”
“You fear that Mrs. Ashton-Larraby’s theme might correspond to some criminal’s?”
“The words ‘Mrs. Ashton-Larraby’ and ‘theme’ are a fright all by themselves,
Alfred.”
Alfred coughed discreetly by way of agreement. Bruce hurriedly ate another few
forkfuls of the dumplings and then finished the sandwich, while Alfred hid his
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incredulous joy in the amount of food being consumed in relation to the amount of
urging that preceded it. He busied himself tidying workstation 2, where Master Dick
had worked in Bruce’s absence. Noting the purple wallpaper, he introduced the one
remaining topic of conversation he had prepared, thinking he would have to spend a
full hour at least lingering in the Batcave persuading Bruce to eat.
“I do hope Miss Selina is enjoying the accommodations at the Xanadu resort, sir?”
Bruce’s lip twitched. “She is. She’s picked out a number of facials and spa
treatments, particularly the ones that emphasize cleansing and purifying after her
‘exposure’ to ‘the goggle-horror.’”
“I was under the impression that it was not her physical body, if I might so phrase it,
sir, that crossed into the other dimension. That is, I had thought she merely occupied
the form of each alternate dimension’s Catwoman?”
“It’s feline logic, Alfred, you can’t argue with it,” Bruce pointed out wearily. “She
says it’s the principle of the thing, and as long as it makes her feel better, what does it
matter.”
“A wise philosophy, sir. One hopes you also took advantage of the opportunity to
relax and enjoy yourself?”
A far away look overtook Bruce’s features. After a long, silent moment of this, he
grunted.
“One should take that as a ‘yes?’” Alfred asked archly.
“It was very strange,” Bruce said, his voice distant, as if he was talking to himself
more than answering Alfred. “So much has happened since then. All I could think as
the plane was landing was how we hadn’t even taken the masks off when we went
there the first time. She was so quiet when got to the bungalow. I’m sure she was
thinking of it too. I know she needed the getaway after all that dimension-hopping. It
messes with your head, all those possibilities: if I’d said this or hadn’t gone there, how
would my life be different now? In retrospect, Xanadu was probably not the best place
to take her in that state of mind. We should have gone somewhere new, not… not
anywhere with that kind of history for us.”
“Sir,” Alfred asked carefully. “Is Miss Selina… quite alright?”
“She’ll be fine when she gets home,” Bruce said with determined zeal. “We’ll plan
something special,” he added, leaving the remains of the salad and hurriedly gulping a
bottle of water. “Some kind of homecoming, see what you can come up with, Alfred,
make it up to her for the whole magic, alternate timelines, and Gotham Post-goggles
mess.”
Alfred blinked.
“I confess, sir, I am somewhat at a loss as to what I might ‘come up with’ to
compensate for inter-dimensional anomalies involving the garb of a lurid tabloid’s
limited and rather demeaning portrayal of a great lady.”
Bruce reached for his gloves and cowl, and put them on as he spoke.
“Just look at where we were before I took her to Xanadu the first time, where we are
now, keep in mind that—Alfred, keep in mind that it’s mostly her doing—and see
what you can come up with.”
With a butler’s reserved control, Alfred’s expression did not betray any emotion. He
merely nodded, once, somewhat curtly as he said “Very good, sir.”
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Now fully costumed, Batman headed for the Batmobile, then he stopped and sharply
turned back.
“Say that again,” he graveled in the deep Bat-voice with which he seldom addressed
his butler. “Alfred, say that again, about the tabloid.”
“I merely observed, sir, that the Gotham Post’s depiction of Miss Selina has been an
ongoing source of annoyance and disappointment for her, and being forced into
contact with the trappings of that image—”
“That’s it,” Batman said, a cunning, calculating smile creasing his lips—a frightfully
unnerving phenomenon almost never seen in the cowl. “That’s a very good idea.”
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Selina stretched out luxuriously in the passenger cabin of Wayne One. She was
feeling especially feline. Two weeks of continuous pampering at the Xanadu Resort
had relaxed her body, while returning to the place where so much began with Bruce
had…
Had evoked something very complicated.
A cyclone of memories and feelings, hopes and frustrations, dreams and regret, had
hovered just outside her consciousness. More than once as she closed her eyes, letting
her muscles slacken in response to some delicious new massage, that tempest of coiled
emotion spun some spiky thought or memory into her reverie. Catlike, she had bolted
full awake, teeth bared and claws extended to rip the beast to shreds. Externally it was
only a minor twitch, which brought about some comment from the masseuse about
tension and city life. Selina dutifully closed her eyes again, put the angst from her
mind and resumed purring… until the next time.
Captain Leffinger opened the intercom and announced they would be landing at the
Gotham Executive Airport at 10:30 local time, it was a brisk but pleasant 51 degrees in
Gotham proper, 49 in Bristol, overcast, with a 7 percent chance of rain this afternoon,
winds from the northeast at 7 miles per hour…
Selina purred a deep-throated, feral purr and checked her watch. Yes, the time at
Xanadu had awakened something. Body and soul, she felt more feline than she had in
years.
And felinity always wanted an outlet.
Felinity wanted.
Felinity craved.
And felinity—her particular kind of felinity—had always found expression in one
particular place: Batman.
She had missed Bruce, of course. Like she missed Whiskers and Nutmeg, home and
Alfred, Gotham and gossip. But she didn’t want, crave, and hunger for Bruce, home,
or Nutmeg. She craved felinity. She wanted—needed to let the cat out, to be Catwoman
again fully and unrestrainedly, that essence of freedom, mischief, independence, and
purple flowing through her, enveloping her. That essence of pure, uninhibited cat.
In her peripheral vision, Selina noticed her fingers unconsciously pawing lightly at
the air, her fresh manicure adding an uncharacteristic touch of purple to the suggestion
of claws.
Yes… Catwoman again, fully and unrestrainedly,
Batman.
This would be… such meow.
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Cats possess a curious mix of patience and impatience. Selina’s cat wanted to be
indulged, but Gotham and Batman were still more than an hour away. Like any cat
stalking prey, whether for food or fun, she was prepared to wait, poised and alert, until
the moment came to strike. But like any cat wanting to be indulged, she wanted
indulgence now. So she prowled the cabin like the predator she was, in search of some
taste of catnip.
Wayne One was stocked as it had always been, the decisions made long ago to foster
the image of the playboy fop. Bruce never drank alcohol when he flew alone (and only
rarely if there were visitors onboard), but the refrigerator was filled with Dom
Perignon so those employed to stock it would note the extravagance, as would those
employed to clean up afterwards when they found one, two, or three empty bottles in
the trashcan. So Selina opened a bottle, poured herself a glass, and noted the large
“W” encircled by an oval etched into the base of the flute. She ran her finger over this,
as she often did the bat-emblem on Batman’s chest, and purred. Then she fixed herself
a snack. There was chilled crab and caviar, which she spooned onto a china plate
embossed with that same, inevitable W.
Again she purred as she took her treat back to the main cabin and curled into her
place on the overstuffed white leather sofa. There was no denying that, sexy as Batman
was, Bruce Wayne was a bonus beyond her wildest dreams. As sexy as Batman was…
She savored a bite of crabmeat sprinkled with caviar… As sexy as Batman was, there
was no denying that Bruce brought something to the party that the tightass
crimefighter never could. She sipped the Dom… ‘85, she noted. Unlike most who just
bought the name, Bruce knew the good vintages. She reflected, not for the first time,
how few that thought they knew him, either as Bruce or Batman, really understood the
first thing about his world.
She flicked on the entertainment system and scrolled through the selection of films…
The Italian Job caught her eye. A heist movie. Just the thing, even if it was fairly
preposterous. She fast-forwarded to her favorite scene, the heroine drilling a safe
(badly). A pale, pitiful heroine unfortunately, plying her safecracking skills (such as
they were) for cops and corporate patrons. No real profit in that, and certainly no
excitement.
Excitement.
Fun.
It had been far too long.

Selina’s excitedly playful felinity wavered as she stepped out of the plane—struck,
just like during the massages at Xanadu, with a sudden blow of memory and
indescribable feeling. She had just assumed that Bruce would be meeting her. Instead,
the Bentley sat waiting at the edge of the airstrip. The Bentley meant Alfred. She
walked to the car, a light sparkling step belying her inner turmoil as she processed that
final wave of memory from the first visit to Xanadu:
She’d gone away with Batman. For the first days and nights he’d kept his face
hidden beneath an Arab headdress and elaborate sunglasses. In the privacy of the
bungalow he’d removed the headdress, and she saw he had dark hair—deliciously
dark hair—which she delighted running her fingers through. But the band around his
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eyes and brow continued to mask his face. They made love those first times in
anonymous intimacy. Then suddenly, from nowhere, words that she never expected,
“a crimefighter loving a thief…” followed by “my name is Bruce…” followed by…
followed by…
It wasn’t Wayne One, of course, but they’d flown back together to this same airstrip,
Bruce Wayne and Selina Kyle. He had a name. Batman had a name. And a face. And
suddenly he wasn’t unspeakably dangerous and sexy anymore, he was handsome and
charming, and he said “Why not come out to the house.”
Alfred had already gotten out of the car and was holding the passenger door open
for her. “Welcome back, miss,” he murmured with a respectful nod—and the last
traces of felinity dissolved. Selina had a sudden urge to hug the dear old man. Then,
finding this unacceptable, felinity spiked twice as powerfully as before and she placed
a delicate fingertip, almost like a claw, just under his chin.
“Meow,” she answered, Catwoman’s voice rich with pleased amusement.
On an impulse, she imparted an air kiss an inch off of Alfred’s astonished cheek, and
then dipped regally into the car.
Alfred closed the door with a curiously thoughtful expression. “Indeed,” he
remarked dryly.

Just like Bruce, Selina never raised the partition separating the driver from the
passenger. Once he got back in the car, she affixed the back of Alfred’s head with a
stare of feline curiosity. But he merely started the car and began to drive.
“I shocked you, didn’t I?” she asked with a naughty grin.
“In what way, miss?” Alfred asked with bland English composure.
Selina laughed. “Should have known better,” she chided herself, “Can’t unsettle a
butler, even with a meow. He would have gone to pieces, you know. At least, once
upon a time he would.”
“I dare say ‘once upon a time’ my reaction might have been different also, miss. If I
found myself facing a ‘Catwoman encounter,’ so to speak, in the days before becoming
acquainted with your civilian self.” In the rearview mirror, Selina thought she detected
a fleeting elfish smirk before Alfred went on, as if his previous comment somehow
suggested the next. “Master Bruce sends his apologies, miss, that he was unable to
meet you himself. I believe you will find a personal note to that effect in the
compartment beside you.”
Selina slid open the compartment normally filled with decanters, glasses, a telephone
and fax machine. Instead of these, she found a black envelope resting against a
porcelain, art deco figurine of a woman walking a leopard on a leash. She stared at it
for a long time, remembering when she’d seen it before…
It seemed like a hundred years ago, another lifetime, before Xanadu, before “my
name is Bruce.” She’d mounted Cat-Tales to finally answer the Gotham Post’s endless
campaign of lies about her. Her motives had nothing to do with Batman. The stage
show was merely a public forum where she could speak the truth and expect to be
heard: Catwoman had never been arrested. Catwoman was not some ignorant
prostitute. Catwoman was not some dingy goggled creature wandering poor
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neighborhoods trying to make sense out of her life. Catwoman did not kill people.
Catwoman did not use a gun. And on, and on, and on. She’d had enough so she’d
mounted the show to set the record straight. And Batman, Batman was part of the
story, an indispensable part of the story; everyone in Gotham knew that. She couldn’t
very well say she was the real Catwoman, purport to tell the truth about the real
Catwoman, and then deny or gloss over that most vital part of Catwoman’s world.
So she included him, she told a few stories about what really went on between Cat
and Bat… and that changed everything forever. He’d seen the show, of course; it was a
virtual certainty that he would. She didn’t think it would matter. He’d managed to
ignore everything else that ever happened between them, why would her standing on
a stage and telling a few cat tales make a difference? But that first encounter
afterwards, it was different, completely different. Words had more than one meaning.
Silence did too. There had always been subtext whenever they met, but now it could
shift unexpectedly: charged and sexual one moment, vanished the next.
Then, one morning, that note slipped into her coat pocket. “Good morning Kitten,
You always get to pick the time and place, that’s patently unfair…” He invited her to
meet on the roof of the opera house, a date of sorts, Batman and Catwoman, but with
no crime between them… Maybe it was a little scary; maybe that’s why she’d done it.
‘No crime between them’ was, perhaps, a scary thought back then. So when he was
called away she’d slipped off herself to that jewelry store across the way. And there it
was, waiting: a note, a picnic basket, and this leopard. He’d known, somehow he’d
known what she would do even before she did herself. And he called her on it, on
hiding behind a break-in rather than giving them a fair shot as a couple.
…Selina heard a respectful cough and realized the car had stopped. It sat now in the
front circle before the entrance to Wayne Manor.
“It isn’t my place to say, miss,” Alfred remarked dryly, “but I believe you will be
better able to glean the note’s meaning if you were to open the envelope.”
Selina delivered a disgusted eyeroll, but she did, finally, open the envelope.
Worked last time, the note read. 10 o’clock sharp. You know where. –B

Bruce wasn’t at home when Selina returned to the manor. Alfred said he was in
town, an unexpected meeting at Wayne Enterprises. It sounded like a fop excuse, but
Selina let it pass. The note was very “Batman,” and if Batman was up to something
then he was probably keeping Bruce out of the picture until he could carry out his
plan. That meant she had the manor to herself for the day. Not the meow she was
planning for her homecoming, but she would make do.
Whiskers and Nutmeg were first on the agenda. Like most cats left for too long, they
greeted her with haughty indifference. She had gone off for two full weeks, deprived
them of her company, left them with only Standing Softpaws and Bat-Bruce to care for
them and only a mansionful of curiosities to keep them amused and occupied. They
would make their displeasure known.
Selina expected this. She opened her suitcase with a dramatic sigh, clearly
heartbroken that her little friends were so cross. She sadly unpacked a blouse, her
peripheral vision noting feline heads rising curiously from their sulky postures. She
slowly took several underthings from the suitcase and set them methodically on the
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bed, ignoring those pointed ears perked in her direction and the furry necks stretching
to see into the case. She sighed again as she draped a sundress over her arm and
carried it to the closet. She took much longer than necessary hanging it up, and when
she returned to the bedroom both cats were on the bed investigating the suitcase.
Nutmeg had hopped inside and was eagerly sniffing the contents, while Whiskers
pawed the handle.
“Ha,” Selina said triumphantly.
Nutmeg caved at once, rubbing against her hands and the side of the case in one
smooth movement. Whiskers held out a minute longer, content to welcome back the
suitcase and its contents, while still ignoring its owner. Until…
“Presents!” Selina declared, pulling out a small paper sack. She reached in and
pulled out a natural sponge the size of her fist. “Mine,” she told Nutmeg firmly. “Not
yours, not a toy, mustn’t touch.” Nutmeg promptly leapt up, grabbed the sponge from
her fingers, and ran off with it. “Good girl,” she said, pleased as always by her cat’s
penchant for theft.
“And you,” she told Whiskers, holding out a small box filed with sand and a few
pebbles. “This is a tabletop Zen garden. For meditation. Representing a single
moment in time. Not to be pawed at. Not to be played with. Understand?” Whiskers
looked into her eyes, a portrait of innocence and guileless sincerity. Selina winked, and
placed the little garden on a middle shelf where Whiskers could get to it easily.
“Enjoy,” she said dryly.
That much accomplished, Selina left the rest of her unpacking and changed into the
catsuit. After all, in the days before Wayne Manor was home, it was exactly the kind of
place Catwoman would fancy. She rummaged in her suitcase until she found a larger
bag, then left through the bedroom window. She reentered the manor through a larger
window above the sunroom. From there, she crept stealthily into the north drawing
room, removed the grate and climbed into an air conditioning vent. Through this, she
made her way to the kitchen. Alfred was there, and she watched patiently through the
grate while he worked. Finally he left, and she quickly dropped down and scurried
into his pantry. She opened her bag and extracted three jars of exotic jam. These she
arranged in a little pyramid, tying the top one with a bow.
She purred, satisfied with the effect, and left as she’d come.

Batman waited patiently on the Opera House roof, calmly running through his plan
as he expected it to unfold. Even the best strategies never played out exactly as
expected. That’s why it was so important to have the outline clearly mapped out, so
you could adapt moment-to-moment, keeping the overall scenario on track. Even here,
the night of that first “date” with Selina, she’d thrown him a curve straight away and—
At which moment, reality threw him just such a curve as the alarm sounded at a
jewelry store across the way.
“Damn,” he cursed through his teeth. Of all the places, on all the nights…
He picked up the folded packet he’d brought, not wanting her to arrive while he was
gone and find it on her own. It was too large to fit into any compartment on his utility
belt, so he swung down to the street level with it tucked awkwardly between the belt
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and the small of his back. This was going to be a ridiculous crimefighting exercise,
subduing some lowlife while trying to keep from bending or wrinkling the package.
Except, reaching the jewelers, there didn’t seem to be any lowlife to pummel. He
pulled the packet out, set it on one of the empty showcases, and searched more
thoroughly. The detailed search confirmed the first glance: there was no one inside,
nothing amiss except for the absolute hatchet job on the splice that tripped the alarm.
“Amateurs,” he cursed again, retrieving his packet. Had this been one of Selina’s
jobs back in the day, it would have been much cleaner, much more subtle. In those
days, he could tell just by inspecting the splice. There was a certain style, a certain
grace to her wire-work that was pure artistry. He never would have admitted it back
then, but a certain part of him admired it, the beauty in her work. It got to the point
that he could instantly spot those telltale signs of a “Catwoman break-in”—the angle of
the wire cuts, the pristine twist in the splice, the subtle clawmarks on the
windowpane. He often wondered if she’d done it on purpose, if it was meant to be her
calling card. Riddler left clues, Joker left grinning bodies, and Catwoman left these
elegantly pristine wire splices.
Not like this one. This was butchery—simple hack and slash. It was the difference
between the delicate incision of an expert surgeon and an axe-wielding psycho in a
slasher film. If it had been her—like it was that first night on the Opera House roof,
when she’d come down here just like he’d expected, wanting to lash out and make a
point after she… wait a minute…
No.
There’s no way she… No, it couldn’t be…
Then, just at the edge of the glass where the nasty splice job was, he saw a very
familiar clawmark.
Unbelievable.
He raced back to the roof and—Yes, there she was, looking insufferably pleased with
herself.
“You are so easy sometimes,” she smiled with adoring disdain.
“So the trip helped,” he noted with a grunt. “Feeling your old self again?”
He remained stern and disapproving for a full second before a lip-twitch betrayed
him.
“You could put it that way,” she purred, pawing the edge of his cape playfully.
“Good,” he graveled. “I have something for you.”
“Don’t I know it,” she chuckled seductively, placing a clawtip on his belt.
“Selina, what are you doing?” he asked, eyebrow arching behind the mask.
“You still can’t return a serve,” she teased.
“And you’re still sticking your fingers in places they don’t belong,” he noted,
removing her hand from his belt.
She laughed wickedly, evading his grasp and returning to the belt as if to prove his
words, and expecting to score a set of batcuffs as her fingers curled around a cold,
metal object. She yanked it triumphantly, then saw the “cuffs” she intended to play
with were a different kind of… toy… prop… something. Her playful expression curled
into one of confusion.
“I have no earthly idea what this is,” she said, turning it over repeatedly.
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There are few sights as endearing as feline bewilderment. Batman managed to hide
his amused enjoyment of the scene as she pressed a silver button on the tip, twisted the
device, pointed it at the rotunda, shook it, held it up to her ear, and finally sniffed it.
“So are you going to put it back?” he asked, pokerfaced but unable to achieve the
gruff bat-voice that normally delivered that particular ultimatum, “Or do I have to take
it from you?”
She paused, an unprecedented naughty grin warming the air between them.
“Oh please,” she purred at last, voice rich with seductive mockery. “Take it if you
think you can…”
“It’s not a question of ‘can,’ Catwoman. We both know—” he stopped mid-sentence,
his hand shooting out and grabbing hers.
“Woof,” she said simply as his eyes locked onto hers while he curled back her
captive fingers and retrieved the object.
“That’s not your gift,” he growled ominously, not releasing her hand or breaking eye
contact.
“Astonish me,” she challenged with a playful snarl.
There was a crackle of paper and a folded packet whisked into the space between
them, just beneath his nose. Selina’s eyes flickered with excited curiosity between his
and it. Maintaining eye contact, she freed her wrist with a slow, delicate twist and
snatched the packet.
Unconsciously, Batman held his breath as she opened it.
“It’s… a Gotham Post?” she murmured, sliding the folded newspaper out of the
packet. She glanced at him curiously and back at it. It was a suspicious curiosity, the
kind his enemies often shot at him. Then she unfolded the paper carefully, her pupils
widening, and she swayed from sudden shock. Batman did nothing, but mentally
prepared to catch her, just in case…
“It’s me,” she gasped softly. “It’s me. I’m… purple. I’m purple in the Gotham
Post…” she looked up at him, stunned. “I’m purple in the Gotham Post?” she
repeated.
“Don’t get too excited,” he cautioned, “It’s just the one picture.”
“I’m purple in the Gotham Post,” she said again firmly, trying to wrap her mind
around the reality of the situation. “Catwoman: the truth at last,” she read off the
cover. “Is this a joke?” she hurriedly checked the back for a Nigma Novelties tag or
other indications of a fake newspaper.
“It’s not a joke. It’s the actual Gotham Post. The article inside admits, after a
fashion, that the creature they’ve been reporting on in the East End isn’t—and never
was—the real you.”
She bit her lip thoughtfully.
“Finally catching up with everyone that saw Cat-Tales mumble years ago, bully for
them,” she whispered to herself. Then she looked pointedly at Batman. “Okay Stud,
this isn’t a deal-breaker, but after all that dimension-hopping, are we absolutely certain I
came back to the right one?”
Batman’s lip twitched.
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“We’re absolutely certain,” he said dryly. “The universe is the same, Kitten. It’s the
Post that’s changing. Extensive personnel changes, overhauling of editorial policies…
in light of new ownership. Look at the rest of the package.”
She slid out a thick folder and several printed contracts. Her brow knit as she
skimmed these, her eyes darting around the page, then slowing as she read in detail.
“You didn’t… Bruce, you didn’t buy the Gotham Post, did you?” she asked, titillated
but somehow horrified by the thought.
“No,” he said quickly. “It would be disastrous in too many ways to list, disastrous
for both Bruce Wayne and Batman, if I started buying newspapers because they print
something I don’t like, especially something about my girlfriend. A move like that
would bring scrutiny we don’t need. Buying the Daily Planet was bad enough, but
once Luthor was elected, it really couldn’t be helped.”
“But this is a sale,” she noted.
“Yes. Wayne Enterprises facilitated a sale of the Post to a third party, a respected
media conglomerate whose other properties deal in real news, they own no other
tabloids. New ownership, new blood… who knows? Maybe things get better. Happy
Anniversary, Selina.”
She beamed.
“Take off that belt, I’m gonna do you right here,” she exclaimed.
He snapped the silver button on the strange object, and it played back Selina’s
statement “Take off that belt, I’m gonna do you right here.”
“This, by the way, is a digital recorder/dictaphone. Apparently, they’re all the rage in
the Daily Planet newsroom. Gifts for the new writing staff, courtesy of Wayne Tech.”
“Gimme,” she said, a charged note of lust in her tone as she grabbed it and began to
play. He reached to take it back, but this time she was ready and held it aloft as she
backed out of his reach.
“Nonono, not this time, Handsome,” she purred. “Not going to be half so easy this
time around.”

“Take off that belt, I’m gonna do you right here.”
Batman’s lip twitched as, eight rooftops and forty minutes later, he recovered the
dictaphone. He had, it’s true, lost the rest of his utility belt in the process—while
Catwoman had lost her whip, the claw now embedded in his bodyarmor, and a small
metal cylinder from her lockpick pouch. This last was about the same size as the
dictaphone, which is why he grabbed it. It turned out to be a lipstick.
Her leg slithered up his as she kissed down the edge of his mask towards the chin.
“Stop playing with the bat toy, start playing with the cat toy,” she suggested, curling
tighter inside his cape.
“That’s enough cat play for one night,” he graveled. “I still have to patrol.”
“Not likely, I’ve still got the belt,” she noted, squirming a little, for the utility belt
was under her back. It couldn’t have been comfortable, but she was apparently willing
to forego comfort to keep her plunder secure.
“Selina,” he said sternly.
She licked her lips seductively.
“Selina,” he repeated.
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Her eyes gleamed dangerously.
“I’m not done with you,” she growled.
“I’m not done with you either,” he whispered, prying her clawtip from his
bodyarmor. He took her hand, palm up, and silently placed the claw in it. “So have a
nice prowl, then find yourself a cozy rooftop and look over your present. I’ll come find
you around three.”
He waited. Then:
“Belt?” he prompted when she didn’t hand it over on cue.
“Well,” she smiled, easing it out from under her. “Maybe just this once, since you
arranged such a splendid homecoming.”
He grunted and she meowed. He put on his belt and she coiled up her whip. He
retrieved his cape—and she opened the packet and stared again at her image in the
Gotham Post.
“Purple,” she purred.
Behind her, there was a soft whssshk, and she knew he’d fired a line. She raised her
hand and twiddled the fingertips in a casual wave. She figured he’d already left, so
she was surprised when she felt a warm presence still looming behind her.
“Remember, it’s just the one picture,” he warned. “Don’t get your hopes up too
much. It’s still the Gotham Post.”
She turned and looked up at him with feeling, her finger tracing the oval around the
bat emblem as she had the “W” on the champagne flute that morning.
“I don’t know what to say,” she whispered warmly. “It’s the most… amazing gift.
Bruce… Thank you.”
He grunted, and as she glanced again at the newspaper, he performed one of those
instant bat-vanishes which irked everyone but her. She merely purred, resettling
herself on the rooftop and opening the paper to the story inside. Her eyes darted over
the words, her lips moving occasionally in surprise:
“Sorry about what we did, none of us had the right…” she saw with satisfaction.
Then her eyes narrowed.
Then her jaw set.
Then she started to growl.
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CHAPTER 2: ONE MONTH LATER
‘Harley Quinn’ surveyed the grand ballroom of the Robinson Plaza Hotel in a series
of twitchy birdlike movements that any Gotham socialite (and now all Plaza waiters)
recognized.
“Brucie, Brucie, Brucie,” she muttered, “Bat-Bat-Bat, where did that man go?”
The Penguin finished his graceful dance with Poison Ivy and, with the ingrained
etiquette of the ballroom, duly escorted her back to her friend before taking his leave.
“Too awful, he’s late” Harley complained. “He missed the receiving line. All the
guests have arrived, band is playing, bar is serving, and still no Batman!”
“A quick and silent disappearing act, from him?” Ivy replied in a bored drawl.
“That’s hardly unprecedented, Gladys.”
“Forget that it’s a Gotham After Dark party and we’ve no Batman,” Harley AshtonLarraby answered curtly. “It’s also a Wayne Foundation Fundraiser and we’ve no
Bruce Wayne. Claudia, really, I thought you of all people would sympathize,
considering how many of your parties he’s skipped out on over the years.”
Claudia-Ivy merely shrugged. It was the nonchalant shrug of an experienced
Gotham hostess long used to Bruce Wayne’s stunts—or it would have been in a
Carolina Herrera gown. But in an unfamiliar leafy costume, the movement caused a
great deal of fluttering, from the orchids draped so gracefully around her bodice
through the fern leaves cascading down her skirt. Not for the first time since her
arrival, the rapt attention of every man in the room was hers.
“Magnificent,” Martin-Penguin gasped appreciatively to his companion.
“Certainly should be, considering what those titties cost,” Richard-Mad Hatter-Flay
replied in the campy tone gay men use to praise flamboyant divas. “But I don’t know
if the garden dress will make it through the night.”
“We can hope,” Martin whispered to himself. In his secret identity as Hermoine the
society gossip columnist, Martin knew he’d have ample material from the party
without any “wardrobe malfunctions” (a term Hermoine herself shoved into the public
lexicon after the notorious freeze ray-hoopskirt incident at the Spring Fling). Martin’s
interest in Claudia was more personal. Gotham Society had always assumed he was
gay, and Martin had never minded. It kept him at the front of the hostess rolodex as a
handy fill-in to cover last-minute cancellations. But since his brief affair with that
stunning Dinah Lance, Martin found he liked being in a couple. It was more enjoyable
attending party after party with the same person, even if it would put an end to his
“extra man” status. Hermoine’s social schedule wouldn’t have to suffer as a result. If
he were with a partner like Claudia Reislweller-Muffington, that would ensure his
place at the A-list parties, not jeopardize it.
Plus, she was beautiful, just beautiful. Just look at her, every man in the room’s eyes
riveted on her as Poison Ivy. From Dick Grayson to Nightwing, every man in the room
was entranced.
“Nightwing” was, in fact, Harvey Dent. Since his healing, he’d been accepted back
into Gotham society and was the only true “night person” (apart from Selina) to be
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officially invited. He’d accepted, against his better judgment, in order to help out
Selina and Bruce. Despite Harvey and Batman’s best efforts (well, despite Batman and
Harvey’s best efforts), plenty of the Iceberg crowd—the real Iceberg crowd—was still
at large. This idiotic idea for a costume party was sure to attract at least one crasher,
and poor Bruce had already suffered a rogue encounter this year with that pompous al
Ghul showing up at Wayne Manor. Harvey had helped then, shooing the miserable
goatherd off the premises, and he was prepared to do the same tonight.
As such, he repositioned to get a better look at a suspicious-looking Riddler. The
costume—a suit of snug green leather with matching bowler hat, set off by buttons, kid
gloves, shoes, mask, and rim of the hat all in a vibrant fuchsia—was very, very good.
But then, most of the costumes in the room were. The rich didn’t skimp on their
appearance any more than real rogues. What set this Riddler apart from the rest was
the cane: green again, with a gold question mark handle. It too was not unique in
accuracy or quality, but it was the only Riddler cane in the room that looked used. The
handle didn’t gleam under the lights, and there were scratches all the way down to the
worn rubber base.
Harvey tapped the suspicious figure on the shoulder… and was not surprised when
Edward Nigma turned in his direction—and smiled brightly.
“Evening, Harv, don’t you look spiff?” he said, clearly viewing Dent as a friendly
face in a strange, hostile land rather than a bouncer fixing to eject him. “Nightwing,
eh? You always were a lady’s man.”
“Er, thanks,” Harvey murmured, disarmed by the unexpectedly gracious greeting.
The invited guests weren’t half as sensitive. Indeed, the most common remark on
Harvey’s costume had been… exactly the one Randolph/Joker Larraby was about to
deliver, Harvey guessed as the slightly inebriated host toddled their way.
“Dent. Good to see you,” he began. “Gladys was so pleased you accepted, lends just
the right touch, she says. So, why aren’t you dressed as you-know-who?”
“Voldemort?” Harvey asked, unfazed (for it was the sixth time he’d been asked).
“Ha, ha!” Randolf snickered, and then, noticing Claudia/Ivy making her way to the
dance floor again with Martin/Penguin, he relocated for a better view in case her
foliage slipped.
Harvey turned back to Nigma, whose mouth had dropped open in shock.
“Why aren’t you dressed as you-know-who? Lends just the right touch? Even
Batman’s not that… that…” Eddie exclaimed, and Harvey reconsidered ejecting him
from the party.
Instead, his eyes drifted back to the dance floor and Claudia/Ivy. Talking now with
the only man in the room that knew his history with the real Poison Ivy, Harvey could
finally speak the thought that had echoed in his brain since first seeing the imitation:
“Now that’s alabaster skin,” he croaked in a hoarse but admiring voice.
“ALA BREAST” Nigma agreed. Then when Harvey’s neck snapped fiercely in his
direction with a dangerous Two-Face glint in his eye, Eddie quickly exclaimed
“Alabaster, it’s an anagram for alabaster. A ABEL STAR, A SLAB TEAR, A BRA
STEAL.”
Harvey growled at this second reference to Claudia’s stunning orchid-draped
bosom, but he couldn’t really blame Nigma for the chain of thoughts. Both men
returned their attention to the dance floor and watched in awed silence.
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Across the room, Dick tore his eyes away from the image and moved in on a “Robin”
helping himself from the buffet… a Robin who was, in fact, Robin.
“You’re supposed to be in hiding with BG,” Dick whispered angrily. “Monitoring
the situation and waiting to swing in as the first response if something goes down.”
“Yeah, but it’s a costume party, Bro. No reason I can’t sneak down for just a minute
and get a sandwich is there? Besides, Cass said to bring her a cookie.”
“If he saw you, Psychobat would go—well—psycho.”
“Yeah, he would,” Robin agreed. “If he was here, but he’s not. Why isn’t he,
anyway?”
“I’m not sure,” Dick sighed, glancing towards the door. “I heard he and Selina were
here earlier before the party started, checking in with Ashton-Larraby and all. I think B
wanted to quash the red carpet, keep any press from snapping pictures as guests
arrived. Then something happened. They took off. Bruce said they’d be back but…”
he checked the door again. “Check it out. They’re late.”
“Late or… late?” Tim asked carefully.
Dick turned in a slow, even burn.
“Don’t even go there,” he pronounced firmly.
Across the room, Harvey/Nightwing was delivering a warning in similar tones to his
companion.
“Glad as I am for the company, Edward, I don’t want you making trouble for
Selina.”
“Why would you think I’d make trouble?” he queried.
“Why else would you be here? These shindigs are never something one goes to
expecting to have a good time. The only reason to crash—this one in particular—is if
you’re planning something.”
Eddie’s face puckered into an offended grimace and then brightened into an I’m-soclever grin.
“Two holes in your theory, counselor,” he declared triumphantly. “First, riddle me
this: what makes The Riddler ‘The Riddler?’ Why, announcing every crime as a puzzle
to be solved, of course! And has any such clue been delivered? No. And secondly,
when is a Rogue more than famous? When he is ‘infamous!’ This party is like a
Neilsen rating for the ‘Berg crowd, Harvey, old man! What other reason do I need to
attend but to gauge name recognition and popularity?
“Look at all the Jokers—not surprising, really, although you have to wonder. The
idea of people—husbands and wives, especially—dressing up as Joker and Harley. It’s
just so… How clueless can these people be? But fine, Joker is the most popular,
regrettable but expected. Who is next, I ask you? Look around the room, and who do I
spy with my riddling eye? There—and there—and there—and there. Why it’s me! I
count six proper Riddlers, and three regrettable GenX versions from the Post. No one
else has so many repeats. I see three or four Penguins, a few Scarecrows, two Mr.
Freezes, three, eh, You-know-whos, and one silly ass dressed as Cluemaster. Chap
must work in television.”
Eddie broke off suddenly, and he and Harvey parted to allow a… figure to pass. The
figure was presumably attempting a Clayface costume, although he looked more like a
“Giant Pile of Walking Poop Monster” than a Gotham Rogue.
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The true rogues simply watched in horror as the “Clayface” made his way across the
dance floor… past a woman in a wheelchair talking to a decent looking Robin by the
buffet… and finally took a plate and heaped it with several spoonfuls of what
appeared to be chocolate pudding.
“One can take a theme too far,” Nigma said thoughtfully.
“Quite,” Harvey agreed.
Barbara had wheeled up behind Dick and Robin/Tim. She wore a man’s suit and
held a plush Batgirl doll in her lap. Tim figured she was supposed to be Ventriloquist,
but he waited for some confirmation rather than asking.
“Good evening, Goy Wonder,” the doll seemed to say in a far more skillful feat of
ventriloquism than Arnold Wesker ever achieved.
“Heh. Hi there,” Robin grinned. “Boy, that’s really clever. And you’re good, Babs,
really.”
She smiled as if she had no idea what he was talking about and no awareness of the
doll in her lap. It answered rather than Barbara.
“I am cute, gagycakes, gut you’re in gig trougle. You’re not supposed to ge here.”
“She’s been doing this all day,” Dick said with a theatrical wince. “I’ll be discussing
it in my upcoming book: Why I Kill.”
“Goo hoo, Girdygoy,” the doll said. Then Barbara seemed to notice Tim for the first
time and smiled warmly. “Don’t let them pick on you. Dickie wasn’t above making an
ice cream run or two when he was supposed to be staking out the docks.”
“’Scuse me,” Dick said, still eyeing the door and moving suddenly in that direction.
Tim gave Barbara his full attention. “Okay, I get that you’re Ventriloquist. But what’s
Dick supposed to be?”
Barbara laughed. “He’s Clayface impersonating Dick Grayson.”
“Sweet!” Tim exclaimed.
“Not really, it’s not as clever as it sounds. He had been planning to come as Batman,
so we’d have an extra on the premises if something happens. But then the Post came
out this morning and, well, this way he gets to introduce the subject of a Dick Grayson
imposter to everybody he sees tonight.”
Tim grimaced.
“Babs, it’s the Post. You guys know that nobody takes it seriously, right?”
“I know, but… it does make you wonder if maybe Selina is right about them.”
“Yeah,” Tim nodded—then his attention riveted on the dance floor.
“Is that?” he gasped.
“Harvey Dent, yeah.”
“No, not him, who he’s dancing with. That Ivy, that’s not… it is! It’s… oh god.”
“She’s some socialite, I can’t keep them straight. Dick knew her, but I don’t
remember the name.”
“Muffy,” Tim said soberly. “Technically, Claudia Reislweller-Muffington… of the
Reislweller-Muffington School of Debutante Ninjitsu.”
Barbara laughed at the joke, but Tim didn’t.
“It’s not funny,” he insisted. “She’s the oldest, and she’s got sisters. Georgiana,
Clarice and Madeline. They cast no shadow. They make no sound. All of a sudden,
they’re just there and they want to waltz.”
Barbara’s laugh was building to a cackle.
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“I accidentally threw Randy-quad into a fountain when Madeline was stalking me at
the Colonial Ball last year.”
Barbara’s laughter became strident.
“I hear men can tell if another guy has ‘waltzed’ just by looking at him,” she teased.
“That’s a 1-2-3 limp, not a pressurized ice dart limp.”
“Something like that.” Tim answered with dignity, then he grinned. “I said I was
trying Capoeira, the rhythmic dance-based martial art of the former slaves in South
America. Nobody bought it.”
“But I’ll bet Bruce hasn’t laughed like that in years, sans SmileX exposure,” Barbara
smiled.
“He did say he remembered the time Becky Rutherford tried to teach Dick Capoeira.
And Alfred mentioned that ‘the charming Miss Hellinsford’ (or, as Bruce refers to her,
“whatshername-Gretta”) might have been a factor in the decision to get kicked out of
Princeton and go to Oxford, on the theory that ‘England’s got to be far enough.’”
Barbara’s chortle defused into a knowing smirk.
“You’re lying through your teeth,” she declared. “There is no way—simply no way.
That’s not Alfred, that’s not Bruce. Some things just do not happen in this world and
that—”
She stopped short, her eyes growing wide with some shocking sight behind him.
“Oh my god,” she murmured.
Tim turned, and felt his mouth drop open at the sight.
“Bruce?” he gasped.
It certainly looked like Bruce… in a batsuit. It looked exactly like Bruce in a batsuit,
minus the mask.
It looked exactly like Bruce in a batsuit, not wearing a mask, and escorting
Catwoman into a room full of…
“What were you just saying?” Tim asked feebly.
“Some things just do not happen in this world,” Barbara recited dully.
“Yeah, that’s what I thought you said,” Tim nodded, still stunned.
It was a suit he had only seen in a case in the costume vault: black gloves, boots, and
briefs over gray tights. There was a small black bat printed directly on the chest, no
oval or other enhancement of the emblem. The belt on the other hand was yellow.
Bright yellow, road sign yellow, “Look at this” yellow—which would be more than a
little off-putting on a BELT where “Look at this” meant “Look at my pelvis”—if it
wasn’t completely upstaged by the CAPE! The costume in the case, Tim remembered,
had a black cape and cowl. Bruce was wearing neither. His face was bare, but the
cape… the cape was a rich royal blue, thin and shiny, like silk. It almost looked like a
bedsheet, except it was properly scalloped at the bottom, just like a regular batcape.
“Evening, all!” Bruce greeted them, grinning with foppish cheer.
“Um,” Barbara said.
“Hi?” Robin asked.
“You’re not supposed to be here,” Bruce graveled through clenched teeth, then ran
his fingers through his hair and announced loudly. “Of course not, mustn’t muss the
hair. Besides, how else would everyone know it’s me?!”
“I’ll get back to my post,” Robin murmured apologetically.
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“Do,” Bruce graveled, then broke into another foppish grin and slapped Catwoman’s
backside. She’d been eying various women in the room, and when she thought they
were looking her way, she turned to display her profile. At the slap, her eyes snapped
back to meet Bruce’s in a murderous stare.
“I’m getting a drink,” she hissed. “Strong, alcoholic, and the first of many.”
“Selina,” he said quietly. “Alcohol impedes judgment. Not in this room, not tonight,
please.”
“That’s not all it does,” she spat. “You have your point to make and I have mine. I
am going to be seen drinking alcohol, especially in this room, especially tonight, and all
night long.”
Before he could answer, a mad Joker-like cackle ripped through the room. It wasn’t
any of the fourteen Jokers present but the Riddler, the real Riddler, Edward Nigma,
pointing vaguely in Bruce’s direction as wave after wave of helpless hilarity rocked his
insides. He slapped his thigh, pounded his fist up and down as if on an imaginary
table, and finally doubled over, hyperventilating with mirth.
“If I didn’t know better, I’d say that’s a SmileX attack” Barbara said dryly. “Are we
absolutely sure Joker is in Arkham.”
“We’re sure,” Selina answered as Bruce wandered off to belatedly greet the other
guests. “He’s so despondent, he’s on suicide watch.”
“Because he’s missing this,” Barbara noted.
“Best joke ever,” Selina said absently, looking across the room.
“I was sorry to see your Post troubles,” Barbara said kindly.
“I was sorry to see yours,” Selina answered—when Harvey approached. Selina
glanced twice at the redheaded leaf-garbed woman beside him, but she held her
tongue. After the introductions, Harvey left Claudia with Barbara and pulled Selina
aside.
“Is Bruce all right?” he asked, concerned. “He seems to think the phrase ‘judgment of
Paris’ from Greek mythology has something to do with Ingrid Bergman from
Casablanca—and that Ingmar Bergman the Swedish director is somehow connected to
Paris Hilton.”
Selina looked in the direction Harvey indicated, and Bruce had the cape swept up
over his shoulder and across the neck like a World War I fighter pilot.
Selina rubbed her temples and said, “Excuse me,” before heading off in the direction
of foppish laughter.
“Hey, Selina, this is interesting,” he said, gesturing with a fistful of cape as she
approached. “Did you know flying aces wore those silk scarves so their bulky flight
jackets wouldn’t chafe their necks? I’ll bet that’s what the capes are for, because this
thing isn’t Kevlar or anything and it’s really uncomfortable.”
She pulled him to a quiet alcove, checked to make sure they were alone, and then
snarled.
“Would you tone it the hell down! This goes beyond being foppish or stupid; people
are going to think you’re drunk.”
“Kitten, I have been doing this long enough without any direction or assistance from
you.”
“They’ll think you’re getting drunk because of the… you know,” she gestured, “the
story in the Post about the…” she gestured again, helplessly.
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“Look, I know you’re upset about that story, Selina. I am standing here in public in a
batsuit because of it. I have gone this far. But that image has to be counteracted in
their minds, and the only way to do that is—”
“That’s how you got me pregnant in the first place,” she hissed venomously.
“Look,” he said firmly, “you can blame me for the blonde East End imposter if you
want, but I did not… You got yourself pregnant with that dictaphone.”
“You got me pregnant fopping out with that dictaphone.”
There was a spurting noise above them, then a soft click, then the grate above
opened and Batgirl climbed down. She walked up to them solemnly and said, “Tim
say tell you we can hear. In vent. We hear everything. Please stop. Him no can
breathe for laughing.”
“I hate you all,” Selina said sweetly.
Batgirl put her hand suddenly to her ear, and her head tilted as she listened.
“What is it?” Bruce asked sharply.
“Is starting. Scarecrow in ballroom. Is real one, Robin say. He get into position. I
go.”
“No, I’ll go,” Selina declared instantly. “I feel like setting someone on fire; he’ll do
nicely,” she added, meeting Bruce’s eyes before he could interrupt. “All that straw.”
“Thirty seconds,” he declared, “and then Robin and Batgirl will be in position to
support you. The rest of us will be there in four minutes tops.”
“Take your sweet time, Jackass,” she said counting off the rest on her fingers.
“Zatanna mindwipes, East End goggle-imposter, knocked up by the Gotham Post, and
now I’m at Gladys Ashton-Larraby’s rogue party with bat-fop. At this point, there isn’t
a thing fear gas can do to me the rest of you don’t already have covered.”
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CHAPTER 3: ONE MONTH EARLIER…
Selina came down to breakfast as she had every morning for the past week: in a foul
temper veiled behind a pleasant smile. It was unusual for her. Like any cat, when she
was troubled, angry, or annoyed she expressed it freely, as when she was happy,
playful, or lustful.
In the case of the Gotham Post, however, she didn’t feel exactly free to growl and
hiss. Bruce had gone to so much trouble, and probably considerable expense. It was
the most astonishing gift she’d ever received—the most astonishing gift anyone ever
received. When she thought about what he’d actually done, it gave her chills. For the
past week she couldn’t look at him without feeling it all over again. Like now…
She’d waited until he was in the shower before she looked at the newspapers Alfred
brought on the breakfast tray. She bypassed the real news in the Gotham Times, and
with stomach clenched in dread she opened up the Post. “Catwoman” was still in the
East End, still carrying on like she gave a shit about that grimy, repellant corner of the
city, still consorting with the lowlifes that lived there, and still fighting crime! First
they admit that idiocy is a tissue of lies and then they go right on doing it! Selina was
so angry she’d marched across the hall, tripled the tension on her Bowflex, and worked
out until her muscles screamed with a fiery pulling pain. She hadn’t worked out half
her fury but she went downstairs to breakfast, still in a disgusted, sick, ferocious,
wrathful funk—
And there he was: Bruce.
Bruce, who’d done this amazingly wonderful thing for her.
She couldn’t hiss and growl at his gift, she couldn’t.
She just couldn’t.
So she did the unthinkable and buried Catwoman’s ire behind a sweet, loving smile
and purred “Good morning, Handsome.”
“Morning, Kitten,” he answered, buttering toast. “If you’re not doing anything
today, Lucius is coming over with Gladys Ashton-Larraby to discuss this fundraiser
she’s putting together for the Foundation. She asked pointedly if you could attend.”
Images of the Post’s goggled counterfeit and the images of Batman-the-wonderful
presenting her with a purple-Catwoman gift flickered out of Selina’s focus as this new
idea moved in behind the frozen mask of her smile.
“Why?” she asked suspiciously.
“I’ve no idea,” Bruce said honestly. “But that’s why the meeting is here at the house
instead of the office, so you can sit in.”
“I do not like the sound of this,” Selina noted, pouring herself coffee.
“Neither do I,” he said grimly. “but it goes with the territory.”
Selina was about to object. He might not like it either, but for entirely different
reasons. He might chafe at Gladys Ashton-Larraby’s snobbery and pretensions, but he
was Bruce Wayne and her event was for the Wayne Foundation. As he said, it went
with the territory. Selina’s unease was very different. She’d acted as hostess at plenty
of Wayne functions by now, so it wasn’t that, not exactly. But being in on the planning
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of some Wayne Foundation fundraiser? That seemed a bit much. “It goes with the
territory” Bruce had said. For him, not for her. Why was she being involved in this so
particularly?
And why could that wretched tabloid writer go so far as to print “I’m sorry about
what I did to you. I didn’t have the right, none of us did,” and then go right on doing it?
Fury spiked again, and Selina bit off a piece of croissant like she had a grudge
against it. A growl vibrated deep in her throat, but she bit it back when her eyes fell on
Bruce again.
“Sure,” she said forcing the growl into a warm purr. “For you, my love, I’ll make the
time.”
He looked startled but pleased, nodded, then grunted.
“We’ve got a few hours yet,” he noted, dipping unconsciously into the Batman
voice. “I have some work downstairs if you want to keep me company.”
“Sure,” she agreed in the same forced purr. It was an unusual offer, but he’d
obviously missed her while she was away, just as she had missed him, and they hadn’t
had much time together since her return. So she accompanied him to the cave and
watched while he opened a metal chamber. He took out a small digital device attached
to what looked like a pound of C-4, a second identical digital clock, and a bag of loose
chips and irregular scoops of the white claylike explosive.
“This is why you were late last night,” Selina noted wryly.
“This detonator was never activated,” Bruce graveled, pointing to the one on the left.
“This other one was, so I removed most of the explosive after defusing, but I still
wanted to store it in the coolant tank overnight before examining it further. These guys
had no idea what they were working with. This wouldn’t simply blast open a vault
door, it would decimate everything inside and probably the perps as well.”
“Amateurs,” Selina sniffed, disgusted. “I never had to blow a safe door in my life.”
“They can’t all be you, Catwoman,” he murmured, engrossed in his work.
He meant it in one context, but she heard it in another. There was no thief like
Catwoman—ever. She was Selina Kyle as Selina Kyle invented herself: Gotham’s
greatest thief—free, independent, and purple. She had style, wit, grace, intelligence,
beauty—and Batman. That was Catwoman. She was Catwoman. And that disgusting
tabloid was making her out to be some insipid gutter-trash crimefighter in goggles.
Still they pretended Catwoman was some ex-whore crimefighter running around the
East End in goggles, even if they finally admitted that idiocy was not Selina Kyle…
“C-4 plastic explosive is a favorite,” Bruce was saying, “because without any kind of
triggering mechanism, it’s a relatively harmless compound not unlike modeling clay.
You can mold it, stretch it, cut it or shape it without concern; without a catalyst it won’t
explode-period. You can set it on fire; it simply burns like a piece of wood, though
somewhat hotter. You can shoot it with a high-powered rifle and it won’t go off. But
add some kind of detonator, like a blasting cap or an electronic detonator like these,
and it’s incredibly destructive.”
“Mhm,” Selina answered, her eyes narrowing.
…The Post finally clued in that the image they’d been offering of a goggled
crimefighter was completely incompatible with the true Catwoman—something she’d
made perfectly clear all those years ago from the stage of the Hijinx Playhouse. Yet
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they’d continued all this time, stubbornly ignoring what everyone else in Gotham
knew: that’s not Catwoman. Now, at last, they were prepared to admit the truth…
“The primary agent, commonly called RDX for ‘Research Development Explosive,’ is
mixed with a binding agent and a plasticizer, and usually a ‘chemical marker’ like
dimethyl dinitrobutane mixed with motor oil. The result is a completely inert clay-like
substance that needs the proper amount of energy from a detonator to cause a chemical
reaction in the compound. When the chemical reaction begins, the C-4 decomposes to
release a variety of gases, notably nitrogen and carbon oxides, which expand at about
26,000 feet per second and ignite.”
…But unable to come right out and say they lied, the Post tried to explain it away
with a bit of typical Gotham Postitude. They latched onto the Dr. Light story and
decided that Zatanna—ZATANNA the mindwiping tnuc—had done the same thing to
Selina that she’d done to Dr. Light and the Top… Well, not quite the same. Dr. Light
only got a lobotomy. “Selina” apparently got a crappy apartment, a closet full of spare
Trinity outfits, a whiny whore hanging around like her sidekick and a Harvey Bullock
wannabe acting like her boyfriend…
“…two metal-tipped plastic prongs sticking out of the back of the detonator. When
the timer reaches zero, a high-voltage current would pass between the two prongs,
providing just enough energy to detonate the bomb.”
Selina slammed the nearest object on the nearest surface, which happened to be a
batarang on a mousepad—which failed to make the desired clang and instead
produced a muffled thud.
“Why tell me?” she blurted. “I don’t disarm bombs, Bruce, it’s not my kink. Other
than being glad they didn’t blow you up, I really don’t give a shit whether some
hopeless amateurs tried to rob the federal depository last night. It’s got nothing to do
with me.”
He looked up, astonishment blotting out any other reaction. Before his anger
overcame the shock, Selina’s had given way to that lingering warmth and gratitude for
the initial gift.
“Sorry,” she murmured, strangely off-balance. “Guess my coming down here wasn’t
such a good idea. I should get ready for this Ashton-Larraby thing anyway.”
Bruce watched curiously as she walked up the stairs and disappeared into the clock
passage.

Harvey Dent set down the newspaper, his mouth twisted into a pucker of… of…
He was of two minds. He hated admitting that, but he was of two minds about what
he’d read.
He was pleased, in a way. The Gotham Post, which had barely mentioned him since
his face was healed, was suddenly portraying him as a good guy. They made him out
to be a crimefighter, maybe not on par with Batman, but out there all the same, fighting
the good fight: stopping bank robbers, holding a line against criminals as he’d one
done as D.A. and… and balancing the scales, in a sense, for the crimes he’d committed
as Two-Face.
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That was where the second reaction came in. In reality, Harvey hadn’t done much of
anything with his new life except rebuild his wardrobe, reactivate his membership at
the Harvard Club, and resume a tentative social life among people who did not appear
on the GCPD’s most wanted list. The thought of making up for the past had honestly
not occurred to him. As District Attorney, he fought to make criminals pay for their
crimes. As Two-Face, he’d been obsessed with balance and counter-balance, good and
evil. How could he have failed this way, failed in both his mindsets, to recognize that
need to, somehow, make up for what he’d done?
This Harvey Dent in the pages of the trashiest, most repugnant tabloid in Gotham, in
this tabloid that made all living souls out to be monsters a hundred times worse than
their true selves, was doing what Harvey himself never thought to: making amends.
Harvey wondered if he should do likewise. The idea was strangely unappealing.
He felt he ought to, certainly, but he didn’t want to.
Not at all.
His hand felt achingly empty. A decision like this, a decision like none he’d faced in
all this time since the healing—like none he’d really faced ever in his life. What he
wanted to do and what he felt he ought to do were… were completely… opposed.
Black and white. Opposite sides of the… This went beyond his fingers itching to flip
the coin. This was deeper, beyond habit, beyond uncertainty, beyond anything.
He closed his eyes and, in that dark cavern of his thoughts, he visualized the coin:
the smooth edge, the ridges just inside the rim, the raised spikes of the liberty head, the
rough crease where the deep scars cut across her face.
Visualizing the scarred side, Two-Face pointed out in his mind’s ear.
Harvey shook himself. Two-Face was gone. Gone forever, just like his scars, as long
as he never again used that coin, used fate or chance, to make a decision. Two-Face
was gone. He, Harvey Dent, had visualized the scarred side of the coin…
It meant only what he knew before: he didn’t want to go out at night and be a
crimefighter. Maybe he should, maybe it would be noble and right and worthy to put
himself on the line that way and make up for the harm done by Two-Face. But he
didn’t want to, and he wasn’t going to. There. Decision made. The end.
He picked up the newspaper and dropped it into the trashcan in disgust. He really
didn’t know why he bought that silly thing.

It was earlier than Edward Nigma liked to get up. Like most rogues, he kept a late
schedule even when he wasn’t actively engaged in a crime spree. His schedule wasn’t
exactly “up at dusk/bed at dawn,” but it was such that eight a.m. was too early to start
the day. Yet here he was, awake, dressed, and making breakfast of a cold bacon
cheeseburger he’d picked up the night before and stuck in the refrigerator, knowing
this would occur. He ate as he waited by the phone for the inevitable. When it
happened, he picked up on the first ring.
“Good morning, Pamela,” he said wearily before she’d spoken. “Yes, of course I
knew it was you. You’ve only been calling every morning for a week… No, you do not
get anagrams. At this hour, you’re lucky you get verbs… Because we do not all share
the plants’ love of sunshine, Ivy.”
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He pulled the phone from his ear and rested it against his forehead as it chirped into
the air in an excited female voice. Eddie took a deep breath and returned the phone to
his ear.
“Yes Pammy, that’s wonderful news,” he said automatically.
Every day for a week, he thought. It had been wonderful news every day for a
week. Such wonderful news that Poison Ivy had to share her joy with someone, and
evidently a greenhouse full of plantlife wasn’t adequate. Eddie wasn’t sure why he
was so “honored,” but every morning once she’d seen her new coverage in the Post,
that phone rang and the festivities began.
“M-hm,” Eddie said at intervals, adding the occasional “Yes,” “Good,” and “Yup”
for variety. He hadn’t seen any of the previous stories she was talking about. As far
as he knew, nobody had seen them. But evidently some little corner of the tabloid that
nobody paid attention to had falsely reported that Poison Ivy was dead, and now they
had corrected the error. It didn’t strike Eddie as any great cause for celebration, at least
not at eight o’clock in the goddamn morning.
The cheeseburger had left a light greasy film on its waxpaper wrapper, and on this
Edward Nigma scratched out the word POTS with his fingernail. Followed by TOPS,
SPOT, OPTS, STOP and finally the generator for these anagrams: POST.
“Yes, certainly,” Eddie murmured into the mouthpiece, having no idea what he was
agreeing with… apparently, that unlike previous 10ish years worth of the Post which
was an unforgivable waste of newsprint, this issue was a noble use of nature’s most
glorious creation (trees), and these gracious and dignified wood titans (trees again) did
not give their lives in vain.
GOTHAM POST would produce a far more extensive list of anagrams, and Eddie
reached for a pencil and began scratching out HAG MOST POT, HAG MS POTTO,
HAG PS MOTTO…

“Gotham After Dark?” Selina said weakly.
“Yes, Dear,” Gladys smiled effusively, setting down her teacup. “That amusing
column in the Gotham Post about all the night people. Surely you know of it.”
“Yes,” Selina said with a strange charge in her tone. “I know it. I know all the
columns in the Gotham Post, Mrs. Ashton—”
“Gladys, dear.”
“Gladys,” Selina bit off the word with a feline snarl.
“Such a splendid idea for a party, don’t you think? I mean, if we’re going to insert
an extra fundraiser into the social calendar to fund these new programs, we simply
have to offer something more than another dreary chicken a la king dinner dance.”
“Y-yes,” Selina managed, looking in panic to Bruce, to Lucius, and even to Alfred,
but finding only shocked stares as stunned and horrified as her own. “But surely,
Missu- Gladys- The rogues aren’t exactly- Nine out of ten Wayne events get hit as it is
and… Somebody help me here.”
“No,” Bruce said forcefully. Then realizing, from Selina’s startled stare more than
anything, that there was entirely too much Batman in his tone, he began stammering
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like the fop. “I mean it’d be fun, sure, to dress up and all, but I have to consider the
safety of my guests.”
“Some other kind of costume party,” Selina suggested impulsively. “Some period
where they wrote with feathers.” She looked abashedly at Bruce. “That way, only
Penguin would be pissed, right?”
“Oh pish,” Gladys exclaimed, “I don’t see why any of these ‘rogues’ or whatever
they’re called would be insulted if we used them as a theme. Why imitation is the
highest form of flattery!”
Bruce was stymied by the need to quash this idea in the strongest possible terms and
to keep any traces of Batman from creeping into his manner as he did so—which was
almost impossible on this particular topic. Fortunately, Selina had no such qualms
about behaving openly as Catwoman.
“I don’t fancy the idea of being in a roomful of goggled wannabes in bikerchick
catsuits,” she snarled.
“Oh my dear, of course not!” Gladys gushed. “What on earth do you take us for?
Why everyone knows that you’re Catwoman and that you’re with Bruce, so obviously
Catwoman is taken… That was such a lovely picture of you too, in that last edition;
Randolph and Randy-quad both remarked on it. How beautiful you look in purple
and how nice it was that they finally got it right.”
“Oh,” Selina breathed, disarmed by the removal of her strongest objection. “Well, it
was nice of them to notice.”
“I’m sure Selina agrees with me that Catwoman isn’t really the salient point,” Bruce
managed, finding a tone at last that was neither too foppish nor too Bat.
Selina’s eyes flashed with a gimlet look he’d seldom seen outside a bank vault.
Behind him, Alfred performed the swift and silent maneuver the Gotham underworld
called a “Bat-exit,” but which Alfred himself considered a tactful withdrawal such as
any butler knows to execute at such moments in the interests of discretion, diplomacy,
and common sense.
“No, I wouldn’t agree with that at all,” Selina said with calm finality. “I’d say
Catwoman is very much the point. If we’re talking about the Gotham Post, I’d say
whether or not Catwoman is in purple or not, or wearing goggles or not, or… is ME or
not, is very much the fucking point, Bruce.”
She caught herself before going further, collected herself, and primly folded the
napkin in her lap.
“Excuse me,” she said quietly. “I’m going to check with Alfred about lunch.”

Dick Grayson emerged from the bedroom at the crack of noon, stretching his arms in
a circular motion as he crossed the living room, as if he was swimming into the
kitchen.
“Morning, sweetie,” Barbara called, looking up from her laptop. “Have a good
night?”
“Good to be back on a normal schedule,” he answered loudly from the kitchen.
Then he returned, drinking orange juice from the carton. “It made a nice change
working with Cassie for those few weeks, but I’m glad to be on my own again –and
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really glad to be back in Bludhaven. I’m going to go back tonight, probably every night
for a week or so, to make up for the lost time.”
“Chip off the old block,” Barbara teased.
Dick stared as if physically struck at the thought. Then he took another swig of juice.
“Maybe a little, just in this one area,” he admitted.
“Maybe a little?” his wife countered. “You were doing a full patrol in Bludhaven
twice a week, as a rule. So in watching Gotham those few nights while Bruce was
away and having Flash do a quick run through ‘Haven each night, you lost exactly
nothing in patrol-time. Then partnering with Cassie since then—”
“She needed that more than Bludhaven needed Nightwing,” Dick interrupted.
“No one is arguing that point,” Barbara put in. “Partnering with Cassie, and not
wanting to take her out of Gotham because of the whole Robin-ice cream sundae thing,
okay. So how much did you really fall behind in Bludhaven?”
“It’s not a mathematical formula, Babs.”
“Three. You missed three whole nights in Bludhaven. The way you’re carrying on,
you’d think they got bombed back to the Stone Age.”
“I’m not ‘carrying on,’” Dick insisted. “I just… I feel like I’ve been neglecting my
best girl and I need to make it up to her.”
Barbara took off her glasses, raised an eyebrow, and glared.
“You better be finishing that orange juice and not figuring on putting it back in the
refrigerator,” she said crisply.
“Let me clarify the whole ‘best girl’ analogy,” Dick said quickly. “What I meant
was—”
“Chip. Off. The Old. Block,” Barbara said definitely.
Dick let his head rock backward until his eyes pointed to the ceiling.
“Okay, fine, you win,” he laughed. “I’m Bruce. I’m obsessed with my city. Grunt.”
Barbara winked.
“Truth is,” she pushed, “Bludhaven has hardly been the loser in all this. With Flash
looking in on it every single night, whereas you only patrol twice a week as a rule.”
“Why are you making such an issue of this?” Dick asked suddenly.
She thought about this, and then took a determined breath before answering. “I just
think it was good for everybody. Bruce took a little vacation, he and Selina got some
time together, Alfred is happy as a clam, you were wonderful leading the team… I
don’t want there to be any after effects that sours anybody on doing it again.”
“The all-seeing Oracle,” Dick said fondly.
She smiled and didn’t deny it.
“Cyber-busybody,” he added.
Again she smiled and didn’t challenge the label.
“I owe Wally huge,” Dick noted. “Thinking maybe take him and Linda to dinner.
What do you say?”
“Sounds good,” Barbara murmured, returning her attention to her laptop. “Oh, and
the Gotham Post is at it again, bird-o-my-heart. The Nightwing Workout.”
Dick stared.
“Why me?” he asked.
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“’Cause you’ve got the tightest tush in spandex, Dickie. The Tattler made quite a stir
with that ‘Riddle Me Thin’ idea and tabloids copy each other.”
“Why come up with a new idea when you can repackage the ‘Buns of Steel’
workout,” Dick laughed.
“Something like that,” Barbara smiled.

“She’s… a little emotional today,” Bruce said hurriedly as he stood to follow Selina
out of the room. He caught up with her on the second floor, at the door to her suite.
“What the hell is wrong with you?” he hissed softly.
“Have you even read the Post since any of this started?” she hissed back.
“I’m on damage control down there, Selina, and I’d appreciate a little support
instead of—”
“They’re fixing everything except me, Bruce: Batman, Robin, Riddler, Ivy, everything
they’ve made such a mess of, except me. And you know why?” She held up the
dictaphone. “Because of you. They know you arranged that sale; WayneTech gave
them these. Even if you didn’t buy the Post outright, they know you were involved
and they don’t want it looking like all these changes have anything to do with you. So
I get screwed. Gladys is right, everybody knows that we’re together. So I get left out
of all the improvements just so they can make it look like the changes can’t possibly be
connected to Bruce Wayne.”
He let out a long, frustrated breath.
“Okay,” he said quickly. “I’m sorry; I wasn’t aware of that, but… Can we possibly
deal with this later, go downstairs now and deal with the fresh disaster. A Gotham
Post party, God, only Gladys Ashton-Larraby could possibly—”
“Their big editorial revamp is now, Bruce. If Catwoman doesn’t get a piece of it,
who knows how long it will be until—Do you know how my gut clenches up when I
open that paper each morning? Do you know how sick I feel turning the pages,
dreading what they might have come up with this time?”
“Selina, please,” he said simply.
“Yes, fine,” she answered, then placed the dictaphone in his palm in the same
confrontational silence that he’d handed over her claw on the rooftop. “I will come
downstairs and talk to Gladys. But this isn’t going to go away, Bruce. I haven’t been
able to keep breakfast down for three days because of this, and it’s all your doing.
Hope you’re pleased with yourself and your big romantic gesture.”
Neither heard the quiet click on the dictaphone. Both proceeded downstairs, and
both tried to make Gladys Ashton-Larraby understand that her idea of a perfect
themed fundraiser might as well put up a banner that said “HELLO GOTHAM
ROGUES, PLEASE CRASH THIS PARTY!!!”
It didn’t go as Bruce hoped. Gladys Ashton-Larraby was almost a rogue herself once
she latched onto an idea. She had the same selective comprehension, the same
unfathomable blind spots, and the same stubborn resolve to carry on in the face of any
and all opposition. Bruce was hampered by his fear of appearing too Batlike in his
arguments. Lucius was flummoxed by the sheer insanity of the woman’s thinking.
And Selina—Selina was his one solid hope. She humored and handled the worst
rogues in Gotham. But she had a weak spot that no theme villain would ever find but
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which Gladys could exploit without even trying: Mrs. Wayne. Selina was off-balance
in any situation that put her in “Mrs. Wayne” territory for the first time. As long as she
could speak as Catwoman, the only person in the room with first-hand knowledge of
the real Gotham City rogues, she felt perfectly secure. She was sure, succinct, and
persuasive, and her arguments would have swayed anybody—except Gladys AshtonLarraby.
In Gladys’s peculiar view, the very fact that Selina Kyle was Catwoman meant the
party was secure. Yes, of course Wayne events might have been targeted in the past,
but now that Selina was with Bruce they were all safe as can be!
Selina was obviously confused by the appeal. She confirmed, with a wary eye to
Alfred, that the party, of whatever theme, wasn’t going to be held at Wayne Manor. It
was to be in the Grand Ballroom of the Robinson Plaza Hotel, Gladys was organizing
it, Gladys would be the hostess. What did any of it have to do with her?
Gladys merely smiled a wide, hungry smile, and stated the obvious: “It’s to benefit
the Wayne Foundation.”
“Yes, I know,” Selina said in the same tone she’d earlier said she knew the Gotham
Post.
“Well there you are!” Gladys announced triumphantly.
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CHAPTER 4: OKAY, NEW PLAN
Bruce managed to hold Psychobat in check—barely—until Gladys Ashton-Larraby
left the manor. He walked her to the door himself and tactfully laid the foundations
for the next step in Operation STOP THIS. He returned to the drawing room where
Lucius had remained, apparently for the sole purpose of stating the obvious: that a
“Gotham After Dark” fundraiser was an unspeakably awful idea, and having lunch.
Tibetan mental disciplines combined with telepathic blocking techniques learned from
Martian Manhunter were just sufficient to get Bruce through lunch, to get Lucius
escorted out to his car in a polite, civilized manner, and to get Bruce back to the
house—where Selina and Alfred stood waiting in the foyer.
“This is not going to happen,” he declared the way Batman commanded armed
goons to put down the gun NOW!
Selina, long familiar with the tone, looked casually at Alfred then back at Bruce. She
mimed a quick wave of a magic wand and said “Okay—Poof. Well, that’s done.
What’s next?”
Bruce reflexively made a fist and growled that he would be in the cave.
An hour later, he returned to the manor and found Selina in her suite, sketching
something.
“Hit me,” he announced abruptly.
She looked around, picked up a framed photograph from the table—one of her lynx
at the Catitat affectionately rubbing against her leg—and wordlessly threw it at him.
He caught it with a quick, economical movement, then grunted.
“Not like that,” he growled. “Suit up, come downstairs. I need to focus on this and I
can’t clear my head.”
“I thought that’s what your Zogger-death-machine worse-than-anything-Joker-cancome-up-with is for,” she said absently, returning to her sketching.
“It’s not working. I need a real workout, a real opponent. I need- some kind ofOnly Gladys Ashton-Larraby could possibly-”
“Bruce, you’re developing this bizarre habit of not finishing sentences,” she noted
with a grin.
He shook his head in frustrated bewilderment.
“Only Gladys Ashton-Larraby,” he repeated, while Selina carefully closed her
sketchpad and set it aside. Noting her movements, the care she took that he couldn’t
glimpse what she had drawn, Bruce assumed it was a new costume design.
Unconsciously, he glanced at her legs, which she noticed. Their eyes met in silent,
mutual recognition, as if he had asked openly about the new costume, as if she
answered that yes, she was trying a skirt again but short this time so it wouldn’t be in
the way… then, from long habit, they both swept the subject aside and let the
unspoken simmer under another topic entirely.
“I knew leaving town was a mistake,” he grumbled. “Something was bound to get
missed. Dick did fine with the team, Alfred runs the house better when I’m gone than
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when I’m here, but Lucius… Lucius letting that woman throw a party under the
Wayne name—what was he thinking?”
“If you’re going to try and pin this on having left town,” Selina growled, “then I will
suit up and kick your ass.”
Bruce suppressed a lip-twitch. For years, she had delighted in baiting him every
time she found an angle that had an effect. For once, he had the chance to retaliate.
“Look at the facts, Kitten. I turn my attention from Gotham for just a few days and
the wrong decision gets made. No,” he shook his head. “No, never again. If it’s
something important, like a League matter, that’s one thing. But a few days of fun with
you? Never ageagh—”
Another man would have actively cried out as the wrist torque twisted the parallel
bones of his forearm into contact. But Bruce was expecting the attack, and he was so
accustomed to the Nikkyo maneuver by now that the intense pain of the torque was
only a sharp sting he could suppress long enough to lead the attacker into a pin.
“Something I should have mentioned a long time ago,” he graveled while sweeping
Selina around on her own momentum, “A Nikkyo is such a common defense against a
wrist grab, I worked up a tolerance for the twinge in six months. Without the
instinctive pain response, all you have to do is loosen the elbow and…”
He yanked, and she was spun into his favorite torso-pin, her back to his chest. It was
a strength-based hold, and usually she changed strategies at that point, opting to
distract or misdirect him rather than pitting her strength against his. But today she
thrashed and snarled like a wildcat, her heel somehow reaching high enough to drive
into his knee and pushing off from there to launch herself upward. He bucked
backward and his arms popped open, releasing her just as she thrust upward, so that
they tangled and landed in an unseemly heap, Selina on top. She spied the previouslythrown picture frame, picked it up and smacked him with it.
“Something I should have mentioned a long time ago,” she said tersely, “you’re a
jackass. Oh wait, I did mention that, didn’t I.”
Rather than answer—or rise—he massaged a sore spot on top of his knee where her
heel had dug in. She remained on the floor next to him, looking at the photograph.
“I did get my hopes up,” she said quietly. “With the Post. You said not to and you
were right but… how I could I not. I was right there, all purple and… looking like me
again. Things were going to change and instead… Catwoman is still a cheap, ignorant,
goggled, crimefighting, whore.”
“But it’s not you,” he put in, trying for a silver lining.
“Wouldn’t know the difference between a lynx and a leopard,” Selina insisted,
indignant. “Wouldn’t know the difference between a Monet and a Manet, wouldn’t
know the difference between… between… Batman and a pheromonally-challenged
imposter with Ego Deficit Disorder.”
“It’s just the Post,” Bruce said mildly.
“It’s just blasphemy is what it is, against cats, women, and Selina Kyle. Catwoman is
the sum total of the choices I’ve made in my life. And I hold onto those choices in the
face of public—There comes a point where—”
“You’re developing this bizarre habit of not finishing sentences,” Bruce noted with a
grin.
She chuckled reluctantly.
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“Selina,” he said seriously. “This isn’t really the Post we’re talking about, is it? This
is Xanadu, and… what happened before?”
“I don’t know what you mean,” she said with the exaggerated innocence of a
catburglar caught with a handful of Winthrop rubies.
“The idea of alternate realities has brought sane, scientific men to the brink of
madness,” Bruce said gravely. “It’s provoked crises of faith, of identity—and that’s just
theorists performing calculations. They didn’t travel into one. You did. You stepped
right into the shoes of several different Catwomans-that-might-have-been-if. I know it
has to have been… unsettling. We’re all the sum total of our choices, Selina. To
actually see—not wonder but see first hand what your life might be if you’d… or if you
hadn’t, if… ”
He trailed off. Selina smiled.
“Bizarre habit. Not finishing,” she said sweetly.
“God knows I’ve wondered,” he murmured.
“Bruce, in every world I saw, you were still you. I don’t think Batman is a ‘choice’ for
you, certainly not like becoming an architect or taking a vacation in Hawaii; Batman is
who you are.”
“Just like you’re Catwoman,” he said warmly. “But I didn’t mean Batman; that isn’t
the choice I wonder about.”
She met his eyes and, for a long moment, the words hung unspoken in the air. Until,
at last…
“You mean us,” she said quietly.
“There’s a curio full of cat figurines in the corner of my bedroom, Selina. Some
mornings I wake up and see that, and I just can’t wrap my brain around it… I think
one of your cats steals my socks.”
“That’s Nutmeg,” she said wryly.
“Not the point,” he pronounced in Batman’s most exasperated rooftop gravel.
Selina rolled onto her back, laughing as a month’s worth of unfocused tension
gurgled to the surface.
“And tell me,” she managed through spurting giggles, “Bat-o-my-heart, what exactly
in that hero-addled brain of yours is the point?”
He waited until her laughter subsided, then indulged in the briefest lip twitch before
answering.
“I’m glad you’re here, Selina, in this house, in my life. That’s the point. You’re good
for me. That’s what the gift was for, arranging the sale of the Post. That’s the point.
That… and the fact that Gladys Ashton-Larraby wants to throw a ‘Gotham Post Party,’
God help us all.”
“Whoa, whoa, back up,” Selina cried, crawling onto him with a seductive purr. “You
raced right over the good part. Go back and say that again.”
He stroked her hair, once, then picked her up only to stand himself and set her back
down on the floor.
“Thank you, Kitten. I needed to focus, and that’s what you helped me do.”
“Woof,” she grumbled as he left.
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Mozart. Poison Ivy was so sick of Mozart.
She’d had a very bad year. Catfight. Gargoyles. Harley defecting—which was how
she viewed her friend not flying to her side the instant she broke up with Joker. TwoFace deserting her—which was how she viewed Harvey’s face being healed. Selina…
well, Ivy didn’t have a word for what Selina did, but her cozy little arrangement with
Bruce Wayne was annoying. And Wayne! Failing to come up with anything better
than a Whitman Sampler to express his devotion to Ivy when he’d given Selina
diamond catpins! It was a bad year. A very bad year. And Ivy had taken what
comfort she could in her parks. Her larger lair in Robinson Park, her smaller one in
Riverside for when she wanted to be completely alone.
And in that time she had neglected the greenhouse. It was a painful admission, but
it was the truth. She had retreated into the parks and virtually forgotten about the
rarest, most exotic breeds she kept in the remote greenhouse near the flower market on
26th Street. So now she was making amends, like any good mother, spending as much
time there as she could with her precious babies, lavishing attention on them and
indulging them. She played them music. They liked music, and most of all they liked
Mozart. So Mozart was played: Piano sonata in B flat major, Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra in A major, Overture to The Magic Flute, it all sounded alike to her. And it
was all starting to sound… well “annoying” wasn’t the word, not annoying like
Selina’s happy little lovefest with the richest man in Gotham (who gave her diamond
catpins of his own free will when all he brought Poison Ivy was a box of chocolate
creams), but the music was bothersome all the same.
She was trying to concentrate, trying to work out the proper way to approach the
makers of this throat lozenge, with their “natural soothing herbal extracts” wrenched
essence from the flourishing bodies of elderberry, horehound, hyssop, lemons, linden
flowers, peppermint, sage and thyme! It was a massacre, an absolute massacre. And
her research into the murdering fiends responsible got no further than the
manufacturer’s website when she discovered the lozenge was only one of sixty
products they made, all herbal-based “remedies” and “treatments,” butchering Gaiaonly-knew how many helpless, innocent plants to cosset revolting human
hypochondriacs!
She had to do something, certainly, but she could barely think with that perky flute,
or maybe it was a clarinet trilling up and down, up and down. It was enough to give a
goddess a headache.
So Ivy put her plans aside for the moment and searched her desk for an aspirin. She
didn’t find any, but she came across the previous day’s Gotham Post, still folded open
to the page with the retraction about her alleged death. It was small, as such
admissions always are, but supported on the following page by a proper picture and a
respectful (for the Post) if not quite accurate account of her attack on the Vanguard
Building.
Good coverage. It wasn’t much, but it was virtually the only good thing that had
happened to her in a year. She searched the desk again, not even caring when she
found the aspirin she’d wanted a moment before. She rummaged for scissors, and
stroked the edge of the paper before cutting it. She neatly clipped out both columns,
blew a kiss to her babies enjoying their (still annoying) Mozart and told them she’d be
back shortly. She was going out to buy a scrapbook.
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Jervis Tetch could not keep a secret. Everyone in the Gotham Underworld knew it.
To the police, he was the Mad Hatter. To the Gotham Post, he was “the wily and
elusive madman who uses his knowledge of computers and technology to satisfy his
criminal desires…” But in the Iceberg Lounge, he was more often referred to as Gossip
Gertie.
Yet for weeks he’d kept to himself the strange misadventure of Edward Nigma’s
loveletter, sent by mistake to police headquarters while the riddle-clue meant for
Batman went to Kittlemeier’s and his order for exploding question marks was
delivered to his delectable (ex)puzzlemuffin, Doris.
Jervis wasn’t especially loyal to Nigma, he just didn’t think it was very good dish.
Everyone knew Eddie had been completely infatuated with Doris. And if they didn’t
know during the affair, they certainly knew after the breakup when he dug in at the
Iceberg wallowing in the most atonally self-pitying country music on the jukebox for
hours at a time. And now he’d written a love letter. It was hardly juicy gossip. It
hadn’t occurred to Jervis to mention it until Jonathan Crane asked why he hadn’t.
Crane happened to be at Kittlemeier’s when Eddie had burst in, with Jervis in tow, to
retrieve his letter. Crane didn’t know as much as Jervis, but he knew that there was
something to know. Eddie had burst in, there was talk of a letter delivered by mistake,
frantic demands for its return, and when the further mixup was revealed, Eddie had
fainted. Crane knew, certainly, that there was a story there, there was a tale to be told.
He knew Jervis was a gossip. And yet Jervis hadn’t said a word. What, he demanded
to know, did Nigma have on him? By what frightful application of terror and dread
was he able to silence Jervis’s clattering tongue?
Jervis had assured him there was no fear anywhere in the equation, no threats, no
blackmail, no off with his head. He would be the first to spread the word if the knave
of hearts brought him tarts worthy of his attention, but Eddie writing a gin-soaked
letter to his ex wasn’t a heart-tart. It wasn’t a tart of any kind.
These denials were taken proof, positive proof, of Scarecrow’s theory. He was now
convinced that Riddler had Jervis completely under his thumb and nothing Jervis said
could persuade him otherwise. It was rather embarrassing, the fuss Jonathan was
making about his “poor friend” being “bullied and manhandled.” The pitying tone,
the condescending smile…
It was embarrassing, but Jervis began to wonder if it might be an opportunity as
well. If Jonathan was so determined to see him as a bullied victim, was there some
way he could turn this to his advantage?
Now that was a riddle worth solving.

Bruce called Mrs. Ashton-Larraby to another meeting, this time at the Wayne offices,
one-on-one. No Lucius being tactful, no Selina being appeased because there wouldn’t
be faux Catwomen involved. Just Gladys Ashton-Larraby and the man who stood toeto-toe with Ra’s al Ghul, with Darkseid, with Joker. He went into that meeting as he
would into battle.
Unfortunately, before he could launch his prepared attack, he was blindsided with a
new assault entirely: as head of the Wayne Foundation, Gladys expected Bruce to
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attend the party dressed as Batman. Having to counter THAT godawful idea, Bruce
heard himself proposing modifications for the very theme he had called the meeting to
veto.
“Well, we all know it’s the villains that are more interesting,” he enthused, trying to
sound convincing though the idea that made him physically ill. “That’s what everyone
will talk about the next day, right? So how about a supervillain theme, rather than a
generic ‘Gotham After Dark.’”
“Oh Brucie, you’re a genius!” came the rapturous reply, and Bruce assumed that was
the end of the Bat costume. They went on to discuss hotels, catering and decorators,
while Bruce tried to reconstruct his arguments against having a Gotham party at all…
Until Gladys bit her lip thoughtfully, and Bruce sensed a new danger.
“Of course, it still wouldn’t be a Gotham nightlife party without Batman,” she
announced. “And you’re just perfect for the role! Who else should escort Catwoman,
after all! Oh, and that darling Selina can certainly let you in on all the secrets for getting
a really authentic costume made.”
Feeling the earth crumbling under his feet, Bruce spent the remainder of the meeting
trying to keep himself out of a batsuit rather than pursuing his original objective:
shutting down the party.
While he continued to argue with Gladys, his mind sifted through contingencies…
Bruce Wayne’s costume—any costume—could not be cheap, third-rate, or improvised.
Whatever he did as Bruce Wayne, the head of the Wayne Foundation, had to be in keeping
with his wealth and position. A bad costume would be suspicious on the one night he
could not afford any flaw in his public persona.
He also could not risk, under any circumstances, appearing as Batman at a gathering
where so many had seen Batman first hand. Gotham’s elite were frequent crime
victims; it went with having money and position, and many attending a Wayne gala
would have seen Batman in person—as had the rogues who were certain to crash…
Which led to a third consideration: whatever Bruce’s costume, it had to be such that
he could easily change into Batman when the inevitable criminal incident inevitably
occurred.
As these Bat-thoughts consumed more and more of his attention, Bruce’s outward
behavior became more and more foppish to compensate—until he “accidentally”
flipped on the dictaphone, expecting to broadcast Selina’s lustful “Take off that belt, I’m
gonna do you right here.” It was a premium bit of foppery worthy of the worst excesses
of the playboy rake. Instead, the digitized voice declared, “This isn’t going to go away,
Bruce. I haven’t been able to keep breakfast down for three days because of this, and it’s all your
doing. Hope you’re pleased with yourself and your big romantic gesture.”

Ivy was surprised she didn’t feel more satisfaction as she closed the cover on her
new scrapbook. It was such a magnificent victory. She felt some sort of glowing
celebration was in order, if only…
Well.
She had her plants to share it with. What more could anyone want?
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Harley certainly wasn’t one for sharing a friend’s good fortune, not one to be happy
simply because her friend was happy. No, she was far too busy amusing herself with
Hagen (of all the repulsive flower-murdering fiends) to even notice Ivy’s good fortune.
And Harvey, Harvey wasn’t a candidate to share confidences anymore, to celebrate
together, to… well anyway, he wasn’t available.
Selina, while hardly a friend, could still be a good listener and good company. But
on this particular subject, no. She could hardly go to Catwoman to celebrate the
Gotham Post admitting their errors and restoring Poison Ivy to her proper appearance
and place in the world.
And Nigma, well, she’d already called him twice today. The last time, he said
something about squeezing orange juice and grinding coffee beans—extra fine. She
asked if he was making breakfast and he said: “No, for fun.”

Jervis Tetch rearranged the chessmen for the fourth time, then he picked up the black
knight, removed his hat, and scratched his head with it. Chessmen were an integral
part of the Mad Hatter’s theme, but the game of chess really wasn’t. Not played fairly.
Not without live chessmen, appropriately hatted, so you could simply order the rook
to stand aside and let your pawn pass. Or failing a lifesize hatted rook, there were
times if the queen checked your king, you had to declare her a “fruminous
bandersnatch,” take out a croquet mallet, and smash her to bits.
Jervis knew he had a strategically valuable whatsit in Scarecrow’s idea that he was
somehow being bullied or blackmailed by the Riddler. A strategic frolimawuggit,
that’s what it was. But he didn’t have any idea how to use it. He wasn’t a mastermind,
that was the problem. His was a criminal mind that could pose and puzzle, permutate
and perambulate, gyre and gimble like the maddest of hatters, the reddest of queens,
and the jabbiest of Jaberwocks. He could chortle in his joy, chortle all the frabjous day,
Callooh! Callay, he could—what was he saying? Yes, he was not a mastermind.
You had to stay focused for that, focused on the big picture, and Jervis didn’t have
the gift.
Of course…
Nigma did.
Nigma most certainly did.
How wonderfully circular that would be: to have the Riddler advise him on
manipulating Scarecrow’s idea that Riddler was manipulating him—THAT was the
kind of thing the Mad Hatter excelled at, wheels within wheels, it all made perfect
sense if you looked at it with a kind of mental squint. He would go see Eddie at once,
and together, they would—teatime! It was teatime. He would go see Eddie after tea,
for now it was time for bread and butter.

Gladys Ashton-Larraby might have been a social gorgon, but she was also a lady. It
would have been grossly ill bred to make a fuss over what she’d heard on that
dictaphone. It would embarrass poor Bruce to even acknowledge it. Her surprise
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showed for only a split second before she hid it in a rapt “listening to music” face as
she studied a painting on his office wall.
Bruce cursed good manners. He recognized Gladys’s pretense, for he was raised to
the same standard himself. In her place, he would have done exactly the same thing
(assuming he wasn’t playing the loutish fop): pretend not to hear. Unfortunately, her
polite pretense demanded he do the same. It made it impossible for him to explain or
deny anything. He could only carry on with the meeting as if nothing had happened.
Then he could only walk her to the elevator chattering about the weather—while
Batman began constructing a new protocol.
There would be no third attempt to derail Gladys’s plans for “Gotham After Dark,”
that much was certain. After this second try had escalated from a generic Gotham
theme to “Supervillains” and the suggestion that Bruce go as Batman, he knew better
than to risk another direct assault on the event itself. He would have to finesse it in
other ways, although he hated “finessing” something which, by all rights, should be
pummeled into unconsciousness and deposited at the Arkham admissions desk. Still,
as much as it sickened him, the situation could not be hit, hunted, punched, slapped, or
intimidated. It had to be finessed.
Both he and Selina would make the briefest possible appearance at the fundraiser—
in regular evening dress, no costumes. It might come off a bit rude and superior,
blatantly eschewing the party’s theme, almost snubbing the guests who would attend
in costume. Bruce didn’t mind being rude and superior, although he wouldn’t
normally do so at a Foundation event. But it was better to take the hit than run a
needless security risk.
And he would spend each night until the party rounding up every rogue he possibly
could on any pretext he could think of. Jaywalking, downloading movies from the
Internet, ripping the labels off a mattress if necessary, he would find some way to get
them out of circulation on the critical night. He would draw up a detailed At Large
List as soon as he got home, and prioritize it accordingly—although the prime threats
were obvious: Joker for his fixation on Batman, Riddler and Hugo Strange because they
knew the secret…
“And of course Catwoman.”
“Hm, what?” Bruce grunted foppishly.
“Brucie, you dear man, like all dear men, you simply don’t listen,” Gladys drawled.
“’Gotham’ in strong angular lettering, deep blue like everyone associates with Batman,
and then ‘after dark’ in a lush flowing script in purple—like Catwoman!”
Bruce stared blankly.
“For the invitations!” Gladys beamed.
“Oh yes, of course,” he growled.
“Never mind, I’ll call her myself. Men!”
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CHAPTER 5: THE NEW PLAN DOESN’T
SEEM MUCH BETTER THAN THE OLD
ONE
Riddler paced. Not since the day of the great revelation, the day he stumbled upon
the last piece of the puzzle and saw clearly the answer to the ultimate riddle (WHO IS
BATMAN UNDER THAT MASK?) had he paced so feverishly. For not since that day
was he confronted with such a confounding conundrum.
The tabloids might be good for a laugh now and then, but there wasn’t a word of
truth in their pages and anyone with an ounce of intelligence knew it. To keep up with
what was really happening in Gotham, you had to read a real newspaper, and Edward
Nigma, like most men of intelligence, started each day with the Gotham Times. His
early morning wake-up calls from Poison Ivy had one benefit in that he was starting
the day much earlier than usual. At 7:12 he hung up from Queen Chlorophyll’s daily
update on her much improved press and he opened his Times to the crossword. At
7:26 he finished the crossword and noted his time: a dismal 14 minutes and 12
seconds, more than three minutes over his average of 10 minutes 41 seconds and
almost TWICE his fastest time, 7 minutes 28 seconds.
So much for the so-called benefits of early rising.
He turned to the headlines, read through the national news, then turned to the
local… business… technology… travel… entertainment… and finally before perusing
the classifieds and opinion pages, he found the Style section and checked Hermoine’s
Society Chit-Chat.
He set down the paper, stunned, and stared into space for ten full seconds. Then he
looked at the page again to see if the perplexing puzzle made any more sense the
second time around.
The Wayne Foundation asks us to open our checkbooks more often than any other
philanthropic institution, and it might become tiresome if they didn’t always make it worth our
while. The newest addition to the social calendar, a masked ball called GOTHAM AFTER
DARK, promises to out-do them all.
Hm. The WAYNE foundation throwing a party based on the colorful “rogues gallery”
associated with Gotham’s Dark Knight? Surely, one cannot doubt the hand of the lovely Miss
Kyle in this unique and daring theme. Readers will remember, I’m sure, that Selina Kyle
starred in the infamous Cat-Tales stage show a few years back, and there are those who still
argue if she might be the real Catwoman. But whatever her connection to the rogues of Gotham,
there is no doubt of her connection to Bruce Wayne. For years now she has been escort
presumptive of the once-notorious playboy, and more than one socialite has her hat all picked
out for when that engraved invitation finally arrives bidding them to another stunning Wayne
Manor wedding.
A picture from the Grayson-Gordon wedding appeared beneath that appalling
paragraph, and that’s when Nigma set down the newspaper and began pacing.
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The first wave of nervous tension shuddered through his system as he recalled how
Harley Quinn dragged him to that wedding, dragged him all the way out to Wayne
Manor in a cheap suit and false moustache because she had to crash that reception (for
reasons never explained, and considering Harley, Eddie figured that was probably for
the best) and she thought she would look less conspicuous arriving with a date. He’d
gone along, it went as well as anything goes when Harley Quinn is involved, and he’d
done his best to forget it ever happened. He’d succeeded just fine until this Hermoine
lunatic had to go reminding him.
If he knew then what he knew now… Bruce Wayne was Batman. Batman was Bruce
Wayne. Harley had taken him out to BATMAN’S HOUSE to CRASH A PARTY. If he
had an inkling what that demented tassel twit was getting him into…
He hadn’t begun to recover from that realization when the next shockwave
reverberated through his still-reeling brain. A ROGUE PARTY???? Was he insane?
Was he flat out paging-Doctor-Arkham-pickup-in-aisle-six insane? Was he SEA INN,
AS NINE, SIENNA—off his bat-noodle? Wayne wasn’t stupid, he wasn’t suicidal, that
seemed to leave only crazy. Didn’t he realize how insanely dangerous it was for him to
be throwing a freaking costume party peppered with Batmen, Jokers, Riddlers and
who knew what all might turn up??? What was he thinking? What was he going to
do, Bruce Wayne at a costume party where everyone has to dress as crimefighters and
rogues? Not that Nigma especially cared about Bruce Wayne’s welfare. Apart from
losing the only opponent with a mind fit to match wits with his own, he wouldn’t
particularly mind living in a world without Batman. But Selina was another matter.
And Selina’s fate was now, for better or worse, tied to Wayne’s and…
…and even if Riddler wasn’t above using her that one time, he did consider Selina a
friend and…
…he would hate to see her Smilex’d or dismembered…
…fed to Joker’s hyenas or…
He went back to the newspaper, that one phrase echoing through his mind—Selina’s
fate was tied to Wayne’s now, for better or worse.
He reread Hermoine’s coy prose. More than one socialite has picked out a hat…
…
…
…
She wouldn’t.
…
Would she?
And if she did, what did Eddie care? It’s not like he ever had a chance with her.
They were friends all those years when they were both available. If there was any
spark, it would have happened. There wasn’t. It didn’t. So it wasn’t jealousy.
But something bothered him about that niggling little paragraph hinting so pointedly
about a wedding.
So what was it?

Alfred was well aware that the movie room behind the armory, while not officially in
use since Master Dick had moved out of the manor, was still an occasional “hangout”
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for both young gentlemen. They kept it equipped with the latest X-box and Playstation
gear, while Alfred gave it a regular dusting, airing, and generally augmented Dick and
Tim’s superficial efforts to keep the place tidy. Neither he nor they ever alluded to the
arrangement—until today. While Alfred was used to finding an occasional candy
wrapper or an errant kernel of popcorn when he checked the movie room, this was the
first time he found an actual occupant. Tim was asleep, curled around some kind of a
video game console and using a box labeled Phoenix Ninja as a pillow.
Alfred coughed.
“Double or nothing, SilentShogee,” Tim blurted, bolting upright.
“Ahem, good morning, Master Timothy,” Alfred said blandly. “As it is a somewhat
unusual hour to be paying us a visit, perhaps you would care to come around to the
kitchen for some breakfast when you are ready.”
“Hi, Alfred,” Tim said meekly. “Breakfast?”
“Yes, sir. I have a pitcher of juice and a basket of muffins always on hand. For
something more substantial, you would have to wait and join Master Bruce and Miss
Selina when they come down.”
“Uhh, no, that’s alright,” Tim blanched. “I don’t think Bruce would understand.”
“It is indeed most unlikely that he would if you decline to offer an explanation,
young sir.”
“It’s Cassie, Alfred. We had a bet and I lost and, well, you probably know, about the
ice cream sundaes and all. Thing is, I think she’s hooked on that mid-patrol sugar
rush, ‘cause now she keeps trying to get me to bet again. And I’m not sure how long I
can put her off. So I have to get like ten times better at Phoenix Ninja and fast.”
“I see, sir. Might one suggest that you simply decline further contests of this sort
with the young lady.”
“She calls me a chicken, Alfred. She has a vocabulary of maybe eight-hundred
words tops, and half of them amount to ShadowBird, that’s my avatar in the game,
being a puny, chicken-necked wimp that she’s gonna break like a twig. Can’t let
something like that pass, Alfred. I’ll lose my guy-card.”
Alfred suppressed a smile. He looked disapprovingly at a soda can and a smudge of
tacky, sugary cola on the game console, then cleared his throat.
“Breakfast in the kitchen when you are ready, young sir,” he said severely.
Tim nodded, and Alfred turned and left.

Selina growled sleepily and buried her face deeper in the pillow.
“It’s for you,” she murmured, shoving Bruce’s hip.
Alfred merely stood at the side of the bed, holding the telephone on a silver tray.
“Give me a minute,” Bruce managed, opening bleary eyelids. He knew the butler
would never disturb his sleep for anything trivial, so he didn’t ask if it was important.
He didn’t ask anything, not even who was calling, until he’d poured a glass of water,
took a sip, then closed his eyes, focused his thoughts on his center of gravity and
inhaled through his nose, slowly, steadily, feeling the air fill his lungs…
The meditative focus was wrecked by a beeping trill. Bruce’s eyes shot open and he
looked savagely at the phone on Alfred’s tray. The beeping trill sounded again, and
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Bruce realized it was not this phone making the noise. He shoved Selina’s hip just as
she had done his, then graveled “It’s for you.”
She moaned, pawed around the bedside table, and finally found her cell phone
resting in its charger.
“Hello?” she mumbled into the closed cover as it rang again. Bruce took the phone
from her hand, opened it, and held it to her ear.
“Hello?” she repeated.
After that effort, Bruce felt sufficiently alert to answer his own call. “Bruce Wayne,”
he began.
..::‘Lina? Is Wayne out of his mind?::.. sounded on Selina’s phone.
..:::HAHAHAHAA It’s genius, Brucie, pure genius!::.. was heard on Bruce’s.
“Good morning, Eddie,” Selina sighed.
“Joker?” Bruce asked cautiously.
Selina looked at Bruce and raised an eyebrow. He looked at her and scowled.
..:::This party, what’s he thinking? What are you thinking? You trying to get yourself
killed?::..
..:::This party, it’s brilliant, Brucie. The so-called villains in this town have gotten so boring.
HAHAHA! Leave it to you to show ‘em how it’s done, eh, Brucie old boy, HA HA HA
HAAAAA!::..
“Oh right, the party,” Selina murmured.
“Oh right, the party,” Bruce growled.
..:::Gotham After Dark,::.. both callers said in unison.
“Yeah, Gotham After Dark,” Bruce and Selina answered in sync.
“Eddie thinks the party is a bad idea,” Selina said, covering the receiver.
“Joker thinks it’s genius,” Bruce replied.
..::Unless you’re trying to kill him,::.. Eddie suggested. ..::‘Lina, if you’ve finally come
around on the whole idea of killing him, I’ve got to say this gets top marks for style and
creativity, but there are better ways to go about it, you know what I’m sayin’?::..
..::Brucie, Brucie, I’ve got it. You know what you should do? HAHAHAHA! Oh, it’s too
funny! You should, you should, HAHAHAHA, it’s too good! You should go as Batman!
HAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAAA!::..
“He thinks I’m trying to kill you,” Selina reported flatly.
“He thinks I should go as Batman,” Bruce countered, drawing several inches of the
bedsheet into a coiled fist.
..::Best! Joke! Ever!::.. Joker sang out.
Alfred went about his usual routine on entering the Wayne bedroom in the
morning. He opened the curtains and arranged slippers and dressing gowns at the
foot of the bed, as if unaware there were any conversations going on.
..::And what’s this bit about having a hat all picked out for the wedding?::.. Selina’s earpiece
quacked audibly.
“What?” she hissed in reply.
“What?” Bruce barked into his.
“Alfred, where’s today’s Times?” they said in unison.
..::As long as I get to give the bride away and kill a Robin at the reception,::.. Joker was
saying.
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..::‘Cause I thought we were still friends, ‘Lina, and I don’t appreciate getting news like this
from some newspaper gossip column.::..
Alfred held out the paper, and Bruce and Selina both snatched at it, ripping the page
in two.
..::If anyone here knows of any reason why these two should not be wed, speak now—and
forever rest in peace! HAHAHAHAAAA.::..
“Shut up, Jack,” Selina snarled at the phone in Bruce’s hand, as she held up her half
of the article, and tried to read over the tear.
..::I mean, all right, he’s not exactly who I would pick out for you, ‘Lina, and Lord knows you
can do better, but still, a phone call. A guy wants to be kept in the loop!::..
“Shut up, Nigma,” Bruce spat.
..::Oh, she’s right there, HAHAHA! Whipcrack! Eh, Brucie boy, HA HA HA HA
HAAAAA!::..
..::He’s there! What we can’t have a simple PHONECALL NOW?::..
“Of course he’s here,” Selina hissed, still trying to read the torn paper, “It’s morning,
Eddie, it’s damn early in the morning, we’re in bed.”
..::AHH, too much information, TOO MUCH INFORMATION!::.. Nigma wailed.
Selina simply closed her phone, handed it to Alfred, and asked him to throw it out
the window.
“Yes, I’ll tell her,” Bruce said before hanging up his and replacing it on the tray.
“Throw that one out the window too,” Selina suggested.
Bruce gave her that rooftop glare when he didn’t appreciate her sense of humor, but
rather than wink playfully as she usually did, she looked deathly serious.
“You don’t imagine those calls were the last, do you?” she asked.
Before he could consider the question, the phone rang again, and Bruce looked at
Alfred.
“Throw it out the window,” he said flatly.

Four times since hanging up the phone, Eddie reminded himself that he took 14
minutes and 12 seconds to complete the Times crossword. Clearly his mind was not at
its best today. Clearly he should consider the question carefully—any question he
should consider carefully—before acting.
Calling Selina that way was rash. He needed more information, certainly, you
couldn’t solve a jigsaw puzzle with only one piece. But calling her first thing in the
morning and artlessly asking was not the way to go about it.
Information, Information, Information. How best to gather information…

Bruce was surprised, but hardly displeased, to find Tim sitting in the dining room.
The boy murmured something Bruce didn’t really listen to, something about going a
few rounds with Zogger after patrol and then crashing on the couch, Alfred offering
him breakfast… Bruce didn’t care. Tim’s presence in the house was a convenience. He
would brief Dick, Barbara and Cassie tonight, but Tim could be told now, immediately,
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and Robin would get a few hours head start. He could help sort through the At Large
lists to start with and possibly—
“What are you doing here this early?” Selina asked coldly. She had bypassed her
place at the table and went straight to the sideboard, poured herself a cup of coffee,
and glared suspiciously at Tim. Despite the lack of costume, she looked (and sounded)
remarkably like Catwoman accosting a crimefighter who surprised her mid-break-in.
Tim repeated his story about Zogger, the couch, and wanting some breakfast. Selina
poured milk into her cup with a markedly feline expression.
“You haven’t seen a newspaper?” she hissed suspiciously.
“No,” Tim said frankly.
“Okay then,” she sighed, seeming satisfied. She resumed her usual manner, took her
place at the table, and took a sip of coffee. Then the hostile felinity spiked again and
she looked up at him as a new thought struck her. “Don’t,” she ordered.
“Yes, ma’am,” Tim said sarcastically.
Over breakfast, Bruce outlined the plan. They had just over three weeks. They
would get every rogue they could off the streets before the night of this party. Joker
was the top priority, then Riddler and Hugo Strange, then everyone else—everyone—
from Cobblepot down to Catman, every rogue they could lay their hands on had to be
removed from the equation before that party.

After a nap, a brisk jog and a shower, Nigma felt at last he could think clearly. He
began to see a more likely explanation for the theme party, a more likely and far more
troubling explanation.
No, Bruce Wayne was not insane and neither was Selina. He wasn’t stupid and
neither was Selina. Ergo, they were not the ones responsible for this insanely stupid
idea for a party. Someone else was behind that, and for some reason they were unable
to stop it. The reason might be tied to Wayne protecting his secret, or it might be
connected to that week or so that Selina was out of town. It didn’t matter. Whatever
the reason, the pertinent piece of the puzzle was that they were stuck with it.
And Wayne wouldn’t like that.
Batman wouldn’t like that.
And he wouldn’t take it lying down.
It would be Hell Month without the venom. He’d be on a crusade to get as many
criminals off the street as humanly possible, particularly the theme villains and most
especially—Nigma blanched—most especially he himself, who knew the special tie
between Bruce Wayne and “Gotham After Dark.”
The realization sank into his insides like a sack of wet sand: he was about to be
hunted as never before. He was public enemy number one on Batman’s personal hit
list—and glorious as that distinction might be if he had contrived it, having it THRUST
upon him by some high society partygiver was not his idea of amusing irony. It wasAAAARRGGHH! He screamed as a loud pounding at the door interrupted his fevered
thoughts.
He stared in wide-eyed terror at the door and the fierce pounding still going on
behind it. Was this it? Was Batman here already? Was it- Wait. No. Batman didn’t
knock.
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“Who is it?” he called with an exaggerated casualness that sounded almost like a
drag queen’s falsetto.
“Alice opened the door and found that it led into a small passage,” a familiar voice
answered from behind the door, “She knelt down and looked along the passage into
the loveliest garden you ever saw. How do you expect to know who’s behind the door
unless you open it, Edward?”
Nigma sighed.
“Go away, Jervis,” he called. “I am not receiving visitors.”

Harvey removed the last sheet from his printer and read over the letter one last time
while the ink dried. Satisfied at his eloquence, he folded it once, twice, and slid it into
its envelope. He reached for a stamp—and froze, noting a strange shadow on the wall.
He spun around savagely, and then sucked in his breath. He saw exactly what he
expected to see, given the shadow, but it was still quite a surprise, given that it had no
business being there.
“Batman,” he said sharply.
“Harvey,” Batman answered with a curt nod. He entered the room almost casually,
and looked at the letter still displayed on the computer screen.
“Law Review?” he noted.
“Letter to the editor,” Harvey replied. “Maybe I can’t practice law anymore, but I
can still subscribe to any publication I want.”
“And write to the editor,” Batman graveled. “And expect it will be published given
your… notoriety.”
Harvey’s lips curled into a contemptuous smile.
“Law Review is pretty conservative. I don’t know that they’d be that impressed by
Two-Face’s legacy.”
“Not impressed, but they’ll print it anyway,” Batman sneered. “It’s a unique
perspective.”
“It’s also none of your business,” Harvey sniffed.
Batman turned back to the screen. “The tainted evidence and illegal search issues
raised by the modern vigilante,” he read aloud, “it certainly sounds like ‘my business,’
Harvey.”
“I don’t recall inviting you to call me by my first name,” Harvey said flatly, “or to
come into my house and read my mail.”
Rather than pointing out that Harvey was sending the letter in question to be
published, Batman merely grunted, then abruptly extended his hand.
“Bury the hatchet?” he offered.
Harvey glanced down at the gloved hand, then lifted his eyes again to bore into
Batman’s.
“Two-Face would have said ‘Sure, in your skull.’”
“I wouldn’t make the offer to Two-Face,” Batman pointed out.
Harvey considered this, chuckled at the obviousness of the statement, and nodded.
“I suppose not,” he agreed, the antagonism receding as the two men shook hands.
Batman held the grip a moment longer than necessary and again met Harvey’s eyes.
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“If you want to make a difference again, there’s a better way than writing OpEds for
some dry, academic—”
“If you’re suggesting what I think you are, no thanks,” Harvey interrupted. “Don’t
believe what you see in the Post, I’m not a masked do-gooder kind of guy.”
“Wrong paper,” Batman said gruffly. “It’s not the Gotham Post that concerns me.
It’s an item in the Times.”
He explained briefly about the fundraiser, the theme, and the prominence with
which Selina’s name was mentioned.
“You think there’ll be trouble?” he asked, already knowing the answer. Batman
didn’t bother stating the obvious.
“You stood up to Ra’s al Ghul,” Batman reminded him. “Why, if not out of
friendship for Selina and Wayne?”
“You heard about that, eh,” Harvey grimaced, embarrassed.
“I hear everything that has to do with Ra’s al Ghul,” Batman declared.
Harvey slid his hands into his pockets, walked to the window, and stared out at the
city.
“What bothers you more,” he asked suddenly, “Her name being linked to this whole
party theme or her name linked to Wayne?”
“Don’t believe what you see in the Post,” Batman graveled, echoing Harvey’s earlier
statement.
Harvey continued to face the window, but tilted his head until a green glow from a
neon sign overhead fell over half his face.
“Don’t forget who you’re talking to,” he murmured in a distinctly Two-Face voice.
Batman tensed, but Harvey turned slowly, a frank but non-menacing expression
despite the glow from the window. “’We’ were there, Sport, certainly saw enough to
know the Post doesn’t know the half of it.”
Batman said nothing. And Harvey continued.
“In my opinion, the better man won. Bruce makes her happy. Wouldn’t want to see
anyone mess that up.”
“Then help keep them both alive,” Batman said with finality. “Help me remove as
many threats as we can before that party.”
Harvey’s fingers twitched as if wishing for a coin. Then he nodded, once, and
looked back out at the city.
“Alright. We’ll help,” he murmured.
But Batman had already left.

Eddie figured he had four or five more hours to come up with a workable plan.
He’d had to admit Jervis Tetch to his lair. He couldn’t let the man just stand out there
in broad daylight—in that oversized hat, with his bow tie and his stopwatch—as if to
say HELL-O! BATMAN! YOOHOO, ROGUES DOWN HERE!
So he’d let Jervis in and let him prattle. Something about Scarecrow and needing a
master plan. He needed Riddler to devise a plan for him. Gratifying, he supposed, to
have his genius recognized—if that’s what was really going on. But the timing was
suspicious. Very suspicious.
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No sooner did he become Batman’s most wanted, and Jervis shows up intent on
drawing a bullseye around his head. Absently, a corner of Eddie’s brain not occupied
with the immediate strategy wondered if that line about the socialites’ hats might have
some deeper meaning. Probably not, but he left an asterisk next to the thought. For
the moment, he had to get rid of Jervis, keep the demented little toadstool occupied in
some way.
Jervis wanted a master plan, something as ingenious as it was subtle. Eddie
pretended to think, and rummaged through his mail. He found a thick, narrow
booklet. ZAGATSURVEY Gotham City Shopping, the red and gold cover proclaimed,
Covering over 2,000 stores in 50+ categories including Accessories, Clothing, Electronics,
Sporting Goods, etc. ranked by over 7,500 avid Gotham shoppers.
Nigma opened the book eagerly and thumbed through its pages. He’d send Jervis
on a positive scavenger hunt that would keep him running around town for hours—to
a place called The Fountain Pen Hospital to get pen nibs, Habu Textiles for Japanese
yarn, Fat Beat for vinyl records, Bicycle Habitat for racing goggles (may Selina forgive
him), FAO Schwartz for gourmet jelly beans and a tote bag (he would need one by this
point), and a shop called the Green Onion (although he had no idea what they sold,
who could pass up a shop called the Green Onion?) And finally, feeling a little guilty
that Jervis would be running around Gotham for a day or more for absolutely no
reason, Nigma added the J.J. Hat Center to the list as a sop to his conscience. The book
said it was “perhaps the only place in Gotham for a man to buy a real hat,” and that
would make Jervis happy.
More importantly, it would keep Jervis out of the hair for a while. The Mad Hatter
believed the wild list of items he was sent to collect from such intriguingly-named
stores must be clues. They must add up to a criminal scheme of the highest
magnitude. The intricacy, the nuance, the subtlety, ONLY THE RIDDLER COULD
CRAFT SUCH A SCHEME!
In fact, Nigma had no thought beyond keeping himself out of Arkham until the
party. Gotham After Dark: a fundraiser for the Wayne Foundation—that he had to see.
More to the point, Batman was determined he wouldn’t see it, and that made it all
the more vital that Nigma remain free.
He had wracked his brains ever since he sent Jervis on that fool’s errand. He had
wracked his brain, but he could see no solution but to hide. He would leave the lair,
run to ground, and lay lower than low. Let Batman waste his energies searching for
the others, there would be no Edward Nigma to find until he showed up at that party,
took a glass of champagne… which he now mimed taking from the tray of an
imaginary passing waiter… and raised it in a toast… to Gotham After Dark!
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CHAPTER 6: EDDIE IN THE SKY WITH
DIAMONDS
Since curtailing the more felonious aspects of her nightly prowls, Catwoman had
devised a number of exercises to keep her skills sharp. Most of these took place in the
heart of the wholesale Diamond District, a single block of 47th Street between Fifth and
Sixth Avenues with names like Kestenbaum & Weisner, Friedman & Son, and D’Auria
Brothers. Unassuming facades—behind which lurked the most sophisticated security
systems in the world. At least one of the diamond exchanges, brokers, or cutters
always had a new system and it was always the cutting edge of high tech: biometric
and retinal scans, voice keys, motion, heat and light detectors, redundant digital and
electromagnetic locks… Catwoman still broke into the Gotham Museum, the MoMA,
and Cartier’s from time to time for sentimental reasons, but she felt the Diamond
District was all she really needed to keep her professional edge.
So she was struck to realize she hadn’t broken into the Wayne Tower in almost a
year. When she first added these “exercise” break-ins to her prowls, the Wayne
building was a regular stop, almost as regular as Cartier. She delighted in exploring
the different layers of security: the lobby and visitor areas, the regular offices, the
secure floors that dealt in sensitive information from the R&D campus, the executive
suites and the boardroom, Bruce’s office, and of course the Wayne penthouse: a
billionaire’s private residence to the rest of the world, but because the elevator accessed
the satellite Batcave beneath the building as well as the penthouse floor, the security
precautions went far beyond that which would protect the typical collection of
Picassos, bearer bonds, and diamond cufflinks.
“If I knew then what I know now,” Catwoman had purred that first night from an
adjacent rooftop… If she’d known Batman himself had set up that security, she would
have found it irresistible. She would have spent every night she was free prodding and
poking it, discovering its secrets… And for months after learning his identity, she did
just that.
But then, somehow, as time passed—and especially after she moved into the manor
and Alfred started hinting for her to redecorate the penthouse—Selina had gradually
phased the Wayne building out of Catwoman’s exercise routine. She swiftly decided
tonight was the night to remedy that.

The Mad Hatter was the star of this particular show. Catman said he’d told the story
twelve times in the bar before moving on to the dining room (Sly insisted it was
seventeen times).
He’d gone to see Eddie at the lair on a, a professional matter—that detail was always
preceded by a shifty glance in Scarecrow’s direction… And Eddie had a simply frabjous
idea so Jervis had gone off to begin carrying it out… and there he generally glanced at
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Scarecrow again, just to be safe… “Just to get supplies and such,” he sometimes added to
make it all seem less suspicious.
“He simply HAD to know I was coming right back,” Jervis whined prissily. “Had to.
I had to run around town a good bit and make a good few stops, for that is the way of
things when you have a list. The whole point of making a list is to cross things off it.
And I did! I found every item on the list and I crossed it off with my new fountain
pen…”
The first few tellings, he would stop there and take out his new pen for everyone to
see. But he seemed to lose their attention at that point (he couldn’t think why, it was a
beautiful pen), so in later tellings, he omitted it.
“Anyway, as the Mockingbird said to the Jabberwock, he simply had to know I was
coming back. And when I did…” He paused here, to transition into the tone of voice
normally reserved for the campfire when the couple on the deserted lovers’ lane find a
bloody hook hanging from the car door…
“He was gone,” Tom Blake said dryly.
“Yes, he was gone,” Jervis said, deflated.
He was equally saddened to see his audience fall away at this anticlimax and to see
Sly quietly sliding a beer over to Catman. That’s when Jervis decided to move into the
dining room.
“Like that scene from Notting Hill,” Blake whispered. “Big buildup about seeing a
man in a train station that might have been Ringo Starr, might have been Topol from
Fiddler on the Roof, but probably wasn’t either of them. ‘It’s not a classic anecdote.’”
Sly chuckled. He seldom made fun of customers; it cut into his tips. (Plus, there was
always that one-in-a-hundred chance that if you make fun of the customer, he might
kill you.) But Sly had heard Mad Hatter repeat that less-than-classic anecdote
seventeen times, and that made him quicker to laugh at Jervis’s expense. Plus, Sly was
a film buff. And the Iceberg regulars all knew an apt movie quote often brought a
stronger drink or an extra bowl of peanuts.
Shortly after Jervis disappeared into the dining room, the Monarch of Menace
walked out of the dining room and returned to the bar.
“We are not amused by the little hatter’s incessant prattle,” he proclaimed royally.
“Earlier, we left the bar to hold court in yon dining room since he was prattling in
here. Now that he has gone in there, we return to you and would wash the taste of his
foolish banter from our mouths with a suitably regal libation.”
Sly didn’t react to the grandiose speech in any way except to pour the gold-flecked
liquor the Monarch of Menace preferred.
“Miss Quinn didn’t join you?” Sly noted.
“She has remained behind to hear the story again,” he admitted.
“Only Harley,” Blake said, lifting his glass.
“And he was GONE!” Jervis exclaimed audibly in a voice normally reserved for the
campfire when the bloody hook is found hanging from the car door.
“That’s gonna get old real fast,” the Monarch growled without a trace of the royal
pretension he’d displayed only moments before.
“Freeze’s freeze ray is never around when you need it,” Catman added.
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“I keep thinking of William Shatner singing Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds,” a new
voice chimed in. Everyone turned… and was surprised to see it was Jonathan Crane
who had spoken.
“William Shatner the ham actor?” the Monarch said, repulsed. “Star Trek, TJ
Hooker, Tek War, Boston Legal, Priceline-dot-com?”
Another time, those listening might have wondered why the Monarch of Menace
was so well versed in any actor’s resume, but they were still too stunned by
Scarecrow’s words to really notice. It was Catman who first found his voice.
“William Shatner,” he repeated dully, then became incredulous. “You’ve listened to
him… sing?”
“My business is fear,” Scarecrow explained simply. “To know fear, you must know
all of its faces. You cannot truly say you have looked into the face of fear until you
have heard William Shatner sing.”
“I can believe that,” the Monarch nodded.
“If only we had a soundclip,” Crane said, looking wistfully at the dining room.
“’AND SHE’S GONE!’ echoed over and over in William Shatner’s indescribable—”
“Harley has an iPod,” the Monarch interrupted.
“This day and age, it shouldn’t be too hard to download a soundclip,” Blake added
hopefully.
“Mr. Cobblepot has broadband is his office,” Sly said through his teeth, taking care
not to move his lips as he spoke. “I have all the passwords,” he added glancing to the
office door.
“Lucy in the sky with diamonds…” Crane sang softly.
“Lucy in the sky with diamonds…” Blake echoed.
“I’ll get Harley’s iPod,” the Monarch of Menace said swiftly.

Harvey Dent strode into the Iceberg exuding a confidence he didn’t quite feel. He
had no qualms about returning to the nightclub he’d frequented so often as Two-Face.
He had done it once before. On that occasion, he’d had a few doubts going in, but once
he was there and chatting with Oswald, he’d discovered he actually missed the place.
And he didn’t have qualms about helping Batman… not exactly. Batman was right,
this fundraiser posed a danger. To Selina, to Bruce, to his friends. He knew better than
most how nasty particular Rogues could be if their ire was up. More than one might be
provoked by “Gotham After Dark: a fundraiser to benefit the Wayne Foundation.”
Why not put up a neon sign reading TARGET in twenty foot glowing letters? And then
in smaller type, just below, offer free laughing gas and brochures on plants’ suffrage to
the first hundred attendees!
So yes, it was the right thing to do, helping out. Most definitely the right thing to
do.
Yet, Harvey felt uneasy. He was… he was acting as a double agent. That was the
phrase that kept him up half the night tossing and turning in his bed, wondering if he
could really go through with his plan. A double agent. He could almost feel Two-Face
creeping into his psyche as he thought the word. A double agent, Harv? Why, that
sounds like something we would suggest.
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Still. What choice did he have? When Batman told him about the party being
planned, he had included one detail that probably meant nothing to a masked vigilante
with nothing better to do at night than swing around Gotham in a cape. But to Harvey
Dent, who had spent his political career on the A-list, it was a familiar name—an
infamous name: Gladys Ashton-Larraby.
Gladys Ashton-Larraby was planning the Wayne fundraiser. It made the rest of
Batman’s arguments moot and Harvey tuned them out. Instead he pictured the scene
in his mind’s eye: Gladys sitting at her writing desk, chewing on the end of a pencil,
weighing two ideas for her big fundraiser… either a Gotham Post/Gotham Roguethemed costume party… or polo. The one was a sure recipe for disaster in 22 different
ways. The other wasn’t. Let’s guess which one she’ll choose…
“—the rest is obvious,” Batman had said, pulling Harvey back from his daydream.
So he’d agreed to help, like any friend would, and then—then Fate remembered her
old disciple, Harvey Dent. She crawled right into the Caped Crusader’s mask, into his
voice and into his crimefighter’s mentality. For Batman declared there were two rogues
at large with which Harvey would be most effective.
“Two?” Harvey had asked feeling an icy chill tickle the back of his neck.
“I can suggest a third, if that’s a problem,” his old nemesis replied. “But I’d rather
not split your focus that much. You are a beginner, after all.”
Harvey considered this, he saw the logic in it, and he nodded. Once.
“No, I can handle it,” he said gamely. “Harvey Dent takes on Gotham rogues two at
a time: that’s how I like my irony.”
He held the guileless campaign smile until he heard who they were, these two
villains Batman thought he was so particularly suited to capture:
“The Riddler,” Batman began—only to be cut off by Harvey’s sharp intake of breath.
“Eddie?” he hissed incredulously.
The atmosphere in the room changed, rapidly and dramatically. On hearing his
enemy’s nickname spoken so familiarly, Batman seemed to… intensify, somehow. It
felt strangely and chillingly like Hell Month.
“Yes. Nigma,” Batman answered at last, biting off the name tersely.
“And the second person you’d like me to target?” Harvey asked coolly.
“Hugo Strange,” Batman pronounced.
Harvey smiled again. While he considered Edward Nigma a friend, he detested
Hugo Strange. Even Two-Face detested Strange; it was one of the few subjects on
which they agreed. So Harvey had nodded, deciding right then he would begin with
Hugo and see just how much he liked this whole crimefighting gig. Then he would
decide what, if anything, he would do about Eddie.
So he’d devised a plan to get Hugo safely locked up long before the night of the
party. It was a good plan, combining Two-Face’s criminal cunning with Harvey Dent’s
political savvy. A masterful plan. He’d conceived it over dinner and spent the evening
polishing it. It was only after he’d gone to bed and closed his eyes that the reality of
the situation hit him. The plan, while one of his best as far as human insight and
shrewd manipulation of interpersonal relationships, did mean becoming, in a sense, a
double agent.
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“Evening, Mr. Dent,” Sly called happily from the far end of the bar. And Harvey
blinked. He’d become so lost in thought, he had greeted Raven without even realizing
it and strode into the bar on autopilot.
He now acknowledged the bartender’s greeting with a smiling campaign wave, and
Sly waved back with his right hand while reaching for Two-Face’s special double malt
with his left.
It was the last thing Harvey wanted to drink, but Sly was too far away for Harvey to
stop him discreetly. He would have to announce a new order loudly and half the bar
would hear. He didn’t want to be that conspicuous. It was only a glass of scotch, after
all.

Catwoman purred with satisfaction as she saw the tiny indicator light spring to life,
glowing a faint purple: it meant the motion and light sensors were deactivated, and the
security hub was tricked into rerecording all of the previous night’s footage from every
camera in the Wayne Tower. She could now move freely through every part of the
building.
It would be a fitting payback, she thought as she advanced into the next level of
defenses. A silent, secret, peculiarly feline payback. It seemed like she’d barely seen
Bruce since Gladys Ashton-Larraby announced her plan for that idiotic fundraiser. She
understood why, of course. Joker was free.
Joker was free. Bruce was Batman. Gladys Ashton-Larraby was giving a rogue
party. Joker had to be the priority. Obviously. The madman had to be in Arkham
before the night of the party, period (grunt). Otherwise, it would be SmileX martinis
all around and a probable reprising of the octopus joke (at which point, you might not
mind a SmileX martini).
She normally hated when Batman was out battling Joker. She hated it still, but in a
different way. When Joker was gunning for Batman, she worried. She didn’t like to
admit that, even to herself, but she worried. When Batman was gunning for Joker on the
other hand, she found herself more irate than fretful.
Each night, Batman returned home more frustrated and exhausted than the night
before. Each morning, Bruce awoke more prickly and irritable.
“It’s not like Joker is the only criminal in this city,” he growled when he bothered to
say anything at all, “and every night I spend on this is another night not spent reducing
the number of others still at large on…”
And that’s when he trailed off, each time, and looked at her with a faint hint of that
old rooftop disapproval in his eye.
“On the night of the party,” she finished the thought. “The big looming deadline.
Abandon hope all ye who RSVP favorably to Gotham After Dark. I get it, Bruce, but I
don’t get why you keep glaring at me like I just pocketed your grandmother’s rubies
every time the subject comes up. This whole idiotic mess was not my idea.”
“I know,” he grunted. But there was still that undercurrent of… something.
So Selina was annoyed, and Catwoman… Catwoman was getting downright
pissed. Not at him, she couldn’t quite bring herself to be pissed at him. A faint
residue of gratitude still clung to the tips of her whiskers for his welcome home gift. So
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she would make due with breaking into the Wayne Building. She had just opened a
maintenance panel to access the elevator shaft when she felt her arms nearly pulled
from their sockets by a powerful backward yank.
She squirmed reflexively in a vicelike torso pin, nearly dislocating her shoulder as
she did so. After a split second that felt like a week, the vice eased open and she
recognized the looming form behind her a moment before the familiar gravel sounded
in her ear.
“What do you think you’re doing here?”

“A double,” Harvey noted grimly as Sly set the glass before him. “How nice of you
to remember,” he added half-heartedly.
“AND SHE’S GONE!” echoed from the dining room.
Harvey raised an eyebrow.
“Don’t ask,” Sly advised.
Harvey shrugged, and as a few more bars of Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds warbled
from the dining room, he picked up his glass and approached the patron he sought.
“Mind if I join you, Hugo?” he asked politely, pointing to the free chair.
The bar was not crowded, and Harvey would have been hard-pressed to explain
why he wanted to share Hugo’s table when there were plenty of empty booths.
Fortunately, Hugo didn’t ask. He was hard-pressed for company as it was.
“AND SHE’S GONE!” echoed again from the other room, followed by a loud cheer,
and then laughter.
“Puerile nonsense,” Hugo sneered. It probably was, but Harvey felt the comment
seemed like the bitter grumbling of someone excluded from the party.
Harvey made no comment and settled into the empty seat. To achieve his purpose,
he knew he had to be seen talking to Hugo, seen and noticed. That meant staying at
the table for at least ten minutes. But he saw no need to spend that time listening to an
angry, bitter troll spew invective. So Harvey asked if Hugo had seen the Knights’
game.
He hadn’t. He said he hated sports.
So Harvey asked about movies, and again received only a dismissive grumble about
Hollywood swill.
Harvey asked about music, women, fashion, blogging, travel, reality tv, pets,
astrology, cars, golf, politics, cooking, poker, the difficulty finding a good barber, and
finally, the weather. He failed to find any subject on which Hugo Strange had any
interest other than bitching about it. But it filled the requisite ten minutes. At the end
of this time, Harvey stood abruptly, grabbed Hugo’s collar, pulled him to his feet…
and punched him viciously in the mouth.
“Whullbhwm,” Hugo burbled through a bloody lip.
“That’s not half what you deserve,” Harvey snarled, punching Hugo a second time.
The second blow barely landed before the bar erupted into a frenzy of chaotic
violence. Just as Harvey knew it would. It was the Iceberg, after all, fights erupted
easily. But they never lasted long for the same reason: it was the Iceberg.
A loud shot rang out, commanding immediate attention. There was a familiar
sweeeeeng as the bullet ricocheted off the chandelier and everyone froze in place. A
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furious Oswald Cobblepot lowered his umbrella. He pointed its smoking barrel at his
customers, making a slow pass from left to right, then from right to left. Everyone
understood the unspoken question, but after another silent, dramatic pass left to right,
then right to left, Oswald asked it aloud.
“Well,” he sniffed, “whose debenture to this establishment is about to expand to
include costs incurred in this present confliction? Or, to translate into your proletarian
vernacular, ‘who started it?’”
The question was typically met with silent shuffling of feet followed by muted
grumbling and a few furtive attempts to point to Killer Croc when Croc wasn’t
looking. So Oswald was surprised when Harvey Dent cleared his throat forcefully.
“Oh, I’ll pay the bill,” Harvey said reasonably. Then he glared hatefully at Hugo.
“Was well worth it. Cheap at twice the price. I’d do it again. Do you know what that
slimy son of a bitch was up to? He has a roofie in his pocket. Bragging about it! And
he asked when Roxy usually comes in.”
Hugo got two syllables into a sputtered denial before Sly charged forward, fists
flailing. No one held him back. They didn’t especially like Hugo, and they all knew
there would be retribution for touching Oswald’s best bartender. Two Ghost Dragons
eventually stepped forward and pulled him off the bloody, whimpering Hugo
Strange… but that didn’t improve Hugo’s situation. Instead of looking into Sly’s
rapidly approaching fist, he found himself staring into the barrel of Oswald’s umbrella.
Oswald did not approve of anyone antagonizing Sly, that went without saying. But
were he inclined to overlook that transgression-kwak, there was still the matter of kwakwa-kwa-Roxy. As delicate a bird as ever chose to plume her feathers in his unworthykwak-establishment.
He told Raven to summon the police—an unprecedented development—and
announced that he would not extend the usual house protection over those who incur
various disturbing the peace charges on Iceberg grounds. Everyone watched in
stunned fascination as Officers Denusky and Peroni arrived and Oswald waddled
hurriedly to the door to meet them.
“Here, Officers, right here, a hooligan he is, a depraved, degenerate hooligan!” was
how it began, escalating into “Take him away, away I say, KWAK!” as Hugo Strange
was handcuffed and climaxing in a vehement “And I shall sue you for damages!”
shouted at the closed door a full minute after Hugo had been carted away.

“What do you think you’re doing here?” Batman had graveled, releasing her from
the brutal torso hold.
“The usual,” she purred, turning to look into his eyes—which were hidden behind
night lenses (woof).
“No games, Catwoman. Not here, not tonight. Get out of here, now. It’s not safe.”
“I take it we’re not alone,” she guessed, noting the form of address.
“We might not be,” he said curtly.
There were no other words, no further explanations, but Catwoman didn’t need
them. The intensity of his demeanor spoke the word he didn’t: Joker.
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After the excitement in the bar had died down, the Iceberg resumed business as
usual. Poison Ivy came in and ordered a cosmopolitan on a cloth napkin… Harley and
the Monarch of Menace disappeared into Oswald’s office with a small sack of gems
and emerged a few minutes later with a large stack of hundreds and a larger smile…
Ventriloquist turned the pages of a ROOMS TO GO catalog so Scarface could pick out
furniture for a new hideout… And in the dining room, Mad Hatter was showing the
Zagat guide to a circle of groupies, pointing out each business the Riddler had circled
in his last moments before disappearing. He enthralled them with details of his visit to
the Fountain Pen Hospital, the Green Onion, Habu Textiles and Fat Beat.
“So I collected all my parcels,” he said, revving up for the big climax, “the large bag
and the small, the green one with the handle, and the red one tied with string. I got
back to his place, and…”
“And she’s GONE!” sounded from under the table, while Scarecrow and Catman
burst into fits of laughter.
“Screw you guys,” Jervis pouted, stomping out of the dining room. He stomped all
the way to the bar, where Sly was polishing a glass as casually as ever. His hand was a
little sore from repeatedly pounding into Hugo Strange’s face, but other than that, he
seemed his usual self.
“Feruminous banderly… frumillo… snatcherly…” he broke off, sighed, and looked
up at Sly. “Bastards,” he said simply.
Sly looked innocent and mixed him a Derby Fizz without being asked. Ivy looked at
him sideways, as if deciding whether to acknowledge his existence or not.
“Jealousy is natural,” she pronounced finally, evidently deciding in Jervis’s favor.
“Mosses trapped under dark and dismal rock cannot help but envy the mighty oaks
which bask in the sunlight. So it is with we who enjoy a prominent—and respectful—
place in the public eye.”
Jervis squinted at her.
“I’ve as healthy a respect for nonsense as the next man, Pamela. But just now it’s not
the stuff to make me feel better.”
She shrugged as if she’d done more than enough already and wasn’t about to
explain herself. Oswald’s door opened and he looked at Sly, looked at Jervis, nodded
curtly, and went back inside.
“Mr. Cobblepot would like a word with you,” Sly said discreetly.

Catwoman marched furiously through the Wayne Tower’s main “security closet,”
unceremoniously ripping her delicate overrides out of the various systems and cursing
obscenely about idiotic crimefighters and their even more idiotic sidekicks!
Evidently, once upon a time Joker had given his good pal “Brucie” a calling card
with a contact number and password. Robin—no, not Robin—TIM! Tim’s brilliant plan
for smoking out Joker was apparently to dig out this card, call the number, dutifully
recite the magic phrase “blind bats bite blowfish” and give the operator the all
important message to relay to Joker without delay: “Selina has two tickets to see Carlos
Mencia at Menschrucker’s Comedy House, and Bruce can’t go because of work. Would
you like to take somebody and go?”
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To anyone else, that message meant there were two tickets up for grabs, call if you
want ’em. That’s undoubtedly what Tim thought. But Batman knew better. Batman
understood Joker’s mindset. To the Joker, that message wasn’t a free pair of concert
tickets, it was a cue to blow up Wayne Enterprises, removing the impediment so his
good pal Brucie could take Selina to the concert. Carlos Mencia at Menschrucker’s, it
doesn’t get much more romantic than that, HAHAHAHAAAAAAAA!
Even before the clue, a helium balloon marked with the Wayne logo and filled with
some kind of SmileX variant, arrived at police headquarters, Batman was expecting
trouble. He hadn’t told Selina, since it was likely his work, and hence the Wayne
Building and not the manor that would be targeted. When his hidden alarms tripped,
indicating the security system had been compromised, he was almost relieved. The
trap had worked, maybe not as Tim intended it, but it worked: Joker was exposed. He
was somewhere in the Wayne Building and—there—at last, a hazy purple movement
tampering with the elevator…
Catwoman refused to apologize. She was doing what she did. And she had never
EVER apologized for what she was. She was a thief. She was a catburglar, check out
the ears. She was a damn good catburglar. And tonight, she chose to utilize her skills
breaking into this building. How was she to know all her deliciously brilliant
overrides of the various layers of security were effectively opening the door for Joker to
get in undetected?
Now—she hissed as her claws sliced the wire connecting the last override to its
relay—now they would have real security tapes of anything that happened in the
building from this point on. But there was no way to tell if Joker had already gotten in.
Catwoman refused to apologize. Refused to. Cats did not. Anybody who didn’t
understand what a cat really was—or what Catwoman really was—could go suck a
SmileX balloon for all she cared, and if—
She felt a tap.
…
A firm but polite tap.
…
On her right shoulder, which still hurt like hell from the way Batman had yanked it a
few minutes before.
…
She turned slowly to the side, a sick premonition growing as her glance reached her
shoulder… And there it was, a white-gloved hand extending from a purple sleeve.
“Joker,” she said flatly.

Jervis Tetch had been a regular at the Iceberg Lounge since it opened. While he
occasionally did a little business through Penguin’s underground operations, he had
never been formally summoned into Oswald’s office this way. He went in mouthing
“curiouser and curiouser.” He was curious walking back to the office, he was curious
when Oswald offered him the deep comfortable client chair beside the desk, he was
curious when the door opened and Raven herself brought him a fresh Derby Fizz—all
the while the words “curiouser and curiouser” echoed in his brain—but when the
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moment came to speak, all Jervis could think to say was “Well, isn’t this nice, Oswald.
We haven’t had a chat for ever so long.”
“Yes, kwak,” was the less-than-matey reply.
“What, er, that is to say, what can I do for you?”
Oswald Cobblepot merely chewed the tip of his cigarette holder while he studied
Jervis intently.
“Have you seen it?” he asked finally.
“Seen what?” Jervis asked back.
“That’s a ‘no,’” Oswald observed.
“When I use a word, it means just what I choose it to mean, neither more nor less,”
Jervis replied, feeling much more relaxed now that he had a Humpty Dumpty quote to
meet the situation.
“The Post,” Oswald said scornfully. “You don’t know? You’re the evil genius in our
midst all this while that we’ve all written off as a joke.”
Jervis swallowed. He did not like the sound of this.
“M-m-m-me?” he stammered.
Oswald tossed a folded newspaper into his lap.
“Last page. It’s not a flattering picture, I’ll grant you. You seem to have a number of
human skulls and, well, not much clothing. But the new writer seems to be a fan of
yours. Well, not a ‘fan’ exactly, but she’s warning all of Gotham how they’ve
underestimated you. Says no one realizes how dangerous and insane you are.”
“I object!” Jervis said, jumping to his feet, right arm outstretched as if he were either
hailing Oswald a cab, or saluting him as Oberführer.
“Do sit down, Jervis. I’m not saying you’re insane and dangerous. I’m trying to help
you.”
“Why,” Jervis asked with a beady glare.
Oswald sighed and pointed to the bar.
“Because if a newspaper read by the people in that room says you’re a dangerous
menace who poses a threat to us all, you’d better in fact be a dangerous menace who
poses a threat to us all.”
“But I don’t want to go among mad people,” Jervis squeaked miserably.
Oswald shook his head sadly.
“You recall that chandelier Jonathan was clinging to a while ago, while the venom
penguins circled underneath like sharks?”
Jervis nodded.
“We know it can support 114 pounds for an indefinite period,” Oswald informed
him. “Perhaps you should practice your climbing skills.”
Jervis squeaked.
“That is to say, Jonathan ‘lucked out,’ in a manner of speaking, in that he was
essentially tossed up there by a fear-crazed Ghost Dragon. You can’t count on that sort
of thing. You would do well to prepare in advance.”
Jervis fainted.
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“Selina, my dear,” Joker oozed, smiling widely. “I see you had the same delightful
idea as moi! We must free Brucie from this millstone of ‘work’ hanging around his
neck.”
Catwoman put on her best humoring Joker smile.
“And how do you figure we’re going to do that, Jack?”
“HAHAHAHAHAAAAA! Glad you asked,” he enthused, putting his arm around
her. This caused Catwoman’s neck to snap around, to see his hand resting on her other
shoulder. She fought down the revulsion as he steered her in this way, guiding her to a
service elevator off the parking garage. He pressed the button, and Selina’s stomach
lurched as the door opened to reveal the ten-foot chamber had been stacked high with
pressurized canisters.
“SmileX?” she asked, weak-kneed.
“Ha-ha-hell no,” he answered sternly. “I’d hate to start a fire with SmileX, it would
just burn up! Leaving no happy smiles behind. What are you thinking, Puddy-tat?”
“I see,” Selina answered quietly. “So, this stuff would be?”
“Frown-Ex,” Joker said, as if it were obvious. “Little something I whipped up a few
years ago on a rainy Sunday. Bit of a dud. Now I can finally put it to good use. And
all thanks to Brucie. That man, does he ever stop giving?”
Catwoman bit her lip. While superficially Batman was right that “nothing about
Joker is funny,” there was something about the mad clown’s wild enthusiasm for Bruce
Wayne that was nothing short of hilarious. Joker was rummaging in his pocket, and
pulled out a long purple pistol. He pointed it at Catwoman.
“Do the honors?” he offered.
Having a fairly good idea what was going to happen in the next ten seconds, Selina
figured the gun was better in her hands than Joker’s, so she took it. She examined the
barrel; it looked like one of those trick cigarette lighters. And sure enough Joker was
holding up a length of wick.
She smiled.
“So the idea is, I light this, it burns to there, ignites the gas, big boom?”
“HAHAHAHA! Right-ho, and Brucie is free to-ULGRLP”
The last sound was not a word but an involuntary expelling of breath (and teeth) as
Batman’s boot swung into Joker’s stomach and pushed it upward towards his
windpipe. Catwoman merely stood back as the swing completed, bouncing Joker
against the wall, and after a (rather showy) “dismount” from the Batline, the
pummeling began in earnest.
Catwoman knew she should leave. Joker had assumed she was there to blow up the
building, just as he was. He had assumed she was still, at heart, one of them, on their
side. If that were the case, the logical thing to do when Batman showed up was to scat.
But something made her stay, something about the way Joker was ranting. Between
jabs, hooks, uppercuts and hammer punches, the Joker—deadliest psychopath in the
history of Gotham—was ranting about having to pick out a hat for her wedding. There
was more to the crazed ranting: he couldn’t be taken to Arkham right now,
HAHAHAHAHAHAAAAA! It simply wasn’t a good time, there was this party
HAHAHAAAAA! Brucie, you see. It was going to be HAHHAHAHAHAAAAA the
Best! Joke! Ever!
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But in amidst all the Haha-Brucie-Best-Joke-Evering, Joker said he had to pick out a
hat—and that he expected to give the bride away—and it better be sooner and not
later, if you know what I mean, because—HAHAHA—the lemmings in this town may
not be Rhodes Scholars, but they can count to ten.

The dream began ominously. Jervis hung in midair, suspended from the waist in an
icy stalactite, but with a furry Russian hat pulled over Mr. Freeze’s dome and holding
Catman and Scarecrow’s skulls balanced precariously in his free hand. Oswald stood
beneath, tallying up the charges for all the damage to his bar, and William Shatner
stood beside him, singing into a fountain pen. Suddenly, the Riddler ran in and said he
had it all worked out: henchmen spaced around the battlefield with parabolic
transmitters, bombarding Freeze with a medley of boy band hits.
In response, Shatner hit a high note, shattering the stalactite, and Jervis fell. He
passed right through the floor into a dark, endless, rabbit hole. From far above, he
heard Riddler crying, “Take that Fries, I’ve got unlimited calling after seven and a
Napster membership, and I’m not afraid to use it!”
Jervis awoke in a cold sweat. His dread was hardly eased by the fact that Jonathan
Crane was standing over him, holding his hat.
“There, there,” Crane soothed like an Arkham orderly. “You had quite a scare, I
fear. Tell us all about it.”
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CHAPTER 7: NO CHOICE
There was one subject, and one subject alone, on which every villain and
crimefighter in Gotham agreed: a laughing fit after a Joker encounter is cause for
concern. No matter how casual and frivolous the meeting may have seemed at the
time, if you found yourself chortling later, you got yourself to a hospital for a blood
test. And if your neuroendocrine levels were up, immunoglobulin was activated, or
respiration was irregular, then you swallowed your pride and swallowed whatever
substance Batman had given that hospital as the latest antidote for the latest Joker
toxin.
Even Selina, if she had found herself laughing for no reason after, say, a night at the
Iceberg when Joker had been present, would have taken the necessary precautions.
But she was not laughing for no reason. She was laughing—and she tried to explain this
to Bruce as he dragged her out of bed intent on getting her down to the Batcave for
treatment—she tried to explain—ahem, tried to explain that she was laughing for a
damn good reason: Joker—
That was as far as she got before it started up again. Laughter. But not SmileX
laughter; funny laughter. Laughter at a perfectly ludicrous realization after an
especially tense week. By the time she could breathe, Bruce had her wrapped in his
kimono and halfway down the manor stairs. She calmed herself and tried again: Joker
and—
She giggled anew, and by the time she caught her breath again, they were in the
study and Bruce was setting her down in order to open the grandfather clock.
“Really, it’s okay,” she managed, realizing that the way to maintain her composure
was to assure him without trying to explain what was so funny. Trying to explain the
thought that set her off would only get her going again.
“Come on,” he growled as the passageway opened. “It seems like you’re able to
walk now.”
He was obviously still determined to subject her to a battery of tests. Selina knew it
was pointless to object, so she followed, but she did try once more to explain once
they’d reached the medilab. She got as far as “Seriously, I’m fine,” when she was
stopped by the look in his eye. He seemed… shaken. And she could imagine why.
After capturing Joker at the Wayne Tower, they’d split up: he to take the madman to
Arkham, she to do whatever it was she did on those “prowls” of hers, which he still
wasn’t quite clear on. She’d beaten him home, as always. After depositing Joker at
Arkham, he’d returned to the city and patrolled for another three hours or so. The logs
took twenty minutes, changing another ten, so it was nearly five o’clock by the time
Bruce reached the bedroom door. So he wasn’t at all surprised that she’d beaten him
home. He was surprised that she was still awake.
“Couldn’t sleep?” he’d asked, untying the belt of his kimono.
“No, it was a choice,” she answered, pulling at the belt like a kitten. “It seems like
we haven’t had much contact beyond ‘Morning Handsome-Grunt’ since this whole
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party thing was announced. So I figured I’d stay up and, I don’t know, purr in your
ear or something when you got home.”
He sank into the bed, muttering wearily about having to revive a flawed protocol
because of more serious flaws in the circumstances… Then he closed his eyes, and
rubbed temples.
Selina was about to observe that he’d been pushing himself too hard, but it seemed
like he was already falling asleep. So she postponed the chitchat, turned off the light,
and settled into her favorite spot under his arm. She placed her hand on his chest, just
over the scar of an ancient cat-scratch, and realized what it was about the night’s events
that had her so unsettled. It was a throwback to what their relationship had been for
so many years: days or weeks of fruitless anticipation, hoping and near misses—then a
sudden, unexpected tussle of unbelievable intensity. A few short minutes, sometimes,
to last… who knew? A week, a month, maybe more…
And now? Now Joker ranted about “giving the bride away.” Gladys AshtonLarraby dropped hints to the society gossip columns. Superman found some way, once
a month or so, to remind them both that…
And that’s when she started laughing.
Superman.
Joker, Superman, and Gladys Ashton-Larraby.
Bruce woke, concerned, and called her name sharply, but she couldn’t squelch the
laughter long enough to answer coherently.
Joker, Superman and Gladys Ashton-Larraby. Joker, Superman, and Gladys AshtonLarraby all had opinions about her marital status? Joker, Superman, and Gladys
Ashton-Larraby all had opinions about her uterus! Joker, Superman, and Gladys
Ashton-Larraby! That was just funny.

Insane and dangerous. Jervis Tetch felt he’d never been in quite so much peril since
this woman at a tabloid newspaper declared him insane and dangerous.
Before, Jonathan Crane—who everyone knew was truly a psychotic menace of epic
proportions—was taking too much of an interest in Jervis’s private affairs. Then he
assumed that mousy little Jervis was being victimized by Edward Nigma, intellectual
bully. But now, now Nigma was missing and this lunatic reporter was telling everyone
that he, Jervis Tetch, lovable Jervis Tetch, was a dangerous lunatic. Now there was no
TELLING what Scarecrow might be thinking.
On the one hand, it could have been mere kindness. Anyone who had passed out at
the Iceberg knew that waking up in that backroom with a stuffed emperor penguin
wedged into an umbrella stand wasn’t the pleasantest experience. Loosening his tie,
taking off his hat, and patting his forehead with a damp towel could have been mere
kindness—except that Jonathan Crane was a psychotic menace and not exactly known
for his kindness.
And since then, he’d been hanging about with this air of helpful concern that made
Jervis’s skin crawl.
Needing SOMETHING to keep Crane occupied, Jervis was doing his best to keep
him distracted with the mystery of the moment: The Strange Disappearance of Edward
Nigma. Neither of them were well-suited to the task, being more inclined to fray and
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frazzle the detective mind rather than operate one. But they had the Zagat Guide, and
they knew Eddie. They knew his happy knack for leaving clues, even when he didn’t
mean to. So they read the Zagat guide, poring over the ratings and descriptions of each
shop Eddie had circled “in his final moments” (as Jervis had taken to referring to it,
with increasingly melodramatic inflection).
“The Fountain Pen Hospital,” Jervis read aloud from the guide. “Proponents
proclaim it’s ‘pen central’ at this ‘high-quality’ ‘old Gotham’ financial district shop.”
“What’s with the air-quotes?” Crane interrupted.
“Pardon?” Jervis asked, looking up.
“You keep twitching your fingers on certain words, making those air quotes.”
“I am simply being precise, Jonathan,” he explained with a prissy dignity, pointing
to the book. “They take surveys from people who shop at these places and string the
best quotes together to make a descriptive paragraph.”
Jonathan sighed.
“No wonder Nigma subscribes to it. What a frightful waste of time.”
“May I continue?” Jervis asked, his eyebrows arching to produce an almost masklike effect of curious anticipation.
Crane nodded. And Jervis scanned the page, moving his lips as he read, until he
found his place again.
“Old Gotham financial district shop,” he repeated. “’With a mind-boggling selection
that ranges from everyday to rarefied vintage models to calligraphy pens with 14-karat
gold nibs…’ Oh, this is nice, ‘As well as excellent repair service—if it writes or used to,
they can fix it.’ I must say, that is handy. How I hate throwing away pens. Do you
know—”
Crane cleared his throat and glared, and Jervis decided not to pursue that
conversation after all.
“Yes, well,” he sad sadly. “That seems to be it. ‘…The incredibly knowledgeable
staff also leaves an indelible impression.”
“Indelible impression? Is that a pun?” Crane groaned.
“Presumably. Not mine. Theirs,” Jervis said, pointing again to the page.
“Hm,” Scarecrow murmured disapprovingly. “Mind-boggling is obviously
significant,” he said. “Seeing as you were involved.”
Jervis bit his lip. That angle had not occurred to him. He was too preoccupied with
a new danger that he only just saw as he was reading, a danger that seemed to rise
from the words like a sleeping dragon: the very nature of the shop was the PENS. And
the greatest riddle of all time, posed by the original Mad Hatter was: How is a raven
like a writing desk? Why, he and Eddie had argued about it many times. And now,
virtually Eddie’s last act before disappearing into the looking glass was to send him to
a place called the Fountain Pen Hospital.
Ordinarily, Jervis would have been delighted at this titillating notion. It was
certainly a deliciously clever Mad Hatter scheme that Riddler was designing for him—
but if Jonathan were to see this particular angle about the raven and the writing desk,
the consequences for Jervis could be gruesome. How is a raven like a writing desk? Or
possibly how is Raven like a writing desk? Raven was Oswald’s comely hostess, a
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pretty young woman whose scream when a spider appeared on her podium had
piqued Jonathan’s interest.
Jervis hoped Jonathan didn’t know his Alice in Wonderland that well, for if he did
make the connection and thought Raven was involved in his scheme… It was true that
‘mind-boggling’ must certainly be a Mad Hatter reference, and Jervis did not want
Jonathan to start thinking Eddie’s plan—which he was meant to think was Jervis’s
plan—might involve his boggling lovely Raven’s mind!
“Well, I think that’s it for the fountain pens,” he said abruptly. “Let’s keep all that
under our hats as we move on to the next one, shall we?” Then he clapped his hands
enthusiastically and turning the guide to Habu Textiles…

The man with thinning hair and a loud green shirt emblazoned with bright yellow
question marks took his usual seat at Tavern on the Green. Other than wedding
receptions and Sunday brunches, true Gothamites did not go to Tavern on the Green.
During the week, the famous restaurant in the heart of Robinson Park was patronized
almost exclusively by tourists who came in by the busload. As such, Eddie found he
was far more invisible here, dressed in this way, than he was living that miserable
hermit’s existence in which he’d spent his first days of self-imposed exile.
At first, he’d checked into a moderately priced bed-and-breakfast patronized by lowkey European visitors. He never left the building, never even ventured into the
communal dining room for the continental breakfast included with his room. He had
all of his food delivered through the hotel’s strange convoluted practice: they provided
local takeout menus that could be ordered through, and delivered by, the hotel room
service. It reminded him of sucking up to Hugo Strange at Arkham when Strange had
access to takeout pizza and barbecue through a mercenary guard named Saul Vics.
That realization ruined Eddie’s appetite, and sitting in the room with no diversions but
the Gideon’s Bible and the television was driving him stark raving mad. He was laying
low to stay OUT of Arkham until the party, but if he spent one more hour watching
daytime television, his great brain might be fit for nothing other than Arkham.
So he’d ventured out—and was stopped dead in his tracks in the lobby by a family of
four, all wearing “I heart Gotham City” t-shirts, each and every one emblazoned with a
large bat-emblem. He realized there were better ways to hide than subsisting on
delivered pizza, Szechuan, and sushi, watching Jerry Springer, and never seeing the
light of day. He could hide in plain sight—as a tourist—whom Gothamites looked at
constantly and never really saw.
So he’d moved from the pleasant low-key bed-and-breakfast to the crassest tourist
hotel in Times Square. He bought the loud, green Riddler shirt he was wearing at the
giftshop in their lobby, and each day he attached himself to one of the bus tours. He’d
been to the top of the Empire building and Rockefeller Center a dozen times now.
He’d taken the CNN tour at Time-Warner and seen the show at Radio City six times
each. He’d taken two river cruises around Gotham. He’d been to the Robinson Park
Zoo, Strawberry Fields and the Gotham Museum; he’d seen Les Miserables, Mamma
Mia and The Lion King. When his fellow bus-people asked where he was from, he
extolled the pleasures of Steubenville, Ohio. When they asked what he did for a living,
he said he was a regional rep for a new candy called BALI ADDER MINT. They
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wandered off when he began explaining how he went around from grocery store to
grocery store, negotiating prominent shelf placement for the BALI ADDER MINT.
It had all gone splendidly. Each day he was deposited at Tavern on the Green for
lunch, and he was amusing himself working through the permutations of their threecourse menu. He left, as always, saying how he hoped the concierge could get him a
ticket for Phantom of the Opera tonight—when he was yanked off the sidewalk by a—
green— cloying— leafy— AAAHHHH!

It took the sting of Bruce taking a blood sample to pierce through the layers of
amusement and bursting tension, so Selina could finally, rationally, explain what
sparked her laughing fit:
“Joker, Superman, and Gladys Ashton-Larraby,” she recited as Bruce checked her
pupils and then her lips. “Joker, Superman, and Gladys Ashton-Larraby. Tell me
that’s not funny.”
“Maybe from where you sit,” he growled, swabbing her forearm with disinfectant
one last time before applying a Band-Aid.
“If you laugh at it here, just this once, while it’s just us, I’ll never tell,” she said with a
naughty grin.
He paused, considering it. Selina focused all her thoughts on the side of his lip, and
just when she was convinced it was ready to twitch, he said, “I will never, in a
thousand years, be able to predict what you’ll find funny. I would have thought if
anything would set off the hissing and scratching—”
“Any one of them on their own, yeah, sure, I’d be sharpening my claws now. But all
three, Bruce, c’mon. There’s a critical mass of ludicrous inanity. ‘Superman. Joker.
And Gladys Ashton-Larraby.’ I can’t take that seriously enough to get pissed, can
you?”
His eyes softened a bit, but his expression didn’t change.
“Still no twitch?” Selina prodded with a seductive trill.
“Do you have any idea the nightmare scenarios that ran through my head coming
down the stairs just now? If you’d been exposed to SmileX back at the tower and I
didn’t notice. I made an extra run through the park after finishing patrol. I took
twenty minutes on the logs, and all the while you could’ve been… And what was it, an
accidental exposure meant for me, or intentional—what possible Joker rationale could
there be for striking at you that way? Was it a time-release drug, or did it need a
catalyst to activate—”
There were more speculations to come, but Selina silenced them with a slow,
insistent kiss.
“I’m fine,” she reassured him. “It was just a very, very tense week.” She paused to
take a very deep breath and then let it out. “And once the bubble popped, it popped.”
She touched the side of his lip.
“Wouldn’t kill you to let it out now and then either. You’ve been a lot tenser than I
have the last 7 days.”
He nodded reluctantly.
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“I used to make better choices where Joker is concerned. In the early days, it was
like it’s been this past week: I’d unearth every pebble trying to find him, and wind up
running on empty by the time the confrontation actually occurred. So, over time, I
learned it was in my best interests to let him make the next move. It’s hard. You can
only hope that the move won’t involve killing an entire family because they have a
needlepoint welcome mat… Anyway, I know better than to do what I’ve been doing.
But with this party looming—like you said, it’s a deadline. I had no choice.”
“And you got him,” Selina pronounced, satisfied. “So…” She pointed, insistently, at
the corner of his lip.
“It took longer than it should have. Time that could have been spent—”
“Going after every other crook in the city? Bruce, please. Nightwing, Robin, Batgirl,
Huntress, and Pheromones are all on the case, aren’t they?”
“Yes,” he admitted. “So is Harvey. He’s got Hugo Strange out of the picture. And
Nightwing captured Killer Croc.”
Selina smirked.
“Dick may not fully comprehend the priorities of this mission,” she observed.
“Obviously he wouldn’t pass up a chance to apprehend Croc,” Bruce graveled.
“I’m sure. I just don’t think he was much of a threat as far as the glitzy society
fundraiser is concerned,” Selina demurred. Then her eyes flickered with a determined
feline glint, and she focused all her attention on that stubborn corner of the bat-lip as
she said “Besides, I never have any trouble with Waylon since I showed him a picture
of his head photoshopped onto a green crocodile Kelly bag.”
She followed this with the naughtiest grin seen since the Winthrop Rubies, and was
rewarded, after an additional four seconds of stone-faced silence, with the coveted liptwitch.

The Mad Hatter was not the only rogue who had noticed the Riddler’s
disappearance. He and Scarecrow were not the only rogues who wondered what
could have happened to him. Poison Ivy had also noticed when Nigma vanished so
mysteriously—indeed, she noticed almost as soon as Jervis discovered it, and long
before he’d gone shooting his mouth all over the Iceberg about it. She didn’t care
enough to go looking for him, but she did miss having someone to talk to. Why, she
hadn’t even told him about her scrapbook.
So Ivy had instructed her plants to keep watch for him and report back. When he
was spotted coming into the park, an alert zinnia reported back to her and she
dispatched two of her most efficient minions, a flytrap and a creepervine, to bring him
to her.
She waited, patiently, for him to wake, for it seemed the creeper—used to Batman,
who wore a protective cowl—had let Nigma’s head bounce on the stairs as they
descended into her lair.
She waited patiently for as long as she could, then she had the creeper fetch some
water and throw it in his face. That brought him around much faster and she was
sorry she didn’t think of it sooner.
She explained, briefly, that the creeper was inexperienced with uncowled,
unhelmeted heads, and that she’d meant no harm. Nigma merely glared at her as he
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rubbed the throbbing soreness that ran from the back of his neck up to his left ear. It
was a look she knew well, like he wanted to tell her off but knew he wouldn’t get far
before the pheromones kicked in. He said he “accepted her apology,” although he said
it the way you told Dr. Bartholomew that you were completely rehabilitated and sure
you could become a productive member of society.
Ivy had not ‘apologized,’ and would have said so—but she felt they were getting off
to a very bad start, and she would never get any answers if they didn’t get past the
preliminaries. So she let it go—for now.
For his part, Eddie was… uneasy. It wasn’t that he’d been kidnapped and
manhandled by foliage. That had happened before and it would happen again. It
went with life in Gotham. What concerned him was Ivy herself. The more she talked,
the more believable her story seemed. She really hadn’t meant for the plants to rough
him up. She wanted to talk.
She’d only been calling him first thing in the morning for weeks before he’d
disappeared. It made sense. She wanted to talk—and talk and talk and talk—about
herself, about her press. It was pure Ivy. It was totally believable.
She noticed when he disappeared—also believable, since she was calling him every
day.
She wondered what had happened to him—also believable. It wasn’t any great
concern for his welfare, she missed her audience. She was a needy, lonely wreck, and
she wanted to talk and there was nobody but the flowerbeds to listen to her.
Yes, it all made sense. So when her plants found him (Why oh why didn’t he
anticipate that danger, Tavern on the Green was in the heart of Robinson Park—but
how was he to know Ivy was looking for him?), she had them bring him to her.
And now, now she had him. She wanted to know WHY he’d gone. What did he
know that they didn’t?
And wasn’t that a loaded question.

“Habu Textiles,” Jervis read. “For an amazing selection of wonderful Japanese yarns
and fabrics you will find nowhere else (made from such substances as pineapple,
bamboo, stainless-steel-and-silk combo), artists and fashionistas come to this Chelsea
textile specialist which also houses a weaving studio and gallery; the ‘minimalist’ space
displays one-of-a-kind hand-dyed pieces for garments or home furnishings that are
also fabu as artworks in their own right.”
“Fabu?” Jonathan Crane asked archly.
Jervis merely shrugged and pointed again to the Zagat guide as if to say it wasn’t his
fault.
“Not even a good anagram,” Crane observed.
Again Jervis shrugged.
Jonathan rubbed his chin thoughtfully… ‘Minimalist’ made him think of all the
shrinking Alice did… Eat Me. Drink Me. Mushrooms… He glanced warily at the
table where Jervis had fixed them a snack a few hours before…
Then he looked suspiciously at Jervis.
…there were little cakes too.
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Eddie was no fool. Poison Ivy had questions. If he didn’t give her a good answer
freely, there would be wisps of leafy jungle scents tickling his nostrils and he would be
compelled to give her a better one. He’d also be attending the Gotham After Dark party
not as the One True Riddler, but as “Edward the silly man-thing who fetches Poison
Ivy champagne.” So he explained (with reasonable accuracy) about the party: Gotham
After Dark, to benefit the Wayne Foundation. Selina’s name was mentioned. More
than one socialite “picking out a hat.” It was just the sort of thing that might stir up the
vigilantes, so he decided to lay low for a while—and that’s when Jervis the fusspot
showed up at his door.
“Well, Pammy, I don’t have to tell you,” he concluded with a worldly air. “You
don’t tell Jervis Tetch secrets.”
“No,” she agreed, although she seemed disappointed. “I imagine if anyone would
be taking an interest in Wayne and Selina, it would be him.” She sniffed dismissively,
thinking of her last, disastrous effort greening Bruce Wayne and the humiliation of
being given a Whitman Sampler by the man who gave Selina diamond cat-pins of his
own free will. “‘Picking out a hat,’ indeed,” she added contemptuously.
Eddie smiled agreeably. He had downplayed the appeal of the party as a target in
itself. He’d stressed only that it was the kind of thing crimefighters (dim-witted, nonvegetable, male crimefighters) would think was the sort of event villains would be
lining up to attack. He’d been so focused driving home that point, he didn’t realize the
trail of breadcrumbs he’d left to another topic.
“What secrets,” Ivy asked suddenly.
“Secrets? What secrets?” Eddie asked sharply, his eyes darting around like a bird.
“You said you disappeared, essentially, because Jervis was hanging around,
presumably interested in this picking out a hat angle (such a silly man), and ‘you don’t
confide your secrets in Jervis Tetch.’ Which I agree with, entirely. So Edward, what
I’m asking is, what is the secret? What is it you know that none of us do, and what does
it have to do with this Wayne shindig that—Oh.” Her eyes widened and she stopped
midsentence. “Oh my,” she repeated with a coy smile.
Eddie had gone deathly pale. Ivy had guessed. Wayne was dead. Selina was dead.
Selina—poor Selina—what would they do to her? And all because of him! They’d
burn down Wayne Manor, they’d cut Bruce to ribbons and feed him to Joker’s hyenas,
but what would they do to her?
“Picking out a hat indeed,” Ivy drawled. “Is that what they’re calling it these days.”
“Come again?” Eddie squeaked.
“Oh Edward, you can be such a man.”
“Huh?”
“Going to these ridiculous lengths and all to protect your little kitty friend’s, heh,
reputation—as if she can’t do that perfectly well herself.”
“Uhhhh,” Eddie stammered, hoping for some clue what Ivy was getting at.
“The stamen pollinates the pistil, Edward, a seed is produced and a new offspring
sprouts forth. It is nature’s way. Only a man would attempt to create drama from
something so simple.”
Eddie swallowed as the awful truth sank in. Ivy had not guessed the truth. She had
guessed something else entirely. And whatever Selina—or god forbid, Bruce—might
have done to him if he had been responsible for Batman’s secret getting out was
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absolutely nothing compared to what might happen now if Bruce—or God forbid,
Selina—learned he was responsible for this.

Jervis was in a panic, an absolute panic. He never expected any danger in Fat Beat, a
store which sold vinyl records. They sold music CDs and vinyl records. It had nothing
to do with Tweedledum and Tweedledee! The store sold RECORDS.
But Jonathan! Jonathan thought he remembered a scene from Lewis Carroll with the
Tweedles, where Alice “dressed them up in armor so they could beat each other with
bats.” And on that absurd crumb of misinformed logic, Jonathan thought that was the
Eddie clue and he was searching through Jervis’s bookcase, looking for the passage he
thought he remembered.
He remembered it WRONG. Jervis knew the nursery rhyme by heart, of course, and
he knew what Jonathan would eventually find (if he was so unlucky that Scarecrow
did actually find the scene he was looking for). It would read:
Tweedledum and Tweedledee
Agreed to have a battle;
For Tweedledum said Tweedledee
Had spoiled his nice new rattle.
Just then flew down a monstrous crow,
As black as a tar-barrel;
Which frightened both the heroes so,
They quite forgot their quarrel.
A monstrous crow frightening the heroes. Jervis felt that once Jonathan found that
poem and saw those phrases, life as he had known it, was over.

As far as Poison Ivy was concerned, there were exactly two kinds of newspapers in
the world: the ones that slaughtered trees day after day in order to have a paper
surface on which to vomit their self-important headlines… and the ones that said nice
things about her.
Since she had discovered her new, flattering and respectful coverage in the Gotham
Post, she hadn’t wanted to support the murder of any more trees by purchasing the
Times. But it seemed like this party Eddie was so worked up about—and the secret it
contained—was worth investigating. So she went down to the newspaper’s office—
which was in Times Square, the most frightfully inorganic part of the City, which left
her in a terrible mood. She located this Hermoine person, who turned out to be a man.
That made everything much simpler. A few whiffs of her special lure and he was more
than happy to leave the office and walk with her back to the park. She could
concentrate so much better there, with all her beloved plants clustered around to
support her.
He confirmed all Eddie had said about the party and a good deal of what wasn’t said
but which Ivy had surmised. This “Hermoine” had it straight from Bruce’s closest
friend in society, a Mrs. Ashton-Larraby, the very first person in which the happy
couple had confided their special news…
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Ivy sent Martin-Hermoine-whatever-he-called-himself (silly men and their cries for
attention) on his way, and tried to decide exactly how she felt about this development.
Catty was knocked up.
Well now. There were those who considered Catwoman a rival to Poison Ivy’s
preeminence in Gotham Rogue circles. Not that Ivy herself ever considered such a
thing, but to the extent that Catwoman ever was a rival—which she absolutely did not
concede—that rival was now removed. So far, so good. Any plant can bloom more
beautifully when it can grow freely in any direction and not have lesser plants
throwing shadows into their sunlight or distracting the bees with inferior displays of
less colorful blossoms.
That said, the whole situation was not quite as gratifying as Ivy would have
supposed.
There was that Whitman Sampler for one thing. When that snotty son of his got
married, Ivy had crashed the bachelor party and enslaved every man in the place,
including Bruce Wayne. He was her plaything, as nature intended. And somehow in
the intervening years Selina had sunk her roots so deeply into his psyche that when Ivy
greened him a second time, he could come up with no better expression of his devotion
than a five dollar box of chocolate creams! The man was worth billions! He gave Catty
diamond catpins from Cartier—and the best he could offer his goddess was a
cardboard box with the tiniest goddamn chocolates anybody ever saw!
The idea that Selina might have something better than she did, a man who was hers
freely, whose feelings of affection were genuine and not chemically induced, could
only lead to memories of Harvey, and some wise instinct steered her away from that
chain of thoughts. For there was also the matter of her press.
Ivy was suddenly enjoying exceptionally good press. If Selina was pregnant—if
CATWOMAN was pregnant, what would become of Ivy’s headlines? Why she’d be
buried on page 20 with little naked Jervis playing with his human skulls. This was not
to be borne. Gaia’s Chosen was a cover girl. She was made for headlines and a picture
above the fold, not a little box below the horoscopes.
Hmm…
The memory of that bachelor party returned.
Not Wayne if the best she could get from him now was a Whitman Sampler, but the
son. What was it he had said that night? “I’m the heir. I’ll get it all.” In a way, Dick
Grayson was as prized a catch as Bruce Wayne himself. To have him while Selina had
Wayne was a perfect way to assert her own power. How perfect. Selina Kyle pregnant
with Bruce Wayne’s child, page two. Wayne Scion Dick Grayson seen about town with
a mysterious redhead, not his wife, WHO IS THE WOMAN IN GREEN?… that was the
way to a Post cover.

There were days Dr. Bartholomew despaired. Admissions had soared in the past
two weeks, and he began to fear his swelling schedule would soon prohibit him from
giving the critical-risk patients the individual care they required. Look at this, Patient J
on suicide watch and Hugo Strange confined to a straitjacket. Bartholomew clicked his
tongue and blamed the dire times in which he lived.
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He couldn’t know that it wasn’t the spirit of the age, but the party theme of one
Gladys Ashton-Larraby that had brought it all about. Hugo Strange did not follow the
society pages that closely. He would have heard about the Wayne fundraiser before
long, certainly, but he hadn’t heard at the time of his capture. He didn’t learn of it until
getting to Arkham. He didn’t hear about it until Joker told him. A rogue-fundraiser to
benefit the Wayne Foundation, what a joke, HAHAHAHAHAAAA!
Hugo suffered a kind of nervous spasm on hearing these words. He spat, he
sputtered, he wheezed, and in his shock, he certainly forgot who he was talking to.
Because he began ranting about Bruce Wayne being Batman to the man who was not
only Batman’s greatest foe, he was a homicidal maniac and he considered “Brucie” to
be his dearest friend in the world. At any other time, casting such aspersions on Bruce
Wayne’s character in Joker’s hearing would have been a death sentence.
But tonight, Joker listened patiently and kindly, as he would to a child reciting a
poem, a child who was none-too-bright: Yes OF COURSE Bruce would be going to the
party as Batman, that’s the joke.
Joker tried several times to explain. Bruce as Batman, yes exactly, HAHAHAHA,
that’s the joke, Hugly. The best joke ever!
Hugo sputtered all the harder and tried again to make his point clear: Bruce Wayne
was Batman. Didn’t Joker understand? BRUCE WAYNE WAS BATMAN! BRUCE
WAYNE WAS BATMAN! BRUCE WAYNE WAS BATMAN! Couldn’t he see?
Couldn’t they all see? Bruce Wayne was Brucwan, Brucman, Bratwan… Wasn’t it
obvious, why would nobody believe him?
Joker tried twice to calm Hugo down, for really he was foaming at the mouth like
some kind of rabid dog. He understood, he said, really he did. Brucie would be going
to the party as Batman.
And he was going to miss it.
The best joke ever.
The best night in Gotham history.
And he, Brucie’s best friend and Batman’s worst enemy, was going to miss it.
By the time the orderlies had carried Hugo away (something about swallowing his
tongue), Joker felt he had to lie down.
He was going to miss the party. Ha.
It was really too much to bear.

MEN! People were nothing but an animal infestation screwing up the wondrous
green balance of the planet. Under the general heading of “People,” men were the
worst. And of the animal infestation: People, subheading: Men, the most objectionable
specimen, the very worst of the very worst, was surely the Post Urbis Scriptor, the
Gotham Post reporter.
Ivy knew the Catwoman story could break at any time, and with their idiotic ‘news
cycles,’ she had no time to waste if she was to make sure her Wayne triumph trumped
Catty’s. When day after day passed and she couldn’t seem to find that miserable
Grayson character, she looked for a substitute. Anyone of approximately the right
build and coloring would do so far as the photographs, grainy-blurred tabloid pictures
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could be anyone, after all. She would only have to find whatever little man did the
captioning and tell him it was Dick Grayson. It wasn’t as ideal as having Grayson
himself, but it was only the Post for godsake. It’s not like they actually cared who it
was or wasn’t, as long as they thought it would sell papers. Let’s not forget these were
the same fertilizer peddlers that had her dead and buried a few short weeks ago!
It turned out Victor Fries had a henchman who would make a reasonable stand-in
for Dick Grayson, and it took only a few dollars slipped to the doorman at the Hudson
to make a photographer appear an hour later to “catch them unawares” as they left
together. After they repeated the exercise at the Carlyle, The Hyatt, and the
Washington Square Hotel, Ivy felt the seeds were well-sown. She was ready for the
harvest. She contacted a Gotham Post reporter and found him quite as responsive as
Martin/Hermoine had been to her suggestion of a walk in the park.
But then, somehow, it all went wrong. Ivy couldn’t tell if it was a reaction to the
pheromones or if he was just that stupid, but this idiot of a man managed to mess up
EVERYTHING. Dick Grayson he could manage to remember. She had to spell the
name twice, but he took it down. But then he latched on to her first description of
herself as “a mysterious redhead.” He simply could not grasp that this was to be the
headline, the hook, the honeyed fragrance, if you will, drawing all the bees in to
pollinate the flower, GETTING THE IDIOT LEMMINGS TO BUY HIS MISERABLE
NEWSPAPER! But once that was accomplished, he was supposed to reveal her
identity inside. She couldn’t make him understand it was to be Dick Grayson
enthralled by Poison Ivy—not Dick Grayson hopping into beddies with some no-name
redhead!
She was so frustrated, she figured she’d better find a different Post employee to get
her message through. But she was terribly concerned about these deadlines and news
cycles. She did not want Selina’s story to break before hers. So, while she had this
moron in her thrall, she asked when they were planning to break the story about
Catwoman being pregnant.
Only four men had ever snapped out of a pheromone fog spontaneously: Batman,
Two-Face, Dick Grayson—and now this sniveling non-entity from the Gotham Post.
Ivy saw it, the sudden jolt behind his eyes as some part of his mind grabbed onto an
unexpected thought like the third rail of the subway and a sizzling charge of live
voltage fried all the delicate ecstasies of pheromone-induced bliss.
“Did you say Catwoman is pregnant?” the insect asked with a crazed gleam in his
eye.
Ivy denied saying any such thing.
“Pregnant. Catwoman,” he repeated, as if she’d confirmed it. It might have been her
imagination, but that crazed gleam in his eye was starting to look like a dollar sign.
“No, what I meant—” she began.
“Is there a lemonade stand around here? I smell lemon,” he announced.
Ivy paused and reminded herself she was dealing with an idiot—an idiot with the
attention span of a hummingbird, apparently. She smiled pleasantly, escorted him to
the nearest pretzel stand, and bought him a can of Fresca. She waited patiently while
he drank it. Then, when she figured enough time had passed, she greened him again,
very subtly, suggested he forget the whole thing, and sent him home.
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Then she wondered if it might not be a good time to visit the Tropical Botanical
Garden on the Big Island of Hawaii.

Selina was having a lovely dream. A yacht was moored on a Mediterranean island,
surrounded by shimmering blue-green seas. On that yacht was a safe with a
spectacular treasure. Between her and it, a magnificently challenging security net. She
dove from a speedboat and swam to an internal dock, cut through steel bars—timing
her efforts purrfectly so as not to be seen by the surveillance camera or patrolling
guards. From the dock, she drilled through a steel door leading into a corridor, found
the surveillance monitors, and rewired them to show a fake video loop. Finally, she
boarded the yacht and made her way to the onboard art gallery, keeping to the
perimeter so as to avoid the pressure-sensitive floor. She disabled the floor sensor with
an access key, bypassed a tank of piranha, and finally reached the Picasso—a fake—a
decoy. She removed this to reveal a safe, cracked it swiftly, and opened it to reveal a
glittering mound of perfect pink sapphires. A gloved hand slid across her abs, while
that deep, ominous voice growled in her ear that those jewels didn’t belong to her.
She turned, letting her lips hover nearly in contact with his until he grunted against
them. They fought, in agonizing slow motion, bodies grinding against each other…
until something felt wrong. His cape, she had scrunched a wad of his cape in her hand,
but rather than the heavy fabric it was thin, smooth silk. She opened her eyes and
found she was scrunching a handful of bedsheet.
She purred—which brought a satisfied grunty snore from Bruce who lay beside her.
She kissed her finger and touched it to his cheek, then whispered “We made it,
handsome.”
They had. It was the day of the party and they had made it. Joker was in Arkham.
Hugo Strange, Killer Croc, Mr. Freeze, Catman, Ventriloquist, Magpie, Maxie Zeus,
Roxy Rocket, Deadshot, Killer Moth, Firefly, Film Freak, Dr. Death, Clock King, The
Spook, The Werewolf, the Trigger Twins, Eraser, DoubleX, Greenface, Calendar Man,
Double Dare, Crazy Quilt, Zodiac Master, Dr. Phosphorus, Kite Man, Black Spider,
Captain Stingaree, Cluemaster, on and on. It was astonishing, the number of rogues
the Batclan had rounded up in the past weeks. Bruce, of course, would only see the
ones still at large: Riddler, Ivy, Hatter and Scarecrow.
But even Bruce had relaxed a little once Joker was out of the picture. Tonight, they
would make a token appearance at the party, not in costume, Bruce had declared, which
fit in perfectly with her plan. She would wear her Dior, repaired from the Catman
fiasco at the MoMA, and the pink sapphire he’d given her that night to set it off. It
would be her private joke. In that gown, wearing that jewel, she would be attending as
Catwoman in a very private way, one only he would understand.
She blew him a final kiss and got out of bed. She felt wonderful. It felt like the
morning before a heist. She had that same excited tingle. Déjà vu all over again. And
Meow’em if they can’t take a joke.
She slipped into her exercise togs and headed across the hall. When she returned to
the bedroom a half-hour later, ready for her shower, Alfred had brought the breakfast
tray. She stopped to take a glass of orange juice, and her eyes narrowed as she saw the
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newspapers folded into the little sidebasket that hung off the edge of the tray, the
letters ATWO wrapped around the fold. She set down the glass, shut her eyes and
mouthed a preemptive curse as she unfolded the paper.
“Real quick. Like ripping off a Band-Aid,” she muttered.
She opened her eyes and saw:

CATWOMAN PREGNANT
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CHAPTER 8: HEADLINES AND RECEIVING
LINES
The images flickered in black and white: images of a man fighting for justice and wearing a
mask. The man battled evil on behalf of the weak and innocent, all the while hiding behind a
false persona. But there were differences. The mask was not a full cowl. It was little more than
a strip of leather, bound in the back with holes around the eyes, and topped with a widebrimmed hat. This man’s tools were a razor-sharp rapier and a wit to match. He had a style, a
flourish, a certain panache as he battled seemingly insurmountable odds and yet was never
defeated—indeed, he seemed somehow predestined to triumph. When the man had finally saved
the day, he blurred and faded into darkness as two words glared into being where he had stood:
THE END, it said in harsh, brilliant white against a pool of endless blackness.
Instinctively, Bruce knew the words lied. It wasn’t the end at all; it was the
beginning.
He stood from his seat and somehow saw his own heel step on a torn ticket stub as he walked
out of the theater. The foot seemed strange, too small…
He should not be able to see that. Some deep recess of his consciousness realized
this was a dream.
Outside the theatre, as he stepped onto the sidewalk, his instincts took over. Someone was
behind him, following, tracking him. He listened intently to the footsteps, trying to single them
out amidst all the other sounds on the busy sidewalk. He continued walking, taking care to give
no sign that he knew he was being followed, but at the same time, increasing his speed very
subtly. The footsteps grew faster as well, matching his speed. He now noticed not one, but two
distinct sets of footsteps in synch with his own. He spotted an alley up ahead: a relatively safe
place to make a stand. He quickened his pace again, his pursuers matching suit, and rounded the
corner of the building, spinning quickly to face his would-be assailants. He was frozen, staring
up at two towering figures looming over him and casting large shadows caused by the
streetlamp behind them. He heard the distant sound of a child crying out in joy. “Mommy!
Daddy!” Against his will, his hands lifted in the direction of the two figures. Each of them
reached out with a giant hand and grasped his. Suddenly, all anxiety was gone. All the anger,
all the tension, all the fear washed away. Bruce was… happy. They walked hand in hand down
the alley, the small boy and his two giant—There was a scream, a muffled, distant scream.
Someone, somewhere was in trouble, and from the sound of the shriek, that someone was female.
Bruce tried to pinpoint the location of the scream, wanting desperately to find that screaming
woman and help her in this time of need, but—
Something was wrong.
It was too soon. The scream wasn’t supposed to come yet.
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A third giant was supposed to enter the alley, then there should be a flash and a
strange, muffled pop. One of the large hands would spasm and slip away.
But this scream was too early. It was a harmonic step lower than his mother’s—and
it was shorter.
He should turn first, after the flash and the pop, the one giant would fall away and
he would turn to the other as the ground trembled ever so slightly under his feet, and
little smooth spheres of ivory white would dance before his eyes.
With a detached clarity, he noted that his eardrums were ringing, which was an
actual physical response, which meant there had been a real, audible sound—
It was supposed to be later. After the pearls fell, he would—
Bruce shot up in bed, panic gripping his chest. He gasped for air, finally gaining his
bearings:
bedroom-bed-Selina-window-sunlight-table-tray-newspaper.
Selina
clutching the newspaper like a baton of death.
“What’s wrong?” he asked in an unexpectedly deep bat-voice.
She opened her mouth to speak, then reconsidered and closed it. She repeated the
move, gesturing with the newspaper death-baton but again reconsidered.
Bruce gestured for her to hand him the paper, although he was beginning to guess
what new disaster it might announce. Rather than handing it over, Selina found her
tongue.
“Tell me again why we don’t kill people,” she said tersely. “And it has to be
something better than ‘against the law.’”
“Because it’s wrong to take life if you can’t create it,” Bruce said sincerely—and then
realized if the headline under her fist said what he feared, that was exactly the wrong
thing to say.
“Pffft, my lucky day,” she announced, tossing him the paper. “Seeing as I’m about
to start spitting out new people like a PEZ dispenser, I get to take a few out. Needless
to say, I’ll be starting with that guy,” she added, pointing to the byline.
By now, Bruce had skimmed the headline and the first paragraph of the story. He
grunted, more at it than Selina’s statement. It was just as he feared. The dictaphone
mishap with Mrs. Ashton-Larraby certainly hadn’t gone unnoticed, but he’d hoped—
against Batman’s better judgment—that Hermione’s coy hints about impending
nuptials did not proceed from a conversation with her. Batman’s strategic mind
berated him for failing to face up to a truth he just didn’t want to acknowledge. Of
course Gladys would be talking to “Hermoine” about the party, she would be courting
the columnist every way she could think of to get optimal coverage in his prestigious
column. And of course, Gladys being who she was, she would “let it slip” about that
snatch of conversation she’d heard on the dictaphone.
“Then again, if I kill that one,” Selina was saying, “there’ll just be a new one
replacing him and we’ll have to start all over again. This lot, we’ve done whore and
mother, we’re running out of complexes where women are concerned—not that I’d put
it past that brunch to break new ground. How does idiocy like this even get started?”
Bruce averted his eyes, pretending to read the article. It was just as he feared. He
knew she would relent once her anger had spiked. She wasn’t a killer after all. And
now, mere seconds after the initial claw-sharpening outburst, she was wondering
aloud “how it started.” Bruce decided the best course of action was to divert her
attention entirely.
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“’We always wondered what would happen if someone used to costumed adventure found
herself pregnant!’” Selina quoted from the page just as Bruce happened to skim the
words. “Now if that isn’t the stupidest sentence printed since the advent of written
language, I’d like to know what is. First, while I’ve never had the dubious pleasure,
I’m pretty sure the whole process starts with peeing on a stick, not second-coming type
in some trashy tabloid. ONLY the Gotham Post could come up with something less
dignified than peeing on a stick. But there it is. A bunch of men sitting around
wondering ‘what would happen if someone used to costumed adventure found herself
pregnant.’ You know I’m not a doctor or anything, but I’m going to guess nausea,
cravings, hormones, swollen feet, backaches, then at some point, a whole lot of
pushing. What the hell is there to ‘wonder’ about?”
Just how he could divert her attention from a paper she despised declaring her
pregnant “in second coming type,” that was a riddle he doubted even Nigma could
solve.
“Oh, and get this” she fumed, “did you see that cutesy part implying you might not
be the father, right after they say they’re going to treat this seriously ‘and not as some
cheap stunt.’ Explain that one!”
A riddle. Nigma. That might be the way to do it.
“Can I talk now?” Bruce interjected, timing the question perfectly to complete just as
she was pausing for breath, so he could take her momentary silence as consent.
“Remember those phone calls from Nigma and Joker?” Bruce went on calmly. “It
had to lead to something like this eventually.”
“Screw Eddie, I’m pregnant in the Gotham Post,” she hissed.
“How many Rogues have made quick, much-needed seed money for a caper by
selling a juicy tidbit to the Post? Not Riddler or Joker, certainly, but if they thought it,
the whole ‘Berg must have the story by now.”
“I think it’s more the groupies and waitresses than real players that sell to the Post,”
she pointed out.
That was progress, Bruce thought. It was responsive, it was rational and, most
importantly, it had nothing to do with him, the fundraiser, or the dictaphone.
“Point is, it’s the Gotham Post, Selina. Hopes for the new ownership aside, this kind
of inanity is exactly what the Gotham Post does.”
“No, Bruce, they do Lex Luthor resigning the presidency by flying around in a Mardi
Gras Tylenol capsule and Black Canary having a thing for Ra’s al Ghul. This is
different. This takes it to a whole new level.” she paused and her legs pressed together
in a shuddering spasm of disgust. “This is just ew.”
“Selina, according to the Post, Spoiler had a child, Ivy’s had a child, Lois has had
several. Hell, as far as the tabloids are concerned, I’ve fathered at least half a dozen,
most of them with women I have never met. This is nothing new.”
She picked the newspaper up from the bedspread and held it up.
“Did any of yours get a headline this big?” she asked, the white-hot anger giving
way to numb resignation.
“At least three,” he grunted.
Reluctantly, she smiled at that.
“The others weren’t as photogenic,” Bruce added, pushing his advantage.
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Her smile widened.
“Clark never made it higher than page 9,” he said.
This brought on a mild giggle— which then snapped back into simmering fury.
“If I find out he had anything to do with this,” she began heatedly.
Bruce laughed, flat out laughed. Another time, Selina may have noted the
incongruity and guessed something was amiss. But for now she felt it necessary to
complete her threat:
“I’m not kidding, I have a little bead of kryptonite, you know. It’s… well, it’s buried
in one of the hell-mouth closets, but I have it.”
Bruce continued to smirk.
“You’re adorable when you get all worked up like this, you know that?” he
concluded, kissing her cheek.
“It was a gift, from Felix Faust, during that whole ‘my wife doesn’t understand me’
era.”
“C’mon. I need a shower and something tells me you’ll want one now too,” Bruce
declared—knowing ‘come and play’ was the ultimate kitten-protocol.
She smiled, intrigued.
“Well aren’t you frisky today. Lucky your shower is big enough to host a cocktail
party…”

Dick stepped out of the shower—only to be hit in the face by a wet washcloth.
“Is there anyone, anywhere that doesn’t know about your thing for redheads?”
Barbara asked angrily.
Dick blinked away shock and the droplets of water clinging to his eyelashes, and he
focused on the newspaper in Barbara’s lap.
“Catwoman’s pregnant,” he chortled. “God, she’ll kill them. She’ll flat out kill
them. She’s got it in her, you know. That thing with the whip is vicious and—”
“DICKIE!” Barbara cut in sharply. “It’s not that. Turn the page.”
And with that, she threw the paper at him and wheeled out of the bathroom.
Dick juggled the newspaper and towel, hoping to dry off at least his hands before
handling the newsprint. He only succeeded in smudging his fingers, wrists,
forearms—and a monogrammed hand towel—with streaked blotches of blackish gray.
Accepting defeat, he turned the page and skimmed quickly… He was… allegedly
photographed (if you could call those grainy smudges photographs) with a very hot,
unknown redhead. He followed Barbara, more confused than ever.
“Babs, what gives?” he cried catching up to her in the kitchen. “I mean, okay, this
part about going into hotels is kinda smarmy, but it’s not like we haven’t seen crap like
this before.”
She sighed.
“With Nightwing, yes. Nightwing, they just love pairing up with anything that
breathes. But this is different. It’s Dick Grayson and—”
“With ‘Catwoman pregnant’ on the cover, Babs, I doubt anybody will even see this
story.”
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“Guess again,” his wife announced, snapping into the crisp detachment of the
OraCom voice. “Four redheaded golddiggers have already contacted the Post saying
they’re the woman in the photos.”
“Oh.”
“Do you know how embarrassing this is for me?”
“For me too, Barbara. With the party tonight, Bruce’ll be in Fop-mode and everyone
will say the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree.”
“Or the condom wrapper doesn’t fall far from the bed.”
“What?!” Dick exclaimed.
“What do you want, Dickie, I haven’t got the rapier wit right now. I haven’t had
juice and coffee yet and I got hit with ‘the Wayne heir spotted going into the Hudson at
a late hour with a stunning redhead not his wife.’ And what’s worse, that redhead
they can’t identify is Poison Ivy.”
“No, it can’t be,” Dick said, looking at the paper again.
“It is. I pulled the originals from the Post mainframe and ran it through a dozen
graphic enhancement filters. It’s Ivy.”
“That’s a lot of trouble to go through ‘before juice and coffee,’” Dick noted
shrewdly. “Were you trying to clarify the details on her—or me? The not-me-blur,
that is.”
Barbara took off her glasses and polished them with the injured dignity of a prim
librarian asked to find a racy bodice-ripper. Realizing that was the only response he
was going to get, Dick cleared his throat.
“Well, then” he said, resignedly. “If it were any other Wayne event, I’d blow off the
party tonight. But you know I can’t. With that Gotham After Dark theme, it’s sure to
be a target. Bruce and the others will need all the help they can get. You could give it a
miss if you wanted.”
“Dick, if you go, I have to go. Otherwise, it will look like we fought over this.”
“We DID fight over this,” he pointed out.
“This isn’t a fight,” Barbara maintained.
“You hit me with a towel.”
“Not hard.”
“It was wet,” Dick complained.
“You were wet yourself, you just stepped out of the shower.”
“Exactly, and you ambushed me with a wet towel.”
They both stopped, locked eyes, and as if by mutual agreement, laughed in sync.
“I love you, Dickie,” Barbara smiled.
“And I’m making breakfast,” Dick said, correctly decoding her statement.
“French toast, please,” she said sweetly. “But maybe splash off first, inky-face. You
look like you just wrestled an octopus.”

Bruce watched transfixed as Selina primped in the mirror. As a world-class playboy,
he knew that any woman dressed for a black-tie event should be complimented on her
appearance. Yet as Selina came out of the little dressing room off the master bedroom,
he couldn’t quite find the words. It wasn’t simply that she looked stunning in the red
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Dior, or that he hadn’t seen the dress since her tussle with Catman sliced up the skirt at
the MoMA opening. It was the contrast. That night, they couldn’t dress in the same
room. Batman and Catwoman had such a history at that museum. There was too much
baggage, too many associations. But now, she slipped past him on her way to her
vanity as if it were nothing. The ease and familiarity of it was… refreshing.
“I thought I’d wear the pink sapphire tonight,” she said casually.
“I figured,” he answered, the subtlest tickle at the corner of his lip.
In the mirror, Selina’s eyes danced as her lips curled into a naughty grin.
“You changed the combination?” she asked playfully.
“Of course.”
“Meow,” she said, heading for the safe.
Bruce tied his tie, fastened his cufflinks, and waited. It wouldn’t take her long to
crack—or possibly guess—the new combination. He allowed his lip to twitch
unrestrainedly when he heard a light, musical laugh sound from the outer room. She’d
cracked it, as expected, and now she glided up to him, Catwoman’s most seductive
sway tilting her hips this way and that, and the sapphire glittering on her finger.
“Our anniversary,” she said, beaming. “The new combination is our anniversary,
that was a very nice touch.”
“You consider it our anniversary,” he graveled. For reasons he could never fathom,
she didn’t acknowledge anything that happened before Cartier’s rooftop, even though
it was 10 weeks and 7 encounters after their first meeting on top of the train station.
Bruce watched her now, thinking of that night fighting the mysterious new
catburglar, thinking of how much had changed… Through the mirror, Selina saw his
expression as he watched her, although she misinterpreted it.
“We could always stay home,” she suggested. It was that sultry Catwoman voice
she always used to tempt him, and her fingertip danced lightly along his shirt studs, as
if she were tracing the non-existent bat symbol.
“No,” he answered—another eerie echo of that earlier time. “We needn’t stay long,
but we do have to go and go early. It’s an old tactic of mine. If you arrive late, there’s
chatter all night: ‘When will Bruce Wayne arrive?’ All people remember the next day is
the impression that I wasn’t there. Go early, however briefly, then the opposite occurs.
Hostesses like Gladys hate latecomers. She’ll use it as a pickling rod. ‘Oh what a
shame you didn’t get here sooner, Bruce was just here and now you’ve missed him,’
etc. It cements in their minds that I was there, rather than emphasizing the opposite.”
She paused, staring at him curiously for a moment. “You have a Gladys protocol,”
she smiled adoringly.
You have no idea, Bruce thought, his mind running through a catalogue of options to
cover his own culpability in the Post-pregnancy matter.
Selina expected at least a lip-twitch, but there was something strangely familiar
about that flash in his eye; something unbelievably Bat-ish in his expression. What was
he…
But before she could explore it any further, he finished adjusting his cufflinks, turned
to her, looked her up and down once and took a deep breath.
“Exquisite,” he rumbled, his eyes meeting hers.
“Me-ow.”
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Claudia Reislweller-Muffington did not watch television, so she could never
understand the snobbery (that was really the only word for it) she heard from people
discussing “reality TV.” She asked Bob Wright one evening at an AIDS benefit, Ted
Turner at a dinner for Muscular Dystrophy, and Michael Eisner at a fundraiser to battle
Childhood Lymphoma. The heads of most major networks had tried to explain it at
galas for most major diseases, but to Claudia it simply made no sense. Surely if you
watched television, you watched television. What possible difference could it make if
it was the show with the E.R. doctors and that funny Mr. Clooney who went to all the
political fundraisers, or the one where they voted each other off the island?
Claudia was born and raised among snobs. She was one herself by the standards of
all these people who thought watching Mr. Clooney made them better than people
watching the island. It really made no sense at all. Claudia mentioned this to Michael
Kors, her favorite designer, as he adapted the signature black-georgette halter from his
2005 collection to accommodate her new boob job. She liked Michael simply because
with him you could call it a boob job and didn’t have speak in code about “vacationing
in Thailand,” as if the very act of sightseeing in Bangkok changed the way your clothes
fit. So she was unusually relaxed that day, chattering away about her new pet puzzle:
reality television. She was astonished to learn that Michael himself was a judge for one
of these shows. He told her it was a fashion competition that gave aspiring designers
the most outrageous challenges. They might have to make an outfit from materials
bought in a convenience store or, in one case, at the flower market!
Claudia was struck, for only that morning she’d received an invitation to this
Gotham After Dark costume party, and here was Michael telling her of a brilliant
young designer from this television show who could make a dress from flowers and
leaves. While Claudia had no chemical abilities like the famed Poison Ivy, she put her
considerable human charms to work to persuade Michael to tell no one else about this
fabulous resource. She had called the designer that very afternoon. And now, a scant
three hours before the party, she received her dress as promised in a special
refrigerated case.

Bruce and Selina reached the Robinson Plaza Hotel before the red carpet was rolled
into place and long before any other guests had arrived or any paparazzi swarmed at
the entrance to snap pictures of the arrivals. It was all just as Bruce had planned—until
they stepped into the grand ballroom and heard the distinctive jangling of Harley
Quinn tassels. Selina stopped dead in her tracks when she saw the incongruous image:
the Harlequin-from-hell pointing this way and that, directing the hotel staff through
the final stages of the setup. Selina’s grip tightened reflexively on Bruce’s arm.
“Easy,” he whispered reassuringly. “We knew it was going to be like this.”
“Yes, but knowing it and seeing it are two entirely different things,” she replied.
He grunted. The fact was he agreed. The image of Harley Ashton-Larraby wasn’t
something you could really prepare for until you saw it with your own eyes.
“Brucie! You’re early,” she cried out joyously. “Too good of you to come so early.
One less thing for me to worry about; you’re such a considerate boy.”
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Bruce smiled automatically, the same glib smile with which he’d answered that kind
of greeting since he was 17, but it had never produced the strain it did now, stretching
around his jaw, down his neck and into his spine. That Ashton every-vowel-adiphthong society drawl coming from under Harley Quinn’s jester hat, mask and
make-up—much as Bruce had thought himself prepared, he began to think he’d
underestimated the mind-bending challenges of the evening to come.
“And Selina, my dear one!” Harley/Gladys went on. “I see you had the Dior let out.
So seamless, why you can barely tell. Of course, I see now why Brucie was so reluctant
to come in costume…”
A hot flush of nauseous disbelief heaved in Bruce’s insides. It was like he’d gone
into a criminal lair expecting to confront Hugo Strange and found Darkseid waiting
instead.
“…I simply couldn’t understand why he wouldn’t agree to come as Batman when it
was such an obvious choice for you both. But now, of course, it’s all clear. You’ve
begun to show, haven’t you dear; that catsuit, such a lovely shade of purple, must be
very unforgiving. And I, of all people, should have realized…”
Darkseid and Joker. It was like he’d gone in expecting Hugo Strange and found
Darkseid and Joker.
“…Heavens, it was weeks ago that Bruce let it slip about your little secret.
Remember, Brucie darling, your clumsy little oops with that little recorder thingy?”
Darkseid, Joker, and Mxyzptlk.
Selina turned, and Bruce saw that Darkseid, Joker, and Mxyzptlk currently had
astonishingly green eyes. Astonishingly pissed green eyes—whose angry glare,
combined with an indescribable series of pokes, tugs, and yanks, brought them to the
relative privacy of a side alcove.
“Clumsy little oops with the ‘little recorder thingy?’” Selina hissed. “I should have
pushed you off that Anderson balcony when I had the chance. And you tried to blame
Joker and Eddie and Iceberg groupies for this mess when all the time you’re the one that
started it with some ‘clumsy little oops’ with the dictaphone? How the hell did you—
never mind, you can tell me on the way home. We’re getting changed and we’re
coming back IN COSTUME.”
“No,” he snapped savagely. “Absolutely not.”
He had been wrong that morning. It was worse than he’d feared—much worse.
He’d been done in by Gladys Quinn, and she had him in a snare worse than anything
Darkseid, Joker and Mxyzptlk could have come up with. Nevertheless, he was not,
under any circumstances, going to appear at this party in a batsuit of any kind.
“This is not a conversation, Bruce. The only way I can keep that ridiculous woman
from going around all night saying I’m in the Dior because I’m showing too much for
the catsuit is to be STANDING 10 feet away IN the catsuit.”
“No,” Bruce repeated. “You want to go home and change, that’s fine. But I am
not… I repeat, NOT… going to show up in anything that resembles the suit in any way
shape or form.”
“Weren’t you listening back there: Now she understands why you wouldn’t come as
Batman. You-not-Batman equals me-knocked-up. And we are not—I repeat, NOT—
going to give her an opening to talk all night about how you were so reluctant to come
in costume because you figured I’d be showing by now.”
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“Not a chance. Look, I’ll fix this. I’ll talk her out of this crazy—”
“That’s what got us into this in the first place. Bruce, look, you did this. I don’t know
how and I can’t imagine why, but YOU DID THIS. Talking to her is the one thing
you’re absolutely not going to try again…”
It occurred to Bruce that she was right about one thing—he really couldn’t talk to
Gladys again. He couldn’t afford to split his focus, for one thing. Riddler, Ivy, Hatter
and Scarecrow were all free. The party (quite apart from being a high society function
crammed to the rafters with big money and bigger jewels) was an event one didn’t
have to squint hard to see as a bunch of overfed, overprivileged assholes poking fun at
the rogues of Gotham. That at least one of them would strike back was a foregone
conclusion. Complicating that already impossible situation, Bruce strongly suspected
that half of those ‘normal’ guests who were coming hoped something would happen
and so add a little excitement to their lives.
Before the first bottle of champagne was opened—hell, before the first invitation had
been printed—Bruce knew this night would demand his full concentration. He’d have
to play the foppish dilettante while constantly having eyes in the back of his head,
maintain a conspicuously loutish exterior while keeping Batman’s acutest senses on
high alert. Even on his best nights, that balancing act took a superhuman focus. It
required his full concentration—and he simply couldn’t do that if Selina was going to
be this pissed at him all night long. He knew telling her to go home was pointless. She
wouldn’t, for one thing, and merely suggesting it would stir her up more…
Plus… the harsh reality was… she wasn’t Darkseid, Joker or Mxyzptlk the way a
man might, figuratively, in a moment of wild unimaginable disaster, imagine his
inconveniently-mad-at-him girlfriend as Darkseid, Joker, or Mxyzptlk. She was
Catwoman. She was really Catwoman. She was literally Catwoman. And she had a
look in her eye he had seen before. The truth was, deep down, as much as he knew her
and knew about her, he honestly didn’t know what she might be capable of in her
current state.
He knew he had to calm her enough for her to accept his doing whatever he needed
to without any kind of interruption, no matter how small or insignificant an
interruption she might think it is. He desperately wanted to do that without having to
wear a batsuit. But then–
He nodded. It wasn’t anything Selina was saying, it was what he saw behind her in
the main ballroom that made him agree. He saw Harley Quinn talking to a tall, thin
waiter. The waiter wasn’t especially pale, nor did he have green hair or wear purple
pinstripe. But he was pointing something out to “Harley” and, for just a fraction of an
instant, the spatial relationships were such that something in Bruce’s perception saw
Joker. That’s all it took. That’s all it would take…
Bruce thought hard on the implications: It wasn’t seeing Gladys dressed up as
Harley that made him flash on Joker; it was seeing the way Gladys and the waiter were
interacting that cued his brain. That is all it would take, a split-second’s association to
start someone thinking.
Selina was going to change into Catwoman—literally, not merely change her outfit
for a party, he knew that now. She would be at a full catburglar, four-months-of-prepjust-went-down-the-tubes-thanks-to-the-jackass-in-a-cape level of annoyance. It was a
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mood he’d seen many times on many rooftops. And worse, a mood many Rogues had
seen her in. And they all knew the cause was Batman. He began to see that the danger
of attending the party in a batsuit paled in comparison to getting through the party
with Catwoman in that particular frame of mind. Catwoman mad at him in a room full
of rogue set dressing, it was enough to set anyone’s mind down the wrong path.
Whereas if he agreed, not only would her anger be tempered, he would have the
camouflage of being ridiculous. As was so often the case in his particular ‘line of work,’
it all came down to hedging his bets: The image of Bruce Wayne wearing a laughable
parody of a batsuit was far safer than the image of Catwoman glaring at Bruce Wayne
in the dullest dinner jacket if she was glaring like he was a judgmental jackass she
should have pushed off the Anderson balcony when she had the chance…
If she was glaring at him like Catwoman glared at Batman.
“It’ll take some time to put something workable together,” he murmured, more to
himself than to her.
In reply, she took his hand and lifted it to show him the face of his own wristwatch.
“You’ve got two hours.”
He grunted, then lifted his wrist further to speak into the hidden microphone in the
cufflink.
“Alfred, bring the car around.”

It had been horribly uncomfortable getting into the icy mesh bustier, but Claudia
Reislweller-Muffington felt her efforts well rewarded as every head turned when she
entered the ballroom. The whispers about her fern and orchid evening gown built as
she moved through the receiving line, and finally crescendoed when a Joker, a Riddler,
and a Penguin all collided with each other at the edge of the dance floor in their haste
to ask her to dance.
She smiled regally. Perhaps whatever jungle spirits empowered the real Poison Ivy
approved of costumed dress up and had favored Claudia with a touch of their magic.
Or perhaps her “Thailand tuck,” as it was called by those in the know, was worth every
penny she’d paid. In any case, she smiled and considered her options. She recognized
Joker by his leer…
“Randolph darling, don’t you look frightening. Do give Gladys my best and tell her
I’ll be over to chat just as soon as I’m free.”
Randolph Larraby slunk away and Claudia/Ivy turned her attention to the Riddler
and Penguin… Julian Fitzwallace, a nice enough man but not a joy to dance with
unless you enjoyed the smell of Montecristo cigars… and Martin Stanwick, a nice
enough man as long as you didn’t ask how his novel was coming along. She opted to
dance with Martin.
As the couple moved to the dance floor, Edward Nigma, the one true Riddler, had
never felt such a glow of triumph as that of entering the Robinson Plaza ballroom. He
had remained undetected in Gotham City for a full month to reach this night. He had
remained free to dust off his bowler hat, his favorite cane, and break in the new pair of
fuchsia kid gloves which Kittlemeier sent over just before Eddie was obliged to
disappear. The color made him think of Selina… She would enjoy his triumph, Eddie
was certain. Wayne would be furious, and she was sure to find that entertaining. The
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idea of parading his victory over Batman in front of Selina was strangely exhilarating,
it would sweeten an already sweet—the thought froze as Nigma realized he’d just
smiled and nodded his way to the end of the receiving line and no Bruce Wayne or
Selina had met his gaze.
“Is something wrong?” the woman behind him asked. Eddie turned back to see who
had spoken. It was the woman at the end of the line, the last one he’d shaken hands
with… the plump, middle-aged Harley Quinn.
“Wayne, Bruce Wayne,” he answered without realizing. “Isn’t he here? Surely he
must be here, for what is a Wayne fundraiser without Bruce Wayne?”
“Yes I agree,” the woman muttered under her breath. Then she put on one of those
forced party smiles—which seemed strangely appropriate on Harley’s face. “Brucie
had to step out,” she explained graciously. “I am assured that he and that darling
Selina will be back just as soon as they can.”
“What did you call him?” Eddie asked, amazed.
“Brucie,” Harley answered warmly. “To those of us who consider him among our
dearest friends, it’s always been Brucie.”
Nigma blinked, his face frozen into a mask of shock as Joker’s mad nattering about
his ‘good pal Brucie’ echoed in his memory. “Yes quite,” Eddie said at last, producing
his own version of the forced party smile.
He left this Harley—who he decided was quite as crazy as the original, if not as
perky—and began a slow, satisfied amble around the ballroom. Halfway to the bar, he
slowed as he spotted a Mad Hatter—or the back of one—getting in line for a drink.
Instinct jabbed him to turn on his heel and walk ever so quickly (but casually) in the
other direction, for he had to avoid Jervis Tetch at all costs if he was to remain free. He
squelched this impulse, recognizing it for what it was, an empty echo. He had made it
to the party, and Jervis—wherever he was and whatever he was up to—was no longer
a threat. Batman had failed to find Nigma before the party, and now that he was here,
Jervis could call as much attention as he wanted to Riddler’s presence—
“Edward!” this same Mad Hatter called out, in perfect sync with Eddie’s private
thought as he reached the bar. “Why I haven’t seen you since the opening at the
MoMA—such a shame that uncouth ruffian The Catman making such a shambles of
the party, but so good to see you again.”
“Um,” Eddie mumbled, his mind racing for some kind of response. He delighted in
posing questions as a rule, and he had plenty of questions to ask: “Who are you?” and
“What the hell are you talking about?” to name just a few. Unfortunately, while damn
good questions (and questions for which he would sincerely like to know the answers),
they were pretty rude as party patter while you waited in line for a drink.
“Catman,” Eddie said at last, latching onto the one word that posed no riddle at all.
“Uncouth. Yes indeed, terribly uncouth chap. Scratches the furniture, you know. Can’t
take him anywhere.”
“Ha-ha, yes,” Hatter laughed as if this was a very funny joke. “Quite in character,
Edward old man. Good show. I suppose I should say, eh, something about Alice and
the March Hare in return—Oh, or I could invite you to a mad tea party. You never did
come out to my house in the Hamptons.”
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Mad Hatter shook his finger in a naughty-naughty gesture, and Eddie nodded. Now
he remembered. MoMA opening. House in the Hamptons. Richard Flay. Just a few
minutes before all hell broke loose and Eddie received the worst bat-thrashing of his
life, this Richard Flay had asked him out to the Hamptons to ‘see his art collection.’
Eddie looked around for a way to escape… And found it as a too-tall-for-the-role
Penguin concluded his dance with a—whoa—a drop-dead gorgeous Poison Ivy. The
faux Oswald left this stunning creature (although one couldn’t imagine WHY) with the
crazier-than-she-knew Harley Quinn, and then waddled up to join the men at the bar.
“Evening, Richard,” he quacked—too late for the name to do Eddie any good so far
as recognizing the Mad Hamptons Hatter, but perfectly timed as an opening for him to
pick up his drink and escape.
“Magnificent,” Martin/Penguin gasped appreciatively to his companion as Ivy
shrugged an impressive flutter of petals and leaves around her chest.
“Certainly should be, considering what those titties cost,” Hatter/Flay answered in
the campy tone gay men use to praise flamboyant divas. “But I don’t know if the
garden dress will make it through the night…” Eddie heard the conversation blur into
the dull hum of a dozen others as he continued his amble through the room.
“Clayface imitating Dick Grayson” reached his ears—and in his peripheral vision he
realized who they must be talking about: Dick Grayson in the least imaginative
“costume” of all time, Dick Grayson in a white dinner jacket with brass buttons.
Eddie felt a tap on his shoulder and he winced, fearing that Richard Flay had
followed with more invitations to a Lewis Carroll Clambake—so he was delighted
when he turned to see the face of a friend instead, albeit a friend in the garb of an
enemy:
“Evening, Harv, don’t you look spiff?” he said brightly. “Nightwing, eh? You
always were a ladies’ man.”
“Er, thanks,” Harvey Dent murmured. But before they could begin to catch up, a
paunchy Joker walked up like he and Harvey were old roommates.
“Dent. Good to see you,” he began. “Gladys was so pleased you accepted, lends just
the right touch, she says. So, why aren’t you dressed as you-know-who?”
“Claudia Reislweller-Muffington?” Barbara Gordon exclaimed, a bit louder than the
more refined ladies of the party would have permitted themselves. “Dickie, you made
that up,” she added, modulating her tone.
“Nobody could make that up,” Dick objected.
“Somebody had to,” Barbara laughed, “even if it was only Mr. And Mrs. Rayswemmermuff-whatever.”
“Yeah, well,” Dick hedged rather than correcting the name. “She was in this dance
class Alfred made me take when I first went to live at the manor. We called her Muffy,
she went to Vassar, I think she married some guy in oil.”
“Hm, well you better steer clear of her all the same. That costume is really good, and
if anybody sees you together the penny might drop. We definitely don’t want anybody
to realize those pictures in the Post are Poison Ivy.”
“Nobody in this room reads the Post, Babs,” Dick said absently—then his eyes
narrowed as he determined the orange and yellow blur at the buffet was exactly what
he thought it was.
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“You’re supposed to be in hiding with BG,” he whispered angrily. “Monitoring the
situation and waiting to swing in as the first response if something goes down.”
Robin turned with a grin and slathered a spoonful of mustard onto his sandwich.
“Yeah, but it’s a costume party, Bro, no reason I can’t sneak down for just a minute
and get a sandwich is there? Besides, Cass said to bring her a cookie.”
“If he saw you, Psychobat would go—well—psycho,” Dick hissed.
“Yeah he would,” Robin agreed. “If he was here, but he’s not. Why isn’t he,
anyway?”
At the bar, two Scarecrows clinked glasses and sang how they’d while away the
hours conferrin’ with the flowers if they only had a brain.
“Late or… late?” Tim asked carefully.
Dick turned in a slow, even burn.
“Don’t even go there,” he pronounced firmly.
Some distance away, just above the alcove where Selina had dragged Bruce for that
fevered tête-à-tête hours before, Batgirl monitored the comings and goings from the
ballroom. Naturally she paid close attention to those not using the main entrance.
There had been a parade of waiters, bartenders, and bus boys at the service doors.
They’d all carried themselves as they should given the trays they held or the carts they
pushed. The arrival of the musicians had been problematic. Batgirl really had no idea
of the relative weights of a trumpet, trombone or saxophone, so she could tell nothing
from the way these men and women carried their music cases. So she had squirmed
through the vent and relocated to an observation point to watch them set up. Certainly
the musical instruments looked all right, but her training taught her that meant
nothing. The way these musicians handled their instruments, on the other hand, was
enough to convince her they were legitimate. They took them from their cases the way
the way sharpshooters assembled their guns, the way samurai unsheathed their
swords. These musicians didn’t merely earn their living with those instruments, they
cherished them.
Although her initial suspicions were allayed, Batgirl had still returned to the
observation point twice since the music started, just to make sure everyone was
playing. She found their choice of music dull—but on the second trip, she did spot the
cookies on the buffet and insisted that Tim bring her one.
She saw Bruce and Selina’s return. They had avoided the photographers at the
hotel’s front entrance and come in through a service door disguised as housekeeping
employees. Cassie spotted them at once and saw from their movements where their
costumes must be concealed. They disappeared in the direction of the rooms and
returned a few minutes later in… costume… kind of. Catwoman was in costume but
Bruce was… in a very strange outfit. With no mask. And a shiny blue cape.
Under her own mask, Cassie bit her lip. Something must be very wrong with Bruce
for him to wear a shiny cape, no mask and a bright yellow belt. She wasn’t sure what
to do about it. There was no OraCom tonight. There was no one to report this to or
even anyone to ask. She decided to squirm through the vents one last time and
watch…
Just outside the ballroom door, Catwoman slid her arm around Bruce’s—or, er,
Batman’s or, well, BatFop’s—and then hurriedly looked away.
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“Don’t say it,” he warned in a low growl.
She hadn’t. She hadn’t said anything at the house when he attacked her beautiful
Porthault bedsheets with a glue gun and fishing line. She hadn’t said anything in the
cave when he opened some ancient display case, or in the car when he tossed this
bizarre utility belt in her lap and told her to “shine it” on the drive over. She hadn’t
said anything in the hotel room while he tugged and pulled his way into a leotard that
was clearly the first he’d ever worn—when his thigh muscles and upper body weren’t
nearly as developed as they were now. And she hadn’t said a word—not one word—
when, having completed this preposterous ensemble, he stood bareheaded in front of
the mirror and proceeded to comb complimentary hotel hair mousse through his hair
as if the fate of the world hung in the balance.
She had not said one word.
Now, at the door to the ballroom, her inner cat casually scratched an ear, waiting for
her to express herself.
“I wouldn’t know where-” Selina began—when the chance to speak was lost
forever. Bruce had pushed the door open with his free hand and performed some
magical tilting lead with the arm over which she was draped, forcing her into step
beside him.
“Brucie, darling!” Selina heard—the Ashton-Larrabys’ unmistakable battlecry—and
in a nanosecond they were engulfed in a sea of tassels, leaves, umbrellas, champagne,
and Shalimar.
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CHAPTER 9: CATALYST
It was raining, right inside the hotel, and all the raindrops were turning into shards
of broken glass that would slice you to ribbon if you didn’t take shelter. Jerry hunched
whimpering under the table, his eyes closed tight, his arms wrapped around his ears to
drown out the sound of those rainshards plunking, plunking, plunking on the top of
the table over his head.
“How fruminously frightful,” Jervis observed dryly. Scarecrow had walked silently
past the terrified waiter and into the ballroom, but Jervis stopped to retrieve the
dropped serving tray. It would be foolish to let a teatray go to waste on an occasion
such as this. He rummaged in his pocket for a number of small squares marked “Eat
Me” “Try Me” “Take One” and arranged them very prettily on the tray. When he was
satisfied with the effect, he proceeded into the ballroom. There he saw the most
delightful thing—his own image—just like a looking glass but without the gold frame.
He bowed slightly, and so did his mirror self. He lifted his right hand, and his pseudoreflection matched him. He lifted the brim of his hat in hatterly greeting, and his twin
did likewise. He smiled and went on his way—then several paces along he turned
back and saw his double had done the same. He giggled impishly, this was too much
fun. It was a pity, really, that such an amusing evening was about to befall such a
gruesome fate.
“Your attention please,” Scarecrow announced in a cold, dead voice as he took his
place on the bandstand. “Are the rogues of Gotham wax-works to be gawked at? ‘If
you think we’re wax-works,’ as the poet says, ‘you ought to pay… Wax-works weren’t
made to be looked at for nothing.’” The frozen mask of a Scarecrow face turned
slowly, as if scanning the room with quiet menace before adding, “Nohow.”
“A SARACEN’S SIN,” Nigma muttered to no one in particular. “Crane is an ass.”
All true rogues of Gotham were aware that Halloween was the exclusive property of
the Scarecrow, and that he became downright rabid at the suggestion of anyone else
throwing a rogue costume party on the Grand Night of Fear. But this wasn’t
Halloween; this was a Wayne fundraiser and the first chance Eddie had to really have
some fun with his special knowledge. And now, not fifteen minutes after the great
man showed up in the most stupendously silly Bat-getup ever conceived by man,
along comes A PUNY TWIRP NTH JOTS ANATHEMA—Jonathan the uppity
strawman, to wreck all the fun.
Across the room, Harvey “Nightwing” Dent placed his hand ever so gently on
Claudia/Ivy’s hip and steered her smoothly towards the door.
“When Scarecrow talks about ‘paying,’” he started to explain quietly. He got no
further when their way was blocked by a rascally Mad Hatter, who shook his finger at
them with a puckish grin.
“C’mon, Jervis, give us a break,” Harvey asked reasonably.
Hatter pursed his lips, looking disapprovingly at the Nightwing emblem and then at
Claudia’s foliage.
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“You’ve begun wrong,” he said sadly. “The first thing you do in a visit is to say
‘How d’ye do?’ and shake hands, and… Harvey? Is that you in there?”
Harvey lifted the corner of the mask with a roguish wink.
“Are you quite mad!” Jervis hissed, pointing to the garden dress. “Harvey old man,
you’ve been round that mulberry bush already. No offense, good woman, you look
very, eh, green. And green, I will remind you, Harvey, is NOT your color. Come
along, the both of you, this is for your own good. Karoo-Karee, everyone is mad but
me!” And in a fluttery cyclone of agitation he ushered them to a quiet alcove.
“Just then flew down a monstrous crow,” Scarecrow recited, the words made all the
more sinister by the flat monotone in which they were delivered. There were muffled
shrieks in the crowd, the first murmurs of that fear he had always craved. There would
be more fear soon, once the gas was released, but first he must finish his recitation.
“Just then flew down a monstrous crow,” he repeated—when he was cut off by the
harsh crack of a bullwhip, and the harsher sting of it slicing around his thigh.
“Interesting fact,” Catwoman declared as she yanked him by the thigh-whip-tangle
causing him to tumble first off-balance, then off the bandstand. “C4 Plastic Explosive
won’t explode without a cat-alyst. It won’t. You can set it on fire; it’ll just burn up…
Hold that thought. Remember fire, Jonathan? We’ve talked about fire, you and I, now
haven’t we.”
She had shoved him down to his knees, twisting his arm behind him. Now she lifted
him this way, as if his arm was a crank, and sent him half running/half hurdling into
the buffet. The table didn’t collapse at the impact, but everything on it shook as the
Scarecrow’s head and torso were slammed onto the tabletop between a tray of
chocolate covered strawberries and a bowl of pasta salad.
“Anybody got a match?” Catwoman asked the room loudly as she strode across the
dancefloor to confront Scarecrow at the buffet.
“Calloo callay,” he said feebly, reaching up to his head with both hands. The cloth
that fastened his hat to his facemask had torn, releasing a great deal of straw and
causing the hat to tilt at an odd angle. “And contrariwise,” he added, tipping his head
at a confused angle, as if trying to match the hat.
“‘Lina,” Catwoman heard from a figure coming towards her from the right. Her
peripheral vision caught the familiar Riddler-green suit and bowler of the man who
always called her by that nickname, so she turned unsuspectingly—only to be struck
by the fierce swing of a heavy brass cane. The room spun, and she realized she’d been
thrown onto her back just before that cane came crashing at her again, this time in a
lethal overhead swing. She rolled out of the way—barely—which just exacerbated the
dizziness—but then she saw a blur of orange and yellow swing in to kick Riddler
squarely in the gut before he could attack again.
“How did I get here,” Scarecrow murmured, getting woozily to his feet. “And why
is there pasta salad in my ear?”
Catwoman had regained her feet, and seeing Riddler was now fully occupied
fighting both Robin and Batgirl, she returned her attention to her original target…
Scarecrow. Their eyes met—and locked. Jonathan Crane’s new awareness was evident
by the fact that, unlike their encounter moments before, he now gulped, turned, and
fled.
“OH NO YOU DON’T!” Catwoman snarled, giving chase.
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She was too angry to realize she was closing the distance too easily. Scarecrow had
barreled out of the ballroom and down the first hallway he saw. Now he stopped
suddenly and spun, reaching into his straw to produce one of his fearsome gas
grenades. He pulled back to hurl it in Catwoman’s face—when he paused, sensing a
squelchy softness in his hand rather than the metallic honeycomb of the grenade. He
lowered his arm as Catwoman slowed her approach and they looked together at the
object in his palm.
“Eat me,” he read.
“You gotta be kidding me,” Catwoman said blandly.
The letters spelling out “Eat Me” in red candied sugar against a white buttercream
frosting made a faint hissing sound, and the teacake suddenly popped in Scarecrow’s
glove, producing a tiny puff of pink gas. Catwoman and Scarecrow both stepped back
to avoid breathing in the presumably dangerous (but silly looking) vapor, then their
eyes met again. Catwoman reached up and, despite Scarecrow’s wince, she pulled the
dangling hat off his shoulder, fished out an electronic chip the size of a postage stamp,
and handed back the hat.
“Go home, Jonathan,” she said in a funk of defeated frustration. “And if you ever set
foot in a Wayne event again, I’ll set you on fire.”
“I shall not go,” he declared angrily, replacing his hat and stuffing what straw
remained on his collar back under the sackcloth. “I have been victimized, I have been
violated, I have been—”
“Hatted,” Catwoman interrupted hotly. “You were hatted, Jonathan, and while I’m
sure that sucked for you, I got problems of my own right now. You’re feeling
victimized and violated?! I am pregnant in the Gotham Post—these vermin that said I
was a whore—that had me running around the east side in goggles—fighting crime
(couldn’t you just vomit!)—they’re now trying to sell papers concocting some kind of
bogus mystery about WHO I WOULD SLEEP WITH, as if I have such low standards
that I would even LOOK at the scumbags they associate with me, and as if I’m so
stupid that I’d go playing Russian roulette with my ovaries. So don’t fucking talk to
me about being victimized and violated, Jonathan. All I wanted tonight was to set
somebody on fire and you’ve gone and wrecked that by being an innocent dupe.”
Scarecrow posed, hands on hips, looking into the distance thoughtfully.
“I believe I have some news which will make you frightfully glad,” he said at last.
“Unless you gassed me years ago and the very existence of the Gotham Post has
been a hallucination, there’s not a thing you can tell me that—”
“Tetch is coming up behind you with a hat,” Jonathan grinned.
Catwoman pivoted, delivering a high, forceful kick into Jervis Tetch’s sternum. She
followed this with two sharp knee-thrusts into his neck, then grabbed his jaw in a
grasping cradle-hold and slammed his head into the wall one- two- three- four times.
Finally, she tossed his barely conscious body to the floor like a ragdoll.
“Thanks,” she said, offering Crane a gruff nod—when the flash of a camera pulled
her focus and she turned into the lens of a grinning press photographer.
Jonathan Crane felt recompensed for his experience being hatted, for he now got to
witness the most delightful exhibition of dueling fears. First there were Catwoman’s
delicate features as her mind envisioned the horrors of the headlines to come:
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CATWOMAN THE CRIMEFIGHTER apprehending the Wayne Gala bandits… this
followed moments later by the coarser visage of the photographer as he locked eyes
with an angry tigress and realized he was the hapless gazelle.
“Tell me you’re from the Post,” she snarled.
In response, he ran.
He ran swiftly for a paunchy geek in coke bottle glasses, but that was hardly fast
enough to outpace a young, fit catburglar who could outrun Batman. Scarecrow
watched bemused as the two disappeared in the direction of the hotel lobby. After a
few seconds, there was a primal cry of feline fury, then a fearsome crashing sound…
and then nothing at all. Tantalizing moments passed, rich with that suspense—so close
to the fear response—which Scarecrow craved. And then Catwoman returned, a
camera in one hand and the dazed photographer’s throat in the other as she steered
him back up the hallway towards the Scarecrow.
“Jonathan!” she said cheerily. “Meet my new pal here. This is Wee Willy; he works
for the Gotham Post. As such, he has no conscience, no morals, and no reflection. Wee,
this is Jonathan Crane, he’s into fear and terror.”
She smiled sweetly like she was sure they would become fast friends and eventually
take a house by the sea together.
“Jonathan, I was hoping you could help us out. It seems poor Will here has lost all
the film he shot tonight. Hang on.”
She paused, opened the camera, and dramatically yanked the film from the cylinder
with a ferocious growl. She draped this around her neck and then slapped the camera
roughly into the photographer’s chest.
“Now then, he lost all the film he shot. And you know how those guys live and die
by what’s on the page. So I was thinking you could help him out. The new costume,
horizontal straw, its time has come. Or who knows, maybe Willy has some even better
ideas to ‘reinvent you.’ After all, what do I know? I’m just a thief in a catsuit. He’s the
professional.”
She patted him on the shoulder as she prepared to leave.
“Now Will, you take good care of my buddy Jonathan,” she added, winking at
Scarecrow. “Make sure he’s very happy with his coverage or remember, it’s your
worst nightmare. After all, you don’t want to think you’re watching Paris Hilton and
Jessica Simpson making out in the back of their limo and the batteries in your camera
are dead… now do you?”

There were two of everything. Harvey ran through the ballroom, which had
somehow been divided down the center, half white walls with black floors, half black
walls with white floors. There were two of everything: two Riddlers, two Harleys, two
Batmen, two Robins. It couldn’t be a coincidence. A costume party like this, there
were bound to be duplicates but not two exactly. Why not three Riddlers, or four
Harleys? But no, there were two, always two, and two of everything, everywhere he
looked. It couldn’t be coincidence, it was fate.
Fate.
Fate had found him.
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Fate put the coin in his hand. He had no choice, no choice at all. He tried to run, but
the coin followed him, flipping and doubling, flipping and doubling, until finally he
was being chased by thousands of coins. All flipping, all destined to land scarred side
up, no matter how fast he ran. He stumbled and saw himself staring at a pair of
mismatched shoes, mismatched pantlegs, and finally looking up into his own face,
perfect and unblemished for one starting second, before the left side sizzled and
liquefied, dripping off his skull in disgusting, corrosive dollops. One landed on his
hand and instantly burned it away. Then it grew, a living acid burning up his arm and
splitting off at the shoulder to spread quickly down his body and up, with excruciating
slowness, towards his face…

When Catwoman returned to the ballroom, she assumed the excitement would be
over. When she’d left, Robin and Batgirl were already on the job, and Batman was on
the way. Yet the room was in chaos. A dozen party guests, in various costumes but all
wearing Riddler-green bowlers, ran amok attacking vigilantes and non-hatted partiers
alike, while others ran screaming—not from the real threat of a hatted Joker wielding a
trombone like a club—but from some fear-induced hallucination of wasps, rats,
spiders, or flying monkeys.
Catwoman sighed, a month of frustration, disgust, contempt, amusement, and rage
finally culminating in a wave of hopeless exhaustion. The ersatz Poison Ivy, now
practically naked in a little slip of mesh stripped of all but two orchids, came at
Catwoman with a broken chair, and Selina could barely summon the will to flatten
her.
“I am so fucking over this,” she muttered, unfurling the whip and slashing faux-Ivy
twice by way of discouragement. Ivy kept coming without even flinching, until a
batarang struck her legs and she stumbled.
“They don’t feel pain when they’re hatted,” Robin called out, running in and
delivering a neckchop on the fallen Ivy before she could rise. “That’s why they’re so
strong,” he added, retrieving his batarang. “You gotta either throw them off balance or
knock ‘em out, unless you can get the hat off otherwise, which you usually can’t.”
“Thanks for the tip,” Catwoman said miserably, elbowing a figure behind her, then
scruffing him once he doubled over and propelling him into Robin’s waiting strike
zone. The figure turned out to be a Joker, and Robin’s uppercut sent not only his hat
but the green wig underneath flying into the air.
“Best joke ever,” Selina muttered as it landed at her feet.
Robin didn’t hear. He’d seen Batgirl hampered by a fear-crazed Clayface as she tried
to fend off a hatted Penguin and Harley. He ran off to assist, leaving Catwoman to
remove Claudia/Ivy’s hat.
“Hey ‘Lina,” she heard as she bent over—and she pivoted into a defensive crouch.
“Easy, easy,” Eddie said, hands raised in a non-threatening gesture. “No hat,” he
added, pointing to his head.
She breathed, relieved, and he smiled.
“Nice party,” he said simply.
“Woof,” came the reply.
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“Want to get out of here?” he suggested.
“Hell yeah.”
They left the ballroom strewn with fake rogues and headed for the true Gotham
After Dark by the nearest access point: the roof. Eddie wanted to take the elevator,
declaring it a REAL VETO of the false party and A REVEL TO take them away to better
revels on the rooftop. He pushed the button, thinking to compose a number of
anagrams for rooftop on the ride up. But he got no farther than FOO when the door
opened and they discovered Harvey Dent curled into a fetal ball, sobbing that all the
buttons said 2.
Selina squatted down at once as if to comfort him, and rummaged in the little pouch
in her costume where Eddie knew she kept her lockpicks. She withdrew a capsule, and
as she whispered consoling nothings in Harvey’s ear, she popped the capsule in his
mouth, squeezed his nose and stroked his throat to make him swallow.
“There we go,” she soothed as his eyes closed, “you’ll be much better now.”
“You carry an antidote for fear gas around with you now?” Eddie noted dryly. “Isn’t
that just peachy.”
Selina just hissed in response. They rode up to the roof in silence, and left Harvey to
sleep off his ordeal in the elevator. The strained silence continued when they reached
the roof and looked out over the city.
“Nice view,” Eddie said at last.
“Yeah, I guess,” Selina replied listlessly.
More silence followed.
“That batsuit was the funniest damn thing I’ve ever seen in my life,” he mentioned.
Selina said nothing for a long minute. She just looked sadly over the cityscape.
“He did it for me,” she confessed finally. “He wanted to wear a tux. I was going to
wear my Dior from the MoMA opening, and then—then that stupid fucking story in
the Post came out and I…” She stopped to avoid sobbing, and blinked away a tear.
“‘Lina, can I make a suggestion?” he asked with that cheery twinkle in his eye that
indicated the first line of a riddle.
“Sure,” she said, playing along.
Then the riddle-me smile faded and he became deathly serious.
“Fuck the Post,” he said gravely.
“…”
“‘Lina. Fuck ‘em. I cheered when you did that show all those years ago. Two-Face
was so mad he couldn’t see straight. Oswald figured anything legit had to be a front
for something and he damn near had an embolism trying to figure out what. And Ivy,
Ivy said something I won’t repeat to a lady. But I cheered, ‘Lina. I went right out and
bought a ticket, and I went to the theatre, and I saw you up on that stage showing all of
Gotham who the real Catwoman is and why those of us who know the real thing just
love her. End of Act I, I stood up and cheered without even knowing I was doing it.
By the end of Act II, I was hoarse and my palms hurt from clapping so hard. I got it,
‘Lina. I got just how much those bastards hurt you—and how you hate the asinine
fools who believe those preposterous lies about the goggle-slut.”
“Whore,” Selina corrected quietly.
“Yeah, the goggle-whore,” Eddie amended the term. “Point is: you made your
point. Now let it go. Say ‘fuck ‘em’—because ‘Lina, Honey, they are sucking you dry.”
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“I know,” she said quietly. “But Eddie, really. Me. Just the thought of me fighting
crime. Hanging out with—ulgh—JSA types. It’s enough to make you go on a seven
state crime spree. I mean a girl’s gotta protect her—”
“Reputation? Selina, it’s a tabloid. Nobody with an ounce of intelligence believes
that shit. Nobody with the slightest grasp of anything could believe that east end
disaster is you… And you used to know that. What changed, Selina? I mean, I’m not
overjoyed with the Colin Farrell-as-Boy George makeover they gave me (and I’m really
not overjoyed by the Green Goddess treatment they gave Pammy, seeing as she’s
calling me at 7 o’clock in the morning to gloat about it), but at the end of the day, it’s
just another What-The-Fuck Moment from our Friendly Neighborhood What-Fuckers.”
Selina laughed in spite of herself and Eddie smiled, then the smile faded.
“The question, in case you’ve forgotten, is… What changed?”
“You’re the man wearing a question mark,” Selina pointed out. “Suppose you tell
me.”
“I have a theory,” Eddie said darkly. “I hope I’m wrong.”
Selina hissed, exasperated.
“You’re going to blame Bruce,” she guessed, hands on hips.
“I would love nothing more than to blame Bruce,” Nigma admitted. “But my
suspicions lie elsewhere. I’m wondering… ‘Lina, I can’t help wondering if it might be
me.”
“What?” came the gasped reply. She would have said more, but a look of pained
guilt stopped her.
“You mentioned the MoMA,” Eddie said, remorse pulling on his features like leaden
weights. “You remember a conversation we had shortly before? At the Iceberg?”
“That I’m ‘not so much anymore with the best thief in Gotham City-meow-purrhiss,’” Selina quoted dryly.
“Guess you do,” Eddie noted. He had no doubt she would remember. He had
pulled her strings with the precision of a master manipulator and the special
knowledge of a trusted friend.
“You mean that because I’m not–” she paused and growled, hating the admission to
come. “Because I’m not stealing anymore, I’m more sensitive about the mystique. The
public perception matters more because it’s all I have left of… what I used to be.”
“Something like that,” Nigma admitted. “But maybe not just the public perception.
‘Lina, what I said that night, it was unforgivable. You only had two real friends in the
Rogue world, and the other one is Harvey who isn’t one of us anymore either. I- I
spoke for Roguedom that night, and I said you weren’t what you had been. I played
on your insecurities and I knew I was doing it and I… I’m sorry, ‘Lina.”
“You can be quite the little shit, you know that, Eddie?”
“I said I’m sorry,” he repeated quietly.
“The Post said they were sorry and then they went right on doing it,” Selina noted.
“Yes, but we’re better than them.”

Selina did not return to the ballroom. She waited on the roof, chatting with Eddie.
Eventually Harvey woke and stumbled out from the elevator. The three of them
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reconstructed what they could of the evening’s events and speculated about what they
couldn’t know for certain. The scene was very like the Iceberg, except for the lack of
alcohol, pretzels and cigarette smoke. Then Selina broke into the Presidential Suite and
it was just like the Iceberg except for the pretzels and smoke. She brought a bottle of
scotch, a bucket of ice, and three glasses, and Harvey appointed himself bartender. He
poured generously while Eddie laid out the Riddle du jour: What could have possessed
Jervis to go full-bore psychorogue?
“Turning on Jonathan? On me? On you too, Selina. And gassing poor Harvey? It’s
beyond a riddle. It is a puzzlement nonpareil.”
“It’s the Gotham Post,” Harvey said flatly.
Selina looked at Eddie.
“Didn’t you guys see the story?” Harvey asked.
Eddie looked at Selina.
“I told you,” she said defiantly. “That pack of jackals could send anyone on a seven
state crime spree.”
“So it would seem,” Eddie muttered.
Selina looked down to the street and saw the development she had been waiting for.
Ten blocks away, the Batmobile came into view, moving towards the hotel in that slow,
creeping rhythm insiders recognized as autopilot. She glanced at Eddie and saw he
had followed her gaze. His eyes then flicked up at her knowingly.
“C’mon, Harv, I’ll see you home,” he said sportingly.
Harvey refused twice as a simple reflex, but then admitted the fear gas had been an
ordeal and he wouldn’t say no to a cabshare. Eddie winked at Selina, and she watched
the pair of them head off to the elevator. She waited until the doors closed, then
waited a minute longer before snaring a flagpole with her whip and starting her
descent to street level. The Batmobile had only reached the alley behind the hotel
when she completed the final drop from the second floor fire escape. She stretched out
provocatively on the still-warm hood and again she waited…
Not five minutes had passed before the scalloped shadow appeared, and she purred
deliciously as it stopped mid-stride. She laughed out loud as she envisioned the
disgruntled bat-scowl that must accompany the shadow’s head-tilt. He’d seen her, so
she rolled into an even more provocatively feline pose.
“Nice cape,” she remarked when he was close enough to hear. “Does it come in blue
by any chance?”
“Get off the car,” he ordered gruffly.
“Make me,” she grinned.
A lightning fast grasp captured her wrist and yanked her unceremoniously off the
hood.
“Get in the car if you want to talk,” he graveled. “I don’t think anyone is watching,
but there’s no reason to stay out in the open where we could be spotted.”
Catwoman sulked.
“I don’t know if I want to get in a car with you if you’re still this wound up,” she
announced, casually buffing a claw.
“Selina,” he tried, in a voice not entirely devoid of that harassed-boyfriend tone.
“Get in the car, please.”
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Instead of complying, she slowly traced the emblem on his chest with a light, listless
claw.
“I thought about leaving you and going on a seven state crime spree,” she
announced, as if trying to cheer herself up.
“That’s nice,” he growled. “Car?”
“Eddie talked me out of it,” she added.
Wordlessly, Batman snapped a cuff on her wrist and led her determinedly to the
passenger door, opened it, and shoved her lightly into the seat. Rather than protest,
she seemed mildly amused by the stunt. By the time he had walked back around to his
own door, she had, of course, freed herself and she smugly handed back the batcuffs as
he settled into his seat.
“And how was your night?” she asked, fingering an ear of the cowl which had
apparently gone several rounds with a carving knife.
Batman grunted and started the car. Selina chattered lightly as they drove, but he
said little. She was about to tease him for “monosyllabic Bat-mode” when she saw they
were passing her old apartment… He’d bypassed the turn towards the bridge to Bristol
and home.
“You’re heading around the park?” she asked quizzically.
“Of the alpha-threat rogues still at large, Hatter and Scarecrow are now in custody,”
he said as if reading off a mental list. “Riddler was at the party, but Ivy is still
unaccounted for. As are Harley Quinn and the Monarch of Menace, by the way. So
Robinson Park, Amusement Mile and several ‘royal’ themed locations are all on the
route tonight.”
He was patrolling. He wasn’t headed home at all. He was patrolling.
“Whoa there, handsome,” Catwoman spouted as soon as she realized what was
happening. “I do NOT patrol like some hero-addled, compulsive, crimefighting dogooder.”
“Perhaps not,” he graveled, “but you’re in the hero-addled, compulsive,
crimefighting do-gooder’s car and IT is traveling the patrol route.”
They drove a few blocks in silence. Then Batman spoke.
“You’re feeling better?”
“You mean about my impending motherhood, ‘Gotham style,’ by way of a fop with
a dictaphone, a socialite with an agenda, and a tabloid with a madonna-whore
complex?”
“Yes,” he grunted. “About all of it.”
She considered the question.
“I suppose… Talked to Eddie on the roof. He pointed out that I let it roll off my fur
back when I was… well, you know, ‘working.’”
He glanced at her sideways, disapproval warping his features into a brooding scowl.
“Eddie?” he glowered.
“Yes, Stud, or in your vernacular,” she segued into her throaty imitation of the deep
bat-gravel, “Nigma.”
“So you talked with ‘Eddie’ and now everything’s better?” he asked darkly.
“Well, he does have a point. At the end of the day, it is just another ‘what the fuck’
moment.”
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Again he glanced at her sideways.
“Yes. I believe I heard that somewhere before,” he grumbled.
“Okay yes, you said pretty much the same thing this morning. To tell you the truth,
it never occurred to me that it might be me reacting differently. Up until now, I was
just under the impression that I was upset because these guys who, let’s face it, have
not exactly been good to kitty to begin with, have now extended their trash fest into my
uterus. I thought it was perfectly obvious that this is a bigger deal because it’s a bigger
deal. But now, I don’t know. You and Eddie both triangulate on the same thing, I’d be
an Arkham case if I didn’t at least consider the possibility.”
She paused, noticing that his whole aura darkened whenever she mentioned how he
and Eddie agreed. Like any cat seeing the chance for fun, she stopped what she was
doing in order to take advantage of the opportunity.
“I mean you really are, Bruce. You and Eddie are on exactly the same page… Do
they all really quake in fear of that scowl? I think it’s hot, I really do.”
He glowered, and she purred.
Then, just like the cat who stopped what she was doing in order to swat the ball of
yarn, she then picked up exactly where she’d left off.
“He thinks maybe the bad press bothers me more now than it did back then because
it’s all I have left of… well, ‘her.’”
“Says the woman in the purple catsuit,” he noted dryly.
“You know what I mean.”
“Yes, I do. But you don’t really want to go back to that. You’ve said so.”
“Of course not.”
“You’ve missed it before, Selina. And there have been stories in the press before that
were insulting and offensive. But none of it ever sent you into the tailspin that this
did.”
“I wasn’t that bad,” she laughed lightly.
“I wore a batsuit into a room full of Foundation donors,” he reminded her. He did
not need to say more about the look in her eye (or what had happened to the Beebe
Mansion, Mr. Beebe, Mr. Beebe’s private security force and Jim Gordon’s ulcer the last
time he’d seen that look).
“So the question is,” he continued with the crisp reasoning of a detective outlining
the case, “What’s different this time around? And the answer is simple: my gift.”
“Yes,” she agreed quietly.
Then, finding this utterance too reminiscent of “monosyllabic Bat-mode” for her lips,
she went on.
“Yes, when it was just ‘those trolls at the Post,’ I guess, that was one thing. They
never got me, they never will, they’re hopelessly fucked, c’est la vie. But now, not only
are they tearing down me and everything I ever was, they’re tearing up the most
thoughtful, beautiful, unbelievably generous—I can’t begin to imagine the trouble you
went through to pull that off. And of all the things you could have done, that anyone
could have done, you really understand me, when let’s face it, absolutely no one else
has a clue and—well…”
She trailed off. He glanced at her once. Twice. Then spoke.
“Selina, The Post itself was never meant to be the gift.”
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“It wasn’t?” she stammered. “I don’t understand, there was a picture, on the cover, I
was purple.”
“That image… and more importantly, your reaction to that image… It’s what I
thought you needed to see. It wasn’t about taking over a newspaper or stringing a
writing staff up by its knees, much as some of them might deserve it…”
He paused momentarily, turning to face her fully.
“It was about giving you at least some small sense of vindication, to demonstrate
that regardless of what the world thinks, I see you for what, for who you really are. It
was to demonstrate to you the lengths that I would go to just to see that joyous smile
on your face. And it was the hope, in vain as it may have been, that I could give you at
least a fraction of the joy that you have given me.”
He returned his attention to the road before adding, “That, and it was supposed to
be our little in-joke; our private way of sticking our collective tongues out at the entire
universe. Goggles and all.”
“Pull over,” she ordered.
“Why?”
“Why do you think? Great detective, my ass.”
“I’m on patrol,” he objected.
“No. You’re in the compulsive do-gooder’s car which is traveling the patrol route,
which it won’t be once you pull over,” she said sweetly.
He reached down and deftly engaged the autopilot.
“Close enough,” she whispered, pressing a single clawtip neatly under his chin and
steering his head to the side to face her.
“You are the most…” she began, but reconsidered the opening. She tried again. “I…
I mean, back then I…”
She gave up, and substituted a slow, moist kiss for the words that wouldn’t come.
It continued,
tender and insistent,
and probably longer than it should have.
For a few fleeting seconds, Bruce even forgot that he was “on patrol.”
Then he remembered, broke the kiss, and pulled back slightly in order to meet her
eyes.
“So, you’re okay?” he asked gently.
“Meo-,” she began, then reconsidered. “I’m okay.”
“Good.”
He flicked off the autopilot and placed his hands back on the steering wheel, looking
intently through the windshield as he scanned the perimeter of Robinson Park.
Catwoman stared unbelievingly for a moment, uncertain whether to clobber him or
pounce or…
Then she saw the lip-twitch.
And a soft, satisfied purr rumbled in her throat.
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… … … … :: Duty Log: Batman, Supplemental :: … … …
(cont.)
broke open the third vial of Scarecrow anti-toxin (REMINDER NOTE: construct more
aerosolized anti-tox gas pellets). An enraged shout to the right warned of an incoming
assault. Managed to dodge just enough to avoid the swinging blade, though the knife
did catch the right ear-tip of cowl. Dodged second wild swing and disarmed attacker.
Attacker revealed to be Randolph Larraby (REF: biographical file, Larraby, Randolph
III, attached) in Joker costume wielding Henckels Brand, Type 3 Carving Knife (details
attached) from the buffet carving station. Physical signs indicated influence of
Scarecrow’s fear toxin. Sweep-kick Takedown Routine #5 planted him face first into the
floor next to where the anti-tox pellet had gone off. Cobra strike to the base of the
brainstem was enough to knock him unconscious.
Noted Robin’s location—he was engaged with a pair of Two-Face-clad attendees in
bowler hats, but had the situation under control (REF: Duty Log: Robin, Supplemental,
§7). Batgirl likewise engaged with six fear-toxin crazed attendees, but quickly
administered anti-toxin. Directed Batgirl to bandstand where five “hatted” attendees (1
Joker, 3 Riddlers and 1 Hugo Strange) were attempting to demolish the stage area.
(REF: Duty Log: Batgirl, Supplemental, §4). Nightwing arrived on-scene after securing
Barbara Gordon in a safe location (REF: Duty Log: Nightwing, Supplemental, §1; and
Supplemental Notation Log: Oracle). He assisted me with eight fear-toxin induced
panicked attendees…
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …

_-_-_-_-_-_ GOTHAM POST _-_-__-_-_ -_ Midtown edition _-_-_-_-_-_
CATWOMAN SAVES WAYNE GALA FROM LESBIAN VAMPIRES
Dateline Gotham: The Gotham After Dark fundraiser at the Robinson Plaza Hotel
was wantonly attacked last night by a number of assailants rumored to be a coven of
lesbian vampires. It fell to the Catwoman to save the situation, seeing as the vigilantes
on the scene, Robin and Batgirl, were too occupied fighting each other to aide the
endangered revelers. Inside sources say the Boy Wonder barely prevented the wildly
unstable Batgirl from going on a killing rampage…
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Many Gothamites didn’t even know they existed, these rarified pockets of the world
where the subtle and unconscious application of wealth and influence had fended off
the ravages of time and change. One of these pockets was right in their midst, only a
few minutes from the heart of the city: the Gotham suburb of Bristol. The ancient
sycamores that once shaded Iroquois hunters tracking deer and pheasant had never
been pulled down to build tract houses on quarter-acre plots. The roads were paved,
but they didn’t lead to stripmalls or “superstores.” They led, under a canopy of those
same leafy sycamores, to quaint, family-owned businesses like Perdita’s Florals and
Harriman’s Gourmet Pantry.
Mr. Harriman still wore a clean white apron, kept the customer accounts in a
handwritten ledger, and tallied them himself at the end of each month. He didn’t
bother sending the bill to Wayne Manor. He merely folded it in a brown envelope,
wrote WAYNE on the flap, and handed it to Alfred Pennyworth when he came in the
next Monday or Thursday to do his twice-weekly shopping. Alfred slipped the
envelope into his pocket, for he would never insult Mr. Harriman by checking it in
front of him. He would open it tonight while having his nightcap with Miss Selina’s
little friend Nutmeg, and reconcile it with the records kept on his laptop.
Outside Harriman’s, Alfred paused before loading his bags into the car. It was a
window display of lilies and irises in front of Perdita’s Florals which made him stop
and think. The rogue themed fundraiser called Gotham After Dark had been a disaster
in every sense but one: in preparing for it, Batman had captured almost every villain in
Gotham. Now that it was over, the city was quiet as never before. There was still a
baseline of muggers and mobsters to be sure, but the day-to-day (or more importantly,
the night-to-night) business of crimefighting was, temporarily, an infinitely more
manageable undertaking.
“Meals” had returned to Wayne Manor as a viable concept. Dinner in the dining room
was suddenly considered the norm, and if Master Bruce expected to take only a
sandwich in the cave before patrol, this was acknowledged as a deviation from the
established routine of the house and he informed Alfred in advance like a considerate
employer. Alfred was not so naïve that he believed this was a permanent change.
Crimefighting was not a predictable activity, and he knew before long the villains
would begin escaping, or be released, and resume wreaking havoc on Gotham. It
would no longer be possible for Master Bruce to know a night’s schedule hours in
advance. But for now, Alfred had something resembling a regulation household to
maintain. With so many breakfasts and dinners, and even the occasional lunch, served
in the dining room, it seemed appropriate to restore the fifth flower arrangement to the
regular order from Perdita’s. So he proceeded into the florist and waited while Edith
Mason finished with her present customer. Edith was a genteel lady with immaculate
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white hair, dressed all in pink. For as long as Alfred had known her, she always
dressed in pink.
When she was free, she came up to him with a luminous smile and asked how she
could help him today. Her smile was understandable. Whenever Alfred came into the
shop in person, it meant extra business. The regular order for Wayne Manor had been
in place since the 1880s and required no contact or confirmation: five arrangements,
twice a week. One large for the foyer, three medium for the morning room, dining
room, and south drawing room; one small for the master bedroom. The manor
gardens could have supplied these bouquets well enough, but the Waynes had always
preferred to support the town’s businesses any way they could. It was a principle
Alfred heartily approved of, so he’d kept the standing order intact after the tragedy in
Crime Alley pushed the daily running of the manor into his domain.
He’d only reduced the order, removing the arrangement for the dining room, on
specific instructions from Master Bruce. The boy was sixteen. It was the lowest point
in their relationship, when he was full of plans for his grand tour of the world to “train
for his mission.” Harsh words had been exchanged and tension ran high in the manor
for almost a month. One night at table, Master Bruce set down his knife and fork and
demanded the flowers be removed from the dining room. He said he couldn’t eat
around flowers, the smell reminded him of the funeral. Alfred complied; it was his
job. It was Bruce’s house, after all. While the rift of that one, bitter fight was soon
healed, Alfred had never felt it appropriate to reinstate the fifth arrangement. The
incident was just intertwined enough with “the mission” in his mind. Because of his
nocturnal activities, Bruce didn’t eat in the dining room for months at a time. It
seemed somehow deluded to make a deliberate effort to reintroduce flowers to the
room.
But now, since the advent of Miss Selina in Master Bruce’s life, these small patches of
normalcy had sprung up in unexpected places. It was as if, having taken this one step
with her and found it satisfying, he would experiment here and there. As long as he
was certain it would do nothing to impair his mission, he might even one day
consider… Alfred reminded himself that it was folly to expect too much. The present
situation in Gotham was simply too good to last. The best he could do was to make
what he could of the ideal conditions for however long they lasted, and for the moment
that meant restoring a fifth arrangement of cut flowers to the regular twice-weekly
order.

The bats were back. It wasn’t the first time Bruce had noted the specific features of a
particular bat among the hundreds in the cave. In the early days, he often singled one
out and studied its movements, first as a template to model some aspect of his
costume, but then after a while, he did it out of simple intellectual curiosity. But the
notice of a particular bat never lasted more than an hour or two, and if he saw the same
bat again a week later, he never would have recognized it. But these two: a larger
black one, muscular, with a defect on the right side of its mouth that seemed to make
the lower half sag in a permanent snarl; and a smaller brown one, lean and wiry with
bulging, beady eyes; they’d kept his attention for a week. They were always together,
which made them easy to identify, and they had started hanging lower and lower in
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the vicinity of his workstation. Bruce hypothesized that it was the hum or the heat of
the computer systems that must attract them—although the scientist in him wondered
why it was these particular two among hundreds, and at this particular time when the
systems had been in place for years. But then he dismissed the thought and returned
to work. It was simply one of those quirks of nature, a variation from the norm that
might prove useful to the species or might bring these two into contact with some new
hazard and remove the dangerous new variable from the equation.
This thought caused him to look away from his computer screen and reconsider the
bats…
The Universe, as Jason Blood had referred to it so portentously in the recent crisis,
did have a way of policing itself. This simple process of evolution reflecting in
miniature what went on on the cosmic scale. Nature was coldly indifferent to the fates
of these two individual bats; it was the greater good of the species that would be
served or not by this quirky variation. If the experiment failed and the bats were
injured or killed as a result—or if one had to venture into an alternate reality and face
unimaginable danger while the other watched helplessly, if the one had to steep herself
in some goggled persona that represented everything she despised just to fulfill the
Universe’s aim and remove whatever experiment hadn’t worked out…
Bruce stared again at his computer screen. He realized now that his efforts to help
Selina recover from the horrors of that dimension hop had been for his own benefit as
much as hers. Yes, she had been in terrible danger, and yes, she had suffered more
than a little by having to become “that goggle horror,” as she described it. But he had
suffered too. He had to watch, helplessly. She was in danger and she was suffering
and he couldn’t do a thing to help her… And he’d been trying to make up for it ever
since. He’d given her a jeweled necklace, taken her back to Xanadu, and even arranged
the sale of the Gotham Post to give her some small bit of vindication against that
paper’s slanders. Yet none of it quite managed to fill the void, and for the first time he
understood why: she had been in danger and he couldn’t do a thing, she had suffered
and all he could do was watch. He needed to do something, he himself. Giving her a
necklace he’d inherited from some Great Aunt Elena or spending money on a resort or
a business deal, it wasn’t… it wasn’t really him. It wasn’t the part of him that had
stood helpless in the study and watched as she was slammed into the wall by the
backlash of an energy beam. That was the part of him which needed to act. That was
the part of him that needed to help her in some way, give her some small measure of
happiness.
He closed the duty log he’d been staring at without reading it, and with a
momentary pang, he opened a protected file, his private notes on the Sue Dibny
murder.
Catwoman chafed at the thought of “crimefighting.” The slightest hint that she
might participate in such a loathsome activity was enough to set her off on some feline
rampage. But she’d done an amazing job for him on the Dibny case, analyzing the JLA
security system when he’d asked her to work out how the killer could have defeated it.
She’d found the chink that eluded the best minds in the Justice League precisely
because she thought like a thief and not a policeman. Later, during the Crisis, when
they needed a thief’s mentality in order to “steal” Zatanna’s powers, she’d said, “I
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don’t know what I’m doing with cosmic sparks and Berliani monks, but I know where
I am with this. I’m good at it. And I like that I can help.”
She might hate the idea of “crimefighting,” per se, but she did like using her criminal
expertise to help Batman. And that was something that the private, wounded,
innermost part of him could give her.
He closed the Dibny file with a fierce punch at the keyboard and scanned the
autodownloads from the FBI, Museum Security Network, Lost Art Database, and
InterPol…

The trip home started out fine. The flight from Kauai to Oahu was quick and
pleasant, if not luxurious, in Mr. Beku’s simple but efficient little plane. Now that she
faced the crowds and bureaucracy of Honolulu International Airport, Poison Ivy
suspected the trip back to Gotham was about to take an abrupt downward turn.
When she had first arrived in Hawaii, the first thing Ivy did was approach a housing
agent. He understood that she wanted to obtain the kind of ultraprivate (and
ultraluxurious) accommodations he rented to vacationing celebrities. He was a little
confused when she specified that the owner should be in residence, but a few whiffs of
moist jungle mist put an end to his questions. He placed her in a suitable house owned
by a Mr. Takashi Beku on a gated 3-acre estate on a bluff above the bay, with plenty of
lush vegetation and a private beach below. Mr. Beku, after more jungle mist, had been
more than hospitable. At the conclusion of her stay, after begging her not to leave him,
he provided his private aircraft to return her to Oahu. Unfortunately, while his little
plane was perfectly adequate for island-hopping, it wasn’t nearly large enough to get
her home.
So she used Beku’s wealth to obtain a first class ticket back to Gotham on a
commercial airline, but that’s where his usefulness ended. Of course, she would have
preferred another private plane to get her home, but tracking down a billionaire with a
747 would take time. And besides, it was too much like work. The whole point of a
vacation was to forget about work… Not to mention forgetting the annoyances that
drove you to leave in the first place. A billionaire would only remind her of Bruce
Wayne, Bruce Wayne who was so utterly infatuated with Selina that greening him
produced no better tribute than a Whitman Sampler when he had presented Selina
with diamond cat pins. Ivy discovered long ago that there were limits to what any
individual would do when under her influence, but a Whitman Sampler?!
Okay, perhaps she was inclined to place just a little too much importance on that
one, minor incident. There was no question that she’d let it get the best of her during
that unfortunate meeting with the reporter from the Gotham Post. She’d paid too
much attention to her rivalry with Selina and not enough to the precise words she was
using with a member of the press. Of course, if some careless word of hers was
responsible for a story in the tabloids about Catwoman being pregnant, well, it would
blow over soon enough. In the meantime, Hawaii had a tropical rainforest, acres of
unspoiled exotic vegetation, and more rich men per capita than any place on earth
(barring a few inhospitable cities where plant life was confined to a pockethandkerchief of a park in the center of a concrete grid).
Hawaii was paradise, just like it said on the brochures. Utter paradise.
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Which led to the question—as she stepped into the inorganic confines of the
Honolulu airport and noted only women standing behind the first class check in—of
why she was leaving at all?
The fact was there’s only so much “paradise” a person could take alone. She missed
Harley. She’d gone to one of the volcanic museums on the Big Island and saw they
had a marbled red and black rock they called Harley Quinn Kryptonite. She’d gone
out to see the active lavaflow from Kilauea as it crept towards the sea and discovered it
wasn’t glowing red like in the movies, it was a muddy grey, and as it slurped along
like a burbling slug, it reminded her of Clayface. That miserable plantkiller Clayface.
Taking Harley away from her just when she was finally ready to put her Joker folly
behind her and get on with her life.
At last, one of the girls behind the counter took a break and was replaced by a man.
After he too sampled the intoxicating mists of the moist jungle green, Ivy claimed her
boarding pass (Pomona Demeter, Honolulu to Gotham connecting LAX, Seat 3A) and
ordered the agreeable young man not to issue the boarding pass for seat 3B.

As a board certified psychiatrist, Diplomate of the American Board of Psychiatry and
Neurology, MD, DCP, and PhD, Leland Bartholomew knew overworked exhaustion
when he saw it. And he saw it in the mirror. It had stared back at him when he shaved
that morning. It was reflected in the glass cover of his desktop scanner, in the reflective
white sheen of his Frasier Crane “I’m Listening” mug, and even in his tiny warped
reflection on the side of his pen.
He noted the last as he took a reluctant note: “Patient Crane has a point.”
Jonathan Crane, a.k.a. the Scarecrow, Patient #68-C240, had tried since his first
session to take control of the dialogue. He sought to modify Bartholomew’s own
behavior through fear, or at least to instill doubt of the fundamental tenets of
psychotherapy. As such, Bartholomew was reluctant (he would not say ‘fearful’) to
agree with Patient Crane on any given point, however trivial, lest he find himself on
some slippery slope where he could fall into any delusion Crane might propose.
Nevertheless, Bartholomew knew that any hope for rehabilitating these troubled minds
hinged on remembering their humanity. If Jonathan Crane was the Scarecrow, he was
also a human being who had not seen the doctor in many months. When this human
being walked through the door just now, did a half-take on seeing him and then
blurted “Good God, Doc, you look like death,” what was Bartholomew supposed to
think but that it was an innocent and spontaneous outburst?
Bartholomew squinted again at his reflection in the pen and was forced to concede
that, delusional psychopath or not, Patient Crane had a point. “Like death” might be a
bit of an exaggeration, but he looked a good ten years older than he had a few weeks
before. Had every criminal in Gotham been admitted in the last month? It certainly
seemed that way: 8 o’clock, morning rounds, there they were, cell after cell occupied.
9-9:50 Roxy Rocket. 10-10:50 Victor Frieze. 11-11:50 Patient J… and then, rather than
taking a long lunch to recover from that ordeal, he had a yogurt bar at his desk and
proceeded straight into 12-12:50 Arnold Wesker, 1-1:50 Tom Blake, 2-2:50 Hugo
Strange, and now… for another 24 minutes, Jonathan Crane.
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How long had it been since Bartholomew had lunch away from his desk? There
simply wasn’t time for more than eight 50-minute sessions in a workday, allowing for
morning rounds and proper note taking. Bartholomew had even come in Saturday and
conducted an additional six sessions. Of course he looked like death. Who wouldn’t?
“And that’s another thing,” Crane said heatedly. “I don’t belong here at all. This is
the criminal wing, and I didn’t do anything wrong. All I did was—somehow—not
even intentionally (for once)—scare Jervis Tetch. I ask you, Doctor, what penal code
did I violate? I scared Jervis Tetch! That American Express commercial with M. Night
Shyamalan scares Jervis Tetch!”
Bartholomew sighed and placed a reluctant hash mark next to the phrase “Patient
Crane has a point.” He was all too aware of Patient Tetch’s feelings about that TV
commercial, having listened to him recall it and his resulting nightmares on a number
of occasions. Bartholomew was also all too aware that he would hear the flip side of
this “hatting” incident in 32 minutes when Crane’s session ended and Patient Tetch
toddled in for his 4 o’clock.
Those yogurt bars in no way constituted a proper lunch.

Other than a few days location shooting for CHAIN GANG CHARLIE, Matt Hagen
had never been inside a prison. As Clayface, he occasionally found himself brought to
a special containment cell at Arkham—the assumption evidently being that having
your career ended through no fault of your own when your body is transformed into a
semi-stable mass of shapeshifting glop must mean you’re crazy!
So when he and Harley Quinn were captured during a botched bank robbery, Matt
Hagen fully expected to be shipped off to Arkham. Of course, he didn’t have to allow
himself to be captured at all, there were a hundred ways to escape given his abilities.
But doing so right in front of Nightwing, three bank guards, a SWAT team, and a halfdozen security cameras would have ended his charade as “the Monarch of Menace,”
and Harley would have been captured anyway. So it seemed like the best course of
action at the time: he would let them cuff him, take him in, he’d split off a bit of
himself at the Arkham admittance desk while they were filling out the forms, and
before long they’d escort the “Monarch” to his cell. His extra mass could take the form
of Saul Vics (or any other orderly he spotted in the halls if Vics was no longer working
at Arkham), and pick up a keycard at the desk. Vics would enter Monarch’s cell,
Clayface would pull his two halves together, and Vics would run out alone to sound
the alarm that the cell was empty, the Monarch had escaped. Nothing could be
simpler—except that wearing a cape and crown, calling yourself the Monarch of
Menace, and robbing a bank with Harley Quinn was apparently not enough to make
you crazy. (Having once been a moviestar and now being Clayface, THAT qualified as
crazy. Clayface, they would have shipped off to Arkham. Harley, they shipped off to
Arkham. But the Monarch of Menace they sent to Blackgate. There was simply no
justice in the world.)
So here Matt Hagen sat, still the Monarch of Menace and confined to a holding cell
while they waited for the FBI to send a retinal scanner because all attempts to
fingerprint him had failed. It was a nightmare. Hagen could manipulate his form to
fool the naked eye, but it was like tensing a muscle, he couldn’t sustain it forever. The
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more detail he needed to present, the harder it was to maintain. If he could somehow
produce fingerprints—which he doubted—he could never hold himself together for
more than a minute after such an exertion. The idea of presenting a scannable retinal
pattern was even more impossible; he wouldn’t know how to begin… No, it was
hopeless. He had to escape and fast. It was that simple.
If only he could only manage it without changing shape in front of the cameras.
He remembered playing Captain Lance Starfire (“A space-bounder with a heart of gold
played to roguish perfection by newcomer Matt Hagen” —Daily News). For the big
metamorphosis scene, they made up half his face with green makeup so it would
vanish like the greenscreen and they could paint in any effect they wanted. He had to
keep that part of his face turned away from the camera until the moment of the
transformation…
Hmmm.

Bruce knew Selina resented being summoned to the Batcave “like a spaniel.” And,
since the matter wasn’t pressing, he squelched the impulse to use the intercom or send
a message through Alfred. He waited until lunchtime and went up to the manor
himself. He thought Alfred was just a little too pleased that he had come up for lunch
unprodded (a development that Bruce found annoying), but Selina didn’t seem to
notice anything unusual about his behavior. She greeted him with the easy smile that
was the norm since their talk after the fundraiser, and they chatted only of non-Bat
subjects as they ate. Bruce said he was avoiding the Wayne offices. He denied it was
because “Lucius had to be punished” for the disastrous Ashton-Larraby fundraiser.
On the contrary, Bruce insisted, he had trained enough Robins to know that what
Lucius really needed now was a free hand. He didn’t need to feel supervised, secondguessed and micromanaged because he had made a mistake. He needed to pick
himself up, dust himself off, and regain his confidence as quickly as possible.
With that noble declaration, Bruce wiped a crumb from the corner of his mouth,
tossed his napkin onto the table, and asked Selina to accompany him back to the cave.
She agreed, the easy smile morphing into one of feline curiosity. When they reached
the Batcave, she curled comfortably into the chair at workstation two, picked two
wing-shaped slivers of metal off the desk, and began to play. Bruce suppressed a lip
twitch as she turned the pieces this way and that, trying to work out what they were
and how they fit together. Then his whole demeanor changed as he underwent what
the staunchest heroes in the Justice League have described as “the most frightening
transformation in existence.” His jaw clenched, his eyes darkened, his entire body
seemed to become denser, and those with sufficient imagination could almost envision
the mask appearing over his stern features.
He sat and powered up his screen, while Selina continued to play with the batwings
as if nothing at all had occurred—which to her mind, it hadn’t.
“With all the rogues incarcerated at Blackgate or Arkham,” Bruce began in the gruff
Bat-gravel, “I have time to look into another type of case. This is really why I began
this work. I never intended to—I never envisioned the kind of costumed criminal
element that evolved in Gotham.”
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“Hey, hey, hey. Watch it, Stud,” Selina chided playfully. “Remember one of them is
sitting in striking distance, and I’ve got one of your, eh…” She held up the two wing
pieces pinched together between her fingers to resemble a lopsided batarang. “…What
is this thing anyway?”
“They’re components for a new palm unit,” he growled. “They don’t fit into each
other,”
“Oh.”
She put them down, disappointed, and gave him her full attention.
“So this is what you really wanted to do before the likes of me showed up and
spoiled your evenings with lots of purple, banter, and fun?”
He scowled and said nothing, refusing to be baited.
“So what is it?” she asked gamely.
“Diamonds,” he pronounced with a grunt.
“Ooh,” she sat up eagerly. “That doesn’t sound so dreary after all. Tell-tell.”
He paused, needing a moment to process her enthusiasm. She was excited, which is,
of course, what he wanted. But in all the years of study, in all the years of
crimefighting, in all the briefings and all the interrogations, the phrase “tell-tell” had
never been uttered.
“As you know, Gotham is one of four primary centers of the global diamond market,
the others being London—”
“Antwerp, and South Africa,” Selina interrupted with a naughty grin. “Yeah, Bruce,
I have a nodding acquaintance with the international gem market.”
He nodded, curtly.
“More diamonds are bought and sold in that one block of 47th Street than anywhere
else in the world. Ninety percent of the diamonds imported into the U.S. go through
there; a single day’s trade averages $400 million. And most of it—in this day and age—
is still done on a handshake. If there was nothing else in this city, that’s a fulltime job
for a crimefighter, right there.”
“Pfft,” came the unexpected response. “I hate to ruin your plan, Handsome, but I
think I see where this is going. And I will tell you gleefully that they don’t need you,
and more to the point, they don’t need me. They’ve got a private police force of their
own hired by the neighborhood association, something like fifteen individual security
firms on top of that, armed guards, x-rays, retinal scans, everything. They’re fine.”
“There are twenty-five diamond exchanges, Selina, how many can you get into?”
“All twenty-five,” she answered instantly. “But I’m me.”
“And within those twenty-five exchanges, there are twenty-six hundred independent
businesses. How many of their safes have you opened?”
“I have no idea,” she laughed. “Who counts?”
“More than half?”
“Probably,” she said with a grin. “But again, I’m me. And I have no interest in
spending my nights poring over blueprints looking for ways to plug up holes that only
I could get through.”
Bruce felt his lip twitch in spite of himself as he recalled his earlier thought: the
slightest hint that she might participate in such a loathsome activity as crimefighting was
enough to set her off…
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“I wasn’t going to suggest anything like that,” he said honestly. “I was just mapping
out the landscape, laying out the basic facts of the Gotham City diamond district.”
“Really?” she asked skeptically.
“Really,” he assured her.
“Really???”
“Selina.”
She laughed—a very particular laugh, a rooftop laugh that he hadn’t heard for quite
some time—a laugh that nearly always preceded her getting away with something.
“Okay then,” she said at last, “basic facts of the diamond district have been duly laid
out in scrupulously correct if slightly anal bat-fashion. What’s next?”
The bat-density seemed to intensify and, when he spoke, his voice dipped again into
the deep bat-gravel.
“Talk me through selling a stolen diamond,” he ordered.
“Well,” she smiled, happy (for once) to comply with a bat-order. “As you probably
know, every gemstone is unique. Hit it with a laser, it will produce its own, one of a
kind sparkle pattern, just like a fingerprint. Any stone important enough for me to
take an interest in, that visual signature would have been recorded and logged in an
international database.”
“So if you steal my Aunt Elena’s necklace here in Gotham, remove the stones and sell
them loose in Hong Kong or reset them into a bracelet to sell in Tokyo, they will still
come up as stolen. My goods are returned to me and you go to jail.”
“That’s the theory. So why am I sitting here instead of in jail?”
“Unscrupulous dealers who won’t check the gemprints to verify that any item they
sell is legitimate,” he suggested.
Selina made a face.
“Well, I’m sure that goes on, but not on my level. Anything I’d steal is going to be
valuable enough that whoever buys it down the line will probably insure it. When
they do, that means a new gemprint and oh, look, those stones were taken in Gotham
six months ago… Catwoman suspected.”
She grinned, and he considered the problem.
“Recutting into smaller stones would greatly diminish the value,” he noted sourly.
“It would,” Selina agreed. “But that’s not the real problem with it. It all gets more
complicated in 1998. There’s fighting in West Africa for control of the diamond mines.
Serious atrocities. On his worst day, Joker couldn’t come close to this kind of ugly.
Both sides start selling diamonds on the black market to fund their wars, and most
civilized countries, wanting nothing to do with these ‘blood diamonds,’ pass laws
prohibiting their import or sale. So now all legit diamonds, cut or rough, have to have
an ID that certifies they didn’t come out of this process.”
Bruce inhaled slowly, beginning to see the solution. Selina could almost envision
Sherlock Holmes savoring a long draw on his pipe.
“How secure is the database?” he asked finally. And Catwoman’s naughty grin
widened into the Cheshire variety.
“How secure is anything?” she asked in reply. And he grunted.
“If you have a stone to sell that you’re not supposed to have,” he began, solidifying
the thought by speaking it aloud, “you can’t change its gemprint any more than you
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could a fingerprint, but you can change the information in the database that’s attached
to the print. You substitute the visual signature of some lesser diamond, which you
can then bury, destroy, or grind to dust for industrial use, for the one on the record of
Aunt Elena’s necklace. So the gem tagged on that record as ‘stolen’ will never be
found. And you make a new print for your stolen diamond and assign it to a record
with an innocuous and legitimate-seeming history.”
“I salute you, World’s Greatest Detective,” Selina purred softly.
“Thank you for your help,” he said, swiveling the chair to face the monitor. He
began typing rapidly into a waiting file, and Selina began to think he had forgotten her
entirely.
“Done with me, or should I stay?” she asked finally.
“Oh, I’ll have more questions,” he graveled, his fingers never slowing and his eyes
never wavering from the screen. “Give me a minute to modify a few queries and data
filters.”
She waited. She picked up the batwing whatever-it-was again, buffed its silver
surface, and used it as a mirror to primp her hair. Then she looked curiously around
the cave.
“Those bats are watching us,” she said at last.
“Oh, those two,” Bruce said lightly. “They perch lower than the others. I think
they’re attracted to the hum of the computer.”
She giggled, delighted.
“You have your own Whiskers and Nutmeg.”
“Selina, do not name the bats,” he warned darkly.
“I wasn’t going to name the bats,” she declared with exaggerated dignity.
“Good,” he grunted. He could bring Catwoman into his life, he could accept her
friendships with Riddler and Two-Face, he could overlook her favorite bar being the
Iceberg Lounge, and he could even, in time, come to terms with a stolen cat figurine
among the curios in his bedroom. But he simply could not tolerate her coming into his
cave and assigning cutesy names to the native chiroptera.
“The black one is awfully cute,” she noted.
“Selina,” he growled.
“I’m not naming him,” she insisted. “I just said he was cute. Look at those ears and
that broad muscular chest—”
“Gemprints,” Bruce cut her off forcefully. “Whenever I’ve purchased diamonds or
had them insured, I receive hardcopies of the gemprints, laser inscriptions, serial
numbers, everything. Once you or your fence alters the records in the database, I still
have proof that the stones you’re selling in Tokyo are mine.”
“Yes, but your hardcopies are sitting in an acidfree envelope in the bottom of a safe
in the bedroom. It’s not connected to anything, nothing searchable will ever see it.”
“No,” Bruce admitted reluctantly. “But it’s a start. It’s a link. The key to most
detective work is finding some overlooked link between the person and the deed.”
“I always thought Walapang would be a good name for an animal,” she said
brightly. “I hate giving them people names, don’t you?”
“You’re not naming the bat ‘Walapang.’”
“Do you even know what it means?”
“Yes, it’s from Lombardic law: ‘to disguise one’s self in order to commit theft.’”
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“You are a freak of nature,” she smirked. “A sexy freak, but a freak.”
He sighed and resumed typing.
“It will take me another seven minutes to modify the auto-downloads, search
routines, and data spiders in light of what you’ve told me. In that time, you have a
workstation of your own, as noted by the purple wallpaper you’ve installed there.
Why don’t you amuse yourself on that and leave the bats alone.”
She laughed.
“You cannot in your wildest fantasies think that is going to work.”
“We’re doing stolen art next,” he graveled with the subtlest flicker at the corner of
his lip. “Your workstation is logged into the Museum Security Network.”
“Meow,” she said, swinging her chair around.

Pamela Isley’s unique body chemistry was such that poisons could not affect her.
Alcohol could not affect her either unless she made a conscious effort to lower her
natural resistance, letting the distilled and fermented essence of fruits or grains do their
work. She seldom indulged in this way, but the second leg of Flight 418, LAX to
Gotham was such that she really had no choice. Airplanes were pressurized, they
circulated the air in the cabin, and it would take months of constant air travel to work
out exactly how much pheromone to release to control a single individual without
affecting every other man on the plane. If that occurred, the women were likely to
make a fuss when all their husbands and boyfriends came rushing up to the first class
compartment to do her bidding. So greening anyone was out of the question.
She’d kept the seat next to her free out of Honolulu, but some silly fool at the Los
Angeles airport sold this Howard Graff fellow a ticket, and now she had a travel
companion for the rest of the flight home. He said she had green skin. Back in
Gotham, Ivy had always maintained that it was alabaster, although the effects of the
Hawaiian sun were such that even she couldn’t seriously use the word now. Looking
in the mirror that morning, she was forced to conclude this suntan effect was the
reason various individuals sometimes got the idea that her skin had a jade or olive
tinge… but for this miserable TV weatherman to come right out and say “green skin,”
that was just preposterous. LEAVES were green, and Ivy wore leaves all the time. You
could see the difference plain as day: the leaves were a deep, rich, Mother Earth green,
and her skin against them was a pale, delicate alabaster.
Green skin. Howard Graff. Five hour flight. So she decided to let alcohol affect her.

There were hundreds of cameras throughout Blackgate Prison. Some were
constantly monitored, most merely recorded to an unseeing VHS tape which was
archived for four months, just in case, then taped over.
The holding cell was considered a high-risk zone, and as such its three cameras were
constantly monitored. It was not a favored shift to pull: low on action and high on
paperwork. When something did happen, the lawyers always got involved, and that
meant a day lost to drive into the city and sit in an office somewhere, explaining four
times to four different panels what you saw and what you did and why you didn’t do
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something else instead. If the scum had a PD, that was the end of it, but if they had a
real lawyer, the incident always came up at their trial and you’d be called as a witness
and go through the whole thing again. This time, everything you did or didn’t do was
yet another proof of the corrupt system out to destroy this poor innocent victim.
So camera station twelve wasn’t a good shift to pull. But if you tore a hamstring like
Ralph Dixon and were assigned work restrictions for six weeks, you didn’t really have
much choice. It was fair to say Ralph was just putting in time. He stared at the screen
for two hours at a stretch with fifteen minute breaks in between. He calculated how
many hours and minutes remained until he could go home, and he was happiest when
nobody moved. No movement meant no trouble, no reports, and no workdays lost to
lawyers and bullshit.
Tonight’s shift was goin’ pretty good until three hours and forty-three minutes
before clockout when John Doe #4923 started to pace. The guy walked in a square,
staying about two feet in from the wall. Didn’t seem like he was up to anything, not
trying to hide from the cameras (not that you could the way they were positioned, but
not all the inmates were bright enough to realize that). No, he just walked east, turn,
north, turn, west, turn, south. East, turn, north, turn—and for just—Nah, it was
nothing.
South, turn—wait.
Ralph leaned in and watched the feed from the camera John Doe would pass next…
Nothing happened.
He was doing this too long. He must have imagined it. WAIT, NO—THERE IT
WAS AGAIN! It looked like the one side of the man’s face was melting—just for a split
second as it disappeared from camera B and before it turned up on C.
Ralph thought over what he’d seen… or thought he’d seen. It would be a bitch
writing something like that up. It wasn’t any of the twenty-six types of incidents he
was required to report. He was seeing things. He’d just get laughed at. And some
lawyer would latch onto it and he’d have to go describe it like any other incident, but
then they’d probably make him take an eye test and maybe even see a psychiatrist. If
word got out that he was seeing things, maybe all the other inmates’ lawyers would
jump on it too.
It wasn’t something he was required to report. It wasn’t an altercation, a weapon, or
a threat. It was just a second where he thought… No. It was nothing at all.

The bats were forgotten and Selina’s guffaws, snorts, and pfffts as she read the
bulletins from the Museum Security Network grew gratifyingly frequent.
“Bruce!” she called out suddenly, “I hereby demand that you take back every snide
comment you ever made about feline logic. Because when I said I was ‘out for a stroll’
on the roof of the Egyptian gallery, you knew I was just being cute and we both knew I
was really there for the golden Sekhmet. But these guys—these guys are serious!”
Bruce made an inaudible grumble, and Selina noticed his scowl had dropped from
the sexy disapproving one into one of annoyed pique.
“What’s wrong?” Selina asked, concerned.
He tore a sheet off the printer and handed it to her.
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“Pomona Demeter,” he announced with disgust. “Pomona: a nymph whose merest
touch would green an orchard. Demeter: earth goddess of planting and harvest. Why
doesn’t she just send a telegram letting me know when she’s getting in?”
Selina smiled. “It’s not that bad, is it?”
He sighed.
“Harley was just sent to Arkham, where Joker is in residence. It will be the first
they’ve seen of each other since she took up with the Monarch of Menace. Harvey is
dating Claudia Reisweiller-Muffington. And now Pomona Demeter’s plane is landing at
GIA in four hours. How long do think it is takes before this all blows up—into
something green?”
He flipped the main display over to his grid map of the city and re-added Robinson
Park to his patrol route, grunting to himself.
“So much for the lighter workload.”
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CHAPTER 2: FUDGE
Back in Arkham. Fudge. All because that ratfink bank guard pulled a silent alarm.
Fudge.
At least when she was caught with Puddin’, or even with Red, Harley wasn’t stuck
all by her lonesome. They rode with her in the van or the Batmobile, or sometimes the
ambulance, and even if they did spend most of the ride yelling at her for wrecking their
perfect plan, she wasn’t by her lonesome.
Fudge.
Then, once they reached the admissions desk, Puddin’ or Red usually went over it all
again with the admitting nurse, explaining how Harley had messed up their perfect
scheme. It was like reliving the adventure all over again—at least until the admitting
nurse sedated them. Of course, they couldn’t sedate Red with regular chemical
compounds. They were supposed to use the special concoction Batman had
developed, and if an orderly was new, sometimes they didn’t know and that was
always fun to watch. It was even funnier the first time a new Arkham employee saw
Puddin.
Sigh.
Going through all the admissions processing by her lonesome was so boring. Harley
asked the admitting nurse to let her dot all the ‘i’s with smiley faces, and that killed a
few minutes. Then she made up some food allergies. She said that eating anything
made with whole wheat or barley made her break out in hives, and maple syrup gave
her nosebleeds. That made the nurse fill out a supplemental 11-B form with a 46-R
green sheet. Harley went back to being bored.
Back in Arkham and all by her lonesome. Fudge.

Matt Hagen wasn’t a big fan of irony. He was an action star. The scripts he’d
received when he was working were simple, straightforward, not too clever. Any time
he took a project where the plot was more complicated than a beer commercial or the
humor more sophisticated than a Bond knockoff quipping that he’s “rising to the
occasion,” a full third of his fanbase was confused. So he’d learned, flop by flop, to
stop reading whenever a script produced any twist he didn’t see coming by page 10.
Meeting the audience’s expectations, that was the name of the game, not veering one
degree from those expectations, no matter how illogical, unimaginative or hackneyed
they might be. That was the key to making a successful action movie, and that was the
key to walking out of a maximum-security prison in full view of a trained security staff
on high alert.
The irony is that he never could have done it without reading 200 scripts a year that
pandered to those numbskull expectations. The irony was that he’d completed his
“prison break” while still technically on prison grounds, and only escaped detection
now by technically becoming part of the prison itself. The irony is that he would have
laughed, except it’s physically impossible for wet asphalt to laugh. The irony is that he
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hated irony, yet here he was, disguised as a fresh patch of asphalt in the Blackgate
parking lot while he rested from the rigors of his escape. The warden’s car, the guard’s
shoes, the vehicles for the dragnet, all passed right by without ever guessing the
escaped criminal who caused all the excitement was sitting right in front of them.
Eventually he would reshape himself, perhaps as the primer on a visitor’s car or
blend into the upholstery in the backseat, completing his “prison break” once they’d
given up looking for him and scoring a ride back to the city at the same time.
Eventually he would, but for now he needed to rest. Reshaping half his face at a time
was exhausting but he’d pulled it off, presenting one profile to the camera and another
to the guard come to escort him from the holding cell. Down the hall: one face to the
camera, one to the guard. Then finally once they reached “Processing,” a quick morph
walking through the doorway into a fullface Latino inmate who looked nothing at all
like Matt Hagen’s Monarch of Menace. The guard flipped out, he’d brought the wrong
guy—he couldn’t have, but he obviously did. It was asinine trying to deny it when the
wrong man was standing right there. Plus, when they got around to looking at the
surveillance tapes it would certainly look like he’d brought this Latino from the
holding cell. While one of the guards on the desk called camera station 12 to verify the
incident, the first guard went back to the holding cell—with an escort of his own—to
bring the correct inmate, John Doe 4923 a.k.a. “the Monarch of Menace.” Matt didn’t
hang around for the dramas. Another quick doorway-morph into a third guard let him
slip away easily in the confusion, but he felt he really couldn’t go further without a
rest. So he let himself ooze out into a comfortable tarry glop as soon as he reached the
parking lot, then darkened to resemble asphalt. He stretched what had once been his
toes into a row of orange cones, and waited for all the excited nonsense to quiet down.

Chocolate covered onions? There was little Alfred Pennyworth would put past the
French, but even he found it hard to believe his rival and nemesis, the neighbor’s chef
Anatole, could be planning to serve chocolate-covered onions. Yet if his suppositions
about Anatole’s menu were correct, based on the ingredients the odious little frog had
bought at Harriman’s, then chocolate and onions were the only items left. That
couldn’t be right, ergo, Alfred must be wrong about the menu. It must be the chocolate
that was meant to glaze the peaches and the balsamic reduction would be used
elsewhere…
He drew a thin line through his speculation for the meat, salad, dessert, and savory
courses and began again, when he heard the elevator that connected his pantry to the
Batcave wheezing to life.
“Miss Selina,” he murmured, nudging his reading glasses down his nose so he could
regard his visitor over the top of the lens once the door opened. It must be Miss Selina,
Master Bruce never used the elevator. But then as a rule, neither did she. Yet of the
two of them, Selina was more likely to deviate from habit, and sure enough, as the door
opened there she was.
“May I help you, miss?” Alfred asked automatically, although she waved him off as
soon as she saw him.
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“Just passing through to get a snack,” she remarked heading into the kitchen. Alfred
followed and saw her take a carton of chocolate Haagen Daaz from the freezer and put
it in the microwave.
“Plotting makes me hungry,” she explained—if that was really the word.
“Indeed, miss,” Alfred said dryly. “Might one inquire as to the nature of your pl—
er, is it really your intention to ‘defrost’ the ice cream, miss?”
“Just softening it up,” she said casually, then returned to the question he hadn’t
managed to ask. “Plotting is for a museum heist,” she said with a bright smile. “We’re
doing art theft—or at least we were. Ivy’s back, so who knows how much longer the
lull will last.”
Alfred’s vaguely dissatisfied expression directed at the microwave morphed into one
of unambiguous distaste at the mention of Poison Ivy.
“I know,” Selina sighed, mildly amused at the similarity to a disapproving batscowl. She opened the microwave, spooned out a healthy portion of ice cream into a
waiting bowl, and then took two spoons from the drawer. “That’s why I have to get as
much fun into him as I can, while I have the chance” she quipped, waving the second
spoon.
Alfred said nothing. He merely watched her disappear into the butler’s pantry and
then wiped a non-existent smudge from the counter.

Getting into Arkham was no challenge at all for Matt Hagen. Maybe he couldn’t
turn into an eerie-but-photogenic column of smoke and go under the door like Count
Dracula, but he could do the next best thing: walk in the front entrance like Count
Bartholomew. The nurse at the front desk did a doubletake when she saw him, and Dr.
Bartholomew duly recited his prepared excuse about having forgotten important
paperwork in his office and coming back to retrieve it. Except the nurse wasn’t
surprised because he was there so late at night, she was surprised he looked so good.
She said he looked “happy and chipper,” 10 years younger than when he left.
Matt/Bartholomew coughed awkwardly and said he’d enjoyed a very good dinner,
then he quickly took a keycard from the desk and headed for his office. At the end of
the corridor, he turned right instead of left, deepening Dr. Bart’s crow’s feet as he went,
sinking the eyes a bit and darkening the circles underneath. He would see how the
guard reacted at the final check-in for the high security wing. If he was suitably
convinced that Matt was Dr. Bartholomew, it would be Plan A for Harley’s breakout:
“Bring Patient Quinn to my office.” From there, Dr. Bartholomew would take her to the
roof and stretch his body into a slide for Harley to reach the ground. But if the guard
reacted to his appearance in any way, however trivial the comment, then it would be
Plan B: destruction. He would take the Monarch’s form, blow a hole or two through
the wall, and he and Harley would hop into the waiting escape van. It was probably
the better plan, strategically. A daring jailbreak rescue at Arkham on the heels of his
mystifying escape from Blackgate would catapult the Monarch of Menace to superstar
status among Gotham rogues.
But Matt didn’t especially want to be a superstar as the Monarch of Menace. The
role was a convenience, it matched Harley’s theme and let him sneak back into rogue
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circles after Poison Ivy had him blackballed. But now, Ivy knew his secret anyway,
and trying to keep up the charade got him sent off to Blackgate. The whole idea of a
secret identity was losing its appeal. He hadn’t absolutely decided to give it up, but he
certainly saw no need to build up the Monarch’s reputation into a Bat-busting
SuperRogue.
So, even as he reached the entrance to the high security wing, Matt Hagen had not
finally decided which means he would use to leave again. He would let the guard at
the sign-in desk decide for him…
Except there was no guard at the desk.
He looked around curiously and then, remembering his character, he looked around
sternly. Why was the station unmanned at this time of night? What kind of
irresponsible behavior was this from the nightstaff? Didn’t they realize what
dangerous criminals were housed in this wing? Joker, Scarecrow, Poison Ivy—The last
name was not actually “in residence” at the moment, but Matt/Bartholomew did see
the unmistakable sway of green-clad hips disappearing down the hall, shapely green
hips topped with red hair. That certainly explained why the guard was not at his
station. Matt/Bartholomew stormed down the hallway, cursing under his breath, and
caught up with his quarry at the door to Harley’s cell.
“Ivy, you’re more predictable than a Will Smith sequel,” he exclaimed, not bothering
to disguise his voice. She didn’t seem to notice, she just gave that belle of the ball
smile. While Hagen was long past smelling, he was sure the air was thick with jungle
scents and pheromones.
“Do run along, Doctor, I’m quite busy,” she oozed seductively.
He chuckled. Predictable. And what Jameson, his agent, would have called “a onetrick pony.” Clayface had devised two separate ways in and out of the asylum and
could have come up with a dozen more elaborate ones that all fell under the heading:
Why go to all that trouble when I have two perfectly good plans already. But this, this leafdiva headcase that called herself a goddess, her problem-solving seemed to begin and
end with: Find something with a penis and assume he’ll do my bidding. Matt had known
many starlets like that. They never seemed to clue in that beauties were a dime a
dozen on the backlot, and that no lovely face counteracted an acid personality. They
were gorgeous, so what, they were also hell to spend time with. And if, god-forbid,
they were famous instead of just an aspiring hopeful, they could be ridiculously slow
to realize they were not as loved, worshipped or admired as it said in their press kits.
Poison Ivy at least caught on quickly. He’d chuckled for maybe eight seconds when
the beguiling smile dropped into a disgusted snarl.
“Hagen,” she sneered.
In reply, he morphed into his sexiest headshot and delivered his most seductive,
moviestar grin. He knew Ivy wouldn’t get the joke, her kind never did. But Matt was
amused, and in the middle of a jailbreak rescue that was fast becoming a sitcom farce,
that was enough.
“Ivy,” he answered. “I assume you’re here for Harley, same as me?”
“How dare you, you crawling dungheap. It’s because she was with you she was
captured.”
“That’s why I’m here to break her out,” he pointed out simply.
“Well it’s not necessary,” Ivy spat. “You can leave that to her real friends.”
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He sighed. It was pointless to even try to argue with an egomaniac. He had tried, in
the old days. He tried explaining how his character, Troy Rudolph, identified with his
uncle but wasn’t really anything like him. He tried to be, but he always failed because
he never really knew who his uncle was. His tragedy was becoming a pale, inferior
clone of Uncle Phillip instead of being the best Troy Rudolph he could be. Matt tried
explaining it, over and over, and each time Cameron just repeated that one pathetic
line from the opening monologue. “I’m a lot like my uncle.” One stupid line. Yes,
Troy thought that. He was wrong. That was the whole point… After weeks of fighting
over it, Matt finally gave up. Cameron would never understand the essence of the
story he was telling. Matt just let him babble on in his ignorance, and when the
cameras rolled, Matt played the scene his way. Cameron would yell for a while, then
“Take two” and Matt played it his way again. Eventually Cameron got tired howling
at the moon, looked at his schedule, looked at his budget, and moved on.
Of course, Ivy was not likely to tire quickly, and eventually the Arkham day shift
would come in. A compromise might be in order.
“Why don’t we let Harley decide,” he suggested. It was a risk. Harley could be a bit
of a flake, and letting her make decisions in the middle of a crime is what brought
Nightwing and a SWAT team into what should have been a simple bank robbery. But
anything was better than going ten rounds with Cameron-in-Leaves. So they opened
the cell door—using the keycard Ivy had taken from Saul Vics and not the one Matt
grabbed at the front desk. Ivy had insisted on that, and Matt just sighed, not caring.
Manufacturing pointless, petty victories; Cameron all over again—
That was as far as his thoughts progressed before the lock released and the door
opened. Then Ivy could enjoy one final, petty, manufactured victory in that she
realized a full 3 seconds before Hagen did that Harley Quinn’s cell was empty.

Catwoman did not patrol like some crimefighting do-gooder. She made that more
than clear on a number of occasions. She would take a mild interest in Bruce’s work as
Bruce’s work, but that’s as far it went. She liked watching him work. He was in
costume, apart from the cowl, and stood before a large, holographic map of the city,
tapping instructions into a hand-held unit to plan out his route for the night.
It was interesting that he’d assigned Robin and Batgirl to follow Ivy from the
airport. It was a surveillance exercise, he said, good experience for them but a low
priority in terms of the Mission. Ivy would likely go to Robinson Park, Riverside Park,
or else to her greenhouse. They were to note which, log it, and when the inevitable
Poison Ivy incident occurred, Batman would know the location of her current hideout.
It turned out to be the greenhouse, so he was adding that neighborhood to his patrol
route.
There had been an escape from Blackgate. Not an alpha-threat rogue, but Batman
would examine the facility all the same. What one man could do, another could do.
The Monarch of Menace was not the priority so much as finding the hole in the
prison’s security and closing it before a more dangerous inmate exploited it. So
Blackgate was added to the night’s itinerary as well. Selina watched, feigning a mild
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interest as Bruce tapped his palm control with a stylus and this second location lit up
on the hologram.
Then he looked at her, his lip twitched, and he tapped the stylus once more. An
uptown building which occupied a full city block in the heart of “Museum Mile” was
suddenly outlined in vivid purple.
Selina licked her lips.
“I’m back in the top ten?” she asked with a naughty grin.
“After early patrol and these stops in the Flower district and Blackgate, you’ll
resume my ‘lesson’ in the finer points of art theft,” he graveled.
“I like the sound of that,” she purred.
“I figured you would,” he grunted.

“VICS!” Poison Ivy bellowed. Her voice echoed off the walls of the guards’ break
room, and Matt Hagen tried vainly to shush her. Failing that, he expanded himself to
temporarily create a wall of thick, foamy baffling to keep the sound from traveling
further. Luckily, Saul Vics was still in Ivy’s thrall and no one else seemed to have
heard the disturbance. Now that they’d found Vics, Clayface glurped, melted and
drooped back into his natural state. Saul Vics didn’t seem to notice. He only stared
adoringly at Ivy.
“Where is Harley?” she asked imperiously. “Why isn’t she in her cell?”
“She’s in the supply closet with Joker,” Vics answered, happy he could provide the
information his goddess wanted.
Ivy looked at Clayface and Clayface looked at Ivy.
“How in Spielberg’s name did that happen?” Clayface roared.
Saul Vics had no interest in pleasing the oversized mound of goo, so he gave no
answer.
“How in Gaia’s name did that happen?” Ivy translated.
Saul Vics paused. He was still proud that he was able to answer his goddess’s
questions, but he was troubled that the answer might displease her. Still, he had no
choice but to give her all the information he could, so he told the story, such as it was:
Patient J had been despondent ever since Batman brought him in. He was allowed into
the common room for an hour each day in the hopes that social interaction might bring
him out of his depression. Patient Quinn had been kept in isolation for the requisite
48-hour observation period after her admittance, then she was taken to the common
room too. Patient J looked up and said, “Hi Harls.”
Clayface looked at Ivy and Ivy looked at Clayface.
“Well?” they asked in unison.
Saul Vics shrugged.
“That’s it?” Ivy screeched. “Hi Harls?”
Vics shrugged again and held up both his index fingers, evidently representing Joker
and Harley, and illustrated the ending of the story with a sideways movement of the
Harley finger to swing swiftly into contact with the Joker finger, punctuated by a noise
that sounded something like “PTOING.”
“Hi Harls, Ptoing?” Ivy gasped, appalled.
“Hi Harls, Ptoing?” Clayface repeated, aghast.
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“Might have been ‘hey,’” Saul Vics offered. “Hi or Hey. ‘Hey Harley.’ Yeah, I think
that was it. ‘Hey Harley.’”
“AAAAAARRRRGGGGGHHHHH!” Ivy screamed, wheeling on Clayface and
pounding fiercely into his chest. Circles rippled outward from the point of impact as
his mass absorbed the force of the hit. He felt no pain, and his balance was
undisturbed, so for several seconds he didn’t react. Ivy hit him again. And again.
And again. After several repetitions, she stepped back and kicked him squarely in the
crotch. This time the ripple effect stretched upward as his mass redistributed itself.
“Let me guess, this is my fault too,” he said dryly.
The line was perfectly timed and magnificently delivered, as from an actor with
considerable comedic talents he never got to use. But it brought nothing but another
primal scream from Ivy, ravings that Harley was back with Joker because ‘Fertilizer
Fred’ let her get captured, mad scratching at his person and chunkfuls of mud being
flung into the wall, and finally a cry to “HELP ME OUT HERE, Vics! KILL THE SLIMY
BASTARD!”
This obviously got her nowhere in terms of bringing about his death, but Clayface
saw no need to stick around for more abuse. He’s the one who was just dumped for
godsake—if you could even call it being dumped, more like being discarded, like
having your brilliant and poignant cameo appearance in the summer blockbuster of the
decade cut for time and dropped onto the editing room floor—and for Joker no less.
And on top of that he’s supposed to foot the bill for psycho-bitch’s personal
disappointments? No. No way. He let his mass soften and grow soggy, so the final
slap he delivered would be good and slimy. Then he pulled back and let her have it, a
hard muddy smudge of reality right across her precious self-important puss.

…::She’s a criminal, I’m a crimefighter. She’s a thief, I am… so completely against it.::..
One of his earliest log entries on Catwoman. “She’s a thief, I am so completely
against it.” Batman had never allowed himself to admire her work… Well, no, that
wasn’t entirely true. He appreciated her fighting abilities, and respected her
intelligence. Personally, he liked her. He was loathe to admit it then, even to Alfred,
but in the privacy of his own mind, especially late at night, those sleepless nights in the
weeks following an encounter… But when it came to those abilities directly connected
to theft, that he would never permit himself.
But now, now that no museum property would be leaving the premises because of
her activities, he could see it differently. She was so entirely in her element.
“Look at this, I love this,” she whispered, her lips curled into the naughtiest grin as
she pointed to a freestanding display case in the middle of the Egyptian wing. “That’s
a glass break detector. They put them on all these displays—but that’s not glass.
Museums don’t use glass; they use polycarbon which breaks on an entirely different
frequency, so when we crack this open…” she paused just long enough to perform one
of her more efficient claw-jobs on the case “…acoustic glass break detector doesn’t
detect a thing.”
She was so entirely in her element. Loving her, it was impossible not to be affected
by this most basic part of her bubbling to the surface with such passion and energy.
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“Now we need to look at some pictures in frames, and we won’t find that here, so
let’s go to the Impressionists gallery. Mind the motion detectors,” she winked.
He hesitated, taking a last look at the case she’d opened to illustrate her point and
the 12th Dynasty gold and garnet pectoral now exposed for the taking. It was
preposterous to think there might be another intruder lurking in the museum who
could take advantage of the exposure, and unlikely that a patrolling guard would
notice. Still, he placed a bat-shaped emblem marker on the case. That way if anyone
did discover it, they would know Batman was on the scene. That should squelch any
felonious impulses from either thief or dishonest guards, and it might keep the
museum insurance from being hiked when the disturbance was found in the morning.
Satisfied, he followed Catwoman.

Clayface had no interest in returning to the Hacienda. It was Harley’s place. He
stayed with her when they were together, but now that she discarded him (after they’d
been separated for, what, 10 minutes?), it seemed pointless to go back there. His needs
were simple as far as “shelter.” He literally needed to keep out of the rain, but that was
about it. As long as there was a roof over his head, it could be hot or cold. He didn’t
need a kitchen since he didn’t eat; he didn’t need a bed since he didn’t “sleep” in the
conventional sense. He liked having a television, sight and sound being the two senses
he had left. Every hotel room in the city had a TV, so he found one that was
unoccupied and watched several hours of reruns: Knots Landing, Magnum P.I.,
something with Henry Fonda as Abraham Lincoln and then some movie with a talking
snake.
He decided he’d mourned the breakup long enough. When a movie snake starts
taking, that’s enough. It was time to move on. He liked Harley, she was nice to look at
and fun to be with. But there was no shortage of pretty women in the world, and lots
of them were fun to be with. He decided what he really needed now was company.
He checked the clock, and figured he could just make last call at the Iceberg.

Batman stood just behind Catwoman, both their heads pressed close against the wall
so he could see the device she was pointing out between the picture frame and the
wall. He knew these devices only as unit numbers on blueprints, or safeguards
specified in a pdf document entitled “Museum Security: The Art of Alarms.” She saw
them as a minor nuisance set in her path by naïve system designers who just didn’t get
it.
“Wireless,” she pointed out. “They love wireless transmitters because they’ll fit
behind the painting that way without actually touching the back of the picture.
Curators hate letting anything without a PhD touch the picture. Of course, the
drawback to wireless is—”
“It’s easy to jam,” Batman grunted. “Or send a counterfeit signal.”
“Meow,” she said, pressing a button on a small device Batman recognized as
Kittlemeier’s workmanship. She was pleased at the interruption. It meant he was
interested enough to be thinking ahead.
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“Now our guy that set this up isn’t completely stupid,” she said generously. “It’s a
hundred million dollar painting, he’s got a redundant system in place. So even with
the motion curtain disabled, there’s a shock sensor in place on the frame. Theoretically,
if I take this off the wall right now, it senses the momentary closure of the contact
points here, here, or here,” she pointed. “Alarms should sound all over the place,
right? And yet…”
She eased the painting slowly off its hanger until a full inch of space was visible
between it and the wall. Batman scowled at the sensors as if they let him down.
“There’s a springloaded stretcher in the frame,” Selina explained with a glint in her
eye he normally saw only during sex. “It lets the canvas expand or contract with
changes in the temperature and humidity,” she purred. “There’s just enough leeway
built into the sensors to allow for it, you have to know exactly how to finesse it.”
Using a blocking technique he’d mastered to resist a Martian mind probe, Batman
restrained the lip-twitch that threatened to erupt into a full-blown smile. This part of
Catwoman’s… expertise was so inextricably tied to theft. And yet she was so good at
it, she took such delight in being so good at it, and she was so completely Catwoman
doing it. He wasn’t sure what he was feeling as he watched her, but he was forced to
admit that he didn’t love her despite being a thief who plagued him all those years; he
loved her because she was Catwoman. And this, this ability to penetrate the most
carefully guarded perimeter, to slip past the most rigorous defenses and sidestep the
most sensitive triggers, to let no nuisance of a lock (or a law, or a crimefighter) come
between her and her prize, this was all a part of Catwoman.

How dare he? HOW DARE HE!
He murdered flowers. He all but pushed Harley back into Joker’s arms. And now
he had—he had—He had to die. That’s all there was to it, Matt Hagen had to die. He
had to die, die and DIE AGAIN! Then they could bury him so she could dance on his
grave. Eventually seeds would sprout, fertilized by his worthless body. Every so
often, she could admire the blooms growing there and think: at last, he was good for
something.
So. Hagen had to die. The question was how? Ivy wasn’t sure if he was technically
alive. He didn’t eat, drink or breathe as far as she knew. Did he have a heart? If
there’s no heartbeat or pulse, no blood pumping, where do you even begin? He didn’t
have lungs, how do you kill something like that?
She didn’t know. There was entirely too much she didn’t know. As a botanist, she
was an expert on life. As Poison Ivy, she was an expert on poisons. But she had no
idea how to go about killing something that clinically wasn’t alive. Nevertheless,
Clayface had to die. She wanted him ended, permanently ended, and if possible she
wanted it to hurt.
A lot.
How?
How? How? How?
How did one go about killing Clayface?
She didn’t know. Damnit, she just didn’t know…
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But it certainly occurred to her that someone did, and that someone was a man.
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CHAPTER 3: BRAGGING RIGHTS
It wasn’t that unusual. Catwoman’s Jaguar passed the turn-off for the Bristol
Country Club and continued on to the deserted stretch where the public road met the
edge of the Wayne property. It wasn’t that unusual. She almost always had her fill of
prowling before Batman finished late patrol. She almost always got home first.
Sometimes she’d go to bed and sometimes she’d wait around the cave until he got in.
She’d warm a little cocoa on the Bunsen burner, rub his neck while he worked on the
logs, or chatter about her prowl. This would be one of those nights. She wouldn’t go
so far as contacting Oracle to check his status, that was a little too much the fretful
housefrau for Selina’s liking. But she would wait for him in the cave. She did that
often enough for no reason that she was satisfied doing so tonight would not seem
anxious, fussy, clingy or neurotic. After all, it really wasn’t that unusual.
Technically, he’d stood her up. They were going to meet at Gallery Athena and hit a
few of her favorites on East 57th. Museums, after all, represented only a quarter of the
art out there for the taking. There were auction houses, private collections, and of
course, her favorite targets: galleries. Quite often, galleries bought back whatever prize
she’d taken, eliminating delays, a fence’s percentage, and no end of fuss with exchange
rates and Cayman bankers. It was all for the bragging rights. A Catwoman theft was a
kind of endorsement. Any item worthy her attention was a piece of unquestionable
quality. Plus, it lent a veneer of glamour and international intrigue which collectors
loved, enabling the gallery to raise their prices across the board. Selina was looking
forward to explaining it all to the judgmental jackass. He’d be so grunty and
disapproving, and he was so sexy like that. The only thing sexier than Batman
disapproving was Batman disapproving and stymied. In this case, once he’d grunted
and scowled at the galleries’ pragmatic lenience, she could point him to a dozen
collectors in Bruce Wayne’s immediate circle of friends who went all a-flutter at the
chance to buy—or even ‘view with an eye to buying’—any painting, sculpture or
antiquity with a cat-theft in its provenance.
But none of it happened tonight because he simply hadn’t showed. Something had
obviously kept him, and there was no predicting what. Anything could happen on late
patrol, no matter how quiet Gotham was these days.
It gave her a strange sense of déjà vu. When her relationship with Batman had first
started to change, he began stopping by her apartment after what he called his “late
patrol.” As the visits became more frequent, she’d started to, well, ‘expect’ him, and
that took some getting used to. It was one thing to be prepared for Batman-thecrimefighter possibly locating a catlair after a successful heist. It was another thing
entirely to be waiting to see if Batman-the-gentleman-caller dropped by after patrol.
She got used to the idea after a few weeks, but tonight’s wait on the roof of Gallery
Athena brought it all back: checking the time, musing about who was free and what
could have happened to delay him, deciding what hour was a reasonable cutoff that, if
he didn’t show by then, he wasn’t coming at all… it was a powerful emotional
memory, and it left her vaguely unsettled. So she’d come home, parked in the carriage
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house as usual, and finessed her way through the grounds security. Instead of taking
the spruce tree up to the bedroom, she took the Elms to the roof and lowered herself to
the East Balcony, picked the lock on the French doors, proceeded into the study and
then to the cave.
The two bats were on their low perch over the workstations and Selina waved at
them. She liked the larger one. He was black, muscular, and he seemed to be snarling,
which to her mind were the proper features for a bat to have. She took a bottle of
water from the mini-fridge and settled in at Workstation 2. She pulled up the Gallery
Athena website and perused their recent acquisitions, just as she would researching for
a heist. They had a late period bronze cat in their Egyptian section, cute but not
expensive at all. Only $8,500. That might be decoration for a catlair (if it really was this
cute when she saw it close up), but not worth lugging around the rooftops for the
pitiful resale. There was a Horus Falcon next to it, 664-30 BC, nice detail on the talons
and tail feathers. Oswald would love it… $45,000. Meow. That justified the trip in,
during which she could pick up the cat she liked.
She hadn’t been planning to discuss this kind of target-selection with Batman, but
since their visit to the gallery itself had been delayed, this would give them something
to do tonight. He would probably find it interesting, the (grunt) “thought processes of
the criminal mind” (grunt) that led to taking this piece instead of that one.
She checked the time. There was still no sign of him. She yawned, catlike, like she
meant it, and continued browsing the website… She found a gold amulet of Sekhmet,
the lion-headed goddess, wearing a sun disc…
She yawned again.
Still no Batman.
And no Batmobile.
And the cute, muscular bat had folded up his wings like he was going to sleep.
She browsed some more and found a Hellenistic armlet with lion heads capping
each end…
Again she yawned… Where was he?

Matt Hagen wasn’t sentimental about roles. All shows closed, all shoots wrapped.
The Monarch of Menace had run its course, so he went to the Iceberg in a new face, a
thin, blonde, vaguely artsy-looking fellow he’d seen on the street. The doorman wasn’t
impressed, so Matt morphed into the Monarch one last time just to get inside. As soon
as he was in the door, he resumed a more familiar face, Matt Hagen as he had once
been (“Hardly credible as the President, unless all the politicians died out and we were
forced to elect male models instead.”—Variety) It was this face that approached
Raven’s podium. Matt remembered scornfully how she’d only admitted the Monarch
as Harley Quinn’s escort. But Matt Hagen, Matt Hagen’s movie star looks made her
blush and stammer. She couldn’t show him to a table fast enough, a prestige table
along the back wall. She handed him a menu and then—like the airline stewardess on
an old Bond flick—she said Matt should let her know personally if there was anything he
wanted.
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Selina awoke feeling cold and uncomfortable. She opened her eyes and saw beady
bat-eyes staring down at her. She stretched, yawned, and stretched again. She saw the
Batmobile sitting in its hangar. She looked blearily from it towards the costume vault.
He was home. Did he just leave her there?
She stretched again, feeling miserably stiff through her shoulders and back, and
made her way up to the manor. Dim light was just starting to pour through the
windows. It was dawn. She went upstairs and heard water running… Alfred’s room.
Maybe he was getting up soon but she was ready for bed. She headed into the
bedroom and saw Bruce sleeping peacefully.
“Jackass,” she hissed, removing her costume.
She slid between the sheets, too tired to wonder much about when he got home or
why he’d left her in the cave. She was asleep before her head hit the pillow.

Clayface wasn’t the kind of villain groupies came to the Iceberg to see. But Matt
Hagen was a handsome man, and most girls hanging around hoping to meet the
Riddler or Scarecrow didn’t exactly run screaming if they met him instead. (“If the real
Harry Vincent looked anything like Matt Hagen, the title of Harry’s Harem would seem
a lot less ironic.” –Hollywood Reporter) He found that two sour apple martinis was just
about perfect. In the length of time it took one of these lovely Riddlettes or Conundrias
to drink two sour apple martinis, Matt could drink in a refreshing dose of their beauty
before he tired of the witless inanities coming out of their mouths. While he got no
benefit from the alcohol he drank to keep up appearances, a good “shot” of looking at a
pretty woman was quite invigorating.
In between groupies, the waitresses Sparrow and Jay were more than attentive, and
Raven stopped by his table twice just to make sure he was fully satisfied with the
service. It was after her second drop-by that Sparrow said Mr. Cobblepot wanted to
see him in his office.

This time, Selina awoke feeling warm and cosseted by crisp Irish linen. She opened
her eyes and saw a pretty vase of lilacs on the bedside table. And she smelled coffee.
“Much better,” she murmured into her pillow.
She rolled over—and saw the crumpled sheets beside her were empty. Bruce was
already up.
“Woof,” was her only comment until she’d had her coffee, exercised, and showered.
Then she went looking for him. She tried the study first, then the cave, then the library,
and finally she found him in the south drawing room looking out the window. It was a
nice view of the river and the city beyond, but Selina preferred seeing it from the
garden just outside the window. It was the same view, but without the windows
framing it like a painting, making it seem like a part of the house, Wayne property,
“his” city.
“Good morning,” she purred, leaning up to kiss his cheek. “I missed you last night.”
“Morning,” he grunted after a pause.
“Any particular reason you didn’t wake me when you got in?”
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“You seemed comfortable,” he said. “I didn’t want to disturb you.”
“Disturb me next time,” she told him. “I only stayed up to see you.”
He grunted and continued to look out at the city.
“If you wanted to go into town today, how about we stop in at a few galleries during
business hours. They have special viewing rooms for the serious high-ticket buyers;
you certainly qualify there. You can see how they’ll bring in any pieces we want to
look at, to contemplate in private. It’s very useful before—”
“No,” he said harshly. Then to soften it he added, “No, I’m busy today. Tonight,
too. I’ll be busy for a while.”
Selina was disappointed, naturally, but she didn’t want to press. Downtime made
him edgy, she knew. And it was possible she’d been just a little too enthusiastic, told
him a bit more about Catwoman’s world of art, jewels and larceny than even the
Batcomputer needed to know.
But then, when she went upstairs, there was an envelope taped to the door of her
suite. An envelope from the formal Wayne Manor stationary sealed with a gold W.
The folded sheet inside was embossed “From the desk of Bruce Wayne.” Underneath,
in familiar masculine handwriting, it read:
Catwoman,
Please meet me in the east garden tonight at dusk.
She grinned, Cheshire style, and continued into her suite, wondering how such a
gloriously strange man ever came into her life.

Alfred was piqued when Bruce didn’t appear for dinner. He’d been waiting for
some sort of closure since the flowers arrived that morning. It was the first delivery
from Perdita’s Florals since he’d restored the fifth arrangement for the dining room,
restored it on his own authority. Now here it was, a sweet little centerpiece of white
carnations set off by a modest spray of fern. Was it or was it not to be used on the
dinner table after Master Bruce had personally ordered the practice discontinued?
That morning, Alfred considered approaching Miss Selina about it, for the
distribution of flowers throughout the house was really a question for the mistress of
the manor and Alfred was always eager for her to assume that role in any way she
could… Yet even Alfred didn’t entirely believe this was his real motive for involving
her.
It was a moot point anyway. She had returned home very late, even later than
Master Bruce, and was sleeping in. Alfred would not disturb her for such a trivial
matter. He changed out all the flowers himself, replacing the bouquets in the foyer, the
master bedroom, the morning room and the south drawing room. That left only the
new arrangement for the dining room, and Alfred felt uncharacteristically tentative as
he transferred it to a silver basket and positioned it on the table. It seemed like the
right decision when he’d placed the order, but ever since the flowers arrived that
morning, he felt doubts. He wondered all day if he’d made the right decision, and
what the consequences might be if he was wrong.
And then, without a word to anyone, Bruce simply didn’t show up to dinner. Miss
Selina sat alone in front of the white carnations, drank her seafood consommé and ate
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her lobster dumpling in thoughtful silence, thanked him perfunctorily for a delicious
meal, and left. He doubted she even noticed the flowers.
Alfred brought a second bowl of consommé down to the cave, the inevitable spot
where Master Bruce would be found whenever he skipped a meal. But he wasn’t there,
and Alfred returned to the kitchen, perplexed.

“So you’ve given it up,” Oswald observed when Matt Hagen was seated and the
office door shut behind him.
“Harley gave me up,” he explained with a light c’est la vie gesture. “So I gave up the
Monarch.”
“But you’ll still be –kwak– operating as before?” Oswald asked hopefully, recalculating the proceeds from Hagen’s bank and safe deposit robberies if unhampered
by Harley’s clumsiness.
“I haven’t decided,” Matt said frankly. “It’s something to do. But I don’t really need
the money.”
“Nonsense,” Oswald quacked sharply. “Money is power, my dear Matthew. Money
to hire men, to make payoffs where needed, to cement alliances with Rogues of a
stature comparable to your own.” He paused and took a long, thoughtful puff on his
cigarette, then continued. “It is because of your stature that I am willing to overlook
your attentions to Raven.”
Matt Hagen raised a condescending eyebrow.
“I think you mean Raven’s attentions to me, don’t you, Ozzy old sport?”
“Raven is a valuable asset,” Oswald said testily. “One who knows how to handle the
Iceberg clientele. One of those few people who won’t get everyone killed because they
forget it’s Joker’s Trivia Tuesday and the correct answer to any question about
coconuts is ‘African or European.’
“As such, nobodies such as henchmen, Ghost Dragons, and slumming playboys are
not permitted to truck with my hostess. It disrupts the smooth operation of the welloiled machine that is the Iceberg Lounge.” Oswald paused again and preened. “Were
you not of a standing within the greater Iceberg organization, you would have already
been introduced to other, less comely members of my wait staff, Raptor and Condor to
be precise, who happen to be former Green Berets.”
Matt sighed. He saw where this was going and could have interrupted, but it did no
harm to let Oswald complete his threat, such as it was.
“It is Raptor and Condor’s function to invite certain patrons to the Champagne
Room—this being the room where they hit you with a champagne bottle, pour the
contents over your clothes, deposit you in your car, crash it into the fire hydrant down
the block, and notify the police.”
As Oswald spoke, Matt transformed himself in stages into a 6-foot condor, the nondescript artsy fellow with a bottle of champagne sticking out of his head, a giant fire
hydrant, and finally a policeman.
“None of that works on me, Ozzy,” Officer Hagen announced for a finale.
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“Indeed,” Oswald conceded, “But that is irrelevant since you are, as I say, of a
standing within the Greater Iceberg Operation which offsets the taking of certain
liberties.”
Matt glurped into his natural state.
“Meaning as long as Clayface is a star that’s making you money, I can pinch all the
extras I want, eh? You’re a prince, Oswald, a real prince.”

Selina entered the east garden as soon as the sky began to darken. Bruce was already
there, prompt as always, and she announced her presence with a rooftop meow. He
turned—and grimaced.
“That’s what you’re wearing?” he asked critically.
She looked down, surprised. She was wearing what she’d worn to dinner, black silk
over leopard spots.
“What’s wrong with my dress, I thought you liked this dress.”
“The note was addressed to Catwoman,” he said, looking pointedly at the animal
print trim.
“It’s the east garden,” she answered, pointing around defiantly. “I figured if this
was bat-business, you would have ‘summoned me’—arrogantly—to the cave (grunt).”
“Arrogance and grunting aside, the letter was still addressed to Catwoman,” he said
coolly.
“You’re not in costume either, Stud,” she noted with a suggestive purr.
“That’s because it’s Bruce Wayne that wanted a meeting with Catwoman,” he
explained.
“Playing poker with Harvey and Two-Face wasn’t this complicated,” Selina
grumbled—mostly to herself, but Bruce obviously heard and he scowled the way he
always did when she compared him to the Rogues.
“Yes, well, since you mention Dent, the process he laid out for Ra’s that time, the
way someone would go about contacting Catwoman for a job, going to the Iceberg and
sending a message through Penguin… Not appealing. So I did this.”
Selina grinned.
“Well Handsome, you’ve got my attention. After an intro like that, whatever the hell
this is you’re up to, it’s gonna be good. Look, I can go upstairs and get changed if you
want, but since I’m not as screwy-schizophrenic as most nightfolk, present company
included by the way, why don’t we just sit on the bench over there, and you tell me
right now what you want?”
“If it were that simple, I could have done that at breakfast,” he said, moving to the
bench.
“Yes, you could, but we’re here now.”
He looked at her searchingly, seemed about to speak, but then turned away. He
seemed to look around the garden, staring at nothing in particular, but Selina knew his
wheels were turning.
“A complete analysis and overhaul of manor security,” he said carefully, as if testing
out each word before speaking it. “Room by room, foot by foot—inch by inch, if
necessary.”
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Then he turned to her and spoke faster and with more animation, as if he was
satisfied with the word-test and was now free to unpack the idea in detail.
“More than the simple tweaks you made to the ground security after you moved in.
More than the strategies you worked out for Wayne Enterprises when we had that
LexCorp problem. Selina, this is the big picture: manor, grounds and cave. A blank
canvas. You can look into anything, change anything—I mean anything—in the course
of devising a better system.”
“Why?” she asked, the cat’s curiosity overriding the thief’s delight in the ultimate
challenge.
Bruce looked straight ahead, as if the answer was etched in the terra cotter planter.
“The Dibny murder,” he said dully. “It’s been in my head since the Dibny murder. I
believe our system here is superior to the League setup the Dibnys used, but a
colleague murdered in their home is apt to make anyone reexamine the strengths and
weaknesses of their own personal security.”
It didn’t ring true. Selina knew this man better than anyone. She wasn’t sure if it
was the reason he gave or the way he said it, but something didn’t add up. If he wasn’t
actually lying, there was still something he wasn’t saying.
Plus, he was a control freak. He was the world’s foremost control freak and yet he’d
just written a blank check. She could change anything she wanted, anything. He’d
repeated the word, no caveats. No “You can change anything at all—except, of course,
for the time set on the grandfather clock to open the passageway to the cave.” No
caveats, no qualifications, and no limitations. Something was very, very wrong.
But then, as if he anticipated the danger, Bruce changed the subject before Selina
could frame a question or voice any doubts.
“There is the matter of your compensation, of course.” Here he paused and
delivered a startling hybrid of the playboy’s seductive grin and the knowing smile with
which Bruce the businessman laid out the buyout offer you couldn’t refuse. “The
Catitat is an ongoing operation, after all, and you haven’t been working since that Sub
Diego job for Aquaman. So, just to make it interesting for you, I have four gold bars
hidden around the house, grounds, and cave. If and when you locate any in the course
of this project, they’re yours.”

Leaving the Iceberg, Matt Hagen could have settled under any roof for the night. All
he really needed was a place to stay dry, a roof and a solid floor where he could glop
out in his natural state and not be disturbed. Any warehouse would do, any storefront,
school or restaurant that was closed for the night. He could even make do with a car in
a pinch, although the seal on the doors wasn’t as tight as he liked to glop out and relax
completely. But he could make do with almost anything; there was no need to return
to that empty hotel room where he’d watched television. He was going back there
anyway, but only for the walk.
He felt he needed to walk—and think. Oswald wanted him to continue robbing
banks. It figured, Ozzy was a greedy little bird and he was making good money
fencing the goods from the safe deposit boxes. Still, Matt was ambivalent about the
whole thing. He only got into it for Harley; he had little use for money himself. Maybe
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it was power like Ozzy said, but not useful power. There were plenty of people that
Matt would like to fuck over, that bitch Rebecca, just for starters. Get some payback for
being turned into Clayface. But he didn’t see how any amount of money could settle
those old scores.
Maybe he’d read too many of those predictable action scripts, but he just didn’t see
how money would do him any good.
Still, he said he’d think about Ozzy’s proposal. Being a Gotham Rogue gave him a
community. He was connected to something, to Oswald and the Iceberg and the freaks
who gathered there. Of course he wasn’t about to become Oswald’s lapdog. He would
decide what jobs to do, when and how he wanted to do them. Clayface was his own
agent, not an operative of the Penguin.
He reached the hotel and morphed into a blind man with a guide dog to walk
through the lobby. He returned to the room he’d occupied before, turned on the TV,
and glopped into the viscous state he found most relaxing…
Ozzy hinted that there might be more lucrative work in Matt’s “hiring out” his
shapeshifting abilities, but again that came down to money, which simply didn’t
interest him. He didn’t want Oswald telling him to go impersonate some judge or
town councilman to further some scheme of his own. He didn’t want Ozzy brokering
deals for him to replace a museum guard for Catwoman or infiltrate an ice cream
factory for Mr. Freeze. He alone would decide when and how his abilities would be
used, and for what purpose, and no amount of money would tempt him otherwise.
…His personal trainer from the old days was on a reality series. That was
depressing. He had to solidify a hand to change the channel. As an actor, he despised
this “Reality TV” on principle, although he wouldn’t have cared at all if he was still
working. As a big screen talent, television was beneath his notice and a few jobs more
or less for TV actors couldn’t affect him.
Of course, Clayface was on that same movie star level, whereas the Monarch of
Menace was a TV player at best. It was time he returned to Gotham for real, not in a
borrowed identity, not pulling some lackluster robberies to satisfy Harley’s idea of
roguedom, and certainly not as Oswald Cobblepot’s bitch. It was time to reclaim his
position as Clayface.

“I’ll make sure you have everything you need by noon tomorrow.” That was the last
thing Bruce had said. Like she was Patterson from marketing…
Rather than prowl in the city, Catwoman was spending the night investigating
perimeter defenses around other stately homes in Bristol. Some setups were better,
some worse, but since she was only gathering data rather than trying to penetrate a
particular house, she had time to think. Something peculiar was going on with Bruce.
Putting aside her doubts about the job itself and the reason he gave for offering it, there
was that quick exit he’d pulled at the end of their meeting. He said he had to make
some modifications to the utility belt before the night’s patrol—and if that wasn’t a
second cousin to his “gotta prep for an early meeting” excuse he used to give the
bimbos, Selina would have agreed to walk Krypto the wondermutt for a month! And
then, right before slinking off to make his ‘modifications,’ he’d said, “I’ll make sure you
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have everything you need by noon tomorrow.” Like she was Patterson from
marketing. Very, very odd.
She tried to put the questions out of her mind and focus on her work, but they kept
creeping back into her thoughts, like some awful long-legged insect. They waited
lurking in the shadows once she got home too, a faint undefined worry that haunted
her dreams but which she couldn’t quite remember on waking. All she knew was that
she woke up tired, and she decided to skip her morning workout. The bed was empty,
again. Bruce must have got up first again, even though last night she’d beaten him
home as usual. Again, a vague disquiet settled somewhere in the back of her mind,
which she did her best to ignore. She took a hot bath instead of a shower, dressed
leisurely, and only then emerged from the master bedroom. The first thing she saw
was a thick manila envelope taped to the door to her suite, just as the invitation had
been. She opened it curiously, and pulled out a number of large folded sheets:
blueprints of the manor, survey map of the grounds, floorplans, details of the
ornaments on the front entrance and the decorative molding indoors, everything from
the kitchen to the drawing rooms, the great hall to the greenhouse. Everything she
needed, he’d said. Well, here it was, with an hour to spare before his noon deadline.
Still, something was very odd.
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CHAPTER 4: WALAPANG
To a cat person, there could be no better omen for a new project than Whiskers and
Nutmeg appearing in the opening stages and installing themselves in the middle of
everything, even if they did make it impossible to do anything.
Selina had cleared all her art catalogs, knick-knacks, and Gotham Magazines off the
big coffee table in her suite. She laid out a number of blueprints and floorplans—when
Whiskers appeared, hopped into her lap, crawled up her chest, and bedded down on
her shoulder. He was a bit heavy, he forced her to tilt her head back at an odd angle,
his tail thwapped her arm in an uneven rhythm, and his position made it difficult to
see or page through the paperwork she still held in her lap. Nevertheless, it was a
good omen. So she put the plans aside and petted him. He purred in her ear and
made cat-fists in her blouse. When she decided she’d indulged him enough, she sat
him on the back of the sofa, picked one of the floorplans at random and began to study
it—when Nutmeg started pawing at the corner.
“Look guys, this isn’t exactly like the old days,” she said sweetly, rubbing Nutmeg’s
chin before removing her to the closest catsize surface, which happened to be a shelf on
the étagère. Nutmeg skewed the top half of her tail in protest. It was exactly like the
old days: Selina-Cat had cleared off the round cool table and set out crunchy papers all
over it, then she laid sideways on the sofa against the round hard pillow with her feet
up by the soft, square one. She was plotting something for the soft leather suit kept
under the bed, and plotting meant a plate of treats somewhere. Nutmeg just wanted to
make sure she got her share. The cat explained her position very thoroughly, the top
inch of her tail shifting back and forth like a slow metronome until it just grazed the
obelisk next to her on the étagère. She was disappointed when, having made her point
so beautifully, she saw that Selina-Cat wasn’t even listening. She had returned all her
attention to the papers. Nutmeg sat and waited. She knew Selina-Cat would never
plot for long without a plate of treats.
A catnap later, Standing Softpaws came into the suite. Nutmeg heard the word
“tea,” which meant little plates of bread and butter, or sometimes clotted cream or
sandwiches or cake, but Selina-Cat waved him away. This was only proper, any cat
knew the importance of appearing disinterested in anything the two-foots offered.
Standing Softpaws would bring the teacakes anyway, and Selina-Cat would deign to
eat them as if she was simply being polite to Standing Softpaws—just as Nutmeg
would then be polite to Selina-Cat when she offered Nutmeg a taste.
Nutmeg waited… and waited… She was about to venture herself into the Land of
the Can Opener to see what was taking so long, when she heard footsteps in the hall. It
was Bat-Bruce, of course, for Standing Softpaws made little sound when he walked.
Nutmeg watched curiously, for it was unusual for Bat-Bruce to bring treats. She
watched thoughtfully, that top inch of her tail moving ever so slowly. She saw a pot
and cups, but no plates with butter or clotted cream or cake. She heard words like
“How’s it going,” “So far so good,” and “Just getting started,” but none of that meant
food or play or grooming or nap.
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Suddenly, Bat-Bruce did something very strange. He spilled his cup full of dark,
inky liquid all over one of the papers. It seemed very clumsy. Bat-Bruce was not
clumsy for a two-foot. He wiped and wiped the one corner. Nutmeg hopped down to
take a closer look—but then she thought the better of it as soon as she got close enough
and her nose detected a sharp acidic smell. She scrunched up her nose in disgust and
backed away. She hated sharp smells. Giving up on the whole situation in the suite,
Nutmeg trotted off to find Standing Softpaws and get a proper treat.

Matt Hagen might not have a human body anymore, but he still thought of himself
as human. He was still a human being emotionally. If he explained something in
terms so simple that even Oswald Cobblepot could understand and then Oswald
DIDN’T understand, he felt frustrated! That emotion could no longer produce a surge
in his blood pressure, because he had no blood pressure. He had no blood and he had
no veins, but he still felt frustrated. He produced a vein on his neck anyway and made
it throb; it was almost like accessing a sense memory to give a performance.
Oswald went on, nattering away.
Matt thought he’d been perfectly clear and perfectly polite: He was not interested in
becoming an “operative” of the Iceberg Lounge. He was not interested in having
Oswald Cobblepot as his director. He was not interested in a more -kwak- “favorable
distribution of the proceeds” now that “the lovely but somewhat -kwak- extraneous
Ms. Quinn was out of the picture.”
Why couldn’t he make the stupid little bird understand? He wasn’t interested in
something more –kwak– sophisticated than bank vaults, like trading on insider
information obtained through a little creative imposture or setting up some type of
blackmail to influence a government contract. It was nothing more than money,
money for Oswald, using his abilities to make money for Oswald at Oswald’s behest,
EXACTLY what he’d just said he wouldn’t do. And then, not ten minutes later,
“Listen, Matthew my friend, I’ve got a pigeon ripe for the plucking.”
So he took refuge in making his non-functioning neck-vein throb and waited for
Ozzy to finish his pitch.
…
His pitch. Hm, yes, that’s just what this was, wasn’t it. When a director or a
screenwriter—or more often a director and screenwriter working together—wanted his
talent for a project, they’d arrange a meeting through the studio if they had the clout,
or waylay him at Spago if they didn’t. They’d sit themselves down at his table,
whether he asked them or not, and proceed to lay out their idea for a movie. The pitch
was always crafted to appeal to him—what they thought would appeal to him—“Why,
it’s Die Hard meets Space Tempest, the perfect Matt Hagen vehicle.”
Yes, suddenly it all made sense. This was a pitch. Oswald was pitching him. Like
that bit about big business as “a chicken ripe for the plucking.” He was thinking of
pharmaceutical companies. He thought Matt would be keen to strike at big business,
any big business, because he knew only the urban legend of how Clayface came to be.
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This time, Selina did not welcome Whiskers’s intrusion as any kind of omen. She
gave him a perfunctory pat on the head, deposited him on the floor, and returned her
attention to the soiled blueprints.
There was one indisputable advantage to having Batman as an adversary all those
years: she knew when he was up to something. The loving intimacy they shared today
did not cancel out the knowing awareness from yesterday. The way he’d given her the
job, fine, that she could write off as a fluke. People aren’t robots; everybody has a day
here and there where they might seem a bit off. It’s no reason to alert the media. It’s
no reason to declare DEFCON-4. Gotham was quiet and Bruce didn’t like quiet, he
was a bit off, it wasn’t a big deal. But now…
He’d spilled tea on that floorplan like a foppish klutz and then smeared the corner
even more as he mopped it with his napkin. Selina scrutinized the stain, trying to
make out some feature in the smudgy blurs. It was the ground floor, the smudge was
Detail D-D, a detailed blow up from a small circle marked D near the southwest corner
of the Great Hall. Bruce said it was “nothing.” He knew the house better than the
blueprints, she was sure. He said it was “nothing.”
All the large floorplan said was “paneling” 11 feet, and this D pointing her to the
detailed sketch in the corner.
“Nothing,” he’d said.
Verbal minimalism, that was Batman, not Bruce. Bruce might have said “Oh, it’s
nothing much, don’t worry about it.” But “Nothing,” that was Batman talking.
And she could always tell when Batman was up to something.
So what was on these plans that he didn’t want her to see? She looked over other
details on the same page, hoping for some hint. There was A-A and B-B, details of
other paneling and “fretwork” on the far wall. C-C was the arched doorway to the hall
that led to the library. Selina folded up the plans and went downstairs to take a look in
person.
She saw nothing more than what she already knew from living in the house all this
time: the “paneling” consisted of rectangles of curved molding surrounding rich silk
panels. She went around to the library and crawled into the vent, then worked her
way back to the Great Hall for what Catwoman considered “a better view.” In her
mind’s eye she determined that she was in the lower Detail B looking through the grate
directly at mystery smudge D. It still looked like nothing. Which is, of course, what
Bruce had said, and was, of course, a big fat lie.
She squiggled further. Progress was slow. She had to stop every eight feet, disarm
an independent sensor and remove a mesh screen that blocked every vent in the manor
big enough for a person to crawl through. It took her an hour to get there, but she
finally determined she was inside smudge D. She examined every inch of the ventwall
and found absolutely nothing of interest. There was no grate to allow her to see into
the room from here. She made her way back out, mechanically restoring each of the
screens and reactivating the alarms as she went. It was busywork that her hands could
do automatically while her mind raced ahead. Without a utility belt full of specialized
gear, it was unlikely she was going to solve this with just a visual inspection.
Catwoman had her own bag of tech tricks, to be sure, but for very specific tasks: to jam
or counterfeit a wireless signal, to record a tapeloop and play it back as realtime, to
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insert a microscopic camera into a safe and view the tumblers as she cracked the
combination. Everything she did was centered around getting in, getting the goods,
and getting out. The more nebulous “looking” without knowing what she was looking
for, that was more in his line than hers. That was a job for the—YES!
She crawled out of the vent and dropped back down to the hallway with renewed
vigor. It was more in his line; it was detective work. And that thought of him and his
bat-ways suggested an obvious solution: he was sure to have digital copies of the
blueprints scanned into the computer. She could view the original file as it appeared
before tea splotching by a klutzy fop.

In his days riding high as Box Office Golden Boy, Matt Hagen would sometimes
amuse himself, somewhat cruelly, at the expense of those overeager screenwriters that
came to pitch their stories—particularly if they came up to him at Spago and put him
off his dinner. “Funny you mention Mykonos,” he’d say with a wistful look at a very
pretty waitress, letting the screenwriters think he was considering their script rather
than the waitresses lovely figure. Then later he’d murmur, “I always wanted to shoot
in Greece.” And they’d be off on a flight of cinematic fancy, he’d see it glistening in
their eyes as their pitch became extravagant and unguarded: this was it, their three
picture deal, come Christmas they’d be skiing Aspen with Nicholson, come Oscar night they’d
blow off the awards and jam with Woody at Elaine’s…
Matt baited Oswald now in just this way. A single nod of agreement, the profits
some of these companies made -kwak- when their products weren’t luxuries like those
gold watches in the safe deposit box but necessities for people in need. Yes, Ozzy, there
you go. We’re talking about the drug companies. Take a nibble, you think you know the
Clayface story don’t you?
“The worst of it is those executive salaries,” Matt offered, a touch of indignation in
his voice that distinguished Grant Gifford’s summation in Advocate for Love (“A moving
portrayal completely out of place in this dismal summer sleeper.”—Gotham Daily
News).
That’s all it took, “those executive salaries,” that’s all Oswald needed to see his three
picture deal, skiing Aspen with Jack Nicholson—that image was so funny Matt had to
exaggerate his glorpy Clayface expression or risk a laugh that would wreck Oswald’s
lecture.
“Pharmaceuticals are a billion dollar industry,” Ozzy explained, as if this wasn’t
perfectly obvious or perhaps assuming that a body of shapeshifting clay made Matt
Hagen stupid. “Any of them would pay millions in bribes to expedite approval on a
drug. You could accept multiple bribes as different members of the committee while I
film the payoffs, and then we may proceed to blackmail at our leisure.”
Matt allowed the amused smile to come through. It was still the thought of Oswald
Cobblepot on skis that inspired it, but the fat little bird would take it as approval for his
brilliant-kwak-plan. Posing as a member of the FDA to take bribes from drug
companies and then blackmailing the execs, it was exactly the Agent-of-the-Penguin
role Matt said he didn’t want, but now Ozzy thought he’d go along because he’d
appealed to Matt’s special desire to screw the drug companies. Why it’s Die Hard
meets Space Tempest, a sure-fire Matt Hagen vehicle…
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Selina was just suspicious enough of whatever was going on with Bruce that she
wanted to make sure the Batcave was empty before going near the computers. So she
dressed for her prowl and set off as usual, then hid near the turnoff to Country Club
Lane until the Batmobile passed. She watched it disappear on its way into the city, and
then she turned and headed back to the manor. She had just powered up her
workstation when that old instinct that saw Batman as a foe tapped her on the
shoulder: Wouldn’t he have some kind of lockout on the file? Of course he would, he’s
Batman. He’s always three steps ahead of everybody.
She shutdown her own workstation and sat down at his. It had been several years
since she’d done this. He had a second login not even Tim or Alfred knew about, triple
password encryption:
Thomas
Martha
Justice
At least he hadn’t changed them.
She did a quick search for blueprints and began scrolling through the filenames.
W Manor Exterior: Side Entrance
W Manor Garden and Elevation
W Manor Interior: Kitchen
W Manor Interior—there it was, W Manor Interior: Ground Floor.
She tapped the menu to open the highlighted file, but another password screen
appeared instead.
>>AUTHORIZATION: the prompt blinked at her.
She tried Thomas, like before. She tried Martha. She tried ThomasMartha. She tried
ThomasMarthaJustice. She tried MarthaThomasJustice. She tried every variation she
could come up with on the holy trinity of Bat-passwords, but always that damn
authorization prompt went on blinking.
She went back to the search results and tried opening a different file. She instantly
found herself looking at the decorative molding on the manor side entrance. She tried
another file and the kitchen floorplan opened just as easily. She tried another, and
wound up viewing detailed schematics for the Batmobile.
She hissed at the screen.
It was only that one file?
She tried another and saw elevation maps of the area surrounding the pond,
greenhouse, and garden.
It was only that one file. Damn him. The love-hate that seasoned their Bat/Cat duels
began to sizzle inside her. It was only that one file, only the file he’d spilled tea on. It
was only that one, which meant this extra password was just here to stop her. Damn
him!
She looked up to see if that arrogant bully bat was looming overhead like before. He
was and Selina called him a jackass. Look at him, him and the other one, sitting up
there just like they were that day in exactly the same spot over the work… stations…
Selina’s lips curled into a knowing smile as she remembered that afternoon working
with Bruce in the cave. She was a brilliant thief. There were few safes, if any, that she
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couldn’t crack given time. But part of being a brilliant thief was not wasting time
beating a safe if you could simply guess the combination.
She went back to the search menu and again clicked on that Holy Grail file, W Manor
Interior: Ground Floor.
>>AUTHORIZATION: the access screen blinked once again, challenging her to
supply the proper password.
She looked up at the bat, the bat that would have been hanging right there when he
set this up, when he set up this password that was only here for her.
>>AUTHORIZATION: Walapang, she typed.
The access screen disappeared and a new window opened—but it wasn’t the
blueprints for the ground floor. It was a window topped with the inevitable bat
emblem and the heading Project Walapang. Underneath, there was a single entry field
and the words
Enter file number (example: 39115-HK999.9)
Selina stared unbelievingly.
Then she swiveled the chair sharply and looked around suspiciously.
Something like this happened before when she was working. Not often, but from
time to time she’d open a safe expecting bearer bonds and a ruby necklace, and instead
find a computer disk and an electronic chip. The next thing that would always happen
was a garrote around her throat, a clonk on the head, or a spray of gas in her face.
Her heart was racing as she scanned the empty cave, reliving each and every one of
those dreadful surprises. The bat above her made a noise—or maybe she just thought
it did—and she swung back and pointed at it fiercely, daring it to move. As she
attempted to stare down the creature, her heartbeat eventually slowed and a new
thought suggested itself.
The password screen blocking that file was only there for her, but it wasn’t protecting
the blueprints. The password screen blocking that file was there for her but not to
protect the file… It was there to show her this? What the hell was this? Project
Walapang?

It’s The Sting meets the Count of Monte Cristo, a perfect Matt Hagen vehicle—NOT!
So far, Matt’s trip to the Iceberg was not going well. He had amused himself at
Oswald’s expense, but he was no closer to accomplishing what he’d come for: telling
Ozzy no. Oswald Cobblepot wasn’t some day-player, he deserved a straight answer.
Matt wanted to stay in Gotham; he wanted to run his own affairs devised by Clayface
for Clayface, period; and he wanted to hang out at the Iceberg like any other Rogue.
He wanted to be part of the community. He did not want to be staff.
But then Ozzy was so stubborn and argumentative about the whole thing, and Matt
let himself be pulled into this stupid game. Now it really was time to end it. It was fun
while it lasted, but now Oswald was crossing a line Matt could not permit him to
cross.
“It’s easy enough to hurt a person if you can transform your hand into a club and
smash him black and blue,” he declared—as if Matthew Christopher Hagen needed
this pompous, self-important little shit to tell him the simplest goddamn things. “But to
take Revenge,” Oswald declaimed, pronouncing the word as if reciting Shakespeare,
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“you must take away that which he holds dear, as dear as that which your victim took
from you. For men such as these that is money, and the prestige and power that only
money can buy.”
“Enough,” Matt said flatly. It was the “Thank You” after an audition when you
weren’t getting the part, and anybody except Oswald would have recognized the
intonation. Instead, the little bird puffed up belligerently.
“It can never be enough. Billions these soulless charlatans use to feather their nests,
and billions we shall have when—”
“Nooo,” Matt said, letting his voice linger and trill on the word the way Cameron’s
did with the make-up girl when he didn’t like her work. “We won’t be taking anything
Oswald. I’ve listened to your proposal and it doesn’t suit me.”
Oswald blinked as if he didn’t quite understand.
“To take Revenge,” he began again, “money and a disguise are precisely what you
need.”
“Nooo,” Matt repeated, as Cameron again, but the whinier “we talked about this”
delivery he reserved for the art director.
Again Oswald started to speak, and Clayface morphed half his body into a
chalkboard and his finger into chalk. I HAVE NO NEED OF MONEY, he wrote in
large block letters as he spoke the words distinctly. Then he let the whole thing—
chalk, chalkboard, and clayman in between—collapse into the normal-looking body of
Matt Hagen. “And you have no idea who I would take revenge on and why.”
Then Oswald spoke a name—and Matthew shook his head. This is why you didn’t
let people like Oswald Cobblepot—or anyone else for that matter—cross those lines
even once.
He named a man Matt Hagen met once, in Vegas, with Rebecca. They’d had one drink
at the Breeze Bar before Matt took Rebecca to see Cirque du Soleil for her birthday.
That was it. Rebecca introduced them. Matt barely remembered the guy. He drank
Campari Orange, he talked about the weather, he asked for an autograph for his kid or
nephew or something. Yet all the world thought Matt had a hate-on for Roland
Daggett. All the world thought this dullard that wore a shirt and tie in the Breeze Bar
at four in the afternoon had made Clayface.
Meanwhile, Oswald was having a nutty. Matt had seen plenty of outraged egos flip
out in his day. He’d even thrown a tantrum himself once, when the studio saddled
him with a diva for a co-star. His agent said he had to prove he was just as big a star as
Princess PrettyAss (as he was calling her by the second day), and since she went and
locked herself in her trailer every third scene… So yeah, Matt could trash a hotel room
or punch a photographer with the best of them. But never had he seen anything like
this in Hollywood: Oswald poking an umbrella in his face, jumping up and down like
a stunt man warming up for a freefall, turning the most godawful shade of plum, and
yet through the whole thing, he never raised his voice. Matt was ready to repeat the
sound-baffling trick from Arkham, but it wasn’t necessary. It was as if Oswald’s
dignity would not allow the riffraff in the lounge to overhear his business, or to know
that something going on in the office had the power to upset him.
Matt began to regret raising Oswald’s hopes the way he had. He didn’t come to the
Iceberg to make an enemy, he just wanted to do his own thing and he thought Oswald
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deserved to know. He came to give Ozzy a straight answer, man to man, but then he
got carried away and the whole thing spun out of control… story of his life.
He sighed. There was still an umbrella tip pressed into his nose, and Ozzy was still
cursing him out. Matt morphed back into his clay state in order to get Oswald’s
attention. It worked. There was some sputtering, but Ozzy did calm down when he
realized how empty and pointless his threats had become.
“I tell you what,” Matt offered reasonably. “I’m not interested in the bribes, the
insider training or the blackmail. But I will give you the exclusive contact rights for
anybody in Gotham that wants to contact Clayface. I’ll get a cell phone this afternoon,
only you get the number, and if Catwoman wants me to impersonate a museum guard
or Freeze needs a look-alike to infiltrate an ice cream factory, they can contact you and
you set up the meeting. You get 15 percent of anything that happens as a result.”
Oswald considered this… He asked for 25 percent… then 20… then 17… then 15.5…
and finally he accepted Hagen’s terms as originally laid out. It didn’t matter to
Matthew, he had no intention of taking any jobs these setups might pitch him. But
Oswald wouldn’t know that, the arrangement would make him happy and secure Matt
the favored position he’d enjoyed in the Lounge as the Monarch of Menace.

Selina studied the screen carefully. There wasn’t much to go on. A Bat-emblem—
which she’d traced over enough times on enough rooftops to know that there was
nothing unusual about this one. The words “Project Walapang” which must allude to
their conversation that day about the gemprints. And this field
Enter file number (example: 39115-HK999.9)
“Okay, let’s think about this,” she said to the larger bat, now named Walapang in her
mind. Bruce spilled the tea on purpose; she knew that. What if he’d done it not to hide
something on the blueprints, but just to make her suspicious so she’d go looking for the
backups and find this?
Project Walapang
Enter file number (example: 39115-HK999.9)
That’s the part that really made no sense. This entire system was set up by Batman
for Batman. He wouldn’t need to give himself an example of a file number, he—
“Oh that’s good,” Selina told the bat, her lips curling into an approving grin.
A good thief never wasted time cracking a safe without first checking if the dimwit
owner wrote the combination somewhere so he wouldn’t forget.
39115-HK999.9 Selina typed, copying the “example” file number into the entry
field.
She gasped. A window opened with the heading for an annotated FBI profile on
Garfield Lynns from the criminal database, but replacing the contents underneath that
heading—just like a substitute gemprint inserted into an existing entry, just like she
told him the day of the ‘Walapang’ conversation—were the blueprints for Wayne
Manor Interior: Ground Floor.

Dr. Leland Bartholomew had become seriously worried about his mental health.
Insanity was not contagious; as a mental health professional, he knew that better than
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anyone. But exhaustion and sustained stress took an undeniable toll. Roxy, Harley,
Frieze, Tetch, and Joker all before lunch. He couldn’t imagine how he was going to
continue if that miserable Batman deposited one more costumed psychopath into his
care. The only way he could think to cope with this mounting workload was to
manufacture a coping mechanism, some sort of ritualized outlet through which he
could channel his anxiety until repetitious habituation association produced a healthy
alleviation transference.
Dr. Bartholomew knew that too many Americans engaged in this process
unknowingly using television. He did not approve of it, it was such a mindless
pastime. But he was so tired when he got home, he could think of no other activity he
was fit for. By sheer luck, he found something called the Barefoot Contessa as he
flipped the channels, and in only one viewing he became quite enamored of this Ina
Garten. He watched in fascination as she cooked a chicken with 40 cloves of garlic and
made an ice cream bombe. At the end of the half hour, he felt so invigorated that he
got up and made an abbreviated version of the bombe, substituting the store-bought
sherbet in his freezer for her homemade sorbets. The next night, he stopped at the
supermarket on the way home to buy garlic and chicken, then at the liquor store for the
wine and cognac he would need for the recipe. He couldn’t believe it. Every night for
a month, he had dragged himself home exhausted; tonight he was making two stops he
didn’t even need to. He did try making the chicken but he couldn’t remember the
details very well. He also missed that night’s show because of the stops.
By the fourth night, he had his ritual all worked out. He started the day logging into
the show’s website and printed out the recipes from the previous episode. He labeled
a fresh videotape and set up his VCR. He went into work, and for five minutes or so
while Roxy Rocket extolled the joys of X-treme rock climbing, he made up his
shopping list. He stopped on the way home for the ingredients, put in the previous
night’s tape, and he and Ina embarked together on another culinary adventure…

Catwoman did not want to linger at Batman’s computer any longer than necessary,
so she closed the Project Walapang window as soon as she found the blueprints. She
shut down the workstation completely and retreated to the gymnasium to think. There
was a cat’s cradle of wire and cable erected overhead for grapnel exercises, and she
twisted and contorted through these like a gymnast would parallel bars. She’d swing
from her whip-hand and pull her legs up close to her body to clear a cable she decided
was a motion sensor, then she would lower to a seated position to balance on another
she imagined as a window ledge…
Okay, so he spilled the tea on purpose to bring her to the computer and introduce
her to “Project Walapang.” Walapang had been swapped, just like a gemprint, for the
file with the blueprints. When she entered file number he’d “given her,” it brought up
the file she was looking for, completing the circuit so to speak. That confirmed she was
in the right place, doing the right thing. It was his way of letting her know she had the
right idea.
…Her body slid back along the wire as she dropped in a swift controlled fall, her
hand shooting up quickly to catch the cable again. She swung up and over, twisting
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her back and hips forcefully for momentum, powerful legs launching her at last into a
handstand…
So she had the right idea, but what was it exactly? Find the file numbers,
somewhere, somehow, go back to that screen, plug them in, and get…
…She caught a loose rope and opened her knees, releasing the stabilizing cable she
held there. Rebalancing as she swung, she lowered herself to a medium-thin wire…
And get what???
…She bent her body at the pelvis and spun until she lay flat at the hips against the
thickest nest of cable…
Assuming she found the file numbers, she’d plug them in and get something. But
what?
…She stopped her forward movement by flinging her arms wide until her body was
at a sharp angle to the heavy wire mesh, then adjusted her arms fluidly to keep from
sliding forward or back…
And why spill tea on the blueprints in the first place?
…She slid her thigh slowly and evenly against a cable until she caught it with the
back of her knees, then arched her back, creating enough momentum to soar clear of
the “motion sensors” and somersault to the mats.
Why spill the tea? Why this convoluted game—Walapang for godsake—instead of
just telling her?

The door to Cobblepot’s office opened and Clayface walked into the lounge, noting
the whispers and covert pointing as he made his way to the bar. Even though
technically he’d been a regular for months, this was his first appearance in his natural
muddy state. He sat at the bar and considered the implications of everyone’s surprise:
Raven and the waitresses who had been so attentive the night before were merely
responding to his handsome face. They did not recognize him as Matt Hagen the
movie star. Had it been that long? They weren’t that young, were they?
He ordered a mudslide, and Sly—who was a pal whenever he came in as the
Monarch—stared at him, wide-eyed.
“Oh my god, you’re Clayface,” the bartender said at last.
“Yes,” Matt said gruffly.
This was humiliating. Sly served assassins, freaks, and Joker without batting an eye,
but he was gawking at Clayface like Frankenstein’s monster.
“Th- That means you’re Matt Hagen,” Sly declared in a hoarse whisper.
Matt blinked.
“Well, yes.”
“Oh my god, you’re Matt Hagen,” Sly enthused.
Matt obligingly morphed into Captain Lance Starfire, and Sly’s mouth dropped
open.
“Get outta here,” Sly exclaimed. “I have seen Space Tempest like 60 times!”
Matt segued automatically into the gracious celeb meeting adoring fan, then he
remembered this was SLY with whom he’d been talking sports and movies for weeks,
who downloaded soundbytes for Harley’s iPod to play a prank on Scarecrow, who…
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Matt gently reminded him about the mudslide, and watched while Sly-theunflappable couldn’t pour the Kahlua, his hand was shaking so bad. Matt thought it
over for about 30 seconds before reaching his decision. He didn’t want the drink as
much has he wanted a pal. So he asked Sly to step into the backroom for a second and
morphed (for the last time, he swore) into the Monarch of Menace. He started to
explain about the history with Ivy and needing a disguise to— he got no further.
Sly’s fanboy devotion to Lance Starfire was replaced by an entirely different kind of
admiration as the bartender’s quick mind connected all the dots to conclude, “You did
Harley! Oh man.”
Matt/Monarch produced a hint of a blush to soften his proud smirk. A few betweenmen comments were exchanged regarding blondes, breasts, buttocks, starlets, tassels,
and handlebars. Matt resumed his previous guise, returned to the bar, and Sly (still
blushing and stifling a guffaw about the handlebars) made his mudslide.

After her workout, Catwoman returned to the manor by way of Alfred’s elevator.
She stopped in the kitchen and took a pint of Haagen Daaz, then headed up to her
suite… she stopped in her tracks as she passed the tall windows and saw the Bat-Signal
shining dramatically over “his city.”
She remembered the day she’d found him in the south drawing room looking at this
view—which was damn unusual, now that she thought of it. Bruce was seldom in the
drawing room except when they entertained formally. He liked staying where he
could keep an eye on the city, yes, in case the Bat-Signal was lit, but he did it from the
study and not at eleven o’clock in the morning. The weird behavior didn’t begin with
spilling the tea, it began that morning, when he got back from patrol, must have
walked right by her sleeping in the cave, and just left her there. Weird-even-for-Bruce
#1.
Now that she thought of it, they’d only spoken (hell, she’d only seen him awake)
three times since the weirdness began: that morning when she sought him out, then
when he’d come to her suite apparently for the express purpose of spilling tea on the
blueprints, and in between—when he’d given her the job to revamp the manor
security. THAT’S where it started, not the tea, the whole idea of her overhauling manor
security. The whole thing was part of his … “Project Walapang.”
She thought back to that conversation in the garden. Weird-even-for-Bruce #2: He
had wanted her to be in costume. He emphasized that it was Bruce Wayne that wanted
a meeting with Catwoman. Even for him, that was a little much with the line between
identities.
Weird-even-for-Bruce #3: her “compensation.” He didn’t pay her for stuff like this
anymore. When she’d done the WE job, sure, they’d just started dating. Hell, for all
intents and purposes, they’d just “met” as Bruce and Selina. But by the time she’d
moved into the manor, they were past that kind of thing. It wasn’t even discussed
when she tweaked the ground security, or worked on the JLA system for the Dibny
case, or when they talked about diamonds or art theft. Now, all of a sudden there’s
four gold bars hidden around the house and cave and… She inhaled sharply as the
thought clicked into focus: Selina had seen gold bars often enough in the course of
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Catwoman’s career. Whether Credit Suisse, Swiss Pamp or Bank of England, they were
embossed with serial numbers of 5 or 6 digits and a designation of their purity. The
best were 99.9-percent pure gold, represented on the bar’s surface as 999.9
…and the sample file number in the Walapang database was 39115-HK999.9

Nutmeg wasn’t sure what to make of it. Selina-Cat finally had a treat. Cold, sweet,
vanilla, so rich and creamy. But she didn’t seem happy at all. She was thoughtful and
distracted. How could anybody not be happy with sweet and rich and creamy?
Nutmeg flared her nose, wondering if whatever made Selina-Cat so thoughtful had a
smell. All she detected besides leather was the wet-damp-rock that smelled like BatBruce when he was Twofoot-in-Boots. That meant Selina-Cat visited the caveplace
behind the ticktock. The only other smell was the creamy vanilla treat. Nutmeg tilted
her head to the perfect “aren’t I precious” angle, and Selina-Cat dipped her claw into
the creamy and gave her a taste. Nutmeg licked it carefully, for Selina-Cat’s claws
were very sharp.
When she had her fill, she let Selina-Cat know by making catfists in the soft leather,
and Selina-Cat picked her up—along with a crunchy paper that took up too much
space in Selina-Cat’s hand, and they went across the hall to the soft, warm nap place.

This was bad. Selina awoke in a cold sweat. She couldn’t remember her dream, but
she knew it involved Batman and it was bad. She rolled onto her side and watched
Bruce sleeping. The sight did nothing to ease the sick anxiety lingering from her
nightmare. This is how she fell asleep in the first place, watching him… and she had
no doubt that this sight is what led to the dream, whatever it was. Batman and bad,
very bad.
She was downright pissed when he got home. Cats don’t compromise. They just
don’t. Catwoman didn’t steal anymore because it suited her, not as any sort of
concession to him or his judgmental jackass attitudes. As far as she’d come with Bruce,
she’d done it without betraying herself or her principles—until tonight. She’d been
lying in bed with a floorplan folded between the mattress and box spring instead of
looking for the gold bars, and if that wasn’t betraying her principles… She was
desperate to find the first gold bar, get a serial number, and see if she was right about
that Walapang screen in the Batcomputer. But it was late, and she knew Batman could
be back from patrol at any time. Until she knew more about what was going on with
him, she just… she just didn’t… she didn’t trust him somehow, not in this situation,
she had to keep her activities hidden.
That was unsettling enough, not knowing if she could trust Bruce. It probably
shouldn’t have bothered her so much, given the way they started, claws and batarangs.
But it did bother her and maybe that’s why she was so damn pissed about waiting. She
had to wait until he’d be out of the house again for a good stretch of time, and that was
the compromise Catwoman couldn’t quite stomach.
Other criminals, even some big name rogues, would change their plans because of
Batman. They would postpone the next stage of a crimespree, or sometimes speed one
up, to avoid or provoke (mostly avoid) a confrontation with the formidable Bat.
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Catwoman never did, not once. If he didn’t show up when expected, that was fine
with her, she would make her own fun. If he did show, that was fine too, she could
handle him. But now there she was, avoiding Batman. She wasn’t prepared to risk his
interrupting this particular job. If it came to a, a “confrontation,” she’d have no idea
how to deal with him or how to approach it. So she brought a floorplan with her, got
undressed and slipped into bed. The most she could accomplish tonight was to study a
few of the rooms and think through the possibilities, come up with some ideas to
investigate tomorrow night. Whiskers and Nutmeg were with her, and as soon as their
ears flickered, she stashed the floorplan where he wouldn’t see… and the nettling
thought settled in: It had finally happened, Catwoman had compromised. She
was putting off something she wanted to go for tonight, and she did it because of him.
She didn’t do what she was aching to do, because of him. She couldn’t even try for it
until tomorrow, because of him.
And suddenly there he was, not wearing a mask and cape, standing by the bed in the
kimono she’d given him, and she was thoroughly pissed. She had to do something, a
pissed cat won’t sleep.
With all the uncertainty, she didn’t want to do much, nothing too suspicious. So she
fell back on the old standard. When he ruffled her fur in the old days, when he kept
her from the Katz Collection or recovered the Rosenthal Rubies, she came on to him.
She’d tease and taunt until he could barely function, she’d press against him as they
fought and whisper sinful temptations that would send most men into cataleptic
shock… Tonight, she crawled across the bed at her most seductively feline, her throat
vibrating with a feral purr as she crawled up his chest like a wildcat. Then she
stretched up a little farther and whispered, her moist lips at his ear and no cowl to keep
her hot breath from tickling that sensitive flesh as she reiterated one of those sinful
enticements from the past…
Not a grunt. She didn’t get so much as a grunt in response. He barely
acknowledged her at all. He said he was tired and climbed into bed. She stared, not
quite believing as he turned out the light without another word, rolled over, and went
right to sleep.
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CHAPTER 5: GOLD RUSH
It was Oswald Cobblepot’s third favorite thing in the world, after birds and the
dream with the feathered showgirls: anticipated profit.
Anticipating profit was actually better than achieving profit, because once the job
was done and you returned to the hideout, you had what you had –kwak– and that
was it. Four eagle’s head proofs or four hundred. All that was left was counting it up.
But anticipating profit, that was a different bird altogether. There was no limit at this
stage. Who’s to say how many of the top tier rogues would want to avail themselves of
Matt Hagen’s services? Who could guess how the true aristocrats of crime would put
those talents of his to work? And Oswald would dip his beak into each and every
deal. Kwak-kwak-kwak, yes, anticipated profit. It was his third-favorite thing in the
world.

Cats seldom mope. Selina didn’t know what exactly was going on at Wayne Manor;
the situation was mysterious, disturbing, frustrating, and possibly dangerous. But by
late afternoon, she had found one taste of cream to savor. It wasn’t much, but it was a
tiny point of satisfaction where she could focus her thoughts rather than letting them
dwell on… Yes. Well. Not dwelling on that.
The cream: Since embarking on this new life with Bruce, she’d found many ways to
keep Catwoman’s true nature alive. From the “exercise” break-ins during her nightly
prowls to the exhilarating rooftop and catlair games she sometimes played with
Batman…
He rolled right over and went to sleep. He said he was tired, he rolled over, and
went to sleep like she wasn’t even there. He… No, it was pointless to keep drifting
back to that. The only way to find out what was going on was to get the job done: find
a gold bar, get a serial number, and see whatever the hell “Project Walapang” was set
up to show her. To get that job done, Catwoman needed to keep a clear head. Stop
moping and enjoy the cream.
She’d found many ways to keep Catwoman’s true nature alive. Now and then, like
with Aquaman’s Sub Diego job and the whole Zatanna fiasco, it went beyond games
and she had the chance to really scratch the old itch. But even on those occasions there
was one thing missing. She never realized until now, although it was a vital part of a
true cat-crime. The furtive cat. The surreptitious feline. Visiting the museum, jewelry
store or gallery during the day in civilian attire, attending a party at the penthouse and
chatting up the host, getting a look at the place up close and personal—And all the
while seeming so innocent, and all the while seeing so much. Beating the best alarm
system was a rush. Cracking an uncrackable safe, picking an unpickable lock. A good
chase across the rooftops culminating in a fevered scrap and scratch with Batman, it
was all a rush. But this was too. This was a rare and forgotten thrill, making her plans
right under their noses, acting so natural and so innocent, not one of them ever
guessing the wily cat was in their midst. Me-ow.
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So Selina had breakfast. She approved Alfred’s menu (there might come a time to
bring Alfred into her confidence, but for now she thought it best to view him as Bruce’s
ally, not hers). She wrote a few letters in the morning room before lunch. She went for
a walk, she read a magazine, she brushed Whiskers and Nutmeg, and she did her
nails. To all outward appearances, it was a deliciously lazy day around the manor. But
that night, by the time the Batmobile passed the turnoff to Country Club Lane and sped
off once more towards the city, Catwoman had her plan completely worked out.
She started in the dining room. The idea had fluttered in her brain since breakfast:
four gold bars hidden in the house, grounds and cave; that’s what he said. That meant
there would be at least one in each location, she was sure of it. That’s how his mind
worked. And he was catering to Catwoman, consciously and deliberately playing into
what he knew of Catwoman with this whole crazy setup “revamping manor security”
etc. So… What did he know about Catwoman with respect to Wayne Manor? He knew
the one piece she would have taken if she’d hit the house when she was working.
She’d told him: she would take the Turner in the dining room. It was a crazy day,
Pheromones and Batman appearing out of the past like ghosts in a Shakespeare
prologue. It was a crazy day and it was about to get a lot crazier as that first temporal
anomaly erupted into a full cosmic crisis. But Bruce was not one to forget a detail like
that that, no matter how much craziness was whirring around his head. He would
remember that she said she’d take the Turner. So she spent lunch and dinner casually
working out how.
Wayne Manor was built at a time when the dining room was seen as a stage. It was
meant for displaying artwork as emblems of the owner’s wealth and taste. There was
room for nine paintings altogether. All but two hung from visible gold chains that rose
to the top of the molding and disappeared into the wall. Behind those walls, heavy
rods and counterweights supported the enormous weight of the frames. This archaic
system was no longer needed, modern materials offered a thousand less conspicuous
ways to hang pictures twice this size. But behind the wall, Selina knew from the
blueprints, there was nothing archaic. Those antique chains were attached to a much
more contemporary type of alarm. They were wired into shock sensors, just like those
at the museum, just like the ones she showed Batman she could beat. Anyone moving
a painting would, theoretically, disturb the weight on the chains and set off the
alarm—despite there being no device whatsoever attached to, or anywhere near, the
pictures. It was very clever. What looked like an outdated mechanism in an old house
was really camouflage for a brilliant high-tech trap.
The were only two ways around it that Catwoman could see: either prevent the
shock sensors from going off (which would be impossible without a month’s
preparation, a special magnet array from Kittlemeier, and three henchmen) or else let
the alarm “go off” but jam the signal, so it couldn’t “tell” any other parts of the system
when it detected a disturbance.
The difficulty was where to place the jammer. It couldn’t go on the Turner,
obviously, because the Turner was leaving the wall. It couldn’t go behind the painting
or anywhere that she’d have to touch a painting in order to place it. So there was no
way she could point it at the sensor straight on, but there was one place where she
could come at it from the side. From the blueprints, Selina knew there was a
dumbwaiter connecting the dining room with the kitchen below. Once upon a time,
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this small box elevator was used to bring food quickly and discreetly from the kitchen.
It was raised and lowered by pulleys and that meant a sizeable cavity above the box,
tall enough for her to crawl into. She could affix her jammer to that inner wall where it
would be on a level with the sensors and close enough block any signal, then she could
easily get the Turner off the wall without—
…
After a frozen moment, Catwoman let out the breath she didn’t know she was
holding.
She’d been so focused on getting the Turner, she’d half-forgotten her real aim was a
gold bar. She’d opened the cabinet concealing the dumbwaiter and lowered the box
that acted as an elevator, thinking to crawl up the pulley once it was out of the way…
when she saw an object riding on its “roof” as it lowered. It was a long, thin rectangle
with a rich dark sheen… She raised it back up to take a closer look. The rectangle was
embossed with a Bank of England seal, royal warrant, and the serial number… 00570.
Further down it said HK (made in Hong Kong, she guessed absently). And the purity
designation was just as she remembered: 999.9. She removed the bar carefully—it
wasn’t exactly light—and stored it in the short-term hiding place she’d chosen in her
suite. Then she headed for the cave.
A minute later, she was staring at the Walapang screen again, breathing a silent
prayer as she typed 00579-HK999.9. She hit return and the screen flashed. A new
window opened. The heading indicated a chapter from a forensics textbook on
ballistics and blowback. But substituted for the article was a small blurb from
ROCKHOUND QUARTERLY:
…found by Michael Haili last fall. The reddish sandstone is marbled with lava from both
Mauna Loa, the earth’s largest volcano, and Kilauea, the world’s most active. Because of the
predominance of black and red, Haili named the find Harley Quinn Kryptonite. Despite the
whimsical name, the sample contains no phosphorescent or florescent properties…
Well that cleared up a lot! Harley Quinn Kryptonite, for Bast’s sake! Thanks, Dark
Knight, thank you ever so fucking much! Selina hissed at the screen, then shut it down,
remembering that she still didn’t want to risk any more time at Batman’s workstation
than she had to.
She headed into the trophy room, her mind racing. Clearly, the clue might mean the
obvious: Harley Quinn. But what could the Tassel Twit possibly be involved in that
would make Bruce go all Mission Impossible? Kryptonite, on the other hand, meant
Superman—and super-hearing and super-powered enemies. That would certainly
explain why Bruce wouldn’t say anything openly. He had precautions on top of
precautions for that kind of super-eavesdropping, but if something had happened and
he no longer trusted those defenses, he wouldn’t take any chances.
Of course, it wouldn’t explain his turning off in bed.
But maybe she was reading too much into that. Maybe he really was tired. It wasn’t
impossible; he was human. Especially if he was a human that had a problem with
Superman, that would certainly be exhausting.
Again she hissed. The first “clue,” if it could even be called that, raised more
questions than it answered, but it did confirm that she had the right idea about “Project
Walapang” and the numbers from the gold bars. And that’s what brought her to this
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display case. She had not chosen the trophy room as a random spot away from the
workstation where she could think over the implications of Harley Quinn Kryptonite.
Bruce said the bars would be hidden in the house, grounds, and cave. And he was
playing up to Catwoman. This particular case contained an exploding question mark,
a freeze ray, several hats tricked out with microelectronics, and a handle of braided
leather. It was one of her earliest whips, a true cat-o-nine-tails. The case itself was
polycarbon, just like the one at the museum. She told him how it breaks on an entirely
different frequency from normal glass. A regular glass-break detector won’t hear a
thing if you break a plate of polycarbon, but this wasn’t a “regular” glass-break
detector. This discreet 3-inch square protruding from the side of the display case had a
tiny recessed silhouette of a bat etched into its surface.
If she broke this “glass,” this device would be set to the right frequency, it would hear
the sound and send a signal… where? Checking the base, she could see it wasn’t
hardwired to anything. It was another wireless transmitter, which meant she could jam
it just like she had with the Turner. She rummaged in her pouch and found a
Kittlemeier exclusive the size of a cell phone. She pointed its eye delicately at the case
and focused it on the detector’s transmitter, then pressed a button. Keeping the button
depressed, she turned slowly until she heard a faint click like that of a Geiger counter.
She took a step in that direction and was rewarded with another click—then another—
then another—until she reached the wall. She looked down at the device then up at the
wall again. It was a wall. A stone wall—in a cave, and no different from any other
patch of wall in the cave. He couldn’t have a receiver inside a stone wall, it wasn’t like
plaster in the manor, there were no seams or inlets. And it’s not like you could just put
up a new cavewall like hanging drywall or scaffolding to cover up a… wait a minute…
… actually…
You could. He could.
Holding her breath, Selina reached out her hand until the clawtips just came into
contact with the edge of the… edge of… she stretched her hand out further, giddy at
the discovery. Her fingers and then her entire hand passed right through the “solid
rock.”

Only Patient J. Only Patient J could ruin a delightful alleviating mechanism like
Barefoot Contessa!
Bartholomew knew there was nothing inherently wrong with a mild obsession
connected to a diverting new pastime. It was perfectly normal to reflect on it, now and
then, throughout the day, so long as it did not distract one from his or her
responsibilities. So when Harleen noticed the shopping list on his desk, Bartholomew
saw no harm in telling her about the new show he was watching, or his plans to make
Asian grilled salmon, zucchini vichyssoise and pear clafouti that evening.
She said she didn’t like fish and made a face. She said clafouti was a funny word.
She said zucchini and vichyssoise were funny words too, and she laughed for five
minutes. That was the extent of the interest Harley expressed at the time. But she
evidently told Patient J about the conversation, because he devoted his entire session
that afternoon to the “pleasures” of watching Ina Garten cook! He called her the zaftig
culinariast (which was not a word, Dr. Bartholomew looked it up as soon as Patient J
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left his office), and revealed that it was only marathon sessions of Barefoot Contessa
which enabled him to get through his recent “Ha-Ha-Harley drought, HAHAHAHA!”
The doctor could only stare in mute horror as Patient J giggled and guffawed his
way through Ina’s special recipe for 40 clove chicken! “And the smashed potatoes,
DOC! Have you tried the smashed potatoes…”
Bartholomew felt ill. But he couldn’t end the session, this was, by Patient J’s
standards, something of a breakthrough, opening up this way about a personal
endeavor unconnected to killing Batman, killing Robin, killing Nightwing, or killing F.
Murray Abraham.
“Just something about the way Miss Garten kneads her rump roasts, Doc. Mmmm.
Makes me want to do a little ‘cooking’ of my own! HA HA HA HA ha ha ha ha ha ha ha
ha haaa!”
Professionally, it was an astonishing breakthrough. But now, Bartholomew was
having a hard time concentrating on the show or his cooking because all he could think
about was Patient J and his “marathon sessions” with Ina.

Damn, he was brilliant. Amazingly, fiendishly, wonderfully, diabolically brilliant.
Catwoman was equally thrilled with her own cleverness in figuring it out as she was
with Bruce’s unbelievable genius. Now she only had to figure what was generating the
hologram and block it. There could be dozens of projectors to make the effect seem
solid from any angle, but she only had to disrupt the illusion enough to see inside. She
reinitialized Kittlemeier’s device, focusing it this time on the hologram itself and
giggled anew as it indicated the “glass break detectors” on the different cases that
were, in fact, the source of the holographic projection. She quickly taped over the one
on the whip case and looked back at the illusion wall. She squinted, just making out a
“wrongness” in the look of the rock. It still looked solid, but the colors and shadows
were off. She reasoned that the most important projectors would be the most out-ofthe-way. The more remote a box was, the less likely anyone could step into its path
and block its beams. Knowing that made it easy. She taped over a second box, and
then a third. When she looked back at the hologram again, it was no longer solid. The
“wall” was still visible but transparent, and “inside” it, Selina could see a small alcove
with a safe-door built into the wall. It was just large enough that a person could stand
in the alcove in front of the safe, and be completely covered by the hologram. Knowing
that much, she removed the tape and slipped into the alcove to get a closer look.
She’d never seen anything like it. The manor and cave were full of various safes and
lockboxes; none were that unusual. Upstairs, the typical fire and burglary safes
protected the typical family heirlooms, stock certificates, old and current deeds to the
land, manor and other holdings. Downstairs, the typical laboratory locks sealed off
vials of Scarecrow toxin, Smile-X, and fluid from the Lazarus Pits. There were a few
paper filing cabinets that locked exactly the same way all locking file cabinets locked.
It was all top quality gear, but nothing really out of the ordinary. This, on the other
hand… well she couldn’t say it was “from outer space.” She’d been to the Watchtower
and she’d dismantled the Justice League system; she had seen enough truly alien
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technology to wreck that simile. This wasn’t Martian, Kryptonian or Thanagarian. It
was just—Brucian.
First, there was the metal. It didn’t look like your standard steel or titanium
safedoor—which was hardly a shock. Superman did visit the cave now and then, and
Selina always wondered why someone with Bruce’s suspicion and sense of personal
privacy was okay with that. This safe would be the answer. If this metal was what she
guessed, some kind of titanium-lead alloy, then he did have someplace completely
shielded from prying eyes… which underlined the Kryptonite half of the Harley Quinn
Kryptonite clue, didn’t it?
The safe had a double lock: a traditional dial and an electronic keypad. Neither
posed a significant obstacle. A fairly simple clawtip trick applied to the correct wire
caused the keypad to resend the last combination punched in. The traditional dial lock
would be trickier. If this titanium-lead alloy could be drilled at all, it would probably
require a special drill bit. Kittlemeier would make one out of whatever material she
specified, but that meant time she didn’t have. Drilling would also make noise and
leave a conspicuous hole in the front of the safedoor. None of that seemed prudent…
Without that ability to insert a camera and see the tumblers moving as she worked the
dial, Catwoman had no choice but to crack the safe the old fashioned way,
manipulating the lock to detect the contact points as each wheel moved a notch into
position. Many thieves considered this practice “taking the high road.” It was a rare
skill, safecracking at its purest. It required no tools or special equipment, only a good
ear, an understanding of the mechanism, and patience. Only the last presented a
challenge.
Catwoman could turn a—Click—safedial the way Riddler did crosswords, noting the
soft tick of the drive pin almost subconsciously and—Click—mentally connecting them
to a contact range that represented a notch inside the mechanism and a parking point
on the dial… if only Selina would—Click—keep her thoughts focused on the task at
hand… 12 and 15, the first number is between 12 and 16, no 15…12 and 15… If only
she could keep from replaying that scene from the night before. If only she could stop
thinking about—Click—Bruce rolling over and going to sleep, barely even
acknowledging—Click—Focus, damnit.
She had to leave the alcove, lean with her back to the wall and take a series of deep
breaths… She was too experienced a thief to panic when she heard a noise in the
costume vault. She did take off her mask and gloves, to appear more casual in case she
was spotted, and then stealthily checked the Batmobile hanger. The primary car was
still missing. That meant it was Alfred in the vault. It also meant it wasn’t nearly as
late as she thought.
She returned to the alcove and hid inside the hologram. She didn’t touch the dial,
she just looked at it and waited. Two locks. Jesus. Hidden inside a hologram in an
already hidden cave, and it’s still under two locks—actually three, now that she was
looking more closely. There appeared to be a small pressure switch under the lip of the
door. She knew those, they were all the rage about ten years ago, you had to press
them at the same time you turned the handle for the door to actually open. So
technically three locks, INSIDE a hologram INSIDE the fucking Batcave. This was
getting a little scary. Could this really be what he wanted her to break into?
He did say look into anything. He said it twice. Anything.
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Taking a final breath, she recited the digits she’d already picked off, and went back
to work. Ninety minutes later, she depressed that hidden pressure switch and turned
the handle. She closed her eyes, reminded the Universe that she never signed on for
any of this and all she’d really done was kiss a man in a mask, and finally, she looked
inside.
Two boxes rested on top of a gold bar identical to the one in the dumbwaiter.
Underneath that was a stack of folders and manila envelopes. The bar was her
objective, obviously, but only ten seconds trial-and-error made it perfectly clear that
both the gold and one of the boxes were too heavy for her to just slide the bar out
without disturbing anything else. So she removed the larger box first, and
immediately discovered it was the light one. Mahogany. With a gold W inlaid on the
top and a simple latch. It opened to reveal a broken, incomplete string of pearls… a
well-worn leather wallet with the initials TW monogrammed in the corner and dark
stain of what Selina could only assume was blood… a pair of wedding bands and a
remarkably beautiful engagement ring… and a worn, rabbit-eared photograph of
Thomas and Martha Wayne with an adorable 8-year-old Bruce at one of those rustic
New England marinas.
Selina squelched the guilt, closed the box, and set it gently on the floor. The small
box was next, and as soon as she touched it, she realized this was indeed the heavy
one. It was lead. After the personal nature of the first box, she was loath to open a
second, but lead (particularly when there was a kryptonite clue on the table) wasn’t
something she could ignore. She opened it.
Inside was a single object: a man’s ring. Her jewel-thief’s eye appraised the material
as high-grade platinum. It surrounded a single square stone, vibrant green, smooth
and polished, with a beautiful internal luminescence like uncut emerald. It had to be
kryptonite. And in her mind’s ear, she realized Superman had mentioned it once. He
said he knew Bruce had gone off to put “that ring” in his belt. At the time, she had no
idea what it meant but… well, evidently here it was. She replaced the ring in the box
and set it on the floor at her feet beside the first one. Then she carefully maneuvered
the gold bar out of the safe, took down the number, and paused, uncertain how to
proceed.
Superman had mentioned the ring but Bruce never did. Now he was letting her find
it. Harley Quinn Kryptonite and now a Kryptonite ring. She wondered if it was
coincidence or if she should go through the rest of the safe. Maybe it was just a place to
stash a gold bar and whatever else happened to be in the safe happened to be there—
and maybe it wasn’t. Selina looked for a long, wondering moment at the stack of files
and envelopes. Then she restored the gold bar rather than taking it, and replaced both
boxes on top just as she’d found them. It was that photograph, Bruce with his parents,
the pearls and the wallet and the wedding rings. Unless and until she was absolutely
sure she was meant to go through that stuff, she wouldn’t pry any further. She had the
serial number from the second bar. That was enough to continue with Project
Walapang.
It wasn’t exactly logical. She was supposed to find the bar, ergo she was supposed to
take the bar—Hiss, screw it. This wasn’t a time for logic; this was a cat-crime. And
Selina had always let instinct dictate what left a safe and came home with her, and
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what stayed right where it was. The serial number would come with her; the gold, for
now, would stay where it was.
As before, Selina returned to the workstation and pulled up the Walapang screen.
This time, once she typed in the code, she was rewarded with a much longer document
inserted into a scholarly article on fingerprints.
… … … … :: Research Log: Batman, Supplemental :: … … … …
Hagen, Matthew a.k.a. Clayface
Incapacitation/Immobilization/Neutralization
(cont.)
While it may or may not resemble the human organ, Clayface
certainly does have a “brain” in that there is a central
consciousness that controls his body. It does so through
electrochemical messages like the firing of human neurons to
tense a muscle, hence why he cannot hold his form together when
he gets wet.
The more conductive the liquid, the faster he
loses control of the surface matter and breaks apart.
The key to incapacitating him (and possibly the key to curing
his
condition
REF:
Special
Foundation
Initiative
§4,
Humanitarian), is therefore to change the conductive and
insulating qualities of his mass until his “brain” cannot get
those electrical “tense the muscle” commands to his surface
tissue. This can likely be accomplished by saturating him with
hydrogen, a highly pressurized stream of hydrogen, ideally with
a nickel catalyst and at elevated temperatures.
The result
would break the carbon double bonds in his clay, lowering the
temperature at which it turns from liquid to solid.
Once a
sufficient amount of his body is affected, solidifying at room
temperature into insulating matter, he can no longer get the
signals from his brain to his surface mass to morph or even
move.
The difficulty, of course, is that the process cannot be
adequately tested on isolated samples of clay-matter. Without
Hagen’s brain actively manipulating a sample while it is being
treated, the researcher cannot gauge the proper level of Hsaturation for stability/immobility without risking permanent,
catastrophic harm to the subject.
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
Selina’s heart started pounding as soon as she saw the name Hagen. Hagen a.k.a.
Clayface, a.k.a. shapeshifter, a.k.a. this was bad.
“Project Walapang” started to make sense if he had to make sure she wasn’t an
imposter. He had certainly hidden the clues in ways only Catwoman’s expertise
would think to find them… But she wasn’t the imposter, although she was starting to
have a hunch who might be.
It wasn’t Bruce, that was one thing she could be sure of. Clayface could replicate
almost anyone visually, he could mimic most voices and mannerisms with an actor’s
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skill, but the one thing he couldn’t come close to was smell. When Bruce came to bed,
she knew that musk of leather, sweat, and cave damp better than she knew her own. It
was Bruce; that smell was unique as a fingerprint and no mud-being with no olfactory
senses of his own could come close to replicating it. It was Bruce—it was Bruce that
came into bed, said he was tired, and rolled over like she wasn’t even there.
Damnit.
Focus.
She closed Batman’s typically over-thought treatise on how to defeat Clayface, and
made a quick trip to the hellmouth closet for a much simpler weapon.
It was a risk. It was getting late enough that Batman might return at any time. But it
was a bigger risk to wait. If Selina was right and Bruce came home and caught her, it
wouldn’t matter. If she was wrong—
Well, if she was wrong she was going to feel like an absolute moron. And even
when Bruce wasn’t acting too suspicious to be trusted, she would prefer he not see her
behaving like a total idiot. Nevertheless, Hagen a.k.a. Clayface a.k.a. shapeshifter a.k.a.
we could be in some serious, serious trouble and it’s not a time to worry about looking
like an idiot.
She stopped in the kitchen and added a cup of kosher salt to the chamber, recalling
“the more conductive the liquid, the faster he loses control”—typically convoluted batspeak for “Use salt water.” She returned to the cave, casually tossed an oilcloth over
Workstation 1, then pulled out the SuperSoaker with vicious speed and subjected the
bat Walapang to a sustained thirty-second spray.

The huge glacier in the center of the Iceberg Lounge divided in half, revealing one of
those golden, carpeted staircases like in the old Hollywood musicals. The band struck
up Puttin on the Ritz as Oswald Chesterfield Cobblepot descended—in an even more
dapper tuxedo than usual—twirling his umbrella instead of a cane while feathered
showgirls crossed before him on each step…
In his sleep, Oswald’s lips quivered as his dreamself surveyed the Iceberg crowd and
mentally calculated the night’s receipts… the cover charge alone… a World Without
Batman cover charge, for an extra $20 per person (with a 4 drink minimum, $6 extra if
you want your igloo in a souvenir glass), patrons would enjoy a Gotham City in which
no Batman existed—no bats of any kind, no winged creatures at all except birds.
Properly feathered birds—like the lovely Raven and Roxy crossing before him on the
bottom step and flitting ever so delicately into his arms as he proceeded into the dining
room.

“I’m very sorry,” Selina told the drenched and shell-shocked bat as she wrapped it in
a towel while its little friend squawked and squeaked and fluttered overhead. “I said I
was sorry,” she told it. The bat seemed dazed more than hurt. His ear was sort of bent
back the wrong way and he’d probably breathed in more salt water than he’d have
liked. But he had worked his one wing out of the towel already, that was a good sign.
Selina rewrapped him and did a quick feel along his shoulders the way she would
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check a cat for injuries. He was holding his legs and back strangely, but that
straightened out once he was dried off and warmed up.
“Now look, Stud,” she told him with a hint of her old rooftop manner, “I know I’m
not exactly in a position to ask a favor, but it’s going to look really suspicious if you
don’t go back to your perch. So could we please, just this once, overlook the fact that
Kitty had her fingers in the Tiffany’s vault—or in this case, thought you were a shape
shifting intruder and nearly drowned you with eighty-plus ounces of sustained
saltwater dousing?”
The bat extracted itself from the towel and screeched spitefully at her hand before
flapping back to its companion on the perch.
“Good enough,” Selina sighed.
She started cleaning up the workstation, and glanced back at the trophy room. If
there was any question of an imposter among them, maybe she should go through the
safe after—too late. She heard the first growl of the Batmobile engine approaching the
cave entrance. Within a second, it grew to a roar—usually a welcome roar, but not
tonight. She hurriedly grabbed the remains of cotton swabs, oil cloth and towels, and
sprinted toward the stairs just as the walls began to rumble from the car entering the
hangar.
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CHAPTER 6: THE SIZE UP
Oswald preferred to distance himself from the day-to-day minutia of his more illegal
operations. He ruled as a true emperor penguin, perched high on the very top of his
Iceberg and leaving the piddling (and indictable) details to lesser men. He made one
exception: sports gambling. He enjoyed an elegant revenge in profiting from sports,
particularly football. The athletic obsessions of those obnoxiously manly men who got
all the girls when they were young high school heroes themselves. Now they could do
no more than watch (and place fat bets to assuage the doubts about their waning
manhood). So they got a cheap thrill and some petty validation –kwak– Oswald got
the cash.
Last night, he was immersed in odds and point spreads for so many Lions, Red
Lions, Fighting Lions, Flaming Lions, Cougars, Tigers, Jaguars, Bobcats, Meercats, and
Wildcats that he completely mistook Raven’s message. She’d come in just after closing
when he was occupied with the east side bookmakers. He heard her say something
about a cat-something at ten. He assumed it was a 10 G bet or maybe a revised point
spread on the Wildcats. He quacked that he would get to it in a minute; Raven left the
postit on his desk and went home. Then at ten o’clock in the morning, he awoke to an
insistent doorbell. By the time he made it into his smoking jacket, his visitor switched
to a sharp, persistent knocking. He growled and grumbled as he waddled to the door,
missing the days when Dove and Sparrow were around for this sort of thing.
Answering his own door first thing in the morning like some kind of peasant. He
swung the door open in a fit of irritation—and there was Selina, thanking him for
agreeing to see her so early???
Oswald was too proud to admit a mistake, or to receive a female visitor with
anything less than his usual stream of exaggerated refinement. “Felicitations, my
favorite feline,” he began. “Too long has my humble nest been missing your esteemed
patronage.”
“Meow,” Selina offered, accepting and dismissing the compliment in one succinct
word. With Oswald, there was no way to skip the overblown preliminaries, but she’d
learned to hurry them along this way. He showed her in. Selina had never seen his
living quarters above the Iceberg and she paused now, trying to take it all in. The
décor was as overdone as his greeting; Oswald’s living room made the opulent
nightclub below look like a shanty.
“So tell me, my dear Catwoman,” he cooed, holding her chair as she sat. “How
might I be of service to the world’s preeminent procurer of prized property? Are you
perhaps reconsidering my offer, looking for a better fence? For a client of your stature,
I would be prepared to offer terms such as you will not find in a hundred—”
“Not today,” she purred, softening her usual refusal. “Of course, if today’s dealings
go well, I might consider it.”
It worked.
“I’m sure we can come to an understanding,” Oswald preened.
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“Let’s start with information,” she stated, getting to the point now that Ozzy was
softened up. “You are the man to know in Gotham, after all. If any ‘new faces’ have
come on the scene lately, I’m sure you’d be the first to know.”
Oswald’s eyes gleamed with satisfaction. He never dreamed word would get
around so quickly. Only last night Hagen made his first public appearance as Clayface,
and now, so anxious was Selina to get in on the ground floor, that she had pulled him
out of bed rather than waiting until nightfall. He couldn’t restrain his joy any longer
and rubbed his hands together in an ecstasy of precipitate greed.
“Not a new face at all, my felicitous feline, but an old one has indeed returned. One
who will not be at all averse to hearing any enterprising proposals you wish to make.
Now about my fee…”
Oswald said he expected thirty-five percent of the take, twenty from Matt Hagen’s
cut, fifteen from Catwoman’s.
“Pfft,” she replied, which was exactly the counteroffer Oswald expected. 12.5
percent he suggested. “Pfft,” she repeated. 12… 11.5… 10 and that was the absolute
minimum he was prepared to accept.
“I’ll knock ten grand off the sixty you owe me from the Hapsburg dagger,” she said
crisply.
Oswald gaped and sputtered, but Selina calmly reminded him of the exquisite
jeweled artifact his “bungling birds” had allowed Batman to recover. His hands
quivered with emotion. As much as he wanted to argue, he knew he would never get
her back as a client if he did. Which was worth more, an eagle’s share of the Hagen job
now or a plumper percentage of all Catwoman’s dealings once he was reinstated as her
fence? His mouth watered at the thought of that… and he would still have fifteen
percent on Hagen’s side.
“Sixty?” he said at last, pride demanding one more round of bargaining before he
agreed, “I thought it was fifty you were still owed for that regrettable reversal with the
dagger.”
Selina smiled wide, Cheshire style. “Let’s call it fifty-five, less ten for this, you’ll still
owe me forty-five.”
Oswald sniffed as if evaluating the air at the tip of his nose.
“Naturally,” Selina went on smoothly, “while I do expect to be paid at some time
between now and the afterlife, I am quite content, for now, to let you go on deducting
my Iceberg tab from the total each month.”
“Done-kwak,” Oswald pronounced definitely.
“Meow,” Selina answered, equally satisfied.
She supplied the location of a catlair, specified a time, and… and before she could
leave, Oswald took off on another flight of rhetorical fancy: what a delight it was –
kwak– doing business with another true aristocrat of the rogue world. There wasn’t
enough of that anymore. All these new people that put on such airs when they were
what? Nothing but glorified highwaymen. Adequate, that’s what they were, –
kwakwak– passably adequate, and for that they expected kudos. What had any of
them done but mimic their betters? -kwakwakwak- And even that they didn’t do very
well. The original rogues were rogues! kwakwakwakwakwak The true crème de la
crème and for that…
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Selina interrupted, saying how she really needed to get going, run a few errands
before meeting Hagen at the lair.
Oswald showed her to the door, working in one more reference to criminal
bluebloods and his profoundest hope that her upcoming collaboration with Clayface
would usher in a Renaissance of classical old school roguery.

Alfred Pennyworth was not a superstitious man. There was a time, certainly, when
most domestic servants were prone to the most outlandish beliefs. That, Alfred
reflected, was simply because they were uneducated. Young, simple girls away from
home for the first time, come to a big house to work as kitchen maids or scullery maids,
sleeping together in creaking attics, indulging childish imaginations and working each
other into a frenzy, it was no small wonder.
But those days were long past. Alfred was an educated man in the employ of an
accomplished scientist. Apart from one or two theatrical observances, such as never
whistling backstage or quoting the Scottish play, he had no foolish notions of ghosts,
curses or jinxes. He was certainly not ready to give up on the day before 9 o’clock
simply because he was wet in the shower before he realized he was out of shampoo, or
because he absent-mindedly put tea into the coffeemaker in preparing the upstairs
breakfast. These were the little mistakes everyone made from time to time, and it in no
way constituted “one of those days.”
By eleven-thirty, he was finding it harder to maintain that high, rational position.
His trip to Harriman’s Gourmet Pantry had elicited the most frightful news about the
Finns’ dinner party. Evidently his nemesis, the chef Anatole, had indeed committed
“chocolate-covered onions” for the savory course, and not only that! He apparently
got this Joker-worthy idea for a food pairing from a shop in Marseilles which made
chocolates with such peculiar ingredients as fennel, lavender, or—yes, regrettable as it
was—onions. So now, Mr. Harriman lamented, the hostesses of Bristol were all
pestering him to stock these delicacies from Chocolatière du Panier. He had spent the
better part of the morning on the telephone, wrestling with a French phrasebook.

The “errands” Selina invented were nothing more than a polite excuse to leave
Oswald’s in a hurry. She went straight to the catlair, although it was true that she had
one or two adjustments to make once she got there. This particular lair, disguised as a
Cats Cosmetics warehouse, was set up as little more than a themed lovenest for when
the Bat/Cat games became nostalgic. So the first order of business was to doublecheck
that no extra gauntlets or batarangs were left laying around. Satisfied, Selina removed
the jacket and tshirt she used to make the catsuit appear inconspicuous on the street.
She pulled on her clawed gloves and fastened the whip to her belt, although these
weapons would be useless against someone like Clayface. She filled two atomizers and
a small water pistol with superconductive fluid, just in case.
After that, she waited. She didn’t have to wait long.
The perimeter defenses tripped exactly ten minutes before the hour. At least he was
prompt. She checked the camera that monitored the front entrance, even though it was
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a pointless exercise where Clayface was concerned. Still, she checked the camera with
a cat’s curiosity. She saw that he’d obviously assumed a normal-looking shape to walk
on the street. Now that he’d reached her door, he was morphing into the well-known
“mud-heap” appearance. Selina put on her mask, although she realized with a bitter
cringe that this too was a pointless exercise. If Clayface had infiltrated the manor, then
he knew everything: Bruce’s identity, the location of the cave, the level of her own
involvement with Batman, everything.
She swallowed, went to the door, and ushered in her guest.

Still reeling from the horror of chocolate and onions, Alfred saw Edith Mason
waving at him eagerly from the doorway of Perdita’s Florals as he stepped out of
Harriman’s. He pivoted swiftly on his heel, as if he’d forgotten something, and
retreated into the store. He bought a bottle of Mediterranean sea salt as camouflage
while he thought through his options. Ms. Mason was certainly waiting for him
outside to learn how “the family” liked the new flower arrangement for the dining
room. He could hardly tell her that they hadn’t seen it. Yet, as far as he knew, Master
Bruce had not set foot in the dining room since its arrival, and he doubted Miss Selina
had even noticed the pretty little spray of white carnations and fern. He simply could
not say this to Edith Mason. It violated every precept of breeding, manners and
common sense. So he would have to lie, telling her what he thought of the charming
centerpiece as if it was Miss Selina’s view. In the ordinary course of running the
manor, that was nothing. But ordering this fifth arrangement was already something
he’d done on his own, and he simply didn’t wish to go further without some nod from
the master or mistress of the house. What if next week Master Bruce did notice and
wanted the flowers removed? What if Miss Selina preferred dahlias to carnations?
How was he to come back to Edith Mason and explain such a change after he’d lied
and told her just the opposite? He couldn’t. So he took his extra purchase (one could
never have enough quality sea salt in the kitchen) and left Harriman’s in a fit of
abstraction, so lost in thought that he didn’t even notice Edith Mason waving at him,
nor did he hear her when she called his name. Twice.
He felt like an absolute heel, for despite his oblivious appearance, he saw her quite
clearly and noted her acute disappointment. He vowed to somehow make it up to her.
He also vowed that he would have some definite word from Master Bruce or Miss
Selina about that centerpiece before he set foot out of Wayne Manor again.

“Do you prefer Matt, Matthew, or Clayface?” Catwoman began, projecting a smooth
confidence she didn’t feel.
“Pretty gal like you can call me whatever you like,” Matt said smoothly. He might
not be interested in whatever Catwoman was going to pitch, but the lady was easy on
the eyes. He’d have no problem sitting and listening, as long as he could look at her.
And the listening—man, that voice—she actually had a purr in her voice. Yes, he could
easily sit here for the equivalent of five or six sour apple martinis, faking an interest in
whatever she wanted to— Oh, she was asking a question.
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“Been back in Gotham for a few weeks now,” he answered casually. “I’ve been
keeping a low profile.”
There was an interesting look in her eye. He couldn’t quite place it at first.
“How low?” she asked.
“’No one but me knew I was in town’ low,” Matt answered—and there it was again,
a vaguely familiar… almost like a studio suit.
“No one?” Catwoman asked coyly. “Not even Batman?
My god, that was it! The size up. She was sizing him up like a studio suit.
Auditions were for the hoi polloi. Once you got to be “box office gold,” nobody
cared if you could act, but they still liked to check you out. Before they put a summer
blockbuster in your hands, they wanted to make sure you wouldn’t put it up your
nose. So the suits called you in and talked about your last picture, they asked how you
got on with Cameron, they asked about Cannes and the Golden Globes… And all the
while they looked at you just like Catwoman was looking at him now, trying to figure
out what you were into and how much it could cost them if it went bad… Matt
couldn’t have said what he expected from a summons to the cat lair, but it wasn’t being
checked out by a studio suit.

“Ooh-wait, ooh-wait, ooh-wait,” Harley enthused, bouncing her fists excitedly on
her knees. “I’m telling it wrong, I forgot the choking Robin part.”
Leland Bartholomew realized he was potentially standing at the threshold of a new
life. Professional accomplishment—indeed, fame and recognition well beyond the
world of clinical psychiatry—could be a few weeks, a few sessions, possibly even a few
paragraphs away.
Harley Quinn had reconciled with Joker. Disastrous for her recovery, utterly
disastrous. But after months of separation, they were evidently back together and
“catching up”—or at least Joker was telling Harley a great deal about his life and
activities since they parted. She, in turn, spent her sessions talking of nothing else.
Nothing, it seemed, was as exciting to her as “what Mistah J said…”
It was a heartbreaking setback so far as reaching Harleen Quinzel and freeing her
from her sad obsession with a homicidal madman. But the insights into Patient J that
were emerging… Bartholomew heard about most of these episodes, in detail, from
Patient J at the time they happened. He had compared J’s account to the official
reports, and drew what conclusions he could about Patient J’s perception of events as
contrasted with, well, reality. But now he had the unprecedented opportunity to
glimpse how Patient J’s comprehension changed over time, he was hearing—in vivid
detail via Harley—how Patient J remembered these same events months later. The
variations were astounding, and offered to revolutionize his understanding of this, the
most puzzling criminal psychosis on record.
Understanding Joker, it was the holy grail of clinical psychiatry.
Yet strangely, Bartholomew felt remarkably indifferent about it. In his younger
days, when he first joined the Arkham staff, the possibility of making this kind of
breakthrough would have him skipping around the office (“figuratively,” his dignity
added), delirious with joy.
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Where had it gone? Only a few short years ago… last year, in fact… last year, at this
time, he still had aspirations, still had that capacity to hope and dream. Where had it
gone?
“And that’s when Puddin’ climbed up to the top-o-the-scrapheap that had once been
the Batcopter, and planted a smiling flag in the rubble like…ooh, I forgot who it was
like. Does Neil Young and Buzz Lightyear sound right?”
“I imagine you’re thinking of Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin,” Bartholomew said
dully. “Moon landing, 1969.”
“Oh right,” Harley giggled.
Bartholomew decided that answered his question. It was one too many of those:
planting the flag like Neil Young and Buzz Lightyear… Just one too many.

Matt Hagen didn’t know Catwoman well in the old days. They didn’t move in the
same circles. A smiling nod at the Iceberg, “Merry Christmas” as the Christmas party,
that was about it. He knew she was A-list, and that might have been why he’d kept his
distance. It wasn’t that she was beautiful; they were all beauties. Even Ivy was nice to
look at if only she’d shut her yap now and then. But Selina Kyle was the woman in
that very top of the very top tier. “Gotham rogues? Why there’s Joker, Riddler,
Catwoman, Penguin…” She was a star in this world just as he had been in his. As the
biggest star at a star-studded party, he’d walk up to a woman like that, lion to lion. A
smooth line, a knowing wink, a couple drinks… The memory was too vivid back then.
So he’d never approached Catwoman, and never really thought about her until Oswald
called to set up a meeting. He couldn’t have said what he was expecting. Maybe a sheOswald, greedy and obvious but nicer to look at, or maybe a purple Ivy, vain and
shrewish, with fur instead of leaves. But whatever he was expecting, it wasn’t a size
up from a studio suit.
She kept asking about Batman, directly and indirectly. What, if anything, Batman
knew about his return to Gotham? Finally, Matt stood and morphed into a
pantalooned caricature of an effete old world actor, swelled his hand into a human
skull, and addressed it with affected gravitas.
“What a piece of work is Bat! How annoying in reason! How infuriating in faculties! In
cowl and cape, how dark and dramatic! In action, how like an agent! In apprehension, how like
a pain in the ass! I don’t know about Batman, Catwoman. Who ever knows for sure
with him? But I can tell you that he hasn’t paid me a ‘visit’ warning me to keep my
mud to myself, as he’s been known to. So if you’re done interviewing me like some,
some E! red carpet twinkie pretending to be a hardcore investigative journalist, could
we possibly get on with whatever it is you want?”
She seemed downright pleased with his outburst. Here he was bracing for an Ivystyle blowup because he dared speak slightingly to the great she-rogue, and instead,
Catwoman seemed almost… relieved.
“Well, if you can stay ahead of the Bat, that’s usually the ballgame,” she purred—
and God, he did like that purr. It rippled the mud.
He sat, morphing back into clay, producing a clay chair under his clay rump.
Catwoman might be a lovely creature to look at, but keeping up with the ups and
downs of this conversation was exhausting.
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“And will you be ‘keeping your mud to yourself?’” she asked pointedly. “Or do you
have something… lucrative… going?”
Matt sighed. He explained, yet again, to yet another opinionated first tier rogue who
wouldn’t listen, that he had little use for money, that whatever Catwoman brought him
there to pitch, whatever “lucrative” inducements she planned to offer, there was little
point.
She looked thoughtful at that. Not instantly argumentative like Oswald, but she
clearly didn’t get it.
“I would have thought maybe, I don’t know, some kind of research to, well…”
“Cure my condition?” he said bluntly, and Catwoman nodded.
“I tried at first,” he said. “I had money, even before the big Brinks job. Hell, the
Space Tempest action figures alone… But this isn’t like diabetes or Parkinson’s; it’s not
like there’s a department of shapeshifting clay-flesh studies at Harvard Medical
School. I didn’t know where to begin. My skin does this—”
He held up a hand and morphed it swiftly from clay to a hand to a wing to a fin.
“Who do I see about that? Who do I hire? Where do I find them, how much do they
get paid, and what kind of lab do they need?”
He sighed, reliving a bad memory. Something about his expression right then
reminded Selina of Bruce.
“I went to Luthor,” he said at last, eyes going dull and his clay slumping with the
weight of past mistakes. “Boy, what an Ishtar-meets-Waterworld screwup that was. I
figured here’s a guy who’s legit, who can approach the right people, make the right
offers. I couldn’t; I’m a wanted criminal. Once they knew I was Clayface—and let’s
face it, I kinda had to tell ‘em if I wanted them to cure me—even if I knew who to go to,
I could never get legit scientists to work for me. Luthor said he’d help. Yeah, sure. He
pulled a few ‘scientists’ from one of his research labs. What exactly their specialties
were I never found out. They’d take sections out of me and boil it, electrocute it, freeze
it, and point a blow dryer at it for hours at a time. And all the while, I’d let Luthor tell
me what to do like I was some paid flunky. No, never again.”
“Not all rich men are like Luthor,” Selina pointed out, thinking of that Special
Foundation Initiative §4, Humanitarian link in Matt Hagen’s file in the Batcave.
“Everybody wants something,” he said, shaking his head. “I learned that at my first
Hollywood party. Everybody’s always wanted a piece of me, Catwoman. I accepted
that a long time ago. It’s just a question of what. I’m sitting here waiting for you to tell
me what it is you’re after?”
She shrugged.
“Nothing, actually.”
“Bullshit. You asked me here to pitch me something. Now you hear that money
won’t tempt me to go along with your plan and impersonate some museum guard for
you or whatever, but that don’t change the fact that—”
“Oswald gave you the wrong idea,” she said bluntly. “I don’t have any offer to
make, Matt. I don’t want to team up, I don’t want you to impersonate a guard. Why
on earth would I want—never mind. Look, I wanted to see you face to face because I
thought you might be involved in something that I’m looking into. But now that I’ve
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talked to you, it’s obvious that you’re not, and so I’m… I’m really sorry to have taken
up your time. That’s it. That’s all I have to say.”
“Well that’s new,” he observed. “Nice delivery too. Convincing.”
Selina laughed—and as much as Matt liked her look and her voice, he really liked
her laugh.
“You think I’m lying,” she noted.
“I think you’re acting, and you’re not bad for an amateur. Ozzy just kept trying to
convince me I could use the money after all. He suggested revenge. It wasn’t a very
nuanced performance.”
Selina looked at him carefully.
“You’re an interesting man, Matt Hagen. I’m sorry we never got to know each other
before,” she said sincerely.
“Yeah, well,” he mumbled, strangely embarrassed. It had been quite a long time
since anyone called him a man.
“To appease a cat’s curiosity, you don’t want money and you don’t want revenge, so
what do you want?”
“What’s my motivation?” he smirked.
Selina smiled at the thespian cliché. Matt morphed into Lance Starfire, but
immediately realized that was wrong and opted for the crusading attorney Grant
Gifford instead.
“I’d like my life back,” he said, Grant’s warm summation tones dripping with
sincerity. “I’d like my house in Malibu, my six Porsches, and every goddamn role Tom
Cruise destroyed in the last ten years that should have been mine—not to mention a
piece of that Kidman chick with the legs and that sexy accent. But none of that can
happen now, so I’ll settle for revenge on the person who took it all away and made it
impossible for me to ever have it again. But it’s not the kind of revenge Ozzy was
selling, Catwoman. I don’t need money or power to destroy Rebecca. I just need to
find her…”
At first, Selina sympathized. Revenge on the person who took it all away, it resonated.
Once already Matt Hagen had reminded her of Bruce, but as he went on outlining the
particulars of his revenge, it became harder to empathize.
“Then I can wrap around her, ever so slowly,” he was saying, “in a sticky, cloying
cocoon, oozing right into her pores until she can’t breathe, y’know, like they almost
killed Buddy Ebsen painting his skin silver for the Wizard of Oz, or the way that chick
died in Goldfinger. I won’t suffocate her, though, I just want her struggling to breathe.
Then we’ll have a nice long talk about old times.”

The word servant no longer denoted an ignorant scullery maid on her hands and
knees, scrubbing down floors from dusk ‘til dawn. No one had to rise at 4 a.m. to stoke
an oven anymore or heat water bucket by bucket for the master’s bath. The chopping
and dicing that would have once required a chef like Alfred Pennyworth to suffer a
kitchen maid, he accomplished himself with a priceless button on the food processor
labeled “Pulse.”
The kind of staff butlers like Alfred managed, even in the late Dr. Wayne’s day, were
accomplished professionals, not appliances with legs. The labor regulations, health
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insurance, and pension arrangements alone for assembling and maintaining such a
staff, the managerial skills, the purchasing and inventory responsibilities involved in
running an operation like Wayne Manor were on par with being General Manager of a
large hotel—and were paid accordingly. Alfred was quite aware that his annual salary,
in the low six figures with a generous employer contribution to a 401k, was roughly
three times that of people whose fanciful egalitarian principles bristled at the thought
of servants, and often couldn’t even use the word.
As such, Alfred could easily afford the expense of a night on the town for himself
and Edith Mason. A revival of some musical of their era and a late supper at a suitable
restaurant. He could easily afford the gesture, the only question was the ethics of
making it. He had no romantic designs on Miss Mason, and would not wish to foster
such notions. Still, the more he thought about scaling back the plans, the evening
began to look more suggestive rather than less. A meal at a modest local restaurant
rather than going into Gotham proper might be less expensive, but it was undeniably
more intimate, the object clearly being the pleasure of Miss Mason’s company and
nothing else.
It was a predicament. Alfred very much wanted to make some definite gesture, for
he had been unconscionably rude to Edith Mason and her distress was most apparent.
He wanted to make a gesture, just that. That was his dilemma. He didn’t want to
“start” anything. His schedule wouldn’t allow it for one thing. Wayne Manor’s
timetable was not that of a typical country house, Master Bruce’s schedule was not that
of an ordinary—
It was there he stopped, for his eye fell on the cards where he wrote out each day’s
menu for Miss Selina to approve. Alfred realized with an eerie pang that he was
rationalizing just as Master Bruce had done for years, imagining he couldn’t even
entertain the possibility of a love life because of Batman’s activities. This infuriated
Alfred when Master Bruce had done it, and it irked him no less now that the excuse
was proved so patently false.
Now, here he was doing precisely the same thing.
This was unacceptable. Edith Mason was a charming and delightful woman of his
own age and background. He had every reason to seek out her company, and the
means to show her a good time as he did so. If something came of it which might or
might not inconvenience Master Bruce and his “schedule,” he would deal with that
when the time came. For now, he would peruse the theatre listings and restaurant
reviews…

The meeting with Clayface went long enough that Selina got caught in traffic
heading back to Bristol. At least it gave her time to think. She’d been so sure Clayface
was behind this when she saw that file in the Batcomputer, but now that she’d talked
to him, it just didn’t seem possible. It was obvious he knew nothing about Bruce or the
manor. He didn’t care much about Batman. He didn’t lust for money, power, or world
conquest, so it wasn’t very likely that he’d be scheming along those lines. Other than
some fairly gruesome fantasies about torturing that Rebecca woman, he seemed like a
fairly ordinary and borderline-nice guy.
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That had been her thought as Matt concluded his plot summary for Rebecca and the
Tarpits of Doom, starring Matt Hagen as the Tarpit and Rebecca the Bitchqueen as
herself.
“Too much?” he’d winced, noting her disapproving body language.
“Not really,” she’d shrugged. Bruce would consider it moral relativism, but Selina
had befriended rogues before—Two-Face, Riddler—you had to make allowances, take
the good with the bad. She found it easier to do with a good rogue than a bad hero,
that’s for sure. Her body hadn’t been turned into glop. Who was she to judge?
So she’d ushered Clayface to the door, and as they said goodbye, he asked one last
time “what she really wanted” from their meeting. She repeated what she’d said
before, there was nothing he could to for her—unless, she added as a half-joking
afterthought, he knew anything about Harley Quinn kryptonite.
He sort of froze; his clay almost seemed to thicken for an instant. Selina didn’t know
him well enough to guess what it meant, and she was mentally counting steps back to
the water pistol… when she realized his reaction was shock, not threatening.
“Harley Quinn’s kryptonite is Joker,” he said bitterly.
“True enough,” Selina said softly. That interpretation hadn’t occurred to her, but at
the moment she was more interested in Matt’s tone and behavior than reworking
Walapang theories. There would be time for that later, stuck in traffic on the 10th
Avenue bridge. “I’m afraid I struck a nerve,” she noted kindly.
“Look, I dunno how discreet Sly is,” Matt answered. “Iceberg gossip being what it
is, you’ll probably hear the story soon enough anyway. Harley and I had a thing,
couple months now, since I’ve been back.”
“You’re the Monarch of Menace,” Selina murmured, remembering Bruce’s
comments on Harley and a new player.
Matt shook his head and laughed.
“The Iceberg rumor mill,” he noted. “Yeah, I’m the Monarch—was. Just did it for
her, really. We get separated for five minutes, basically, and she goes running back to
Joker, can you believe it?”
“Yes,” Selina said as if he’d asked whether she believed in gravity.
“Yeah, I guess,” Matt said sadly.
The traffic opened up once Selina made it off the bridge, and she revved the Jag
mercilessly as soon as she made the turnoff towards Bristol.
So Harley and Clayface “had a thing” —and Harley and Clayface were both
Walapang clues. She didn’t know how that fit in to whatever was going on with Bruce,
but it was a start. Harley and Clayface had a thing, one of those links Bruce talked
about that day in the cave, the key to most detective work is finding some overlooked
link between the person—whoever it was—and the deed—whatever that was.
And soon it would be late enough that she could go for the third gold bar.

None of Alfred’s management skills were wasted now that he was the sole member
of the Wayne Manor staff. He found purchasing for the Batcave particularly
invigorating, for as Mr. Arden, Mr. Pipwick, or Mr. Stevens of the various dummy
corporations, he was able to indulge, in a minor way, his actor’s weakness for accents.
Getting shipments delivered, either to the private airstrip if they were parts for the
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Batmobile or Batwing, to WayneTech R&D if computer equipment, or to the Park Row
Clinic if medical supplies, was as simple as pressing the right button to print out the
right purchase order. Getting the items picked up from those official locations and
brought to the Batcave, that was another matter. That’s where the savviest personnel
management was called for.
He first called Master Tim, as always. The boy was notoriously dissatisfied with the
institutional food served at his boarding school and the faddishly healthful alternatives
offered by his stepmother when he went home. As such, the promise of a tasty snack
was usually enough to produce the final leg of any delivery. On those rare occasions
when additional inducements were required, a veiled reference to unauthorized use of
the game room with Master Dick (or more recently with Miss Cassie) nearly always
produced the desired result. On this occasion, unfortunately, Master Tim “had exams”
and Alfred was forced to try elsewhere.
Master Dick, having grown up in the house and “in the Batman-trade,” as it were,
needed no bribes or blackmail; if he could help, he would. Unfortunately, he was tied
up in Bludhaven for another two weeks. Naturally, as soon as he got back, he’d be
happy to…
Reluctantly, Alfred called the third name on his list, Jean Paul Valley. Mr. Valley
very kindly agreed, as Alfred knew he would. Despite the unfortunate history, Alfred
had no doubts that Valley was a good man at heart. He still regretted having to make
the call, that unfortunate history being what it was. Quite apart from Miss Selina’s
aversion to the man who had taken over the Bat-mantle, Mr. Valley himself would be
made most uncomfortable performing a task of this kind. And making anyone
uncomfortable was anathema to Alfred. Whatever the reason, whatever the need, he
hated doing it. It was a servant’s responsibility to put guests at ease, and here he was
doing the precise opposite… but it couldn’t be helped. Master Tim had exams. Master
Dick was away. And Bat-supplies could not be left unattended. Alfred could only
hope the timing was such that Mr. Valley could make the required delivery without
encountering Miss Selina.

“I have four gold bars hidden around the house, grounds, and cave,” that’s what
Bruce had said. Catwoman was certain that meant one bar, at least, would be hidden
in the house—check, 00570, Harley Quinn Kryptonite. One in the cave—check, 14129,
Hagen, Matthew a.k.a. Clayface, Incapacitation/Immobilization/Neutralization… And
one on the grounds.
While the ground security was among the best in the world for deterring, detecting,
and, if necessary, repelling intruders entering Wayne property and moving towards
the house (as well as deterring, detecting, and, if necessary, repelling Kryptonian
busybodies flying through Wayne Manor’s airspace), there was little in the way of
“securing” property in a particular location the way you had alarms on a painting or
combinations on a safe.
There were only two spots Catwoman knew on the vast estate that were secured the
way you locked down a place to store valuables: the garage and the greenhouse. The
reason for the garage was obvious: a Daimler, a Rolls, a Bentley, two Porsches, a
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Ferrari, and a Lamborghini. The greenhouse would be a mystery to anyone that hadn’t
seen the blueprints—all the blueprints, and knew what they meant. The greenhouse
was built late, over what had once been the kitchen garden. It was still the kitchen
garden. There were no exotic orchids or rare tropical hybrids that needed protection
from the normal Gotham climate. There was nothing valuable about Alfred’s little plots
of fresh mint, sage and tarragon. There was nothing valuable at all. There was just a
patch of soft earth that collapsed once. If you fell through it the wrong way, you
would find yourself in the Batcave.
So the greenhouse was constructed simply so it could be built over the spot and
locked. It was locked well, but there was certainly nothing Catwoman couldn’t
circumvent. A simple wire splice and a timed pulse from another Kittlemeier’s
exclusive fooled the door’s magnet sensor into thinking its circuit hadn’t been broken.
She picked the lock, opened the door, and that was that. The bar was under a layer of
topsoil in a freshly planted flatbed. The serial number was 00339. And Project
Walapang’s answer to that was…
Hm.
An article on blood stains. Selina noticed the original files that had been doctored
were all dry and fairly basic criminology subjects. She guessed this was so no one
would disturb them. What were the chances that Barbara, Tim, or even Cassie would
go looking for info on Kastle-Meyer tests? And Bruce himself probably mastered this
stuff by age 12.
She scrolled down, and right there, between a graph on DNA typing and an
illustration on proper swabbing technique, was a list of names:
Bruce Wayne
George Corey
Larry Irvine
Ted Layne
Frank Endicott
James Grimes
John Forbes
Fred Johnson
Ben Wilson
Steven Gardner
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CHAPTER 7: NOT YOUR KINK
Ted Layne, Frank Endicott, James Grimes, John Forbes…
Selina recognized the names from a dozen Wayne functions. They were all major
contributors to the Foundation, some were board members and she had the impression
that others had been in the past. She searched her memory for the introductions Bruce
made at those first parties they attended together. She hadn’t paid that much attention
since she already knew most of them, both officially from similar parties she’d
attended on her own, and unofficially as “the north penthouse at the Excelsior Towers
with the forged Vermeer and family ‘jewels’ that were all CZ and paste.” Bruce’s
introductions served only to supply Wayne-specific details on these men: at that time,
Frank Endicott was on the board of both Wayne Enterprises and the Foundation, Ted
Layne… damnit, she just couldn’t remember. She remembered it was a Wayne
Foundation “League of Nations” Charity Event where she met him. She remembered
that Gladys Ashton-Larraby took an instant dislike to Clark Kent of the Daily Planet.
She remembered that bothering Bruce, although it meant nothing to Selina at the time.
She remembered being far more focused on Randolph Larraby, quite drunk and quite
fixated on her breasts. She remembered nothing of Ted Layne other than that he was
there. John Grimes was a blur as well, although Mrs. Grimes was wearing a
spectacular pair of Harry Winstons and the truism “the more unfaithful the husband,
the more spectacular the jewel collection” was uttered more than once in the ladies
room.
Grimes, Layne, Endicott… She just couldn’t remember, which meant it was time to
reevaluate Alfred as a confidant. In favor: he was Alfred. He knew everything about
everybody and he was more than discreet. Against: Bruce was being awfully careful
about something or someone and she still didn’t know who, what, or why. In favor: It
was only a list of names; it’s not like she’d be tipping anything about gold bars, Harley
Quinn, Kryptonite, Clayface, or Bruce’s odd behavior. In favor: She wasn’t very good
at this. She’d said it before and she’d say it again: detective work wasn’t her kink. So
far, she’d found 3 bars out of 4, she didn’t know a damn thing more than when she
started, and she damn near drowned poor Walapang. It would be good to talk to
someone, even if she couldn’t tell him much. So she copied down the names and went
upstairs to find Alfred.

Jean Paul Valley never made a Bat pickup before. Two stops. The first was at the
Wayne Tech campus, and he felt entirely in his element. Sure, he pretended to be a
simple delivery man, but he could look around the room, the communal arrangement
of the open cubicles, and place every person he saw: team leader, coder, coder, coder,
hardware geek, GIRL! (must be a graphic artist working on the interface) and next to
her, last cubicle on the end… coder.
He picked up the microchips as if he had no idea what they were, then stole a last
look at the coder whose cubicle was next to the artist’s. The huge Star Wars poster
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tacked to the wall of the cube is what first drew his attention, but he found himself
focusing on the smaller details that denoted the occupant’s profession: the pyramid of
Mountain Dew cans, the bird’s nest of peripheral devices sitting on the corner of his
desk, the matched Superman/Batman action figures sitting atop his monitor. That
could have been him if things had worked out differently. No Azrael. No lineage. No
duty to anything higher than holding down a job, paying his rent, and working up the
guts to talk to that artist a couple times a week. He wouldn’t know who Bruce Wayne
was other than a name on his paycheck or a picture in the annual report. He wouldn’t
know Batman other than as a small plastic action figure on his monitor. He sure
wouldn’t be making a supply run out to Wayne Manor. He’d be sitting with those
guys eating stale Indian takeout, bluffing the guys on the browser team about who was
farther behind and whose delays would push back the launch date, maybe even betting
a keg on the outcome like he and Scott did with a rival dorm at MIT…
What might have been. Shit.

Selina found Alfred reading in his room. He sprung up as always, asking if he could
get her something, while she refused and begged him not to get up. They sat and, after
a momentary awkwardness, she pushed forward a slip of paper and asked if he
recognized the names. He read them over, then leaned forward with his elbow on the
table, his thumb under his chin and his index finger placed thoughtfully to his lips.
Selina watched and waited, fascinated. Alfred consulting his mental rolodex was
unlike anything she’d ever seen. She’d seen Bruce’s wheels turn, both in the cowl and
out, Eddie’s, Harvey’s, Oswald’s. But this was something new.
“Eight… no, ten years ago. Yes, ten years,” Alfred said at last. “These men all served
on the board of the Wayne Foundation, miss. As you know, directors serve three-year
terms, staggered, so there is both change and continuity each year. That particular
board sat ten years ago. The theme of the winter fundraiser that year was Monte Carlo
night, and since Mr. Grimes headed the fundraising subcommittee, the event was held
at one of his hotels rather than Robinson Plaza. That was also the year the Park Row
Clinic received a Conway-Novick endowment, quite prestigious, in recognition of Dr.
Thompkins’ excellent work.”
Alfred paused, his face darkening slightly. Had it been Bruce, Selina would have
known that he was either cataloguing his memories to recall some additional detail or
else deciding whether or not to reveal a certain piece of delicate information; but while
she had become quite adept at interpreting every expression and facial mannerism on
Batman’s face, the usually stoic butler was actually a tougher nut to crack.
“Anything else?” she prompted.
“Yes,” Alfred finally replied, “I believe this was… eh, well, it was the year the board
of the Foundation experienced a rather unpleasant episode with Poison Ivy, miss.”
“Ivy,” Selina repeated darkly.
“Yes, miss,” Alfred said with emphasis.
“Tell me everything,” she ordered.
“W-ell,” Alfred began hesitantly, noting the emergence of a Catwoman voice he
seldom heard. “I dare say Master Bruce may have been somewhat selective in the
details he made known to me.”
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“I see the Pennyworth tact mechanism has been engaged,” Selina noted aloud.
“Alfred, please, it’s important. Tell me everything that happened, and don’t spare me
the gory details.”
He nodded.
“Well, miss, I gather that Miss Isley approached each gentleman individually and
incognito. In Master Bruce’s case, he was lunching at the Empire Club. A strange
woman came up and kissed him, and then apologized, saying she mistook him for
someone she knew… presumably someone with whom she was on kissing terms,
which I must say, in my day was not considered… that is to say, in a public restaurant,
miss.”
“Typically Ivy,” Selina muttered. “Go on.”
“That night,” Alfred went on, his growing discomfort becoming apparent, “the
gentlemen were compelled to gather at some remote location, and…”
He paused and pursed his lips, clearly distressed by the words to come next and
searching for an accurate but non-inflammatory way to say it. Selina realized that
telling Alfred to cast tact aside was like asking Batman to look the other way while she
left with someone else’s diamonds. It violated his core programming and he simply
wouldn’t do it.
“They went to this remote location,” Selina prompted gently.
“Yes, miss, an empty theatre, I believe. And… And their condition in so far as being
responsive to the lady was… intensified.”
There. He got it out. And Selina was relieved, as much as she was absurdly and
retroactively pissed at Poison Ivy.
“Go on,” she repeated, and again Alfred nodded.
“The gentlemen were commanded to sign over their assets to Poison Ivy’s control,
and to keep the incident a secret. Master Bruce later reported that he tried several
times to inform Commissioner Gordon, myself, and financial officers from the
Foundation about what had transpired, but no matter what means he attempted, he
was always prevented from doing so.”
“But he seemed okay apart from that?” Selina asked thoughtfully.
“Yes, miss, I would imagine it was analogous to a post-hypnotic suggestion. Apart
from not being able to speak about the incident, directly or indirectly, Master Bruce
was able to function at home, at Wayne Enterprises, and as Batman, just as always.
That was the saving grace of the situation, if I might so phrase it, miss. In the course of
‘affecting’ Bruce Wayne, Poison Ivy had also affected Batman, hence Batman was
aware of the larceny being attempted. He worked on the case alone and in secret until
he was able to uncover an accomplice and made that culprit confess before the police.
Once Ivy’s influence over the gentlemen was known, the coerced documents were
invalidated and the matter was very quickly resolved.”
Selina said nothing, but her brow was knit as she considered the ramifications of that
type of greening. She had Harley Quinn and Clayface clues, Harley and Clayface “had
a thing.” And now a Poison Ivy clue, a Poison Ivy clue of a very particular kind, one
that referenced a very particular kind of greening. If Ivy somehow got to Bruce…
But damnit, she tried that only a year ago. Bruce figured out she’d be coming after
him and he was ready for her. So she couldn’t have gotten to him, could she?
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But if she had, if she had somehow greened either Bruce Wayne or Batman, then his
odd behavior began to look very different. No fear of super-eavesdropping or
shapeshifting imposters explained why he would come back from patrol and walk
right past her sleeping in the Batcave, in a chair he knew was miserably uncomfortable,
instead of waking her and bringing her up to bed. But if Ivy had got to him, then that
was the answer. He just wouldn’t care.
Alfred was curious, both about Selina’s questions and her distant expression as she
pondered the answers. But he had enough experience with Master Bruce talking over
cases that he’d developed a keen sense for when to probe and when to let his
companion think. This looked like a time to stand by attentively and let Miss Selina
think. When she was ready to resume…
“The garden,” she murmured absently.
The day she found him at the window in the drawing room, maybe he wasn’t
looking at ‘his city’ across the river, maybe he was looking at something closer,
something right outside that window. Maybe he was looking at the garden. Pining for
‘his goddess,’ she thought miserably.
He even asked to meet in the garden to give Catwoman the security job. She
replayed the scene in her mind, every detail now seeming like a razor glinting with
new significance. That pointed defining of roles when he gave her the job: Bruce Wayne
wanted to meet with Catwoman. Was that some loophole he’d found in Ivy’s
commands, following the letter of her order but sneaking a message out past the spirit
of it? Maybe Batman couldn’t act but Bruce Wayne could? Then there was the way
he’d looked at her so searchingly before saying what he wanted, the way he’d seemed
about to speak and then turned away… the way he’d looked around the garden and then
spoke so carefully, “A complete analysis and overhaul of manor security,” as if testing
out each word before speaking it.
He was testing out each word. He was trying to send a message indirectly and didn’t
know if he could do it. Holy god, he was… Project Walapang was an SOS. He was in
trouble, and he was calling for help.
Selina looked up at Alfred and wondered how much she should say. All she had at
this point was a theory. It was a really good theory, but if she was wrong… Better to
be cautious just a little longer, not go shooting streams of salt water at hapless bats for
no reason.
She thanked Alfred warmly for his help and stood to leave. But he stood too and
coughed in that distinct “we’re not done yet” way he had that was so reminiscent of
Batman.
“Given the nature of our discussion, miss, this might not be the ideal time to
introduce the topic,” Alfred said, the Pennyworth tact mechanism engaged once more
as he saw the chance to check a housekeeping matter off his to do list (while pressing
Miss Selina, ever so gently, for some detail about her inquiry). “But I was wondering if
you had occasion to notice the new centerpiece in the dining room.”
Selina’s eyes narrowed, the sharp snap-focus of a predator sensing prey.
“A centerpiece? A new centerpiece? As in extra flowers?” she asked pointedly.
“In a manner of speaking,” Alfred said mildly. He reacted to hostile felinity just as
he did to blustery Battitude, by not reacting at all. He calmly explained the history of
the fifth flower arrangement, his decision to reinstate it during that brief period when
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the dining room was again in daily use, and his certainty that Edith Mason, the
charming and refined lady at the floral shop, was most eager to hear how her efforts
had been received.
“Alfred,” Catwoman decreed in the tone she once used to confront the most vicious
and violent men of the underworld. “As mistress of the manor, you have my heartfelt
and unambiguous permission to have as many dear, precious flowers as you like
brutally and savagely ripped from the warm embrace of Mother Earth. If Bruce or
anyone else has a problem with that, you send ‘em to me—Please.”
She punctuated the last word with a vicious clawing motion, turned on her heel, and
left.

There was no bittersweet musing at Jean Paul’s second stop. To the workmen at the
executive airstrip, he was nothing more than paperwork with legs: ten canisters Jet-A1
aviation fuel standard, ten canisters with a higher antioxidant mix, and five with a
richer mix of corrosion inhibitors, sign here. And here. Initial this one. And that one.
Now I gotta make a photocopy of your ID. Hey, you look kinda familiar. You didn’t
go to PS 18, didja? No, oh well. Too bad about the Knights last night, huh? The
Knights. What, do you live in a cave? The Knights. They lost. Again. 43—7. Well,
here’s your ID back, now initial it there, please.

Plumage.
Say what you would about nature (when Poison Ivy wasn’t within earshot), but it
bestowed the most brilliant and beautiful plumage on the males. It was not becoming
for a male bird to sit humbly in the corner and keep his splendor a secret. No, a male
bird was made to strut. –kwak!
Oswald couldn’t guess how much extra cash he would make from the CatwomanClayface teamup he’d arranged, but it would certainly cover a few new suits. –kwak–
It would, that is, if he actually paid for them, which of course, he would not. Paying
was for peasants.
He waddled to the backroom and searched. While he distanced himself from the
penny-ante minutia of his operation, he knew that Snipe still had a half-carton of blank
American Express cards left from the Star City hijacking. He was disappointed to see
they were green. He preferred gold or, on rare occasions, platinum, but green were all
that was left. He took one, returned to his office, and extracted a small flat printer from
his desk.
Now for a name.
He took a folder from his desk and thumbed through the printouts for that article.
Yes here it was, Nigma had sent it to him over that worldwide inter-webby-mailnet.
“New multicolored bird found in India,” it read. Perfect.
Bugun Liocichla the new species was called, what a splendid name. He copied this
onto the card printer, then returned his attention to the article. “The bird has a black
cap, a bright yellow patch around the eyes and yellow, crimson, black and white
patches on the wing.” Why that sounded charming –kwak– he would consider that for
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his new suit. –kwak– Black hat, yellow vest, touch of crimson –kwak– “Who is that
dashing fellow?” “Why that’s Bugun Liocichla, of the Nob Hill Liocichlas.” –kwak–

Returning to the Batcave, the first thing Selina checked was the hologram Batman
used to map out his nightly patrols. It still highlighted Blackgate, the flower market,
and Museum Mile. That was days ago. If he hadn’t mapped out a new itinerary since
that night, it didn’t seem likely that he was patrolling at all. She checked his logs…
And sure enough, the last entry was for that same night. He’d investigated the security
breach at Blackgate (and Selina chuckled, spotting each detail of the Monarch of
Menace escape that only made sense only if you knew he was Clayface). Then Batman
made a slow pass through the area around the flower market and noted several
environmental features around Ivy’s greenhouse. And then he met Catwoman at the
museum as they’d arranged. Selina read that last section with interest. She knew she
shouldn’t waste time on it. She was there; she already knew what happened… But she
couldn’t tear herself away from the words on the screen. Bruce’s—no, Batman’s private
thoughts as he watched Catwoman do what she did best. It was… astonishing.
“She was so entirely in her element. It was impossible not to
be affected by this most fundamental part of her bubbling to the
surface with such passion and energy. This ability to penetrate
the most carefully guarded perimeter, to slip past the most
rigorous defenses and sidestep the most sensitive triggers, to
let no nuisance of a lock, (or a law, or a crimefighter) come
between her and her prize. She wants to do a gallery tomorrow
night, Gallery Athena. I’m actually looking forward to it.”
There was nothing more after that. He hadn’t made a single entry since that night.
And Batman never skipped the logs after patrol.
He hadn’t been patrolling, by now she was sure of it. He got changed each night and
drove off into the city, but he didn’t patrol…
He went back to Ivy’s greenhouse.
She had no proof, of course, of any of it. It was still nothing but theory, and she was
sure the great detective would insist on more investigation, scrupulous marshalling of
facts, and rational analysis of same. But Selina was not a detective, and Catwoman
didn’t need to prove anything in a court of law. Her gut told her she was right and she
trusted it. Each night, he was going back to Ivy. He was going back to Ivy… to have
his noose tightened.

Humility was for dull hens with stubby brown feathers. It was not for Oswald
Cobblepot. Oswald was the first to say he kept up with the times. He kept up with the
times –kwak– better than villains half his age.
The world had changed. You couldn’t make up any old credit card number like you
used to. –kwak– This darned identity theft. Because of that worldwide inter-mail-ee
webnet, every third pigeon was getting plucked just sitting at home reading about the
New Bugun bird found in India. So now they had a dozen ways to spot a fake credit
card number. Every little hot dog stand was wired in and hooked up.
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So Oswald waddled to the bar, which was equally wired in and hooked up. He
thumbed through the previous night’s receipts until he found someone he didn’t care
for. Pradesh from the White Dragon Triad. Perfect. Thirty-day tab was two weeks in
arrears. Pinched Raven and Wren. Had a face like a ferret. Perfect. He took down the
number from Pradesh’s receipt and returned to his office to finish stamping out Bugun
Liocichla’s credit card.

Catwoman hissed at the screen and closed Batman’s duty log. It took a little trial and
error to find the file she wanted, but finally:
… …::Threat Analysis: Summary Overview::…
Isley, Pamela a.k.a. Poison Ivy
Biochemical Influence
(cont.)
all pheromone based, but smell isn’t the only means of
transference.
Smell is the fastest-acting, as the nasal
passages have direct access to the brain. Other means such as
injection (typically via thorn puncture) or tactile (typically a
trans-dermal salve introduced through a kiss) must travel
through the bloodstream and hence take longer to have an effect,
but all methods seem equally potent once the victim is
enthralled. Since anti-tox must build up for 2-3 weeks before
providing reliable immunity, and since the lag from thorn or
kiss exposure is no more than 5-15 minutes depending on the
subject’s metabolism, very little can be gained so far as
Selina started. There was a sharp noise in the Batmobile hangar—and she cursed
herself for wasting time earlier reading the museum log—but there had been no loud
rumble from the car. She’d been lost in thought while she was reading, but she
couldn’t be so lost that she wouldn’t notice the roar of the Batmobile shaking the walls
of the cavern. This was something else. She unfurled her whip and went to
investigate.

Outrageous! IT WAS OUTRAGEOUS!
He, Oswald Cobblepot, arrested! It was, it was, it wasn’t possible.
Of course, he had tried to bribe the policemen who carted him off, he was being
arrested!
Of course, he had struck the manager on the head with his umbrella, the boorish
brigand was calling the police to take him away!
Of course, he had threatened the doorman, the thrice-damned thug was trying to
detain him while the boorish brigand manager called the police!
And of course, he had bit the sales clerk, he had cast aspersions on the legitimacy of
Oswald’s Bugun Liocichla credit card!
Now he had to endure the indignity of a ride to the 12th precinct, a decidedly
proletarian precinct –kwak– and horror-of-horrors be fingerprinted before he could call
Raven to call Judge Bungaree. Who knew how much that would cost him. 10-grand in
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the short run, that was the going rate. But in the long run, what would it cost? Having
to use a pocket-judge like Bungaree for a personal matter. It was bad for business, bad
for Iceberg business. Judge Bungaree was kept on retainer for cleaning up after
Oswald’s agents, not Oswald himself!
But what choice did he have? He owned the Iceberg personally. If he was arrested,
he could lose his liquor license. Then what? The nightclub was only a piddling
percentage of his income, but it was his visible income, his legitimate income—and
most of all, it was his pride and joy. He simply could not lose the position it afforded
him in Gotham’s underworld. No, he could not jeopardize it, he simply could not.
So he had Raven contact the good Judge Bungaree, and in a few hours, the whole
unpleasant episode would be expunged. He couldn’t say what it would cost him down
the line.
He would have to be more careful in the future.

The first time Catwoman met Jean Paul Valley, he was what other rogues called
“AzBat” or “the Imposter,” and what Selina herself would always think of as “that
awful thing inside the Bat costume.” Now that he’d foresworn the Bat mantle, she
managed to tolerate Azrael—barely—and had even found it possible to see the man
inside the helmet as something-less-than-completely-annoying.
Nevertheless, she would never forget or completely forgive that first encounter. She
was getting a deadly neurotoxin out of circulation and he accused her of stealing it for
terrorists. The toxin was stored in awkward twenty kilo canisters—not unlike the
tanks of jet fuel Jean Paul was unloading now. Quite like them in fact, and she
watched with a cruel, silent cat-smile as he unloaded tank after tank from the van and
stacked them in the corner.
He turned finally, feeling the cold, malevolent eyes watching him.
Not a single word was said aloud.
There was no need.
The scene was such a perfect reversal of that first meeting, the words of that night
replayed just as distinctly in both their memories.
“On a Catwalk? My, haven’t we changed.”
“And you. From mere theft to terrorist blackmail, or at least an accomplice.”
“That’s not funny.”
It went on. Silent. Mocking. Contemptuous.
“That’s close enough.”
“You’re right. Close enough to realize you’re not him.”
Selina gave a scornful half-smile, turned, and left the hangar.
Pheromones. It was her pet name for Jean Paul Valley, because he lacked them. He
wasn’t good for much in Selina’s view, but this chance meeting did accomplish one
thing: it suggested a way to proceed on the other pheromones matter.

Women. They had to play their little games. Actresses were the worst, but sherogues were a close second. He knew Catwoman had an agenda when she’d called
him to her lair the first time. He told her he knew. He asked her pointblank. But would
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she admit it? No. Would she just come out and tell him? Of course not. So he left a
phone number. That way, when she was ready to come clean, she wouldn’t have to go
through Oswald again. He figured she’d wait a week, tops. He never expected to be
returning to the cat lair in less than twelve hours.
Matt certainly wasn’t angry about the development. Selina Kyle was the hottest
woman in Gotham who he hadn’t pissed off and who hadn’t pissed him off. He put a
lot of stock in that. A one-on-one sitdown with Catwoman, just the two of them, it was
like location shooting in Rome: sure, the producers sent you for reasons of their own,
but you were still in Rome, getting VIP treatment on someone else’s tab. What’s not to
enjoy?
Catwoman wasted no time. This was a cards-on-the-table meeting: Matt liked
looking at her and didn’t bother hiding it. Catwoman had an agenda and wouldn’t
hide it either.
“Who else knew the truth about you and Harley?” she asked bluntly.
“Well, it was common knowledge that Monarch and Harley were an item,” he
answered amiably. “But if you mean ‘me and Harley’ as in knowing I was the
Monarch, Oswald figured it out straight off. And then later, of course, Pammy butted
her nose in.”
There was an abrupt shift in the room. While he had no literal sense of hot or cold,
Matt would have sworn the temperature dropped a good fifteen degrees.
“Don’t get me wrong, I’m not making myself out to be the victim on that score,” he
added quickly. “I’m the one who told her. Figured if I didn’t, Harley would probably
let it slip. Girls do talk, you know. And, well, you know the history, me and Pammy.”
“Still sore about the potpourri?” Catwoman asked wryly.
“Among other things.”
“So, long story short, she was hostile,” Selina guessed.
“I guess so. She didn’t say it in so many words at first, but the incoherent shrieking
and physical violence was a good indication.”
“Hostile enough, would you think, that she’d like to kill you? Or have you killed?”
“Without getting into scientific and philosophical discussions of whether that’s
possible, oh yeah. This was Joker level hatred, at least. Maybe she would have cooled
down eventually if it hadn’t been for the sequel at Arkham, but I distinctly heard the
words ‘kill him’ after that.”
“Then I have one more question,” Catwoman said softly. “A delicate question.”
He scrunched up the mud on the upper right of his forehead to mimic raising an
eyebrow.
“I’m a man made of clay, Catwoman, I don’t think there are any more ‘delicate’
questions.”
She smiled, then frowned, then sighed, then spoke.
“Matt, Ivy can’t ‘affect you,’ right?”
He laughed, a deep, rumbling laugh that made his clay ripple.
“Oh, she can affect me plenty, Catty. She can annoy the living hell out of me. She
can actually make me consider, for about ten uninterrupted seconds, that there are
worse creatures running around this world than Rebecca. But if you mean her
pheromones, I can’t even smell them, let alone be affected by them.”
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“In that case, you’re right. I do want something from you, Matt Hagen. I told you I
didn’t, and now it turns out I do.”
Selina noticed three things simultaneously: Hagen’s clay was thickening as it had on
their last meeting. She guessed this was how he registered strong emotion. His
expression, on the other hand, had frozen, and that made the clay-thickening seem a
little more threatening. Then there was the ooze. Six slow tendrils of creepy horror
movie ooze had trickled down from his body and were seeping across the floor
towards her chair.
“Matthew,” she said with a forced, firm calm. “Is there something I should know?”
“You seem like a really nice lady,” he said slowly, “for a she-rogue and all.”
The ooze had reached her feet. Selina didn’t want to be rude; if this action wasn’t as
threatening as it looked, she didn’t want to offend the man she was appealing to for
help. But instinct said that this oozing thing was threatening, and instinctively she
raised her feet slightly off the floor.
The oozing clay responded faster than she would have thought possible, splashing
up like water and coiling around her as it hardened into a very strong, viscous cocoon
that stretched from her shoulders down to her ankles.
“What the hell!” she screamed, thrashing wildly.
The cocoon contracted, shrinking from her shoulder down to her hips and from her
ankle up to her knee. He was holding less of her, but holding it tighter.
“You seem nice,” Matt repeated icily, “but I’ve heard words like that before, Cat.
Words just like that. ‘I told you I didn’t want anything, but now it turns out I do.’
Rebecca said that.
“See, I thought she was an actress when we met. Most of the hot women you meet at
the studio are. Two, three dates later after five, six times in the sack, comes out that
she’s a suit. Never took an acting class in her life, never stepped in front of a camera.
Turns out she did product placements, get 007 to drive a BMW in the new Bond flick,
get Charlie’s Angels to drink a Pepsi. Came as a bit of a shock, finding out she was
connected to the serious money going into movies, my movies…
“Now she didn’t actually say she was an actress. Didn’t lie, she just let me assume.
She didn’t have any reason to lie, y’see. Nothing in it for her. I had no say whether my
character uses a Nokia or a Motorola in the movie. They sit me in a Beemer, I drive a
Beemer. They sit me in a Corvette, I drive the ‘Vette. Nothing in it for her. ‘Matt,
sweetie, I don’t want a thing. Really. Just having a good time together, aren’t we?’
“And we were. We did. She waited six months before even hinting. Then it all
came out. Seems she was also handling a pharmaceutical company. Not something
they can easily slide into a script like a Domino’s pizza. Hero’s friend walks in
carrying a pizza box, no big deal, right? But the hero’s friend can’t just casually
mention he’s taking Vrickosak for painful anal warts, ‘contact your physician, caution
may be habit forming, discontinue use if drowsiness or vomiting ensues for more than
sixteen hours, but hey Grant, I ran those plates like you wanted and your hunch was
right, McCafferty lives in the Bronx!’”
“MATT!” Catwoman interrupted, punching helplessly at the clay cocoon that still
encased her thighs. “I’d be a much more sympathetic listener if you weren’t,
y’know…”
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She pushed down on her clay prison as if trying to squeeze out of a skirt that was too
tight.
Clayface watched her struggle for a few moments, then tentatively released her.
“Thank you,” Selina said flatly.
He nodded, not exactly ashamed, but aware that his reaction had been a little over
the top.
“So conventional product placements wouldn’t work,” she said, inviting him to
continue the story.
“Surprised you were listening,” Matt said. “Sorry about that. You hit a nerve.”
“I noticed.”
“I never told anyone what really happened,” Matt said, taking on his old shape and
appearance, the way he’d looked that day in Aspen with Rebecca.
“Maybe it’s time you did,” Selina suggested.
“Conventional product placements wouldn’t work,” he nodded, “but Rebecca had a
plan. I could use this one product on the Q.T. It was not called ‘Facelift in a Jar’ or
whatever that urban legend says. They hadn’t got around to finding a consumerfriendly name yet. There was some focus group in Boston working on that. The
product I was pitched was called PB16-L, ain’t that sexy.”
Selina smiled sadly, the cynical humor about the blackest event of his life reminding
her of Harvey.
“Rebecca’s plan was that I’d use PB16-L for a role and get the credit for a miraculous
transformation ‘You know just like De Niro putting on that sixty pounds for Raging Bull.’ I
said no. If I was going to get a De Niro rep for this stunning physical change, I sure
wasn’t gonna turn around and say it came out of a needle. Plus, the whole idea of
injections into my face. This was ten years before botox. Shooting stuff into your face? It
was the sickest goddamn thing I ever heard.”
“You never agreed?” Selina asked, beginning to guess what was coming, and
beginning to understand the malevolent creativity of Matt’s revenge scenarios if her
guess was right.
“I never agreed,” he said distinctly. “All I agreed to was skiing in Aspen with
Rebecca. Did a little Jack Daniels and coke with her that night, but… Well, we’d done
that before and I never passed out, let’s leave it at that.”
“She drugged you.”
“She drugged me. I know it. Not a doubt in my mind. While I was out, she injected
me with that… that fucking poison. Not sure how many times she did it or how long it
took, but by the time we got back to L.A., I was hooked.”
Selina found she believed the story that far. Something about his impassioned
bitterness, not to mention his previous remarks about this Rebecca and the way he’d
attacked Selina when she inadvertently echoed the other woman’s words. But then
Hagen swore he never used PB16-L voluntarily, that he was a helpless addict for the
next three months in which he’d used it. Selina was skeptical of that part. It was
certainly possible, but it was just as possible that he dabbled quite willingly once he
saw what it could do for him. If that were true and he preferred to forget that part of
his history, she saw no harm in it.
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After about three months, Matt said, he had “some kind of reaction,” the life
threatening kind, the kind where they use the paddles in the ambulance. He woke up
in a hospital emergency room while some suit from the studio press office spun the
kind of story they spin when they assume their star’s been freebasing.
“That’s where the urban legend goes off the rails,” Matt said dryly. “PB16-L was
never produced commercially. ‘Hey look, we made two grand off this guy before he
died and his family sued us for forty million’ does not make for a very happy report to
the stockholders. Daggett Industries did what any company would do, they buried it
and then they buried the shovel. They gave the researchers nice fat retirement
packages; they’d all signed NDAs, the end. Only loose end was…” he stopped and
grinned. “Yours truly.”
Selina nodded sadly.
“So they decided to bury you.”
“Nah. I guess they might have, or they might have tried to pay me off first if they’d
known about me. I don’t know what Rebecca told them about me. I do know that
everything she told me about them was a boldfaced lie. The only one that knew exactly
what Rebecca was setting up was Rebecca.
“And at the time, I could choose between film projects that paid three million a pop.
I could work up enough press to bury her just clearing my throat. She herself, without
the company, didn’t have any kind of resources to buy me or fight me or… So, she
used the one thing she did have: PB16-L. Little more cocaine, a lot of vodka, and this
time, instead of injecting the stuff under my skin, she pumps it into an artery. Twelve
hours of convulsions later…” He glorped into his natural appearance. “…Clayface.”

Jean Paul thought it was entirely possible that was the worst eighty seconds of his
life. He couldn’t say for certain. That would involve drudging up the memories of
other phenomenally bad moments, examining them in all their hideous detail, and
making comparisons. Not being a masochist, he didn’t feel that was worth the effort.
It was enough to stand where he was, satisfied that his legs were not as shaky as they
felt, and be happy he hadn’t thrown up on Batman's jet fuel.
What was it about that woman? Did he kill a cat in a former life or something?
They’d had bad moments before, god knows, but there was always some part of
Azrael in the picture. This was just him, it just happened –boom– took him completely
off guard.
Azrael hadn’t said a word since it happened, he noticed. Not that Jean Paul could
blame him; god knows he’d be hiding under a rock if he could. He wondered if Az
would mention it when he decloaked or just add scalloped epaulettes to the armor.

Matt Hagen was an action star. Few of his performances were of the cathartic,
emotionally wrenching variety. But even he had taken classes in “the Method.” He’d
performed the exercises, he’d “accessed” all the latent anger at his father, resentment of
his mother, and lust for his babysitter until blah-blah-blah-blah-blah he finally
achieved “the breakthrough.” It was bullshit. It was exhausting. And it was
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unpleasant. But at the end of it, there was a quiet, peaceful lightness like he’d never felt
before.
As he finished telling Catwoman how Clayface came into being, he felt a hint of that
same buoyant calm.
“So yeah, I got screwed,” he concluded soberly. “I didn’t do anything worse than
most ‘Hollywood bad boys.’ Some dames, some drugs, yeah, sure. I’m no saint; I’m
just an actor. They wind up an E! True Hollywood Story and I wind up next to Killer
Croc in Bartholomew’s anger management session, tell me that’s right.”
“You’ll get no argument from me,” Selina agreed readily. “You were thoroughly
screwed.”
He smiled and chuckled at the anticlimax.
“I was thoroughly screwed,” he repeated.
“Thoroughly,” Selina agreed.
He nodded.
And she nodded.
There it was. A quiet peaceful lightness.
“So,” he announced, trying to find his way back from monologue to conversation.
“You’re obviously very interested in Poison Ivy—eh, not THAT kind of interested,” he
added quickly. “This idea you want to pitch me, can I hazard a guess that this is
something Pammy isn’t going to like?”
Catwoman smiled—quite a lovely smile, even if it was a touch evil-looking.
“Then I’m game,” he said in his most charming love scene delivery. “Especially if it
means spending a little more time with you.”
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CHAPTER 8: UH OH
Matt Hagen’s least favorite producer on three continents was Rick Simons. It wasn’t
that the man was a criminal. He was a producer, that much was a given. It wasn’t
even the lost backers, cast, and venue changes brought about by his constant efforts to
cheat everyone in sight. It was the way each of those reversals was announced,
gathering the cast together and proclaiming, “I have some good news and some bad
news.” Good news: the show is transferring to the King’s Theatre in London’s West
End; the bad news is half of you will be sacked and recast from British Equity. The
good news is those of you who aren’t sacked will receive an additional $200 per week.
The bad news is there’s an extension clause, so you can’t take any other work for six
months although the chances are practically nil that the show will run past August.
Now that Matt knew what Catwoman really wanted, Rick’s “good news and bad
news” was taking on entirely new dimensions.
She had smiled, a really lovely smile from a really lovely woman, and that was quite
beguiling on its own. More beguiling still is what it meant. It meant: No, whatever
Catwoman’s plan was, Ivy wasn’t going to like it one bit.
“Then I’m game,” Matt had agreed, adding in his most charming love scene delivery,
“Especially if it means spending a little more time with you.”
“Pammy isn’t going to like it,” Catwoman assured him quickly, “but I’m afraid it
will mean spending time with her, not with me.”
Matt had to think about that.
But then those feline eyes twinkled wickedly and she added, “But she won’t know
that.”
“Ha,” he said, realizing that (of course) Catwoman wanted him for the kind of
imposture only Clayface could deliver. “As long as I’m there to see the look on her face
when the curtain comes down,” he said pleasantly.
So yes, there was good news and bad news, but the good outweighed the bad—
except they weren’t done yet.
“The thing is, Matt,” Selina continued in a new voice, “I think it actually is possible
to kill you. I think it’s Batman who knows how. And I think Ivy might have gotten to
him to make him tell her how to do it.”
Matt’s reaction to that little bulletin was understandably varied:
The thought that he could “die” was not greeted with the dismay and terror most
people would consider normal. One of the repeated (and disturbing) questions raised
but never answered by Luthor’s “experts” was whether or not he could age. The idea
of being, for lack of a better word, immortal, the idea of still being Clayface in three- or
four- or five-hundred years, was not exactly appealing. But if he could die, that meant
there could, ultimately, be a way out if he found himself in 2507 watching the 579th
Annual Academy Awards…
Of course, the idea of IVY killing him today was not a popular one. Completely
intolerable. That woman’s psychotic need to get the upper hand with anything male—
and how funny that the men she hated the most were the ones she couldn’t green, the
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ones who could actually challenge the premise that everyone loved the Goddess
Beautiful—how pathetically typical. Even Batman deserved better than that.
As for Batman, well, it figured. If anyone would work out some way to, to… that
was a morbid and depressing thought, and Matt preferred to skip over the possible
details of his theoretical demise. But it figured.
He sighed.
Clayface didn’t particularly like Batman, but being Ivy’s “love slave” wasn’t a fate
he’d wish on any man. It sounded like a new circle of hell.
“Then you’ll help,” Catwoman asked when he’d dismounted his verbal seesaw.
“God, yes,” he answered.
Like before, he felt as if Rick Simons had gathered the cast together and dumped a
shitload of good news and bad news on them, but at the end of tireless negotiations
from a team of top-notch agents, a reasonable balance had been achieved between the
good and the bad.
That is, there was balance until a deliriously happy Catwoman threw her arms
around his neck and kissed his cheek—although, since he wasn’t expecting it, it was
only a soft, cheekish area at the time she hit it and she came away all smudged with
mud and looking so pleased and grateful. She was really something to look at, and
now she seemed so happy and all smudged with mud that way…
It was as close to physical pleasure as Matt Hagen could get.

There is simply a fixed amount of frustration and disappointment a human being
can take in one lifetime, and Dr. Bartholomew felt he was in serious danger of
exceeding his limit before he ran out of life. He had tried to put aside Patient J’s
unseemly interest in Ina Garten and enjoy the Barefoot Contessa as before, but it was
hopeless. If it was anyone but Patient J…
He tried a few other shows. Rachel Ray and Giada De Laurentiis seemed like lovely
women, but the spark just wasn’t there. He couldn’t say if it was the style of their
cooking or the pace of the shows, but the magic ingredient of the Barefoot Contessa
simply wasn’t there.
Since he couldn’t replace the cure, Bartholomew saw no other alternative but to cut
out the disease. This consisted of a brief daydream of killing the Patient J in a number
of cruel ways the mad clown himself had outlined in countless sessions. They were all
described as too quick and painless an end for “Batsy” but suitable for less hated
victims such as Robin, Nightwing or F. Murray Abraham. It was a pleasant way to
pass the time driving to work, but Bartholomew knew he did not have murder in his
heart. No, if he was going to cut the disease out of his life, it wasn’t Patient J or even
the entire criminal wing of Arkham that had to go, it was Bartholomew himself.
Quit his job? When the thought first sparked, it was unthinkable. “Can a thought be
unthinkable?” a corner of his mind asked in Patient Nigma’s voice—and that’s when
the “unthinkable” thought erupted from a tiny spark into a raging inferno of promise
and hope!
Quit.
His.
Job.
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He had a nest egg, he had no children, he had a 401k he could cash in. He could take
a leave of absence, a nice long vacation somewhere beautiful where they cooked
delicious local specialties in quaint roadside bistros. And then, at the end of three
months or so, he could simply
Not
Come
Back.
He would need some other job, certainly; he needed money to live. But there were
other jobs in the world that all paid something and did not involve daily contact with
Patient J—with Joker, if you didn’t work at Arkham, he wasn’t Patient J, he was Joker,
and most jobs did not involve ANY CONTACT WITH HIM AT ALL. That was saying
something. That was worth quite a lot. Yes, he might have to accept a paycut and
curtail a few little luxuries, but balancing that, he would not have to see Patient J-o-k-er again ever.

As much as Matt Hagen missed his old life, there were undeniable perks to being
Clayface. Perhaps the most precious was impersonations like this, impersonations
which PROVED Matt Hagen “the action star” really was a good actor.
Playing Batman to a first tier rogue, this was going to be a highpoint of his Clayface
oeuvre.
Everyone assumed that action stars couldn’t act. Matt would be the last one to call
Steven Seagal or Jean-Claude Van Damme actors, but he did think there was more
talent required to deliver ridiculously bad lines than the highfalutin stuff. Anyone
could look good doing Shakespeare—well, anyone that wasn’t Keanu Reeves. But
pulling off “covert agent turned survivalist must stop Chinese mafia from smuggling
explosives across international borders,” that took skill, damnit, and not the kind they
taught at the Actors’ Studio. Not the kind that James Lipton got all fluttery over. It
took real acting to deliver the lines those so-called writers called dialogue as if it
resembled natural human speech or expressed anything approaching a viable human
thought! It took real acting to not notice that you sounded like a total moron, and it
took even more talent a month later working the press junket, when you had to talk up
that trainwreck of a picture as if it was something you were actually proud to be a part
of.
It took real acting that absolutely nobody recognized as acting. They believed it was
real. Wasn’t that a better performance than the obvious stuff they gave Oscars for?
That was the kind of acting Matt Hagen excelled at, and that’s what would make
tonight’s Bat performance possible.
At the cat lair, Matt had assumed a reasonable Batman shape from memory, and
Catwoman had offered a few suggestions to bring the look up to date. The insignia
wasn’t as round as in his day, it was a little more ovular and the yellow background
had been changed to a deeper gold, Catwoman said. Also (according to the pussycat),
it seemed Batman’s jaw wasn’t quite as square as Matt remembered. He was reluctant
to take direction on that kind of detail, it reminded him of Cameron giving “little
suggestions” for a line reading, which amounted to the exact delivery he wanted to
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hear, the precise tone, pace, emphasis, and facial expression. Matt always felt that
intruded onto his artistic turf as an actor—but then Cameron didn’t know what the hell
he was talking about. His understanding of the plot, his view of the characters, and his
instincts for any aspect of storytelling other than where to point the camera were all
simplistic, two-dimensional, and brain-dead. In this case, on the other hand, Matt
didn’t doubt that Catwoman had more opportunities than he did to see Batman up
close and personal, and she would have done so much more recently. So he acquiesced
and softened the jawline until she was happy.
She even broke into Kittlemeier’s (gutsy broad) to get him an authentic cape and
utility belt. Checking himself out in the mirror, Matt thought he looked perfect. But
Catwoman insisted on spritzing him with some “leather scent.” She said it added
authenticity—although now that Matt had reached the greenhouse, he doubted anyone
inside would be able to smell anything but flowers.
Clayface-Batman entered the greenhouse like he was expected. He didn’t speak until
spoken to and did his best to look adoringly at Poison Ivy, even though her back was
turned and she had not yet deigned to notice him.
“You’re early,” the narcissist bitch said at last, without turning to look at him.
“Could you not bear the separation a moment longer?”
Yes, standing there in the vestibule of the 28th Street greenhouse, looking tenderly at
Goddess Greenleaf as if you were actually happy to be in her presence again, that took
skill—and not the kind they taught at the Actors’ Studio.

It was that time. Again. Bruce hated what he was doing, but he couldn’t help
himself. He bypassed the workstation, again, there was no new route to map out,
again, nothing to update from the holographic citymaps into the Batmobile’s
navigation matrix, again.
“Hatch open,” he ordered, again. He got in and closed the canopy, ag—
“Canopy lock,” a hard female voice declared.
He turned incredulously to the passenger seat.
“Suspend Voiceprint: Batman,” Catwoman continued calmly, “Ignition lock,
Autosystems terminate.”
“What are you doing?” he rasped.
“We have to talk,” she said calmly.
“No, we don’t,” came the instant reply. “I have to—”
“Or, at least, I’ll talk,” she cut him off, “You listen. If I’m right, you don’t have to say
a word. If I’m wrong, you might want to mention it.”
She paused and was met with only the clenched jaw and controlled glare that
answered most of her more tantalizing rooftop propositions. So was that good news,
typical Bruce at war with himself? Or was it shutting down to her? The cape and cowl
version of the “tired tonight” rollover and turning off the light?
“I think something happened to you the night we were supposed to meet at Gallery
Athena,” she began, easing herself into it. “I think you had an encounter with Poison
Ivy and haven’t been in control since.”
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She paused again. He’d twitched ever so subtly at the mention of Ivy’s name, but
then he just stared straight ahead like the whole universe would split in two if he
moved an inch.
“Just a reminder, silence equals yes,” she said gently.
Clenched jaw, batglare, and no disagreement. She continued.
“I think you couldn’t say anything or even hint at what was wrong, so you came up
with ‘Project Walapang’ as a way to get the pertinent information into my hands
without technically disobeying Ivy’s orders. Is that right?”
He looked like he was about to say something—actually, he looked like he’s about to
say about 28 somethings ranging from “GET THE FUCK OUT!” to “Thank GOD!”—
but after a few moments of internal battle, he finally gave a curt half-hearted grunt.
Given the silence-means-yes proposition, and his obvious internal thrashing, it was a
completely ambiguous response. Like New Years Eve Charades at Eddie’s, Selina
thought absently—which did at least supply a useful formula of words.
“I’m sorry, I need something more than that,” she said (swearing to herself on
Nutmeg’s catnip mouse that she would never tell him this was how one ‘humored and
handled’ a semi-inebriated Edward Nigma).
Batman struggled for a moment.
“Project Wa…” he began, then stopped and stared at the tip of his glove as his hand
rested on the steering wheel. “That… was for you and you alone,” he managed at last.
“On a roll, meow.”
His lip twitched. He closed his eyes and shook his head, bewildered and, in some
deep recess of his psyche, somewhat amused by the way her mind approached the
problem.
“Okay, so I’m prying into places I’m not supposed to, finding numbers and looking
up files with clues substituted for what’s supposed to be in there. And even at that, the
clues didn’t directly implicate Ivy. I, I’m guessing that…” she stopped and winced,
hating the implication of what was to follow, “I’m guessing that covered you if you
can’t lie to her. In case she asked a direct question, you’d want to be able to honestly
say you haven’t done anything to implicate her. Plausible deniability, as they say in
political circles.”
“I haven’t. I would never—” he blurted instantly, and again he stopped, regarded
the tip of his glove for a moment, and then looked at Catwoman. When he spoke
again, his voice was deliberate and mechanical. “It involves no one but you.”
“I thought so,” Selina said quietly.
“I have to go now,” he murmured just as quietly.
“No. But we’ll be done soon. There’s still the why. Harley Quinn Kryptonite and
Clayface. Harley and Matt Hagen had become a couple.”
“They had?” Batman interrupted sharply. It was unlike the previous outburst and
Selina smiled to herself. For the first time in days, she heard a hint of the man she
knew. Psychobat hadn’t known something. And Psychobat hated not being the first to
know. Much as Selina was delighted to have uncovered something on her own, she
was more encouraged by this spark of real Battitude.
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“Guess you didn’t know that?” she grinned, figuring a healthy dose of teasing
felinity might help him along. “He was ‘The Monarch of Menace,’ you really didn’t
know?”
Batman grunted.
“Score an extra point for kitty,” Catwoman purred. “But if you didn’t know about
Harley and Hagen, what was the Harley Quinn Kryptonite supposed to mean?”
“It was found in Hawaii,” Batman said absently. “I thought it was obvious. You
were here in the cave that day. You knew… Gotham… from Hawaii… I have to go
now.”
“We’ll be done soon,” Selina repeated. “And if you didn’t know before, you know
now. That’s ‘the why behind the why,’ from your point of view. Harley and Clayface
were an item, and Ivy is a jealous, resentful, possessive bitch. I remind you that silence
equals agreement.”
His head whipped around at ‘resentful, possessive bitch’ and he glared at her
intently, but after the rest of her statement, he said nothing.
“You can say that again,” Catwoman smirked. “Which brings us to why she went
after you and, I think, why you’ve been able to resist her as far as you have. I made a
similar mistake this morning. I told Alfred not to worry about being tactful. Didn’t
work, I may as well ask Whiskers not to play with yarn. It’s against his nature and he
won’t do it… Ivy asked you to kill.”
“…”
“She wants Hagen dead, and she guessed that if anyone knows how to do it, you
would.”
“…”
“You’ve been holding out all this time.”
“I have to go now.”
“Waiting for me to figure it out.”
“I have to go.”
“Project Walapang.”
“SELINA,” he shouted, then took several deep breaths, though he hadn’t appeared
to exert himself in any way, his heart had been pounding and he was visibly winded.
“I have… to go… now,” he graveled in a hard, forceful, batvoice.
“You know I can’t let you do that,” Catwoman said grimly.
“You know you can’t stop me,” came the unexpectedly menacing reply.
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CHAPTER 9: YOU KNOW YOU CAN’T STOP
ME
“I can stop you, Stud,” Catwoman said evenly. “Hell, I already have. The canopy is
locked, the engine won’t start, and your voiceprint is switched off until I give the
override.”
“DO IT!” he shouted savagely.
“Put the Psychobat back in the box, Bruce. That doesn’t work on me. It never has,
and it never will.”
“Catwoman,” he hissed with studied control. “I have to go now. Release my
voiceprint, and get out of this car.”
“Look, Stud, here’s the situation: 1. If you won’t kill Clayface for her, there’s
certainly a limit to what you’ll do to me.”
He stared menacingly at her for a moment.
“Do you want to test that theory?” he growled.
“As a matter of fact, no. Which brings us to 2. There is no martial art in existence
that’s really suited to the driver’s seat of this car. You don’t have room to do what
you’re best at. Matter of fact, you don’t have room to do much of anything and neither
do I. So you can just drop the caped badass routine. Trying to threaten me or
intimidate me will not get you out of this, although it may piss me off, and that’s
definitely not going to get you to speeding off to see Queen Chlorophyll any faster.”
“…”
“…”
“Well?” he asked darkly.
“Well,” she answered with a coy smile. “I think…”
She leaned forward and toyed with the edge of his cape.
“…A part of you, the part that matters, the part that’s really you…”
She progressed to the bat emblem on his chest and traced the oval with a clawtip.
“…really wants to help me get you out of this…”
She looked up at him sweetly, and was met with the clenched jaw and controlled
glare that always answered emblem-play.
“…You just need a reason to cooperate…” she went on, tracing the lower scallop of
the batwing.
“And here it is,” she said seductively, licking her lips as she eyed the emblem, as if
she was considering kissing it. “I’ll release control of the car and you can be on your
way to the greenhouse… just as soon as you tell me how to activate the protocol you
must have already come up with for something like this.”
He sat in silence for almost a full minute, tension pouring off him in hot, spiky
waves.
“There isn’t any,” he said finally. “Release the car.”
“No,” Catwoman said simply.
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“Fine,” he muttered. He reached up to a hidden latch at the back of the canopy and
yanked a manual release.
Catwoman cursed, seeing all her careful plans crumple to nothing as he forced the
canopy open and climbed out. The foremost thought in her mind as she followed him
out of the car: a physical confrontation was back on the table, in fact, it was a very real
possibility. Her second thought never quite formed, it was pushed to the side as she
realized he wasn’t heading for another Batmobile as she might have expected. He was
heading into the main cavern of the Batcave… he was heading for Workstation 1.
By the time she reached the main chamber, a layout map of the entire Batcave had
popped onto the huge viewscreen looming over the cavern. By default, that screen
reflected whatever was happening on Workstation 1’s monitor. She could see Batman
was selecting the Hangar Bay on the screen to remotely power up the Batwing—
meaning the clock was ticking on his departure, meaning he intended to make up for
lost time, and meaning (that half-formed thought from before now emerged with
excruciating clarity) this could get very, very ugly very, very fast.
But then—
There was something strange about that layout.
Selina had been poring over blueprints of the house and cave for days. They were
fresh in her mind: the schematics, blueprints and floorplans, all inter-linked,
transposable and familiar, but this… was different. What was diff—There! Unlike
every blueprint or schematic she’d looked at, this one layout had one feature not shown
on any other: the hologram alcove. That little niche where his most private safe was
hidden behind the most diabolically clever “fake bookcase” anyone ever conceived. It
wasn’t on any of the blueprints, any of them. It hadn’t been on THIS rendering either
when she saw it before, Selina was sure of it. She’d seen this screen a dozen times in
the past week and that alcove had not been there. But now, there it was, plain as day.
And not only was it there…
Not only was it there, but there was a tiny bat symbol just over the alcove area.
“What is that?” she asked impatiently.
“What’s what?”
“THAT!” she pointed.
Either he couldn’t tell because the viewscreen was 6 feet wide, or he was being
conveniently and infuriatingly DENSE. She marched furiously to the workstation,
nudged him away from the controls, and selected the little bat icon over the alcove.
The cave erupted into a frenzy of flashing strobes flickering at god-only-knew-howmany cycles-per-second from every monitor and display in the cave. The effect was
beyond disorienting, and despite clenching her eyes as tightly as she could, the
flickering light penetrated her eyelids and Selina felt a wave of hot nausea. If she
actually blacked out, it was only for a second because… because yes, she was still
standing, shakily, but she was still on her feet. She felt winded, the skin of her arms
under the catsuit felt like it was crackling with electricity, she had “pins and needles”
in her fingertips, and her head throbbed.
“Are you alright?” came a gentler voice than she’d heard in many days.
She turned. Batman was sitting in the console chair, staring blankly at the screen as
it flashed a little more before stopping.
“What the hell was that?” she managed weakly.
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“A severe but effective way to nullify post-hypnotic instruction. It’s not…” he
stopped, not as before because he was struggling internally, but because he was
panting from the aftereffects of the strobe. “…not enduring or stable. Get to the
medlab. Get the anti-tox… Get me into bed. Watch me tonight. The longer I can keep
away from her… the easier it will get…”
Catwoman nodded and, from the whip-holster in her boot, she produced a penshaped injector with a bat emblem on the side.
“Way ahead of you on the anti-tox,” she said, “I came prepared. But your file said it
takes weeks to have an effect.”
She considered the possibility that the whole lightshow and ”go to the medlab”
routine was a ruse: send her off, if only a short distance, so he could get to the Batwing
without interference. So she was relieved to see him removing his glove and offering
his bare arm without any fuss.
“It does take two weeks minimum on its own,” he murmured. “There are other
ways to speed the detoxification. Maybe in the morning I can try to…”
He sighed, seeming relieved more than anything after she injected him, resting his
head back on the edge of the chair, closing his eyes, and then graveling the
afterthought, “Took you long enough.”

Matt had performed countless love scenes in his day, one or two with bitchy women
he didn’t like. He had no problem stepping forward and boldly declaring that indeed,
he could not stay away from Poison Ivy, his queen and goddess, for one minute more
than necessary.
He was playing a game with himself, the kind many actors play to make a
complicated performance ring true. If he really was enthralled with Poison Ivy, Matt
reasoned, then his objective in the scene, his “motivation,” would be to get close to her.
As such, he would devise his own reason to get close to her so that the actor, Matthew
Hagen, and the role he was playing, Greened Batman, would share a common goal.
Matt decided that he wanted to get close enough to Pammy to look into her eyes. He
was making a bet with himself about what he would see there.
It took a few minutes. She asked if no one was suspicious… He appeared confused
by that, and she had to clarify: Was no one suspicious because he came early? It was
barely dark. Was no one mistrustful because he’d left wherever he was and quit
whatever he was doing earlier than usual? Clay-Batman said no, there was no one to
notice such things tonight, and he repeated the part about longing to see her again and
not being able to restrain himself a moment longer.
With that, he had closed the distance and was finally able to see her eyes clearly. He
saw exactly what he expected. Matt had played an awful lot of love scenes in his day,
one or two, yes, with bitches he didn’t like… And one or two with needy delusional
psychos, which was another breed entirely.
Some of those women, you could see it when you looked in their eyes: they really
believed you loved them—not the character they played, them. They would never
admit it, they were sane enough to know it was nuts. But they were so desperate for
attention, they’d spend the whole scene pretending in their minds that it was real.
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They’d usually blow a few takes to make you do it over again. That’s when you saw it,
that look. Because you were spewing some love scene drivel, they could pretend and,
for a few seconds, forget how pathetically empty they were.
Matt couldn’t say for sure what it was, but something in Ivy’s manner since he arrived
at the greenhouse struck that chord. All sugared up because someone was looking at
her adoringly. He was drugged, for Spielberg’s sake, at least his character was
drugged. He didn’t love her any more than he loved Sharon Stone, Gweneth Paltrow,
or Lucy Liu in their respective joint-appearances on the AFI countdown of hottest
movie kisses. Ivy knew that. She knew Batman didn’t love her, yet she was absolutely
WALLOWING in the Lance Starfire/Princess Olympia doe eyes he was giving her. So
he made a bet with himself that if he got close enough to see into her eyes…
“Come, you must be pleased to be able to bask once more in the green.”
…Yep, there it was. The look. Needy. Empty. Finally getting a taste of the “love” it
craved. Like most audiences, Ivy would take his performance to mean what she
wanted it to mean. She saw the gleam in ClayBat’s eyes as he looked into hers and she
took it to be infatuated delight in her proximity, not satisfaction with his own
cleverness in finally figuring her out. Poison Ivy. All that ego… that loud, obnoxious,
overblown narcissism—the great Gotham goddess—what else could all that bluster be
hiding but a wide, deep, hollow…
“None initiated into the enchanted mysteries of the Green can resist the beauty of
Nature’s chosen vessel.”
Sensing this was his cue, he murmured something complimentary about the beauties
of nature (There were some nice roses in the corner), and noted to himself that the
needy-psycho theory would certainly explain why she was such a possessive nutcase
where Harley was concerned.

It was a long night. Batman was cooperative as far as the costume vault. Alfred had
not yet brought his kimono or removed the clothes he’d worn that day as Bruce
Wayne. Selina saw no reason for him to change, he could just wear the costume up to
bed and she’d bring it down later. But he insisted. Ivy had enthralled Batman, he said,
and in his mind Bruce and Batman were sufficiently distinct that he was better able to
resist her out of costume.
It made little sense to Selina, but anything that helped, she was all in favor, “meow.”
He smiled at the meow, and that did look like progre… He smiled. It was more
than progress, it was… He’d smiled. At her. It was the first time in days he’d shown
anything other than annoyance or indifference. Now he’d smiled at a meow. And for
a few fleeting minutes, Selina felt everything really might turn out okay.
The trouble began when she took him up to the manor. Alfred was surprised to see
them. Master Bruce was never home that early and Miss Selina, only occasionally.
Also, Miss Selina was still in costume while Master Bruce was not. All in all, it was
quite an atypical development, and Alfred was understandably curious—and
concerned.
Bruce started to explain, but he couldn’t get very far.
“Poison Ivy,” Selina said, supplying the name he hadn’t been able to speak.
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“Yes, her,” Bruce said grimly. “I’ve had some… trouble. Difficulty. Nothing really,
a small, eh, setback… not even…”
“We’ve had some trouble,” Selina broke in crisply. “Like the time you were telling
me about this morning, with the Foundation. I need to get him to bed.”
He didn’t fight going up to the bedroom. He did stare transfixed at the vase of lilacs
next to the bed. Selina promptly removed it and set it outside the door. Bruce got
undressed and got into bed without argument, but he had more and more trouble
discussing anything related to Ivy or the greenhouse.
After a few minutes, Alfred came in with a sedative. There was an argument about
that, but Selina stayed out of it. She could see it was a quarrel they’d had many times
before, and she had a hunch that Alfred always won. Tonight was no different and
soon Bruce was asleep, breathing heavily, and going nowhere.
Selina cried.
Whiskers hopped up on the bed and sniffed Bruce’s elbow. Alfred brought warm
milk. Selina drank it, she cried again, Nutmeg hopped up and licked Whiskers’s nose,
Selina held Bruce’s hand, and eventually she fell asleep.

Well…
Matt Hagen didn’t like Batman and probably never would.
But now that he was seeing first hand what had been going on in the greenhouse, he
was gladder than ever that he’d come. It was no longer about helping Catwoman. It
was simply that NO MAN EVER should have to endure this. No man should have to
endure a “goddess” thinking he’s in love with her. The psycho-actresses PALED in
comparison to this.
She’d drugged him, what, four different ways by now? Matt could only assume
there were pheromones in the air, that’s one. He couldn’t smell them of course, but Ivy
certainly acted like her very presence was intoxicating. Then she’d slapped a leaf onto
his cheek like a nicotine patch; that’s two. Stuck a thorn in his glove; three. And now,
she’d kissed him. He got no more out of the kiss than he did the patch or the thorn, but
still, that was definitely three and possibly four different ways she’d tried to drug him.
That’s not love. It’s not even lust. It’s just fucked.
Then there was the chit-chat in between. Talk about fucked.
She wanted Batman to kill “the Walking Dung Heap,” i.e. him. That’s what
Catwoman had guessed, and that turned out to be the case—sorta. The word “kill”
was so simple, detached, almost impersonal. It didn’t really cover what Poison Ivy
wanted to do to Clayface. What Ivy wanted wasn’t so much to kill him as to
obliterate/exterminate/eradicate/burn him from existence. To devour him from within
with a sort of fiery-acid-venom-made-of pure-hatred—in green. Ideally, the acid
venom fire of pure hatred should be green, or at least in some way connected to
flowers. If that wasn’t possible, Ivy would accept it (grudgingly), but if Batman really
loved her, he would find a way to work flowers into Matt Hagen’s excruciatingly
painful demise.
Then came the goddess bit. First there was Gaia. Pantheon: Olympian. Sphere of
influence: fertility and protection. Suitable offerings: fruits and grain. Preferred colors:
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green (No kidding, Pammy! Never would have guessed that, never!) Gaia is Mother
Earth and grandmother of the Olympians. She was born from Chaos and gave birth to
Pontus and Uranus without outside help. But then she bore the Titans with Uranus as
their father (and we all know how that turned out, useless men). She also gave birth to
the Cyclopes, the Hecatonchires, the Gigantes and the Furies, all conceived after Uranus
had been castrated (at Gaia’s request) and his blood fell to earth from the open wound
(so there). She is seen as the essence of primordial life and of the Earth itself…

The first conscious thought Bruce had was that he hadn’t dreamt of flowers… He
hadn’t dreamt of the alley either… He hadn’t dreamt at all… must’ve been
drugged… He raised a heavy hand to his bleary eyes and STARTED awake as he
realized he was unmasked. His heart pounded for endless seconds until his groggy
senses caught up and he realized he was in his own bed. He groaned and let the hand
flop back on the bed as the memories flooded back from the night before.
He heard Selina’s voice in the hallway… but not Alfred’s. She must be on the
phone. He couldn’t quite make out her tone, if it was anxious, excited, or irate. He
moaned again, impatient with his sluggish senses and his foggy mind’s inability to
process data or draw conclusions.
Suddenly, Selina was standing over him.
“You’re awake.”
Soft words.
“I wanted to be here when you woke up.”
Not like Ivy’s, pushing him, always pushing him to kill the Walking Dung Heap that wasn’t
fit to live.
“How are you feeling?”
Soft words.
Then soft lips.
He groaned again.
“I’m getting to it. I just have to formulate the appropriate plan.”
“Bruce?”
No.
No, that was Selina. Ivy hadn’t called him Bruce. Ivy didn’t call him Bruce. Ivy
didn’t ask how he was feeling. Ivy only asked how to kill the Walking Dung Heap.
“Bruce, I’m going to give you another dose of anti-tox.”
No.
Not another shot.
How long was he going to be able to take this? How long could he hold on before he
told her how to do it? Walking Dung Heap wasn’t fit to live anyway, only fit to be
fertilizer for the beautiful flowers.
How long was it going to take before Catwoman put it together?
Prick of a thorn. How long could he hold on?
“I’m getting to it,” he murmured again. “I just have to formulate the appropriate…”
“Shh, it’s okay.”
That was new. Not pressing him after a thorn. Not pressing him after a kiss. Soft
words, soft lips, soft fingers in his hair.
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Bruce closed his eyes and went back to sleep.

Then, of course, there was Nerthus. Pantheon: Norse. Element: Earth. Sphere of
influence: fertility and prosperity. Preferred colors: green. (Again with the green. Will
wonders never cease?) Nerthus is the Earth Goddess who was said to have traveled
through Denmark in a wagon, from which she blessed the land with fertility. She is the
Earth Mother that rules over Midgard; associated with witchcraft, wealth, and
purification.
Matt Hagen didn’t like Batman before coming to the greenhouse, but he was
beginning to reconsider. It had become increasingly clear that Batman had been
coming here for several nights and that he’d somehow resisted Ivy’s demands to tell
her anything he knew about how Clayface might be killed. And he’d evidently listened
to several nights of this, this lecture series on Goddesses of Growing Things.
Matt could only assume it was easier to take if you were greened, but nevertheless.
“So you see, mankind has always been indebted to those godly women touched by
the blessed life force of Mother Earth, without whose power and munificence no
blossom, sheaf, or blade of grass could grow. Now you must see, surely, how
unnatural it is to resist this simple request. Tell me, Batman, would dehydrating the
Walking Dung Heap be possible? Dry air and extreme cold, it works on beef jerky,
why couldn’t it work on clay?”
Matt did his best imitation of a stoic crimefighter reluctantly but nobly standing
mute in answer to this bizarre idea. He briefly considered that it might be playing
Batman as a role that was making him more sympathetic to the crimefighter he’d
always considered a blustering nuisance.
Did she say DEHYDRATE HIM LIKE JERKY?
No, it wasn’t playing Batman that was turning him around on the crimefighter. It
was Ivy. Anyone who put up with this for more than twenty minutes without killing
her was beyond a hero. Greened or not, he was a hero. He deserved a star on
Hollywood Boulevard. He deserved an Oscar, a private bungalow at Metro,
concurrent cover stories in Variety, Time, and People, and a baked lobster roll at Koi on
the studio’s tab.

When Bruce woke again, he realized immediately that he’d slept for more than
twenty-four hours. It was still light outside, but his body felt too stiff and too hungry
for it to be only a few hours. He also realized he was not alone in the bed. Selina was
lying beside him, propped on her elbow, reading a book.
“You haven’t been here all this time?” he said, his dry throat unintentionally
producing a deep bat-gravel.
“Hi there,” she purred, setting the book aside. “I come and go.”
He sat up and looked into her eyes.
“Selina, how many hours of the last twenty-four did you spend in this room?”
“Well,” she blushed and looked away, then turned back and blurted defensively, “A
lot, okay. I wanted to be sure you were all right.”
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He reached out, pulled her face gently towards his, and kissed her tenderly.
“Thank you,” he said emphatically. “For everything.”
“You’re welcome, but those aren’t the words I’m waiting to hear.”
“Poison Ivy is a repugnant criminal and a dangerous sociopath, and tonight I’m
taking her down hard, fast, and painful.”
“I would have settled for ‘a world-class bitch,’” Selina smiled. “But don’t you think
tonight is rushing things?”
“There’s a way to speed up the detoxification. There’s a metal sample down in the
chem lab, shaped like a bar of soap. Special alloy. I haven’t tested it. But Ivy’s
pheromones are protein-based; under running water, the amino acids should bind to
the alloy, breaking the molecular bonds holding them to the skin. If I spend the day
working up a sweat in the sauna and then showering with the bar, sauna-showersauna-shower, my system should be completely clear by tonight. I’ve already had
what, four shots of anti-tox?”
“Six.”
“Six?! Two a day, first shot was in the Batcave, is it… Selina, is it Tuesday?”
She nodded.
He sighed and shook his head.
“It’s no good. A two-night absence, maybe I could convince her I’d been unable to
get away but was still in her thrall. But three, she’d never buy that.”
“You haven’t missed a single appearance as far as Ivy is concerned,” Selina said
smugly. “She’s had a bat-toy to play with every night since I confronted you in the
cave.”
Bruce’s eyes widened.
“What did you do?” he asked, flashing through horror scenarios of feline-logicmeets-bat-mantle. “Not Jean Paul!”
She stared. She glared. She did her best to remember that she loved this man, had
remained at his bedside for the better part of fifty-six hours, and that allowances
should be made for the copious amounts of chemicals coursing through his system for
the past week. Nevertheless…
“Jean Paul Valley, as in no pheromones at all, you think I’d send him to Ivy? As what,
some kind of zero-sum experiment? See if he could suck the sex appeal right out of
her?”
“Well it couldn’t be Dick. Ivy would see through that in a minute, and J’onn—”
“That’s your rolodex, not mine. And there was already a shapeshifter on the table. I
got Matt to do it.”
“Clayface? You got—”
“Hey, no love lost between him and Ivy, in case that’s somehow escaped you, Jackass.
And best of all, her pheromones can’t touch him.”
“He’ll have killed her by now.”
“No, he hasn’t. He calls every morning after he leaves the greenhouse. He’s all
kinds of pissed, and he has some gory plans for a certain rosebush, but he’s perfectly
willing to wait for my go-ahead. I’m like his director.”
Bruce swallowed, moistening a painfully parched throat.
“He calls me ‘C.W.’” Selina added.
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Bruce swallowed again, rubbed his temples, and scowled. Through sheer force of
will, he prodded himself into a “Batman” frame of mind sufficient to produce what
others perceived as a density shift. When he spoke again, his deep gravel was not from
the dry throat but from pure, disapproving Battitude.
“You sent Clayface. To Ivy. As me.”
“You think Ivy’s the only one who can charm a little help out of a man with an
undeniably useful skill?” she smiled, indifferent as always to disapproving Battitude.
“It’s a potentially lethal superpower,” he corrected. “You can’t control him, when he
decides to go on a mad rampage and kill her—”
“Okay, first, let’s scroll back to ‘thank you for everything,’ because that’s the only
thing keeping you unscratched right now. Second, I don’t think Matt Hagen is any
crazier than I am. He seemed perfectly rational when I talked to him, not especially
prone to ‘mad rampages.’ He certainly understands that he has a vested interest in the
situation. Ivy wants to kill him and I gave him a heads up. Yay, Kitty. He has every
reason to help me. And third…”
She trailed off and sighed.
“Yes?” Bruce prompted wearily.
“He seems like a really decent guy. Bruce, he had everything. Life dealt him some
absolutely brutal blows. Now he’s got a lot of problems trusting people. Sound at all
familiar?”
“I hope you’re not suggesting—”
“Look, you’re right, I can’t ‘control’ him. That’s Pammy’s shtick. It’s not my style,
even if I had the Lemon Pledge body chemistry. I’m not controlling him; I’m trusting
him, and maybe… maybe then he’ll trust me. I think he needs to trust somebody. He’s
so alone, it’s killing him, worse than anything you and Ivy cooked up.”
“Pity the poor rogue,” Bruce sneered. “Do you have any idea how many times I’ve
nearly suffocated in all that—”
“Special Foundation Initiative S4, Humanitarian,” Selina said simply.
Bruce glared.
“You’re going to hate this next part,” she went on.
“Yes, I suspect I am,” he agreed.
“I want you to let me and Matt handle Ivy tonight, and after—”
“No.”
“And afterwards—”
“No.”
“Afterwards, I want to bring him back here to meet you.”
Bruce bristled, his eyes closing.
“Not a chance,” he growled. “First off, I’ve spent the last week in Ivy’s thrall. I’ve
spent the last three days in a rapid detox to try and get her influence out of my system,
and all the while, Clayface has been impersonating me in front of Ivy, without my
knowledge or approval. It couldn’t be helped, considering my condition, I understand
that. But to think that I’m just going to stand on the sidelines while my girlfriend and
her super-powered buddy are exacting revenge…”
He paused briefly, letting the comment hang in the air as he turned to look at her
again. She opened her mouth to speak, but he interjected before she could even start.
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“And now, after all of this, as I’m ready to try to get Batman back on track after being
out of action for a week, you want to bring Clayface—a high powered rogue and one of
Batman’s deadliest enemies—back to the cave to meet with me for some kind of…”
“No, Bruce,” Selina interrupted, “not the cave, I didn’t mean the cave. I meant bring
him here, to the house. It’s not Batman that Matt needs to meet with, it’s Bruce Wayne.
It’s about finding legitimate research for his condition and the financing to cover that
research.”
Bruce paused again.
“Selina… No.”
“Special Foundation Initiative S4, Humanitarian. Bruce, why does it exist if not for
this? If he cooperates, then it wouldn’t be guesswork, right? They could find the right
hydrogen level or whatever it was to make him stable and—”
“Selina, your heart is in the right place, but—”
“Look, you owe me!” she blurted. “For the ‘tired tonight’ and rolling over alone, you
owe me huge. He went to Luthor, Bruce. I told him not all rich men are like that. I am
bringing him back here tonight to meet you. You can either prove me right, or prove
me wrong.”
Bruce sighed and shook his head.
“Not here. Bring him to the penthouse.”
Selina smirked.
“Fewer nooks and crannies to check after he’s left?” she guessed.
“Newer sprinkler system,” he grunted.
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CHAPTER 10: SHOWDOWN IN FLOMA
The wholesale flower market, or FloMa as it’s come to be known in trendy
GothamSpeak, has been a beloved pocket of pure Gotham quirkiness since it moved
from the ferry landing in the 1890s and reconvened on Sixth Avenue between 26th and
28th Streets. Every weekday, more than two hundred growers brought fragrant wares
from their farms and greenhouses, some coming from as far as eighty miles outside the
city. They brought potted plants to the stalls in the old Giordano Market Building.
They brought cut flowers to the original Exchange on Conway and its younger, more
affluent rival in the Novick-Mitchell Building. But FloMa’s heyday was over.
Ordinary Gothamites didn’t buy flowers anymore, even at Easter. The buyers now
were all “in trade”; hotels, restaurants, florists and decorators. As the private
customers disappeared, the markets became all but invisible. Developers bought the
building that housed the original Exchange and forced it to move to a loft in NovickMitchell just one floor above its rival; the open air stalls all but vanished; the auxiliary
flea market moved to Hell’s Kitchen. But for those who knew it was there, FloMa still
stretched down Sixth Avenue from 26th to 28th, dotted with hidden pockets of green.
One such pocket was a garden supply store behind the 28th Street Greenhouse, the
roof of which Batman noted in his final log entry as a prime observation point and a
useful staging area “for either covert penetration of the greenhouse or full-out
assault.” Catwoman found the spot easily enough and felt a pang as she looked down
on the telltale bites of a bat-grapnel in the ceiling grate, and beyond that into Ivy’s lair
in the greenhouse itself. It was a perfect vantage point, just as advertised. Bruce was so
good at what he did. Catwoman, on the other hand, gagged on the very thought of
“crimefighting” and had developed few skills related to it. She could adapt many of
the skills she did have, but when it came to coordinating a joint assault on a criminal
lair, she had no clue how to proceed. So when Clayface wanted to begin on his own,
she agreed. As he said, he’d earned it.
She had called an hour before nightfall, just as always. She could tell by the speed of
the pickup that he’d been waiting and not very patiently. Once Matt learned that
tonight was finally the night and he could drop the bat-charade whenever he was
ready, he’d said “Thank god, C.W. I swear if I had to get through one more round of
‘Blodeuwedd is the Celtic goddess of Earth in bloom’ without reacting, it was gonna be a ‘Kill
Bill meets the Texas Chainsaw Massacre’ situation.” Selina had laughed, and that brought
on a bat-scowl seldom seen outside of Hell Month. Bruce could only hear her side of
the conversation, of course. He heard her say tonight was the night, he heard garbled
squawking from the phone, and he saw a naughty grin flash behind her eyes, dance
across her lips, and then erupt into that wickedly merry laugh.
“This has disaster written all over it,” he said scornfully.
Selina dismissed his concern. She’d managed this far without Bat-help after all. But
now, now that she’d reached this spot, hand-picked by the master crimefighter as the
perfect entry point, she was having doubts. He was the expert, the professional, and he
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thought she was being foolishly naïve in partnering with Clayface. What if he was
right?

Jean Paul’s speakers chirped and a small private message window appeared beneath
his full house.
==Hey buddy, just noticed you’ve been playing a lot for the past few days.==
==You practicing for a tournament or you blowing off steam?==
Jean Paul doubled his bet and closed the window without answering. He’d had a
bad day, yes. Maybe not life-changingly bad, but bad. First that searing look at what
his life might have been sans Azrael, then that kick in the teeth from Catwoman, then
the inevitable result of a bad Cat-encounter (as if there was any other kind): Azrael
starts tweaking the armor. He’d had to get up early and take those stupid sketches for
“spiky boots” to Kittlemeier, who said Jean Paul could pick them up day after
tomorrow. Why so soon? Because Kittlemeier knew just how to produce this effect;
he’d put raised studs like that on a gold belt for Catwoman way back when. That was
one nice belt, superior workmanship, one of his best efforts. Pity she didn’t stick with
it, but the rest of the outfit was just for this one job and… Jean Paul heard no more,
because Azrael began this “Meditation” on the Most Glorious St. Dumas that made it
hard to concentrate, seeing as it resembled sticking his fingers in his ears and humming
real loud more than meditating. In Jean Paul’s book, that was a bad day. He’d had a
few days to get over it, sure, and he had spent them playing internet poker, so what?
He was up $11,000; so what?
That seemed the final kick in the teeth, actually. “Lucky at cards” and all that.
==Nicely played, buddy,== the private messenger box returned.
Thanks, Jean Paul typed.
==Didn’t mean to wreck your concentration before. You a pro? Practicing for a
tournament?==
No, just blowing off steam, Jean Paul admitted.
And he was up $11,000 in three days. Lucky at cards and unlucky in love…
Probably.
There was Helena. Maybe. He wasn’t sure what was going on there. He was such a
mess with women, he really wasn’t sure. “Friends with benefits,” did they call it? A
lot of guys would call that a dream come true, right? The ultimate in low maintenance
companionship… If that’s what it was. Without knowing for sure, it was just another
chance to humiliate himself with a woman. Plus, if that is all they were, it was subject
to her (well, technically, either of them, but realistically just her) finding someone she
felt serious about. And that would be all kinds of awkward.
He wished there was someone he could talk to guy-to-guy, but his only real
confidant was Azrael. Grayson was out of the question. Tim Drake was way too
young—plus word on the OraCom was that he couldn’t beat Batgirl at a video game,
so what could he know? Neither Alfred nor Bruce seemed like “guy talk” guys, and
even if they were, they were both out at Wayne Manor. That meant running the Cat
gauntlet, and that was not going to happen any time soon!
Jean Paul sighed. He had trip sevens, the fourth was still out there, the four of a kind
was possible, he was up $11,000—and he was utterly miserable.
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Catwoman already had her whip lashed to the ceiling grate for one of those loud and
violent glass-shattering entrances, but as her doubts grew, she decided to lower herself
in quietly. There were two advantages. First, by sneaking in, she could see and hear
more of what was actually happening inside the lair. The observation point on the
garden shop roof revealed the kind of information Batman would want to know: he
could see light (someone is home), he could see movement (two figures, one standing
near the door, eight creepervines overhead, one giant flytrap). But it didn’t reveal
much about what was actually going on—at least, it didn’t to her. There was no telling
what Batman might deduce from the way the shorter figure was moving or the taller
one’s proximity to the flytrap. Catwoman decided she needed to see more. The second
advantage of this approach was stealth itself. All her natural confidence returned as
soon as she abandoned the posture of a “crimefighter” and returned to what she did
best. She removed the ventilation panel over the greenhouse with greater care than she
did Tiffany’s, and she crept through the beds of infant daffodils more silently than she
navigated the museum’s detection net. As she approached the doorway to the lair
proper, she inhaled for a silent beat of five, then exhaled just as slowly, priming her
body so that no gasp or sound would escape her when she saw whatever she was
about to see. Breathlessly, she looked in…
Ivy was encased in what could best be described as a slime hammock. A stylized
Joker sat next to her on what could best be described as a throne of potpourri. He
pointed excitedly at a portable DVD player on the table and seemed to be commenting
at length on the movie it was showing. Catwoman crept closer, straining to hear.
“Few more explosions yet, Pammy, boys will be boys you know, ha-HA-haha, then
we’ll get to the part I know you’re waiting for, the LUV-scene.”
There was a duet of muffled female expression in response: Ivy’s wail was muted by
a thin veil of slime across her mouth and Catwoman’s snarf was muffled in her own
glove as she realized “Joker” was hosting a Matt Hagen movie marathon. On the
screen, the door of an Asian nightclub exploded into a fireball, and a strappingly
macho Hagen strode out of the fiery chaos to pose dramatically with an M-16 in one
hand and a beautiful katana in the other.
“That’s what they call a hero shot,” Clay-Joker observed—then he saw that Ivy had
her eyes clenched tight. “Ah ah ah,” he chided. “Remember, every time a goddess
closes her eyes, a plant loses its wings.”
He reached out until his Joker-arm stretched to a grotesquely unnatural length,
plucked a rose off a bush in the corner and retracted the arm swiftly. He delivered a
supremely menacing Joker-grin, then popped the rosehead into his mouth and
swallowed it whole. Ivy struggled with renewed vigor, straining against her bonds
and shrieking into the cocoon around her mouth, but she quickly calmed back down as
she realized (yet again) the futility of her struggle.
“Here it comes, here it comes,” Clay-Joker said suddenly. He pointed eagerly at the
screen where Hagen’s character was sneaking through a hotel suite. “I know you’ll like
this part.”
On the tiny screen, Hagen’s character had made his way to the bathroom and
watched as a shapely brunette stepped out of the tub and wrapped herself in a towel.
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He stepped up boldly, grabbed her and kissed her passionately. She slapped him, and
he said he couldn’t help himself, he was overcome by her beauty.
Clay-Joker morphed quickly into Clay-Batman and regarded Ivy with amused irony.
“I couldn’t help myself,” he said reproducing both the line and the precise delivery
from the love scene in Batman’s dry gravel. “No man could. You’re the most beautiful
woman I’ve ever seen.” Then he morphed back into Joker and laughed his head off.

Well… kwak… it was one worry disposed of and a new one cropping up to take its
place.
Judge Bungaree had disposed of Oswald’s arrest and vanished all traces of the
paperwork, just as he would have for any of Oswald’s operatives. The man, like most
corrupt officials who had settled into their corruption, lacked the imagination to
recognize a real opportunity when it dropped into his nest. He saw only another 10G
from the Iceberg, just like any other. It didn’t even occur to the small, stupid man that
Cobblepot being personally involved might be worth more. Forget the power it gave
him over Oswald in the greater scheme of things, the idiot slug didn’t even think to
squeeze him for another 5 grand. A lucky break for Oswald, but then fortune favored
the elite, which he certainly was-kwak.
But if Bungaree was too stupid to see the opportunity, Raven was not. Raven had
been Oswald’s go-between, and she had answered all of his questions after the fact
about the judge’s words and behavior. She answered in such a way that she obviously
grasped what he was getting at. She knew what Oswald was really asking—and why.
She understood that Oswald was worried about Bungaree, that Bungaree had power
over him because of this arrest cleanup (or he would have if he had been bright enough
to realize it). And in knowing that, Raven could very well conclude that she had
power too.
Oswald was not prepared to eliminate Raven. She was a lovely bird and she knew
how to handle the Iceberg clientele. Besides which, at one time Jonathan Crane was
interested in her. All in all, that is not a lady you want to see in a freak accident with
an Early Bird Delivery van.
But Oswald did want to get rid of her, not permanently, just until the dust settled. A
vacation, perhaps. A paid vacation and a small bonus. Nothing too lavish, nothing she
might perceive a payoff. Just a small gesture, a ‘thanks for all your help-kwakwak,’
‘something to make your getaway a little more pleasurable-kwak.’ Yes, that would do
very nicely. A three-kwak bonus. Now, where to send her, and for how long?

While Catwoman had every intention of bursting onto the scene herself by now,
ripping Ivan to shreds and stuffing each and every piece of shredded flytrap up Ivy’s
nose, she refrained. Clayface’s revenge was just too damned poetic to interrupt.
A half hour earlier, sensing that a saturation point had been reached on his movies,
Matt remembered he was dealing with a colleague. No, no, he didn’t mean a fellow
Batman rogue, he meant another film star! Wasn’t Pammy herself featured in a famous
actionfest blockbuster? It would be too selfish of him to spend all this time screening
his movies and not give equal time to her record-breaking appearance in Catfight at the
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Iceberg. Granted, there wasn’t much dialogue after Roxy called her a three-dollar
whore, but hey, all those thousands and thousands of strapping young men who
downloaded this video didn’t do it for the snappy dialogue, now did they? Check it
out, Pammy, look at that slow motion jiggle when the fireball knocks you back and the
leaves go flying off that bustier. Makes you proud to be an American, don’t it? Sweet
Spielberg, that’s what they mean when they say everybody loves a goddess! A‘Course,
Roxy does have a better figure for the camera; that’s only to be expected, she was a
stuntwoman after all. Camera adds ten pounds and if you don’t train for it, well, a few
of those angles, Ivy looked a little chunky—like this part where Roxy is pulling her
hair—and there when Roxy has Ivy’s arm twisted behind her back—and yeah, see right
there, where Roxy is swinging her into the jukebox… chunky.
Not surprisingly, the muted howls and outraged thrashing in the slime hammock
intensified, but before it got really good, Catwoman was forced to break off her
surveillance. Most thieves were used to hours of quiet waiting, often in cramped
hidden locations. Sometimes it was easier to sneak into a gallery or museum during
the day when it was open to the public, hide yourself away and wait until dark. More
often it was necessary once the burglary was underway, if you’d emptied out the night
vault and only then realized the new guard was a Bat-pest in disguise. So you hid, but
you had to keep your body primed, ready to fight or run on a moment’s notice. There
were a number of ways to do it, tensing and releasing isolated muscle groups one at a
time. Selina had done this unconsciously while her attention was focused on Clayface,
but now she had to stretch more overtly, arching her back and stretching her arms
behind her—until she felt leaves. Shit!
The viney mass behind her that had seemed so ordinary when she first arrived was
apparently not so ordinary after all. It was one of Ivy’s “babies” (read: leafy attack
dogs) and Catwoman had apparently woken it. It sprung to life, looked her up and
down, leaned in and almost seemed to “sniff” her, and then slithered into the lair.
Catwoman heard voices. Ivy’s was garbled, Matt’s was distinct and audible “I take it
we have company. We’ll have to—”
Suddenly, there was an ear-splitting shriek and before Selina could make a move,
Ivy came running at her from the inner lair.
“Catty!” she cried the moment she saw her. And then began the kind of circular
walk-around Selina often engaged in with Whiskers when the cat was playful and
determined to attack her feet. Ivy was apparently trying to hide behind her AND to get
out the door, but… but still keeping Catwoman between her and Clayface as she
moved… But Catty kept moving… So Ivy kept adjusting… And then Catty kept
turning to face her…
And so they were circling round and round instead of getting closer to the door.
After several revolutions, a slightly dizzy Catwoman managed to steer an equally
dizzy and semi-hysterical Ivy back into the lair.
…where Clayface had resumed his Batman appearance.
“NO!” Ivy shrieked, clutching Catwoman’s arm and pointing franticly at the faux
crimefighter. “That’s not Batman! That’s not Batman!” she chanted, wrenching Selina’s
arm like a hunchback trying to ring a cathedral bell. “Catty, Catty,” she panted
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miserably, “He’s been coming here all week, ALL WEEK, DON’T YOU
UNDERSTAND! HE’S NOT BATMAN! HE’S NOT BATMAN!!’
“Of course not, his jaw’s too square,” Catwoman said dryly.
ClayBat crossed his arms dramatically, the caped crimefighter posing for a “hero
shot.” His eyes met Catwoman’s, and for just a split second, she saw nothing so clearly
as the impish satisfaction of an actor who’d done it ‘his way.’ And then, without his
moving a muscle, the effect faded and she saw only a pugnacious crimefighter in the
typical pose.
“Ladies,” he said severely, as edges of his cape lifted on their own and flapped
slowly outward, following the walls of the lair until they came together behind the
women.
“Catty, I can explain about that baby story in the Post,” Ivy stammered desperately.
“I can explain, I can explain. It wasn’t my fault, I didn’t mean it. Just get me out of
here, Catty. I’ll find a way to fix it. Just GET ME OUT OF HERE!”
Batman grinned wickedly, and the cape which now encircled both women pushed
and pulled at them until they found themselves in the center of the room. Ivy
whimpered miserably as the left side of the cape splashed suddenly, like black water,
and she again found herself cocooned in a hammock of Clayface slime. In the same
instant, the half of the cape which extended around Catwoman condensed and
contorted into a handsome chair with carved lion heads in the arms and feet. The nowcapeless Batman morphed back into Matt Hagen.
“Just in time, Cat, my dear. There’s only so much you can do without a real
audience. Now, where were we? Oh yes, it was time for an E! True Gotham Story:
Poison Ivy, and her mad obsession for the one man she can never have.”
For the next half-hour, Matt told the story of Ivy’s life and loves as he saw them,
morphing into Joker, Harley, Two-Face, a giant eggplant, Roxy Rocket, Sly the
Bartender, and Ivy herself as the story required. It was “Joker” who made the
devastating observation that Ivy had Batman in her clutches (or so she thought) and
could think of nothing better to do with him than sic him on Clayface! Talk about
obsession. Why, Matt Hagen had become more important to her than killing Joker, or
even Batman himself. Just think of it, her every waking thought for how many nights
now was Matt Matt Matt Matt Matt. She was obsessed—beyond obsessed, she was
fanatically gripped, fixated and infatuated with him. Bewitched, bothered, and
besotted. Why, it was almost like she was greened. Ha HA-YES, that was it, Ha ha
Haha Ha. It was like greening without the infatuation. Poetic. That’s what it was. Ha
HA hahaha. Poetry in green.

Bartholomew spent the last three days finalizing the paperwork: a three month leave
of absence, approved by Dr. Arkham and the board despite the critical understaffing,
because he made it clear that if it wasn’t approved, he would simply quit. One way or
the other, he would not be in his office at one o’clock on Monday, Wednesday or
Friday listening to Patient J besmirch the good name of Ina Garten. One way or the
other, he would spend the next two weeks bicycling through French wine country, ten
vineyards in fourteen days, and after that, he would see where life would take him.
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There was even the possibility it would not bring him back to Gotham, not ever. He
had kept this possibility from the Arkham administrators. It was simpler that way. If
he told them now, they would make it very unpleasant. Let them fill his position on
staff, however temporarily, and then in a month or two, a registered letter from a man
they’d already replaced wouldn’t come as such a blow.
No more Patient J. Of all the delights he expected from these next weeks abroad, the
lack of Patient J anywhere in his experience was possibly the best.
Now, he had to pack. What did one wear bicycling through the French countryside?

All that remained after Clayface finished his E! True Gotham Story were the threats.
He’d been blackballed once because of Poison Ivy. The Rogues didn’t want to put up
with the psychotic ravings of a queen bitch, so they’d shut him out over a stupid box of
potpourri. Not again. He was back and he would not be ostracized again. He would
make this very simple for Ivy: She couldn’t kill him, harm him, or control him, and her
attempts to change that had FAILED. He, on the other hand, could snuff her out like
that:
He snapped his fingers, transforming his thumb into a doll-size representation of Ivy
and his index into a glorpy miniature of himself. The Clay-finger then enveloped the
Ivy-thumb which appeared to struggle briefly, then suffocate.
Or that: He snapped again, and this time Clay-finger snapped the Ivy-finger’s neck.
Or that: Snap. And Clay-finger punctured Ivy-finger’s heart with a shaft of clay.
Not being a naturally vindictive and bloody-minded killer, Matt said kindly, he would
certainly exhaust ALL the less-drastic options available before resorting to coldblooded murder. Options such as recreating his E! True Gotham Story at the Iceberg
for the enjoyment of all the rogues. And certainly the gang up at Arkham would enjoy
seeing how Ivy had conducted herself with Greened Batman. He morphed into Ivy’s
own form and delivered a few of her more laughable bon mots about nature’s chosen
vessel, then morphed into Joker, pointed at Ivy and cackled, repeating each word
through helpless giggle-fits.
Finally, he resumed his Hagen form, but with slicked black hair, a Clark Gable
moustache, dandified hat and white suit that were pure Rhett Butler.
“Now, if you ladies will excuse me,” he said with a cocky Southern twang, “The city
is full of many things and many people. And I shan’t be lonely.”
Catwoman stifled her laughter as Matt-Rhett strode out the door, although she
didn’t hide that she was stifling laughter—which clearly made it worse for ol’Pammy—
which is exactly what Selina intended. After Matt-Rhett’s magnificent exit, little
globules began collecting themselves from around the greenhouse. A bit of goo
holding a creepervine over here joined with a drop of green from the “snap you like a
twig” demonstration over there. It all gurgled towards the door and both women
watched in silence, Ivy because she still wore a slime-gag and Selina because, really,
what was there to say? Finally, as the clayblob passed Ivy, the slimy cocoon that
surrounded her slid off her body and joined with the rest of the splotchy mass oozing
towards the door… Just at the door, it paused. A patch solidified and gave the
rosebush a final kick. Then it was gone.
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Catwoman looked wonderingly at Ivy.
“What the fuck did you do?” she asked, clearly in awe.
Pamela Isley, for once, had no words.
“Word of advice, Pammy,” Catwoman said amiably. “Whatever you did to invite
that, don’t ever do it again.”

Alfred was not superstitious. Apart from never whistling backstage or saying “Good
Luck” on opening night, he was not a superstitious man.
He was a realist.
Before, it was just the challenges presented by the regular Wayne Manor timetable in
the normal course of batlife. Alfred no sooner chose to put that consideration aside
and make an overture with Edith Mason anyway, when Master Bruce became
embroiled in this frightful Poison Ivy situation and was laid up for three days. And
nights. If Alfred were a superstitious man, that would constitute a very bad omen
indeed.
So he had postponed the whole idea of… well, a life, the very night Master Bruce
took to his bed. The next day, he’d gone to Harriman’s Gourmet Pantry as usual,
planning only to pop into Perdita’s Florals on his way out to relay Miss Selina’s
compliments on the new arrangement. With this topic foremost in his mind, Alfred
mentioned Miss Selina in passing to Mr. Harriman, and the latter was quick to praise
her with a vehemence Alfred found curious seeing that they had never met, as far as
Alfred knew. The source of Mr. Harriman’s good opinion quickly became apparent:
Miss Selina was unique among the hostesses of Bristol in that she was not following
Mrs. Finn’s lead (which was actually Monsieur Anatole’s lead) wanting him to procure
these bizarre chocolate-covered lavender, fennel, and whatnots from Chocolatière du
Panier in Marseilles. Mr. Harriman was at his wits end with this wretched French
phrasebook. He couldn’t guess how many long distance calls he had made, all to no
avail, trying to locate this wretched chocolate shop and place an order.
Knowing that Miss Selina spoke fluent French, and also that she was spending an
inordinate amount of time at Master Bruce’s bedside and was, in Alfred’s opinion, well
in need of a diversion, he volunteered her linguistic assistance. Within a few hours she
had found the shop, obtained a price list and relayed the pertinent information to Mr.
Harriman. An hour after that, Mr. Harriman placed his order, again with Miss Selina’s
gracious assistance, and that, as far as Alfred was concerned, was that.
But now, Mr. Harriman was so grateful that he’d presented Alfred with a gift basket
brimming with gourmet delectables: there was roast quail stuffed with wild rice
risotto, double cream brie with baked apples and grapes, smoked salmon with a caper
dill aioli, and Mr. Harriman’s own house specialty: lemon almond shortbread. Alfred
also could not help but notice that there were two portions of each delicacy, and that
the basket was tied with a delicate pink bow of the shade Miss Mason wore almost
daily.
Alfred coughed his thanks, took the basket, and headed across the street to Perdita’s
Florals.
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It is not in the nature of cats to worry about a mouse that had it coming. Poison Ivy
was no exception.
Selina had been torn as to what exactly she would do with Ivy at the end of the
evening. Handing her over to the police in batcuffs was certainly out of the question.
Even if there had been hard evidence of kidnapping or conspiracy to commit murder,
Catwoman didn’t care about such things. She didn’t care about laws being broken
and—the angle Bruce kept harping on—she certainly shouldn’t care about Batman
being greened. But Arkham, Arkham was another matter. Since Ivy had very
conveniently sunk into a state of shell-shocked catatonia, Arkham was the natural
place to bring her. Have her committed for her own safety, seeing as she couldn’t
function. Selina guessed it was some kind of shock reaction: the power trip she’d been
on with Batman, then having it all pulled out from under her (Meow). Plunging into
the depth of humiliation, hours of Hagen with no ability to respond (Meow). And then
a nice little epilogue of threats, again with no chance to respond. Something in
Pammy’s high-strung psyche must’ve just snapped, and that was very, very meow.
She did pull it together for a few minutes in the car, not enough to really notice she
was in Catwoman’s Jaguar but enough to express a few thoughts on the night’s events
so far. She seemed almost grateful to Selina, which was pretty damned disturbing.
While Catwoman never got around to shredding Ivan and introducing him, piece by
piece, to Ivy’s nasal cavity, she had gone into the evening prepared for Pammy to
realize they weren’t pals. She was prepared for Ivy to realize that Clayface and
Catwoman were working together. Instead, Ivy had been hysterical when Catwoman
showed up and she’d run to her without thinking. Now that it was over and she did
have time to think clearly (comparatively speaking), she still seemed to see Catty’s
arrival as a completely separate event. She just assumed that Catwoman came to her
about something unconnected to Clayface or Batman—and that it was very big of Catty
to put those issues aside in light of the greater calamity with “the Walking Dung
Heap.”
As for the dung heap, Ivy had a tendency to blame everything wrong in her life and in
the world on the one thing or the one person she hated most at that moment. Often it
was men, sometimes the whole human race or the whole animal kingdom, sometimes
just logging companies. Occasionally Batman was the source of all ills, more often it
was Joker, but tonight it was, without question, Matt Hagen. The happy result of that
little blindspot was that Ivy no longer seemed to think she ever had Batman in her
thrall. She knew Bats had turned into Clayface tonight, she knew (probably from the
lines he’d quoted) that it had been him and not Batman on previous nights, and so she
somehow, in her all-clay-is-evil/all-evil-is-clay mindset, assumed it had been Clayface
deceiving her the entire time. That was a lucky break; it eliminated the possibility of
awkward or dangerous questions down the line when Pammy became lucid.
Not that Pammy becoming lucid was much of a concern, not any time soon.
With no questions hanging over them about how Batman got free from Ivy’s
influence and no suspicions about Catwoman’s involvement, Selina felt free to probe
about that one chance sentence which had nothing to do with Batman, greened or
otherwise.
“You said something about a story in the Post… about a baby?”
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There was a gurgling whimper, a hoarse throaty rattle, and that was the last sound
Ivy made until they reached Arkham.
The fact that Ivy was unable to speak and, indeed, seemed barely aware of her
surroundings, made the check-in process fairly simple. Catwoman brought her to the
front desk and gave a reasonably truthful account of having gone to see Ivy at her
greenhouse, being met with hysterical ravings and terrified cries for protection which
had now settled into this catatonic daze, and then, once the nightclerk was past the
point of no return copying information from Ivy’s existing file onto a new admission
form, Catwoman left.
Returning to the parking lot, she saw a row of orange cones beside her car,
sectioning off a patch of fresh asphalt.
“Hi Matt,” she said with a smile.
He glurped into his human form and grinned.
“Was it that obvious?” he asked with a blush.
Selina pointed out that the asphalt was not wet when she pulled up, and they seldom
did work like that in the middle of the night. Matt laughed and invited her out for a
drink. He didn’t really eat and drink, of course, but it was the usual way to celebrate
after a performance. If they’d missed last call at the Iceberg, there were enough all
night diners in the city… Selina agreed—but vetoed the diner. Instead, she wanted
him to meet someone. She said there was plenty to drink “at the penthouse.”

The Dvorak Cello Concerto played on the sleek Bang & Olufsen while Bruce poured
a drink that looked like vintage cognac but contained no alcohol. He took his glass to
the window, fingered the control to remotely activate the sprinklers throughout the
penthouse, stared out at the twinkling Gotham nightscape… and worried.
It was taking too long. Catwoman and Clayface were hardly experienced in
takedown efforts of this kind, but even so, it should not be taking this long. Catwoman
was in no way prepared to handle Clayface if he turned on her. It was an unsound
plan from start to finish and he never should have allowed it. What was worse, Bruce
Wayne had committed to being at home in the penthouse tonight. That meant Batman
couldn’t go out himself to check on the situation or monitor developments from the
satellite cave beneath the Wayne Tower. Theoretically, he could access the
Batcomputer from his PC in the study, but he didn’t want to risk it. Clayface was due
to “pay a visit,” and you could never be completely sure Clayface hadn’t already
arrived. Bruce felt he should maintain the charade of “Bruce Wayne enjoying a leisurely
evening in his penthouse,” no matter how empty the penthouse seemed to be.
At last the phone rang, and Barbara, forbidden to contact him via OraCom or to say
anything compromising, said only that “Jerry A’s just logged that delivery you asked
me to check on.” Bruce permitted himself a half-twitch of relief. Ivy was in Arkham,
even if he didn’t have the satisfaction of putting her there himself. It was better than
nothing. He wanted to press for details: if Ivy was admitted alone, if Catwoman
brought her in, if Clayface was with her, if there were criminal charges or if it was a
civil commitment, if anyone was injured, on and on. There was no end to his
questions, but he didn’t dare prolong the call. Oracle could only know Ivy was
admitted once someone at Arkham entered it into their computer system, as in after all
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the paperwork was completed. Catwoman and Clayface could have left long before
that; they could be arriving at any time. So he waited, sipped his drink, and pretended
to listen to the music as his eyes riveted on the window.
Before long, there was movement on the horizon. Distinct, graceful, darkly purple
movement Bruce had seen so many times, rhythmically breaking the lights behind it,
becoming rounder and more enticing as it came closer… Catwoman.
Catwoman and friend in this case, which wasn’t nearly as enticing. Bruce waited as
the figures grew larger, landed on the terrace, and laughed at some remark he couldn’t
hear. As the glass doors slid open, it became apparent they were laughing at a potted
plum tree on the edge of the balcony.
“Honey, I’m home,” Selina purred, casually peeling off her gloves as she sashayed
up to him and imparted a kiss on his cheek. “Bruce, Matt; Matt, Bruce,” she added
casually. Then she flitted off to the bar, pulled off her mask, and started fussing with
glasses, bottles and ice.
“What’s your poison, Matthew?” she asked with a naughty grin.
“Ehh,” he managed, stalling verbally as his brain tried to process the layers of feline
logic inside the question/joke. “Whatever you’re having,” he said at last. Then he
confided quietly to Bruce “I don’t actually drink. Guess she doesn’t realize…”
Bruce had recognized the look: man befuddled by felinity. The whole situation was
intensely awkward and intensely bizarre, even by Gotham standards. But Selina was
so completely oblivious to the mind-warping strangeness, it created a bond of sorts
between Bruce and Matt.
“Nice view,” the latter said, taking a shot at normalcy through small talk. “My place
in Malibu had a nice view like that.” Of course, his view was the ocean. The cityscape
was more like the view Luthor had from his penthouse and offices. The parallel made
Matt uncomfortable, but he hid his suspicions in a worldly meeting-the-backers smile.
Selina brought his drink. He took it. and they sat. Matt made a polite pretense of
drinking the martini, just as he had with groupies at the Iceberg, and they retold and
relived the night’s triumphs. Selina was a good costar, free with praise for Matt’s
performance—but also a bit miffed that he’d done the job too well. He left her so little
to play with. There was no Day of the Locusts, no Flytrap Clawing, no Weedkiller in
the SuperSoaker (which, he had to admit, sounded entertaining). Bruce said little
during all of this, of course, but for a civilian he seemed to enjoy the stories. Matt
recalled that Wayne had been greened himself way back when, so his appreciation was
understandable. Plus, of course, Selina’s enthusiasm was contagious.
After an hour or so of this easy reminiscing, something changed. Matt had that
“size-up” feeling again, like he was in the presence of a studio suit. He looked
curiously at Selina, but then realized the feeling was coming from Bruce.
“So, cut to the chase,” Matt said abruptly. “What do you want?”
Rather than the usual denials, Bruce asked Selina to leave them alone. He then
described a research initiative the Wayne Foundation funded at Hudson University
several years before. He rattled off the credentials of the scientists involved, exactly
like a suit describing the director, screenwriters, and f/x wizards they were lining up
for a new film. The only thing Wayne was vague about was the why. He said the
Foundation was asked to fund the project, asked “by the city.” Matt asked for
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clarification on that—twice. “The City” could mean anything: the Mayor, the cops, the
cops fronting for the Bat… Each time he asked for details, that studio size-up feeling
returned. And each time the size-up feeling returned, Matt looked back at the window,
that breathtaking view of Gotham that was so much like Luthor’s view of Metropolis.
“Look, you want me to star as a lab rat in your science project,” he said
incredulously, “and you’re not even telling me who’s producing?”
“All the funding is from the Wayne Foundation,” Bruce repeated.
“Yeah, I get that,” Matt answered. “You’re signing the check. You’re ‘the money.’
But that’s finance. That’s not being the Producer. Producer is the guy who really
started this, puts everything together, including you and your money. Who in ‘the
city’ wants to—”
“Hagen,” Bruce interrupted sharply. “Forget what everyone else wants, what you
assume everyone wants and they’re not saying. What do you want? Selina tells me you
went to Luthor. You wanted research like this. You wanted an alternative to what your
life has become.”
“That was a long time ago,” Matt answered, looking down at the drink in his hand
like he wished it was more than a prop.
“So was this,” Bruce replied. “Dr. Coi is at Star Labs now. Bryce is at Princeton.
Phipps went to Johnson and Johnson. But the research still exists, and we can get the
panel back together or assemble a new one. If you want it. If you’re willing to
cooperate.”
“You want me to ‘cooperate’ just for my own satisfaction, huh? Just for the one in a
million shot they maybe can find a way to make this…” He paused, staring at the back
of his hand, and as he turned it, let it morph into a gray glorpy mass. “Make this into a
regular body again? I go along with this for nothing, just like that?”
“No, not ‘just like that,’” Bruce said, a cold directness in his eye. “There’s a price. In
the morning, a Foundation lawyer will go with you to the district attorney. You’ll
make a full confession of all the crimes you committed as Clayface, and accept a
negotiated sentence of community service bound to this research. Your participation
will be monitored and reported to their office. If you up and disappear in six months,
it’s no different than a jailbreak. Understood?”
“Are you SERIOUS?” Matt sputtered, losing the definition on his hair and fingers in
his shock.
Then, after a hard silent glare which seemed to be the only reply he was going to get,
Matt Hagen grinned.
“Well, Selina was right about one thing, you’re nothing like Luthor.”
The glare softened a touch.
“Do we have a deal?” Bruce asked.
Matt’s grin widened.
“I take it back. You’re a little like Luthor.”

==Glad to help, buddy. We’ve gotta stick together where the ladies are concerned.
Lovely to look at, delightful to hold, but make the wrong move and you’re out in the
cold.==
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Jean Paul chuckled. It felt good to get an objective opinion. And it was good advice
too. The very fact that he didn’t know where things stood with Helena was a pretty
good sign that there was no relationship to be wondering about. He should go forth
and find himself a lovely lady he didn’t have to wonder about. And lovely ladies were
everywhere. Sure, he had an obligation to Azrael, but Az could battle evil anywhere.
There were lots of cities out there. Take Metropolis: Superman seemed nice, and no
Catwoman. Keystone was cool: lots of history, great cheesesteaks, no Catwoman.
Seattle: Promised Land of gourmet coffee and software development, no Catwoman.
Or even, as his new on-line poker buddy suggested, Star City: beautiful scenery, even
more beautiful women… and, Jean Paul added in his own mind, no Catwoman.
Very, very good advice.
Thanks again, Jean Paul typed. And good luck at that Five Diamonds tournament next
month.

==Thanks again. And good luck at that Five Diamonds tournament next month.==
the nameless poker player answered.
Roy Harper smiled. Seemed like a nice guy, just way too passive where the ladies
are concerned. If there’s one thing Roy knew, it was how to set a guy straight on the
lovely ladies. After all, Cheshire hadn’t killed him yet.

After saying goodnight and escorting Hagen to the elevator, Bruce watched on a
hidden camera as the Matt Hagen-shaped body left the elevator. Whether that was all
of him or if he’d left some part of himself behind remained to be seen. Bruce waited,
then conducted a visual inspection of the elevator, foyer, living room and terrace.
Nothing seemed amiss, which cleared the way for a thorough spectral sweep in the
morning. Bruce himself would not be present. Tim and Cassie would conduct the
sweep, wearing the uniform of a cleaning service, just in case. Until that scan came
back clean, no one would be permitted to speak freely in the penthouse, and access to
the satellite cave through the elevator would remain disabled.
Satisfied, Bruce went to find Selina. He knew she’d gone into the bedroom earlier,
and he opened the door with his finger to his lips, intending to preempt any careless
chitchat. Unfortunately, she was in no position to see this silent signal. She was down
on all fours, head vanished under the bed, presumably cracking the ancient floorsafe
under there. Suppressing a lip-twitch, he tapped her on the back. She started and
banged her head on the bed, then called him a jackass.
“I was looking for the fourth bar,” she began, rubbing the back of her head.
“It’s not there. And I don’t want to talk here. Let’s go home,” he said flatly. She
glanced back at the safe and back at him. “I haven’t used that safe in years,” he added.
“Let’s go.”
“What about Matt, did he go for it?”
Bruce sighed, wondering what it was about that woman’s mind that didn’t process
anything he said in front of a locked safe. ‘I don’t want to talk here’ was a clear enough
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phrase, wasn’t it? Rather like Felony burglary occurs when a person “knowingly enters or
remains unlawfully in a building with intent to commit a crime therein.”
“Hagen agreed in principle,” Bruce said curtly. “I have my doubts as to whether
he’ll go through with it.”
Selina sighed and shook her head. He hurried her out, and down to the private
garage below the tower, where Alfred was waiting with the Bentley. As they pulled
out of the garage, Bruce quickly ran down the topics he hadn’t wanted to discuss in the
unsecured penthouse: He used the floorsafe years ago to store a spare costume when
he lived in the tower. The fourth gold bar was at home in the manor, in the bottom of
the safe in the bedroom, because they’d mentioned that safe during the Walapang
conversation; he expected that to be the first one she found. Not that it mattered now,
but the fourth clue was Alfred’s housekeeping records. For some reason, the weekly
bill for a local florist just jumped, although it’s been constant for years.
“That would be a new flower arrangement in the dining room,” Selina mentioned,
glancing up to the front of the car and catching Alfred’s eye in the rearview mirror. As
usual, Selina couldn’t tell if he could hear them from the driver’s seat and was simply
playing the discreet chauffeur, so she answered for him. Then she added, “And the
fourth bar might not matter to you, but it matters to me. Property taxes on the Catitat
next month.”
Bruce gave her a strange sideways glance as the downtown buildings flashed by
outside the window. To him, the gold as her ‘compensation’ was part of the cover
story to set Project Walapang in motion. Surely, if she needed anything for the Cat…
Walapang. The word stuck in Bruce’s mind like one of Ivy’s thorns. He turned back
to the window, watching the buildings whizzing past his eyes, the streets, the people
who were still out, all going about their nightly routines… even this close to dawn,
there were people on the street… The city. His city. For over a week now, he hadn’t
been out there, protecting these people, protecting their way of life. For over a week, he
hadn’t been able to… All because of Ivy and her ridiculous…
Walapang. Selina had come through beautifully, following the clues, freeing him
from Ivy’s grip. That first conversation, that day in the cave, when she first noticed the
two bats, he’d made such an effort to include Catwoman in his work. Because of the
crisis, because of that dimension hopping nonsense. She’d been in danger and all he
could do was watch. Now, here they were again. She’d gone after Ivy, she had, with
Clayface. In danger again with uncontrollable superpowers and, and he had done
nothing but stay behind and… wait. He knew he could have gone with her… should
have gone with her. Sure, he was still struggling with the aftereffects of Ivy’s control,
his mind still somewhat cloudy, his body unsure. But he would have worked past it;
he would have pushed all of that aside in order to do what he had to do. He would
have persevered. He always did. But she’d convinced him…
Then there was the Hagen irony: For nearly a week, he’d resisted Ivy and what she
wanted him to do to Clayface. With Selina, he’d agreed in less than an hour. No air
freshener required. Just “Special Foundation Initiative 4; why is it here if not for this?”
Of course, it wasn’t the same thing, but still, in a way…
In one motion, he clicked a switch on the door’s armrest and spun in his seat to face
Selina. The opaque privacy shield that separated the driver’s seat from the back of the
car slid silently into place as he stared into her deep green eyes.
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“Something wrong?” she asked.
“Yes.”
He couldn’t say what, but something was wrong. Everything was wrong.
“What?” she asked.
As they crossed the Kane Memorial Bridge out of town, the faintest hint of orange
crested on the horizon. It was almost dawn. It would be full light by the time they
reached the manor. There was no possibility of getting changed and working in a
quick patrol. Another night lost before he could do anything.
“Bruce, what’s wrong?”
Damn her.
“If you need anything for the Catitat, there’s a checkbook in the desk in the study,”
he muttered.
Damn her. What was wrong with him? ‘Throw money at it’ never solved a single
problem, he’d learned that those first disastrous months at the Foundation. What was
wrong with him? What was really wrong? He turned back to the window, staring out
into the predawn air. They continued home in what promised to be excruciatingly
strained silence…
…except Selina’s playful felinity had a way of shrugging off his foreboding silences,
and as they passed the final turn-off for the Bristol Country Club, she declared that if
he was sufficiently recovered to resume “brooding Battitude,” then he was sufficiently
recovered for “a little Walapang Q & A.” Impossible woman.
“So why me?” she began crisply. “All the ‘detective’ stuff, it’s so—”
“Not your kink,” he finished for her. “I know. But I didn’t have a lot of options. You
were the best choice.”
“How was I…?”
He paused for a moment, the pain and frustration of being under Ivy’s spell still
fresh in his mind.
“Remember your shock sensors on the painting at the museum? You had to ease the
frame off the hanger, starting small, then gradually building until you couldn’t go any
farther, but by then you had enough give to work with. Same thing with Ivy’s
commands. I couldn’t say or do anything actively against her. And Batman was
specifically ordered not to give any sort of hints or signals to Robin or other
crimefighting ‘associates.’ Not that I would have, Ivy’s instructions or not—there were
too many variables. I didn’t know how far she’d gone; it was unlikely from her
behavior, but she could have already had Robin in her thrall. Or any of the other
males. So Tim was out, Dick was out. Jean Paul, Clark, even Alfred. I couldn’t be sure
of any of them. And worse, I couldn’t trust myself. So I needed a female, and with
Ivy’s instructions, I couldn’t go to any of Batman’s female ‘associates.’ But you’re a
thief, and that was wiggle room. But I was also ordered not to speak or hint to the
people I was close to in my private life…”
He stopped and sighed, reliving layers of frustration while the car continued on to
where the public road met the edge of the Wayne property.
“There are times, Kitten, I wish you were a little more ‘divided’ than you are.
Talking to Catwoman is still talking to Selina. There’s no real separation. When you
came into the garden out of costume, I didn’t know if I could go through with it.”
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“Gee, so sorry my lack of multiple personality disorder made things tricky for you,”
she grumbled.
Bruce’s lip twitched.
“It really did. But in costume or out, you’re still a thief. That meant I could lock
everything away, make every effort to keep each clue hidden and secured where you
couldn’t possibly get at it, and still know that somehow, you would get your hands on
it.”
“Paws,” she corrected.
Bruce shook his head with a disbelieving smirk.
“Impossible woman,” he murmured.
“Meow.”
“And that’s what I needed,” he continued, a small twitch tugging at the corner of his
mouth as he glanced directly at her. “An ‘impossible woman.’ I needed someone I
knew, when it all came to a head, wouldn’t follow any orders I gave.”
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EPILOGUE: THE FINAL BLUEPRINT
Bruce couldn’t sleep. He told himself it was the inevitable result of sedation and
detox, but he also knew he was lying to himself. He rolled over, stroked Selina’s hair
once, and crawled out of bed. He reached for the kimono he normally wore up from
the cave when he changed after patrol. He put it on, padded silently down the stairs,
and made his way to the study. He passed the desk in the lefthand drawer of which
lay the checkbook he’d told Selina to use for Catitat expenses. He set the time on the
clock to 10:47, opening the passageway to the cave. He made his way slowly down the
stone stairs, across the main chamber and into the trophy room, past the giant penny
and the dinosaur, past the case with a freeze ray, question marks, and whip handle…
and into the hidden alcove. Not even Alfred knew the alcove existed.
Bruce’s fingers punched the keypad and turned the dial automatically…
It was necessary. The safe was his and his alone; not Dick, not Tim, not Clark, not
even Alfred knew about it. It was the only place he could hide something in the cave
where Alfred couldn’t accidentally find it, and with that sudden jump in the florist bill,
that was a risk Bruce couldn’t afford to take. But now, now it was out there. Selina
knew about it and that was just… a little too personal. Even after all they’d shared, all
they’d been through, this was…
He removed the gold bar and set it aside, an object of no importance that had no
place among these other items. He opened the jewelry box, touched the broken string
of pearls and the bloodstained wallet. He withdrew the stack of folders and
paperwork and checked each item, handling each with special care:
A sealed Mylar evidence bag containing both a birth certificate and death certificate
for Jason Todd.
A similar sealed bag containing a vial of poison and fibers from the costume of a
villain called “Obeah Man,” both tagged to the kidnapping of Jack and Janet Drake, as
a result of which Tim’s mother died and Jack Drake was left in a coma.
Beneath these, a small stack of file folders and manila envelopes stacked together:
The original police report and complete police files on his parents’ murders, the
original police reports and files on Barbara Gordon’s shooting by the Joker, official
documents setting Bruce Wayne as the legal guardian of Richard Grayson and the
later, newer paperwork making Dick his adopted son.
Official documentation and results of a psychological review for one Jean Paul
Valley and a lengthy, chronological history of the Order of St. Dumas.
Not in a folder or envelope, but lying in the pile by itself, was an official adoption
application for Timothy Drake, half completed, attached to a medical report on Jack
Drake’s waking from a coma several months following his kidnapping.
And finally, on the very bottom… he paused, his heartbeat pounding in his ears as
his eyes scanned the official document in his hand: the original police report on the car
accident that killed Selina Kyle’s parents. Attached to it, a page of handwritten notes,
Bruce’s notes, the results of his own investigation confirming that it had, indeed, been
no more than a tragic accident.
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Bruce checked the paperwork a second time, then a third. He was reasonably certain
the files and folders had not been touched. He replaced each individually, then
returned them to the safe and set the wooden jewelry box reverently on top. He closed
the door, depressed the pressure switch, and reset the combination.
Not that it mattered. She knew about the safe now. She’d cracked it once; she could
crack it again. Of course he could always add a fingerprint or a retinal scan—but what
was the point? They had biometric locks all over the diamond district and Catwoman
could get around all of them. That ability to penetrate the most carefully guarded
perimeter, to slip past the most rigorous defenses and sidestep the most sensitive
triggers, to let no nuisance of a lock…or a law… or a crimefighter… come between her
and her prize, it was all a part of Catwoman. And now she’d been in this most private
and personal…
Damn her.
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As hostess for the Iceberg Lounge, Raven made a decent living, but she was still a
working girl and vacations were an extravagance. She’d taken the occasional weekend
upstate when it turned serious with this guy or that one. And there was a wild
bachelorette trip on a train to Savannah with three other bridesmaids before her sister’s
wedding. That was really it. She’d never been out of the country before.
But the travel agent Oswald sent her to, called Royal Wing Excursions, booked
vacation packages for well-traveled Gothamites. Raven said she dreamed of going to
Paris, but the City of Lights must have been too familiar to the Royal Wing clients
because she only got a day there. Once her plane landed, she got to see the Eiffel
Tower, eat in a real French café, and take a cruise down the Seine. Then she had to find
her bed & breakfast in Monmarte and, first thing in the morning, catch a special train to
a place called Savigny les Beaune where she met up with Florent her guide, her fellow
travelers, and a not-too-intimidating bicycle.
They set off the next morning for Nuits St. Georges and by the time they arrived at
their first vineyard, everyone was on a first name basis. There was one other
Gothamite in the group, Leland. He didn’t seem to know any more about wine than
Raven did, but he was quite an expert on the food. He said he’d just read Barefoot in
Paris on the plane, Ina Garten’s wonderful cookbook on classic French dishes made
easy. Raven had worked in enough nightclubs to know the value of attaching herself
to a knowledgeable man of a certain age. Those men of a generation that, well, they
were allowed to talk, and they seldom got the chance anymore. The women Raven’s
age rarely shut up and listened, and it was a shame, really; you could learn a lot. Take
Leland. Her uninformed trial-and-error way of ordering in the French bistros would
never have happened upon so many local delicacies: Celery root rémoulade, beef
(No…“Boeuf,” she heard Leland correct playfully in her head) bourguignon, peaches in
a sweet white dessert wine (what had the server called it? Oh yes, sauternes with an “s”
on the end that you didn’t say, but it had to be there or it was a completely different
wine), and something called plum cake “tatin”—which absolutely melted in her
mouth.
But it wasn’t some pompous bore telling her what she should eat; it was an
adventure they were having together. Leland didn’t know the first thing about the
Burgundy wines, so at each vineyard they learned something together. By the end of
the first week, when they reached Chateau de Cormartin, Raven realized that she liked
Leland more than she’d ever expected… so much that the revelation of who he was
came as a… a pretty disturbing shock.
The Chateau had welcomed them as esteemed gourmets, which was a kick. By then,
they knew enough about food and wine that everyone in the group could hold up their
end of the conversation—but there was a surprise to come, something they hadn’t
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encountered before. They all sat down to dinner and, before any soup or appetizer,
they were served these three dainty bites arranged prettily on the plate: a single
dumpling on a white china spoon, a simple oyster with a dollop of salmon roe, and a
sea scallop in the tiniest puddle of crème fraiche with a small sprig of rosemary laid
artfully across the top.
“Amuse bouche,” the hostess explained. It was meant to be a small flavorful morsel
that would set the tone for the meal to come. The problem was the literal translation:
amuse bouche, what did it mean? “To amuse the mouth.”
To amuse the mouth. For a Gothamite, there were… connotations. Even ordinary
Gothamites, cabdrivers and frycooks and doormen, saw those pictures on the news:
someone helped into an ambulance, laughing convulsively, their mouth already
seizing into one of those hideous deathsmiles. And those were the good stories.
Sometimes it was way too late for an ambulance. They’d show the bodies too. Most
stations wouldn’t, but the FOX affiliate showed the bodies. So an “amuse bouche” was
not a particularly appetizing concept at the start of a meal, not for a Gothamite. Not for
an ordinary Gothamite, but for one like Raven who lived at the rogue epicenter, the idea
could make you downright ill. She tried her best to choke down the scallop and
noticed Leland having just as much trouble with the dumpling. The oyster with that
little half-circle of red salmon roe grinning on the top was unthinkable.
Raven excused herself and hurried out. Leland followed on the pretext of checking
on her. They left the chateau and got on their bikes, found a simple bistro about a mile
away, and ordered a bottle of the local red. Raven explained that she had first-hand
knowledge of the colorful side of Gotham, the “nightlife,” if you know what I mean,
more than your typical Gothamite that just sees the Bat-Signal now and then. She
explained about the Iceberg, Penguin’s nightclub. Everyone who wore a costume,
everyone who was anyone in the Gotham underworld, showed up there sooner or
later. Most came sooner; most were regulars. Her regulars. She knew them on a first
name basis, knew who was popping into beddies with who, knew who said their
shiner was from Batman when it was really courtesy of Roxy Rocket because they’d
made a snide comment about her coverage in the Post…
This was the part during all of the dates she’d been on, in all of the relationships
she’d been in since she’d started working at the ‘Berg, where the wheels came off the
cart… Not that dates of any kind were that common. There was just something about
working when other people played, it made a social life with anyone other than
coworkers dicey. And if you worked in a nightclub and didn’t happen to fancy the
doorman, the waitresses or the bartender, or if getting caught in the crossfire of a
DEMON assassination had soured you on the idea of dating the patrons… well,
Raven’s social life just wasn’t what most people assumed. When she did happen to
meet someone, this is the point in a new relationship where it all crashed and burned.
Or at least where the downward spiral started. She knew what was coming next. She
expected either shocked revulsion or a thrilled rubberneck response. Either he’d make
a polite excuse, end the night early, and avoid her for the rest of the trip, or else he
might get that groupie glint in his eye and start pressing her for inside dirt: What is
Riddler really like? Does Two-Face really flip that coin like they say? Poison Ivy and
Harley Quinn, just an urban legend or have they really got a thing?
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She did not expect a scant half-second of mild surprise and then “Ah. You’re that
Raven. I should have guessed. Not that common a name after all.”
Neither was Bartholomew, but he’d only mentioned that once on the first day when
everyone met up in Beaune. She only knew him as Leland; she never connected Leland
with Leland Bartholomew, as in Doctor Bartholomew, as in Doctor Bart. Now it turned
out… Well, he was a doctor, technically that’s a good catch but, still, YIKES! Doctor
Bart. Or when Ed Nigma had a few too many: DOC BRAT ROT.
It freaked her out. Here she was taking her first real vacation ever, getting away
from her everyday life and all the crazies in it. Now it turned out that this nice,
normal, everyday (if a slightly older) guy that she really liked, knew all the crazies better
than she did. Her instinct was to end it at once, leave the tour, go back to Paris and
spend her last week on the kind of vacation she’d really wanted… But she really liked
Leland. If she went back to Paris, she’d wind up ordering the dishes he told her about.
She’d be drinking the burgundies they discovered together.
So she stayed.

So he stayed.
Raven was such a sweet woman (if a bit young), with just a hint of the wild-child
underneath—the good kind of wild, not the “tear your lungs out because it’s Tuesday”
wild. It was very appealing to a somewhat stodgy (though he preferred to think of it as
dignified) doctor who hadn’t taken time to smell the roses in far too long. So he stayed
with the tour, and each day when they stopped for lunch, he and Raven would still sit
together and talk about the delights of French wine, French cooking, and the French
countryside. But at night, they began sharing more of their everyday lives, and they
discovered that they not only knew the same crowd of Gotham crazies, they had
developed remarkably similar methods for dealing with the insanity around them.
As the week wore on, however, Bartholomew found himself growing more and
more anxious. Soon the tour would end, Raven would return to Gotham and he… He
had planned to see Bavaria next. He had not planned on returning to Gotham, not
ever. When his money ran out, he was thinking of a small practice in a small town
and…
And being alone every night just like he had been in Gotham. Let’s face it, it wasn’t
“part of the dream,” growing old alone that way. But even in his dreaming moments
imagining that picturesque little town, where he’d do his shopping on foot and those
he passed on the sidewalk would all know him and say “Hi Doc,” he was shopping for
one.
At his age, you did not dismiss a budding romance with a lovely twenty-something
because you had other plans. At any age, a man who wrote off a woman like Raven for
some vague idea of touring German castles would be a candidate for the patient’s
couch at Arkham rather than Bartholomew’s old position there…
Of course, if he did return to Gotham, there would be no question of his going back
to Arkham. He was through with that, without question. Patient J. He’d put up with
that lunacy for far too long as it was. The last week had solidified that much; this was
the life he was meant to have. This Joker-free existence. Nevertheless… Gotham was
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not Arkham. Arkham was not Gotham. He owned his house there. He could continue
as a gentleman of leisure much longer living quietly in a quiet Gotham suburb than
vagabonding around Europe like a kid with a EuRail pass. Without quite believing he
was doing it, Leland Bartholomew made a reservation to return to Gotham on
AirFrance out of Charles de Gaulle airport, flight 319, row 9, in the seat next to Raven.

One thing to be said for monitor duty: control. There was no question who was
sitting in the chair. There was no debate about the way each channel and sensor would
be set. His way. Grunt.
Naturally, every time Batman entered the Monitor Womb, there were some personal
adjustments to be made: he watched the news feeds out of Gotham, for one thing. And
tonight he was keeping an eye on the Tokyo stock exchange, since Wayne Tech just
released a new smartchip to the international market. But when he was relieving Flash
or Green Lantern, there were other adjustments beyond tilting the seat or recalibrating
the screen focal points: their “secret” backdoor, for one, overriding the satellite feeds to
access unauthorized channels.
He sniffed disapprovingly. It wasn’t that Raynor was watching HBO-2 that pissed
him off; it was that the highest level operatives in the Justice League couldn’t cover
their tracks any better than this.
Checking the time in Gotham, he opened a channel to Oracle and had her patch him
through to the Red Bird.
..:: Robin here, ::.. came the prompt and (for once) formal greeting.
“Contact West and Raynor in the morning,” Batman ordered. “Show them how to
erase the feed-echo from a backdoor satellite uplink.”
..:: Okay, sure thing. They expecting my call? ::..
“No, you’ll be ‘doing them a favor.’ You just found out that I know what they’ve
been up to up here. And you’re trying to ‘save them some grief.’”
..:: You mean you’re using me to rub their noses in it. ::..
“No. I’m ensuring that they’ll not only know how to cover their tracks in future, but
that they take the time do it. Discomfiture is a powerful motivator.”
..:: You want me to embarrass them. ::..
“I want you to be a ‘nice guy’ and show them how to cover their tracks because
doing so will save them embarrassing scenes with me.”
..:: … ::…
“Which it will.”
..:: … ::…
“…”
..:: Roger, Boss. Robin out. ::..
Batman re-accessed the OraCom and had Oracle connect him with Nightwing.
..:: Hey ::.. came the (typically) informal greeting.
“Next time you talk to West, mention the situation with Robin and Batgirl.”
..:: Huh, why? ::..
“Make it casual. You and Batgirl used to make the same sort of bets, etc. but you had
a better win ratio.”
..:: In other words, you’re not going to tell me why. ::..
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“Make it happen by tomorrow.”
Nightwing sighed—which did not produce a pleasant sound over the delicate
OraCom microphone.
..:: Sir, yes, sir ::.. he said at last.
Batman grunted, which ‘Wing knew to interpret as both a “Thank you” and
“Batman, out.”
In the monitor womb, Batman surveyed the com panel with satisfaction. Tim was a
better hacker than most of the Leaguers. His help, his “pity-help,” on its own might
not be perceived as a slap. But pity-help volunteered by the kid who lost twenty-eight
consecutive games of Phoenix Ninja to a teenage girl that never played before he
taught her two months ago, that would get the message through.
He checked the panel of clocks on the wall. His shift would be finished soon, and
he’d have time for a half-patrol back in Gotham. But for now, there was that pesky
illegal internet hookup that Eel had been abusing for far too long…

Oswald Cobblepot was no fool. He had sent Raven away for a change of scene until
the Judge Bungaree matter was forgotten, and he would keep a sharp eye on her when
she returned. In the meantime, he’d made do promoting Dove, his most experienced
waitress, to the hostess position for those few weeks Raven was away. Dove didn’t
have much style, but she knew the clientele. She knew the difference between a Ghost
Dragon and a DEMON minion, a groupie and a henchwench. And, while she didn’t
know the politics that dictated who was seated where, she did know in whose station
they always sat. As long as she placed Edmund Dorrance along the back wall, it didn’t
matter if she understood why. Sly and Oswald both kept an eye on the dining room,
but by last call that first night, it was clear that Dove could cover Raven’s podium,
temporarily.
Covering Dove’s waitressing duties, on the other hand, had proved a more grueling
punishment for Oswald than the initial credit card bust might have brought down on
him. It was only two weeks, but it was two weeks of incessant headaches during the
day and incessant worry every night. Not one of the waitresses he brought in stayed
more than a single night, and several didn’t make it to the end of their shift. So each
day he had to line up a new replacement, and each night he spent worrying if the new
girl would offend Killer Croc or cast aspersions on the Most Glorious Demon’s Head.
(And what ill-bred creatures this new generation was-kwak! Staring at a rogue of
Croc’s stature as if he were the Creature from the Black Lagoon. One really wondered
if they had any social training at all. To think such uncouth peasants could aspire to
know an aristocrat like Oswald Cobble-kwak-pot!)
So for two weeks, the Iceberg was a waitress short by ten o’clock on most nights.
Midway through the second week, Sly had the brilliant idea of hiring a groupie. They
knew enough to not offend the DEMONs or gawk at Killer Croc. Unfortunately, as a
breed, they weren’t as bright as henchwenches, not when it came to taking orders—in
the literal sense. The demands of waitressing were simply beyond them. The
DEMONs weren’t insulted by slurs on the good name of Ra’s al Ghul, but they weren’t
eating their beef skewers either. They were staring at pitchers of Rolling Rock while
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the Tataglia soldiers were given their beef skewers and King Snake was served their
uozo along with the Tataglias’ chicken wings. Riddler got the Tataglias’ grappa and a
grilled cheese sandwich (that wasn’t even on the menu!).
They all limped through to Raven’s return, and Oswald welcomed her home with
tears in his eyes. Then he turned to Dove and, with unprecedented liberality, said
there would be something extra in her paycheck to make up for the tips she had lost.
And, he added, he was sure that all her customers would be -kwak- expressing their
gratitude as well as soon as she returned to her regular duties. There was nothing like
having your dinner served to the Tataglias to make you appreciate a good waitress.
Then he turned to the groupie and told her if she ever showed her face in the Iceberg
again, he’d have her shot on sight.

Catwoman prowled to be part of the city and part of the night. She didn’t do it to get
out of the house. Usually.
She wasn’t in the mood for Cartier tonight. There were too many Bat-associations.
So she headed for Tiffany to begin…
She’d seen the control thing before, of course. He was Batman. It was part of him. It
was nothing she couldn’t handle. And after an extended period under Ivy’s spell, it
was a perfectly understandable reaction.
It was also a damn shame. Just about everyone with a rap sheet was either in
Arkham or Blackgate. Eddie was free and they’d just released Croc, but other than that
there were no criminals around whose names you knew. Selina wanted to take
advantage of the lull, take the Gatta out for a cruise or spend a few days at the
Catitat… He said no. Of course. Psychobat was in the building. Time to pummel.
It was perfectly understandable after Ivy, but it was still rotten timing. So fine, she
would let him have his pummel fest. She’d make her own fun. She’d done it before.
She used to do it all the time… Of course, back then, there was always the possibility
that he might show up somewhere in the process. That was no longer the case, but she
would manage.
Catwoman always liked Tiffany’s building better than their jewelry. Her personal
taste ran to Cartier for their panther motif and Van Cleef and Arpels for the beautiful
effect of their invisible mounts. Tiffany seemed so blah by comparison. It was first rate
plunder, as plunder, but it seldom had that extra something that makes a cat want to
paw at it. But now, now that she broke in for the challenge rather than to acquire
specific jewels, she was finding that Tiffany’s Fifth Avenue Showroom had a lot to
offer. The people who lived in the 700-block of Fifth Avenue, Gotham City, one of the
three or four most prestigious addresses in the world, were not about to do without the
hallmarks of midtown prestige, like a rooftop garden and solarium. They didn’t care
that their condos were situated above a famous jeweler with a lot to protect, or that
their rooftop indulgences made the whole building vulnerable to an astute catburglar.
Catwoman, on the other hand, saw a unique and piquant justice in exploiting a
rooftop garden. She was still so pissed at Poison Ivy. Greening Batman was the first
and worst of Ivy’s crimes, but there had been other thorns inserted into Kitty’s delicate
paw, small and ultimately unimportant, but still painful. Ivy had taken Bruce away
from her during this wonderful lull, when he was unwinding as never before, when
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they were having such fun (he was having fun, whether he’d use the word or not) with
her explaining the finer points of art theft. Ivy had wrecked it all, and now that she
was safely confined at Arkham, she was still wrecking it. Batman was back in that he
had control of his mind and body again… but Bruce wasn’t. Not really. It was a
perfectly understandable reaction: he needed to exert control, he needed to be
Psychobat for a while, he needed to pummel.
But the city was still quiet, and they could have gone away together. Instead, he’d
become so cold and distant and… Woof.
So yes, Catwoman was royally pissed, and if she could exploit a rooftop garden to
get into Tiffany—or better still into the condos of those smug, self-important, arrogant,
dog-owning tree-huggers that had to have a rooftop garden in the first place, then
she’d damn well do it.

Raven moistened the filo dough just as Leland had showed her, while he gave the
filling a final stir.
“It’s really weird,” she was saying. “I know Ozzy sent me away because he doesn’t
trust me. But now that I’m back, it’s like I’m his daughter or something. He couldn’t
be sweeter. And ‘sweet’ isn’t really a word you’d use to describe Oswald Cobblepot.”
This was their routine since they got back. Once she finished work, Raven went to
see Leland at his house in the suburbs, so much nicer than her cramped midtown
apartment and he had such a big kitchen. He’d have some cooking project or other all
picked out, and they’d cook together, then enjoy a nice meal. It was much quieter than
the nightlife other men showed her, but working as she did in the Iceberg, Raven
wasn’t a big fan of clubbing in her off hours. As she told her sister, socializing isn’t a
high priority when you watch Jervis Tetch and Jonathan Crane sharing a drink over
Batman stories three times a week. And she had enough riff-raff and DEMON flunkies
hitting on her at work, there was no need to go out and suffer it more.
“Ahem, no,” Bartholomew agreed. He was careful during these conversations not to
reveal anything he knew from his former patients in their private sessions; the doctorpatient privilege was sacrosanct. But there was enough about the rogues that was
common knowledge within their world, he could usually hold up his end of the
conversation whenever Raven talked about her day. That was certainly true in this
case. No one, in public or private, had ever used the word ‘sweet’ to describe Oswald
Cobblepot.
“The rogue mentality is essentially a childlike one,” he declaimed as he dolloped
filling onto each square of filo dough. “They don’t perceive the substance of another
person except in relation to themselves. Before, you were perceived as a threat to
Cobblepot and he treated you accordingly. Now that your absence has been seen to
cause him great inconvenience, he values you.”
“Wow, thanks for the insight, Sigmund,” she joked playfully as she dabbed a glop of
filling on the end of his nose.
He chuckled as he wiped the dollop off of his nose with a finger, then licked his
fingertip. In France, he’d mostly avoided psychoanalyzing everything as part of his
“new life” approach to things, but being back in Gotham, and particularly this talk of
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his former patients, seemed to bring it out in him. And it hadn’t gone unnoticed; Raven
delighted in ribbing him whenever he went all “doctor” on her.
She smiled and placed a top square of dough over each dollop of filling.
“Well, it’s not just Ozzy,” she said with a sigh. “Dove and Sly have been just as nice.
Must’ve been a real trainwreck… I’ll open the wine.” She broke off to take a bottle
from the refrigerator and then continued. “And it was a really thin crowd too. Even
now, it’s thin. Almost like Hell Month. Apart from Croc and Riddler, the name
villains are all up at Dr. Jerry’s… oh. I mean, up at Arkham.”
Leland laughed and told her not to worry. Arkham was no longer his concern. The
criminal wing being packed to capacity was not his concern. And if she wanted to
follow the lead of her customers and his former patients in referring to the asylum as
Dr. Jerry’s House-o-Fun, he would be the last to take offense. Then he asked if there
was “other news,” and this time it was Raven’s turn to laugh. He sounded just like one
of them. He couldn’t realize this, she said, but “Any news?” was the standard opening
for a rogue gossip fest.
As a matter of fact, he did know. He’d heard the term often enough, both in private
sessions and in the common room at Arkham. He had not realized the extent to which
he’d picked up those little verbal ticks, not until Raven came along and noticed. He
smiled in an embarrassed, self-deprecating way, and they moved on. There was news:
Batman had gone missing for a while. Nobody was sure how long; the optimists
said a week, the pessimist said four days tops. They could never be sure, the grapevine
being what it was. Just because none of the DEMONs or the Ghost Dragons saw the
Bat on a particular night didn’t mean he wasn’t around. Still, when several nights had
passed and none of the Iceberg faithful had a Bat-encounter, tongues started to wag.
As always, once tongues started wagging, one of the henchmen—either an old TwoFace thug called Deuce or a Cluemaster stooge called Dice—had appealed to Oswald to
declare an open bar. The Bat was dead, and if that wasn’t a cause for celebration… It
didn’t work. Having fallen for that once and then, some forty cases of premium spirits
later, seen Batman show up on CNN in the B-roll of a JLA assault in Kurdistan, Oswald
swore he would never again declare an open bar without a genuine Bat-cowl sitting on
the bar, preferably with severed Bat-head still inside it. But anyway, open bar aside,
Batman had gone missing for four days to a week, depending on who you asked. And
once word reached the gang at Arkham they got pretty antsy.
Bartholomew winced. He could only guess what caliber of on-site behaviors at
Arkham would be described as “pretty antsy” by the time the accounts reached the
Iceberg. He closed his eyes and murmured a silent prayer of thanks that this was no
longer his problem. Then he sipped his wine and brushed a thin glaze of eggwhite
onto the filo pockets. Raven continued her “news.”
On hearing they were all missing out on a Bat-absence, Hatter organized a
competition to see who could escape first. He divided all the rogues into teams—
except for Poison Ivy. (Details there were sketchy, but it sounded like she wasn’t in the
criminal wing this time. Nobody knew why.) Anyway, they were all set up in teams
and ready to begin this Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World-style race to the escape hatch,
when they called it off.
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Raven stopped talking and sipped her wine. Bartholomew waited impatiently, put
the appetizers into the oven, and set the timer. When Raven was still sipping her wine
and not finishing the story, he could maintain his professional detachment no longer.
“Well?” he prompted eagerly.
“Well, what?”
“Well, why did they call off the competition?”
“I dunno,” she shrugged. “That’s all I heard.”
Bartholomew grew very quiet. The entire time his filo pockets baked, he searched
his memory of Patient Tetch’s sessions for some insight. There must have been a
reason.

Catwoman headed for the Iceberg. She needed a drink or three. She would have
preferred a different bar, but it’s not like she could stroll through the lobby of the
Hudson in a mask and catsuit. Even if they would serve her, it would attract
attention. So she’d put up with Oswald strutting around, wanting to know when he’d
get his cut from her partnership with Clayface, and she’d hope Eddie wasn’t around.
He was the last man she needed to see.
Second to last.
She’d been so close to taking that still life; it scared her.
It was the 21st Floor, furnishings were a little stodgy, senior partner at a big corporate
law firm. The art was conservative but not soulless. Two gorgeous landscapes,
American painters, not the French Impressionists you’d expect this guy to go for on
name recognition alone. Then there was the Harold Altman. Guy does parks all over
the world but favors those in Gotham and Paris. This particular print was Robinson
Park. This particular print showed a bikepath less than sixty feet from Ivy’s last lair in
Robinson Park. You could see the clearing where Selina had bargained, cajoled, and
pleaded with Hella to close a door to the underworld that Ivy opened by mistake…
Right above Altman’s signature, you could just make out the opening onto the street
where Hella had been intent on twisting Batman’s head off… You couldn’t quite see
the point where Batman had stumbled out of the park carrying Ivy in his arms, not in
the Altman print, but you could make it out from the condo’s picture window, for, of
course, they had a park view.
Selina had about had it with this rampant love of nature, when she saw the still life.
French. Probably Latour. Flowers and fruit. The detail. The delicate, knowing eye,
the genius touch of an old master evoking the splendor of each and every petal.
Selina’s hatred of flowers, plants, and those who liked them spiked as never before. It
would serve them right.
She examined the frame, checking to see what kind of added security they might
have on the painting itself, beyond the pitiful burglar alarm that she’d already
neutralized. There was nothing. Fucking idiots. It would serve them right. Goddamn
flower-loving morons. And it would be so goddamn easy.
She was ready to do it. She was really ready to do it.
And it wasn’t any thought of law or right and wrong, or even an unpleasant
aftermath with Bruce, that stopped her. It was the sudden realization that she was
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taking it for spite. Catwoman had always stolen for profit and excitement— and, she
eventually realized, to fill a certain unfillable emptiness from long ago. She had never
taken anything for the sole purpose of hurting the people she took it from. She never
even considered them before. But now, she wanted to take this painting not to have it
for herself, not for the 300,000 Euros Igor would get her for it in Brussels. She wanted
to take it to hurt these people, to make them feel loss, to…
It was sickening. She left at once, not even bothering to reconnect the pitiful burglar
alarm on her way out. That would be hurtful too, or at least a headache for the owners,
when they woke up in the morning and found that their (mediocre) security had been
deactivated but nothing was apparently missing. Depending on what kind of people
they were and what they might have to hide, they might have some sleepless nights or
worse wondering what had happened, and/or making sure all their belongings were
still intact. But Selina couldn’t worry about that. Yes, leaving the alarm off might
disturb them, but she wasn’t doing it to be spiteful, she was doing it to get the hell out
of there as quickly as possible. Nobody wanted to wake up in the morning to a
dismantled burglar alarm, but neither did they want to wake in the middle of the night
to the sound of the burglar retching in their living room.

Word spread through the asylum like wildfire: there were no Twizzlers in the candy
machine. Any other place in the world, on any other day, under any other
circumstances, it would be too trivial to mention. But now, here, today… In the staff
breakroom, there was a candy machine. Snickers bars, M&Ms, Almond Joy, you know,
the usual. But no Twizzlers. Couple days ago they ran out, guy came to refill the
machine, and still no Twizzlers. What could it mean? It wasn’t only the paranoid
obsessives asking the question, it was the staff. The inmates and mental health
professionals alike were terribly worried about the absence of Twizzlers in the candy
machine. The reason was simple: Joker.
Joker had been depressed. Everybody knew it. Since his incarceration right before
that Gotham Post party, he was depressed and despondent. Then he hooked up with
Harley again, and everything seemed to change. Talking about all that had happened
to him since their separation tended to flush it from his system. Opinion was split
among the medical staff as to whether he even remembered it anymore.
It was not good news. Any other patient emerging from extended depression would
be a victory for psychiatry, but Joker… He had been depressed and now he wasn’t,
which meant his focus had shifted. Not. Good. News. You never knew what he might
shift his focus TO. Just look at the way he’d imprinted on Bruce Wayne, didn’t even
know why anymore, just knew his good buddy Brucie was a man among men. And
just the way it was a positive fixation on Wayne (that time, it could always change), it
might just as easily have been a negative one on YOU, and nobody, rogue or staffer,
needed that. Not even Killer Croc needed Joker to decide he was a worse plague on
the world than Batman.
Plus, Dr. Bartholomew was on extended leave, and Joker was more than a little upset
that his favorite (read: already broken-in) headshrinker had flown the coop
HAHAHAHAHAAA! Oh yes, he was laughing on the outside but crying on the
inside, he made that very clear. And every time he did, there was a new incident
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“breaking in the replacement”—or rather, the replacements. First guy was “not so
much with the caring, nurturing”… introduced him to his intestines, HA! Second guy,
tried to be the buddy-buddy type… showed him how to be buddy-buddy with a
stapler and his desk blotter, HA! HA!
Which of course led to the hugging-jacket and dark room time… No fun at all for
Patient J, but he had plenty of time to think. And that’s what had the whole asylum,
staff and inmates alike, so terrified they were spinning conspiracy theories about red
licorice missing from the candy machine. The first time Joker spent this much time in
solitary (not a single Arkham employee remained from those days, but they’d all heard
the story), he came out with a new outlook on life: “I never met a spleen I didn’t like.”
The real problem was, you never knew. The next time Patient J went into solitary, he
came out just as he was when he went in, except he’d decided that every sentence
anyone spoke was automatically ten times funnier with the words “with fava beans
and a nice Chianti” attached to the end.
And FYI, any and all Arkham inmates, employees, and visitors were thoroughly
briefed on Silence of the Lambs, “the greatest, most rib-ticklingest comedy of all time
HAHAHAHAAAAAAAA!” (It still happened every now and then: some Fed would
be struggling with a psychopath case somewhere and would think “Hey! that was kind
of a good idea. Maybe I should interview a psychotic killer and get some insight.”
Joker had strung the last one along for months, HAHAHAHAHA. By the end, Special
Agent Phipps actually believed his killer was a diabetic hermaphrodite that worked in
a 24-hour photo development lab, liked dressing up as a conquistador, and buried
gerbils alive in cookie dough.)
In any case, Joker had gone into solitary, and all of Arkham waited on pins and
needles to see how he would emerge. Not even the news of Batman made any
impression. Batsy was spotted again, pummeling whatever bottom feeders he could
find, what difference did it make? Their contest to escape was already forgotten. All
anyone cared about was news of Joker.
The day arrived. He was released from solitary. And his focus had shifted, just as
everyone feared. His focus had shifted completely and once again word spread
through the asylum like wildfire. Joker’s focus had shifted, the “lucky winner” was…
Harley.

Catwoman hadn’t gone straight to the Iceberg after the condo. She went to an
auction house on East 61st that she hadn’t broken into for ages. She’d hoped to bury
the troubling memory of the condo in a little harmless nostalgia. Unfortunately, the
auction house security hadn’t improved much, and she found the whole experience too
boring to take her mind off anything. Their vault was stocked for an upcoming sale of
medieval swords and armor, none of it very good. None of it on par with Bruce’s
collection—and that was a reminder she could’ve done without. That’s when she
decided her present state of mind was not something she would solve with breaking
and entering. It would be solved with vodka and vermouth.
So she’d gone to the Iceberg and, two martinis later, she’d reached a conclusion other
Gotham criminals accepted years ago: It really isn’t that easy to get away from Batman in
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this town. It’s not something she’d ever really faced, since she liked it when he caught
up with her. But now, when all she’d wanted was to put the thought of him out of her
mind and sip her martini in peace, she had to hear the whole fucking story about
Kiteman’s capture not ten hours after he’d been released from Arkham.
Now exactly why this pestilence that went around in a tight green shirt with a kite
insignia on his chest found it necessary to rob a brokerage house within ten hours of
getting released from the nuthouse, Selina couldn’t guess. But in her mind’s eye, she
could envision a pummel-starved Psychobat clenching his fist as he heard the news.
The rest of the Iceberg was wincing about the fate of Kiteman’s hang glider and
helmet. Selina just wondered what the idiot had expected? You strap a glider to your
back in Batman’s town to escape from a crime scene, there’s a better-than-even chance
he’s going to fire a grapnel through it. And if you don’t happen to know that quality
helmets are good for one collision only, cracking and splintering on impact rather than
passing the force through to your head, then he’s probably going to show you.

HAHAHAHAHAAAAAA!
It wasn’t funny.
It was not funny.
A man wants his girlfriend to be crazy, of course, that’s a given. If he hadn’t seen at
once that he could drive Harleen Quinzel crazy, he wouldn’t have bothered with her at
all. A man wants his girl to be crazy—not NUTS! Not Cuckoo for Cocoa Puffs
HAHAHAHAHAAAAAA. No, not funny at all.
Before he’d gone into solitary, Harley let something slip about her adventures with
the “Monarch of Menace.” This wasn’t a common title; Joker was more often referred
to as the “Clown Prince of Crime,” but he couldn’t keep track of all of them. There was
the Harlequin of Hate, the Prince of Pranksters, Jocund Jack of All Crimes, King of
Jesters, Macabre Master of Mirth, Mad Manager of Menace, the Mad Merrymaker, the
Merry Madcap of Mayhem, the Mirthful Mountebank of Mischief and Menace, the
Mocking Mountebank of same, the Jeering Jackanapes, the Malevolent Mime, and
Leonardo of the Larcenous Laugh. Fifty-four altogether when he counted them up.
But that was a few years ago, there had undoubtedly been more titles added since
then. Such as this Monarch of Menace. It wasn’t bad really. It had the requisite style:
“Hello, this is Joker speaking, Monarch of Menace. I’ll be terrorizing you this
evening…” Yes, it wasn’t a bad title. But back to Harley.
Harley thought she’d been carrying on with this Monarch of Menace, robbing banks
or some such rot. Harley thought she’d been with him all that time. The poor little
thing, she’d snapped! The pain of separation must have been too much for her. The
tragedy, that wonderfully twisted mind, shattered into a delusional loony tune.
He had to get her some help, obviously. Good help. Not these Arkham quacks.
Barty! He had to get Harley to Dr. Barty’s care before it was too late!

Kiteman was an idiot, and Selina had no sympathy for idiots, hero or rogue.
Getaway Genius, on the other hand, she did feel sorry for. It was martini number
three when she heard that one. Nobody knew Roy Reynolds was back in Gotham. Or
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still in Gotham. He was too smalltime for anybody to notice or care about his comings
and goings. Anybody. The Iceberg crowd or the heroes. His gimmick was clean
getaways. Who cares? His gimmick was a gimmick, not a psychosis, not an obsession,
not a superpower, and not even that interesting. It was only when every name rogue
(except Riddler and, technically, Catwoman) was up the river, that anyone would even
notice Roy Reynolds.
Poor ass. He was a thinking crook, a strategist, not a fighter—which is why
everyone felt bad. Even Selina…
Especially Selina.
She really hoped her dimension hopping, insistence on wearing costumes to the
Gotham Post party, resolving the Ivy situation herself with Clayface rather than letting
Batman take her down, and suggesting an outing on the Gatta and/or a drive up to the
Catitat hadn’t in some way contributed to the transformation of Getaway Genius into
Psychobat’s punching bag…

As a mental health professional, Leland Bartholomew knew the dangers of selfdelusion. The delicacies he and Raven were preparing tonight were amuse bouche and
it was folly to pretend otherwise. Watermelon cube with aged balsamic vinegar, that
was too small to be called an appetizer. It was too small and too stylized. It was an
amuse. Blue cheese foam with port wine reduction. It was an amuse. A mouthful of
crab soup served in a demitasse cup garnished with a fresh pea pod filled with crab,
amuse.
He was very firm with Raven. It was not healthy to construct denial mechanisms to
hide from unpleasant truths, pretty soon you started believing your rationalizations
and after that it was a short step to—
HAHAHAHAAAAAAAA.
Raven looked wide-eyed at Leland. The dead-on Joker parody was perfectly timed
to make his point, but it seemed to have come from outside the door, not from Leland
Bartholomew.
“HAHAHAHAAAAAAAA,” the cackle repeated.
“Oh shit,” she whispered. It’s not like anyone could throw their voice that far, even
Ventriloquist. Not that anyone would want to sound like Joker on the doorstep.
“HAHAHAHAAAAAAAA,” sounded a third time, followed this time by a crisp ring
of the doorbell.
Bartholomew didn’t look any happier about the development than Raven was, but
he went to the door and opened it—only to find no one standing there. In the kitchen,
Joker’s pasty but curious face appeared in the window, and Raven screamed when she
saw it. Joker took this as an invitation, opened the window, and crawled in. He looked
quizzically at Raven, as if he couldn’t quite understand why she was there. But then he
shrugged, the world often threw him curves like that and he’d learned to adapt.
“Table for one,” he said politely, just as he would at the Iceberg.
“Leland!” Raven called out.
“Joker,” the clown corrected.
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Bartholomew entered hurriedly, and Joker ran up and hugged him. Raven screamed
again, but neither Joker nor Bartholomew seemed to notice.
“DOC!” Joker began, practically panting in his excitement. “You gotta help me,
Doc. You gotta. You gotta come back. It’s Harls, she’s gone round the mulberry bush.
She’s gone one clown short of a carload. DOC! Don’t you understand? My Harley’s
little red choo-choo has gone chug-chugging round the bend!”
“Patient J,” Bartholomew said firmly.
“Oooh, we’re cooking,” Joker said, his attention flickering to the diced chicken on the
cutting board. “I used to love to cook. Pheasant chili, you gotta try it. Just the thing
after popping the Bat into a death trap. Pheasant or pigeon, both make good chili, nice
and gamey. So what are we listening to? Where’s the Twisted Sister? You gotta listen
to Twisted Sister while you’re cooking, Doc. Or Quiet Riot! ‘Bang Your Head’ is THE
song you want playin’ while you’re wielding a knife!”
“Patient J,” Bartholomew repeated sternly, “I must insist that you leave. I am no
longer affiliated with Arkham Asylum, I am no longer available for—”
“They said you were just on temporary leave,” Joker interjected.
“—for therapeutic consultation of any kind,” Bartholomew continued. “Even if I
were, I would not be available in my home.”
“They SAID you were just on leave,” Joker repeated, tapping the knife impatiently
on the raw chicken.
“They are misinformed,” Bartholomew said dryly. “I will not be returning.”
“DOC!” Joker howled.
“Leland,” Raven warned, eying the knife.
“Now I will thank you to leave my home,” Bartholomew said calmly.
“Not until I get one of those,” Joker answered, pointing to the watermelon squares.
“No,” Bartholomew said, maintaining the firm therapy-room manner with which he
answered any rogue tantrum.
“Sure,” Raven countered, bringing him the plate in the manner with which she
answered any reasonable request from a rogue on the brink of a homicidal rampage.
“Hey, these are good,” Joker said, popping four into his mouth. “Whatarethey?” he
asked while he chewed.
“Amuse bouche,” Raven answered automatically—then she gulped. “I mean,
they’re just, appetizers, little bite of fruit salad.”
“Tasty,” Joker concluded, and seemed ready to leave. He walked happily towards
the door, then froze and spun. “Amuse bouche, but that means… Ha! Ha-ha!
HAHAHAHAHAAAAA! ‘Amuse the mouth,’ why it’s practically my trademark.
HAHAHA-Hell, it IS my trademark. Amuse bouche, it’s almost too on the nose. Doc, I
told you, you’re the only one to get it.” He stopped and sniffed like an emotional
drunk on the brink of tears. “You’re the only one that truly understands me, Barty…
That’s why you HAVE to come back! I promise not to maim anyone for at least a week
if you do!”

It’s not that she wanted to get away from Bruce, she just wanted to do her own thing
while he was doing his.
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But that was impossible. He was Gotham. There was no getting away from him.
Woof.
When Selina got home, there he was again. She’d come in through the cave entrance
on a whim—admittedly, the kind of “whim” she used to have to hit the Egyptian wing
at the Gotham Museum on a night he was almost certain to find her there—but
anyway, she came in through the cave, and there he was: mask on, gloves off, clickclicking away at the keyboard at Workstation 1, typing up his precious logs. She
wondered how his account of the grapnel-through-the-hang glider story varied from
the Iceberg version.
She watched. He typed on. He was so focused and so intense. She loved him so
much.
So she snuck through the trophy room, making her way to the costume vault
without his hearing, and when he finally finished the log and opened the door to
change, she pounced.
She should have expected what happened next.
In his present state, he responded rougher than he normally would… It wasn’t
exactly a deterrent. It had been quite a while since the sex was really angry…
And defiling his costume vault, inner sanctum of the mission, just made him angrier.
It was good.
If somewhat uncomfortable.
The costumes always made the sex hotter. But she liked the costume on him, not
under her back. What the hell was that under her ass? Was that a kneepad?

DO NOT DISTURB
RED SESSION IN PROGRESS
The sign outside Dr. Bartholomew’s door warned all Arkham staff that Patient J was
in session. That meant any interruption, from a knock on the door to a buzz on the
intercom, was not to be attempted unless the building was on fire. In the early days,
there had been some unfortunate episodes. Sometimes Patient J didn’t mind, other
times he said he didn’t mind, and then a week later strangled the orderly who had
interrupted his “breakthrough.” Another time, deciding one aborted breakthrough
deserved another, he pounded a nurse’s head into the wall until it chipped both the
plaster and her skull. That’s when Patient J’s therapy became known as Red Sessions.
Now they had a sign.
Behind the closed door, Joker repeated “the one about the egg foo young” and asked
(again) why Dr. Bart wasn’t taking this down. Bartholomew moved his pen
lethargically, drawing a checkmark on his pad without looking down at it.
“Okay then,” Joker said, resuming his monologue. “Let’s talk chickens…”
What choice did he have? What choice did he really have?
Leland Bartholomew went into medicine to help people. He chose psychiatry
because he’d seen early on the special pain mental illness can inflict, both on the
patients and their families. He’d had a seriously deranged lunatic standing in his
kitchen, who was prepared to return to the hospital from which he’d escaped and
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refrain from harming anyone for a week, if only “Dr. Barty” would accompany him.
What choice did he really have?
As far as Arkham was concerned, he hadn’t quit. He was on a formal leave of
absence; there was no reason he couldn’t suspend it, just for a few weeks. A few
sessions with Patient J, a few with Harley, and then he’d be off again. Officially and
permanently this time.
“Deregulation of the chicken’s side of the road was threatening its dominant market
position. The chicken was faced with significant challenges to create and develop the
competencies required for the newly competitive market. Andersen Consulting, in a
partnering relationship with the client, helped the chicken by rethinking its physical
distribution strategy and implementation processes. Using the Poultry Integration
Model or PIM-HAHAHAAAA!”
Bartholomew drew another meaningless line across the top of his notepad.
He had assured Raven it would only be a few weeks, but she refused to believe him.
“We all know how those things work out,” she said. What she meant by that he
couldn’t say. Who were ‘we?’ What were ‘those things?’ And what did a glorified
cocktail waitress know about the care of the criminally insane anyway?
He felt awful thinking of Raven in those terms, but it was true. She was so young
and so limited in her experience. She seemed to feel his going back to Arkham was
analogous to this Ricky Brown she’d dated in high school, who got accepted to the
University of Metropolis and left after graduation, swearing he’d call twice a week,
he’d visit and she’d visit… And then, after two phone calls, three emails, and one
campus visit, he met some “marketing major” called Leeann Lissops, of all the stupid
names, and Raven never heard from him again.
Bartholomew explained, as patiently as he could, that he had considerably more selfknowledge than an 18-year-old freshman at the University of Metropolis.
“Pretty soon you start believing your own rationalizations,” Raven had answered
spitefully.
“I have a dream,” Joker declaimed (in what was assuredly the worst Martin Luthor
King impersonation on record), “of a day when all chickens will be free to cross roads
without having their motives called into question!”
Bartholomew drew another line, his random strokes now resembling the gallows for
a game of hangman. So he connected them while his patient continued to list reasons
why the chicken crossed the road.
“Pretty soon you start believing your own rationalizations,” Raven had answered
him.
So that was that. He and Raven hadn’t officially broken anything off, but she was so
mad at him for “leaping back into the lion’s den” as she put it. She hadn’t heard one
word he said about having a calling, about going into medicine to help people and
honoring this opportunity to do so. It was as clearcut as such opportunities could get:
Patient J, arguably the most demented and dangerous killer in the history of homicidal
mania, had sought out Bartholomew’s help, sought him out personally. He’d made a
personal appeal: He would refrain from further atrocities, albeit for only a week, in
exchange for his trusted doctor returning to Arkham and treating Harley. HOW could
a man of conscience turn his back on such an offer?
If she couldn’t understand something that basic, what was the point?
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“But like I was sayin’, Barty. The real issue is Harley. You gotta fix her, Doc. She’s
got enough wrong with her without being CRAZY-HaHA!”
A stickman was now dangling from his notepad gallows. Unlike the typical
hangman figure, this one wore spats…
“There’s her affectations to start with. That squeaky voice and that phony hint of a
Brooklyn accent. You know where she’s from? Minnesota! HaHA! Not only that,
northern Minnesota, that part that turned out to be in Canada when they resurveyed
the border. She’s a Canuck!”
… spats and a broad, toothy grin.
“A Canuck, I say. Unless that was the species on Star Trek that shot lasers from their
tongues. So anyway, she’s affected, Canadian, clumsy, scatterbrained, and she fills up
half the fridge with Slimfast. I mean, she’s a hoot and a half to be around and we
always have a HAHA-happenin’ good time, but there’s only so much a man can
take…”
“Enough!” Bartholomew exploded. “You know what, Jack? I was having ‘a
happening good time’ with Raven, but no, you and your Psycho McHappypants had to
come and ruin that for me too!”
He stopped, realizing he’d just mouthed off to the world’s deadliest psychopath. A
man who once severed a man’s jugular by shoving the slat of a venetian blind down
his throat… Who once superglued a construction worker to a wrecking ball and
smashed him against a brick wall… He once performed “a reverse Hendrix,”
smashing the musician with the guitar and then setting both on fire… And
Bartholomew had just called him Psycho McHappypants.
It was quiet. It was going on five minutes and neither man had spoken. Sensing
these were his last moments on Earth, Barthomew reflected on his life. He’d never
been what you’d call a social butterfly. Raven was one of the only “long term”
relationships (all of 3 weeks) that he’d really had. He’d always been about work and
work alone. And Raven helped pull him out of that. Now he’d seen it all slipping away
because of… because of Psycho McHappyPants!
“Well,” he said belligerently, taking off his glasses as if preparing to “step outside”
with the homicidal maniac and settle it with their fists.
“See, it’s a good thing I got you to come back when I did, Doc,” Joker said
philosophically. “I don’t know what that girl might’ve done to you if you stayed with
her longer. Yelling at patients.” He clicked his tongue. “That’s pretty unprofessional,
Bart.”
Joker laid back on the couch, closed his eyes, and drummed his fingers together
rhythmically.
“Yes,” he announced with calm satisfaction, “It’s a good thing I’m here to help you
get back to normal… Ha… with fava beans and a nice chianti.”
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It was a fine spring day. Nannies, governesses, children, and officers all promenaded
through the Summer Garden in St Petersburg. The officers discussed their friend
Hermann spending all his nights glumly watching play at the gaming tables without
ever joining in.
“I don’t believe I’m watching this,” Edward Nigma thought, too struck by the mindbending wrongness of the situation to even word it as a question.
What was the crumbiest thing Batman had done to him over the years? There, worded as a
question and a question worth asking: What was the very worst thing the Bat had ever
done? the lowest of the low? the most diabolical, sadistic and mean?
This.
Russian opera.
The Queen of Spades. Best anagram that he’d come up with since the usher tore his
ticket: HE-FOP NEEDS A QUEST. It was an opera by Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky (KITTY
HELP IS VERY CHIC…OAK, he was still working on that one) based on a short story
by Aleksandr Pushkin (DARK PLAN HE SINKS U).
Hermann appeared and revealed the reason for his gloom: he was in love—
passionately but hopelessly, since he was poor and the object of his desire was noble
and out of his reach. He rejected his friend’s cheerful suggestion that another woman
would do just as well.
The official excuse was a business trip, “Bruce Wayne was away on business.”
Whether he really had a Wayne Tech deal in London running a few days longer than
expected, or if he was tied up (literally, one hoped) in Nepal or Mongolia—or maybe
the third moon of Sirius-4, that was anybody’s guess. But whatever the reason, he
wasn’t available to use his box at the opera, and Selina didn’t want to go alone.
Of course, that didn’t mean Eddie had to go with her. But when she’d called with
the invitation, he realized that he missed her. They didn’t get together like they used
to. And besides, he’d given her a nasty conk in the head the night of the Gotham Post
party. Mind controlled or not, real friends made up for that kind of thing.

Despite his lingering anger, Batman calmly removed the buckle and several metal
cylinders from his utility belt and placed each in the Watchtower’s trans-spectral
decontamination pod with methodical precision. Knowing that each object should be
isolated by a four-inch perimeter to avoid any reflective-recontamination, he resigned
himself to a second and possibly a third round of treatments. He still had to
decontaminate the batcuffs, two batarangs, and his chest emblem.
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“The chamber could be twice the size without drawing any more power from the
system,” he noted acidly. “I’ll have Wayne Tech send up the appropriate equipment
next week.”
“Is that really necessary?” Superman noted mildly.
“Forty-five minutes instead of fifteen, Clark. Maybe your time isn’t that valuable,
but mine is. There are other things I could be doing right now.”
“I meant is it necessary to decontaminate at all. It was magic, Bruce.”
“No, the Dhumavati Priestess thought it was magic, but it behaved like radiation, it
burned like radiation, and that ‘chalice’ looked like some kind of primitive alpha
emitter. Yesterday’s ‘magic’ is today’s ‘science.’”
“It knocked me back—”
“Not every force that affects you is magic, Clark.”
“You still think that cat’s eye on the chalice was kryptonite?”
“I plan to analyze the fragments,” he grunted. “I’ll let you know.”
Superman nodded, then chuckled.
“Cat’s eye kryptonite,” he mused. “Boy, that would have made for a fascinating
subplot once upon a time. How is Selina, anyway?”
Batman stared coldly.
“She’s at the opera,” he said flatly.

It had to be said, Eddie admitted reluctantly, if you had to go to the opera, this was
the way to do it. Selina, absolutely stunning in a strapless evening dress, displaying the
creamiest shoulders in existence, was there with him. No man, however platonic a
friend, could be completely immune to that ego boost. The back half of the box was a
little anteroom with a standing order from the bar. Waynes, it seemed, didn’t wait in
line like the hoi polloi at intermission. They had two glasses of champagne delivered
to their box before the show and at each act break.
Plus, it was a rich crowd. The opening night of the first opera of the season. The
best of the best, wearing their best. While Riddler hadn’t left any clues for tonight’s
event, there was nothing to stop him making plans for the future… These people in the
boxes didn’t buy a ticket for a single show. They’d be in these same seats for the next
opening, and the next, and the next, season after season and decade after decade.
They’d leave their subscriptions to their kids, right along with the jewels they wore. It
made a good link for a crime spree, an unseen link connecting a seemingly random
series of victims. Any given opera would yield a thousand possibilities for clues… Of
course, while the victims would seem random to the police, to Batman (a.k.a. Bruce
Wayne—lifetime season box holder for the Gotham Metropolitan Opera) the
connection between the victims would be easier to spot. Would it be too easy? That
was the first question mark to address.
And since old Hermann was still moaning, melodically and in Russian, about his
doomed love life, Riddler turned his attention to the audience. Wayne had the best
box, of course, the shit. Some ancestor probably built the damn opera house. Another
night, Bruce Wayne himself would be sitting where Eddie was, Selina beside him, the
lucky bastard, and then any guests they invited to join them—the box could
accommodate up to three more couples… While a duel with Bruce Wayne would be a
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pleasure, taking on Selina that way was unthinkable. So much for Box #1. Nigma
lifted his opera glasses and tuned his attention to the next…
He started. In the next box over, a similar pair of opera glasses were trained on him.
It was that Richard Flay character. There were others in the box with him, but all Eddie
saw was Flay. They seemed to run into each other whenever he ventured into one of
these society shindigs, and given the interest Flay always showed in him, breaking into
the guy’s house in the middle of the night did not seem like a good idea. “Edward, how
divine! You’ve finally come to see my art collection!” No. And kidnapping would be even
worse. Flay could have very different ideas about what constituted a suitable ransom
and might be all too willing to pay it. (He didn’t even want to think about what the
‘Stockholm Syndrome’ might lead to.) Nigma moved his gaze beyond Flay’s box into
the next…
Again he started. Again, opera glasses were pointed at him—along with a bejeweled
finger. Eddie recognized the woman doing the pointing; she was hard to forget.
Claudia something-or-other Muffington. She’d gone to the Gotham Post party, she’d
gone as Poison Ivy, she’d met Harvey Dent, and apparently he wasn’t holding the leafy
bustier against her because he was sitting right there next to her. In fact, Harvey was
pointing too, now, pointing straight at Eddie (or possibly at Selina, at the very least at
their box) and whispering something into Claudia’s large ruby earring that made her
smile.
Hm.

..:: Where are you? ::.. the harsh no-nonsense Oracle voice demanded on the com.
Nightwing glanced around the laboratory. He didn’t see any kind of shielding that
would interfere with the OraCom’s tracking capabilities. He saw cages, rabbits, foxes,
and monkeys.. They did medical research. There were no radiation chambers or lead
housing, nothing that would mess with the OraCom. And even if there had been,
having seen him go into the building and not come out, it didn’t exactly require
Holmesian deductive skills to figure out he was still in there.
“Stand by,” Nightwing said brusquely, and then returned his attention to the night
staff, a combination guard/caretaker who was still shaken from the break in. ‘Wing
had begun by treating the man like a fellow professional, a security guard who had
interrupted some radical student group breaking in to Free The Animals! and had
simply done his job. But first impressions were deceiving: The “security guard” didn’t
consider himself any such thing. He was the guy who came in at night and kept an eye
on the animals. The idea of people breaking into the lab never occurred to him. It’s not
like they did the kind of research anyone would object to. Twelve years, they never
had a bit of trouble. That brought Nightwing’s attention back to the “radical students”
who, it turned out, were no such thing. They were burglars, plain and simple. Trying
to steal the monkeys, not free them. And for money, not a cause. Probably $10,000 a
pop.
‘Wing did his best to calm the caretaker, understandably shaken by his first contact
with real criminality, but who had confronted it very bravely and protected the
animals in his care. In other circumstances, if it was a seasoned guard watching the
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perps, he would have left knowing the police would be by to collect the culprits within
the hour. But seeing that this was a shaken civilian, he stayed. While they waited, he
learned the guard’s name was Paul, he’d lived twenty years in Gotham before moving
to Bludhaven, and this was the first he’d ever seen of a costumed vigilante. He asked
what Batman was like.
Thirty minutes later, Nightwing left the lab with the sour aftertaste of a lie still
clinging to his tongue. He’d said Batman was a stand-up guy, which was true enough,
that Gotham was lucky to have him, also true enough, and then, asked point blank
what it was like to work with the Dark Knight Detective, Nightwing said it’s an honor
and a privilege.
Listlessly, he clicked on the OraCom, knowing one of those with whom he shared
the honor was about to flog him with it.
..:: ‘Wing, where the hell are you? You don’t put me on standby for 45 minutes without a
check in. ::..
He pointed out the tracker Oracle kept on everyone except Batman, and that she
should have no trouble seeing exactly where he was.
..:: I know how my system works, ::.. she said acidly. ..:: I meant where are you on the case,
because if it’s nothing crucial, come home. ::..
“Something wrong?”
..:: I’m going to throw my computer out the window, ::.. she said flatly.
Nightwing said nothing. He knew the frustration level in Gotham was climbing by
the day. That’s why he’d been turning his attention more and more to Bludhaven.
Barbara and Tim were plenty sore about it, but Bruce seemed to respect it. For all the
new protocols and procedure checks he was pressing on the others, he was talking to
Dick more and more like an equal.
“Roger, O. I can call it a night. Should I bring anything?”
..:: Yes. Sledgehammer. For the parts that won’t go out the window. ::..
“How about a hot fudge sundae, like old times,” he suggested. “Pretend you beat
me at foozball.”
..:: Argh, you had to bring that up. Do you know what he did to Robin and Batgirl? ::..
Nightwing tuned it out. He could be as critical of Bruce as the next man, and he had
no love of Zogger, but he was sick of everyone complaining about ‘doing their
homework’ essentially. The bottom line was: training was important. Discipline was
important. This was life and death stuff, not Psychobat going psycho for no good
reason. He’d done plenty of Zogger in his day, twice a month like clockwork and extra
sessions when Bruce was worked up about Catwoman. Did he whine and complain
about it? Hell, no. Alfred wouldn’t hear of it, for one thing. “If you are no longer
amenable to the demands of the vocation you have chosen,” Dick could imagine him
saying, “it is certainly best that you reconsider the decision now.”
He stopped at the all night Dairy Queen closest to the condo, bought a hot fudge
sundae and a banana split for himself, and headed home.

By the end of Act I, Eddie decided that Hermann’s romantic failures had less to do
with his finances and more to do with his whining. Since the lights were coming up for
intermission, he shared this thought with Selina.
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“Let’s say for a minute his little scheme works out,” he began excitedly. “It can’t,
because he wants to talk to the Countess at the masked ball and no scheme hatched at a
masked ball is going to work; even a newbie should know that much. But let’s put that
aside and say it does. Let’s say he lucks out and Countess Whatsherdress tells him her
magic secret for winning at the gaming tables. He wins a fortune, buys himself a
commission and a title, social position, all the bells and whistles. He still won’t get the
girl, you know why?”
“Because he whines?” Selina said, picking up his rhythm.
“Because he whines,” Eddie pronounced. “Not just to his friends, but right there on
Whatshername’s balcony. He stood right there in front of the lady he professes to love
and he whined about it.”
“Sang,” Selina corrected. “It’s called an aria.”
“It’s called being a whiny little priss. No woman worth having would put up with
that.”
“He declared his love,” Selina pointed out. “What would you have him do, just keep
quiet and never tell her?”
“Might be for the best,” Eddie said with quiet resolve.
“Then he’ll never know if he had a chance.”
“He doesn’t have a chance. It’s an opera.”
Selina laughed.
“They don’t all end badly, you know,” she said, smiling.
“A Russian opera,” Eddie countered.
“Point,” she conceded. “Come on, let’s stretch our legs, see and be seen.”
“An opening night at the Gotham Opera,” he said with a gleam in his eye.
“Promenade behind the dress circle and the private boxes you have to inherit from
God. Socialites and the climbers trying to impress them… What do you call a target
rich environment, eh ‘Lina?”
“Meow,” she answered with a grin.

The Dhumavati cult which devoted itself to the Seventh Aspect of the Goddess,
personifying the destruction of the world by fire when only smoke from its ashes
would remain, had been a little confused in its iconography. In Hindu tradition, the
Goddess’s vehicle was a lion. But the prevalent image in the cult’s temple and
weaponry, as well as the death maze where they trapped Batman and Superman, was a
tiger. The maze itself was based on a quatrain in the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam,
where a royal hunting lodge had fallen into ruin and been reclaimed by the tigers that
had once been prey.
The tigers in this case, meant to tear Batman, a weakened Superman, and any other
intruders to shreds, had been undernourished and enraged by electrical shocks from
jeweled collars. Once the greater threat of the Dhumavati’s Fire Cyclone was
neutralized, Superman brought in a team from Star Labs to take control of the base,
including the death maze—and the tigers. The specialists were able to render
immediate aid on site, but once the preliminaries were completed, the team leader had
been very clear: Star Labs had neither the facilities nor the expertise to care for six
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Bengal tigers, and the animals’ treatment in captivity made them poor candidates for a
wildlife sanctuary.
Now, with twenty minutes still to go before the decontamination cycle was finished
(and Batman could get the hell out of the Watchtower and back to Gotham where he
belonged), Superman was back with printouts. Photos of each of the tigers, health
profiles, details of their living conditions with the Dhumavati cult.
“Just tell her about it, Bruce, that’s all I ask.”
“Selina is a fairly intelligent woman, Clark. You think she won’t have a pretty good
idea what happened when she sees the claw and bite marks in the body armor—not to
mention my thigh.”
“But once she hears how they were mistreated, not having enough food, and those
electrodes in the collars… She already has a preserve, I’m sure she’d be willing to take
them in.”
“Clark, may I remind you that when you found out I was seeing Selina Kyle, you,
J’onn, and Arthur came to me full of dire warnings about ramifications for the League.
You dismissed my perfectly just observation that it was none of your damn business,
and exacted my personal oath that my involvement with ‘the criminal who had a
history of breaking into this very facility’ would never affect the Justice League.”
“Well… Yes, Bruce, but c’mon, that was a long time ago, and Selina is—”
“And now, you want to use that very involvement you made such an issue of to
make me your errand boy, show her some sappy photos of the poor malnourished cats
so she’ll take them in and solve a League problem for you—”
“Bruce!” Superman cut him off. “She’s Catwoman, they’re tigers, she has a preserve?
What’s the problem here?”
The batscowl shifted but didn’t soften.
“If you want anything from Selina, you should ask her yourself and leave me out of
it.”
“Okay,” Superman said gingerly. “Consider this the ‘advance notice’ you’re
accustomed to that I’ll be coming into Gotham tomorrow.”
“You could always telephone,” Batman observed sourly.
“I could, but asking is better in person.”
“Just leave my name out of it,” Bruce repeated.

Eddie might have found Hermann a more sympathetic character in Act II as he
became gripped by an obsession that would destroy his only chance at love, but Eddie
was now gripped by an obsession of his own. A puzzle had presented itself at
intermission, and he was no longer watching the opera at all.
Harvey Dent was taking Claudia Reisweiller-Muffington to the Iceberg Lounge after
the show. They’d clearly assumed Selina and Eddie would be going there as well, and
Claudia (who Harvey had actually called “Muffy” with a straight face) seemed to be
maneuvering to “make it a foursome.” As it happened, Eddie had been debating if he
should suggest a drink and a nibble after the opera, but if he did, he was thinking
somewhere a short walk from the opera house. Not going all the way down at the
Iceberg!
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Once Harvey and “Muffy” disappeared into the crowd, Eddie turned to feel out
Selina on the situation—when he saw she’d been shanghaied by that Ashton-Larraby
woman (Harley Quinn at the Gotham Post party, and twice as nuts as the original in
Eddie’s opinion).
So Eddie turned back—only to be met by that too-friendly and too well-dressed
Richard Flay.
In desperation, he had struck up a conversation with the first person he could grab.
He couldn’t place her, but she looked familiar and he said so. He thought maybe he
knew her from the Gotham Post party where he’d seen most of these people last. But
no, the woman—whose name was Penelope Vraag, she said, and that did ring a bell—
recognized him just fine and she knew exactly where she knew him from. No, not
from the Post party or the MoMA opening before that. He had—
VRAAG! Of course, it was Dutch for “Question!”
—He had kidnapped her cousin six years ago.
And then, before he could come up with an anagram for awkward coincidence (I’D
WON A CRACKED WINCE), she asked if he was enjoying the opera.
It wasn’t Edward Nigma’s first encounter with that level of well-mannered breeding
that bordered on Arkhamesque disconnect from reality, but it was the most striking.
He told Penelope Vraag, whose cousin he had kidnapped six years ago, that he was
enjoying the music immensely but he thought the woman singing Lisa was a bit off.
He figured after that, having demonstrated her unshakable composure in making
polite chit-chat with that awful villain she was so unfortunate as to run into, she would
now turn her back on him and disappear from his life forever.
Except she didn’t. She agreed about Lisa, praised his critical ear, and mused about
the staging spectacles to come for the masked ball. She stood there, chatting with him
quite casually through the whole intermission. She never got around to the horrified
shunning. Her manner remained poised, agreeable and kind of… flirty.

“Oh man, you are so whipped,” Tim blurted when Nightwing came through the
window performing ‘the old coolant bag wrapped around a nested bowl to keep the
hot fudge sundae intact coming up the flyline trick.’
Nightwing took in the scene before answering. Tim and Cassie, in costume but
unmasked, sat in his living room apparently talking to Barbara, who sat with a laptop
propped on an endtable, with an OraCom video window open on the screen.
Nightwing answered Tim’s satisfied smirk with a hard, dead batstare, and then
pointed. “She’s my wife,” he announced emphatically.
Barbara giggled, delighted, and sent Cassie to get extra spoons from the kitchen.
Nightwing removed his mask. And when Cassie returned, Barbara pointed like a
hostess at a dinner party indicating where each guest would sit. Cassie, it was decreed,
would share Dick’s sundae and Tim would share hers.
“None for you,” she said to her computer screen—and only then did Dick notice it
was Huntress in the video window, on a wrist-com judging by the angle, and under
the 10th Avenue Bridge judging by the background.
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“So anyway,” Tim said as if resuming an earlier complaint, “These ‘full reports
weekly instead of fractured updates,’ what does that even mean?”
“It means instead of just copy/pasting your log entries, take the five minutes to make
it into a real report,” Dick answered automatically.
Tim stared.
“Well, yeah, okay. But what about the internal links in the logs. I’m not going to put
footnotes and a bibliography in my log entries.”
“When you encounter a weapon we haven’t seen before,” Dick said firmly, “It is
worth the ten minutes it takes to check and see if it’s commercially made, and link the
entry to that info. It could be damn important for finding the guy and maybe
ultimately linking him to a crime. If it’s not commercially made, then it’s doubly
important, because I for one like to know what I’m up against out there. If Victor Frieze
came up with something new, I’d rather know now before it’s pointed at my head.”
Tim said nothing. He looked silently at Cassie and then at Barbara.
“Guess I should go,” he said quietly.
The meeting quietly broke up. Tim murmured a sheepish “Sorry, Bro” before he
left.
Dick turned belligerently to Barbara.
“Is that really a good idea, getting everybody together to bitch about Bruce?”
She sighed.
“C’mon Dick, you can’t say he’s been exactly reasonable since the whole Ivy thing.
‘Things have gotten too lax, and things are starting to get missed. We should have seen
X, Y and Z coming way before we did,’” she mimicked. “Like anybody could predict a
crooked Coast Guard officer giving her boyfriend the slip number of the wrong boat
that was smuggling in drugs for the Marzettis instead of diamonds for Cobblepot.”
“Maybe not, but with all that goes on in this city on any given day, it doesn’t do any
harm to take a closer look.”
“As long as I’m looking at the right thing!” Barbara snapped. “In keeping with the
dictates of Operation Know-Everything, I found something I thought was noteworthy:
Opera season opens tonight. Know what they’re doing? The Queen of Spades. As in a
playing card. I point this out and Bruce bites my head off.”
“Because Joker and Harley are safely up the river?” Dick asked, wincing.
“Because they’re both in Arkham, yeah, and because he already knew.”
“I’d guess so. He is on the board, he’s got the best box in the opera house, and I
think some great aunt or somebody founded the opera guild.”
“Fine. So he knew,” Barbara finished listlessly. “It’s still no reason to bite my head
off.”
“No, it’s not,” Dick agreed, wrapping his arms around her. “I’m sorry you had a bad
night, Babs.”
She stretched and then settled into his embrace.
“Bytes has a new trick,” she muttered, settling down into more trivial complaints.
“He crawls between the keyboard and the side monitor, curls up and takes a nap.”
“The fiend,” Dick laughed.
“He gets fur and cat fluff in my keyboard,” Barbara countered.
“The diabolical fiend,” Dick added with dramatic flare.
Barbara started laughing too, but continued her complaints.
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“Then he’ll stretch out and push the keyboard into the OraCom.”
“The fiendish, Mephistophelean devil!” Dick declared.
By now, both were laughing stridently, waking Bytes, who hopped into the middle
of the merriment and started chewing on Nightwing’s discarded mask.

Eddie had a theory, and Hermann had pulled a pistol on the Countess, frightening
her to death before learning her secret—which meant that Act II was nearing its
conclusion. So he pulled Selina into the anteroom in the back of the Wayne box to
share his thoughts before the lights came up for the second intermission.
“Bruce Wayne with Catwoman,” he began grimly. “Claudia Muffington with
Harvey Two-Face Dent. Seeing a pattern here? Because they are. We’re gonna be the
new fad, like those rat dogs the fashionistas were dressing up last year.”
“Eddie,” Selina breathed philosophically, “shall we discuss how many rules you’ve
just broken before I toss you out of the box and into the orchestra pit?”
“No, no, no,” he shook his head frantically. “I didn’t say a word about Bats, did I? I
said Catwoman and Bruce Wayne, there’s no rule about that—”
“And the rat dogs?” Selina interrupted, raising a dangerous eyebrow. “I was likened
to a toy poodle, Eddie.”
“Bad example. What if I said you’re a… oh, what do they call those big silk scarves
with the—never mind. Point is, Bruce Wayne and Catwoman, Muffy Whatshername
and Two-Face, that Ashton-Nutcase giving a rogue party, Richard Flay chases me from
the caviar to the foie gras every time I come to these things, now this Penelope Vraag is
ready to forgive and forget my kidnapping her cousin. Don’t you get it? We’re the big
new thing, the restaurant you have to get into before anyone else, the accessory you
can’t do without. Selina, we’re ‘the new black.’”
“Pfft. Eddie, really. You can’t throw a stone around here without hitting someone
whose mother, sister, or neighbor didn’t have a safe, a painting, or a party that I went
for at some point. None of them ever made an issue of it, and I guarantee it’s not
because Gladys Ashton-Larraby wants to get into my tights.”
He considered this for a moment, then, as the music died down and the lights came
up, he shook his head, unconvinced.
“No, I still say something is up and I’m going to prove it,” he declared. “I’m going
to tell Harv and ‘Muffy’ that we’ll go to the Iceberg with them after all. I’ll do it loud
enough that word will get around—”
“No,” Selina objected. “I brought my suit, I’m prowling after the show.”
Eddie pursed his lips slightly, not quite liking the announcement, or the way it was
phrased, coming from Selina. Prowling after the show, it sounded so… batty.
“You don’t have to come,” he assured her. “I’m just saying that we’re going to see
what happens. I bet I have three dates to go in your place by the time Lisa throws
herself in the river.”
Selina shrugged, and the door to the box opened. Behind the young man bringing
their champagne, a conspicuous mass of satin and sequins hovered just outside. Selina
noted Claudia Muffington, Bunny Wigglesworth, Binky Sherborn and Penelope Vraag,
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all positioned just a little too casually where someone coming out of the Wayne box
couldn’t help but notice them.
“AW BLENT HECK” Eddie said confidently.
“Maybe,” Selina sighed.
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CHAPTER 2: THE DIRECT APPROACH
“Yes,” Joker declared with calm satisfaction, “It’s a good thing I’m here to help you
get back to normal… Ha… with fava beans and a nice chianti.”
It was the killer closing line. “Dr Bart” would look thwarted and frustrated, the
studio audience would laugh, the closing jingle would kick in as the credits started to
roll. Except this wasn’t a situation comedy, this was Leland Bartholomew’s life. He’d
just faced its final moments. He had done so without a flinch—but without any real
satisfaction either. The whole thing, from learning to read to losing his virginity, from
his first day at Arkham to the Barefoot Contessa, had flashed before his eyes. And it
really wasn’t much!
But his life hadn’t ended after he mouthed off at Joker, and now every day was a gift.
He’d be damned if he would let anything as foolish as a young girl’s green, selfimportant posturing ruin the best thing that ever happened to him, even if that best
thing happened to be her. So, at the end of his shift, he stopped at Roxy Rocket’s cell,
judging her to be the least psychotic of his patients. With the directness of a mental
health professional who knew coy games and half-truths about one’s desires were a
trap that only impeded real communication, he came straight to the point: He wanted
precise directions to the Iceberg Lounge. Roxy was more than helpful, suggesting he
park his car at the 11th Street lot and informing him that Mark would be on the door
tonight. If Bartholomew had any trouble getting in, Roxy said, he should use her
name.
Two hours later, after remembering how to secure his little-used Club to the steering
wheel and activating the car alarm (which he doubted anyone would pay attention to
this far downtown), Bartholomew walked up to Mark the doorman, introduced himself
the way no one would ever introduce themselves to a doorman, and said he was there
to see Raven—and also that Roxy Rocket had sent him. Mark thought the guy was
odd, but you didn’t turn folks away from the Iceberg Lounge for being odd. For being
lowbrow, badly dressed, uncool or cops, yes. But odd, odd was almost a prerequisite.
So Bartholomew was admitted. He set off down the long entrance corridor his
patients had often described. It was “themed” like a tunnel cut through a mountain of
ice—until you came to the inexplicable hole in the ice tunnel where you could check
your coat and/or rent an umbrella. There, Bartholomew saw Harvey Dent, who had
apparently undergone the finest plastic surgery imaginable, and Edward Nigma. Both
were checking very costly furs that must be connected to the two conspicuously welldressed women standing at Raven’s podium. Bartholomew coughed a vague greeting
at Dent and Nigma, and then walked resolutely up to Raven.

Nightwing had been hatted before; it wasn’t anything like this. Before, when it
happened as Robin, he was completely unaware until he “woke up” with Batgirl in a
headlock and one of her yellow gloves clenched between his teeth—and just how it
came to be there nobody would ever tell him.
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But this, this was different. He knew where he was: on the north side of the Wayne
property, at the little gardener’s shed he’d declared “Fort Grayson” when he was a
kid. He knew what he was doing: he was walking from the shed towards the kitchen.
And he knew he was being controlled: when he reached the kitchen, he was going to
take Alfred’s elevator down to the Batcave and sit in Bruce’s chair. He couldn’t help
himself; it was this hat, this hat scraping at his head… pawing at his hair. Tiny little
points of… pointy… in his hair… hats don’t have pointy—“NO!” Dick yelled, sitting
up in bed and swatting the cat off his pillow with an angry swipe.
“What now?” Barbara grumbled into her pillow.
“Nothing. Nightmare,” Dick said reassuringly.
There was no answer. She was already asleep—if she’d actually woken up at all.
The cat, Bytes, hopped back on the bed and Dick rolled over, first blaming the cat for
his nightmare and then realizing it was probably the other way around. The dream
had come first and Bytes’s pawing woke him from it… A dream about being hatted,
that was a new one… Funny how he never noticed before how much Tetch’s hat
looked like Bruce’s cowl… especially when the little antennae came up, just like Bat
ears, to control… your… evry…
…
Dick’s eyes snapped open and he stared blankly at the bedroom wall.
Then he sat up and stared just as blankly at a different wall.
“You Psychobat Control Freak Son of a…” he growled quietly.
“What now?” Barbara grumbled into her pillow.
“Nothing. Nightmare,” Dick lied reassuringly.

Rogues were no strangers to overblown melodrama. The Iceberg itself had been the
stage for more than one scene that made the Gotham Opera look tame. More often
though, the Iceberg was where the players came afterwards, to alternately boast and
complain about triumphs and reversals in their private affairs and Bat-bashing battles.
Socialites were no strangers to “drama” either, although theirs tended to be more
restrained, coded in subtle, well-mannered asides, incomprehensible to outsiders but
just as thrilling to those in the know.
Since each of the Dent-Muffington-Nigma-Vraag foursome were knowing
connoisseurs of such episodes, they pretended not to notice as Leland Bartholomew
pushed past them to reach Raven’s podium. They pretended not to hear as he said he
had to talk to her, immediately and privately, on a very personal matter. And finally, when
Raven blushed and sputtered very poor excuses for not wanting to speak to him (or
indeed ever see him again), they exchanged meaningful glances and showed
themselves to a table. It happened to be Two-Face’s old table, situated closer to the
podium than Eddie’s regular booth. They couldn’t hear, but they could see quite well.
“Wish I could read lips like Bats,” Harvey said casually.
Eddie shot him a sharp sideways glare. He was just as interested in whatever Bart
was saying so emphatically to Raven—especially since Raven was clearly being
swayed—but referring so pointedly to “Bats” in front of their new lady friends seemed
in very bad taste. At least it did to him. Neither woman seemed to think so. Claudia
was positively curling around Harvey’s arm and Penelope was looking excitedly
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around the room. Eddie shifted his sour look from Harvey back to Bartholomew. He
was gesturing with his hands now… looked like pleading, and Raven looked ready to
either kiss him or burst into tears. Doris had never looked that way when Eddie was
reduced to pleading. He did wonder what on earth Dr. Bart could be saying to get that
kind of reaction.

The Batboat made a final pass through the Gotham Yacht Club. Inside, Batman
scowled. He was more angered by that one miserable smuggling case than the rest of
the month’s crimes combined. The fact that someone’s boat—Truckston and Samantha
Blakeley’s yacht as it happened—had been used for criminal purposes without their
knowledge. He knew the Blakeleys. Hell, Samantha had spent two years trying to fix
Bruce Wayne up with their daughter Kate. He was there the night Richard Flay
recommended a resort in the Keys where the Blakeleys had wintered every year since,
and where, on this last trip, some lowlife in the marina had slipped onto their boat and
stowed 600 kilos of heroine in their engine room.
It was bad enough as a disgusting criminal enterprise to smuggle drugs into his city.
The fact that it went down at the yacht club only made it worse. He’d lost nearly an
hour at the Watchtower. All he’d wanted after that was to get back to Gotham and get
in a full night’s patrol. Gotham was his priority. It always was. It always would be.
No Dhumavati cult and no business with Superman or the League would ever be
allowed to usurp it. But checking the yacht club—and he did have to check it now that
this new avenue for smuggling had been exposed—required the Batboat. So, as soon
as he got back to the cave, he’d bypassed the Batmobile hangar, bypassed Alfred ready
to make a fuss over the tiger punctures in his body armor, and took out the boat. Three
or four nights a week now he made this pass so that no one got any ideas. The
Marzettis and the Cobblepots, the Coast Guard, the marina workers, and everyone else
would know that Batman was keeping an eye on the river, on the harbor, on the
marina and on the yachts.

Sandwich Night was a tradition in the Kent household. When Clark or Lois
mentioned it at the office, the impression was that it was a regular weekly event: three
nights a week Clark cooked dinner, three nights Lois cooked, and one night they both
took it easy and made sandwiches together. Those close enough to the couple to know
of Lois’s cooking made a different assumption: four nights a week Clark cooked, one
night they ordered in, one night they ate out, and one night: sandwiches.
The truth was Clark made dinner every night he was available, but when demands
on Superman kept him occupied for much of the evening while still allowing him to
return home before Lois had eaten, she preferred he make up for lost time in a different
way. Rather than waste time cooking, they had a quick sandwich and after the meal,
she enjoyed “the super footrub.”
It was when he finished the third toe on her left foot that he casually mentioned
Gotham.
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“Because I’m flying through tomorrow for a quick word with Selina, so if you want
me to bring anything…” he gave the toe a playful wiggle. “Like those bagels?”
“Ooh, from that place?” Lois grinned happily. “What was it called?”
“Pola’s.”
“Right.”
It was the one subject where they both agreed Bruce was right: you couldn’t get real
Gotham bagels anywhere except Gotham. Some said it was the water, others the hands
of the bakers, but everyone agreed there was no way to reproduce it—even with the
molecular replicator at the Watchtower, which Wally had tried on four separate
occasions and found equally inadequate with Pola’s bagels, Lombardi’s pizza,
Nathan’s hot dogs, and hot pastrami from Katz’s Deli.
Clark moved on to the next toe, using his X-ray vision to pinpoint the tension and
went to work.
“Anything else?” he asked.
“From Gotham? Yes. The byline.”
Clark paused the massage, and Lois tilted her head at a very marital “you know very
well what I mean” angle.
“The byline,” she repeated. “Because tonight’s festivities were not a full League
outing, it was just you and Batman. Now you’re off to Gotham tomorrow—for ‘a quick
word with Selina?’ For a quick little meddle in Bruce’s private life, am I right? Which
sooner or later is going to erupt into something that someone’s getting a Pulitzer Prize
for covering. And I don’t want your name on that story, Clark, because they go
alphabetically at the awards ceremony. I will not sit there at the head table in some
gorgeous accepting-my-second-Pulitzer evening gown and hear them read your name
first for covering a national disaster that you caused.”
Clark gave a soft sigh and silently moved on to the next toe.
“Right, bagels and a byline,” he said at last, resuming his usual at-home manner
with a touch more charm, which always disarmed Lois and let them proceed to less
controversial topics. But internally, his mind chewed on her comments. First Bruce,
now Lois. Was there really an obvious minefield there that everybody could see but
him?

Although they had seated themselves, figures of Edward Nigma and Harvey Dent’s
stature in the underworld could not enter the Iceberg Lounge unnoticed. There was a
buzz in the room when they were recognized, a buzz Claudia and Penelope
recognized, the buzz that greeted visiting royalty. It was the charged thrill that rippled
through the room when Robert DeNiro walked into Nobu, Donald Trump walked into
Megu, or Bruce Wayne walked into d’Annunzio’s, when even Vraags and Muffingtons
congratulated themselves for choosing this restaurant on this night.
Both women had turned a fair share of heads in their day, cameras clicked and
flashed as they exited limos and made their way down the red carpet, but neither had
ever experienced this.
Eddie said the chaps in the blue and white (who were pointing like they just saw
Paul McCartney) were Ghost Dragons and answered to King Snake, big guy in the
back—oh, it looks like he’s not there at the moment. Very big in the Hong Kong drug
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trade, King Snake. Always sits with his back to the wall since he and Oswald aren’t the
best of friends.
Neither had ever experienced this. Those flashing cameras pulled away from Vraags
and Muffingtons when a Bruce Wayne or Paris Hilton arrived. But this, this was the
top tier. This was being Bruce or Paris. They were the ones everyone had broken off
their conversations to stare at.
Harvey said the other bunch in matching outfits were DEMONs. Perhaps the ladies
had heard of the famous Ra’s al Ghul (they hadn’t). Ah, well, they haven’t missed
much, Harvey assured them. In any case, those guys (who were pointing like they just
saw Ringo Staar) were DEMONs, and they worked for Ra’s al Ghul.
It was thrilling. Both women slid expertly into that Queen of the Room mode they’d
seen so many others do over the years. Penelope told Eddie to call her Penny. Claudia,
who had already told Harvey to call her Muffy, rubbed her foot against his under the
table. It was that taste of The Life she’d gotten a hint of at the Post party when she’d
dressed as Poison ivy, a taste of the life she’d always wanted and it solidified… as
Harvey’s foot pressed back into hers with gratifying warmth… the whole idea of
befriending these rogues was the perfect move.

The sweeps through the yacht club did put a dent in his late patrol (tonight his only
patrol) in the Batmobile, but that couldn’t be helped. He could live with that part as a
necessary trade-off if only… damn her… Each pass through the yacht club brought him
into contact with the Gatta. La Gatta Mobile, the yacht he’d named for Selina. The yacht
he’d bought for Selina if he was honest about it. The yacht he’d purchased not as
foppish camouflage for Batman, but for Bruce to take Selina on impromptu getaways
whenever Gotham was quiet. Gotham had been quiet and she’d wanted to take just
such a trip to “rest up” after the episode with Poison Ivy, but he wouldn’t hear of it…
He lost control with Ivy AND he lost control letting Selina into that safe in the Batcave.
It was too late on that one. Now she knew the safe existed, Catwoman knew about a
safe she hadn’t known of before. It was done; it was out of his hands. But he could still
reestablish control over the rest of Batman’s… Damn her.
The other problem with the pass through the yacht club was: it was preemptory. It
would deter crime, but it almost never encountered any. Try as he might to keep his
mind on his work, there wasn’t that much to occupy it. It would drift here and there,
and every time it did, there was that boat. La Gatta Mobile. Selina.
He reminded himself for the 10,000th time that he put the gold bar in the safe to begin
with. He reminded himself for the 10,000th time that it was necessary: he was under
Ivy’s control, he didn’t have a lot of options. He reminded himself… and then he
stopped the mental recitation. Even Psychobat was sick of hearing it.

Bat out of Hell III.
This
Kicked
Ass
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Maybe not a title Tim could really embrace at the moment, especially with songs like
‘Blind as a Bat’ and ‘Seize the Night’ in there. But it was Meat Loaf, über dramatic rock
opus maestro Meat Loaf, with a new CD, the long awaited third installment of a killer
trilogy. And it ROCKED! That’s not something you let a few rounds of Zogger or
some log entry protocols ruin for you. Tim just started to check the download for
Track 1: The Monster Is Loose when the phone rang.
“’Ello,” he said as a wicked guitar kicked in and he reluctantly turned down the
volume.
..:: Hey, Bro. Didn’t get you up, did I? ::..
“Nah, I’m downloading music. Bat outta Hell, baby. Just out last week.”
..:: -secure line engaged- Wonder what Bat-outta-Cave would say about you bending
copyright laws. ::..
“Hey, I know you’re not with me on this but—Oh cool! He un-Celine’d ‘It’s All
Coming Back To Me Now.’ Anyhoo, I know you’re not with me, but Psychobat-outtaCave is killing me. I need a release. This is it. Don’t mess with it.”
Through the receiver, Tim heard Dick take a deep breath.
..:: Actually, I’ve been thinking about that. You guys were right. You, Barbara, all of you. I
just didn’t see it because, well, I think I fell victim to a ‘be my own man’ protocol. ::..
“…”
..:: … ::…
“Whoa.”
..:: … ::…
“…”
..:: Yeah. ::…
“Well… So… What do you want to do now?”
..:: I was thinking in the morning, if you’re not doing anything, maybe we go talk to Selina.
::…

He should return to the cave, type up the log, and try—for the 10,000th time—to
forget the whole thing. It wasn’t easy. Every time he looked in the direction of the
trophy room, the knife twisted in his gut… Two bats hung low over his workstation
and even he now thought of the fat one as “Walapang”… He’d go into the costume
vault to change, and the kimono Selina had given him would be waiting…
That kimono. It’s as if there was no part of his world that she hadn’t touched. “Why
go to all that trouble to change back into Bruce Wayne’s shirt and slacks when you’re
just going to walk upstairs to the bedroom?” So she’d bought him the kimono. Black
and slate gray silk, woven in a tight herringbone pattern with black piping. He even
liked the colors. It was a gift for Batman, a gift that showed an intimate understanding
of the most private corners of Batman’s life. At the time it unnerved him, and now…
Now she’d been inside the safe.

Harvey waved two fingers importantly, summoning Sparrow to come take their
order. Then he declared “We’d like the special bottle of 22-year old double-malt scotch
that Sly keeps behind the bar. Now what are you ladies having?”
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The women laughed and Harvey winked at Eddie, who felt vaguely ill. Question, he
thought, What is wrong with Harvey? When Selina had mounted her stage show, TwoFace had gone ballistic thinking she’d “sold out.” But now that Harv had his face
healed and turned his back on roguery, he seemed perfectly at ease making Two-Face a
joke in order to, to… score points with women? “We’ll have a scotch, what are you
drinking” indeed.
“EW your scotch,” Eddie said emphatically, although simply flipping two letters
from WE to EW hardly constituted an anagram. Harvey laughed, getting the joke at
once, and he explained about the anagrams to the women. Then they laughed (even
louder than Harvey had) and more anagrams were called for. Eddie regaled them with
the ones he’d devised at the opera, refining Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky into VERY CHIC
KITTY HELP IS A-OK and Aleksandr Pushkin into DARK PLAN HE SINK US—the
latter becoming plural in deference to Harvey. They loved that little touch and tossed
him some “challenges” until the drinks arrived, challenges that he was happy to meet.
The women particularly liked his anagramming of their names, and he shrewdly
focused on those variations on Penelope Vraag which included the word ANGEL and
omitted those involving PORN.
Suddenly, Harvey let out a low whistle, a sound which normally meant some lowlevel crimefighter such as Azrael or Huntress had entered the nightclub and zany
hijinx were about to ensue. Exactly what happened prior to the whistle Eddie didn’t
see, but immediately afterwards, Raven ran tearfully towards the ladies’ room.

Batman didn’t go home to the cave. He summoned the Batmobile on autopilot, sent
the Batboat home the same way, and hit the streets for an abbreviated patrol. With all
the theme criminals except Riddler incarcerated at the moment, and no Riddler clues
pending, Batman focused on those parts of town that were likely criminal targets due
to a concentration of wealth rather than the presence of comedy clubs, greenhouses or
aviaries.
Unfortunately, that meant a significant overlap with Catwoman’s “territory,” and a
corresponding likelihood that they might run into each other once he left the car and
took to the rooftops. Bruce didn’t want to feel he was avoiding her, but he would have
been happier, for the time being, seeing her at home and out of costume, where he
wouldn’t have to be reminded that she could break into a safe the way other people
open a kitchen cabinet or that cat’s eye kryptonite “would have made a fascinating
subplot once upon a time.”
Damn her—and damn Clark.
They had come to him when they found out he was dating Selina Kyle. They had
concerns about the ‘criminal who had a history of breaking into this very facility’—they
didn’t want Catwoman pawing their stuff… Okay. Not really. He knew that wasn’t
really their complaint, but that’s the way he was inclined to see it right now.
And he wasn’t avoiding her. He loved her. She made him happy. She saved him
from Ivy. She was swinging off the fire escape of the Sterling Trust… He froze, his
conscious mind catching up with his inner monologue, which had already caught up
with his eyes scanning the horizon. He froze, waiting to see which way the graceful
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purple form was moving, if it was a coincidence or—no, she was heading right towards
him. She’d seen him.
Damn.
As she got closer, he could see the smile. She was smiling. She was happy to see
him.
Damn.

With no one but henchmen, groupies, tourists, and Ghost Dragons frequenting the
Iceberg these days, Oswald had taken more and more to passing the evening in his
office. He wasn’t about to mingle with a clientele that didn’t meet his high standards—
kwak. Perhaps if Selina or Hagen returned, or if Arkham released a few birds of his
own regal feather, then… Hello…
Oswald peered onto the small screen that displayed the security footage of the main
dining room. Harvey? My, it had been a while. And Nigma was with him—kwak!
That was a quorum, a sufficiently high concentration of premium old school rogues to
warrant an appearance. And what lovely birds they brought with them—and all
formally dressed. Well, that was encouraging.
At last the nightclub might be emerging from its Hell Month-level slump, and at last
the aristocrats of roguery were presenting themselves as such. Oswald pulled a mirror
from his desk drawer and preened, as always, before making an appearance. He
moistened a finger and straightened his left eyebrow. He reached in the drawer for a
clean pair of white gloves. He polished his monocle and buffed the ebony shaft of his
cigarette holder before loading a fresh cigarette. He quacked, satisfied, and proceeded
into the bar—only to be practically mowed down not three steps outside his office door
by Raven rushing tearfully past him and disappearing down the corridor to the rest
rooms.

Dick had set the alarm so he could rendezvous with Tim in the morning and they’d
go together to the manor. But despite the early wake-up call, he didn’t go back to bed.
He took his costume from the closet and pulled one of his longer, sleeker Batarangs
from the belt and then sat quietly, contemplating the weapon.
When he became Nightwing, he wouldn’t even use Bruce’s template for the weapon
Bruce himself had designed. He had to come up with his own. He had to break out
from under Batman’s shadow any way he could and be his own… he paused, bitterly
refusing to use that phrase no matter how perfectly it summed up the sentiment. He
had to break out from Batman’s shadow and… become his own creation. Hell, all of them
on the first Titans team had done it in one way or another. It was their symbolic shift
from sidekick to full blown heroes with their own identities and their own personas.
What was so wrong with that? Why was it such a mark of immaturity to claim that
right? He wanted—no, he needed, to invent himself just as Bruce had done, as
Superman had done, as even Catwoman had done! This last thought was prompted by
Bytes hopping into his lap and pawing eagerly at the Batarang, so Dick took a break
from brooding and went to the kitchen to warm some milk.
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Right. So. Like Batman, Superman, and Catwoman, Nightwing invented himself.
He had reached a point, even without Batman benching him after the Joker shooting,
where he had outgrown the moniker he’d chosen as a twelve-year-old boy. It caused
friction, but eventually they’d healed that rift, formed the kind of true partnership that
can only exist between equals.
And then for Bruce to pull this. He had gone out of his way to treat Nightwing as a
senior crimefighter on his own level just at the same time he rolled out the new
procedures and crackdown on bending the old ones. It was a Machiavellian way to get
Dick on his side, and it worked. It led him to see the juniors grousing for what it was.
It… It was so infuriatingly Bruce.
Tim didn’t understand, not really. He was bent out of shape about the new
protocols. Sure, that was natural. But he didn’t see the big picture. He only saw
something Bruce was doing to him; he didn’t see what Bruce was doing. The new stuff in
the field plus this off-the-scale reemergence of the control freak, something was going
on. Something beyond Ivy. Bruce had been greened before, they all had. Nothing like
this ever happened afterwards, nothing. Something was wrong.
So he’d ask Selina. She knew Bruce better than anybody and she was in a position to
see more than anybody. He wondered if asking Tim along had been a mistake. Their
complaints, though similar, were coming from different perspectives and… well, Dick
couldn’t deny that when he and Tim got into something like this together, they turned
into the Katzenjammer Kids. It was like two middle-aged brothers reverting to 12year-olds at Thanksgiving dinner. But Tim had leapt at the idea when Dick offered, so
there was no avoiding it now.
Alfred saw a lot too, albeit not as much as Selina. Dick would ask him a few
questions, since he was going to be at the manor anyway. But he knew even now all
he’d get in reply was a disapproving Bat-glare and polite inquiry about “Miss
Barbara’s health.” Selina was really the best chance… at least that was his thought
before he saw Bytes trotting out of the room with the Batarang in his mouth.

Claudia “Muffy” Muffington and Penelope “Penny” Vraag were not henchwenches
or groupies. You couldn’t just order them to run to the powder room and find out
what Bart said to Raven.
Harvey and Eddie exchanged looks as Raven ran tearfully past the table. Although
personal relationships involving people who wore masks for a living could not be
construed as “normal” in any sense of the word, some things were universal: All men
know when the shit has hit the fan. The scene looked exactly the same to Riddler and
the former Two-Face as it did to Sly the bartender, the tourists from Saratoga Springs,
and DEMON minion fresh off the boat from Istanbul. Clearly, Dr. Bart said something
wrong—or else he didn’t say something he was supposed to—or possibly he said it but
looked shifty as he spoke, and therefore didn’t say it convincingly enough. In any case,
he fumbled. And since they couldn’t very well send the women after Raven, the only
way to find out what happened was from DOC BRAT ROT himself.
Harvey excused himself from the table and invited Bartholomew into the bar,
reasoning that Harvey Fullface, “former patient,” had a better chance than Edward
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Nigma, who could be back on the Arkham couch at any time. Even at that, Bart was
reluctant to go along. The “indiscretion,” the “illusion of candor that arose from a
therapeutic relationship not for a true friendship,” the “appearance of impropriety,”
Bart had a dozen of them. Harvey eventually silenced that psychobabbling ethics rot
by pointing out that Leland Bartholomew, psychiatrist to half the psychos in the
Gotham underworld, should not stroll unescorted into the Iceberg bar. If he wanted a
drink (and in Harvey’s experience, the sight of your ladylove running to the ladies
room in tears was cause for a drink), he should come with Harv.
Bartholomew said no, he should just leave.
Harvey said no, not while the lady was crying in the bathroom.
Bartholomew gave in and ordered a Jack Daniels.

“You’re back.”
Catwoman had landed on the roof, hip cocked ever so slightly at that angle, her
particular stance. She’d moved towards him like she had on a thousand rooftops
before, not threateningly but predatory all the same, unmistakably feline, her whole
body alive with movement. Then, as soon as she was close enough to be heard, that
purring voice. “You’re back.”
Once, the words would have been different. Once, he would have chased her down
before reaching this moment. Once, he would have ordered her to stop. Once, she
would have teased him in reply. “Can’t a girl go out for a stroll without strange men
chasing after her?”
Now it was “You’re back.” Now, instead of an attack or another chase, she lifted her
arms around his neck and added, “I missed you.”
He managed a grunt. It wasn’t easy. There was no light teasing touch along the
edge of his cowl, no slow claw down his arm or a gentle fiddle with the edge of his
cape. “You’re back. I missed you.” It was so… Selina. In the catsuit, on a rooftop, that
smell of her skin, vanilla and lavender with the faintest hint of leathery musk. He
didn’t need this. He didn’t need that line to be blurring right now. He needed
Catwoman the unstoppable safecracker to be here in the city prowling rooftops and
Selina the woman with whom he shared his life to be at home in Bruce Wayne’s house,
in Bruce Wayne’s bedroom, where she kept her jewelry in the corner safe that she
didn’t have to crack because she knew the combination…
Of course, even in that strained scenario, it’s not like he’d ever told her the
combination. It was just understood between them, it was understood that she could
open it. He even changed the combination periodically just for… for “fun.” She
always opened it in minutes; it was their little game. Even there, even in their
bedroom, she was so completely Catwoman. Even there where they were so intimate,
where he was so completely exposed…
He should say something. He shouldn’t just stand there frozen and mute, like it was
a matter of time before the Bat growled “Enough” and she would launch off the roof,
escaping into the night with her plunder. She was welcoming him home. He should
caress her cheek or wrap his arms around her waist; he should say he missed her too.
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But the moment passed and her attention shifted—as it often did by this point in a
rooftop encounter—to the body armor. But instead of tracing the oval or the outline of
the bat on his chest, she was examining the tiger scratches down the side.
“My God, what happened here,” she began, lining up her claws with the scratch
marks.
Somehow that made it easier to growl and push her away like he used to.
“Nothing,” he snapped.
Except pushing her back a step only made it worse, because now that she was
focused on the armor, she saw the deeper scratches (as well as the rips, punctures, and
dried blood) on his thigh.
“What did this?” she asked, looking closer.
“It’s nothing. Don’t fuss. I’ve had worse,” he graveled, trying to maintain Bat-mode
and not entirely sure he was succeeding. “I’ve had worse from you,” he added, which
wasn’t strictly true but made him feel more firmly in controlled, disciplined Bat-mode.
“Yes, I suppose you have,” she smiled, Bat-mode making her playful as always—
which at least was more Catwoman than she had been up until now.
He told her she should go home, it was late.
And it was late. Late enough that she figured he too would be heading home and
she could ride back with him in the Batmobile… He didn’t like the idea. Psychobat knew
he could put a stop to it. If he said he wanted to finish patrol, her revulsion at any sort
of crimefighting would discourage her from coming along. If it didn’t, he could say
he’d be making a quick pass through the East End. That would definitely—
But why? She was happy, she was welcoming him home. Why throw the specter of
the Gotham Post in her face? Why remind her of something that… It was late. It was
close enough to dawn that he was ready to call it a night. There was no need to
manipulate her just to prove he could. He nodded towards the car, and on the drive
home he would remember to ask about the opera.

Harvey wasn’t really listening while Leland Bartholomew fretted about his
reputation. He’d seen Muffy and Penny rise very sweetly from the table and go to the
ladies’ room. Eddie must’ve somehow persuaded them… Damn, who knew the
Nigmeister had it in him?
It was only then he vaguely heard Dr. Bartholomew’s flustered complaints, this was
the last thing he needed, his private affairs becoming grist for the Iceberg rumor mill.
Harvey absently assured him that he wasn’t that interesting—and he wondered how
on earth Eddie might have broached the subject with Muffy and Penny.
“Just wait ‘til Patients Crane or Strange hear of this. Mark my words, they’ll start
making their therapy sessions about me instead of them—well, truth be told, they do
that anyway, I suppose.”
“Hm? Oh right,” Harvey said carelessly, then refocused his attention forcibly on
Bartholomew. “Right! Let the ladies calm her down. Then when she comes out, nice
and softened up, you make your move. Let’s hear what you’ve got.”
Bartholomew blinked. He had no “prepared material” for the evening, he’d come
because he had an epiphany. He’d come to speak his from his heart. He came to—
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Harvey Dent shook his head in despair. Like bringing a knife to a gunfight, he said.
No wonder he’d sent the girl running to the ladies room in tears.
Since Eddie was now alone at their table, Harvey called him over, and the two of
them, Eddie “Ladykiller” Nigma and Harvey the Dentmeister, began to coach Dr. Bart.
They decided that, despite all the unfortunate whining, old Hermann actually did have
a good outline, which a persuasive lawyer like Harvey and a quick-witted wordsmith
like Eddie could mold into a moving poetic appeal: begin with a brief word-portrait of
your bleak existence before meeting the lady fair, list her many fine qualities (neither
dwelling on nor omitting her physical charms), contrast the lonely before and the
rapturously fulfilled after. Insert romantic gesture such as kissing her hand. Repeat if
needed… They hoped he could remember all that because their dates were coming
back from the ladies room and they had to get back to the table. Make us proud, Doc—
And off they went.

Bruce awoke feeling he’d forgotten something. He banished the lingering sense of a
nightmare while his conscious mind reached out for that one thought that began each
day (if he was lucky): he was waking at home in his own bed. No alley, no bonds, no
deathtrap. Selina was still curled under his arm, just like they’d fallen asleep, her
fingers resting on the cat-scars on his chest. Her scars, the old scratches from the
Excelsior Towers, not the fresh ones from… It had been a long time since he talked
about a case that way, in bed. Lying together like this before they’d fallen asleep, he’d
told her about the Dhumavati…
He was forgetting something.
…Before that, in the car, she’d talked about the opera. She’d invited Nigma to go
with her. (Impossible woman.) Not that Dick or Barbara were likely candidates for—
He winced. Selina had shifted in her sleep, inadvertently rubbing the wound in his
thigh. He’d have Alfred disinfect it properly and stitch it up later, but for now—oh.
He winced again. This time, it had nothing to do with the stinging in his thigh, not
directly. He remembered what it was that he’d forgotten. The tigers.
He stroked Selina’s hair, thinking. He knew from experience that Clark considered 1
p.m. to be “first thing in the morning” for calling on night people. That didn’t give him
much time, even if he had a plan.
Prevention was a long shot. He’d be better off concentrating his efforts on damage
control after the fact.
If it were anyone but Selina. Damage control was the best course; it was the smart
move. But somehow, with Selina, he was reluctant to stand back and let the dominos
fall if there was any chance of stopping it.
If it were anyone but Selina… If it was anything but the Catitat.

Dick and Tim were both considered family at Wayne Manor, not visitors. Alfred
didn’t ask why they were there or formally show them into the Morning Room while
he “went to fetch” Miss Selina. He told them, almost casually (for Alfred), that he
thought she was on the terrace off the dining room. And then he told them to stop by
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the kitchen before they left. Both knew there would be a fresh pitcher of lemonade and
a thin crust pizza just coming out of the oven when they got there.
They did find Selina on the terrace, wearing a wine-colored, scoop-necked leotard
and tight black riding pants, her eyes closed while she sat in some kind of twisty yoga
posture… and Tim lost his nerve. He stopped short when he saw her and Dick walked
right into him. He reached around and yanked Dick forward, then pushed him
towards Selina. Dick smacked him.
“Is this how brave you were confronting her in the field?” Dick whispered.
“Yes,” Tim hissed. “Unlike my predecessor, I didn’t want any embarrassing voicecrack episodes or—”
“You know I can hear you,” Selina said calmly, without opening her eyes or relaxing
her posture.
“Screwed,” Tim said.
“Putz,” Dick answered.
“I have no idea how any of you are still alive,” she noted with a grin. Then she
stood, stretched, and winked. “So what’s up?”
Looks were exchanged, an entire fifteen minute “you-go—no-YOU-go” argument
summed up in two half-second stares, and finally Dick decided to be spokesman.
“We were just wondering if you’d noticed anything a little off with Bruce,” he began
uncertainly.
“Is this how brave you were confronting her in the field?” Tim said pointedly.
“Well how were you going to introduce the subject?” Dick asked.
“I don’t know, maybe mention the Zogger, the drills, the new log procedures, new
passwords on everything, ‘all transmissions have to be encrypted no matter how trivial
the data,’ scrambling transponder frequencies every two days…”
“I don’t believe you guys are being such babies about some new passwords,” Dick
grunted.
“Be you own man protocol, Bro.”
“Guys! Do I have to be here for this?” Selina interrupted.
They both turned and looked at her.
“Look,” Tim said reasonably, “It’s just that Bruce has gone seriously Psychobat
lately, like before you/when you were really getting to him Psychobat. So maybe you
could, I dunno, do something to ‘ease the tension’ or some…thing…”
He’d put air quotes around the final phrase, after which Dick took a brisk step to the
side and stood looking up at the trellis, hands behind his back, like maybe he was
considering buying a trellis just like this for a terrace of his own.
“Ease the tension,” Selina repeated thoughtfully.
“Oh you know what I mean,” Tim whined. “Do that thing you do.”
“’That thing I do’ is this,” she answered with lightning speed, as a lion’s leap kick
knocked Tim backwards, flipped him over, and a tiger’s fist jab stopped just short of
his forehead to discourage any thought he might have of standing.

Clark Kent made his usual excuse: he was meeting a source over his lunch hour so he
might be a bit late getting back to the office, and moments later Superman was
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speeding towards Gotham. By the time he sighted the Hudson River, he decided Bruce
was paranoid. And Lois, though not in Bruce’s league, had her own bouts with
unjustified cynicism, most reporters on her level did. He was offering free tigers! They
were beautiful and noble animals that had been mistreated. Selina had a cat farm.
There was no reason she shouldn’t jump at the chance to give them a home. Bruce was
just being overcautious, as usual, almost to the point of para—
“Hello??? Former Villainess here, not the Young Vigilante Union Rep. Now scram or bleed.”
—noia.
He shook his head, wind currents did weird things when he shifted his posture and
slowed for a landing. He’d been thinking about Selina in a certain context as he was
nearing Wayne Manor, so his superhearing decided it heard her voice and his
subconscious distorted it into something… catty. And, of course, it didn’t happen only
as he neared Wayne Manor; it happened when he was crossing those sensors Bruce
had to “detect Kryptonian entry into Wayne Manor’s airspace.” His subconscious
knew that too. Bruce and Lois WERE paranoid and paranoia was contagious, that’s
really all there was to it. Free tigers, that was the thing to remember. He was offering
her free tigers.
He landed on the south lawn and walked towards the terrace. Selina was there; Dick
and Tim were going inside… Well, okay, Dick and Tim. Maybe Selina had said
something about “young vigilantes.” That didn’t mean anything on its own. Free
tigers. He was offering free tigers.
Selina stretched a few times as he walked over. Clearly she saw him and was just
waiting—but the stretching did look very… feline. His second guessing took a sudden
detour as he realized he wasn’t sure where, exactly, he was with Selina “socially.”
Should they shake hands? hug? kiss on the cheek? While he was wondering he was
also walking, and now he was standing close enough to at least say something—but he
hadn’t.
So he waved hello, which seemed awkwardly wrong at this distance, but she
answered with a casual “Hey Spitcurl.” Then he wished her a good afternoon and she
said “He’s down in the cave.”
He faltered. It was too quick for human senses to perceive, but the Man of Steel
quite definitely faltered. She said Bruce was down in the cave. So she thought he was
there to see Bruce. So Bruce… hadn’t even told her he was coming? “Ask her yourself
and leave me out of it” was beginning to seem like something more than typical Batparanoia. Lois’s demands for the byline echoed in his memory. In his mind’s eye, he
pictured the words “by Lois Lane” and his imagination tried to pull back his focus to
reveal the headline above…
His imagination floundered.
What did Bruce know that he didn’t?
“Actually, I came to talk to you,” Superman announced, striking his trademark
hands-on-hips pose. It was his usual approach, direct and confident, and it nearly
always managed to secure a positive response from his listeners. The-awe-of-Supermanon-your-doorstep Factor, as Bruce referred to it, although Clark preferred to think of it as
catching more flies with honey.
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“No, I will not make cookies for the Justice League bake sale,” Selina replied—with a
honey smile of her own, hands on her own hips mirroring his stance, and clearly
declaring herself Un-awed-by-Superman-about-to-ask-a-favor.
He glanced down at his “I’m Superman” stance and laughed.
“Sorry, it’s a habit,” he remarked, dropping his arms to his sides and taking on a
much more relaxed posture.
But neither the laugh nor the exchange so far had put him at ease. The duet of “Just
leave my name out of it” and “I get the byline” echoed in his memory. So, instead of
getting down to business about the tigers (Free tigers, he reminded himself), he grinned
and, with the disarming manner of a savvy reporter, he changed the subject. He talked
about Metropolis and the Daily Planet, an arson story Lois just broke which was
getting a lot of attention in the national press, an astronomer Clark Kent had
interviewed the week before who just happened to show him—dumb luck, just
because the conversation happened to flow that way—a new nebula in the same
quadrant as Krypton. It looked so interesting through the telescope that Superman had
gone up afterwards for a closer look…
He talked long enough that Alfred must have gotten wind of his arrival and brought
a tray with a pot of coffee, milk, mugs—“Good afternoon, sir” that Superman only halfnodded at—sugar, sandwiches and cookies… He segued—casually, thanks to the
arrival of the coffee—into the recent case with Batman: the Dhumavati cult, dhuma
meaning smoke which was all that would be left after the destruction of the world by
fire…
Selina knew babbling when she heard it. She sat down and silently poured the
coffee, added cream and sugar, and pushed a mug over to Superman—who was still
going strong.
…What was so interesting on this last case was that Dhumavati, like all aspects of the
goddess Parvati (according to Bruce’s research, which was just unbelievably valuable
on this case, even more than usual) is represented with a lion, but this cult used tigers
instead, inspired by this passage in the Rubaiyat of—
“Spitcurl, are you nervous about something?” Selina interrupted, pouring her own
coffee. “Because you juggle planets. So whatever it is that can make you sputter
through a book report on Hindu deities, I don’t think I can help you with it.”
Superman chuckled, lifted his coffee, and then became transfixed by the mug. It
pictured an extreme close-up of some sort of spotted wildcat and read Nirvana. The
Catitat. He moistened his lip thoughtfully. Selina’s own mug displayed her own
picture, masked as Catwoman, and the words Cat-Tales. Hijinx Playhouse.
“I can juggle planets,” Superman said frankly (although he never had, not literally.
There would be no reason to do such a thing, but he was certainly capable of the feat).
“But you can make Bruce smile. You tell me which is more incredible.”
“The fact that all of you seem to think that—” she started to say, but Superman
waved his hand, shushing her, and pointed to his mug.
“I’ve known him for years, Selina. As long as you’ve known Batman, certainly, and
a lot longer than you’ve known Bruce. And this is the first time I’ve been served
anything in this place that didn’t have a gold W on it.” Then he pointed to her mug.
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“And I never saw him smile in the mask, not once… until 6 weeks after that show of
yours. Now, remind me, when was it exactly that you two got together?”
“Pfft,” she said, shaking her head in disbelief.
“You know the thing that bugs me most about criminals,” he said offhandedly. “The
denials, the ridiculous, transparent denials when you’ve got them dead to rights… I
have six Bengal tigers. They need a home. You have a preserve. So what can we do
about this?”
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CHAPTER 3: EASE THE TENSION
Before the masks came off, before we really got involved as a man and a woman, one
of the first real conversations Bruce and I had outside of those bat and cat roles, we
acknowledged that our lives would never be normal. There is no such thing as a
“normal” day at Wayne Manor, so when today started off with Dick and Tim turning
my morning yoga into a sitcom farce, it didn’t really seem like an omen. Superman
swooping down from the sky five minutes later to offer me tigers, that might strike
some as the event of a lifetime, but around here he’s Clark and it’s been a few weeks
since he’s had an excuse to drop in and remind us that, in God-on-Earth’s opinion,
Bruce and I should take some vows, exchange some rings, and make our friends buy us
flatware. The only notable thing about his visit—other than the tigers—was that Bruce
must have known he was coming and didn’t mention it. So I went down to the cave to
paw around and see what was going on. I found him in the chem lab playing with fire,
literally. He’s got this new alloy and it looked like he was melting down a few pellets
to coat a Batarang. But I knew better.
“Meow,” I began.
“Good morning,” he said, lowering the flame under his little science project.
“I know perfectly well that you just lit that thirty seconds ago,” I teased. “I will bet
you a ten minute headstart next time we play at the museum, against the location of a
secret backdoor into the Cipriani vault, that you were monitoring the upstairs cameras
up until thirty seconds ago when you saw me coming down here.”
He turned to me and asked what I was talking about, completely convincing. He’s a
wonderful actor and a brilliant liar, goes with having a secret identity. But of course I
wasn’t fooled, and he probably knew I wouldn’t be. That’s when his lip twitched.
“Three minutes is all the headstart you would ever need. And it’s at least a ninety
second walk from the last camera in the study to where you’re standing right now.”
“Do we have a bet or not?” I said.
“More like a hundred twenty seconds actually, maybe one-thirty in those shoes of
yours.”
“Granted. Bet?”
He grunted, and I served up a naughty grin.
“Item,” I began crisply. “Alfred did not just spontaneously decide to use those coffee
mugs.”
Then he smiled, a real one. That’s a rarity in the cave, but now and then, as long as
he’s not in costume, he’ll let his lips curl upwards into something besides a grimace.
“I thought deduction wasn’t your kink,” he said.
“Doesn’t need to be, I share a bed with the best there is.”
He grunted again, and we relocated to the medlab because he wanted to change the
bandage on his leg. That’s what Rogues call creative stage management. He was
spraying disinfectant on the tiger bites by the time I began making my case:
“Spitcurl was here,” I began again. “As if you didn’t know,” I added—with a wink
that he didn’t see because he was inspecting the wound like he’d never seen one
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before. I knew the move well, denying me his full attention (or at least pretending to),
and I knew how to short-circuit it. I took the disinfectant from his fingers, which did
bring his focus back to me, first to the spark of warmth where our hands touched, and
from there… well…
“He offered me tigers,” I said, touching lightly around the edge of the wound.
“These tigers… from those Dhumavati lunatics… for the Catitat… You must’ve known
he was going to. You must’ve known he was coming today… You were watching me
upstairs… You saw him arrive. You saw him floundering… And you had Alfred
bring him a life preserver in the form of a Catitat mug to introduce the subject…”
He grabbed my wrist, exactly where he used to when Psychobat had enough of my
refocusing his attention. But it’s a lot different without masks or gloves. I think we
both lost our train of thought for a second.
Then Bruce cleared his throat, grunted, and admitted that Clark had mentioned, in
passing, that he might stop by today. But (he continued as he plucked the disinfectant
from my fingers and applied a new bandage to his thigh) he had “more pressing
matters” to think about just then.
I smiled. I really love him. When he’s devious and stubborn, when he’s controlling
and manipulative, when he’s Psychobat infuriating, and when he’s just plain screwy.
“Okay, forget about Spitcurl,” I said gently. “Why not ask me yourself?”
He glanced through the door into the main chamber of the cave, and then turned
back and focused all his attention on the bandage again.
“It’s your place,” he said gruffly. “Your Catitat; your decision. I wasn’t about to
interfere. Especially—But Clark wouldn’t listen. So I let him go to you directly.”
Our eyes met.
Especially.
“I figured you’d strike a better deal on your own,” he said suddenly, an abrupt
change of tone just touching on rooftop Bat-mode. “What did you get?”
I laughed, but he went on.
“You tried to get a three minute headstart out of me and all I’d done was say good
morning. Clark wanted to use Catwoman’s preserve to solve a League problem. If you
came away with anything less than the deed to the Watchtower, I’ll be vastly
disappointed.”
I was still laughing. It used to really piss me off that he knew me so well, and it
drove me crazy when he’d predict where Catwoman would strike. But somewhere
along the line I got used to the idea… and I’m still not sure how I feel about that.
“I got three days of Super-Landscaping,” I admitted, “to make room for the new
arrivals, and four of those fist diamonds he makes, to cover expenses.”
He grunted. Then he said I should let him supply the graphite for the fist diamonds
because Clark will often use a random rock or lump of coal, and impurities in the
sample would create a cloudy gem that was only good for industrial use.
“It doesn’t matter,” I grinned. “I was prepared to settle for one diamond and one day
of landscaping, but he didn’t make a counter offer. Just agreed straight away.”
“Clark isn’t much of a negotiator,” Bruce noted. “That landscaping idea is very
creative.”
“It is,” I said, “but I can’t claim credit for it. I got the idea from one of those
dimension hops.”
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He seemed to close up then and I was sorry I’d mentioned it. There’s a lot I haven’t
told him about those alternate dimensions. And he knows it.
It was my turn to change the subject.
“We’re on our own for lunch,” I said cheerfully. “Spitcurl had to fly, a launchpad
fire in Florida. Dick and Tim went along. Officially for experience, but unofficially I
think they wanted to put a few states between them and my claws.”
“What was that about, anyway?” Bruce asked.
“A-Ha!” I pointed. “You were watching, I knew it.”
“Yes,” he said. Then the lip twitch. “I was keeping an eye on the terrace, waiting for
Clark to arrive. Detective ‘kink’ notwithstanding, you were right about that. You get
three minutes next time at the museum.”
“Meow.”
And again the lip twitched. It used to piss me off that he knew me so well, but I got
used to it. Maybe he feels the same way.
“I was watching for Clark,” he repeated, “And I saw Dick and Tim go out there
instead. Tim said something to you using air quotes and you knocked him flat on his
back. So… What did they want?” When he got to the actual question, he dipped into
the deep, ominous bat-gravel. I just love that voice, reowrl. And he knows it, damnit.
Thinks he can get anything out of me that way. He’s usually right, too.
But not today.
“Oh, it was nothing much,” I said carelessly, heading back to the stairs.
“Nothing?” Bruce responded skeptically. “You knocked Tim over with a stunning
high-kick over ‘nothing?’”
“Yup,” I replied sweetly.
He eyed me curiously for a moment and then shook his head. “Okay.”
Yeah, he’s definitely gotten used to me knowing him so well, too.
“Anyway,” I resumed, “Since the boys were here and then they left, Alfred has a
kitchen full of untouched goodies. So don’t be too long. I’m not eating that much
high-carb by myself, I’ll never make it into the catsuit.”
There was a gravelly grumble that I took to be acknowledgement, and I headed
upstairs. I could have offered more detail on Dick and Tim, but anything I said would
have only played into their hands. I would be bringing their complaint to Psychobat’s
attention, and as I told the little pests at the time, I am not the Union Rep for the Junior
Bats’ Local. Besides, considering how quickly he accepted my ‘nothing’ explanation,
I’m willing to bet he already knows exactly what their complaints were about. In any
case, for all the grousing the Bat-Team has been doing, none of it has affected me.
Bruce has been downright sweet around the house, thoughtful, attentive, almost like
when we began dating. And Batman is pretty much like he’s always been: brooding,
intense, and sexy as hell.
So kitty has no complaints. If the Junior Bats feels they’ve been over-Zoggered, my
response to them would be exactly the same as it was to the Iceberg crowd back in the
day: your problem; you deal with it. Now keep your straw/vines/hat/coin/flipper off
my catnip.
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At the time, Roxy thought nothing of it. Dr. Bartholomew was going to see Raven at
the Iceberg. The gnawing tedium of an evening alone in her cell was interrupted by a
few minutes conversation, that was it. As soon as he’d gone, the tedium returned and
she had nothing else to do but consider that conversation.
Dr. Bartholomew was going to the Iceberg.
Dr. Bartholomew was going to the Iceberg to see Raven.
She. Had. Dish.
It wasn’t the best dish in the history of gossip, but it was an exclusive. And Roxy
never had an exclusive before. This was going to be good. Of course it wasn’t the fiery
rush you got from cheating death, but it was a tingle. Tomorrow morning when the
common room opened, she would be the center of everything. This must be what
Jervis Tetch enjoyed, although it couldn’t mean nearly as much to him. He was already
a first tier Rogue. But for Roxy, being the center of attention in the Arkham common
room meant she’d finally arrived. Having the ear of all the bigs, Hatter, Scarecrow,
maybe even Joker.
It could happen. Any news had a higher premium in Arkham than it did at the
Iceberg. Especially news from the “outside,” it was a rare commodity…
Roxy had spent the night considering all the angles of Dr. Bart and Raven, the
different ways to approach the story, and the different conclusions that could be
drawn. She decided they met through Oswald, Oswald sent Raven to seduce
Bartholomew, a powerplay to gain control over Arkham, directing who was freed and
when, that kind of thing. But Raven must’ve fallen for Bartholomew, that was the
usual shtick in the movies. Unfortunately, those movies always ended with the failed
seductress getting shot, which didn’t make for much of a stunt. Bang and fall down or
bang and fall through the window—a first floor window and freakin’ candy glass too,
not a thrill to be had. (Why couldn’t pseudo noir crap ever be in a highrise, anyway?
They had tall buildings back then.) Once! Once she was shot while driving a car,
which then crashed and burst into flames. But other than that one good stunt, those
flicks were a big yawn.
Anyway, Raven fell for Bart and then… hm, maybe Oswald intervened. Yeah, that
sounded good. Oswald got wind of it and ordered Bart killed, so Raven ended the
affair in order to save his life. Yeah, that seemed plausible. And now Bart was going
down there, right into the lion’s den, to win her back. Yeah, that sounded good. Roxy
was a stuntwoman, not a screenwriter, but it sounded good to her.
The common room would come up with its own theories, of course. Harley was
particularly imaginative when it came to romantic reconstruction. But Roxy would be
the source of the news, the font of everyone’s fun. The common room opened at ten. It
was going to be a great day.

It couldn’t have been more than twenty minutes after I’d left the Batcave that Alfred
came up to my suite. He said I had “yet another unexpected visitor” waiting to see me
in the Morning Room. Although detective work still isn’t my kink, I correctly deduced
that the visitor must be Eddie. It was the way Alfred said it, this little sniff that meant
this surprise caller wasn’t up to the standard of the previous three. So I suggested he
send the unnamed visitor up to the suite, and that confirmed it. Alfred “didn’t think
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Master Bruce would care to have this particular gentleman admitted to the upper floor
of the manor.”
“Sure, I’ll be right down,” I said.
Silly me, I was trying to be considerate. When I moved into the manor, we all agreed
that the suite is my sovereign territory, like an embassy is foreign soil. So I thought of
it as kindness, meeting Eddie here rather than in the morning room or one of the
drawing rooms that are all part of Bruce’s house. But if the suite is my sovereign
territory, it is also across the hall from the master bedroom. An embassy may be
foreign soil, but when it’s directly across the street from the capital, the locals get
nervous. So much for that. Woof.

Roxy expected the Bartholomew story to add a little excitement to her dreary life at
Arkham. She figured she’d be the center of attention for a few hours. She did not
expect the heady, heart-pounding thrills she was accustomed to on the outside!
For the first hour and a half, it all went as expected. Hatter, Scarecrow, even Mr.
Freeze, top tier Rogues hanging on her every word. Second tier too: Ventriloquist,
Croc, Hugo Strange. LISTENING, listening to her, transfixed, and then breaking up
into little groups and dissecting every syllable, nuance, and variation. News, it was the
great leveler. Everyone was bored, after all…
But then Joker came in. Joker, King of the Rogues, King of Arkham Asylum. He saw
everyone huddled together and was eager to join in the fun. He was always
HAHAHA-happy to hear what his subjects had to say. It might be praise for his latest
crime spree. It might be a new almost got’im story. Or maybe someone came up with a
57th nickname for him HAHAHAHAHA!!!!! Whatever it was, he was eager to hear it.
So Harley told him what was going on, and Joker was… unhappy. Inside his
inflated permanent smile, his mouth seemed to deflate into a thoughtful frown and
then widen into a grimacing scowl. He jumped up and down and said they’d got it all
wrong. He KNEW about Bart and Raven, that wasn’t news at all! Which was
impossible and Roxy was outraged. Joker couldn’t know! How could he know? He
was the biggest Rogue there ever was, why did he have to steal her little moment in the
sun! But that wasn’t all, oh no. Not only did Joker say he knew about Raven and Bart,
he’d denied his consent. He’d declared them null and void. She was all wrong for him.
A terrible influence. No good for him at all. Bart knew that, he knew Joker didn’t
approve. He would never go against Joker’s wishes. He would never go traipsing off
with some Iceberg trollop without Unky J’s blessing!
“I HAVE NO SON!” Joker shrieked, tearing his hair—and when the orderlies tried to
restrain him, he knocked their heads together.
Then he looked malevolently around the room.
“Who dared?” Joker demanded. “Who dared spread these wicked stories? Dr. Bart
is as faithful a psychotherapist as there ever was. Who dared besmirch his good
name?”
Another woman would have resented Jervis pointing to her that way. A notorious
killer asks “Who” with a crazed glint in his eye, what kind of coward starts pointing at
a petite little brunette? But after all, Jervis was known to be the biggest gossip in the
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county, name any given rumor and it probably started with him. It would be a shame
to die for the one that he really had nothing to do with (other than tearing up at the
part where Bart risked life and limb to go find Raven at the Iceberg). Not to mention
that the crazed clown, obviously aware of Jervis’s rumor-mill stature, was staring
directly at him with a pointed glare. So Jervis had spinelessly pointed at Roxy…
Joker charged and, after clunking the orderlies heads together once more to make
sure they stayed out of the way, he did a very good job strangling her… it was a rush!
The actual not-breathing wasn’t the greatest, but when he looked at you with that
homicidal gleam in his eye, what a pulse-pounder! What a shivering, shuddering,
heart-pounding buzz! It wasn’t the closest Roxy had come to dying, but it was a more
intense near-death thrill than she’d ever experienced before. Those wild eyes, the
maniacal laugh, the sheer speed with which he moved. “SIC SEMPER TYRANUS
HAHAHAHAHA!!!!”
What a mind-blowing rush.

Much as I love Bruce and Alfred, they will never understand why I adore Eddie. I
hadn’t taken four steps into the morning room when he greeted me with this priceless
bit of news: He’d wanted to thank me for inviting him to the opera, so he’d checked
496 languages in an online database looking for a clever way to express his gratitude.
He found, to his dismay, that not a single one had the letters c-a-t in their word for
thank you.
“So I brought truffles instead,” he announced, handing over a small foil box of sinful
chocolaty pleasure.
I smiled and opened it, took one and offered him another.
“I didn’t dare send flowers,” he joked as he chewed. “When does a friendly social
gesture turn into a fat lip? When it’s misconstrued as a declaration that you’re teaming
up with Poison Ivy for an assault on the homestead and the lord of the manor goes
STAB HIT batshit.”
I laughed and we sat.
“Fine. Now why are you really here?” I asked.
“Do I have to have a reason?” he replied.
“Are you going to keep answering questions with questions?”
“Why can’t I have simply come over to deliver my thank you?”
“Why couldn’t you simply have the chocolates sent from the store?”
“Because he would think I was ‘sending clues to the house’ and rip out my spleen.”
“Ha, that wasn’t a question,” I pointed triumphantly.
“I don’t care,” he said emphatically. “I want to keep my spleen.”
I laughed again. Eddie is such fun. The perfect antidote to the parade of puffed up
crimefighters I’d had marching through my day so far.
“Take two,” I announced. “Hi, Eddie. It’s sweet of you to come over, but doing me
a favor by coming to the opera really didn’t require a special thank you. So why are
you here?”
“I slept with Muffy.”
“Wh- What?” I stammered, hoping I wasn’t jumpstarting the question game.
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“Muffy. Me. Sex,” he said, which at least meant no question game. Thank Bast for
small favors.
“Okay I’m confused,” I said, taking a deep breath. “Muffy is from Muffington—as in
Claudia Muffington—who was with Harvey.”
“I know, I know,” he said, rubbing his forehead. “I’m not even sure how it
happened. Something with the cabs.”
“Cabs?”
“The taxis, going home after the Iceberg. It all happened fast.”
“Eddie, you’re telling me that you and Harvey, who have orchestrated brilliant
theme crimes, devised elaborate deathtraps, and concocted flawless clockwork
diversions to keep batpests occupied over here while you separate Normals from their
possessions over there, you two got outmaneuvered by a couple society girls sorting out
the cab rides home?”
He sighed and nodded.
“They’re very good at it,” he said feebly. “‘Lina, what can I say? She was hot. She
was interested. It’s been a while. What happens when a guy has had a 20-month
drought and this really stacked—did you see her in those leaves at the Post party?
And alabaster skin, the real thing not a euphemism for green—comes on to you, or him,
or…?” He sighed again. “I think I just nested riddles. Haven’t had that happen in a
while. I gotta clear my head.”
But before he could say anything more, there was a heavy footstep in the hallway
and Bruce walked in.
“Ah Selina, there you are!” he said, “I was just coming to—Oh.” He paused, as if
noticing my guest for the first time. “Edward.”
“Bruce,” Eddie answered flatly.
Bruce looked at me and then at Eddie. Eddie looked at Bruce and then at me. And
I… I noticed that my new nail polish, that seemed like frosted lavender in the bottle, is
really much closer to pink once it dries…
“To what do we owe this unexpected surprise?” Bruce intoned lightly.
“I just came to speak with Selina on a… personal matter. I’m not intruding, I hope.”
“No. Of course not. Old friends should try to catch each other, now and then.”
“Yes, lest one let the friendship escape.”
…Yep, pink. Matched my sapphire ring almost perfectly…
“I trust you enjoyed the opera,” Bruce said perfunctorily.
“Yes,” Eddie replied smoothly. “An unquestionably remarkable production. The
lead soprano wasn’t in the best voice, but the masked ball in Act II was quite the
spectacle.”
“Well, the ball is one of the embellishments added especially for the stage,” Bruce
remarked. “The original Pushkin story is a masterwork of mood and suspense, but
somewhat lacking in visuals. On paper, it comes off as an amazingly intelligent
display, but once it sees the light of day, it’s strangely inept.”
“Yes, nothing like a Russian for creating an aura of impending doom.”
…It occurred to me that Tim’s “you could y’know ease the tension” was the high point
of my day…
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“I think the love story was also tacked on, wasn’t it? Pushkin’s novella is just about
Hermann killing the old lady?”
“Yes, his crime is the same, but there’s no woman involved. His motivation was
pure greed.”
…It also occurred to me that Tim missed out on most of the Catwoman-theVillainess years, and maybe it was time to remedy that…
“Greed? I would have said it was obsession.”
…I had six tigers now. You could make one hell of a deathtrap with six tigers…
“The obsession starts later, after he hears the legend about the Countess winning at
cards and fixates on learning her secret. But the corruption in his nature was there
from the beginning.”
…Of course, that’s what the Dhumavati had done, using the tigers for a deathtrap.
Catwoman doesn’t go ripping off sorry-ass third world nihilists. Plus, at my worst, I
never would have put the boys into something they couldn’t get out of. Tim can’t
maneuver around one cat in a leotard; I wouldn’t want to see him tackle a half dozen
Bengals that missed breakfast.
“You know, Bruce, it really is a shame that you missed the opera, since you’ve made
such a study of it. Spot of business overseas, was it?”
…I figured this must be what it’s like dealing baccarat when James Bond strolls into
the casino and sits down with the villain du jour. They sip cognac and chat about
Ferraris, you sit there in a cloud of subtext and testosterone waiting for somebody to
take a card…
“Yes. Business. In London.”
“All done with now?”
“For the moment.”
…There isn’t a normal day at Wayne Manor, but nevertheless: Dick and Tim, ease
the tension, Superman, tigers, and now I’m a Bond girl baccarat dealer. Really not my
style. So I decided to get in the game.
“Oh, speaking of last night, we ran into Harvey,” I said brightly—and then realized
that didn’t exactly ease the situation. I meant well, he is a common acquaintance.
Unfortunately, he was also a crime-busting district attorney and Batman’s ally before
he became Two-Face the master criminal and Riddler’s cohort before he became—the
one that really ratcheted up the tension—Claudia Muffington’s date. In all the 007
subtext, I’d forgotten about Eddie’s little bombshell. But there was no going back at
this point, so I pushed forward: I said how Eddie had gone to the Iceberg after the
show with Harvey and Claudia and some woman he’d met at intermission.
“Penny,” Eddie said, supplying the name just as Bruce said “Vraag.” And then they
went back to glaring at each other over the invisible baccarat table.

He’d gone on vacation. That was all Leland Bartholomew had done. He was
overworked, he took a vacation, he’d met a wonderful girl. And now… sigh.
Patient J was back in solitary. Patient Quinn was in tears. Roxy was in the infirmary,
and even though Nurse Chin assured him that she would be out in less than an hour,
her injuries limited to a sprained wrist and a headache brought on by hyperventilating,
Bartholomew still felt woefully responsible.
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And, of course, there was the fact that four out of four sessions since the incident had
all alluded to his relationship with Raven. From Arnold Wesker’s shy congratulations
to his Scarface doll’s artless “Hey Doc, I heared you were knockin’ goots with Ozzy’s
hostess,” the comments had run the gambit. Patient Frieze was at least circumspect,
speaking only of the contentment a good woman can bring to a lonely life (until the
inevitable chill of loss and then you’re consumed by icy regret and cold, empty longing
for the rest of time). Whereas Patient Strange said Raven was a conspicuously pretty
girl who ran the Iceberg with cool efficiency and did Bartholomew know she had a past
with Jonathan Crane? Patient Crane himself volunteered that she was afraid of spiders
and had a delightfully uninhibited scream (“Or maybe you already knew that”).
Bartholomew managed to gain control of each of those individual dialogues, but he
felt any attempt at a group session was futile. He had Dr. Matkins take his 4:30 Anger
Management, but even at that Patient Jones stopped in his office afterwards with the
strangely touching (albeit threatening) announcement that “Raven always good to
Croc. Doctor treat Raven right, doctor go on breathing.”

Somebody had to say something. They were glaring again. I was starting to worry I
might turn complex from all the testosterone in the air. So I got up and said I would
see about lunch. They both sprang to their feet and yelled “No!” in unison—a
performance that couldn’t entirely be acquitted of the word ‘panic’—and now they
were back to staring. But at least now we were all on our feet.
“I’ll talk to Alfred about lunch,” Bruce stated, finally breaking the deadlock. Then he
stalked off, leaving Eddie and I alone.
“Well, at least that wasn’t awkward,” Eddie intoned sarcastically once Bruce was
gone. “We were having a nice, cordial conversation, then suddenly everyone’s
wearing masks.”
“What did you expect,” I wheeled on him. “What were you thinking coming here
like that?”
“I was thinking a woman I just met took her panties off on the cab ride home! You
have to TELL somebody when shit like that happens!”
I said nothing. I wet my lips. I looked at the inkwell on the desk with a large,
flowing W etched into its base, and then at a vase of peonies that wanted their water
changed—and then I sat down again. The flowers had reminded me of something:
“Eddie, is this one of those weird déjà vu things or do I remember you having a onenighter with Ivy too when she and Harvey were together?”
“No. No, that was after they’d split and it wasn’t a one-nighter. It was a green onenighter, as in not my idea and not my fault… But since you brought up old Harv, uh,
you wouldn’t happen to know how tight he and Muffington are, would you?”
I shook my head slowly. I realized that Harvey and I aren’t in very close touch
anymore.
“No idea,” I said. “But if I had to guess, the fact that she’s sneaking off with you and
taking off her underwear argues that they’re not that close.”
He made a face just like he had at the opera.
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“Aren’t we turning into the little detec…” he began coolly. But before I could cut
him off with a hiss, he trailed off and fixed his gaze on the inkwell just as I had done.
That big flowing W. Then he turned his head suddenly towards the door.
“You don’t suppose he knows anything?” he asked in a hoarse whisper.
“Bruce? C’mon.”
“He and Harv are buds, right?”
“I’m not having this conversation,” I announced.
“Guys do talk, you know.”
“Alright,” I smiled. “You’re a guy. Go talk to him.”
“Hello? My spleen!” he wailed.
“Congratulations, Eddie, you seem to have worked yourself into the center of a
perfect unsolvable riddle. Mazel Tov.”
“‘Lina, please, listen. I know this is one of those areas where you can’t really be ‘one
of the guys,’ but I need you to pretend. You know who else is free right now?
Nobody. There’s you, there’s me, and there’s Harvey—who I can’t exactly go to for
fairly obvious reasons.”
“No argument there,” I said sweetly, crossing my legs and taking a chocolate.
“But you see, that’s just the thing, it is just me and Harv that are free right now.”
“There’s Oswald,” I pointed out.
“Oswald Cobblepot? Um, no.”
“He’s a rogue and a man, you don’t need me.”
“‘Lina… Look, forget being one of the guys, just be a woman. As a beautiful,
sophisticated woman of breeding and refinement, have you ever seen Jonathan Crane
eat?”
“Is that a riddle or are you really asking?”
“It’s rhetorical. I’m saying this fad is only going to last so long. As soon as the
Arkham revolving door revolves again, or someone like Oswald gets wind of it, it’s
gonna burn fast and end ugly. Let’s face it, those women take one look at Jonathan,
Jervis, or Hugo up close, the ‘Berg will look like Karaoke Night when Croc shows up.”
“Again, no argument. But I don’t see what I can do for you, Eddie?”
“I have a very narrow window of opportunity if I’m going to take advantage of this.”
“Which you seem to have started just fine—”
“That wasn’t planned! ‘Lina, listen, please, why didn’t I start the California earthquake?”
“No, I haven’t seen Jonathan eat. Look Eddie—”
“She took her panties off in the cab! ‘Lina, I know you’re not a guy, but try to
understand. Why didn’t I start the California earthquake? Because it’s not my fault! She
took off her panties right there in the cab. Ivory lace with little yellow rosebuds. That’s
not something you can just ignore—”
“Better men than Edward Nigma have tried to ignore Claudia’s… charms,” Bruce
announced from the doorway, “and failed just as miserably. He’s not planning to stay
for lunch, is he?”
Without turning to look, Eddie pointed over his shoulder at the doorway.
“Did he just support me and in the same breath talk about me like I’m not here?”
“If either of you keep this up,” I announced, “I’m going up to my suite and you’re
going to be stuck with each other.”
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“What’s actually sad,” Bruce said with an eerily light detachment in his tone, “is that
Muffy’s been using that underwear trick since her junior year at Barnard. And worse,
Penny Vraag is the one that taught it to her.”
Eddie looked freaked-but-intrigued by that little declaration. Bruce clearly had an
insider’s slant on society women, more than anyone else in this miserable little tale.
And as for me, I was a little freaked myself. Because that wasn’t the Fop who had
spoken. Not that there was any reason it should be, there was no one in the room for
him to pretend for. Nevertheless, I didn’t want to hear whatever Bruce knew about
Claudia Muffington’s underwear. And since I’d already threatened to leave if the two
of them didn’t behave, I stood—ignoring a new duet of protests—and headed up to my
room.

Only Superman. He extinguished the launchpad fire with a few blasts of cold breath
and pulled the astronauts from the shuttle. Less than three minutes had passed since
they’d reached Kennedy Space Center when he returned to the spot where he’d left
Nightwing and Robin. He left his armful of awe-struck astronauts with them and went
back to retrieve the cargo. Oh sure, an explosion or collapse was unlikely now that
he’d put out the fire, but it was better to be safe. The lab module in the cargo bay was
costly and it contained live animals. No reason to risk it when he could pull it out
safely. Up, up, and away…
“Hey look at that,” Robin pointed.
Across a small lake, they could see a series of bleachers and beyond that, acres of
grass crammed with onlookers on blankets. All had come to see the launch, all had
brought cameras, binoculars, telescopes, and camcorders, and all were getting the
show of a lifetime. There was a constant flutter of camera flashes, useless at this
distance and unnecessary in the light of day, but it did convey the crowd’s excitement
as Superman pulled a huge metal pod from the shuttle, then flew off with it in the
direction of the Vertical Assembly Building.
He returned to Robin and Nightwing a few minutes later. Neither really meant it
when they said they were going along “for the experience,” but what Superman did
next was an education. He flew the astronauts over to their families in the VIP
bleachers and stayed there for an hour signing autographs, posing for pictures, and
meeting everyone connected to the mission crew. He spoke with each astronaut and
found out if it was their first shuttle mission and what their previous flight experience
had been. He chatted with the civilian payload specialists and heard all about the
research they were conducting with the birds and ferrets in the lab. On the way back
to Gotham, Robin asked why. Was Clark Kent maybe investigating negligence that led
to the fire? Or some kind of exposé on animal cruelty with that research? Nah,
Superman scoffed. He was just hoping to relieve the disappointment for the families.
Those folks had come a long way to see their son or daughter, uncle or cousin, mom or
dad blast off on that mission. It might still happen, NASA would reschedule the
launch. But you never know, something could happen in the meantime. Even if the
same crew did go up next time, the families might not be able to come out again to
watch the launch.
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“So at least they got to meet Superman,” Nightwing said, a trace of Bat-disapproval
in his tone.
“Not quite,” the Man of Steel smiled. “At least they got to see their son, daughter,
cousin, mom, or dad telling Superman about their work. They should be the heroes
today, not me.”
“Cool,” Robin observed.
“Yeah, it is,” Nightwing agreed.

Eddie watched Selina leave the room, sensing that as she walked out the door so did
any pretense of civility. Bruce watched her go also, and then listened quietly as the
click of her shoes on the parquet floor faded into silence. After a tense beat of three, he
turned to Eddie.
“So…” Eddie started weakly, stopping instantly when he saw the look on Bruce’s
face.
There was a strange finality in the air. It wasn’t Bat-menace, which somehow made
it all the more unnerving. Bat-menace was at least familiar. This was more like the
grim resolve of a party host asking the last straggler to leave at 3 in the morning, mixed
with the vague sympathy of an undertaker.
“It appears your business here is concluded,” he said emphatically.
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CHAPTER 4:
HE KNOWS ABOUT THAT, TOO
Standing outside the formal manor entrance, Edward Nigma envisioned his
signature image, the question mark, looming over the great house as he tried to make
some sense of the previous minute and a half. The butler had been standing in the
foyer while Wayne “escorted” him to the door, and Eddie couldn’t quite make out if he
was waiting to open it, formally and politely, like a proper butler for a departing guest,
or if he was standing by to make sure the door was opened, lest Bruce force Eddie
through it, leaving a splintery Nigma-shaped hole in the wood. In that cyclone of
churning uncertainty, Eddie wasn’t able to give the actual conversation his full
attention. But now, having lived to take the sweet, clean, non-manor air into his lungs
once more, Eddie recalled the conversation quite clearly.
Bruce Wayne (a.k.a. Batman, but more significant in this case, Old Gotham blueblood
and high society insider) had most definitely said Eddie had no need to bother Selina
with those tawdry tales of Claudia Muffington, that there was no shortage of
prospective confidants available, that every man on the North Shore had “been in the
back of that cab”—including Harvey Dent!
The name was spoken just as that too-officious butler swung the door open, and
Eddie’s concern that his head not make sudden violent contact with the heavy solid
wood made it difficult to focus on anything else. But he still managed to sputter out
the obvious angle that Wayne was clearly overlooking: Harvey had been Claudia’s date
at the start of the evening that ended in the back of that taxi. Harvey was the one
sitting next to her at the opera, Harvey was the one who checked her coat at the
Iceberg. It was Harvey’s date that Eddie had sex with.
And then, before the door virtually slammed in his face, Bruce Wayne—a.k.a.
Batman, but more significant in this case, Gotham blueblood and high society insider—
said that “Harvey has extensive knowledge of that, too.”
…
Now that… was a riddle.
“Harvey has extensive knowledge of that, too.”
There was a time when “Who is Batman under that mask” was the greatest riddle
ever known. The conundrum nonpareil, the poser of posers, query of queries, puzzle
of puzzles. Since learning its answer, Eddie had been struggling with the anti-climax.
His efforts to resume theme crimes worthy of the One and Only Riddler had been,
well, tepid. He was beginning to fear the new question he was doomed to ponder for
the rest of his days would be “How to continue doing what I do while knowing what I
know?”
But now… “Harvey has extensive knowledge of that, too.”
Hm.
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Harvey Dent was a pessimist where love was concerned. He assumed that no news
was bad news. Like the night of the Gotham Post party, he’d shared a cab home with
Eddie and they talked of this and that. Since then, they’d met for coffee a few times,
and again they chatted: about sports, about crime, about the Gotham Post, about
different sports, about the Iceberg, movies, and mutual friends, about politics, and
finally, more sports. They never touched on women. Harvey had started to date
Claudia Muffington, but since Eddie never mentioned any female except Ivy or Selina,
Harvey guessed that no news was bad news. There was nothing to tell, so he wouldn’t
embarrass his friend by asking—nor would he flaunt his growing involvement with
Claudia.
About that too Harvey had been prudently cynical. Claudia was a knockout, but she
was a twice-married, twice-divorced knockout. The men in her circle who were her age
(and his) were not the stuff of romance. If they were still single, they were either gay or
wanting a twenty-something trophy wife. They were not looking for a gal like
Claudia. So Harvey realized that he was little more than an attractive convenience and
would be discarded should a more attractive, more convenient specimen present
himself…
The thing was, Edward Nigma did not strike him (from his admittedly heterosexual
frame of reference) as a more attractive anything. Harvey might not have the movie
star looks he’d had as an up-and-coming D.A., but he still cut a damn fine figure. He
was a Harvard man and well-connected in Claudia’s world. For the life of him he
couldn’t see how Eddie, nice guy though he might be, could have pulled a Bruce
Wayne and stolen Claudia off his arm that way.
Nevertheless, he wasn’t a stranger to the Vraags and Muffingtons of the world, and
he recognized the maneuver with the cabs for what it was. Both women lived in the
east fifties; if there was any question of convenience determining who would cab with
whom, they could have gone home together. The only reason for asking where
“Edward” lived was to juggle partners for the ride home. The women had obviously
come to an arrangement during that last trip to the powder room, and that meant
either Penny was interested in him, or else Eddie would be doing the walk of shame
down from Claudia’s condo at around seven a.m.
Since he himself was maneuvered into sharing with Penny, Harvey had thought
about making a move but decided against it. Her name was a coin, after all, and that
seemed like a bad omen. So he dropped her at her front door, declined the offer to
“come up for coffee,” and went home to his last Two-Face hideout in the Flick Theatre.
It was late enough that he wouldn’t need the drone of the television to get to sleep, but
he turned it on anyway from habit. Channel 5 had Law and Order reruns from
midnight ‘til six, and he used it in his Two-Face days to torment his dark alter ego.
Since the healing, Harvey found he really didn’t care for the show. It was a reminder
of Two-Face, who hated the courtroom drama for obvious reasons. Harvey felt he
really didn’t need any reminders of Darth Duality, even a cursing, thwarted, unhappy
Darth. Beyond that, the show was just a little too accurate in its portrayal of the
political underbelly of the D.A.’s office. It reminded him of his own crusading days as
an up and coming A.D.A. He didn’t relish reminders of that either. So he flicked the
dials, and a happy fate delivered a much more enjoyable courtroom drama: Jimmy
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Stewart in Anatomy of a Murder, one of his all times favorites, just starting—pure lucky
coincidence.
George C. Scott was just appearing on the screen as an entirely different kind of D.A.
when… when Harvey’s mouth dropped open in stunned shock.
A happy fate?
That was a formula of words that had never crossed his mind before. Happy Fate?
Lucky coincidence?
Jumbo shrimp.
He watched the whole movie, only half aware of the figures on the screen, and went
to bed hoping he wouldn’t dream of a Jimmy Stewart Two-Face shooting up the Jekyll
and Hyde club with a double-barrel shotgun.

“What is the worst part about knowing Batman’s secret?” Eddie queried in his
mind. Answer: that disturbing awareness of his being a person. The Riddler did not
like seeing Batman as anything more than an adversary. The worthiest adversary, but
nothing more than that. An all but disembodied intellect with the visage of a bat who
existed to answer the Riddler’s challenges and challenge him in return.
That.
Was.
It.
The sudden emergence of a human being behind that mask who was anything more
than life support for a brain was a horrific and discombobulating shock.
“Harvey has extensive knowledge of that, too.”
That wasn’t the life support for a crimefighting intellect talking; that was a man.
That was a man who once took a woman to a party or a nightclub, checked her coat,
held her chair, and then saw her disappear out the door with Harvey Dent.
“Harvey has extensive knowledge of that, too.”
It wasn’t a voice coldly stating the answer to a riddling clue before whizzing a
batarang at your head; it was a voice declaring “Harvard Prick did it to me once, too.”
Hm.
Eddie knew that Bruce and Harvey had a history. He knew they’d known each other
and hung out socially before Harvey became Two-Face. The details had never seemed
important, but now…
Hm.
Harvey had been district attorney, after all, an ally of both Batman and the police.
No one ever held that against him once he became Two-Face; the rogues scarcely even
thought about it. Two-Face was such a vicious critter, it was easy to forget his
disreputable past. Eddie himself had forgotten, but now… “Harvey has extensive
knowledge of that, too.”
Harvey Dent had been an ally of Batman.
Harvey Dent had been buddies with Bruce Wayne.
Bruce Wayne was Batman.…
He needed to get to the bottom of this.
He needed to get to the bottom of this.
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He needed to get to the bottom of this.
“Harvey has extensive knowledge of that, too.”
Could Harvey know the truth about Bruce Wayne and Batman?
Hugo Strange knew, which was bad enough. As Selina once predicted, Eddie had
spent many a sleepless night wrestling with that ghastly notion. Hugo Strange, an
inferior intellect in every way imaginable, getting there first; it was inconceivable. It
was inconceivable that Hugo could learn the secret before the mighty Riddler, so Eddie
had finally come to the conclusion that he hadn’t. Hugo didn’t deduce anything, infer
anything, or realize anything. He didn’t know anything, he’d guessed. He happened to
guess right, but that was dumb luck and it simply didn’t count. In deference to Bruce
Wayne’s brilliant mind as much as Eddie’s own, that was the only rational way to look
at it: Hugo didn’t count. Hugo Strange’s theories about Bruce Wayne were just as
groundless, psychotic, and weird as if Wayne wasn’t Batman at all, ergo, Hugo didn’t
count.
Selina knew, but that was also a very different (THIEF LEFT TO SACK) kettle of
catfish. He didn’t know how exactly Catwoman had learned Batman’s identity, but he
could guess that it wasn’t an intellectual achievement. However it happened, Eddie
could live with it. There was a lot he didn’t like about Bruce and Selina being together,
but he could honestly say that Catwoman knowing the secret before him did not enter
into it.
But Harvey? That would be a blow. Harv was a stand-up guy and Two-Face was
one serious Rogue, but it would still be a blow.
And yet, much as his ego looked on this possibility as the grisly innards of a reptile it
might have to chew and swallow at some point in the future, the better part of his
mind was intrigued rather than repulsed.
“Harvey has extensive knowledge of that, too.”
If he did know—if Harvey knew that Bruce Wayne was Batman—it would be the
answer to the great riddle Eddie now faced. Two-Face never seemed to have a
problem trying to kill Batman. He would shoot at the Bat with a double-barrel
shotgun, slice at him with a double-edged razor, stab him with a two-headed dagger,
and chain him to twenty-two pounds of double-star explosive. And Harvey still hung
out with Selina.
Why couldn’t Eddie have that? Why indeed? THAT was the riddle for the new
millennium: Why indeed?
If Harvey knew, then Harvey knew! If he had the answer to “Who is Batman under
that mask?” then he had the answer to “How do you eradicate the filthy bat-pest
knowing it’s the love of Selina’s life under that mask?”
He had to find out the truth.
He had to.
He HAD to!

Super-hearing, that’s what the human race called it. To Superman, it was nothing
more than his Kryptonian senses detecting frequencies that human ears could not.
Same with Super-vision. There was nothing special about it; it was just the way his
body worked.
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Detecting the problem with Nightwing, on the other hand, that was the kind of thing
Clark would call a super sense if he was inclined to toss the prefix around. It went
beyond simply noticing what your eyes and ears put in front of you... Although, now
that he stopped to think about it, no, it didn’t. It amounted to exactly that: noticing the
minute shift in the timbre of the voice that reflected a subtle rise in tension on a given
word or syllable, catching the faint clench of a facial muscle or a slightly ragged expel
of breath... Bruce once called him a walking polygraph machine, and Clark had to
admit that honing this skill had been a boon to both of his jobs, since criminals and
interviewees both had a remarkable habit of lying. But none of it was “super” because
he could see and hear what no one else could. His father would do the very same
thing, taking in what his regular human senses told him about you and then declaring:
“Something sure has you tied in a jumble, Clark.”
While he didn’t use the phrase ‘tied in a jumble’ with Nightwing, he did drop Robin
off first in Brentwood, and then, rather than immediately returning to Bristol, he asked
if ‘Wing would like to go for a beer. A few minutes later, Clark Kent and Dick Grayson
walked into a near-empty bar in a Brentwood strip mall and ordered a pitcher of a
Bludhaven microbrew.
“I’m sure that’s not what either of you were expecting when you went to the manor
this morning,” Clark began casually. “What were you there for?”
“Oh y’know, the usual, paying a visit,” Dick said lightly.
Clark applied one of Lois’s best interviewing techniques: saying nothing after a
question was answered. He waited patiently, calmly expecting that there was more to
follow, while Dick studied the television above the bar for a minute. It was a golf
tournament, with a small Breaking News window in the corner, looping footage of the
launchpad fire and Superman, Nightwing, and Robin’s appearance there.
“Okay, that’s a lie,” Dick said abruptly, then took a long sip of beer. “What I was
doing at the manor was making a big mistake. It was dumb bringing Tim, and truth be
told, it was probably a dumb mistake going to see Selina in the first place. She just
seemed like the best option available.”
“Oh?” Clark offered, just to break up the silent “expecting more” routine without
actually putting a new question on the table.
“You and Bruce are tight,” Dick continued after another long, thoughtful sip. “Does
he seem okay to you, or does it, I don’t know, feel like maybe he’s kinda falling back on
old ways?”
“That’s what you went to ask Selina about? You’re a married man, Dick, doesn’t that
seem a little intrusiv—”
“I know,” Dick admitted, “I’m not sure what I was going to ask or say to her. I just
couldn’t think who else to… Bruce has been really pouring it on lately, and I’m pretty
concerned about it. That’s why I wanted to see her.”
He sighed.
“But I hadn’t worked out what to say or how to approach it, and then I went and
brought Tim along. Between us, boy did we bungle it.”
Clark didn’t mention the fragment of the conversation he’d overheard. Instead he
sipped his own drink.
“Why didn’t you go to Bruce directly?” he asked finally.
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“Because he played me,” Dick announced. “Again. Like the psycho control freak all
over again.”
He explained briefly about the Be-My-Own-Man-Protocol as he saw it, and Clark
laughed. Then he took several sips of beer and laughed again. Dick looked put out.
“Do you think the kids are overreacting to the stricter guidelines and new
procedures?” Clark asked reasonably.
“Well, yeah, I do,” Dick admitted. “Like, even now, Tim doesn’t get why I went to
see Selina. All he sees is the new protocols and he wants to complain. He’s not even
considering—”
“So, you do think they’re overreacting,” Clark interrupted. He almost never cut in
while another person was speaking, but he could see that Dick was getting worked up,
and letting him stray from the subject would accomplish nothing.
“Yes,” Dick said curtly.
“So do I,” Clark said confidentially. “It’s a natural reaction when new rules are
imposed, particularly with young people.”
“Yes,” Dick repeated.
“So we agree,” he nodded. Then he drank his beer as if he’d made his point. After a
moment, he spoke again as if on a completely new subject. “When we work together,
Bruce treats me as an equal.”
There was a long pause as Dick glanced at the television screen, still looping the
footage of Superman hovering next to the space shuttle, and pulling out the cargo bay
with one hand.
“I would imagine so,” he said slowly.
“Do you think that’s why I agree with you about the kids overreacting?” Clark asked
reasonably.
Dick expelled a short breath, like a balloon deflating.
“No,” he admitted.
“Do you think it’s just possible that there’s no connection in your case either?”
“You can’t tell me he’s not capable of that kind of manipulation,” Dick insisted.
“Yes, I’m sure he is,” Clark admitted. “I’m capable of having started that fire on the
launchpad just to get away from that house before I became permanently indentured to
Selina’s wildlife refuge. Doesn’t mean that’s what I did.”
It was Dick’s turn to laugh, and he drained his glass.
“Point,” he declared, and reached for his wallet. “I guess I do have to talk to Bruce
man-to-man. Find out for sure.”
Looking down at the table, he saw that Clark had already picked up the check and
was counting out bills from his own wallet.
“You do realize,” Dick sighed, “that if you’re right, I’ve become as paranoid as he
is.”
Clark froze, mid-count, and looked searchingly at Dick.
“Yes, I suppose you have,” he said warmly. “So on the way back, I’d like to put a
hypothetical before you, involving Catwoman and tigers, and see if you can explain to
me why nobody sees this the way I do.”
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Bruce mounted the stairs to the upper floor of the manor in the same mental state in
which he’d once swung towards Selina Kyle’s balcony. Those first visits to her
apartment after patrol, Psychobat screaming in his head to just turn around and go home,
the night’s work was finished and nothing good could come of seeing her this way,
informally and unofficially. Sooner or later, he would let his guard down, and then
what? A little more and a little more, before long it would become a habit. Before he
knew it, he’d be facing Catwoman on some rooftop with a lootbag full of other people’s
valuables, and his resolve would waver. He’d drop his defenses when he shouldn’t,
and wind up plummeting down to the street—possibly discovering too late that she’d
sabotaged his grapnel launcher too.
It was many years since Psychobat’s misgivings about Catwoman had changed,
faded, and finally dissolved to nothing. But the sensation Bruce felt now was still
hauntingly familiar: his body moving automatically along a familiar path to Selina,
tuning out the Bat’s dark warnings in his mind. He knew in his heart that as much as
Psychobat was completely right, he was completely wrong as well… and so, slowly
and deliberately, Bruce would close that door in his mind where the hate and suspicion
burned like a fire.
The door to the suite was open, and Bruce put his hand on the doorframe rather than
knocking on it. Selina was playing with Nutmeg, but it took her only a second to
notice him. He gave Nutmeg’s ball a light, careless kick, as if he didn’t see it. It went
rolling out the door, and the cat chased after it.
“Well?” Selina asked curiously.
He said nothing but went on studying her.
“I’ll remind you that we now have six tigers, if you need to dispose of a body,” she
said with a naughty grin.
Still, he said nothing.
“Bruce! Come on, I have to know. What happened?”
“Nothing much,” he said at last, echoing her earlier answer about Tim. “I let him
know his options for a confidant aren’t as limited as he seems to think. He can talk to
any of a number of men who have been maneuvered into taxis and limos over the
years by Muffy, Penny, Binky, Bunny, and the rest of them. Ergo, he can leave you
alone.”
“Thanks,” Selina grinned. “I will admit that hearing sordid details of Eddie’s sex life
isn’t exactly what I think of when the dog bites or the bee stings.”
“You might have mentioned his ‘new black’ theory after the opera, by the way.”
“Well, you might have mentioned Clark was coming to offer me tigers,” she replied
casually.
Behind that closed door in Bruce’s mind, Psychobat’s indignation burned a little
hotter than before. The implied comparison between Clark—that would be Superman’s
secret identity, which he had revealed to her because he was bringing her fully and openly
into all areas of his life—and “Eddie,” her little pet name for The Riddler, the criminal
who she invited into his house… And then, a cold afterthought freezing over that
burning indignation: He had invited a criminal into his house first. He brought
Catwoman into his house in the first place, freely and willingly. Just like he’d put that
gold bar in the safe in the first place.
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“It’s completely wrong,” Bruce announced sourly, shutting out the hideous thoughts
in a brusque return to the subject. “His theory. Rogues are the new black? Only
Nigma’s ego could come up with that.”
“You don’t buy it?” Selina asked curiously. “You must admit, there’s a pattern.
There’s you and me, there’s—”
“Yes, Kitten, exactly. There’s you and me. Look at the other Rogues in question.
Two-Face and Riddler aren’t random Batman adversaries, they’re your friends. Claudia
might have honestly looked at Harvey initially as a single, straight, Harvard man with
a presentable wardrobe who can order off a wine list. But I know these women. It
doesn’t take them long to notice who only gets a smile in the receiving line and whose
table I’ll stop at and chat for ten minutes, who gets a simple invitation to the winter ball
and who’s invited to the dinner before and the after party later.”
“I don’t understand, you’re saying—”
“That Harvey and Nigma are a way to get close to you—and by extension, get close
to me. That’s why Claudia ‘traded up’ when she saw Nigma sitting with you at the
opera. That’s what social climbers do.”
Selina laughed.
“Okay, I think there’s just a touch of ego in your theory too, Stud, but we’ll let that go
because it does make more sense. But we are not telling Eddie that you’re the reason
he just got laid for the first time in twenty months.”
“I have no intention of telling Nigma anything. I wanted him out of the house; I told
him as much as was necessary to accomplish that. Beyond that, he can keep his
theory. It’s not my place or in anything approaching my interest to help Edward
Nigma with his love life.”
“It’s not exactly help. Just letting him know a fairly important piece of information
about what’s going on. First holding back on Clark and the tigers, now this.”
“They have nothing to do with each other,” Bruce insisted angrily. “Why do you
keep linking them?”
“It just seems like something’s going on with you lately,” Selina said, ignoring the
anger. “And I’d like to know what it is.”
Bruce sighed.
“Selina, the Catitat is yours, entirely yours. It’s your special place, and now that I’m
paying for it, I wasn’t about to come around a week later asking favors for the League.”
He didn’t add that he’d put her name on that checking account so he wouldn’t have
to see, hear about, touch, or think of those gold bars again. Gold bars he’d offered “for
the Catitat” as a plausible incentive to lead her to uncover his Ivy predicament. Gold
bars, one of which had been hidden in that safe. He didn’t need the reminder that she
had been inside that safe, so when she mentioned paying taxes on the Catitat, he’d
blurted “use the checkbook” to make the whole subject go away…
“Whereas with Nigma,” he continued, “I will repeat that it is not my place to help
the man out with his private life. I wanted him out of the house. I achieved that. If
you find it necessary to inform him that these socialites are throwing themselves at him
in order to get close to you and therefore me, that’s not my concern. I would only ask
that you not ask him to tea in the drawing room to do it.”
“Is this because I brought him to the opera?” Selina asked suddenly.
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“What?” Bruce exclaimed. Here he was trying to explain how Clark and Riddler
were in no way comparable and that his behavior in relation to either in no way
constituted a pattern. What did the opera have to do with anything?
“It just seems like you’re a lot pissier than usual,” Selina said simply. “The opera
house is special for us. I wondered if maybe you’re upset that I asked him to go in
your place.”
“Or maybe you’re upset that I didn’t go with you?” Bruce asked shrewdly.
“I’ve never been a ‘Muffy’ that way,” Selina replied defensively.
“And I’ve never treated you like a Muffy,” Bruce said firmly. “Remember the tiger
bites? It was a real mission, Selina, not a, a plausible excuse.”
“I never asked if it was. It didn’t even occur to me to—”
“I wasn’t avoiding the opera,” Bruce insisted.
Nutmeg trotted back into the room and, rather than respond to Bruce, Selina picked
up the cat and stroked her chin.
“I wasn’t avoiding the opera, I wasn’t avoiding our special place, I wasn’t avoiding
you,” Bruce repeated.
“Okay,” Selina said quietly.
While no crimefighter, she was fairly sure denying something (twice) that you hadn’t
even been accused of was as good as a confession.

Harvey didn’t have a nightmare about Two-Face, but he did sleep in until two and
then stared malevolently at the clock with that chance thought “Happy Fate” echoing in
his head. Harvey was a pessimist. He was happy, more than not, that the healing had
removed Two-Face from his life, but the idea that his life had actually turned around,
that his luck had turned, that he was no longer “Fate’s Bitch” as Selina once declared, it
was strangely terrifying. If the Worst wasn’t lurking around the corner to splash his
face with acid, then what was? If Devastation wasn’t getting out of a double-decker
bus even now, double checking the address on a little slip of paper, and preparing to
knock twice on his door, then—
Knock Knock
Harvey felt the air tighten his lungs.
Knock Knock Knock
Okay. Well. Three knocks were better than two.
“Harvey, are you home?” asked a more resplendent and beautiful voice than any
heard the night before at the opera.
“Nigma, is that you?” he called, moving to the door.
“SPRIER US,” came the typically riddling reply. “Surprise, that is,” Eddie added
once the door was open. “Not interrupting anything, am I? I mean, if you’ve got
company—”
“No, we’re quite alone,” Harvey answered, stepping aside to usher his friend in.
Eddie raised a sharp eyebrow, and Harvey winced, realizing he’d relapsed into the
plural.
“Oh, that’s nothing,” he said with a dismissive gesture. “I just got up.”
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After the obligatory round of “You’re sure it’s not a bad time?,” “No really, I insist,”
and finally an offer and acceptance of coffee, they settled down at Harvey’s kitchen
table, and Eddie looked around for a conversation starter.
“This place would’ve made quite the base for Two-Face,” he observed. “Lots of
room. Hardest part devising a decent bat-trap, so many spaces in the city are so
cramped. That’s fine if you’re content to drop him through a trapdoor as soon as he
steps inside, but I like to make him wander a little bit.”
“The theatre isn’t for sale,” Harvey said flatly.
“Oh, I wasn’t asking. Just making chit-chat,” Eddie said lightly. “Chit-chat, CAT
HITCH, you know. Devising a good bat-trap isn’t as easy as people think. What did
you always find the hardest part?”
“Keeping Darth from going ‘two out of three’ when the coin flip didn’t go his way,”
Harvey said acidly. “Eddie, look, I think I know why you’re here.”
Eddie blanched. How could Harvey know? He couldn’t know. He’d only got as far
as bat-traps, he didn’t even make the transition from CAT HITCH to Selina…
“About Muffy,” Harvey was saying.
…CAT HITCH to Selina, how nice Selina looked at the opera, and that would lead to
their being in Bruce’s box, which introduced Bruce Wayne as a subject and Bruce and
Selina as a couple, and—Muffy? Muffy? Oh yes, Muffy… “What do you call ivory
lace with little rosebuds?” Eddie murmured absently, reverting to a riddling format
instinctively, although there was no answer to his query.
“As you probably guessed,” Harvey said with a gruff cough, “it was very casual.
We had five, six dates since the Post party. Two ships that pass, that’s all. Still, it was
awfully good of you to come by this morning.”
“Y-yes,” Eddie said, grasping at the excuse. “That’s exactly why I came by this
morning, to make sure we were okay, because I had gone home with Muffy, and Muffy
had been with you.”
“Right,” Harvey said, slightly confused by the formal recitation.
“Well, good,” Eddie said with a gamely nod. How was he going to get the
conversation back to bats, cats, Selina and Wayne?
“You know the love story is a tacked on complication in that opera last night,” he
said, tossing out the first thought that came to mind. “Original story was just about the
crime. Hermann. Obsession. Guess that was too straightforward for everybody, so
they toss in this girl, make it a love story that really just gets in the way of everything.”
“I suppose that’s one way of looking at it,” Harvey admitted.
“You don’t find it gets in the way?” Eddie asked petulantly.
“To tell the truth, I wasn’t really paying attention. I’m not into opera. I had a
transistor radio in my pocket. Knights were playing.”
“Well take my word for it, the HE TRY TO SOLVE love story messes up everything.”
“More coffee?” Harvey suggested.
“Selina looked good,” Eddie noted as Harvey got up to get the coffee pot.
“She always does,” Harvey agreed.
“She always looks good but not that good. That was special. The dress, the hair, the
creamy shoulders, that was… unprecedented. Wayne’s a lucky bastard.”
Eddie watched closely for a reaction, but Harvey just poured coffee into the mugs
without saying a word.
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“He had to work,” Eddie tried again. “That’s why he couldn’t go last night.
Business trip.”
“Busy man, it happens,” Harvey said lightly.
“Yes, I suppose.” The words came out sour and disapproving, and although Eddie
detested Bruce Wayne more and more by the minute, it was his frustration with the
Harvey situation which caused that marked undercurrent of bitterness in his tone. He
had to be subtle, just in case Harvey didn’t know. And the most casual approaches to
“Bruce Wayne” as a topic of conversation were the opera and the Gotham Post party.
Eddie had hoped to avoid the party, seeing as Harvey met Claudia there and any talk
of the costumes was bound to evoke her gloriously leafy rendition of Poison Ivy. There
had to be some way to hint about Wayne without getting near Claudia—although, the
crashing afterthought sounded in his head, it was obviously a little late to worry about
getting near Claudia. It was like leaving the riddle after robbing the concert hall. But
the opera talk was getting them nowhere. There was no other choice if Eddie wanted
to get some answers.
“I’d have to say the last time I saw Selina looking that good was that Post shindig.
Of course, she always looks her best in the purple, wouldn’t you say? No wonder Bats
goes tripping over his cape.”
“I, eh, never thought about it,” Harvey said cautiously.
“Never thought about it? Harvey, every man not yet decrepit has thought about it.”
“Some thinking I left to Darth,” Harvey murmured uncomfortably.
“Wayne dressing as Bats to match her, though, must say I thought that was a
stumble. Bruce Wayne made a silly-looking excuse for a Batman, don’t you think?”
“I didn’t notice,” Harvey demurred, drinking his coffee uncomfortably.
“I’m just saying it takes a special kind of man to match a woman like Selina. Some
ordinary Joe isn’t gonna make the cut.”
“Bruce is hardly what I’d call an ordinary Joe,” Harvey said loyally.
“You don’t say,” Eddie said darkly.
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CHAPTER 5: ALL KINDS OF DENIAL
I never saw any point in denying a cat crime. Catwoman’s exploits are nothing to be
ashamed of, I’m the best thief in the country, some say in the world. The pearls and
Picassos, Rembrandts and Romanov emeralds I acquired were the finest prizes any
catburglar could aspire to, and the security I defeated to get them was the best in the
existence. So I never bothered with denials if Batman burst into a catlair and said the
Austrian Embassy wanted their crown jewels back.
But if I had wanted to deny it, I would have known better than to say I’d never even
seen the Rudolf II crown made of pure gold enameled with diamonds, rubies,
sapphires and pearls. I certainly wouldn’t have added that I didn’t touch the imperial
orb either, or the scepter, crown, and lance of the Holy Roman Empire, and an
unpedigreed but pretty ruby necklace the Austrian ambassador bought for his mistress
and was keeping in the same safe over the weekend. I can only assume that a detective
of Batman’s insight would find that kind of specific and preemptive denial
transparent—and somewhat rude. It would be unworthy of a thief like Catwoman. It
would be unworthy of a crimefighter like Batman.
Fastforward to Bruce in my suite rather than Batman in a catlair. “I wasn’t avoiding
the opera, I wasn’t avoiding our special place, I wasn’t avoiding you.”
I didn’t know what to think, how to feel or what to say. He’s been so sweet and
attentive since the Ivy mess. He’s been busy, sure, but that’s never been anything to be
suspicious of. Batman gets busy sometimes, so does Bruce Wayne. When he is around,
he’s been loving and thoughtful. It’s been like those early weeks when we first started
dating. I let myself believe it was all exactly as it seemed. I let myself believe Bruce
was happy that I was the one who saved him from Ivy. I let myself think that… oh,
hell.
“I didn’t take the crown jewels from the Austrian embassy” and “I wasn’t avoiding the
opera” aren’t the only kinds of denial.

Butlers aren’t psychic, not exactly. Not like the soothsayer in an Elizabethan tragedy
warning the hero to beware the coming of midday for the visitor from the skies shall surely
come again. It’s simply that, immersed as any butler must be in the day-to-day detail of
his employer’s life, he evolves a certain sense for these things. Alfred was quite sure
that at least one or two of the morning’s visitors would be returning, so he wasn’t
surprised when the kitchen door swung open. No one had been in the cave when
Superman’s return triggered the sensors, and Master Dick didn’t feel the need to ring
the doorbell. And yet, when the pair came into the kitchen with a cheery “Knockknock, we’re back,” Alfred merely nodded as if he’d been expecting them. He offered
them refreshment, showed them to the library and morning room respectively, and
then went to fetch Miss Selina and Master Bruce. He told Miss Selina that Superman
had returned and was waiting in the morning room to resume their earlier dialogue.
He informed Master Bruce that Master Dick wanted a word in the library. Strictly
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speaking, that is where his responsibility ended, the visitors sorted into the appropriate
rooms and the Master and Mistress duly informed. Yet Alfred still hovered in the hall
midway between the two rooms, sensing with that butler’s acuity that he would still be
needed.
He was immediately proven right as Bruce crossed the Great Hall and saw Selina
coming down the stairs. Alfred saw them exchange a few words of pleasant
acknowledgement, during which Alfred held his breath… and then permitted himself
an irate-but-restrained exhale too quiet to be called a sigh. Master Bruce had clearly
learned that Miss Selina was going to see Superman. Even from Alfred’s position in
the hall, the shift in his demeanor was obvious: his neck tensed, his jaw stiffened, his
weight shifted towards the morning room, and then he followed Selina without so
much as glancing at the library. Alfred slipped quietly into the room and informed
Master Dick that he did not think Bruce would be joining him promptly. It might be
best, Alfred suggested, if Master Dick joined the others in the morning room.

Claws.
Claws…
If there are no anagrams for claws, did that make it better or worse? What special
hell was in store for him when Selina sliced him to ribbons and he hadn’t even the
consolation of a single anagram? These questions flitted absently in the back of Eddie’s
mind while he gave his full attention to the true riddle of the day: How could he fix
this?
Harvey. Very Ha.
There had to be a way to fix the situation with Harvey. Selina—or possibly Bruce—
possibly Bruce and Selina—but most likely just Selina—would kill him if he didn’t. At
least death by claws and batarangs yielded hundreds of anagrams…

It was frustrating. Dick knew well enough that when Bruce was “supervising,” that
was it. Whether it was your first solo on a new level of Zogger, surveillance on a Joker
target, or infiltrating the perimeter of a DEMON compound, it was just the same: he
was focused on this and nothing else would take priority. Dick couldn’t see that there
was anything to supervise in the morning room; Superman was just talking through
details of this tiger thing with Selina. When and how the animals would be arriving,
specifics on landscaping he was volunteering at the Catitat, it was all pretty dull stuff.
So Dick tried to pull Bruce aside, casually and quietly. With a look, with a smile, and
finally with a casual prompt.
“Bruce, can I have a minute?”
It didn’t work. Just like when he was Robin chattering about school or something to
pass the time during a long surveillance. There would be a word or two, as if Batman
really was listening, a non-descript movement of the right hand, and the briefest flicker
of the eyes. But after that split-second considering whatever he’d said, Batman clearly
found it not-urgent-compared-to-this because his attention riveted right back on the
warehouse, office building, or loading dock… or in this case, Superman talking
Kryptonian fist-diamonds with Selina.
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“There is a collector in Hong Kong that always wants to buy up any specimens I
create, so you could always go that route to convert the diamonds into cash,”
Superman was saying.
“The Gotham diamond district handles gem trade for the whole country,” Selina
answered lightly. “I’m sure I’ll have no problem finding a buyer. If Hong Kong wants
them, they can try their luck with the dealers on 47th Street. Least I can do for those
fellas considering all I’ve taken over the years.”
Bruce’s mood darkened perceptibly at the mention of the diamond district and
Selina’s familiarity with it. Dick couldn’t know it was because the district was the first
subject Batman and Catwoman discussed when they began their “Walapang”
arrangement. He only knew a darker Batman vibe was suddenly emanating from the
easy chair, and that Selina and Superman were too engrossed in their conversation to
notice.
“Bruce,” Dick tried again, “the dietary requirements of Bengal tigers in captivity
doesn’t really interest me. Could we hop downstairs, have a word in private?”
Selina said Bengals in most zoos subsist on chicken, horsemeat and kangaroo five
days a week and fast on bones for two. Superman said the animals had been badly
starved by the Dhumavati cult and the Star Labs guys thought it would take a while to
ease them onto a healthy eating schedule. Bruce repeated that not-nowRobin/surveillance-comes-first gesture.
“Bruce,” Dick tried again.
Selina asked how the animals had been penned, because tigers are solitary in the
wild, not living in prides or groups except when mating or raising their young.
Superman said they were living together in the Dhumanvati compound. Bruce
clarified that they were together when Batman and Superman encountered them in the
death maze, but they had no knowledge of where or how they were kept before that…
“Bruce,” Dick repeated.
…other than not having enough food, Selina mentioned. Yes, besides that,
Superman agreed.
Dick had enough. Without even realizing it, he’d tapped Bruce brusquely on the
shoulder and when that produced only another vague gesture, he grunted. Bruce
turned, and Dick heard his own voice adopting a dark bat gravel as he declared, “Cave.
Talk. Now.”

Yep, ‘Death by claws and batarangs’ yielded hundreds of anagrams. Extravagant
anagrams with CANDALABRA, BAD ANGST and GRAND ATTACHABLE WANDS.
Not that there was any satisfaction in that. The only satisfaction to be had was solving
the underlying puzzle: How to fix the Harvey mess so the aforementioned death by
claws and batarangs would never occur…

The first thing they teach you working at a place like Arkham is that you mustn’t
blame yourself. The patients were dangerously psychotic to begin with. Whatever
progress you made, there could always be setbacks, and with these particular
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psychoses, backsliding would often be grisly life-threatening affairs. The
psychotherapist must not blame himself. He must remember always that whatever
was said or not said in session, whatever he saw or didn’t see in a patient’s demeanor,
it was ultimately the Joker, Mr. Freeze, Scarecrow or whoever that gassed the stadium,
blew up the theatre, or tossed the innocent bystander off a bridge.
That was well and good, Dr. Bartholomew reflected, except that in Roxy Rocket’s
case the violent episode really was his fault. It had nothing to do with her recovery from
a Type-T thrill-addiction complicated by aggravated entitlement responses stemming
from acute insecurity, a heightened adrenaline reliance and panic fetish overtones. It
resulted from his going to her for directions to the Iceberg Lounge. She’d wound up in
the infirmary, the victim of a Joker attack, because of him. Technically because she was
gossiping about him and Raven, which was just another way of saying because of him.
Even if her injuries weren’t severe, they were entirely his fault and he was making her
recovery his first priority. The schedule he set up was based loosely on the fast-track
rehabilitation program, but in Roxy’s case he would make sure that there was no
automation in the process. There would be no blind checking of boxes, no passing her
through for completion of a level without truly achieving its goals, no credit given for
participation without true progress. He would personally see to it.

Bruce was not happy.
“Cave. Talk. Now.” As soon as the words were spoken, Dick tried to pass it off as a
joke, but Bruce could see something was up and clearly he had to deal with it before it
produced anything worse. He was not happy about it. Clark’s earlier visit had
confirmed his worse fears about the trainwreck potential in a Superman/Catitat
scenario, even if Selina didn’t have a hair-trigger on the subject. But rather than being
in the morning room keeping an eye on the situation, he’d been dragged off for this
tête-à-tête with Dick. What’s worse, “Cave. Talk. Now” had acted on Dick like the
Dhumavati vanquishing spell (backed up by cat’s eye kryptonite) acted on Superman.
Aware that he’d essentially “pulled a Bruce,” Dick was now overcompensating,
adopting an easy sincerity and non-confrontational candor that was… beyond
unnerving.
“Look, I agree that Tim and Cassie, and even Helena and Barbara, are overreacting
to the new procedures. But I also know there’s something more behind all of this. So
what is it?”
Beyond unnerving.
In pure shock, Bruce expanded the kneejerk “Nothing” for an entire four sentences,
specifying that the team’s reaction was entirely consistent and expected, that it had
happened before both in Gotham, as Dick well knew, and in the Justice League any
time there was a crackdown, and concluding that “Just because I’m tightening up some
procedures doesn’t mean anything is wrong—other than a well-meaning Kryptonian
upstairs paving the morning room with good intentions.”
“C’mon, Bruce. It’s me you’re talking to. All the rest of it, okay, you’re tightening
up procedures because we’ve all gotten lax lately, fine. But excess Zogger? Bruce, it’s
me. There is a history of excess Zogger drills. It means something’s on your mind that
you don’t want to talk about and that something goes meow.”
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“Dick, I’ve been more than patient with this little ‘intervention’ but there is a limit,”
Bruce said firmly.
“Fine, Bruce, you don’t want to talk about it, or maybe you just don’t want to talk to
me. But you need to do something about it because it’s starting to bleed over into the
rest of the team.”
“If what I saw of Tim’s performance this morning is any indication, the team could
use the practice,” came the graveling reply.
Dick sighed.
“I’m not disputing that, Bruce. I am 100-percent behind whatever you think is
necessary to improve the team. It’s not about the changes, it’s about what they mean.
If you don’t want to talk to me, fine. I just want you to admit the situation exists and
deal with it somehow before—”
“This conversation is over,” Bruce said abruptly. It was different from the earlier
replies. A density shift had occurred and the voice wasn’t just Batman, it was a nononsense if you have something to say, say it later, right now take the rebreather, fire a line,
and don’t ask questions Batman. Dick reverted instinctively into alert obedience and
followed Bruce’s eyes. He saw an alert flashing at Workstation 2, and the feed from a
closed circuit camera showing a taxi driving through the front gate.
“Aw damn, extra visitor,” Dick said. It was inconvenient, an interruption, but that’s
all it was. He didn’t see any cause for the foreboding gravel of the Psychobat.

Upstairs, Alfred greeted the new guest with polite formality, but he was genuinely
pleased under the stoic veneer. He had feared the new knock at the door might be a
returning Guest #3, Edward Nigma. This visitor was a very different prospect. Alfred
showed him to the north wing, thinking to keep him isolated from the other guests, but
as they walked down the hall, the gentleman noticed color and movement in one of the
rooms. He said nothing at the time, but once they reached the north drawing room, he
voiced his curiosity.
“Was that Superman?” he asked in whispered awe.
Alfred could see no credible way to deny it. It was plausible that Superman was in
the house, having some business with Master Bruce or Miss Selina. It was not plausible
that Alfred could have opened the door for the Man of Steel and not known who he
was. So he murmured a suitably restrained “I believe so, sir” and then withdrew.

So I finally got Superman to understand about the trees. Tigers are solitary; they
prefer to live and hunt alone and communicate with each other by scent. Tree trunks
are popular for marking, and they’re effective scratching posts for sharpening claws.
Introducing six new tigers into the Catitat meant there would be six new tiger territories
in the Catitat and a lot of marking going on. Current loathing for Pammy
notwithstanding, I’d be needing some trees. Old trees. Big trees. I had to remind him
what a fully-grown Bengal was capable of, because he was talking about some new
growths from a magazine syndicate’s paper forest in Canada.
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“Remember the deathtrap, Spitcurl: teeth, claws, body armor shredded like tinfoil,
Bruce’s thigh shredded like hamburger? I need trees. At the risk of sounding like
Poison Ivy, I need tall, noble, strong, large, wide trees. Not seedlings planted last year
to become next year’s Neiman Marcus catalog.”
He had this little smile like he finally understood, but Alfred had stepped into the
room. Before Superman could say a word, we heard that soft cough that meant if it
wasn’t too much trouble, Alfred would like to have the floor.
“Excuse me for interrupting, sir, miss,” he said formally. “A Mister Dent is here to
see Miss Selina.”
Great. I was just thinking earlier how I missed Harvey, but at this moment, another
(quasi)-rogue guest was the last thing I needed. I glanced warily at the be-caped
spectacle standing by the fireplace, but it was suddenly Clark Kent standing there
instead. Ten thousand Bat-entrances and exits that make other people jump, and I’ve
never batted an eye. That Super-switch, I let out a gasp. Alfred just gave that little
cough again.
“My apologies, sir,” he said dryly, “but I believe Mr. Dent did notice the distinct
suggestion of a red and blue costume as we passed the door to this room, and
expressed his curiosity as to what Superman might be doing here.”
“So much for that,” I started to say—but only a syllable in, Clark Kent had vanished
and Superman stood in his place again.
“Stop that,” I hissed.

They began with Roxy’s lack of “star status” as a Rogue. When Roxy Rocket
committed a crime, it didn’t warrant Bat-attention. The “juniors” usually swept up her
messes. Which she’d noticed.
“There’s only one upside to the junior bats, Doc,” she declared philosophically. “If
you’ve ever been beaten up by Batgirl, the possibility that you could die definitely
crosses your mind…”
Archetypal Type-T response.
“Nine or ten times…”
Thrill-addict.
“In the course of one punch…”
Adrenaline reliance.
“And the resulting flight backwards…”
Panic Fetish
“Into whatever very hard object is behind you.”
And then:
“You can’t hold your head up with the likes of the Penguin and Scarecrow and
Poison Ivy…”
Typical insecurity.
“…not daring to even mention a heavy hitter like the Joker, when the last six times
you’ve been busted, it was either Batgirl, Robin and Batgirl, Black Canary and Batgirl,
or Officer Dempsey and two actresses on a ride along.”
Er, right… insecurity of a fundamentally stunted individual dependent on outside validation.
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“And one of them recognized me from this episode of Charmed I did a few years
back. Turns out she was playing the half-demon fortuneteller I was doubling that got
incinerated by a fireball.”
Eh… yes… requiring validation from others because she herself lacks adult ego structure.
“And this ride along they’re on is because they’re going to be starring as lady cops in
a new series, and they’re sure to need a good stuntwoman of that height and build. If
I’d be free by the time the shooting starts, maybe they could put in a good word.”
…
“And THEN they start asking Officer Dempsey how long he thinks I’ll be up the
river, cause the second unit starts shooting for the pilot in July. That is NOT a story
you tell at the Iceberg over a couple a brews, Doc.”
…
“So when I got some grade-A prime dish like you and Raven, I’m gonna, by God,
spread the joy!”

Alfred said Harvey caught a glimpse of Superman’s costume and was curious.
Alfred has a knack for understatement. Harvey was so curious, it had pushed
whatever he came to talk about right out of his head. I walked in the room, and the
first words out of his mouth were:
“Why’s Superman—Oh, I mean, hi Selina. You look lovely today. Why is Superman
here?”
“Hi,” I said, accepting an air kiss. I saw no reason to make up a story. The truth
worked fine, so I told him Superman was trying to place some tigers at the Catitat.
“‘Free to good home.’ Long story.”
We sat down. The pleasantries were finished and it was clearly Harvey’s turn to
talk; he’d come to see me, after all. But instead of getting to the point, he said he’d seen
Superman on the news earlier. “He was in Florida. Something with the space shuttle.”
I was starting to think this wasn’t enthusiasm for Superman as Superman so much as
enthusiasm for Superman as a stalling tactic, when Harvey confirmed it. He took a
deep breath, reached out impulsively, and grabbed my hand.
“Selina, this is kind of awkward, the history being what it is. Me and Bruce. You
and Bruce. We were bachelor buddies once and then of course Darth came along and
you and I were Rogue buddies… Eddie, the Iceberg, Batman’s adversaries, crime and
criminals. It’s all very complicated.”
That’s not the kind of intro you want to hear at any time, but especially not on a day
that’s already seen “ease the tension,” “I slept with Muffy,” Bruce and Eddie doing the
James Bond baccarat table, and let’s not forget “Oh no, Kitten, I wasn’t avoiding our
special place at the opera.”
“You and Bruce are complicated,” Harvey went on. “Did you know Eddie and I
came over here one day when you two first got together, made sure he knew the rules.
We figured an ordinary guy like that, tossed into the deep end with Catwoman and
all…”
I really wanted my hand back. But pulling it away didn’t seem like a good idea.
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“An ordinary guy like that,” Harvey repeated. “The thing is Selina, I’m so fond of
you both. Bruce was my friend first. You and I only met after Two-Face came into the
picture, but still. I think of you as a kid sister, you know that. And I’d do just about
anything to protect my kid sister.”
“Harvey,” I began, but then I couldn’t think of how to continue. Part of me wanted
to remind him that I don’t need protecting, part of me wanted to tell him to get to the
point, and part of me wanted to get my damn hand back so I could demonstrate a
proper face-clawing technique.
Harvey took a deep breath, gave my fingers an unnerving squeeze, and then
released me, stood up, and paced. After several agitated steps back and forth in front
of the fireplace, he spun around and said, “Something’s up with Eddie that both of you
should know about.”
Shit. Something’s up with Eddie. All I could think of was his visit earlier. “Me.
Muffy. Sex.” But nobody’d said a word about Claudia Muffington, not one word. All
Harvey had been talking about was me and Bruce. What could Claudia and Eddie’s
embarrassing back-of-taxi adventure possibly have to do with… Uh oh.
Something’s up with Eddie that both of you should know about.
I didn’t like where this was going.
“Why would Bruce possibly need to know about Eddie?” I asked lightly.
“Like I said, I’m fond of you both, Selina. But Bruce was really just a cohort when I
was riding high as an up and coming politico. But you… Selina, if it wasn’t for your
friendship, I don’t know how I would’ve stayed sane through the Darth years. I’d hate
to see anything happen to Bruce on general principle, he’s a pal, but mostly I’d hate to
see any harm come to him because of what it would do to you.”
No, I did not like where this was going. The only thing that could possibly be worse
happened next: a heavy, familiar footstep in the hallway, coming towards the door.
Clup Clup Clup… and there was Bruce.
“Harvey, how are you?” he said warmly, “Alfred told me you stopped by, what a
wonderful surprise.”

“Hi!” Eddie said, with a bright chipper smile, while the imposing figure who
answered the door regarded him with a grim frown. “Your name was Pennyworth,
right? Nice name. Catchy. You may remember that mine is Nigma. I was here
earlier.”
“I recall your visit, sir.”
“Yes. Thought you would.”
“I regret to inform you, sir, that Mr. Wayne and Miss Selina are not at home.”
“Oh but they are, Pennyworth. They’re in there right now, I know that.”
“Allow me to rephrase, sir. They are not at home to visitors.”
“That’s just it, they’re in there right now with a visitor, with Harvey Dent, and that’s
why I’ve got to warn them. It’s all my fault, don’t you see? I’ve got to warn them
about Harvey, that’s why I came back!”
Alfred pursed his lips, and adjusted his weight for leverage against the door.
“I regret, Mr. Nigma, that I am forced to speak plainly. Neither Mr. Wayne nor Miss
Selina are at home to you.”
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“What if I said I forgot my reading glasses?” Eddie tried desperately.
In reply, Alfred took a swift step backward while swinging the door to shut with a
resounding slam in Eddie’s face.

Bruce offered his hand, a bright borderline-Fop smile on his face, a marked contrast
to the icy politeness he’d used with Eddie.
“Bruce,” Harvey replied, a little forced but genial.
Then there was a pause. The loaded pause that even non-detectives recognize as ‘We
were talking about you right before you walked in.’
“I hear you were at the opera last night,” Bruce said, blithely ending the stalemate as
if he wasn’t aware of anything awkward. “I’m so sorry to have missed it,” he added
cheerfully.
It was so light and casual, so socially correct, but the simple remark unleashed a
cyclone of layered tension that left me longing for the baccarat table. First there was
Muffy, Harvey was at the opera with Muffy—who Eddie slept with. Then there was
Bruce missing the opera—and I’d gone with Eddie, who slept with Muffy. Then there
was Bruce missing the opera so I went with Eddie as in “Something’s up with Eddie that
both of you should know about.” And finally, the one I probably shouldn’t have been
worrying about at that point but the one that, for me, overshadowed all the rest: there
was Bruce missing the opera as in “I’m not avoiding our special place and not avoiding
you.”
“Oh, you didn’t miss much,” Harvey said, presumably to diffuse the lingering
tension. “Soprano was off. Say, did you know the love story was tacked on as an
afterthought? Original story was just about the crime. Hermann. Obsession.”
I bit my lip. Without looking, I could imagine Psychobat’s blood pressure surge at
this delayed echo from his verbal duel with Eddie.
“I do recall hearing that at some point,” Bruce said airily.
“Some say the love story gets in the way, but I eh… Well, actually, I don’t have an
opinion either way. I was listening to the Knights game.”
It went on. They chatted for maybe a minute about the Knights’ chances in the
playoffs, and then something happened I can only attribute to a hallucination. I
thought I saw Eddie. This particular drawing room has a view of the garden maze,
and I was so OVER this nightmare of a day, stuck in yet another weird Bruce/Rogue
tête-à-tête, that I must have flashed on the previous one. In amongst the deep green of
the tall maze hedges, I thought I saw a lighter green, Riddler green, just for a second,
moving towards the house. The men were still talking sports. Bruce simply would not
look my way to get the ˜˜putting out fires here, get out˜˜ signal. So I did the next best
thing to get rid of him:
“Guess what Dear, Superman is in the morning room. Why don’t you go keep him
company.”
Yes, I do know that Psychobat popped a blood vessel right then. I figured I’d deal
with that later. For now, it got him out of the room. Bruce gave a magnificent
performance as a worldly sophisticate who is thrilled beyond words at the thought of
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Superman in his home but is trying to carry it off with jaded indifference. Once he was
out the door, I turned to Harvey.
“So, where were we?” I asked cautiously.
“I was about to talk to you in a way you won’t like,” he replied.
“Like a big brother?” I guessed.
“No, like a district attorney,” he said seriously. “You know I don’t include you
when I say this, Selina, so don’t be insulted…” He cleared his throat importantly—and
I saw that movement outside the window again, Riddler green, and bigger than
before. “Criminals are dangerous,” he said severely. “Especially when they want
something they’re not going to get. I like Eddie personally, I know you do too. But
Selina, he is a dangerous Rogue.”
I wanted to say “No shit, Sherlock,” but I couldn’t say a word. Eddie, the dangerous
Rogue, was outside the window. It wasn’t my imagination playing tricks; it wasn’t just
the green of his suit. I could see all of him now, face, body, and bowler hat, pressed
against the window, finger to his lips in an absurd shushing gesture.
“First,” I told Harvey, trying to stay focused. “I’m a dangerous Rogue too, so if you
really don’t want to insult me, don’t go excluding me from the sweeping indictment.
And not only am I a dangerous Rogue, Harvey my pet, so were you. What does any of
this have to do with… uh…”
I floundered because Eddie was waving his arms now, like New Year’s Eve
charades. The first word… sounded like… sharpening knives?
“Um,” I sputtered, trying to remember where I left off with Harvey. He reached out
and took my hand again.
“You and Bruce have a problem with Eddie,” he said soberly.
Outside the window, Eddie gave up on charades and mouthed: “We have a problem
with Harvey.”
“No, I’m sure we don’t,” I told Harvey, trying to sound just as sober as he had, but
afraid I sounded like the sputtering floozy in a sex farce covering for her naked lover
hiding in the linen closet.
“Yes, you really do,” Harvey said definitely.
“No, we really don’t,” I countered.
“You do.” “We don’t.” And he laughed.
“Selina, why didn’t we ever team up back in the day? We dance divinely.”
“Yes, we do,” I agreed, offering a naughty grin that I hoped would keep his eyes on
me and away from the window (where Eddie was apparently signaling a ten yard
penalty for roughing the kicker). “We dance divinely, Harvey, but I don’t think you
would have liked my working that closely with ‘Darth Duplicity.’ Besides, if your half
started enjoying yourself on a crime spree, it might have messed up the whole feng
shui with the coin. I can see the headline now: Two-Face switches to Dice, Catwoman
to blame.”
He smiled.
“It was Darth Duality,” he corrected, then the smile faded. “You have a problem
with Eddie,” he intoned.
My own smile faded too. He’d said it like the prophet of doom in a Greek tragedy, a
delivery he’s mastered from years of practice. I decided I really had no choice but to let
him continue.
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“Well?” I asked.
“Selina…”
“Yes?” I prompted impatiently.
“Eddie is in love with you.”
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CHAPTER 6: HAPPIER NOT KNOWING
“Eddie is in love with you.”
That, according to Harvey, was the problem I had with Edward Nigma. He even
thought Bruce could be in danger, apparently because criminals are dangerous when
they want something they won’t be getting and Eddie might decide to eliminate the
competition. What chance would a civilian like Bruce Wayne have against a ruthless
criminal?
Exactly how Eddie banging Harvey’s date in the back of a taxi after a post-opera
Iceberg foursome had somehow been transmogrified into Eddie being in love with me,
that’s one of those Only-in-Gotham mysteries that I’m just as happy not knowing.
What I did know was that the problem with Eddie as I saw it was a lot more urgent
than Harvey’s view. The problem as I saw it was that Eddie was standing outside the
window signaling pass interference.
Or possibly—ironically—too many players on the field.
I assured Harvey that I could handle it. I said I was quite sure Eddie was not in love
with me (although an offside kick wasn’t out of the realm of possibility), but if I was
wrong, I had plenty of experience dismissing unwanted suitors and not once had blood
been spilt in the process…
At least, I think that’s what I told him. As I was talking, Superman had lowered
slowly into frame behind Eddie, so I think I can be excused if I don’t have a perfect
recall on what I said at that moment. It was all I could do to keep from reacting as
Superman grabbed the back of Eddie’s belt and the two of them rose together, upward
and out of sight.
I know there were dozens of reassurances coming out of my mouth, more handsqueezing on Harvey’s end and lots of promises on mine: I would call him if I ran into
trouble. Bruce would call if he ran into any trouble. We would not suffer in silence if
anything happened that we couldn’t handle. (And the irony of saying that as I looked
out the window and saw this red and blue streak with a little green dimple on the
bottom disappearing on the horizon: Superman himself was escorting Eddie off the
property, but there I was promising Harv that I’d be sure to let him know if we had a
problem we couldn’t handle ourselves.) The reassurances—and the hand-squeezing—
were repeated each step of the way getting Harvey out of the house: in the drawing
room, in the hallway, in the foyer, and finally, outside the front door as his waiting cab
pulled up to collect him. Getting rid of an unwanted suitor should be half as much
trouble as getting rid of Harvey Dent in big brother mode.
All I wanted after that was a kiss and a cuddle with Bruce until the sun went down,
and then to slip into the catsuit for a good palate-cleansing prowl. Unfortunately, even
without Referee Eddie’s wild signals outside the window, there were still extra players
on the field. When I got to the morning room, Spitcurl was back, and he and Dick were
both talking to Bruce.
“Everybody who doesn’t live here should leave,” I said flatly.
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Superman’s earlier blink-of-an-eye transformation had left me gasping. The change I
saw now was less showy, but more endearing. There was no necktie or eyeglasses, he
still wore the cape and tights, but it was suddenly Clark Kent standing there instead of
Superman. It was the married man, not the superhero.
“I know that look,” he said kindly. “Lois is ‘having a day.’”
I offered a weary smile. He doesn’t know much by Gotham standards, but he knows
when to hold ’em and when to fold ’em.
“I’ll bring the diamonds Monday,” he said, heading for the door. “And large trees.
Dick, come along. You’ve been married long enough to know the drill. Lois has had a
day.”
Dick glanced at him, glanced at the door, glanced at me, and then looked searchingly
at Bruce.
“Yeah, ah, I’m just going to look for an empty parking lot somewhere, and, ah, find
some evidence.”
“Good,” Bruce said softly.
“Bye, Selina,” he said, passing me on his way to the door. “Wish I could stay, but
I’ve got to see a guy about a thing.”
“Good,” I murmured with a tiny smile.
Bruce watched him, a curious series of looks flickering in his eyes, one of those
moments where you can almost see the mask on his face. He was considering
something, considering it with that amazing intensity he can put into anything. Then,
just as Dick reached the door, a decision:
“Thanks, Dick.”
It was said very simply. Thanks, Dick. Nothing dramatic. Nothing extraordinary—
coming from anybody other than Bruce.
Dick turned back, flushed, bumped his hand on the doorframe, swallowed, and then
said, “Yeah, thanks—I mean, sure—I mean, uh, anytime. Anyways, gotta go see that
guy about the thing.”
He went. The door closed behind him. And that left us alone at last. Me. Bruce.
And Psychobat.

Raven never considered herself a romantic. She didn’t go for chick flicks. She didn’t
read romance novels. She would never understand grown women who wallowed in
the dewy-eyed fantasies she’d outgrown in high school. She did have a weakness for
men making a gesture after a breakup. Someone like Jonathan Crane giving her an
out-of-print book of Portuguese fairy tales because it was “a quaint and curious
volume of forgotten lore,” that got to her. So she’d gone back to him, and they’d had
another few weeks together before saying their final goodbyes. Leland coming to the
Iceberg struck the same chord. She couldn’t brush aside a man like Leland
Bartholomew coming to a club most Gothamites considered a den of criminal intrigue.
He knew the place was filled with past and future Arkham patients, yet in he came and
made a spectacle of himself pleading his case. She was moved, who wouldn’t be?
What must he feel, how strongly must he feel to make a scene like that? So she agreed
to get back together, or at least to give him another chance. She’d gone back to his
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house to cook a special dinner with him on her night off, although none of the issues
behind the breakup were resolved.
It was awkward. He talked about work while they were cutting up plantains—and
work was Joker. His going back to Arkham to treat Joker was the real issue that split
them up. When she talked about work, it was light Iceberg gossip, but Leland’s was
sweeping condemnation: the way Arkham passed patients through the fast-track
rehabilitation program, and his special resolve to not let “Patient R” (obviously Roxy
Rocket) slip through without making true progress at each level. Raven couldn’t help
but worry they would never see Roxy again!
They fried the plantains in canola oil, and Raven continued to worry. If Leland’s
approach caught on, what would happen to the Iceberg? All the regulars went into the
asylum at some point, but they always came back out again. If that were to change…
Of course, hard times for the Lounge was more Oswald’s problem than hers. He
would never close the doors completely, and if he cut back on staff, some jobs were
absolutely secure no matter what. Raven’s was one of them. She would still have a
job, but the conversation with Leland still made her feel funny. The way he was
talking about Rogues as if they were specimens in a jar… But then, she and the
waitresses talked about Rogues as a separate species too, especially when they’d tip
in—bananas! They needed fresh nutmeg and allspice for the bananas foster.
Raven found the small grater and expertly ground up the spices for the rich dessert
while Leland measured out the rum—and went on (and on) about his guilt over the
Roxy situation. Their romance had set off a Joker-beating, and that was apparently
putting him off his game as a… well, as a lover, although that hardly seemed the right
word to use when they hadn’t had sex yet.
And what did he expect, anyway? That’s what Raven really wanted to ask: what did
Leland expect going back to Arkham that way? You spend enough time with that
crowd, you’re going to set off a few Joker beatings, everybody knew that. She’d done it
once when she bought a car! She didn’t even mention it to the patrons. She just told
Gina in the washroom, Gina apparently told Harley, and Harley told Joker. Something
about it being a yellow Saturn bothered him, so he squirted Harley with his acid
flower, stabbed a Ghost Dragon with a broken beer bottle, and hit Maxie Zeus with a
chair.
Okay, sirloin with a drizzle of balsamic vinegar, fried plantains, green salad, and
bananas foster. Once they sat down to dinner, it got better. The food was good. But
the conversation still turned strange here and there. Raven felt she was living a repeat
of Jonathan Crane, Frank Picalone, and Toby Morse. She had been moved by a gesture,
and she’d gone back to a relationship that was already heading south.
Accepting that their remaining time together was limited, Raven decided to spice
things up. After all, if it was only to be another few weeks, they may as well enjoy it. It
was definitely time for sex—past time, in fact. At first she found it refreshing: the
slower approach of an older man. He didn’t try to jump her bones at every
opportunity. It was nice, she told herself. He was old-fashioned, she told herself. He
was a gentleman, she told herself. But now… It didn’t seem like “telling herself”
anymore, it seemed like she was making excuses for him. Why wasn’t he even trying?
After dinner, she’d find out. After dinner…
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Didn’t that show say bananas foster was an aphrodisiac?

Back in the day, weeks could pass between Bat-encounters. I didn’t admit it back
then, but I looked forward to them. Anticipation was part of the fun. A new Bast
statuette at the museum, Batman would have to know I’d try for it, so there was a good
chance I’d be seeing that pointy-eared shadow rising ominously over the display
case—Meow. When the moment finally came, it was usually all I’d hoped for. Meow.
Sometimes, it was better—Meow—but sometimes, well, everybody has an off night
now and then.
The weirdest one I remember was right after he’d reclaimed his mantle from AzBat.
The Batman I knew had disappeared, nobody knew what really happened, if he was
badly hurt or even dead. That awful imposter had shown up in his place, and the
whole town was going to hell. And then, miraculously, the real Batman returned. I
was in on the big throwdown, when he gave Az his walking papers, so I can’t blame it
on surprise or shock. I knew he was alive, I knew he was back in action, and I knew
there was a better than even chance that if I went after a newly discovered frieze of
Pharaoh Akhenaten petting a cat, he would be there to stop me.
He was. I’d been living for the moment I heard that voice again, when it would be
just him and me and some prize to win or lose, a trinket we could both pretend was the
real reason for the encounter. But when the moment finally came—“The museum is
closed, Catwoman”—I froze up. The banter didn’t come. I know I said something, but
it wasn’t light or witty. And the fight was… awkward.
I wasn’t holding back, but I was self-conscious. What’s worse, I think he knew… It
was impossibly uncomfortable, but it didn’t last. Everything was back to normal by
the end of the week. There was a Japanese scroll of a tiger at Gallery Blu, a very
physical tussle on the roof, and a lingering caress inside a shi-shi pin while I felt his
very hot breath on my cheek.
It was all back to normal in a week, but at the time, in that one moment I’d been
waiting for…
“The museum is closed, Catwoman…”
That’s exactly how it felt in the morning room. I’d wanted to get every last crazy out
of the house—all of them: Rogues past and present, crimefighters, and even butlers—
and just have Bruce to myself for a few hours. Now, at last, here we were. (“The
museum is closed, Catwoman”) And it felt strained and awkward and wrong.
“Well… I got tigers,” I said mildly.
Psychobat just glared.
“Oh, and Eddie is in love with me,” I added.
He raised an eyebrow.
“That’s what Harvey wanted?”
“Yep.”
He shook his head.
“I don’t think I want to know. In fact, I know I don’t want to know,” he glowered.
“Here I thought you knew everything,” I said, trying for a smile.
He grunted.
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“Some things I wish I didn’t,” he said. He made a half-hearted attempt at a liptwitch, and the room sank into another heavy silence.
(“The museum is closed, Catwoman.”)
“What did Spitcurl do with Eddie?” I asked suddenly.
“Dropped him off ten miles from anywhere. He’ll have a nice long stroll to rethink
‘playing around Batman’s house’ as a viable way to spend his free time.”
“Do you have to look at it that way?” I sighed. “He wasn’t playing around Batman’s
house, he came to see me. You just happen to be here.”
“I know for a fact that Edward Nigma knows how to use a telephone,” he said
acidly.
“So does Spitcurl,” I pointed out.
He started to reply, then sighed and rubbed his forehead. “Can we not talk about
this now? Can we just sit and enjoy the quiet for a little while?”
“Sure.”
There followed a minute and a half of not very enjoyable quiet. But then, while I was
trying to remember what I actually said that night in response to “the museum is
closed,” an interesting thing happened. Whiskers trotted into the room and started
head-bumping Bruce’s leg. He looked down, said “You know you’re not supposed to
be in here, right, little guy?” (while picking him up), and started scratching behind his
ears like he knew Whiskers’s favorite spot.
Then, he looked over at me.
“I have some work to finish up on the Dhumavati before closing the case. Care to
join?”

It was fair to say Leland Bartholomew was terrified. He wasn’t afraid of sex, not the
way Freud meant it. Not the way Adler, Stekel or Jung meant it either. He was afraid
the way Harold Watts was afraid. Nice chap, Harold, his first patient in private
practice. A pediatrician. Married at 24, widowed at 52, went on a date three years
later, and came to Bartholomew in a state of abject terror when he realized he hadn’t
been with a “new” woman for thirty years. They had six different kinds of orgasms
now, so said the cover of his daughter’s Cosmo. At the time, Bartholomew thought
little of it. He approached the problem like a therapist, not like a man. He approached
it like a therapist who had a real diploma on his wall proving he had read enough
books, written enough papers, and had enough professors tolerate his over-articulated,
under-developed ideas long enough for him to receive a certain grade. He projected
the expected aura of empathy and authority and offered up the obvious advice:
acknowledge the anxiety and then dismiss it, trust the acceptance of a loving partner,
remember that intimacy isn’t confined to physical pleasure, and so on.
What bullshit! Why did Harold Watts even pay him for that session? He should
have called Bartholomew a snot-nosed kid that had a lot to learn about being a man,
punched him in the mouth, and dinged his fender on the way out of the parking lot
just to demonstrate that a successful pediatrician in a paid-off Mercedes outranks a
preachy child in a rusty Corolla with $80,000 in student loans and no understanding of
the human condition!
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In the years since Harold Watts failed to enlighten him about his shortcomings,
Leland Bartholomew’s social life had dwindled to that of a dyspeptic bachelor. His last
sexual experience was… was… when the cable company renumbered the channels and
he discovered HBO by accident. Then he watched MTV, once, and got really scared.
But now… Now he had Raven and… well there was no mistaking the signals. Raven
was expecting sex, and if he didn’t make a pass in the next thirty seconds it seemed as
though she would actually jump on him. Acknowledge the anxiety and then dismiss it—Of
all the idiocy students fresh out of the diploma mill had sputtered on their first jobs—
trust the acceptance of a loving partner—what the hell did that even mean? It’s not like he
could just announce that he was “out of practice!”
It happened, he missed his cue.
The thirty-second window opened and closed, and failing to receive the pass she
wanted, Raven made it herself. She was unspeakably beautiful, young, uninhibited
and… flexible… And she tasted like the bananas foster they’d made together… It was
all a little too much for a man who’d seen fifty summers… It was clumsy, awkward…
not in a good way… just…plain… bad… …And again… Leland missed his cue.
Leland muttered something about it ‘having been a while.’
Raven said something about a famous Eddie Izzard quote.
Bartholomew didn’t know who Eddie Izzard was, let alone what this “famous”
quote could be. But he was sure it wasn’t complimentary.
It freed him. His sexual performance had just been critiqued in a way he didn’t even
understand. It surpassed his worst fears—it surpassed anybody’s worst fears. Having
bombed as a lover, not only in the sheer godawfulness of his performance but in the
resulting humiliation as well—she was young enough to be his daughter and she was
quoting some rock star that he never even heard of, and… and… he suddenly became
completely uninhibited…
…it was true, there is none freer than he who has nothing left to lose…
…it was also true a man acquires a good deal of passion over the course of fifty
summers…
…around midnight, Leland remembered he’d been to medical school…
…around two, Raven decided she was calling in sick tomorrow…

Oswald didn’t get it. He simply didn’t get it. Harvey and Eddie, back again. It was
the third night this week. Each time they brought different women, each set lovelier
and–kwak–more aristocratic than the last. He toddled out of his office for the
customary introductions. Harvey’s bird was called Binky, and Oswald bowed low and
bestowed a gentlemanly kiss over the woman’s bejeweled fingers. Eddie’s escort was
Bunny. And again Oswald bobbed and twitched his lips over the lady’s extended
wrist. He noted the cost of her bracelet, factored in the rings on the previous hand, and
called for a bottle of bubbly to be sent to the table with his compliments-kwak. Much as
it pained him to give away liquor, he felt clientele of this type must be encouraged in
every way possible-kwakwakwak.
Harvey and Eddie had difficulty concealing their shock. Oswald sending a bottle
was one thing, Sly bringing it to the table himself, that was really unprecedented. But
it turned out the special attention was borne of practicality, not a special honor. Raven
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had called in sick (or as Oswald put it “let me down disgracefully at a most
inopportune time”). Dove was covering her podium, and none of the Iceberg staff
seemed to feel the groupie-waitress subbing for Dove could be trusted to pour
champagne. While the wine flowed, Oswald shared his tale of woe: Raven never called
in–kwak–never. Not even when Crane came in spraying his toxins to celebrate Druid
Halloween, or that time Joker thought it would be funny to poison all the Ghost
Dragons just to see how many times he could get the FOX affiliate to say ‘Botulism’ in
one newscast. Never once did she call in sick. Now–kwak–she’d left him in a waitress
short. Kwak! No one understood the special trials of being Oswald Cobblepot.
When the champagne was drunk, the women rose together, as if both were puppets
attached to the same controlling mechanism. They walked this way, in perfect sync, to
the powder room. By now, Harvey and Eddie were used to the maneuver.
“You’re getting Bunny,” Harvey guessed.
“WHY BE WRONGING LUST?” Eddie queried, anagramming the name. Adding
under his breath, “The things I do for Kitty.”
“You’re holding up well,” Harvey said encouragingly. “Be strong.”
In his mind’s eye, Eddie imagined the Bat-Signal altered to project a series of letters
into the night sky, inviting all of Gotham to ponder the question: How is an automotive
mishap like a deluded obsessive with a new delusion to obsess on?
Both are pronounced Dent.
Harvey was fixated—absolutely fixated—on the idea that Eddie was pining for
Selina. No matter what Eddie said or did, nothing would convince him otherwise. He
was snapping up every socialite that looked his way. Rather than be repulsed by this
flagrant Don Juanism, Harvey thought he was a brave little soldier.
At least Harvey didn’t know the secret. There should be some comfort in that.
Eddie was still the first Rogue to know (barring Hugo, who didn’t count, and
Catwoman, whose manner of finding out did not reflect badly on Riddler’s intellect or
his stature as a villain, as he was quite sure he couldn’t compete with her in that
particular arena—nor would he wish to). So there was that small consolation: Even if
Two-Face couldn’t enlighten him on taking on Batman with that special knowledge of
the man behind the mask, Riddler was still the first and only true Rogue to learn the
truth. It should have been good news. It should! Harvey clearly didn’t know
anything about Bruce Wayne other than he was with Selina… which is what led to this
present absurdity. He was A THIEVES NO WIN ILL in love with Selina. So they kept
doubling with all these women, Harvey determined to lift Eddie’s spirits, and the
ladies determined to “share his cab.”
And still he couldn’t get his Rogue-on.
One aborted robbery since he’d learned the secret. One. What do you get when
you’ve solved the riddle of riddles? Fame? Victory? Power over the great Dark
Knight? No. You get a recurring nightmare of your nose being smashed into a gloved
fist, then hearing your own voice slurred with blood and snot whining that “that
wasn’t a stealing-the-Chinese-puzzlebox punch, that was a taking-Selina-to-the-opera
punch.”
Now there was the new nightmare. Selina hearing he was in love with her and
showing up at his lair, not infuriated as you might expect, but amused as only Selina
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can be amused. There she stood, striking a pose in the doorway, all sleek and purple,
just-ate-a-canary grin on her face—“Hello, Lover”—and he woke up screaming.
Not for the first time, Eddie considered moving to Metropolis. Their hero was a
dullard. Their idea of pizza was a deep-dish concoction you had to eat with a knife
and fork. And their newspaper’s idea of a crossword was simply an offense to the
intellect—six-letter word for “a challenging query” indeed! But still—“Hello, Lover”—
he was considering it.

What was that phrase of Selina’s? It seemed like a good idea at the time…
Bruce didn’t want to talk about Nigma, tigers, or anything else connected to the
day’s visitors. He wanted it all to go away for a little while—but that did not mean he
wanted Selina to go. He’d been cold and abrupt with her. The cat’s entrance had
reminded him just how comfortable their life together had become, how glad he was
that she was there. He couldn’t very well say that, so he said it a different way,
inviting her to come with him to the cave and be a part of what he was doing next. He
saw it as spending time together. It seemed like a good idea at the time.
He didn’t realize… not until they got to the cave… She waved at Walapang—at the
bat—the bat he specifically told her not to name but had somehow become ‘Walapang’
anyway. She waved to it. She thought it was cute. The bat. A bat in the very heart of
the Batcave. The purest essence of that dark icon meant to instill fear in the hearts of
criminals, Selina thought it was cute and waved at it. Impossible woman. Why didn’t
he realize…
They were in the Batcave. That alone made it hard to blot out thoughts of the safe.
Making it worse, the work he had to complete was analyzing the dust and fragments of
a cat’s eye cabochon from the Dhumavati chalice. A cat’s eye of an as-yet-unknown
material he strongly suspected was kryptonite. He was becoming more and more
annoyed with each passing minute—not at her—not even at himself—at the situation—
a situation clawing at him like those damnable tigers, ripping into his flesh no matter
what he did and pulling him into the one thing he most wanted to avoid.
“Cat’s eye kryptonite?” Selina exclaimed when she heard what he was doing. “How is
that possible? And if something like cat’s eye kryptonite exists, why haven’t I heard
about it?”
He explained briefly how kryptonite sometimes fused with other materials after it
fell to earth. In this case, some amount of ordinary green K must have landed in a
deposit of chrysoberyl, the material most cat’s eye gems are made of. The kryptonite
was subjected to the same heat and pressure as the material around it, forming a
composite stone with the same tiny inclusions that produce the winking cat’s eye effect
in the regular stones. “The effect is called chatoyancy,” he concluded—and Selina
kissed his cheek as if he’d invented the concept just for her.
“Chatoyancy from the French,” she purred. “Chat meaning cat, and oeil meaning
eye. I like the theory. So how do we find out for sure?”
Bruce said nothing. He was tempted to get the kryptonite ring from the safe; it was
the obvious way to begin, comparing the cat’s eye fragments visually with the known
variety. But glancing at Selina, he didn’t feel comfortable with the idea. It wasn’t even
the ring, just the act of going to the safe in front of her. Just the idea of opening it, of
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walking towards it… Instead, he punched a few keys emphatically on the keyboard at
workstation 1… and even that had associations. Associations that caused his stomach
to tighten.
He’d pulled up a voluminous file, which now displayed on the enormous
viewscreen as well as the small workstation monitor. The chemical composition on
every known type of K displayed in sequence, but it was another screen he was
remembering. A blueprint he pulled up on this same workstation, with a conspicuous
bat-emblem over the secret alcove with the secret safe, seeing it flicker in sync on the
monitor and the overhead screen, praying Selina would notice the symbol and act…
He pushed the sick recollections from his mind and read.
Paging through screens of statistical and analytical data, Bruce regretted not having
another physical sample. If he had even the smallest amount of kryptonite that wasn’t
in the ring… He remembered that Selina once mentioned having “a bead of
kryptonite” from the old days. She said it was a gift from Felix Faust, from the ‘my
wife doesn’t understand me’ era—and just what was meant by that was probably one
of those things he was happier not knowing. She’d also said her bead of kryptonite
was ‘buried in one of the hell-mouth closets,’ which meant she probably couldn’t get to
it quickly, and even if she could, he wouldn’t want to ask. It would only spark the
question:
“Wouldn’t it be easier to compare it to the ring?”
Damn her. She brought it up anyway. Damn her.
He muttered something about having all the data from that ring in the computer
already. That should have been the end of it. It would have been with Dick, Tim,
Alfred or even Clark. But not Selina. Of course, not with Selina.
“Is something wrong?” she asked pointedly. “Because you have that look. When
we’re slumming at the Iceberg and Joker walks in.”
He started to speak, stopped, then started again.
“No, it’s… just… the ring. Make sure that Clark doesn’t know that you know about
the kryptonite ring.”
“He’s already mentioned it,” Selina said softly. “A ring you had, he said he was sure
you went and put it in your belt that day he was here about mindwipe. I never knew
what he meant until I opened that box.”
Bruce bristled, sighed, and shook his head.
“Figures he would mention it. How that man has maintained a secret identity all
these years…”
Again, that should have been the end of it. With Dick, Tim, with anybody else, it
would have been. But again, Selina had more to say:
“None of them know you as well as they think, in my opinion. You didn’t put the
ring in your belt that day. I was in the trophy room, I would have seen if you’d gone to
the safe. You just went out for a breath of air.”
It was said with love. Selina didn’t consider him a raving paranoid like SOME socalled friends and colleagues, and she was letting him know that. But all Bruce could
see was her flaunting her special knowledge: she knew about the safe, knew about the
ring, and knew him better than anyone in the world.
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“The ring is irrelevant,” he snapped. “Everything I could glean from it is already in
the computer… Let’s just drop it, okay?”
“Okay,” she said with a sharp breath. “I thought it would be easier to look at the
real thing than comparing graphs and wavy lines, I’m sorry… Now, how long are we
going to not think about pink elephants?”
“What?” he sputtered.
“First, upstairs, we ‘just drop’ Eddie, now we’re ‘just dropping’ Clark. The boys are
over-Zoggered, you’re protesting way too much about missing the opera. Seems to me
we’re back to not thinking about pink elephants, and I’m just asking how long. A
week, a month? Just so I can plan my schedule. Our record is eight and a half years,
Bruce. I really hope it’s not going to be one of those ‘cause I’m not as young as I used
to be.”
“What’s gotten into you?”
“Fine, you’re not saying. I’ll live in suspense. For an indeterminate period of time,
there are no pink elephants.”
“Selina.”
“Anywhere.”
“Selina!”
“No mauve ones either, just to be safe.”
“You going to come back like this every time you go out with Nigma?”
“Are there any other improbably colored species you would like to nullify from
existence while you’re at it?”
“At the moment, I could do without purple cats!”
For a long moment neither spoke. There was a faint hum from the overhead monitor
and a fainter scratching from the bat Walapang rubbing his wing against a stalactite.
“I’m glad you think this is cute,” Bruce said at last, a grim finality replacing the usual
bat-gravel. “Now, as much as I know you love playing with your toy, do you think
you could possibly let me get back to work without getting on my casefile—case.
Without you getting on my case?”
Selina took a deep breath. When she spoke, it was with a cool, deliberate control
measuring out each word.
“I don’t think it’s cute at all, Bruce. And I have never considered you in pain to be
entertainment. I did hope if I pushed you hard enough…”
“That what, I’d snap?” he cut in angrily. “That’s just it, Selina. I said I didn’t want to
talk about it right now, but you just couldn’t leave well enough alone, could you? No,
you had to keep prodding and jabbing, wearing me down, until what? I finally give in
and give you what you want? Is that how it works now?”
“It seems like everything leads back to it no matter what I say or don’t say, do or
don’t do. It also seems like whatever it is, it’s getting worse. So yes, Bruce, I’m pushing
and prodding and jabbing and refusing to ignore the fact that a pink elephant has come
among us. But just for the record, this isn’t ‘what I want.’ I don’t want to get into any
of this! I would love nothing better than to shove it all in the closet and forget it ever
existed. But… But one of the things I want to shove in the closet and forget is a world
where this kind of thing was shoved in a closet and forgotten. I don’t know everything
that happened there, but I know it went on too long. A pink elephant was left to…
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fester or something… until, finally, you told me to leave. I woke up in the back room of
the fucking Iceberg and Ivy had my sapphire—”
“Sapphire? Selina, what are you talking about? Wait, you think this is…” he trailed
off, his head reeling. “This has nothing to do with the dimension hopping,” he said
finally. “I know that you will tell me—or not tell me—whenever you feel you can…
I’d like the same consideration.”
Selina shook her head.
“You’re not listening—or not understanding. I am telling you. One of those worlds,
you’d thrown me out. Something was left unsaid for too long. It scares me. Bruce, I
don’t want that to happen with us. If you need time, then take it. “
She stared at him for a moment, then added, “Just don’t take too much.”
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“Selina, wait!”
What just happened?
The words sprung out of my mouth— Selina, wait!—and I’d reached forward to stop
her from going. It wasn’t a conscious act; it was instinct, like countering a gust of wind
mid-swing on the Batline. For a second I even flashed on magic and mind control. It
was the same kind of speech and movement independent of will.
Before that moment, it had been a typical Bat/Cat sparking off…
“It seems like everything leads back to it no matter what I say or don’t say, do or
don’t do. It also seems like whatever it is, it’s getting worse. So yes, Bruce, I’m
pushing and prodding and jabbing and refusing to ignore the fact that a pink elephant
has come among us.”
The pink elephant again. A few years ago, Selina came down to the cave when I’d
been fasting and sequestering myself before the anniversary. I was trying to meditate
(albeit failing), a kind of ritual I’d fallen into for those last days leading up to the 21st.
She wanted to know why. Starving and exhausting myself didn’t protect the city, save
innocents or frighten criminals, so why was I doing it? When I didn’t provide a quick
enough answer, she said we were back to pink elephants.
She’s right in that there’s a history of the unspoken between us. She was a thief. I’m a
crimefighter. There were things I couldn’t say back then. We both knew what we felt,
it was inescapable. But we couldn’t talk about it; I couldn’t, no matter how much she
wanted me to.
“Just for the record, this isn’t ‘what I want,’” she went on, eerily in sync with my
private thoughts—and there’s a history of that between us too. “I would love nothing
better than to shove it all in the closet and forget it ever existed. But one of the things I
want to shove in the closet and forget is a world where this kind of thing was shoved in
a closet and forgotten. I don’t know everything that happened there, but I know it
went on too long, a pink elephant was left to fester or something, until finally you told
me to leave. I woke up in the back room of the fucking Iceberg and Ivy had my
sapphire—”
“Sapphire?” I sputtered. “Selina, what are you talking about?”
What was she talking about? It was the safe, it was Walapang, it was… No. Wait.
“Wait, you think this is…” I trailed off, my mind reeling at the flash of
understanding. Not pink elephants. Pink sapphires. Suddenly it all became clear.
Kitten was projecting again. She’d been on me all day about what I’m not telling her,
about Clark, about Nigma… Now it all made sense. The pink sapphire. It’s what she
hasn’t told me that’s really on her mind. “This has nothing to do with dimension
hopping,” I said honestly. “I know that you will tell me—or not tell me—about that
whenever you feel you can. I’d just like the same consideration.”
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“You’re not listening—or not understanding. I am telling you. One of those worlds,
you’d thrown me out. Something was left unsaid for too long. It scares me. Bruce, I
don’t want that to happen with us. If you need time, then take it… Just don’t take too
much.”
“Selina, wait!”
What… just… happened?
“I’m waiting,” she said, patient but curious, like she had no idea why I reacted the
way I did—which was understandable, since I had no idea myself.
Before that moment, it had been a typical… Bat and Cat… It’s always been this way.
What’s said is said, everything is thrown out there, then one of us walks away. We
fume, gestate, introspect, and eventually we come back and find a resolution.
Somehow that wasn’t acceptable this time. Not today, not in the cave. I don’t know
how or why, but some deep instinct said no. Now, today, that simply was not
acceptable.
“It’s the safe,” I said quietly.
I wasn’t sure that was enough. This torrent in my brain was screaming that it was
Ivy and the gold bars and that damn bat and the kryptonite ring, my mother’s pearls and my
father’s wallet, the police file reducing their murder to a few cold phrases “occurred in a back
alley” “held at gunpoint” “powder burns on the victims’ clothing.” It was more than I could
ever explain in words. How do you explain that there is no one, no one else in the
world, that knows that safe even exists? With everything else I have: with Batman, the
Cave, the League, the manor, with my father’s business and the Foundation… there
have always been others that know about all of it. But that safe… not even Alfred
knows. How could I possibly…
She was kissing my cheek. The kiss and the words that followed punched through
the haze in my mind, like when I was recovering from Ivy’s pheromones—which is, of
course, where this mess started.
“I’ve been doing this a long time, Bruce. You think I don’t know a personal safe
from the other kind by now?”
Only Catwoman. Only Selina. How is it possible for her to reference her criminal
past that way, intertwined, as it were, with the murder of my parents, and have that
somehow make it better rather than worse? She said she recognized the personal nature
of the safe immediately. She said she’d looked in the boxes because of the kryptonite
clue, then she took the number she needed off the gold bar and that was it. She said
she didn’t go through the papers. She assured me that she’d never tell anyone about
the safe’s existence or about anything inside—which of course I knew, but the
assurance still gave me a pang. We were so far beyond that, in terms of trust, it went
without saying. She should know that. She was trying to reassure me, that’s why she
said it, but she didn’t know how, because she didn’t really understand why the safe
was an issue. I realized I had to at least try to explain, even if it was futile.
“What bothered me the most is that you had to find it on your own,” I began,
realizing that part of the truth only as I heard the words coming from my lips. “Once
again, I had no control over the situation. Somewhere, deep down, I knew that one
day I would share that safe with you. But, Selina, I wasn’t ready then and I’m not
ready now. Every item in there is… intensely…
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“Just look at the kryptonite ring. Since you know about that, it’s the easiest way to
explain. When Superman first entrusted me with that ring, I put it in the safe because
it was the most secure location I had at my disposal. It didn’t mean anything. Like the
gold bar, placing it there was a simple expedient. But as time went on, as the
partnership evolved, it became something more. It’s an emblem of trust and mutual
respect. It belongs there now because my relationship with Clark is a part of who I
am.”
She nodded. I wasn’t sure she understood—she thought she did, but I don’t think
anyone can really understand Superman handing you the means to destroy him. Luthor
made that ring for one purpose: to make a kryptonite fist. To coil all his hate and anger
into a blow his enemy would feel. He made it to take Superman’s life with his bare
hands. And when he got his hands on it, rather than destroy the object made for the
sole purpose of killing him, Clark gave it to me… “in case it was ever needed.” After
he married Lois, we brought her to the cave, I revealed my identity, and Clark told her
the whole story. After Luthor became President, possession of the ring became
instrumental in his downfall.
I told Selina there was an untold story like that behind every item in the safe, an
involved, deeply personal story I didn’t know if I could ever adequately explain. I
knew I should sit down and go through it with her, piece by piece, but it was too much
to take on. I simply wasn’t ready.
She gave a sad little smile, a sad little nod, and eyed my cheek like she wanted to kiss
it again. I took the hint and kissed hers instead. It seemed to be enough. What I’d
revealed would end the ‘festering’ she was afraid of. Now that she knew what was at
the root of the recent tension, she looked… content. At least by the standard of the
day.

It’s the safe.
I’ve been breathing so much easier since I heard those words, it’s like I’d forgotten
what it was like to take a full relaxed breath. It was the safe.
God bless the cat-instinct that rides shotgun on every cat-crime, deciding what leaves
a safe and comes home with me, and what stays right where it is. That box was bad
enough, with the broken pearls and the wedding rings, the bloodstained wallet… I
hate to think if I’d gone through those papers.
No wonder he doesn’t want to go through it all, sifting through the “untold stories.”
I went up to the bedroom, relief mixing with the exhaustion setting in after a
perfectly hellacious day and a growing desire to hold Bruce all night long. That’s what
we really needed, I thought. Give Batman the night off and make achingly sweet love
until morning. He’d never go for it, of course. I had a bad day but Psychobat had a
worse one, and that meant tonight’s selection of muggers, pimps and drug dealers
were going to have a worse one still.
And, as if Destiny herself wanted to confirm that great Universal Truth, the bat was
back.
The day we woke up knowing the very worst of the mindwipe aftermath was before
us, this little bat appeared on the bedroom window. Bruce said it was called a
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bumblebee bat, the smallest species there is. He was awfully cute, just a few inches
wide, this tiny vote of confidence from the Universe. At some point he disappeared,
I’m not sure when. But as I came up from that talk with Bruce in the cave, there he was
again, hanging upside down near the top of the window just like he used to. I went up
to take a closer look, wanting to see him as a good omen like before. But somehow I
couldn’t see him that way now.
He was just this little bat hanging there. If his return meant anything, it was an
enigma.
He was there again the next day, when Barbara called. Oracle just picked up a
memo on Arkham’s mainframe: Killer Croc due to be released in two weeks. He was
there the next day, when Bruce agreed to a sunset cruise on the Gatta “before things
heat up again.” He was there the next week, when the Falcones noticed most of the
costumed types were up the river and started getting aggressive on the docks. He was
there when Eddie got his swing back, left a clue on an 8-track tape and Bruce nearly
tore the cave apart looking for a way to play it.
He was there when… when… …oh hell.
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CHAPTER 1: THE PRICE OF FAME
I’ve been to too many funerals.
The priest’s words jumble together in my ears as I stare down at the slowly lowering
casket, his soft eulogy meaning little to me. I barely hear his voice, my ears locked on
other sounds: the heart-wrenching squeak of a hand-cranked casket winch, the low
groaning of the nylon straps that strain under the weight of their load…
Maintaining a secret identity requires acting. Acting requires an understanding of
sense memory—a sight, sound, taste or smell that not only triggers a memory but the
emotions (and sometimes even the physical responses) of an earlier time. Honestly, I
never put much stock in the theory when I first learned of it… until one night when the
smell of popcorn in a Princeton dorm room sent me stumbling into the hall, the
associations with a movie theatre and the alley that followed rising like a flood in my
brain.
Today I find myself unable to tear my mind from the memories that come with each
turn of that winch’s handle. I try to steady my breathing as the images slam into my
subconscious—similar scenes, now all too familiar, play out behind my eyes. Clark.
Oliver. Jason. Stephanie.
My parents.
I’ve been to too many funerals.
I blink the memories away, trying to shake the unease that’s settled over me. In my
peripheral vision, I catch sight of the only other person attending today’s ceremony
except for the priest and the cemetery caretakers. I wonder for the tenth time if he’s
feeling the same sense of unease, of incongruity with the day’s events that I am.
Something just doesn’t seem to fit here; somehow, this time around, it all feels
different. Maybe it’s the weather: sunny, bright, unseasonably warm. There’s not a
cloud in the sky, and the sun hangs like a shining beacon of hope, mocking us,
mocking this ceremony of sadness and loss…
I realize the priest has finished, as has the winch operator. The other attendee and I
spend a moment in quiet contemplation as we both stare down at the polished
mahogany box now sitting in its final resting place. I hear myself offering words of
condolence, praying they don’t sound quite as hollow as they feel. We shake hands,
grim countenances offering each other little, and I realize at that moment that this is the
last time we’ll ever see each other. He offers a light, sorrowful smile as if he’s just come
to the same conclusion, then offers a quiet “Thank you” before walking away.
For some reason I stay there, watching as the caretakers toss shovelfuls of dirt onto
the box below, and a wave of emotion crashes down on me: sorrow, frustration, anger,
and perhaps a small measure of defeat. Over the years of doing what I do, I’ve come to
believe that nothing is more frustrating or disappointing for a detective than knowing
you may never find the answers.
The man we buried today may have been a man of little consequence, another
essentially nameless victim in a city that has claimed many nameless victims.
Or he may have been the man that changed the world.
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~TWO WEEKS AGO~
Alfred entered the master suite as he did every morning, with the silent grace of a
seasoned butler and a shrewd plan to return his employer to the land of the living. He
set a large tray on the low bureau in the corner, then moved to the window and flung
the massive curtains open, revealing a tiny bat perched in the top corner. Sunlight
poured into the room and across the oversized bed, eliciting a groan from the occupant
nearest the window.
Tucked comfortably beneath the sheets, Bruce flinched and rolled onto his side,
turning away from the invading light in irritated rebellion against all things daytime—
but colliding with Selina as he did so. This produced a new protest, a sleepy feminine
“hey” and a light push rocking him back onto his back. He winced and sucked in a
great lungful of air through gritted teeth as pain shot down his arm, the splintered
details of the night before finally penetrating the groggy haze as he felt the bandages
wrapped tightly around his bicep—Killer Croc, razor sharp claws, stitches… stitches
that Alfred himself had done.
“You did that on purpose, didn’t you?” Bruce grumbled under his breath, his eyes
still clamped shut against the light.
It was unclear which he was addressing. Selina pulled a pillow down over her head
and the covers up past her ear, trying to burrow away from all the sunlight, voices, and
movement. Alfred approached the bed, tray in hand.
“Sir?”
“Nothing,” Bruce replied. Squinting against the sunlight, he peered at his
approaching butler. “What time is it?”
“Eleven-thirty, sir.”
Bruce sighed, then slowly and carefully sat up. He would have preferred to sleep a
bit longer; he imagined Selina did as well. She’d moaned from deep under her pillow
at the announcement of the time, then thrashed around for her robe, got up, and
disappeared into the bathroom without glancing at either of them or speaking a single
word.
They’d all been up later than usual. His Croc injury wrecked Catwoman’s plan for a
post-Patrol rendezvous. Instead of luring him to her lair, she’d arrived at the
Batmobile just in time to see him staggering to the car with the kind of injuries that
meant it would be the autopilot driving home. She didn’t fuss; Catwoman was a pro.
She did insist on riding home with him—and he could find no valid reason to object.
She also insisted on stopping the bleeding as best she could while car sped them
home—again, he could find no reason to veto this eminently sensible idea. Then she
stood there, just outside the medlab, while Alfred stitched him up. He told her to go
up to bed. Alfred told her twice. But she wouldn’t. She just stood there, silent and
stubborn, waiting for him.
It was dawn before any of them got to bed, and Bruce would have liked to sleep in
for a few hours more. But he knew he had a two o’clock with Lucius that he couldn’t
cancel (again). So he pushed himself back on the bed until his back was against the
headboard, and Alfred gently laid the legged tray across his lap. Wiping away the last
vestiges of sleep, Bruce yawned widely then smelled the warm food resting on the tray
in front of him: an assortment of pastries, muffins and toast with various spreads,
several strips of bacon, a selection of fruit, a poached egg on a small silver stand, a
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silver pot and cups, and two glasses of orange juice. He picked up the first glass of
juice and drank the entire thing as Alfred moved around the bed to inspect the
bandages. Bruce pulled the Gotham Times out of the small bin on the side of the tray
and glanced at the headline as he took a bite out of a strip of bacon.
“Anything interesting?” he asked Alfred, who had apparently decided that the
bandages needed changing and was opening the curio to retrieve a small first-aid kit.
“There is an article in the D Section about technology stocks that you may find
helpful for this afternoon’s meeting,” the butler replied as he cut away the wrinkled
bandage from Bruce’s arm. “And an absolutely dreadful editorial regarding the legacy
of the former President that you may find amusing.”
Smirking lightly, Bruce glanced sideways at Alfred as he applied a healthy dose of
antiseptic gel to the stitched wounds. “And by ‘dreadful’ you mean…?”
“It utilizes a literary style and sentence structure that I found most confounding, sir.”
“You sound just like Eddie,” Selina laughed as she walked back into the room,
running a brush through her hair and looking infinitely more lifelike. She went up to
the window and waved at the tiny bumblebee bat. “Always the grammar snob.”
“I do not believe those without a modest grasp of the language should be content to
have their failings known by displaying their inadequacies in print,” Alfred said dryly.
“Just like Eddie,” Selina repeated with a laugh.
Bruce glowered at the comment. Alfred merely motioned towards the tray,
indicating several envelopes sitting in the bin where the newspaper had been.
“There are also several pieces of correspondence that require your attention, sir,” he
said dryly.
Bruce glanced at the envelopes and papers, finished his bacon and set the newspaper
down. He rifled through the letters as Alfred explained. “There are a few invitations
requiring an RSVP, a fax from Mr. Fox about this afternoon’s meeting and a personal
letter.”
Bruce glanced through the invitations. “Charity event for Leslie’s clinic—definite
Yes. Another ‘We’re rich, isn’t it grand?’ party at the Macavoys.’ No on that one.” He
handed both invitations to Alfred, started in on a muffin and scanned the memo from
Lucius.
“As you wish, sir.”
Bruce set the memo aside and looked at the final letter. It was a business envelope
from a midtown law firm addressed directly to him at the manor’s street address.
From the opened envelope, Bruce pulled out a two-page note written on the same law
firm’s letterhead. Perplexed, he read the first few lines.
Dear Mr. Wayne,
You don’t know me, but my name is David Vaniel, and I am a junior associate at Chatham,
Latham and Gould. I am actually writing to you at the behest of my father, Edward. About 2
months ago, my father was diagnosed with end-stage pancreatic and lung cancer…
Bruce looked up from the letter and glanced at Alfred. “It’s an assistance request?”
Selina glanced at the page as she reached across to take a pastry from the tray.
“Don’t you normally just send those on to Cynthia?” Bruce asked.
“Usually, but in some instances I feel it polite to offer you the chance of first refusal,
sir.”
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“What is it and who’s Cynthia?” Selina asked, reaching again—this time to pour
herself coffee.
“Kitten, either come back into the bed to do that or let me get out from under the
tray,” Bruce said, awkwardly repositioning his injured arm. He glanced at the letter
again, read a few more lines, and then folded it up and handed it to Alfred (since Selina
had chosen the former suggestion and was crawling back into the bed beside him).
“Send it to Cynthia,” Bruce said curtly.
Alfred paused momentarily—while Selina eyed the fresh bandage on Bruce’s arm
and gingerly touched the shoulder above it. Alfred gently lifted the letter from Bruce’s
grasp and stacked it with the others. “Very well, sir. Anything else?”
“No, that will be all, Alfred. Thank you.”

Having come home with Batman the night before, Selina had left her Jag in the city.
Since Bruce had a meeting in town, she had dressed quickly so she could ride in with
him and collect it. On the way, she asked again about the letter.
“Alfred wasn’t too pleased at the quick dismissal, that’s all,” she said casually.
“Maybe you should’ve at least read it through.”
“As the one who normally opens those letters, Alfred knows better than anyone that
Bruce Wayne gets at least one letter like that a month,” he replied.
“Letter like what? You never did tell me.”
“An assistance request. Most people in this city—in this country, really—know very
little about Bruce Wayne and yes, before you say it, a lot of that is by design. Keeping
the public image as vague as possible limits the risk of anyone making a connection
with Batman. But the one thing everyone knows is that I have a lot of money.”
“Hard to deny the first part of that ‘Billionaire Playboy’ moniker,” Selina agreed.
“Particularly when driving your second-favorite Porsche.”
He grunted.
“One of the side-effects of that image is that many people believe I have a great deal
of disposable income, income that Bruce Wayne is all too eager to spend. While many
believe that I spend the bulk of it on more… frivolous pursuits—”
“C.F. the aforementioned Porsche, planes, yacht, and a sorry string of bimbos before
settling down with someone suitable,” Selina interrupted with a naughty grin.
“—there are a great many others who know the amount I spend on more charitable
causes, both personally and through the Wayne Foundation,” Bruce concluded.
“Unfortunately, there are people in the world that would take advantage of that
generosity. Some requests are legitimate; some are grifters looking for a handout.
Sometimes, the ‘grifters’ try blackmail if the Foundation rejects their requests.”
Selina burst out laughing.
“Oh that must go over well. Got a special setting on Zogger for those, do we?”
“I would love to,” Bruce declared in the deep bat-gravel. “But anything that
inextricably tied to Bruce Wayne, Batman steers clear of. And that’s where Cynthia
comes in. Cynthia Merrithew is the Chief Operations Officer for the Foundation. She
has a crack staff that can do the kind of thorough investigation Bruce Wayne can’t, to
verify the validity of requests and determine if the Foundation should get involved. In
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a few rare cases, she’ll contact me directly if a ‘personal touch’ is needed for a
particular case.”
“You’re glowing,” Selina observed.
“Cynthia and her staff are remarkably efficient at handling the Foundation’s affairs,”
Bruce said proudly. “It’s important work, improving people’s lives, and they tackle it
with a tenacity that… well, that reminds me of Dick and Tim and Clark.”
“There’s no reason to leave yourself off that list,” Selina said with a smile.
Bruce grunted, and Selina pointed to the curb, indicating where she left her car.

Four days later, Alfred removed Bruce’s stitches. Killer Croc was still free, but
Batman felt two hours could be spared before patrol to meet Catwoman on the roof of
the opera house and listen to the final performance of The Queen of Spades. Selina was
spectacularly excited and Bruce suspected she was out getting her hair done. He’d
stopped in the kitchen for a late lunch. As soon as Alfred set down the sandwich, he
disappeared into his pantry and returned with an oversized Wayne Foundation
envelope.
“For your personal attention, sir, from Ms. Merrithew. Perhaps it would be best if
you read it through this time.”
Bruce didn’t react to the backhand; he was used to it. He tilted the envelope and the
previous week’s letter on that law firm stationery slid out, along with a note from
Cynthia Merrithew saying it was not a charity request in the traditional sense and did
require Bruce’s personal attention.
Bruce unfolded the letter—ignored whatever Alfred was saying now in that dry
acidic tone—and read:
Dear Mr. Wayne,
You don’t know me, but my name is David Vaniel, and I am a junior associate at Chatham,
Latham and Gould. I am actually writing to you at the behest of my father, Edward. About 2
months ago, my father was diagnosed with end-stage pancreatic and lung cancer. His life has
been turbulent, to put it mildly. My own relations with him have been also. I’m told lawyers
have a larger non-technical vocabulary than any other profession, but when I look to words such
as ‘strained’ or ‘disjointed’ to describe my relationship with my father, they fall woefully short.
And yet, now that a less than angelic past and a lifetime of drinking and smoking have caught
up with him, I feel a filial duty to do what I can. And this letter is what I can do.
I apologize in advance for the bizarre nature of this request, Mr. Wayne. My father is not
asking for money or media attention, only a personal meeting with you. He asks five minutes of
your time, in person. I understand completely if you refuse. I would ask only that you call me
and tell me yourself, just so I can then tell my father that I spoke to you directly. He is so
adamant about the need for this meeting. He’s been pestering me for weeks, he says now that
I’m “a big shot lawyer” he knows I can “make it happen,” that kind of thing. But then, the last
time I refused, the tone changed. He broke down. It was the first time I’ve ever seen my father
in tears, Mr. Wayne. He’s no saint, sir, but he’s a dying man and this is obviously important to
him.
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“He apologizes again for the peculiar nature of the request,” Bruce said, repeating
the highlights to Alfred as he read. “And then he asks again that I call in person to
refuse so he can tell his father he talked to me himself.”
“It is a moving document, in its way, sir. Might one hope it elicits something more
in the way of a personal response than a ‘No?’”
“He’s a lawyer, Alfred; he should be able to write a persuasive letter. This one is
ingeniously crafted to get past the buffers a man like me must have in place and to put
the letter into my hands. He got that far with this little scam, you and Cynthia did
exactly what he wanted, now we have this ‘call me personally.’ He’s not going to get
that because I have no time—or patience—right now to play along just to find out what
the con is.”
“Is it entirely wise, Master Bruce, to be so certain the letter is not what it seems?”
“It has all the earmarks, Alfred. Another day I’d take the time to confirm it, but the
timing sucks. I’ve got the shareholders meeting coming up, Wayne Tech restructuring
to absorb those old LexCorp subsidiaries. Plus, I still have to track down Killer Croc.
Nigma’s still free and up to something; it’s a matter of time before he starts dropping
clues all over the city again. The Falcones and Yakuza are getting bold with most of
the costumed set still in Arkham, and they’re a hair’s breadth away from a full blown
turf war on the south side.”
“An intriguing list of commitments, sir, giving both Bruce Wayne’s business interests
and Batman’s crimefighting concerns their share of claims on your time. I rather wish
you had included one additional claimant: Miss Selina. You are planning to attend the
opera tonight, are you not, sir? A sentimental revisiting of your first ‘date?’ That is
why Miss Selina asked me to prepare a picnic basket akin to the one Batman brought
that night?”
Bruce scowled.
“That has nothing to do with this, Alfred.”
“I beg to differ, sir. That rooftop assignation with Catwoman has everything to do
with it. Indeed, it has a great deal to do with everything that has happened
since. Master Bruce, you asked Catwoman to meet you on that roof entirely because
you wanted to see her. It had nothing to do with Batman’s activities, nor with Bruce
Wayne’s business interests. It was an entirely human endeavor. An expression of your
humanity. Just as responding appropriately to this letter would be an expression of
your humanity. And responding inappropriately would, I fear, sir, be a distinct sign
that you are losing touch with that humanity.”
“Alfred, really, don’t you think that’s a little melodramatic.”
“No sir, I do not. Master Bruce, what’s five minutes with a dying man? You have
done far more for far less noble reasons. What could it hurt to talk to the man, or at
very least, listen to what he wants so desperately to say to you.”
“Fine, I’ll think about it,” Bruce growled. “After I check him out.”

The bat Walapang had returned to his favorite perch over the workstations, and
Bruce saw that the creature had two companions now instead of one. He powered up
the monitor and resisted the urge to scowl. It was, ultimately, their cave, after all. He
was just some guy who set up his computer underneath the good stalactite. He
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thought no more about it—or anything other than the official paper trail of the life of
Edward Vaniel—until a clip-clip of high heels on stone announced Selina’s return.
She said Alfred told her about the letter and that Bruce was downstairs researching
the dying man, a development that Bruce found curious.
“Alfred’s got his teeth in this,” he said thoughtfully. “And I just don’t see why.”
He sighed angrily. He knew by now that he was going. He might go through the
motions of ‘thinking about it’ a little longer, but the decision was made up in the
kitchen. Something about the way Alfred urged him had struck a chord—there was
something almost pleading in his butler’s eyes. That made the decision for him and it
was pointless to pretend otherwise. Alfred had always been his anchor. More than an
employee, more than a friend, he was a true confidant. While Bruce often ignored the
protests and sarcasm that came in a quietly insistent stream since he first proposed the
idea of Batman, he did know that Alfred had his best interests at heart. That’s why he
couldn’t ignore this Vaniel matter. If it was that important to Alfred, he would go…
But he hated that he was going to do it without understanding why.
Selina’s take was very simple. “It’s the least you can do.”
She didn’t mean for Vaniel. Selina wasn’t one to get worked up over strangers,
dying or not. She meant it was the least he could do for Alfred. Unlike Bruce, she
didn’t belabor the point. She said it simply, with a serene feline confidence, and then
she looked past him at the large overhead viewscreen which mirrored the document he
was reading on the small workstation monitor. She let out a low whistle.
“My God, is that a rap sheet?” she asked in wonder.
Bruce grunted, then spoke in the deep crime-loathing bat-gravel.
“’Less-than-angelic’ the son said. He low-balled it.”
“That’s one way of putting it,” Selina noted, amused.
Another way of putting it was that “Easy Eddie” Vaniel was a walking piece of shit.
The rap sheet went on—and on—longer than the Wayne Manor driveway.
“Armed robbery,” she read, “grand theft, grand theft auto, carjacking. Well it’s a
logical progression, I’ll give him that. Assault and battery, felonious assault, assault
with a deadly weapon, continued next page… How many pages are there?” she asked
curiously.
“Four. And that’s just the summary. Old police reports indicate potential but
unconfirmed mob ties, which may explain why the early arrests never make it to
indictments. He was never a ‘soldier,’ but at the very least he worked as an enforcer
from time to time. He spent thirteen years in Blackgate for attempted murder, beat a
known mob informant with a tire iron.”
“I just got to that,” Selina said, skimming page four. “One of yours, I see.”
Again Bruce grunted.
“After prison, he seemed to be trying to rehabilitate himself, with moderate success,”
Bruce summarized. “There are a few small robbery charges and one domestic violence
complaint from a short-term girlfriend—it seems David’s mother died while Vaniel
was in prison. A check into patient records at Gotham Memorial reveals that he was
diagnosed with both pancreatic and lung cancer, just as David’s letter stated. At this
point, also as stated in the letter, he has no more than a month to live.”
Selina bit her lip.
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“So why does he want to see you?”
Bruce glared hatefully at the viewscreen, having asked that same question every few
minutes since he began researching Vaniel’s case. He could find no reason why this
man wanted to speak with Bruce Wayne. There was an off chance, an extremely
minute possibility, that he wanted to talk to Batman, who had been the one to catch him
on a few occasions—including the attempted murder charge that put him away for
thirteen years. But it made no sense—no sense at all—that he’d contacted Bruce
Wayne, especially through his son.
No, this was something else—and whatever it was, Bruce had no clue.

Two days later, Bruce waited at the reception desk of the Oncology Wing, Gotham
Memorial Hospital while a nurse’s aide went to find David Vaniel. When a welldressed man emerged from one of the rooms, he seemed younger than Bruce expected.
David Vaniel—for that is who it was offering his hand and introducing himself
haltingly—must have been close to Bruce’s age, but he spoke and carried himself more
like Dick. He was a polite young man, soft-spoken, seemed kind but a bit nervous—
which Bruce attributed to surprise. Despite Alfred’s call to confirm the meeting, David
never really expected Bruce Wayne to show.
Bruce politely sidestepped the tentative attempt at small talk and got down to
business.
“Why am I here?” he asked bluntly.
“Honestly, Mr. Wayne, I know nothing more than I told you in the letter. All my
father will say is that it’s private.”
Bruce never trusted non-answers, not from criminals, not from police, not from
businessmen or bimbos, and especially not from lawyers. So he probed David Vaniel
on other subjects, and found the man open and forthcoming.
“I’m here because he’s my father, Mr. Wayne. A son’s duty and that’s all. There’s no
affection. None. The man was seldom around when I was growing up. And when he
was, he was up to no good. Constantly getting arrested—or disappearing to avoid
getting arrested, which was worse for me and Mom. People’d come to the house
looking for him, police, even Batman one time.
“When he went off to jail, I went off to law school. Bit of rebellion, I guess. I wanted
to become a prosecutor, put people like him in jail where they couldn’t start families
they weren’t prepared to stick with. But anyway, when I got over the ‘angry young
man’ phase, I just wanted to improve myself. I did wind up specializing in criminal
law though, wound up in the D.A.’s office after all,” he laughed, “I hope with a better
motive than I’d begun…”
He trailed off, blushing.
Bruce was listening politely, but also projecting a subtle air of dissatisfaction. It was
a familiar performance: Bruce Wayne, the busy executive with a busy schedule, making
time for something he views as beneath him. But underneath the Bat-subterfuge, Bruce
knew he did it for another reason: he wanted to see if David Vaniel would pick up on
it. A successful prosecutor needed people skills, instinct. Would he see through the
polite pretense to the second performance underneath? Would he see “Bruce Wayne is
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distracted” or would he take advantage of Bruce Wayne here and in person to pitch
some…
“I’m awfully sorry, going on like this,” David apologized, hurriedly leading Bruce
down the hall towards the room he’d come out of earlier. “You don’t even know me.
It’s just that there aren’t a lot of people I’m comfortable talking to about my father… I
should warn you before we go in. He can be a bit… harsh.”
He opened the door and the word hung suspended in Bruce’s mind as he peered into
the room.
Harsh.
In every sense imaginable.
“Don’t you know I’m dying here? For the love of Christ, shithead. Give an old man
some peace.”
That was the greeting when the opening door woke him. Edward Vaniel was the
exact opposite of his son. Even considering the end-stage cancer, there was more to his
deterioration than the disease that was killing him. His face was a weathered map of a
hard life, a life spent in the dingiest, dirtiest, most violent places in the city.
Bruce heard his own name spoken in David’s low, polite tones, and repeated in
Vaniel’s coarse ones, but the old man was calming down, slightly, as he realized the
longed-for meeting was finally to occur. He looked up at the man standing at the foot
of his bed, his brow creasing as he studied the aristocratic features.
“Bruce Wayne,” he croaked, a twinge of annoyance still in his voice. “You’re shorter
than you look on TV.”
“Mr. Vaniel,” Bruce greeted in a low tone, “you’re thinner than you were in your last
mug shot.”
David’s head whipped around, staring at Bruce in shock. The pleasant demeanor the
billionaire had displayed in the hallway was gone, replaced by a strange determination
in his face and body language. As someone who dealt with the worst of humanity on a
nightly basis, Bruce knew how to handle a man such as this. There was only one thing
they responded to: strength.
To his son’s continued surprise, Vaniel didn’t strike back in anger or spite. Instead,
he did something his son had rarely seen: he laughed. He laughed long and hard;
laughed until it turned to into a ragged wet cough, forcing him to grab for the oxygen
mask and take several large gasping breaths. After regaining his composure, he pulled
the mask away from his mouth and spoke again.
“So you checked up on me?” he said, his voice a little hoarser after the coughing fit.
“Good man. Smart man. I knew you were smarter than you let on.”
“What can I do for you, Mr. Vaniel?” Bruce asked flatly.
“And straight down to business, too. I like that. So let’s get right to it.” He rolled
his head over in his son’s direction. “Davey, go wait outside. Mr. Wayne and I have a
few private matters to discuss.”
David’s eyes went wide. “W-what?! But I thought…”
“You thought wrong, boy,” Vaniel growled in his son’s face. Hitching his thumb
toward the door, he added, “Get going.”
David turned to Bruce, a bewildered look on his face. “Mr. Wayne?”
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Bruce softened his expression as he kept his eyes trained on the senior member of the
family. “Mr. Vaniel, if David wants to stay, I have no problem with…”
“Well I do!” Vaniel hurled his spite in Bruce’s direction, which returned the stolid
expression to Bruce’s face. “What I got to be sayin’, my boy don’t need hearin’, capice?”
The two men stared at each other in tense silence for a long moment. Bruce finally
broke the silence, his eyes never leaving Edward Vaniel’s. “It’s okay, David. If your
father wants to speak to me alone, then I’ll be happy to oblige him.”
David studied the sardonic look on Bruce’s face for a few seconds, then finally got up
and headed for the door. As he reached out for the door handle, he glanced back at the
two of them, still locked eye to eye. “You’re sure?”
“Yes,” Bruce replied calmly at the exact same moment as Vaniel shouted “GET
OUT!”
David slowly shook his head, shooting a last, scornful look at his father before
opening the door and calmly walking out into the hall. He momentarily considered
staying right outside the door in the hopes of overhearing something, but he knew he
couldn’t. His father would probably waste his last ounce of strength to get out of bed
and kill him, but that wasn’t what stopped him; it was Bruce Wayne. It would be flat
out rude to betray the man who had put up with so much just because he’d asked. He
hoped that whatever it was his father had to say was worth the time out of Wayne’s
busy schedule. So he walked over to the nurse’s station, called his office once to check
in, then waited patiently by the nurse’s desk.
Ten minutes later, the door to Edward Vaniel’s room flung open so hard that the
door handle slammed against the inside wall of the room, causing more than a few
nurses and patients to jump. Bruce Wayne came storming out into the hall, an angry
expression etching his face.
No, it wasn’t anger, David Vaniel realized as he hurried over to talk to him. It was
rage. Pure, white-hot rage.
“M-Mr. Wayne?”
Wayne didn’t answer, didn’t even acknowledge David’s existence. He stormed up
the hall toward the elevators with long, determined strides. David raced up the hall
after him, firing questions at his back. “Mr. Wayne? What happened?! What did he
say?!? Mr. Wayne?!”
But the answers never came. David skidded to a halt just outside the elevators as the
doors started to close. The last thing he saw before the polished metal doors thunked
closed in front of his nose was the expression on Bruce Wayne’s face—an expression of
absolute hatred that would haunt his nightmares for years to come.

Later that night, the Batmobile roared into the cave, coming to an abrupt, screeching
halt on the giant turntable where it normally rested. Before the engine had even
wound down, Batman stepped out of the car and marched to the main workstation, his
face still locked in the mask of frozen hatred that Bruce Wayne wore earlier that
afternoon.
“What the hell was that about?!” Nightwing exclaimed, following swiftly (although
he waited for the passenger hatch to open completely before climbing out of the car).
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Batman ignored him as he reached the main console and slid into the massive chair
in front of it. Nightwing stormed up behind him.
“Hey! I’m serious! What the hell has gotten into you?!”
Batman’s eyes stared intently at the screen as his fingers started tapping on the
console’s keyboard. “What are you talking about?”
“What am I talking about?!” Nightwing repeated in disbelief. “The Riddler! What do
you think I’m talking about?!”
“What about him?” Batman growled.
“Oh, I don’t know,” he replied sarcastically. “Don’t you think you were a little…
harsh on him?”
“No.”
Nightwing’s disbelief was quickly turning into exasperation. “Then do you mind
telling me exactly what he did to deserve—”
“He tried to run,” Batman responded nonchalantly, cutting him off.
“’Tried to run?!’ Of course, he tried to run! He always tries to run. They ALL try to
run. Hell, half the innocent victims you save from certain death try to run, Bruce!”
Batman grunted at the sound of his name, then replied as he kept typing. “And next
time, The Riddler will think twice before running.”
Nightwing’s jaw dropped open further, then snapped shut as he reached out and
grabbed Batman’s shoulder, spinning him and the chair around to face him. “Well,
that next time is going to be a long way off, considering you broke both of his legs!”
For just an instant, there was a flicker in Batman’s eyes, the briefest hint of…
something deep within him. Nightwing saw it, but before he could figure out what it
was, Batman swung his chair back around toward the monitor. “There were innocents
in harm’s way. I did what I had to do.”
That should have been it. It was Batman’s final declaration—the ultimate trump
card whenever anyone questioned his tactics. Protection of the Innocents. And any
means to that end were acceptable, short of murder.
That should have been it. And in years past, it would have been. Just a few short
years ago, Nightwing—or rather, Dick Grayson—would have thrown his hands up and
shouted “FINE!” or “Whatever!” before storming out of the cave, hopping into his
mini-jet, and flying back to Titan’s Tower to confer with Wally, Roy or Donna about
what a flaming prick his former mentor had become. But that was years ago. He and
Bruce had come so far since those days. They had finally gotten to that point of mutual
acceptance, mutual understanding and, most importantly, mutual respect. They’d
moved so far beyond the “I did what I had to do” crap.
That should have been it… except that Dick knew there was more to this whole
argument than what was being said. There was something else going on in Bruce’s
head—something eating him up inside. He didn’t know what it was but he knew the
cause. And it finally registered what Dick had seen in that flicker in Bruce’s eyes just
moments before.
Pain.
Dick took a silent, deep breath, then reached up and removed the mask from his
face. He stepped up behind Bruce slowly and spoke in a low, even tone.
“What happened at the meeting today?”
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Batman’s fingers froze for a half-second over the keys, then he started typing again.
“Which meeting?”
He was being purposefully stubborn and Dick had to fight his impulse to get snide
again. He knew it wouldn’t help. “The meeting with the guy at the hospital,” he said
patiently.
This time, Batman’s fingers stopped completely, frozen over the keys.
“Nothing.”
“C’mon, Bruce,” Dick replied softly. “It obviously wasn’t ‘nothing.’ Alfred said
everything started—”
“Alfred said?” Bruce snapped, and Dick knew he’d said the wrong thing. “Is that
what this was?” Bruce asked harshly, turning his head slightly to glare back over his
shoulder. “Is that why you just happened to show up tonight to go on patrol with me?”
“He was worried about you, Bruce.”
“He worries too much.” Batman turned back to the console.
“It seems to me he worries just the right amount, considering what happened
tonight.”
Batman simply grunted and started typing again.
“Seriously, Bruce, I’ve never seen you like that before. I’ve never seen you that
vicious, even during Hell Mon—”
In one instantaneous motion, Batman spun the chair around and leapt to his feet, his
face contorted in rage as he pointed into Nightwing’s face and howled “Don’t you
fucking DARE bring them into this!!”
Nightwing recoiled like he’d been shot. He stared in absolute shock. In all of their
years together, in all of the time Dick was growing up in the manor, through his
training as Robin, his rebellious teens and defiant twenties, through all of the fights
they’d had over the years… Dick had never, ever heard Bruce curse like that.
It wasn’t like he was offended by it—he’d lived with Wally and Roy for far too long
for a word like “fuck” to offend him. He’d even worked it into his own daily
vocabulary once he’d left the manor. But coming out of Batman’s mouth… coming out
of Bruce’s mouth that way…
This was worse than he or Alfred had ever imagined. For the first time in a long,
long time, Dick was scared. Not scared of Bruce. Scared for Bruce.
Realizing that they’d both just been standing there staring at each other for several
seconds, Dick finally spoke in a quiet, questioning voice. “Bruce?”
Batman suddenly deflated, the anger and rage washing away. He sat back down in
his chair and spun back to the console like nothing had happened. Except, Dick
noticed, this time he didn’t start typing again. He just sat there in the chair, staring at
the screen. Dick tried to control the heavy breaths he hadn’t realized he’d been sucking
in. He straightened himself up and slowly approached the back of Batman’s chair. He
reached out and gently placed a hand on Batman’s shoulder. “Bruce?”
Under his hand, he felt the shoulders slump ever so slightly and Bruce’s head bowed
a fraction of an inch. Then, just as quickly, he stiffened again, sitting up straight.
“Edward Vaniel.” Batman’s voice was flat, almost mechanical.
“What?”
“The ‘guy at the hospital.’ His name is Edward Vaniel.”
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He tapped a few keys on the control panel and a large file popped up on the screen.
He stood, glancing up at the file, and Dick stepped forward to stand next to him.
“Vaniel, Edward. a.k.a. ‘Easy Eddie.’ Career criminal with reputed mob ties…”
Dick listened intently as Batman droned on in a flat monotone. He knew Bruce well
enough to see what was happening: whatever this was, it hurt immensely and Bruce
was doing the one thing that came naturally in order to handle it—he switched into
Detective mode. Viewing this like any other case was a way of sheltering himself.
Dick wasn’t sure where this was all leading, but he listened as Bruce rattled off the
important details of the profile: life history, family history, criminal record—including
the fact that Batman had been the one responsible for Vaniel’s thirteen year
incarceration… answers to all of the crucial questions, except one.
“So, why did he contact you?” Dick asked lightly.
“He’s dying. Simultaneous lung and pancreatic cancer,” Batman said dully. “His
doctors say he’s got less than a month.” Then the tone changed. He glanced at Dick
before continuing like a lecturing professor. “As you know, many terminally ill
patients will spend some of their last days trying to either right the wrongs they feel
were done to them in life, or trying to correct their mistakes.”
“Revenge or Absolution,” Dick confirmed. “Death’s Double Whammy. So why
would he… Wait. Don’t tell me he knew who you were?! I mean, you said that
Batman was the one who sent him up the river and—”
“No,” Bruce interrupted with an eerie detachment. “Bruce Wayne is who he
wanted. Not Batman.”
“What did Bruce Wayne ever do to him?”
They stood in tense silence for a second before Batman finally responded.
“Eddie Vaniel wasn’t looking for revenge on Bruce Wayne,” he said simply.
“Absolution? For what?”
Bruce leaned forward and tapped a few keys on the console, bringing up a different
file on the large screen.
“The one crime for which he was never caught.”
Dick glanced up at the screen, his eyes widening in shock.
Casefile:
00000-001
Crime:
Double Homicide
Victims:
Wayne, Thomas
Wayne, Martha
Assailant:
UNKNOWN
Case Status: OPEN
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CHAPTER 2: THE NIGHT IN QUESTION
When I was ten, my parents were shot to death in a small time mugging; it happened
right in front of me.
For years after that night, that thought defined me. It dominated my thoughts, my
hopes, my ambitions, it permeated everything I did. My entire world became about
their deaths—and my grief. I traveled the world to escape the pain. I trained my body
to channel the anger. I trained my mind to try to answer the questions that couldn’t be
answered: How did this happen? Who was this man that took my parents from me?
What drives a man to do something like that?
Why me?
The thought of that night drove me to a great many things. It did not, however,
“create” Batman. I’ve come to understand that Batman was borne of something much
deeper, much more intrinsic—my inherent sense of Justice. What happened to me,
what happened to them, should not have happened. I wanted to do as much as a man
can do to prevent it ever happening again. Would I have still become Batman had my
parents never been killed? Who can say? But their deaths weren’t the reason I became
what I became. It was a catalyst that started me down the path.
Throughout all my years on this path, the one crime I’ve never been able to solve
was the most personal for me: the death of my own parents. As good as I’ve become at
what I do—as good as I could ever become—I’ve realized that I may never find the
truth. It has nothing to do with a lack of ability. It is a simple function of time and
place. Evidence collection in those days was nowhere near what it is today, and there’s
a decided lack of usable material.
Notes of the crime scene: one .45 caliber semi-auto handgun; powder burns on the
vics’ clothing indicate shot at close range; incomplete, broken string of pearls at scene
indicate a handful of pearls were taken (see Witness Statement 7263876 written on
behalf of juvenile witness—Wayne, Bruce by Officer M.Cure), other jewelry left on
victims indicate haste of perpetrator’s retreat; wallet, stained with blood, emptied, found
several blocks away.
A decided lack of usable material.
Several years ago, I thought I’d come close—a career criminal who used to “work”
that part of the city, a man named Joe Chill. I spent months scouring the facts, hitting
the streets tracking and re-tracking the clues to find out for sure. Unfortunately, Chill
was killed before I ever got a positive answer. If he was the one that did it, he took it to
his grave. For years, I’d accepted that he was the true culprit, but a part of me would
never accept it completely, not without absolute, confirmable proof.
When I was ten, my parents were shot to death in a small time mugging; it happened
right in front of me.
That thought drove me to become a detective.
And the Detective would never accept an absolute answer without absolute,
irrefutable proof.
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“Dear God…” Dick uttered softly, his eyes still glued to the screen. After a few
seconds of brutal silence, he glanced over at Bruce. “Is it…? I mean, could it really
be…? Is it him?”
Bruce muttered something unintelligible, his eyes staring down at the keyboard as if
he was unable to look at the screen.
“Bruce? Is it him?”
“I don’t know,” Bruce clarified, his body rigidly still.
“Is it possible? Was there any indication if he was telling the truth?”
“I don’t know.”
“Did he have any details, anything at all that would point to—”
Bruce’s head suddenly jerked upward, his face twisted again with fury as he howled
at Dick’s face. “I DON’T…” Just as suddenly, the rage melted, a blank almost
expressionless stare settling in as he finished flatly, “…know.”
Dick studied that stare, a cold pit forming in his stomach. It was that empty,
emotionless expression, a look he’d seen only once before. It wasn’t during a Hell
Month or an interrogation when the clock was ticking on a timebomb and precious
lives hung in the balance, it wasn’t confronting Joker, even after he’d killed Jason, it
wasn’t even when the specter of the Wayne murders was raised once before with that
lowlife Chill… It was an hour ago, when Batman calmly and quietly snapped Riddler’s
femur.
Dick stepped toward him, placing a hand on his mentor’s shoulder. “Bruce?”
“We didn’t exactly get that far,” he replied in a cold, mechanical tone. Then he
turned and stalked off toward the costume vault.
“You didn’t… Bruce? What do you mean ‘get that far?’” Dick called after him.
“In the conversation,” Bruce growled over his shoulder, a strange venom in his
voice. “We never really got to the point of… details.”
Dick stared. They never got to the details? How was that possible? This was
Batman they were talking about. Batman always got the details, especially when it
came to murder. Batman would hold onto anything for as long as it took to unearth
every last possible detail…
In his mind’s eye, he saw that face again, cold and emotionless, staring out from
under Batman’s cowl. There was something more to this, something deeper. Dick
started to follow to the vault, but a soft voice stopped him.
“Don’t.”
He turned, and saw Selina coming from the shadows.
“Let me take this one,” she said quietly.
She’d stepped from the shadows, but also from the direction of Alfred’s elevator,
making it unclear how long she’d been there and how much she might have heard.
“No. You don’t understand,” Dick started to object, but she shook her head and he
found himself trailing off as his eyes followed the path to the costume vault where
Bruce had disappeared. “You don’t understand,” he repeated in a whisper.
“I understand fine,” she said definitely. “A guy with a rap sheet the length of a
phonebook has to see Bruce Wayne—not Batman but Bruce Wayne—on his
deathbed—and Bruce comes back breathing hellfire. You telling me the possibility
didn’t even occur to you?”
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“No… Hell, I still can’t believe it,” he said dully. He was struggling with his own
thoughts too much to really process what she’d said, and some inner core of his brain
was answering mechanically, almost the way Bruce had done. “We had… There was a
guy, years ago, a two-bit thug. His name was Chill. He claimed to know who Batman
really was. Bragged to a bunch of his cronies that he’d ‘created’ Batman by killing
someone close to him, and before he got any further, they thanked him with 9 slugs to
the chest. I always thought that was it. Chill did it, Chill was dead; case closed.”
Selina said nothing. It just wasn’t important to her. What Dick knew, what he
thought he knew, how that might have kept him from connecting the dots as she had,
none of it really mattered. What mattered was that he was bungling it. Bruce was a
raw nerve, and much as Dick wanted to help, he was slicing that exposed nerve with a
razor then bashing it with his fist. So she said nothing. She didn’t want to make it
worse by becoming confrontational—as long as he stayed out of her way. But she
wasn’t about to let him start “managing” things—and especially her—however noble
his motives, and it seemed like that’s exactly what he was determined to do.
“Selina, this is worse than anything I’ve ever seen,” he was saying. “Different than
anything I’ve seen, even when Jason died. Now, I’ve made my way in, but anyone else
tries to talk to him right now, I honestly think he may lose it—lose it to the point where
we’ll never get him back.”
She shook her head.
“Richard, I’m very fond of you, I really am. I consider you and Tim, Barbara and
Cassie to be family just as much as Bruce and Alfred. And I know you love him, and I
know you’ve been through hell together, and I know you’ve known him longer than I
have. But believe me when I tell you, he isn’t going to ‘lose it,’ and if you ‘honestly
think’ he could, you are frankly not worthy to be standing in this cave tonight calling
him by his name. Now please, Richard, let me take this one.”
“Selina, you have no idea what you’re dealing with. He broke Riddler’s legs.”
“I know. Barbara called, that’s how I knew you guys would be getting back about
now.”
“Yeah, well, she didn’t see his face when—Wait, you know?! That doesn’t scare
the—I mean, you’re not a little— This isn’t—”
“Yes I know and no it doesn’t, no I’m not and no it isn’t. Look, Dick, it’s not that I’m
unfazed by this. It just doesn’t shake my faith in a few fundamental truths of the
universe. Bruce is a good man. When something hits, he might go off in such a way
that even Superman gets edgy, but that is a part of who he is and I accept it. He won’t
go too far; that’s part of who he is too.”
“Selina! He broke the man’s legs.”
“There’s no need to keep repeating that, Dick, I am perfectly capable of retaining
information for more than fifteen seconds. Do you know Eddie has never once
forgotten my birthday in all the time we’ve known each other? If he’s in Arkham, if
he’s in hiding, if I’m in Zurich, no matter what, I get a phone call or a card or a gift. So
don’t think I’m not twice as upset about what happened tonight as you are. I am.
Truth be told, two, maybe three percent of what happened out there might have been
my fault.”
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“Because you call him ‘Eddie?’” Dick remarked, as amused as he could be under the
circumstances.
“No, not quite,” Selina said sadly. “Because you were wrong earlier. We don’t all
run.”

The front doors of Wayne Manor were constructed in 1866 out of the sturdiest
Georgia pine. Returning Union soldiers needed jobs, and Bruce’s ancestor, the
architect B. Andrew Wayne stepped up, creating a myriad of building projects
including a massive renovation of the manor. As a gesture to the recovering Southern
economy, he bought Southern materials whenever he could. Hence the front doors,
doorframe, and most of the foyer arch were all built from the hardest, strongest and
heaviest woods he had at his disposal. This was lucky. For the force with which his
decedent pulled the door open on returning from Gotham Memorial Hospital was not
sufficient to yank it off its hinges, nor did the slam that followed penetrate to the
surrounding walls, shaking paintings on their hangers or sprinkling plaster dust from
the moldings.
It did make one hell of a noise, which Selina heard in the morning room and went to
investigate. She saw Bruce in the hall, storming towards the study (and, she guessed,
to the grandfather clock and the cave).
“Stay away from me,” he snarled over his shoulder.
She recoiled, the ferocity in the voice freezing her legs mid-step and jolting her
heartbeat into a thumping triple-time. The racing in her chest continued, but her
movement resumed after only a second’s hesitation and she reached the study just as
Bruce reached the clock.
“Of course,” he said under his breath, then turned fully, positioning his body as a
barrier between her and the clock. “If I said ‘follow,’ would that get you to leave me
alone?” he spat bitterly.
“Something has obviously happened,” she said gently, doing her best to ignore the
fiery hatred raging in his eyes.
Nothing was said for a long moment. Then, eerily, that blazing hatred vanished,
snuffed out in a fraction of a second like a candle’s flame pinched by wet fingers. The
expression that replaced it was infinitely more unnerving… Void. Beyond coldness or
control or detachment, there was only a lifeless, soulless void. What Shakespeare
called dead coals.
“Yes, something obviously happened,” he said dully. “I’m going to be… occupied
for a while.”
Then a totally unconvincing film of emotion appeared in his eyes, just covering the
dead emptiness, and his voice took on an equally unconvincing veneer of tenderness as
he added, “And you have to go.”
“We tried that once, it didn’t work,” Selina said gently.
Bruce shook his head. She was alluding ever so delicately to their second Hell
Month together, when he’d sent her to Paris because he didn’t want Selina, the woman
he loved, to see the part of him that emerged in those weeks leading up to the
anniversary. This was something very different.
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“There’s no need to go that far,” he murmured, thinking of Paris. “Just move into
the penthouse for a while…”
This was very different indeed. Selina, the woman he loved, was also Catwoman, a
thief and a criminal.
“It’s not safe for you to be around me right now,” he concluded grimly.

“Then you’ve seen it” Dick breathed. “That look, that ‘void.’ Selina, that’s what’s
got me freaked, not the violence. I’ve seen Psychobat break a guy’s legs before… And
ribs, lot of broken ribs… And a jaw. I’ve… God, I’ve broken a good few myself. But
that, that coldness, that dead, empty coldness… You weren’t afraid at that point?
Honestly, even a little?”
“No. I wasn’t and I’m not. Startled for a moment, but… not afraid. Never afraid.
And that’s why I have to be the one to talk to him right now. Go upstairs, Dick,
please. Have a drink. I imagine you need one. We’ll be up in ten, fifteen minutes.”
He sighed. A part of him wanted to argue, but something about her confidence held
him back. The sheer tonnage of the night’s shocks was catching up with him. It had
started while Selina was talking, brick by brick dropping onto his back… Alfred’s call.
Riddler’s beating. That look on Batman’s face as he did it. The return to the cave.
Batman’s rage. Bruce’s pain. Then the shock of that final revelation: Casefile 001… By
the time Selina finished talking, Dick felt too weighed down to continue with her, let
alone going another round with Bruce. Batman had taught him how to set aside
personal frustrations, and that personal pain, for the sake of others—to put the safety
of others above your own concerns, always. Dick had never been as successful as
Bruce in that regard. Instead, he developed an instinct to funnel that energy into
saving the ones in trouble. Now, Bruce was that person in trouble…
But Batman had also taught him to use the best tool, or more appropriately, the best
person available for the task at hand. Maybe Selina really was the better choice to talk
to Bruce right now—or maybe that was a convenient excuse his beleaguered psyche
had come up with to get him out of the cave. He didn’t know. And he was so weary,
he didn’t care. He nodded wearily and started for the stairs, muttering under his
breath how he wasn’t allowed upstairs in costume… He trailed off, not bothering with
the barb about getting grounded if Alfred caught him. The attempt at humor was as
pointless as it was unfunny. Maybe Selina had a point about that drink.
Selina watched him go, then she turned and headed to the costume vault. She
entered just as Bruce was sliding the cowl over the false head that held it in place.
“I told you to go,” he said without turning.
“And it’s so rare that I won’t do what I’m told,” she smiled. “Bruce, what happened
at the hospital?”
“I told you to go,” he repeated. “Selina, please, I can’t… I… I can’t deal with this,
with you right now. I said—”
“Yes, I know. You said it’s not safe to be around you. And when that didn’t work,
Psychobat reiterated the point by breaking Eddie’s legs—And yes, before you say it, I
know that was ninety-nine percent everything else that’s going on right now—but I
also know that a tiny fraction of it, maybe just one tenth of a percent, was for me.”
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“I didn’t target Nigma. He targeted the Midnight Special,” Bruce said savagely.
“I’m not disputing that,” she replied calmly. “I just think it would have been better
for whoever Batman ran into tonight if they were someone who’d never sent me a
birthday card… Bruce, what happened at the hospital?”
“This has NOTHING TO DO WITH YOU, YOU IMPOSSIBLE—” he shouted, then
dropped his head and spoke in a flat monotone. “Just go.”
“Bruce… anything that affects you like this does have quite a lot to do with me now.
Please, don’t expect me to stand by and watch this like it’s nothing, because that’s not
going to happen.”
He froze. The moment’s respite talking about Nigma had actually been a relief.
Now it all descended again.
“I can’t… not now,” he repeated through clenched teeth.
“I’m not something you have to ‘deal with.’ I can help. Now you told Dick that you
never got to details with Vaniel. Tell me why. Tell me what happened.”
Dick’s question “Why didn’t you get that far?” and now Selina’s “Tell me what
happened?” Bruce closed his eyes against it, the scene replaying in his head…

The door closed behind David Vaniel as he walked out into the hallway. Bruce
turned back to the bed where Vaniel Senior was still staring spitefully at the door.
“Your son is a fine man,” Bruce said cordially.
“My son… is a worthless piece of shit.” Edward coughed raggedly a few times, then
rasped “just like his whore of a mother.”
Bruce raised an eyebrow but said nothing; Vaniel stared back, a light smirk crossing
his face.
“I’m sorry, did I offend you or sumptin’? I ain’t never been one to sugar-coat shit,
Wayne. His mother was a worthless bitch who din’t have better sense than ta get
involved with a joe like me. She never did nothin’ with her life and she passed her
stupid, doughy-headed ideas onto that feeble son of ours.”
“He put himself through law school.”
“Well whoopy-fuckin’-doo!” Vaniel spat. “All the sense I tried to beat into that
boy… tried to teach him to be his own man, to be sumptin’ special… and he goes and
becomes just another shyster in this gawd-awful city fulluv’em.”
“Better that he become just another criminal?” Bruce asked pointedly.
Vaniel tried angrily to pull himself up in the bed, saliva spraying from his mouth.
“Fuck you! Fuck you, you rich, pretty-boy faggot!” Finally succumbing to his own
weakness, he collapsed back onto the pillows and stared at Bruce with venomous eyes.
“Don’t you dare fuckin’ judge me! I did the best I could to put food on the table, to
provide for my family. We weren’t all born with silver spoons up our damn noses, you
fuck. Some of us… *gasp* had to scrape by… *gasp* with what we could…” Vaniel
scrambled around the bed for his breath mask, finally finding it and taking in a few
lung-fulls of oxygen.
“I know a vast number of people in this world are in rough situations, Mister Vaniel.
But not all of them turn to criminal enterprises in order to support their families. You
need look no further than your own son for proof of that.”
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Vaniel glared at him over the edge of the mask, then slowly shook his head. “This
ain’t goin’ quite the way I hoped it would go…” he rasped under the mask.
“Perhaps it would go better if you came to the point,” Bruce said evenly.
“I’m getting there. I’m getting there,” Vaniel managed between labored, sucking
exchanges with the oxygen mask. “Will get there a whole lot quicker without any
more judge-fuckin-mental interruptions from a ball-less, ivory-tower sack of shit that
never worked a day at a man’s job.”
“Law-abiding and educated being antithetical to your idea of manhood,” Bruce
observed dryly.
“Fuck you,” Vaniel weased, a casual aside as he considered the oxygen mask. He
took a deep final inhale, coughed twice, then set it aside. “Real men gotta…” It didn’t
work, and he cursed without sound as he reached for the mask again. “Real men gotta
make tough choices,” he resumed. “Not Hahvard or Yale, while ya pass the fuckin’
pheasant. We don’t all get our lives laid out fer’us by some blueblood mommy and
daddy.”
Bruce leaned forward and gripped the bar at the end of Edward’s hospital bed,
staring at him. “Due respect, Mister Vaniel, but with all your talk about me not
knowing anything about your family, you’ve forfeited your right to talk about mine,”
he seethed.
“I know more about your family than you think,” Vaniel rasped.
The two men stared at each other for a tense moment. The bar at the end of the bed
began to creak under Bruce’s grip.
“What are you talking about?”
A saddened grin washed over Vaniel’s gaunt features. “I’m talking about your
parents, boy.”
The bar creaked louder for a moment until Bruce released his grip. He straightened
himself up and adjusted his tie. “This conversation is over,” he announced and headed
for the door. Edward watched Bruce walk away, knowing that his one chance was
slipping away. He pulled the oxygen mask away from his face and rasped as loud as
his crippled lungs would allow.
“I killed ‘em.”
Bruce froze. After a long moment, he slowly turned back to face the dying man.
“I did it,” Vaniel repeated. “I shot your parents.”
With startling speed, Bruce suddenly shot to the side of the bed, his large hand
grabbing the front of Vaniel’s hospital gown and yanking the frail man up off of the
bed. The monitor beside the bed started beeping in a faster, erratic rhythm. Their faces
mere inches apart, Edward saw an all-too-familiar burning behind Bruce’s eyes.
“What did you say?” Bruce growled in purest hate.
“That night, in the alley. You and your… parents…” he started coughing raggedly,
his whole body convulsing. Bruce held firm to the paper gown, holding him in place.
“Why…?” Bruce growled through gritted teeth.
Vaniel coughed a few more times, then finally managed to speak through strained
breaths with as much defiance his broken body would allow. “You were all strolling
through that alley like you owned the whole damn city. Dressed in your finest…
*hrk*”
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He was cut off as Bruce’s hand instantly shifted from the gown to his throat. “NO!
Why did you tell me that!”
“I… I… just… thought… you had a… a right… to know…”
Bruce’s grip tightened. Edward struggled, gasping for breath, but the grip was like
iron. A cough started low in his chest and tried to work its way up, but was caught at
the hand on his throat. His whole body spasmed violently, his frail hands attempting
to claw at Bruce’s arm but failing. The monitor beeped more rapidly, more erratically,
and somewhere deep inside, Bruce knew there was only a few seconds before
Edward’s heart rate reached the point where the monitor would alert the nursing staff.
He tightened his grip even more for a few seconds, his face twisted with rage, then
slammed the frail body down onto the mattress, finally releasing his grip. Edward’s
body continued to spasm as he coughed violently, dark red blood spilling out of his
mouth. Bruce just stared at the pathetic form flailing on the bed, his jaw clenched so
tightly that his teeth were groaning in protest. Without a word, Bruce spun back
toward the door and stormed out, nearly yanking the door off of its hinges as he flung
it open.
As he heard the distant sound of his son calling after Bruce Wayne, Edward finally
got his breathing back under control. He wiped the blood from his chin with the back
of his hand and held the oxygen mask over his face. Under the mask, he muttered
quietly.
“Maybe he’s got a pair after all…”

“Now do you understand?” Bruce murmured, an emotional wreck after the telling.
“When I said ‘not safe’… when I…”
“Shh, it’s okay,” Selina said gingerly. “Bruce, look at me. You’re going to be okay.
Take it slow.”
He didn’t turn to look. He didn’t speak again. He just stood facing the wall and the
false head with the Batman cowl resting on it. Selina could feel the waves of dark
intensity radiating from him, but she said nothing. Like she told Dick, he had his own
way of coping. He went inward, sometimes with an intensity that could bend light.
The trick was to not get freaked out by it. The trick was remembering that the superdense intensity at the heart of that black hole was still Bruce.
“Take it slow,” she repeated softly.
Hell, it was the most concentrated essence of what made Bruce the man that he
was—which was the man that she loved—which might be the reason she would never
react to that dark, hellish intensity like anyone else.
He made a noise. It wasn’t a grunt, a sob, or a sigh. It was a kind of raspy rumble as
he inhaled, and she realized he’d been performing a breathing exercise since he
finished the story.
Going inward. That was his way.
The trick was not to leave him in there. That’s what the rest of them did, and that’s
why the Batcave had eaten two stars by the time she’d moved in.
The silent minute turned into two and then three. Then, without any transition and
without turning from the Batman head, Bruce finally spoke.
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“I just left,” he said intently, a sudden wave of frustration blotting out the greater
pain for a moment. “Maybe the only chance I’d ever have t— and I, I just left. I had
to… I had— Selina, I swear to God, I had to leave that room or I’d have killed him right
there.”
“Bruce,” she said quietly, “the last sound I want to make tonight is ‘pfft,’ but you’ve
got to work with me here. What you’re saying is… actually… quite absurd. You
weren’t going to kill him… because you don’t kill.”
“Batman doesn’t kill,” he said slowly. “But Bruce Wayne might.”
She stared for a long moment. When she finally responded, her tone was solemn but
the words were more light-hearted than either of them were expecting.
“You know, there are those out there who say that you’re just as crazy as the ones
you send to Arkham. They’re fools who don’t know anything about you beyond ‘black
cape’ and ‘big fist.’ I’ve certainly never held to that theory. But it’s comments like that
that make some of the people who do know you wonder sometimes.”
Bruce spun and glared, a mixture of rage and confusion on his face.
“’Pfft’ doesn’t begin to cover it, Bruce! It really doesn’t. What you just said is
absolute bullshit.” She stopped and sighed. “And you know it is. Of course ‘Bruce
Wayne’ wouldn’t kill him, because it’s not about ‘Batman’ or ‘Bruce Wayne’—it’s all
YOU. YOU don’t kill… and you never will, m’love.”
Bruce’s head dropped as he replied almost silently, “How can you be sure?”
“Well, Joker’s in Arkham and not a coffin, that’s the obvious one,” she answered
instantly. “But more to the point… Bruce, you didn’t kill him, that’s how I know. You
stormed out of the room, scared Alfred, scared Dick and broke Eddie’s legs. But you
did leave that room.”
He flinched at an unspoken memory, but slowly looked back up. Selina took a
tentative step towards him.
“When you decided staying would have meant wringing his neck, you left. Bruce,
how clear do you want it?”
“I’d never felt that before. Even with Joker,” he said hoarsely. “I… I wanted to kill
him. I honestly did.”
“You wanted to. But you didn’t need to. And that’s how I know.”
“Semantics,” he said gruffly.
“No,” Selina replied patiently. “Semantics is that bullshit from before, ‘Batman
won’t kill but Bruce Wayne might.’ This isn’t semantics, this is ‘different words have
different meanings and those differences matter.’ If you needed to, then I’d be
worried. Wanting to means that you had a choice. And I know—Bruce, with every
fiber of my being, I know—that when you have a choice, you come out on the right
side. You’re so consistent, it’s frankly unattractive.”
Bruce considered the words.
“Downright infuriating,” she added, with a loving grin.
“Why did you send Dick to the showers?” he graveled, the abrupt change of subject
and tone hinting, for the briefest moment, that whatever else was happening,
Psychobat still wanted all questions answered, and all answers duly catalogued,
annotated, and cross-referenced.
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“Because Dick doesn’t consider your absolute, unqualified, relentless, inflexible,
uncompromising, non-negotiable, pig-headed-stubborn commitment to doing the right
thing to be infuriating and unattractive. And what you needed to hear had to come
from someone who does.”
Feline logic, Bruce thought miserably. That’s what this evening needed.
“He’s upstairs now,” Selina said, reaching for his hand to lead him from the vault.
“And he’ll want to talk, if you’re up to it.”
Bruce glanced absently down at her hand but strode past her and out into the cave
proper. “I’m not. But I will,” he replied blankly. A few steps into the cave, he paused,
looking towards the trophy room and the safe beyond hidden behind a hologram wall.
“Go up and send him down here. There’s a lot of work to be done, and no time to
waste.”
“Do you want me to help?” Selina asked quietly, following his eyes and guessing the
investigation to come.
The only answer was another rasping rumble as Bruce exhaled and a cold emptiness
in his eyes that Shakespeare called dead coals.

Witness Statement
Written on behalf of juvenille witness—Wayne, Bruce by Officer
M. Cure
On return from the Park Row Theatre at approx 22.00 hrs on
Friday Jan 21st in company of parents Thomas and Martha Wayne.
Wayne, Bruce witnessed the shooting of parents.
Attack took
place in back alley of Park Row N leading to main boulevard.
Victims were held at gunpoint by unidentified man who demanded
money and jewelry. Money was handed over but assailant panicked
and shot and killed witness’s father, witness’s mother Martha
Wayne screamed.
Assailant then shot and killed her too and
pulled pearl necklace from around her neck. Man then ran from
scene towards the main boulevard. Witness was left unharmed.
“I don’t need to read it,” Bruce said flatly, sliding the photocopy of a photocopy into
a folder and placing it precisely on the computer console between Dick and Selina. It
was just after midnight. Bruce and Dick were still in costume, apart from masks and
gloves. Workstation One, the ledge beside it and the inviolate space where Alfred
would set the dinner tray were all strewn with crinkled police reports, sealed evidence
bags with yellowing type-written tags, an old-fashioned cassette player and a stack of
government wiretaps, and two items completely out of place among this produce of
criminal investigation: a Cat-Tales mug and a Catitat mug, each placed a careful
distance from the paperwork but conspicuously handy to Bruce and Dick’s respective
workspace.
Neither man had wanted the cocoa and Selina didn’t especially want to make it, but
it had become obvious that Bruce wanted to get something from the safe. He kept
glancing towards the trophy room, and then, without actually looking at her, his jaw
set in that old rooftop grimace, the one when he was really upset with her. She figured
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Dick’s presence wasn’t a problem, since Dick didn’t know the safe existed. Bruce
getting up from the console and walking west would mean nothing to him. Bruce
could be going to the med lab, the costume vault, the filing cabinets, even the
gymnasium. He could just be stretching his legs; Dick wouldn’t even notice. Nor
would he notice (or care) if Bruce brought back another file from wherever he’d gone.
It was only Selina who could attach any importance to the phenomenon, because only
Selina knew he had a very secret safe with his most personal belongings…
So she went up to the kitchen and made cocoa. It was a silly excuse and she felt like
an idiot doing it. It was such a stupid, girly thing to do, making cocoa. Catwoman: the
Feline Fatale, Catwoman: the untamable, Catwoman: claws, whip, and attitude, was
going up to the kitchen to make cocoa, for Bast’s sake! But then, for just a split second
when she set Bruce’s mug down, she caught a flash of something other than void in his
eyes. It wasn’t gratitude or even acknowledgement. She didn’t really know what it
was, but it was alive.
Dick had picked up the folder the moment Bruce set it down. He removed the
witness statement with reverent care and started to read while Selina walked the long
way around the back of the workstation until she came face-to-face with Bruce.
“I don’t need to read it,” he repeated in the hurried whisper one uses in a library or a
church. “Every word and detail is burned into my memory. Strange details. The word
juvenile is misspelled. The curious repetition of my mother’s name. ‘Witness’s mother
Martha Wayne screamed.’ I remember wondering about that when I was eleven. If
there was some technical reason for it, for legal purposes. But then it should say ‘shot
and killed witness’s father Thomas Wayne,’ so that couldn’t be it…”
He stopped and flushed.
“When you’re eleven, you think there must be a reason,” he concluded.

When you’re eleven, you think there must be a reason. I looked at the back of the
paper in Dick’s hand, sucked into a vortex of memories… the day that envelope
arrived. Alfred didn’t want me to see it, so I snuck into his pantry when he was on the
phone. I’d recognized the return address: Melquoire, Brandt, and Huffman, the family
lawyer. A cover letter from Phillip Melquoire forwarding another letter from the
District Attorney and several sheets of police paperwork. It had been over a year
(actually it was 14 months and 11 days ) and the case had been reclassified. It was still
open, everyone stressed that. There was no statute of limitations on murder, everyone
stressed that. But no polite formula of words could blunt the hard reality: the murder
of my parents had been placed into a category where nobody expected it would ever be
solved.
I looked at the papers, photocopies of photocopies, not the original casefile that
Batman would obtain years later. It was that day in Alfred’s pantry that I first saw that
witness statement, what had actually been taken down that night from the sole witness
to the crime in those crucial first hours after the event.
‘Witness’s mother Martha Wayne screamed.’ I wondered why they wrote it that
way. When you’re eleven, you think there must be a reason. When you’re eleven, you
don’t realize that Officer M. Cure (whose first name was Marshall and who retired to
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Sarasota, Florida eight years ago) was halfway through the graveyard shift, typing on
an antiquated Underwood at one o’clock in the morning in front of a malfunctioning
radiator, trying to get through it so the butler that just showed up—and who has
butlers in this day and age—could take the kid home where they could at least get
them out of that shirt with the blood spatters on the sleeve that he keeps staring at…
The officers of the 38th Precinct did what they could that night, but from a detective’s
point of view, they didn’t leave us much. Dick was trying and he meant well, but this
wasn’t going to be nearly as easy as he was expecting. He was letting emotion color
what he knew as a crimefighter. What little evidence existed from Crime Alley, I had
exhausted years ago. We had to focus on the new lead, on Edward Vaniel, and that
was difficult for him to accept. For him, this was solving the murder of my parents.
Returning the favor, because I had done it for him.
What it was for Selina, I still don’t quite understand. All I know is I could not make
her leave the costume vault. I couldn’t get Dick out of the cave before that, but she did,
for a few minutes anyway. It didn’t give me much time alone, just a minute or two. A
part of me might’ve been grateful if she hadn’t come in herself as soon as she got rid of
Dick.
I wanted them both gone. I wanted to conduct my investigation alone and without
the incessant distraction and interference. I wanted to regain control of my mind, my
body, my cave, my mission, and most of all, over the most important case Batman
would ever have.
Dick was fairly easy; I knew what he wanted. He wanted to help me find my
parents’ killer the way I had done for him. I told him—truthfully—that the only way
to learn the truth about what happened in that alley was to forget it, to put the police
records aside and focus on the new variable. We would hit the streets, hunting down
any of Edward Vaniel’s associates from the old days, cutting a swath through the
Gotham underworld. I’d take the West Side down to Soho, the Village, and Tribecca.
Nightwing would take the East Side, NoLiTa, Chinatown and the docks. The chance
was slim, but he might come up with something. At the very least, it would get rid of
him for a few hours and let me work in peace.
Selina was more difficult, as always. I told her Dick would partner me on this, that
he’d earned the right. I’d helped him track down his parents’ killers, after all, and then
kept him from taking it too far when we found them. At about that same time, I
reminded her, she was helping herself to John Klondeff’s jade collection, so…
It was a harsh way to put it, but it wasn’t needlessly harsh. I did it for a reason.
Selina doesn’t apologize for her criminal past and she doesn’t back away from it. At
the same time, she wouldn’t want to argue for being a thief, not then, not in relation to
that case, so she did the only thing she could.
“Sure.”
She said it lightly, as if neither the refusal nor the reasoning behind it held any
importance for her… Of course it did, and of course there would be a price. I had no
idea how high, or how soon it would have to be paid. All I knew was I had achieved
my solitude at last, at least until I had to meet Nightwing on the Moxton Building to
hear what he had found.
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“Not much,” Nightwing announced, disgusted.
“This surprises you?” Batman asked stoically.
“I guess not. Well yeah, it did, but I guess it shouldn’t have. One of the pitfalls of
that life, short life spans.”
Batman grunted.
“Though strangely,” Nightwing continued, “the ones who are still around that did
know Vaniel were more… cooperative than I expected.”
“I don’t imagine he had too many friends, even in the criminal community,” Batman
stated flatly.
“That bad, huh?”
Out of the corner of his eye, Nightwing saw Batman bristle slightly, then the flat tone
returned. “But despite what little you found…?”
“One name kept popping up,” Nightwing confirmed. “From those ’reputed mob
ties,’ like it said on the quick sheet.”
“I found the same,” Batman graveled.
“One name, over and over,” Nightwing nodded.
“Carmine Falcone,” they said together.
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CHAPTER 3: CONNECTIONS
I began studying organized crime more than seven years before becoming Batman.
One of the first observations I made then is still true today: the Italian Mafia in Gotham
are the most famous gangsters in the world. There’s a romanticized history in movies
like the Godfather and Goodfellas. There’s the real history of thuggery and blackmail
called mano nero forming within the first waves of Sicilian immigrants; the
Castellamarese War for domination, Luciano Lansky and Seigel, Murder Incorporated,
and the rise of the Five Families… And there is a very murky present which often can’t
distinguish between the reality and fables of its own past.
Nowhere is that murky confusion more evident than in Carmine “The Roman”
Falcone.
To hear Falcone tell it, he became capo di tutti capi, the ‘boss of bosses,’ by ending a
bloody gang war: first helping his predecessor assassinate the previous don and then
killing him before he could move into the vacated position. No one seems to notice
that’s pretty much the Lucky Luciano story, setting up Joe Masseria for Sal Maranzano,
then killing Maranzano almost immediately afterwards. What makes the boast
particularly suspect in Falcone’s case is that ‘Roman’ in his name. He touts it now like
a badge of honor, but back then it was anything but. He had no personal ties to Sicily,
Calabria, or even Naples. He was a nobody. And at that time, an unconnected nobody
couldn’t hope to grab for power by killing a boss without support in Palermo.
So how did Falcone really come to power? Slowly. That’s the best answer I or the
FBI have ever been able to come up with. There was no single, startling act. Just years
of work, decades of it, running the toughest crew on the South Side and leveraging a
bloody reputation to consolidate power. As he took over the gambling, he let the
money flow freely to his men, ensuring loyalty. When he moved into prostitution, he
did the same. Drugs, he did the same. He chose which capos, soldiers, and associates
were worth buying and he bought them, it was that simple.
Edward Vaniel was not worth buying. At best, he was dumb muscle, hired help
Falcone used from time to time while he was building his empire. But what, if
anything, determined when he’d use an outsider like Vaniel? That’s what was
unclear. There was a connection, certainly, but it was vague. Maddeningly vague.
There was nothing flashy in Carmine Falcone. Hollywood could never make
anything of him and neither would Mafia legend, so at some point he started writing
his own. That’s when he became “The Roman,” like he was a Caesar. Even he’s begun
to believe his fable, but before he was The Roman, he was an ambitious nobody
scheming to become the strongest capo in Gotham. That’s when this strange undefined
connection formed with Edward Vaniel… and that’s why it was worth looking into.

“Infrared disengage,” Batman said sharply.
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There was a click as the voice-responsive lenses snapped into the off-position within
the cowl, and a sigh as Nightwing achieved the same effect by pulling his night vision
binoculars away from his face.
“We are screwed,” he announced flatly.
The Falcone compound in Massapequa was a fortress. Blockbuster’s headquarters in
Bludhaven, even Ra’s al Ghul’s castle in Istanbul had nothing on it—and that had a
moat! This was a well-designed mixture of classic proactive defenses and high-tech
gadgetry: patrolling guards and sophisticated cameras, massive stone walls concealing
intricate sensors with unknown capabilities. The old world style of the mansion and
wooded grounds belied the most advanced modern defenses, which Batman and
Nightwing supposed was the point. The same dichotomy had appeared in The
Roman’s Gotham City townhouse, but at least there they’d known what they were up
against.
After they’d met on the Moxton Building and confirmed that “The Roman” was the
one name that kept coming up in relation to Vaniel in both their investigations, they
both knew talking to Falcone was the next step. So they’d proceeded to the townhouse.
One of the reasons The Roman had become so successful in building and
maintaining his criminal empire was his tendency to do things differently than others
in the business of organized crime. His outsider status for so many years had given
him an outsider’s perspective. This allowed him to ignore the traditional ways of the
old world dons—at least in certain areas where it didn’t damage his prestige (although
he did have a tendency to overdo it in other areas to compensate). Most bosses in
Gotham and elsewhere still operated out of small rooms in the backs of restaurants,
“social clubs,” and other businesses. Carmine understood that these were glaring
beacons for law enforcement, so he moved his operations into a remarkably ordinary
townhouse in a small residential neighborhood in the heart of the city. Over the years,
he’d muscled out several other residents and filled much of the block with his own
people; not lieutenants or soldiers, no one directly involved in criminal enterprises, but
workers from his warehouses, business owners and shop keepers under his protection,
anyone who would blend in and make the neighborhood appear normal to the outside
but still remain loyal to him.
Batman and Nightwing knew that in order to talk to Falcone, they’d have to infiltrate
the townhouse, and do so without alerting any of the Falcone-friendly residents to their
presence. Not an impossible job, but not exactly an easy one either. Once they’d made
the decision to go after Falcone, they’d gone straight to his townhouse and given it a
quick once-over with the infrareds, just like they were doing now at his out-of-town
compound. It had been too close to dawn to do more, so they’d retired to the satellite
cave under the Wayne Tower (since it was closer, Bruce said, although Dick suspected
that he simply didn’t want to go back to the manor) and spent the day pulling
blueprints, studying floor plans, investigating all that was known of the layout, design,
and defensive capabilities of Falcone’s Gotham City townhouse and the surrounding
neighborhood. When night fell, they waited one hour and then executed their plan
with flawless precision—only to find the place empty, apart from a sixty-three year old
housekeeper.
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They quickly and silently searched the house, ultimately finding a datebook with the
notation that Falcone had gone to his “country estate” (as the arrogant poser, still
trying to come off as a Caesar, referred to the out-of-town compound).
So now, with a day lost, here they were back at square one. Worse than square one,
actually. They were supposed to be talking to Falcone by now. Instead, they were in
the middle of the woods, looking over a walled installation that made Fort Knox look
like a convenience store. Ten minutes after they’d arrived on-scene they realized why
Falcone wasn’t at the townhouse as expected: a phalanx of cars arrived at the
compound, delivering many of the Roman’s lieutenants and their personal guards. A
gathering of that size would attract too much attention in a residential midtown
neighborhood.
“I don’t know how we’re gonna get in,” Nightwing murmured. “It’ll take all night,
maybe even days, just figuring out what we’re up against.”
Batman’s eyes shifted within the mask to glare at him without turning.
“Six armed guards patrol the perimeter inside the wall,” he graveled. “Two outside.
There are a number of cameras, either standard or heat-detecting, around the grounds.
Presumably more cameras of either type within the house. Motion detectors aren’t
likely as it’s an occupied residence. More guns inside are a certainty. Dogs are a
possibility…”
“Will you listen to yourself? ‘A number of cameras,’ ‘either’ this kind or that,
‘presumably,’ ‘unlikely,’ ‘a possibility.’ Batman, we don’t know what we’re up
against.”
Batman merely swallowed.
“It’s going to take time to get the intel we need to pull this off,” Nightwing
continued. “We could wait until tomorrow night, wait for him to go back to the city
and hit him at the townhouse like we originally planned—that’s assuming he’s going
right back, of course.”
“No,” Batman growled with finality. “We’ve wasted enough time already. We go in
tonight.”
Dick knew he was beyond frustrated. Spending the whole day plotting out their
invasion of the townhouse had been torturous. Batman had identified the next link in
the chain that led to the answers he needed, and anything that delayed him only made
it more maddening.
If the plan had been to take down Falcone and his crew, Nightwing would have been
right on board with going in immediately. But all they wanted was to talk to Falcone,
which meant they needed to sneak in, catch him off-guard, and alone. That required
finesse, and Dick was pretty certain that finesse wasn’t on Batman’s radar at the
moment.
“Okay. If we don’t have the time to prepare,” Nightwing said slowly, thinking out
loud, “if we have to go in tonight… then it’s gonna take time we don’t have to work
out what we’re up against… then more time we don’t have to figure a way around it
all… Unless—”
“No.”
“C’mon, Batman, it’s the obvious way.”
“No.”
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“You know she can do it. You know she will; you only have to ask.”
“I don’t want her involved in this.”
“Bruce, we need her.”
“What did you say?”
“With her help, we can talk to Falcone before dawn. Without her…”

Dick’s words faded into muffled cotton, sound without meaning. The only words
that mattered were echoing in my brain: Want. Need.
“You wanted to but you didn’t need to,” Selina had said. “Wanting to means that
you had a choice.”
And needing meant that I didn’t.
If I wanted to talk to Falcone any time soon, I needed Catwoman’s expertise. I did
not have a choice.
I knew if I called her, she would be with us outside the compound in minutes. She
could get there faster than we had; she was at the manor. We’d come from the city…
But I hesitated, pointlessly thinking through the comparative drive times from
Bristol and midtown, and all the while Dick droned on about… something. Loose
connections. He said it was a lot to go through for some loose connections.
I still wasn’t hearing him. All I could think of was how I didn’t want either of them
working on this. Wanting meant I was supposed to have a choice. And yet…

Catwoman arrived at the Falcone compound eleven minutes later than Batman
predicted. As the minutes ticked by, he assumed he’d either misjudged the speed of
her Jaguar or she was deliberately driving slower than she was capable of. Her engine
was sufficiently quiet, there would be no tactical reason to do so. The only reason
would be spite.
..::I thought Dick was going to partner you,::.. she’d said when he called.
“He is. But we need your expertise,” he’d explained, feeling strangely detached
from the conversation. It was the crimefighter answering automatically, while the
greater part of his brain kept cycling through other thoughts: the hospital, the alley, the
cave.
A long, uncomfortable pause answered whatever it was he’d just said… Yes, of
course, he said he needed her expertise to break into the Falcone compound—after
he’d shut her out of the case with studied cruelty and avoided her for a day. Thinking
to deflect the coming attack by meeting the issue head on, he cleared his throat and
said what he needed was “that same expertise that got you John Klondeff’s jade
collection. That same expertise. It will save us hours. Selina, please.”
..::I’ll be right there,::.. she said. Even in his detached condition, he noted the tone.
There was something strange in her voice that he’d never heard before. And now, she
was taking nine minutes more than he’d predicted…
Ten minutes…
While he waited, Batman studied the guards’ movements, plotting out their routes
and patterns. It was necessary, but it still felt like pointlessly wasting time. Again.
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He kept hearing that strange inflection in Selina’s voice on the phone, something
hollow, distant.
Eleven…
When she finally did arrive, she had two backpacks full of specialized gear. She
brought them to a different vantage point overlooking the compound—a strategically
inferior one as far as Batman was concerned, but she insisted. She borrowed
Nightwing’s binoculars and muttered something he couldn’t hear. Something about
the trees being thinner, or maybe it was the woods, how something had changed or
hadn’t been changed. Then she bit her lip, thinking. She hadn’t looked at him once.
She switched the binoculars to thermal view and commented on the number of
people in Falcone’s office. Batman confirmed it, and told her what they knew about
the arrivals and what they surmised about a meeting taking place inside. Since they
didn’t know how many people could be coming in or out of the house (and, more
importantly, when), they would have to cover their tracks both going in and coming out
of the compound.
The high concrete wall was decorated at intervals with inset metal squares depicting
scenes of ancient Rome: the profile of an emperor, a centurion, a frieze of the Roman
senate… Catwoman pointed to one of these, the one with a portrait of Seneca, and said
it hid the controls for the front gate and the outdoor cameras. She mapped out the best
route to get to the second story window, pointing out camera angles, cover spots, and
areas to avoid. Batman started to outline what he’d noted of the guards’ patrol routes,
but she waved him off as if she already knew and was trying to concentrate.
He hated the loss of control, but reminded himself it was the expertise that they
needed—the time her expertise bought them that he needed—and needing meant there
was no choice.
Catwoman was mapping out a plan where Nightwing would take out a specific
guard when he entered the blind spot of that camera, opening a path for her to reach
the control panel and disconnect that camera, so Batman could get that guard, redirect
this camera so Nightwing could get that one, and then she would advance to here and
get to work on the second floor window, while they picked off the remaining guards as
they came around…
Batman couldn’t see anything special about the metal frieze with the profile of
Seneca that differentiated it from all the others, and a strange unease settled over him.
Had he missed something, some little indicator that she could see and he couldn’t? He
asked how she knew that particular panel hid the controls.
For the first time since she arrived, Catwoman looked at him—and for the first time
since leaving the hospital, Bruce saw something beyond his own rage and pain.
“I just know,” she said simply.
The words were simple. The voice was professional, confident, and detached. But
the eyes, there was no hint of the woman he knew in those eyes. No Selina, and no
Catwoman either…
“Will take maybe twenty minutes to reach Falcone himself,” she concluded.
…There was only heart-wrenching bewilderment and eloquent pain.
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14½ minutes later, Carmine Falcone glanced at the clock on his desk while Fat
Stefano’s boy Anthony gave his report. Like all new lieutenants, he spoke last, and like
all new lieutenants, he hogged the spotlight when his turn finally came. Like all new
lieutenants, he was caught up in the glamour of being called out to the Don’s country
compound to give his report among all these senior capo regimes, just like in the
movies. Like all new lieutenants, he didn’t realize that his Don (and all the other
capos) would have rather wrapped it up an hour ago, had a glass of sambuca, and said
goodnight.
“So it looks like we’re looking at about a ten percent bump in profits from the West
Side this month.” Antony Crispi concluded boldly.
“That’s wonderful news.” Falcone smirked at the young man, getting up from the
desk and gently patting his shoulder. “But don’t get too excited yet. There’s an ebb
and flow to these things. When the bump is continuous for six months, then we get
excited. Okay?”
“Yes sir,” Antony replied, glancing around the room timidly as the other capos
chuckled lightly. The boy was new. He was bound to be a little eager to please.
They’d all been there.
“Alright, boys. Good work. I’ll see all of you at your regular times at the townhouse
next week.” Carmine shooed them away, each man making sure he said ‘Good Night’
to the boss.
Once the room was empty, Carmine strolled confidently over to the wet bar to pour
himself a brandy, not really caring for the anise sting of sambuca when he wasn’t
playing The Godfather Don Falcone with his capos. He’d give those West Side profits
six months to show what they were really doing, but this new kid he gave a month,
tops. Either Antony learned to settle down, or Carmine was going to have to
reconsider his promotion practices—and the boy’s future… employment.
He picked a cube from the ice bucket and a shiver ran down his spine, followed by a
low, rumbling voice behind him.
“Falcone.”
Carmine froze for a split second, then casually dropped the cube into his glass.
“Ah. Batman. What a pleasant surprise,” he intoned, over-cheerful as he picked up
a crystal decanter and poured several fingers of brandy into his glass. “To what do I
owe this honor?”
Carmine turned slowly, a broad smile on his face, to see Batman standing across the
room with his arms crossed over his chest. Standing next to him was the younger hero
called Nightwing who, it was rumored, was actually Batman’s former sidekick, Robin,
all grown up—but not that grown up, from the looks of him.
“And the Junior Bat!” Falcone added, tipping his glass at both of them. “Must be my
lucky night. I win the lottery or something?”
“We need to talk about one of your associates,” the Dark Knight growled.
“I’ve got a lot of ‘associates,’ Bats. What kind of associate?”
“Former.”
“Ah! Well, I’ve got a lot more of that kind. Care to narrow it down a little? This
‘former associate’ got a name?”
“Edward Vaniel.”
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For only an instant, Carmine’s sarcastic smile faltered, replaced with a flash of
irritated anger. Almost as suddenly, the smile reappeared. “Vaniel? And just how is
ol’ Easy Eddie these days?”
Batman and Nightwing glanced at each other. They’d both expected the standard
denials (“Never heard of the guy”), but not only did Falcone admit to hearing of
Edward Vaniel, he used his old nickname with careless familiarity.
Batman returned his attention to Falcone and answered his question matter-of-factly.
“Dying.”
Carmine’s smile widened. “Oh, now ain’t that a shame.” He glanced down into his
glass, the smile never leaving his face. “Gunshot wound?”
“Cancer.”
“I used to tell him all that living would catch up to him one day.” Carmine
shrugged, taking a sip of the drink. “Too bad for him. But I’m afraid I’m not going to
be too much help in that arena. Haven’t spoken to the guy in… well, a long, long time.
Last I’d heard, he was up the river.”
“Thirteen years. Attempted murder.”
“Like I said, a long time,” Carmine smirked, setting his glass on the edge of a small
desk.
Nightwing, who had been standing quietly off to the side, finally chimed in.
“The way we hear it, he’s done some work for you since then. Since he’d gotten
out.”
Falcone shot Nightwing the same look he’d give one of his junior lieutenants who
spoke out of turn, then he turned a questioning eye toward Batman, it being his
prerogative to reprimand a subordinate or not. When the Dark Knight’s face remained
as impassive as ever, Carmine glanced back at Nightwing.
“You know, Junior, I’ve got a lot of people working for me. Many of them indirectly,
so I don’t even know about them. Hell, half the time I only hear about it through the
grapevine a year later. Even heard a rumor that you worked for me, indirectly, for a
short while. That can’t be true, can it?”
Nightwing said nothing, and Carmine smirked again.
“It’s called ‘delegating authority,’ Son. Comes with being the boss. Maybe you’ll
learn about that one day.”
Falcone could have gone round-and-round all night with the pompous upstart, but
Batman stepped back in.
“Vaniel’s recent activities are irrelevant. My questions involve a much older case.
Around the time when you and he were working together, back when you were both
two-bit thugs.”
Carmine shot Batman a disgusted look at this reminder he wasn’t always “The
Roman Don Falcone,” but then he replanted the broad smile across his face. “I’m still
not sure how much help I can be, Bats Old Man. The old memory ain’t what it used to
be. What kind of case are we talking about here?”
“Double homicide.”
“Well, I certainly wouldn’t have been involved with anything like that.”
“What about Vaniel?”
“Gee, Bats, I couldn’t say. Easy Eddie was into a lot of different things.”
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“Did he ever talk about those ‘different things?’”
Carmine chuckled. “When did he not? The guy liked to talk. A lot. If Easy Eddie
did even half the things he bragged about back then, well, he’d probably be standing
here now, having his home invaded by the likes of you, instead of rotting away in a
hospital bed.”
“I never said he was in a hospital bed.”
“Quite right,” Falcone agreed, smirking again as he picked up his glass and took
another sip. “In any event, Vaniel has a bit of a history when it comes to… flapping his
gums.” His face darkened slightly. “Why, is he picking that habit up again? Talking
about things he shouldn’t be?”
“That’s what I’m trying to determine.”
There was a tense beat of silence as the two men stared at each other.
“Did he ever happen to mention the Wayne murders?”
Carmine stared for a moment, then rocked his head back and laughed heartily. After
a few seconds, he wiped a non-existent tear from the corner of his eye and tried to
suppress the chuckle still rumbling in his chest. “Th-the Wayne murders?!”
Batman stepped forward, narrowing the gap between himself and Falcone, and
growled in a sinister tone, “Something funny?”
Carmine ignored the threat, still laughing to himself.
“I’d say so. Are you telling me that on his deathbed, Eddie Vaniel is confessing to
the Wayne murders? He drop any other bombshells? Was he the one on the Grassy
Knoll? He give you directions to Jimmy Hoffa’s grave?”
Batman grunted his distain.
“Are you saying you never heard him mention it?”
“I’m not saying that at all, Bats. In fact, he didn’t just mention it, he bragged about
it—on several occasions!”
Batman and Nightwing exchanged glances, then both returned their attention to
Falcone. The mob boss looked at both of them staring at him and chuckled even more.
“Of course he admitted to it. Half the guys I hung around with back then admitted to
it. Hell, I think I even confessed to it once or twice. It was a high-profile crime, little
real evidence and no one was ever caught. Dream situation for anyone looking to
make a name for himself. If you could convince people that you were the one who got
away with one of the biggest crimes in this city’s history, it was an instant credibility
chip. Back then, half the players in Gotham said they’d killed Dr. Wayne and his wife.
The truth is no one knows who did it and anyone saying different is flat-out lying.”

In the vent above the study, Catwoman listened while Falcone went round and
round with Batman and Nightwing. She couldn’t quite believe she was inside that
house, the mansion at the very center of the Falcone compound. The one she’d looked
into when she snuck away from Miss Corinne’s. That house that seemed to have
everything she’d lost when her parents died. Of all the places she never wanted to
come back to, let alone break into as Catwoman…
“So where is Easy Eddie holed up these days?” Carmine Falcone’s voice drifted up
from the room below. “I’d like to send him a get well card.”
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…but what could she do? Batman needed her. Bruce needed her. Bruce, who really
had given her everything that she’d lost back then. It was the most important case of
his… He’d given her a home ten times more luxurious than this one that she’d
coveted. And he’d given her the love and the family it had come to represent in a
lonely little girl’s mind… It was his parents. The son of a bitch called him to the
hospital and said that he’d… She was in that home that she shared with Bruce when he
called and asked her to come out to Massapequa and break him into Carmine Falcone’s
compound. It was the most important case—the most important event—in his life that
he was investigating. It was… He needed her criminal talents in conjunction with…
He was Batman. Before he was ever Bruce to her, he was Batman. She really had, in a
roundabout way, found love and a home and a family again, through crime. Just like
this house she once coveted came from crime. The ironies were suffocating if you
thought about them, and she kept telling herself not to. They didn’t mean anything,
they were just… crime in Gotham was a small world and it all interconnected.
“Hey, if you won’t tell me, maybe Eddie’s kid would know,” Falcone’s voice said
smugly.
Catwoman started at a violent slamming below, punctuated by the piercing crinkle
of broken glass.
“Vaniel’s son is off-limits,” Batman’s voice growled hatefully, a softer glasscrunching hinting that he’d slammed Falcone against a wall where a mirror hung and
was now pressing him against the broken shards. “If you want to punish the son for
the sins of the father, that’s a two-way street,” Batman hissed. “Anything happens to
Edward Vaniel’s son, I will hold you personally responsible. Anything happens to
Edward Vaniel’s son, and I’m taking it out on yours. How are the twins nowadays,
Carmine? I hear Metropolis is nice this time of year.”
There were a few more jabs and threats that Catwoman didn’t follow as she
prepared to withdraw from the vent and the house. She was to reset the cameras and
jam the front gate once Batman and Nightwing had gone, then rendezvous with them
at the Batmobile.
Down below, Batman had let Falcone go. Carmine lunged to the desk, pulled a gun
and turned to shoot—but found only an empty room and an open window to shoot at.

For all its proximity to Gotham, the sky above Massapequa is darker than most citydwellers ever see. The roads are even darker. Batman had told Nightwing to drive the
Jaguar back to the house. Catwoman would be riding with him in the Batmobile. They
had something to discuss.
But then in the car, racing down that black road under that black sky, he didn’t say
anything. The same unease that had hit him outside the compound tickled up his
spine. Selina waited… waited… and finally, giving up, she started to ask about
Falcone. She’d only opened her mouth, when at last Batman spoke.
“Unless you have x-ray vision or some extra sensory ability I’m unaware of, it’s not
possible to ‘just know’ the controls were behind that particular panel.”
“I salute you, World’s Greatest Detective,” she said softly. They drove in silence for
a minute. Then:
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“How did you know that Seneca panel opened up, and what the controls behind it
were for?”
“Why does it matter so much?” she asked gently.
“It doesn’t, in and of itself,” he graveled.
It didn’t… It shouldn’t. But somehow it did matter.
It was instinct, initially. Catwoman knew something that he didn’t; she could see
something looking into the compound that he couldn’t. It made him question if he was
missing details he should be seeing, if his mind was misfiring somehow. If not, then it
was an opportunity to learn. Batman wasn’t so arrogant as to think he knew all things,
and when he did bring in an expert for some specialized task, he always remained
open to… She saw something he didn’t, and the crimefighter core of his mind—the only
part functioning on full capacity at the moment—had snatched instinctively for the
new information. He asked the question, “How do you know?” but when she
wouldn’t answer… it awakened something. And now, it was strangely important to
know why.
“You’ve never held back before,” he said, more to himself than her. “You’re usually
more than eager to share any burglary tips.”
“It’s the safe,” she said quietly. “Like the safe… Do you think you’re the only one
with a childhood, Bruce?”
The car screeched to a stop, slamming her into the seatbelt then back against the seat
with equal force. Behind them, the Jaguar swerved and drove around to avoid
crashing into them.
Batman turned to the passenger seat, staring blankly without seeing. The frank
mention of the safe had torn into his gut like a knife.
“Do you? Do you think you’re the only one that gets to put up a ‘no trespassing’
sign? It took a lot for me to come out here tonight. But I did it, and I did it for you. Let
that be enough, okay?”
There was a distant rapping. Like a man waking from the deepest sleep, Batman
vaguely realized it was Nightwing knocking on the window. He opened it, growled
that there was no problem, and then drove off without saying more.
The farther they got from the compound, the more Selina felt like herself again—her
real self, her present self, not the ghost of a lonely twelve-year-old lost in the psyche of
a grown catburglar with a job to do. The more she settled the disquiet in her own
head, the more she became aware of Bruce again. Of Bruce not talking, and that pulse
of dark intensity streaming off him in waves.
It was only once they’d reached the cave, when she’d exited the Batmobile and
headed for the stairs, that he spoke again.
“This mystery reason you won’t tell me, is that why it took you an extra eleven
minutes to meet us at the compound?”
She stopped and gave a sad smile.
“You really are the best. No joke.”
“Is that why?”
“Yes,” she said, turning to face him. “I knew enough about the grounds out there
that I wanted to bring some special equipment that I haven’t used in a long time, so I
had to dig it out of the closet. I didn’t time it, but if you say it was eleven minutes,
there it is.”
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He grunted… and she looked at him shrewdly.
“You thought it was personal. You thought I was punishing you because you’d told
me to stay, like a cocker spaniel, and then told me to come, like a cocker spaniel?”
He grunted noncommittally, then after a moment, he nodded slowly, once.
“Something like that.”
She turned away and took a step towards the stairs, saying she thought Alfred was
still up and she’d have him bring Bruce and Dick coffee.
“Selina, wait!”
The words had sprung out of his mouth again—Selina, wait!—an instinct, like
countering a gust of wind mid-swing on the Batline.
But she was going—that’s what he wanted, wasn’t it?
She obviously didn’t consider herself invited to join the investigation just because
they’d needed her at Falcone’s. So she was going. It would have been one less to get
rid of if he’d let her go, but he stopped her.
“Yes?”
Bruce froze for a moment, unable to come up with a response or even wrap his head
around why he’d asked her to stop in the first place. Before he could formulate an
answer, Nightwing returned, extolling the virtues of the Jaguar as a truly superior
driving machine. Then he kissed Selina on the cheek and thanked her for helping out.
It was an obvious effort to lighten the mood at the end of a long, grueling episode, an
effort that made Selina smile and Bruce’s brow crease slightly. Dick seemed to take her
continued involvement as a given.
Bruce glanced at him for a second, then looked back at Selina, the crimefighter core
of his mind taking hold.
“As someone who’s been there, professionally, did anything strike you about
Falcone’s behavior with Batman and Nightwing?”
“Well,” Selina bit her lip, thinking, “since you asked, and now that I think about it…
Yeah. I thought he was uncharacteristically loose-lipped about the whole thing.”
Dick nodded, adding “Just like the guys we talked to last night. Falcone seemed
almost eager to give us information.”
“I noticed the same thing,” Batman graveled with a knowing glint. “He was fishing.
He wants Vaniel and was hoping to use the situation to find him.”
“So there is a real connection between them,” Selina purred, a cat contemplating
cream.
They had new information, and that propelled everyone back to Workstation One
and the stacks of evidence they’d sifted through before.
Over the next half-hour, Bruce became increasingly frustrated as folders were
stacked on top of floppy disks, boxes of cassettes blocked the primary CD tray, and
finally, he knocked an evidence bag off the edge of the console as he reached for Dick’s
notes on the FBI surveillance photos.
He cursed, stood, and stalked off towards the chem lab.
“Dick, get in here,” he called a moment later, and the two of them maneuvered a
large round worktable into the main chamber of the Batcave. Chairs followed,
commandeered from Alfred’s pantry, and the evidence was shuttled over in armfuls.
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Finally, the three reconvened around the ad hoc conference table just as Alfred arrived
with coffee.
Dick kept circling back to Falcone’s credibility. Bruce repeated what he’d said
earlier: Falcone was fishing. What information he gave them was dangled in the hopes
of learning more. He wanted Vaniel himself and was hoping to leverage the vigilantes’
interest in order to find him. But why would he be looking?
“Waaaait-a-minute,” Dick murmured, looking vacantly at a stack of federal
wiretaps. Then he dove into a bundle of files and began sifting through papers.
“Remember Detective Porpora,” he said as he searched, “from that multi-jurisdictional
task force on organized crime, the ones that helped clean Blockbuster’s dirty cops out
of Bludhaven a few years back? I thought I remembered—Yeah, here it is. Hey, nice
picture—I thought I remembered him telling me the CIA was putting a case together
about that time, to take down the Falcones.
“Now that rumor comes out every few years, but that time, it seemed like something
else. Wasn’t forgotten a week later, I remember that; it stayed around for quite some
time. The talk was…” He paused and looked from Bruce to Selina and back to Bruce
before continuing, “the Agency had an informant ready to name names. Eventually,
nothing came of it but…”
“But if Vaniel was the informant,” Bruce said ominously.

The Oracle avatar had now symbolically joined Bruce, Dick, and Selina at the
conference table, even though she technically appeared only on a sidescreen adjacent to
the table. It was forty minutes since the avatar had sprung from its flat, dormant gray
to the lively, animated green that meant Barbara was online and actively working
behind it; however she hadn’t participated in the meeting for more than half an hour.
There was only faint clicking coming over her channel, an occasional whispered curse,
and the one time Dick asked how it was going, a furious “Not now, not now, don’t
break my rhythm-oh DAMNIT, Dickey!”
“Oops,” Dick mouthed and returned his attention to the photographs he was
viewing.
Bruce pored over the resumes and personal histories of CIA employees working at
the Gotham Division Office at the time of the Falcone rumor—but he found himself
glancing up every few sentences and looking around the table. Selina was clicking
through a slideshow of old FBI surveillance photos, while Dick sifted through
Porpora’s notes on them… Bruce returned his attention to the resume of one Allan
Dickinson from Grosse Pointe… but found it increasingly difficult to focus on
anything. His mind kept wandering and he looked up again, seeing all of them
working together this way. It’s not what he’d ever envisioned when he began his
mission as Batman, this collection of people around him, all working toward the same
goals. He certainly never imagined that work on this case—this case that was so
personal for him—would have included so many others…
“The whole family’s here.”
“What?” Bruce asked, the statement jarring him from his own mind.
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“The whole family’s there,” Dick repeated, pointing to the screen. “Porpora’s notes
on the Falcones. There’s some big meeting going on. The Feds thought it was a war
council, but when Porpora saw these shots, he realized…”
“That it was a family thing,” Selina finished, noting the undeniable resemblance
among the people in the photos.
Bruce grunted, nodding. He tried to return his attention to the file in his hands:
Allan Dickinson. Midwest, Norwegian-Irish ancestry, recruited out of the University
of Michigan. Nothing in the personal history that would make him a candidate for
undercover work with the urban mobs. Grew up in an idyllic lake town, not ethnically
diverse… The psych profile was even less promising: broken home, bad relationship
with the father…
“It’s the son.”
Selina’s voice tore him away this time. He looked up directly at her, but her eyes
were locked on a file in her hand.
“What?” Dick asked the question before Bruce could verbalize it.
“It’s this one,” Selina reiterated. “This FBI schmuck who based their entire case on
getting Migliosi to turn state’s evidence.”
“Jesus,” Dick stared aghast at the file as Selina offered it to him. “One guy? No
wonder they could never make it stick.”
“That may be why Porpora had a hard time convincing the Agency to open their
own investigation,” Bruce offered grimly. “With such flimsy evidence to start with,
they’d basically be starting from scratch.”
“Which it looks like they did,” Dick confirmed, passing a stack of notes to Bruce.
Dick continued to explain what he’d read so far while Bruce glanced through the
notes. He heard Dick talking but his mind focused in on the paperwork in his hands.
All the CIA inherited from the bureau was hearsay and conjecture, an entire file of little
more than street rumors, what the Falcone family might have been involved with… and
nothing at all about a snitch. Bruce kept looking, his eyes poring through the file
looking for anything. He found himself getting more and more frustrated, like it was
right there, hiding in plain sight, if only he could see it…
“You’re losing your mind.”
Bruce’s eyes jumped up at Selina, realizing it had been her voice again. For some
reason, he expected to see her looking back at him, but she was looking at Dick instead.
“Oh please,” Dick smirked. “I lost that years ago.”
They both chuckled lightly, but Bruce just stared back and forth between them as
Dick rifled through what looked like a stack of criminal records.
“But that doesn’t mean I don’t remember correctly. Aha! Bingo! The timing fits—
Porpora told me about the CIA’s investigation right around the same time that Vaniel
would have gotten out of jail…”
Bruce shook his head and refocused on the notes in front of him, but wondered
absently if he shouldn’t return to the agency bios, work out who in the Gotham
division office would be assigned to a Falcone task force if one had existed… That boy
from the circus and the catburglar that meowed and grinned her way past all of
Batman’s defenses… sitting there, despite his best efforts, working together sifting
through the minutia of federal mob surveillance, and all because he—
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“Got it!” Oracle’s hologram shouted suddenly, pulling all of their attention to the
screen. “Bruce, I got it. Bits of a file hidden under three reformats on an agency hard
drive. There was definitely someone named Vaniel who’d had two meetings with a
SAC at the Gotham office at the time this memo was written, and was scheduled for a
third. The fragment of the subject line I recovered has a code that means they’re
creating a social security number, and that means witness protection.”
Dick let out a low whistle.
The Oracle head flickered out and Barbara’s face appeared on the screen.
“Look, Boss, I’ll keep looking. But given how deep this was buried, I don’t know if
there’s anything more to be found electronically. Now that you know where to look,
you’d probably have more luck checking the paper files.”
“She’s right, Bruce,” Dick said definitely. “If there’s anything about Vaniel in their
records, it’ll be there.”
Selina turned to Bruce, and despite the cold void in his eyes, she offered a shy,
affectionate smile.
“Breaking into a high-security CIA division office in the heart of downtown
Gotham,” Dick prompted. “Selina, I don’t suppose we could impose on you again
to…”
“I wouldn’t mind another outing before sunrise,” she said, still looking at Bruce. “If
I’m wanted.”
For a brief moment their eyes met, and somewhere beneath the vacant expression,
she caught the faintest glimmer. His jaw suddenly set with a new resolve.
“Let’s go.”

Inside the CIA office, Batman was rifling through a filing cabinet, while Catwoman
read through the folders he was stacking for her on the desk after he gave them a quick
skim. Nightwing leaned against a bank of similar cabinets, watching. He’d already
finished his share of the search and found nothing.
“Is it just me, or was Falcone’s place a lot harder to get into than here?”
Batman grunted noncommittally around the flashlight in his teeth and kept
searching through the files.
“Meow,” Catwoman answered without looking up.
“I mean, seriously, it’s the Central Intelligence Agency. You’d think these guys
knew more about security than, well, anyone—eh, I mean, other than Catwoman,
obviously. Maybe they should pick up Falcone just to get some tips on how to secure a
base…”
Batman suddenly yanked a file out of the drawer and opened it, his eyes quickly
scanning the pages.
“You find something?” Nightwing swung around so he was peering over Batman’s
shoulder at the file.
“Yes.” Batman dropped the file folder on top of the open drawer and pulled the
flashlight out of his mouth, holding it in his hand instead, while Catwoman got up
from the desk and peered over his other shoulder.
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“A dead end,” Batman grunted disgustedly. “It says that Vaniel was the informant
they were working with to take down Falcone several years ago. But they eventually
had to drop it.”
“Why?”
“Lack of credibility in the witness,” Batman read from the file.
Nobody spoke.
The words hung in the air, the implication clear: Edward Vaniel was too much of a
liar for the CIA to use him.
Batman grunted, then suddenly turned away and harshly whispered a “Dammit!”
under his breath. Catwoman had to step back to avoid his running into her, but she
softly moved up behind him and placed a hand on his shoulder. Nightwing kept
scanning the file, pulling out his own flashlight to continue reading. Not seeming to
notice the hand on his shoulder, Batman stood in the center of the room, clenching and
unclenching his fists. He felt like he was so close… so damn close… he just couldn’t fit
all the pieces together.
“Oh crap,” Nightwing muttered, “it gets worse.”
Batman and Catwoman both spun back around, eying him curiously.
“Easy Eddie wanted to make sure that he wasn’t going to get double-crossed by the
Agency, so he brought a lawyer with him to all of his conversations with the agents.”
“Not unheard of,” Batman remarked. “What’s the prob—”
He froze, the wheels turning in his head.
“It’s not that he had a lawyer with him,” Nightwing continued. “It’s who the lawyer
was…”
Batman guessed the name just as Nightwing read it off the page:
“David Vaniel.”
Batman moved over to join Nightwing back at the cabinet. There were mentions of
David’s assistance in bringing his father in, getting him to work with the Agency on
the case against Falcone.
“He lied to me,” Batman grunted harshly. “He told me he had nothing to do with
his father until he showed up sick.”
“In all fairness,” Selina countered, “he probably didn’t think it was relevant. If he
didn’t know why his dad was asking for you, why toss something like this out there
unless he had to.”
“It still begs the question: What else did he lie about?” Batman stared off into
nothingness as his mind calculated the possibilities. Nightwing kept paging through
the file. As she had earlier with Batman, Catwoman picked up the sheets Nightwing
wasn’t reading, scanning for details missed on a quick skim.
“Huh. It looks like the talks just stopped,” Nightwing was saying. “They had a
meeting on the 15th, everything was proceeding as planned, then the Vaniels suddenly
stopped showing up… Wait, here it is… Something came up—threatened the
immunity package they were putting toget—”
He froze mid-sentence, stopped by the gentle pressure of a clawed cat hand pressing
lightly into his.
“Br—Batman,” a shaken female voice said weakly.
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Batman returned his attention to the file and felt a lump like a boulder drop into his
stomach. Catwoman was holding a tabbed subfolder marked “Informant Bkgnd and
Vetting.” In the file was a newspaper clipping—one he knew well. It was a Gotham
Times cover story about a tragedy in an alley in downtown Gotham—the brutal
slaying of Thomas and Martha Wayne. Next to the headline, handwritten in red ink,
were the words:
“Possible Connection?”
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CHAPTER 4: CLOSING IN
Someone in the CIA thought Edward Vaniel was responsible for the Wayne
murders.
I stood there staring at two words and a question mark scrawled in the margin of a
newspaper clipping. I had seen that headline and that grainy photo so many times.
Only one thing was different this time. That scrawl of red ink.
Possible connection?
I peered at the handwriting, sifting through all I knew and all I could deduce about
the man who had written it. This was a CIA investigator, one with enough experience
and standing in the agency to be assigned to the task force building a case against the
most powerful crime boss in the city. And experienced law enforcement operatives are
used to scum like Vaniel.
That was my first assumption. But as we began sorting through paper files copied at
the agency, and as Oracle refined her search using the names, dates and places those
hardcopies provided, a very different picture began to emerge.
There’s a kind of rat-cunning that passes for smarts in the gutters. Every wiseguyturned-snitch comes up with a variation on the same dumb idea, but for some reason
he thinks it’s a brainstorm and he imagines he’s the only one to ever dream up such a
brilliant plan. It’s hard to imagine why they think they’re clever. Their “strategy” is
laughably transparent: they’ll demand blanket immunity for anything they say in
court, and once they’re sworn in, they’ll confess to everything they’ve ever done,
making them untouchable for the rest of their lives. It doesn’t work. Rat-cunning only
impresses other rats. DAs, federal investigators and state attorney generals consider it
a minor annoyance.
Vaniel was like all human refuse, he thought he had a brilliant plan. At some point
in the earliest meetings, he began insisting the immunity package absolve him of
anything in his past. He said there were things he’d done that weren’t pretty that had
nothing to do with Falcone and the mob, and he didn’t want any of it coming out in
any trial they had planned. The agents were floored. The sheer gall of it was almost
impressive. Vaniel wasn’t trying to trick them into immunity beyond the scope of his
testimony, he was demanding it outright. He refused to give specifics, he volunteered
no information about his past other than some of it “may have been high-profile” and
that it happened in Gotham.
One of the agents looked into it while the others went through the motions,
continuing to meet with Vaniel and his son about his eventual testimony against
Falcone.
Oracle soon identified the agent delving into Vaniel’s past. It turned out to be Nick
McDonough. I remembered his bio and wasn’t impressed. This was a man for whom
Gotham was nothing more than a pit stop. He got himself assigned to the task force
because nailing Carmine Falcone would help his career. A promotion and
reassignment to Washington would make his eventual move into private security a far
more lucrative endeavor.
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McDonough apparently found the same kind of information we had from Carmine
Falcone, witnesses who’d heard Vaniel bragging, etc. The ambitious moron thought he
could guarantee Vaniel’s cooperation against Falcone by blackmailing him about the
Wayne murders.
If only Edward Vaniel wasn’t such a hateful creep. I’d seen how he behaved with his
son. I’d seen the disgusted contempt with which his former cronies spoke of him. I
could easily guess how a man like that would behave with federal agents, especially if
he thought he held all the cards. I could easily guess how McDonough and the others
must have hated him. And so, even if they didn’t have enough, shall we say, evidence
to hold over him, McDonough tried putting the screws to him anyway. They would
make the smug bastard tow the line.
They confronted Eddie without his son present, and he went silent. He alluded to
the immunity package, “if it were true, it wouldn’t matter because…”
They told him this was too big to be covered by any immunity deal.
He gave them nothing, walked out, and was never heard from again.
McDonough was transferred to Pittsburgh, not Washington; no promotion, and
when he left the agency a year later, he could do no better than chief of security for an
aluminum manufacturer—which subsequently went out of business.

“It sounds like it wasn’t exactly his ‘unreliability as a witness’ that killed things,”
Selina observed when Bruce finished piecing it together.
He looked up sharply, a flash of venomous anger in his eyes and an acid retort on his
lips. But it flickered out a moment later, and he returned his attention to a debriefing
memo attached to Special Agent McDonough’s resignation. They’d returned to the
cave and were gathered around the conference table again, the new files appropriated
from the CIA arranged in neat, orderly stacks.
“Yeah, it’s not exactly accurate,” Dick agreed with Selina. “But it’s a concise and
diplomatic phrase in a report your boss is going to read. Better than saying ‘Nick
bluffed with a pair of threes and we lost the family farm.’”
Feeling a disapproving bat-glare, Dick glanced up guiltily—and saw the glare was
far more hostile than he expected. Bruce’s frustration had increased exponentially
since they’d returned to the cave… And it was easy to see why. First Falcone’s bluster
that everybody confessed to the Wayne shooting back when the case was news, then that
“unreliability of the witness” notation in the CIA file. It was looking more and more
like they could write Vaniel off as a pathetic, lying or delusional kook. But when they
found that newspaper—“Possible connection” to the Wayne murders—it seemed to
change everything. But now… now it turned out the “Possible connection” was
nothing more than what Bruce and Dick had already learned… It was beyond
“frustrating.” Every answer was just a doorway to more questions.
“Of course, most cops are scrupulously honest about these things,” Dick said
quickly. “And I certainly learned early that no fibbing of any kind is ever acceptable in
a log or report, and to do so undermines the very tenets of trust and teamwork.”
Since Bruce’s eyes had now returned to the file, Dick turned to Selina, pointed, and
mouthed “it was you, your fault, museum, you know the time, worst Zogger-beating of
my life after that. And I got grounded for a month.”
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She stuck out her tongue, and then picked up a different file.
“Okay, so CIA is into CYA,” she murmured. “A little misdirection, a little creative
reframing of the facts. ‘We botched it with a witness who might have been useless
anyway; we never really got to find out.’ As intriguing as this whole minidrama has
been and as deep as it goes, it really doesn’t tell us a thing about the…” she glanced at
Bruce. “The case we care about.”
Bruce looked at her and tossed his file back onto the table with a violent snap of the
wrist. David Vaniel’s name appeared prominently at the top of the page. Not for the
first time, Selina wondered about his focus on the son’s involvement.
“Maybe we’re looking at this backwards,” Dick said suddenly. “We’re trying to find
evidence that he did it. Maybe we should go the other way. Reasonable doubt, just
like in court. Assume it’s not him. What reason would he have for lying about
something like this? Why would someone want to claim responsibility for a crime on
their deathbed if it wasn’t true?”
“There are too many reasons to list,” Selina said impatiently, her temper fraying
almost as much as Bruce’s. “Maybe he’s a victim of his own Big Lie: he’s bragged
about it so much over the years that he’s come to believe it himself. More likely? Bruce
is a face and a name. This guy is less than nobody, he’s got a couple hundred victims
over a quarter of a century that are all nobodies too. He wants to confess on his
deathbed, unburden his soul or whatever, who’s he gonna call? The Nameless Victim
Hotline?”
“A surrogate,” Bruce growled.

It fit with the gross selfishness of the confession. There was no virtue in the act, no
remorse and no concern for what he’d done, either in butchering my family or calling
me to his bedside to confess. There was nothing but pride and willful concern for his
soul. Did that make more sense, or less? If Bruce Wayne was nothing more than a
proxy, a stand-in for all those Edward Vaniel had hurt?
Selina continued her laundry list of reasons Vaniel might have lied, but I started
listing my own as I thought back to that hospital room, the particulars neither of them
knew of that… confession.
Maybe it was one last jab at the world he’d envied and despised his whole life, to get
back at those “Ivory Tower sacks of shit” once and for all. Or maybe he was looking
for a way out; his own body was failing him, he was no longer that tough street soldier
he’d always envisioned himself to be. A thug like “Easy Eddie” wasn’t supposed to
die rotting away in a hospital bed like thousands of other rubes in this city; he should
go out in a blaze of glory. So he could have devised the ultimate con: he convinces
Wayne that he’s the killer, Wayne kills him in anger (ending his slow, painful descent
into death), and the whole of Gotham City is turned on its ear when its prince, one of
those hoity-toity bluebloods, is nothing more than a… a mindless, soulless killer.
And given my violent reaction…
It was pointless. All of it was pointless. There were countless reasons why Vaniel
might lie. He was a sick, evil toadstool; since when does that sort need a reason? Dick
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was wasting our time and so was Selina. I was wrong to get them involved, they
didn’t begin to understand…
I looked at the files on the table: the folder with the newspaper clipping was closed,
but I knew it was in there and it was just the same as if I could see that wrinkled,
yellowing headline.
Why Vaniel would lie on his deathbed was a pointless question.
The real question was: of all the things Vaniel could confess to, why this?

Alfred had come and gone with coffee. Dick was still reading the CIA transcripts,
digging for more information on where the negotiations had broken down. Bruce
picked up Vaniel’s affidavit again and began searching through it intently. Selina was
staring into space.
“Pearls,” she said softly. “You said he had a real chip about wealth and status. I was
just thinking… pearls have a definite ‘old money’ aura…”
Bruce’s head popped up from the folder and he stared at her. “Could I speak to you
in private,” he said evenly.
“Sure.”
He walked her back to the trophy room, the file still in his hand, and for a moment,
Selina thought “speaking in private” might be an excuse for him to visit the safe again.
Instead, he turned to her and spoke in a harsh whisper.
“More and more arrows are pointing to Vaniel being the one, but there is too much
at stake not to be sure.”
“Seems reasonable,” Selina said carefully.
He grunted and walked away. Selina remained where she stood, shocked for a
moment, and then followed him back to the table.
“I keep coming back to the motive,” Dick was saying, shaking his head. “The
original confession. Why would Vaniel be making this up on his deathbed? He’s not
asking for money, he’s got no reason for revenge or spite. What’s the upside? What
would he gain?”
Bruce said nothing, he just looked at Dick for a long moment then dropped the
affidavit on the table and sat.
“Actually, there’s a different motive to consider.” He glanced at Selina returning to
the table then back to Dick. “What did you think just now when I got up to speak to
Selina in private?”
“Uh,” Dick began hesitantly, “I… figured you wanted to tell her something you
didn’t want me to hear.”
“Like a few minutes ago, when you told her how you got in trouble once for
falsifying a log entry after Catwoman jumped you at the museum. You did it silently
when you thought I wasn’t looking, because you assumed I wouldn’t appreciate the
levity at a time like this.”
“Bruce, I—”
“Can you think of another reason?”
Dick’s mouth dropped open slightly, he glanced at Selina and then rubbed his chin
thoughtfully.
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“Maybe if you wanted to ask her something private? If it was a personal question
that might embarrass her or you. Or if another person in the room might keep her
from answering candidly.”
Bruce nodded, thoughtfully, thinking back to the night before when he’d done just
that, sending Nightwing to drive back from Falcone’s alone so he could question
Catwoman privately in the Batmobile.
“Can you think of another reason?” he asked again.
Dick shook his head but Bruce kept pressing. Dick suggested every possibility he
could think of. Each time Bruce would consider it for a moment, grunt, then reclassify
it as a variation on one of the original two: either Bruce didn’t want Dick to hear what
was said, or Bruce thought Selina wouldn’t want him to hear.
“Can you think of any other reason?” Bruce asked again.
Dick slammed a file—he didn’t know which—down on the table. Bruce’s frustration
was becoming contagious.
“I don’t know,” he spat, “You’re the one that did it, why don’t you tell me?”
Dick expected a retort as harsh as his outburst, or at least a disgusted glare, but
Bruce simply turned his attention to Selina.
“Why did you think I did it?” he asked in Batman’s sharpest interrogation tones.
Her eyes widened, and she took a low, startled breath at the implications of the
question—and what he must know her answer might be.
“You do have an answer that Dick hasn’t thought of,” he demanded.
It was so wrong. It was like… if he’d pinched her ass instead of threatening to arrest
her in the Sotheby’s vault. Or made a needless allusion to secret identities in front of
Randolph Larraby at the Country Club.
Selina said nothing at first, merely staring into that ferocious rooftop batglare. He
couldn’t want her to mention the safe in front of Dick… Then, slowly, she regained her
feline composure, and she raised a knowing eyebrow.
“I have an answer,” she said in Catwoman’s cool, easy confidence. “Dick, would
you give us a minute?”
“Never mind,” Bruce said instantly before Dick could react. “You have an answer
but you won’t say it in front of Dick.” He turned away from her and back to the table,
motioning for her to take her seat. “Your reason is wrong, by the way, as were yours,
Dick. I asked to talk to Selina in private to gauge the reaction and to see the dynamic
from that perspective.”
“What do you mean?” Dick asked, following Bruce’s eyes back to the table and the
Vaniel name on top of a witness deposition.
“Back at the hospital,” Bruce reminded them ominously. “Vaniel sent his son out of
the room. Why?”
“Wh- Why does it matter?” Dick sputtered.
“The whys are everything in this case,” Bruce declared. “There’s no physical
evidence, no one has any credibility, everyone has an ulterior motive. ‘Why’ is the only
way to separate what makes sense from what doesn’t. Edward Vaniel sent David out
of the room before he would talk to me. Why?”
“Because it’s his son,” Dick pointed out, like it was obvious.
Bruce shook his head.
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“Not enough. Vaniel wouldn’t give a damn what David thought of him, he made
that abundantly clear. It wasn’t about sparing his son’s feelings.”
“Well, it certainly wasn’t about him sparing yours,” Selina countered.
Bruce nodded.
“So if it wasn’t for David’s sake and it wasn’t for mine, it was for his own. He
wanted David out of that room…” he trailed off, his fingertips tapping the top of the
deposition. Suddenly, his fingers stopped.
“It wasn’t because David is his son, but because his son is a lawyer,” he concluded,
his eyes popping up from the file and jumping back and forth between Selina and
Dick. “David Vaniel knows there’s no statute of limitations on murder. And all of his
efforts, everything we’ve seen in these files about the agency negotiations, seem
focused on reducing the penalties for his father’s crimes, not avoiding them altogether.
This wasn’t just any lawyer, he was an ADA and he has strong personal convictions
about right and wrong. That was enough for a rat like Vaniel to be cautious. If he
confessed to two murders in front of his ‘feeble, doughy-headed son,’ then dying or
not, he could be put on trial for murder. And he’d perceive his son as just enough of a
‘goody-goody’ to turn him in.”
“Oh, this is fucked,” Selina murmured, stunned. “These people are just… fucked.”
“Not the way I would have phrased it, but yeah,” Dick agreed. “So, what does this
get us? I mean, what does it mean for the case?”
“That David doesn’t know anything about it,” Bruce growled, his fingers closing into
a fist. As usual, the more they discovered, the less they knew.
“Which means that the only one who does… is Edward,” Dick concluded softly,
glancing apprehensively at Bruce. “I think it may be time to pay him another visit.”
“No,” Bruce said instantly.
“There’s too much we don’t know,” Dick insisted. “And if all this running around
has shown us anything it’s that the only person who does know is Edward Vaniel.
C’mon Bruce, you know scum like that, he’s no match for Batman and Nightwing. We
push him on a couple of these inconsistencies, we’ll make him crack.”
“No,” Bruce repeated.
“I don’t mean literally go in costume,” Dick pressed. “I mean—”
“I know what you meant and I said no.”
Batman had spoken. With the calm, quiet authority of the man who makes the final
decision he said no. They would not return to the hospital, they would not question
Edward Vaniel again.
There was a long, tense silence. Batman had spoken. And Batman was wrong.
“What other option do we have?” Dick asked.
No answer.
“Bruce…you know that I’m right.”
No answer.
“Bruce, you’re the one who taught me this. You’re the one who showed me a police
report and said you have to start with the facts, start with what you know, start with
the information. We do not have enough inform—”
“I don’t know what will happen if I go back in that room,” Bruce said evenly.
It was said with quiet resolve and calm acceptance—belied by a burning Hell Month
ferocity in his eyes.
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The Bentley turned onto the 10th Avenue Bridge and then slowed to the crawl of latemorning traffic inching towards the city. I tuned out the hum of the car, the warmth of
Selina’s leg pressed against mine, and a rhythmic metallic thk. Dick sitting beside her,
fidgeting with the window controls.
“You won’t be alone this time,” she’d said in the cave. I’d almost forgotten she was
there. But before I could turn to face her, let alone process her words, Dick was
nodding along. “Damn right.”
Somehow it was decided. Somehow the two of them—that kid from the circus and
the catburglar with the naughty grin—had willed the decision it into being: We were
going back to the hospital, all three of us. Dick would talk to David, see if the boy
knew anything at all, and Selina… Selina would be with me. I knew Vaniel wouldn’t
want to talk with another person in the room, any other person, but Selina does know
how to push a man’s buttons. She’d honed in on Vaniel’s class envy and dressed to
provoke it: Chanel sweater, Hermes scarf, diamond earrings, pink sapphire. It was
smart. His hate would override his caution. A man like that, driven by hate his whole
life, it would take over. Blot out everything else until—
“Bruce? Bruce, we’re almost there.”
Selina. Whispering. And… sliding her finger into my palm? I realized I was
making a fist and she was trying to ease it open. I pulled my hand away… At least she
was discreet. Neither Dick nor Alfred had noticed.
None of them understood, this wasn’t just about what happened in that alley all
those years ago. It was about what happened in the hospital only forty hours before. It
wasn’t just my father’s blood spattered on my shirtsleeve while Officer Cure typed up
a witness statement, it was that bloody foam on Edward Vaniel’s bedsheets after I’d
pressed my thumb into his trachea with no conscious thought but to squeeze.
“You wanted to but you didn’t need to,” Selina had said. Like it was “I don’t look at
it as stealing as much as ‘observing practical socialism.’”
“You wanted to but you didn’t need to.”
Like that subtle semantic distinction would matter to Edward Vaniel when
compression of the carotid arteries on both sides of his neck cut off the blood flow to
his brain, when the less efficient—but more satisfying because it required more force—
method of compressing his windpipe stopped the flow of air into his already rotting
lungs. When…
“You wanted to but you didn’t need to.”
I’d known rage before. But there was always something—an instinct, a voice, a…
something that would watch, that would know… a something that would not permit it
to go too far. But with Vaniel… Just keep choking.
“You wanted to but you didn’t need to,” Selina said. How would she know? How
the hell would she know? “I don’t look at it as stealing as much as observing practical
socialism.” Does she know how angry I was that night? Does she begin to grasp what
real rage is? The passion that burns in true hatred, the control you need to keep it in
check?
Just keep choking.
Was there any other thought at all in my mind at that moment?
… or did I just not hear?
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The elevator doors opened onto the Oncology Wing at Gotham Memorial Hospital,
and Bruce was assaulted by a barrage of sense memories from his earlier visit. The
antiseptic odor that filled the hallway, the trio of signs at the reception desk forbidding
smoking, cell phones, and detailing visiting hours. The same nurse sat at the desk—
but this time it wasn’t necessary to ask her to find David Vaniel. He was standing right
there.
It seemed unlikely and, for a moment, Bruce questioned his perception. But sure
enough, David Vaniel was walking up to them, looking utterly shocked.
“Mr. Wayne! I… didn’t expect, I mean, after the way you left… I assumed, that is, I
never imagined that you would be back…”
Bruce felt himself detach from the situation. He made the introductions on
autopilot—Selina Kyle. My son Dick—while the Detective part of his mind latched
onto details, not for any purpose, just as an unconscious instinct. David’s eyes were
bloodshot, the flesh beneath them dark and puffy, his voice a bit hoarse. Lack of sleep
would account for the dark circles and the voice. The rest looked like crying.
To his surprise, the next thought that slammed into Bruce’s mind was filled with
acidic disgust: What the hell did Edward do him now? That wasn’t the Detective, he
realized; it was another corner of his brain entirely. An angry one.
Once the introductions were complete, Bruce looked at him evenly. “I had some
more questions for your father,” he began, then trailed off.
He’d concealed his feelings in a polite businesslike manner, so he couldn’t quite
understand what was happening. David’s eyes had shifted to the expression felons
have when Batman surprises them—a discreet ping at the nurse’s station was the only
sound for several tense seconds while the blood drained from David Vaniel’s face—
What’s happening here? that angry corner of his mind asked furiously.
“Oh,” David said after another uncomfortable beat. “Um, I’m sorry. He, uh… he’s
gone. He… he took a turn for the worst last night, fell into a coma. He died about
uh… um, it was uh, about two hours ago.”
He swallowed.
Bruce barely registered the light gasp that came from Dick and only subconsciously
noted Dick and Selina’s heads turning in his direction. His mind reeled.
“What?” he heard his voice asking.
Vaniel jolted slightly at the strange timbre of Bruce’s voice and started to babble.
After the way Bruce had left the last time he’d just assumed… he didn’t even think to
contact Bruce when Edward deteriorated…
That wild, red fury surged through Bruce’s muscles again, into his hands, his fingers,
his nerve endings, contorting into the tightest fist, ready to slam this—this—
animalcriminalthing into the wall and squeeze the answers out of it.
He fought to keep himself from shaking, fought to keep the rage from boiling over as
he looked into David’s eyes—
Red—The boy’s eyes were red. Bloodshot. The flesh beneath them dark and slightly
puffy. His voice a bit hoarse.
Before they arrived, David Vaniel had been crying.
Because his father was dead.
Dick and Selina watched Bruce, not knowing what this new information would
mean—for him or the situation, but sensing the shift in intensity that went beyond
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Batman or Psychobat into a new dimension of Bruce Unknown. They traded a quick
glance, both silently questioning if one of them might need to step in and deflect,
diffuse, or… something.
But suddenly, the tension disintegrated—it didn’t fade or evaporate, it simply didn’t
exist any more. A strange calm seemed to settle; both Selina and Dick returned their
attention to Bruce and saw his face slowly soften.
David was still talking, babbling really. “…tors did everything they could, but it was
too late. I mean, he had been declining for months—we all knew it was coming—but
at the very end, it was so fast… it all happened so…”
Bruce reached out and touched David’s shoulder, which abruptly ended his ramble
mid-sentence.
“I’m sorry,” Bruce said sincerely.
David stared at him questioningly for a moment. His eyes watered slightly and he
stammered out a light but sincere “Th-thank you.”
A quick sniffle and David blinked away the moisture in his eyes. He was suddenly
hit with a rush of apologetic embarrassment. “Oh god, you came all the way down
here and he’s gone, so you didn’t have the chance to—”
“That’s not the most pressing issue at this moment,” Bruce said, as he would defer a
topic at a board meeting.
David wanted to apologize again, but something in the look of finality on Bruce’s
face stopped him. He took a deep breath and a wave of exhaustion crashed down on
his shoulders.
For the first time since they arrived, Bruce glanced at Dick and Selina. He didn’t
seem to even register the confusion and shock on their faces, he merely nodded toward
a small waiting area down the hall.
David looked meekly at Bruce, Dick and Selina as the three of them ushered him
toward the water cooler in the corner. After shakily drinking a proffered cup of water,
David finished his confused ramble, about Superman of all things.
“…I know it sounds weird, but it’s four in the morning, and you’re in this little room
with nothing but the sound of the heart monitor, man’s in a coma, TV is on without
sound. One of those 24-hour news channels and I was just watching the crawl go by.
And I notice it’s a twenty minute loop. Every twenty minutes, they start this same
footage with Superman. And every twenty minutes the night nurse looked in to see
how I was doing. I started to think how funny that was, like maybe she had the same
station on out at the desk and when Superman shows up, that’s her cue to get up and
walk the halls…”
Bruce could see they were the first “People” David had talked to, apart from hospital
staff, since his father’s death, and probably for hours or even days before. He was still
finding his balance again. Finally, when David seemed himself again, Bruce asked the
question.
“Your father never told you anything about our meeting, did he?”
“No, he refused to talk about it,” David sighed. “I tried to get him to tell me, but…
well, that’s just how he is—was. I’m sorry. I might know something, if you wanted to
tell me what it was about…”
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“No,” Bruce responded after a moment. “He obviously wanted it kept between us,
and I think we should respect that. It doesn’t matter now.” His face darkened slightly
before he added, “Some things are better left alone.”
“I’m used to it,” David said candidly with a light, breathy chuckle. “Probably better
that way. My dad was always good at leaving a lot of unanswered questions in his
wake. It’s fitting that’s all I have left to remember him by. Questions and bad
memories and a healthy dose of debt. I guess this is the last time I have to worry about
that… god, the bills. Funeral, hospital…”
“Don’t worry about that. I’ll take care of it,” Bruce said, automatically, like shooing a
fly.
He only realized the import when he perceived the triple waves of shock emanating
from David, from Dick, and from Selina.
“Oh no, no please,” David blanched. “That’s not necessary, I— I wasn’t looking for a
handout. I was just complaining out loud. Mr. Wayne, you don’t need to do that.”
“No, I don’t need to,” Bruce said, quietly glancing at Selina. “But I want to.”

A priest who had never met Edward Vaniel recited the same eulogy he gave at all
such funerals, inserting the name of the bereaved (“his son David”) in the appropriate
passages, along with that of Edward’s late wife Karen, his mother Joan, and similar
details gleaned from a death certificate and a ten minute conversation with David the
day before. The cemetery caretakers knew the speech well, and the winch operator
began lowering the casket on cue, so it touched bottom just as the priest opened his
bible to read the 23rd Psalm. The bible was only a prop, the psalm recited from
memory. The two mourners said their good-byes. The caretakers paused only a few
seconds, sensing this was not one of those occasions where long, somber delays were
expected. They began shoveling dirt onto the casket at once…
Bruce stayed for a moment and watched.
It felt different. It felt… Even after the Chill case, he never felt this. Bruce would
never be at peace with his parent’s murder. He would always want to know the truth.
But for the first time in his life, he felt… he felt that he didn’t need to know. If this fresh
grave and all the unanswered questions that led here was all there would ever be, life
still had meaning. The smell of grass in the air was still sweet and the sun still felt
warm on his skin.
He left the caretakers to their work and walked to the Bentley where Dick and Alfred
were waiting. Both, predictably, asked if he was okay.
Bruce glanced across the gravestones to a point further down the drive where David
Vaniel was getting into his car.
“I’m fine,” he said simply.
Alfred accepted the statement and opened the car door. Dick hesitated.
“I don’t understand, Bruce. I don’t understand why you’re here today. I really don’t
understand why you paid for it. The hospital bills, the coffin, the tombstone. Why?
What happened at the hospital, Bruce, why would you possibly—”
“Because I could.” He pointed to the car. “Let’s go home.”
Bruce said little on the drive home, his mind replaying the whole twisted tale that
had brought him here. The rage, the pain, even that vacant nothingness he’d felt that
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night after the first meeting with Vaniel at the hospital—it all seemed so far away now.
Distant. Foreign, even. All the things that seemed so important at the time appeared
pointless, even trivial now. He found himself seeing different details, subtle flickers
that he’d been too wrapped up in his own mind to really see as they were happening.
To his surprise, his hindsight seemed to focus on the others. Alfred. Dick. Selina.
They’d refused to leave. They’d never left his side for a minute, working with him
every step of the way instead of leaving him alone to do it himself. It had been so
frustrating, so maddening. All he’d wanted was to handle this on his own, but they
wouldn’t let him.
Thank God.
The only time his memories let them fade into the background, the only time he
locked again on his own pain was when he remembered that second trip to the
hospital, the intensity of that moment still burned in his psyche. The pain and
frustration he’d been holding inside had reached a fever pitch and when David told
them his father was dead…
It was all gone—he’d come so close to finding the truth, to finally getting the
answers and it all came crashing down with two little words: “He’s gone.”
How was it possible? He couldn’t just DIE? He couldn’t get off that easy! He
couldn’t just escape forever out of reach with all the answers. HE COULDN’T!
Rage, Pain, and Batman all screamed that Bruce could still get the answers: his whole
life becoming Batman, all the training, all the sacrifice, all the grueling hours honing his
mind and his body, deduction, hypothesis theory, karate, judo, jiujitsu—it had to be
good for something! He knew how to get the truth from someone and if that someone
was gone, then he could always get it from the next best source—This pawn in front of
him saying there were no answers, the answers died two hours ago. He would sear the
truth out of the monster’s soul with the sheer force of his hate—he would—
He would what?
He’d met David Vaniel’s eyes, the eyes of an innocent caught in the crossfire
between his father’s past and a stranger’s rage, and suddenly everything was very
clear.
David wasn’t an extension of Edward Vaniel, he was an innocent. And Bruce did
not prey on innocents. It went against everything he believed, everything he was…
He could not thrust his rage onto the son any more than he could have taken the life of the
father. Those words of Selina’s that night in the costume vault suddenly sounded very
different to him. He wouldn’t have killed Edward because he didn’t kill. It sounded
so ludicrously simple when she’d said it. Now it felt… exactly that simple.
As the car serpentined through the cemetery, Bruce looked back at the caretakers
methodically shoveling dirt into the grave and a strange calm settled on him again. It
wasn’t just Edward Vaniel’s body being buried down there but Bruce’s hatred of him
was as well.
Then he turned to Dick. He’d accepted the brief, somewhat dismissive answer to his
question, although he clearly didn’t understand it. Bruce thought how often that must
have happened over the years.
“To be honest, Dick, I’m not one hundred percent sure myself why I decided to pay
for the medical bills and all the rest of it.” He paused for a second, as if trying to think
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of how to continue. “For a moment, I wanted to punish David, for everything. Not
just because of his father, but for being there, in the wrong place at the wrong time with
the wrong DNA. But you said it yourself back in the cave: He had no answers and…
he wasn’t to blame. He was an innocent man who had dealt with the worst of society
all of his life. There was no way I could strike out against that.”
They drove on, Dick wanting to accept the answer he’d been given but clearly not
understanding.
“So he was innocent, he didn’t know anything—which means he was just a guy who
happened to be involved. So why did you… that still doesn’t explain why you’re here
today or why you reacted the way you did at the hospital, offering to pay and
everything.”
Bruce smiled lightly. “At that moment, he wasn’t ‘just a guy,’ Dick. He was a man
who’d lost his father. He was a son. In pain.” Bruce laid a hand on Dick’s shoulder
and looked him straight in the eye. “And that’s something I know a little about.”
Dick stared back for a long moment, Bruce’s words causing a knot in his throat, but
soon a return smile crossed his lips.
“Is that why you offered to pay for all of it: the hospital bills, the coffin, the
gravesite?” Dick’s grin threatened to turn mischievous. “Guilt?”
There was a faint grumble deep in Bruce’s chest that sounded like the beginning of a
disapproving grunt, but his smile stayed in place.
“Actually, that’s too easy an answer. Why did I really pay for all of it? Because I
could. David was in trouble, caught in dire straits due to circumstances he couldn’t
control. And that was something Bruce Wayne could easily fix.”
Bruce expected a sarcastic remark about talking about himself in the third person,
but instead, Dick’s face grew serious.
“Bruce, I’m sorry,” he said meaningfully. “I wanted so much for this to be it. I
wanted to help you finally resolve this, once and for all. I feel like we failed.”
Bruce shook his head.
“We didn’t fail. We just didn’t find all the answers.”
“Semantics,” Dick grumbled.
“No. No, it’s not.”
Dick thought for a moment as the car turned onto the Wayne property, then slowed
to stop in front of the manor’s main entrance. Bruce got out, knowing Alfred planned
to drive Dick back to the city. But instead of closing the door right away, Dick waited,
clearly wanting to say more.
“And you’re okay with that? With not finding all of the answers?” he asked
solemnly.
Bruce looked out in the direction of the cemetery, thinking of Edward Vaniel’s grave.
“I will be.”

At the funeral, standing over that pitiful grave that no one would ever visit again, I
had come to an understanding. As I thought through all that happened in those two
weeks since the letter arrived from David Vaniel, “writing to you at the behest of my
father…” I realized that distinction between wanting and needing was very real
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indeed: I had a choice. I could spend my life suffering over the family I lost or enjoying
the one I have now.
And I would honor my parents better by doing the latter.
Edward Vaniel was a miserable piece of filth. That he was born human at all was
probably some cosmic mistake. He was a horrible husband, a brutal father and an all
around worthless human being. The world should have danced a jig on his grave,
celebrating the death of a monstrosity. And yet here was this boy, whom Vaniel beat,
abused, harassed and did unspeakable things to his entire life—the one person left in
the world who should be celebrating the most—and instead he was upset that Edward
was dead. Despite everything, Edward was still his father. And when your father dies,
you lose a little piece of yourself…
I have a son. I would never want Dick to define his life by loss. I would never want
Dick to spend his life suffering. I would never want Dick to choose hate and sorrow
and emptiness.
Maybe someday I’ll find new evidence. Maybe one day more information will
surface that reveals what happened that night.
But if it doesn’t, it doesn’t matter as much anymore. Being Batman was never about
solving my parents’ murder, it was about preventing such a thing from ever happening
again. I could spend the rest of my life, devote all my resources to finding out what
happened in that alley and still maybe end up with nothing.
And if I did, whether I found the truth or not, what then? What satisfaction could I
have knowing more innocents had died because I was obsessed with hunting down a
single killer. That’s no way to honor my parents.
The best thing I can do for them is what I have always done, to keep preventing
these tragedies from befalling others.
The way to honor their memory is to keep defending innocents. The way to honor
their memory is to keep being Batman.

The bat Walapang perched low over Workstation One, just as always. Bruce still
wore the suit he’d worn to the funeral, although he’d removed his jacket and tie. He
filled in the final notes on Edward Vaniel’s confession and tested the link to his
parents’ casefile and the cross-reference to the Falcone/CIA connection. Finally, he
attached electronic copies of Edward Vaniel’s final medical records and death
certificate. He scrolled back up to the file header and stared for a moment:
Casefile:
00000-001
Crime:
Double Homicide
Victims:
Wayne, Thomas
Wayne, Martha
Assailant:
UNKNOWN
Case Status: OPEN
He typed rapidly on the console keyboard, glanced back up at the file, and gave a
light, satisfied smile.
Case Status: CLOSED, PENDING FURTHER EVIDENCE.
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EPILOGUE
The first thing any crimefighter learns is patience. Physical training takes years of
disciplined persistence. Collecting evidence with meticulous precision, analyzing it
with care, surveillance of suspects, waiting for backup, and all too often, just waiting.
Whether it’s a madman like Joker, bound to go off at some point in reaction to Godknows-what and there is nothing to do in the meantime but sit and hope it won’t be too
terrible this time, or a cunning strategist like Ra’s al Ghul operating off his own
inscrutable timetable, there is always waiting. It was the hardest reality for each new
Robin to accept. But Batman himself had a natural composure, a resolved unshakable
calm that could out-last any criminal…
Batman had.
Bruce, on the other hand, was finding himself gripped by a strange, foreign
sensation, an agitated tension connected to Selina’s coming home. He kept checking
the grounds cameras, looking for her Jaguar. He knew the route to the Catitat: when
she returned, she would show up on the F4 grid first, coming off Country Club Drive,
and then E3 and E2 to park in the garage. He knew her car would appear on F4 first,
but he kept checking all the D, E, and F cameras. It was irrational. Absurd. Impatient.
It was almost Feline log—there she was, F4, right where she should be.
He resisted the urge to follow her progress on the cameras. Instead, he gathered his
jacket and tie and went upstairs, meeting her at the door. She was puzzled; she hadn’t
expected him to be there, waiting as she opened the door, and Bruce felt a strange
throwback to an early museum encounter. Just like today, he’d known roughly where
she would be coming from and when, which made it easy to spot her on approach and
move in to intercept. Unlike today, the smile that greeted him was shy rather than
naughty. Rather than hiss, she said it was a nice surprise. Rather than scratch his
cheek, she kissed it.
“How did it go?” she asked, while he led her back towards the study.
“It was a funeral,” Bruce answered simply.
“I would have come,” she reminded him.
“There was no need. Dick came along, which was unnecessary, but kind of him. It
was more important to me that you go to the Catitat today.”
She bit her lip. She knew that much. He’d suggested it so pointedly. What she
didn’t know was—
“Go ahead, ask,” Bruce said, noting the lip-bite.
“Why? Why did you want me to go up there?”
“Because the Catitat is something special and private that you made from a very
fundamental part of you… and I thought you would need that before we go on with
this.”
Selina said nothing. She followed silently into the study, to the clock where Bruce
stopped and turned. It was his exact position the day he’d returned from the hospital,
that fiery hatred in his eyes that blinked out in a second to a dead, soulless void.
Today there was no anger in there, and no void—she wasn’t sure what it was.
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“I know this hasn’t been easy for any of you,” Bruce said soberly. “I was impossible
to be around and wrapped up in my own…” He trailed off and grunted.
Selina smiled and started to answer, but he’d already opened the clock and headed
into the cave passage. He must’ve taken it for granted that she would follow because
he’d started talking again.
“Anyway, as hard as I pushed you away, as hard as I tried to explain that I just
needed to be left alone so I could handle this, you refused. You and Dick both. It was
infuriating, it was frustrating, it chewed at me every step of the way and…
Selina quickly followed down the stairs and across the cave.
“…it was exactly what I needed. So I just wanted to say thank you.”
The round table was gone, and Bruce stopped and turned at Workstation One, a
series of file folders and other items laid out on the console, arranged neatly in a row.
“I know I don’t have to say that… but I want to. Thank you.”
Bruce motioned for her to sit, Selina realized the chairs from Workstations One and
Two had been turned to face each other, just as they were that day he had Martian
Manhunter down here to tell him about the mindwipe. Selina looked curiously from
the chairs to the objects on the console, the reality of the scene sinking in as she
recognized two of those “other items.” A small lead box that contained a kryptonite
ring, and a larger one, a mahogany jewelry box with an ornate “W” in a delicate oval,
inlaid in gold on the lid. She was looking at the contents of the hologram safe.
“Are you sure you want to do this?” she asked, almost frightened as she stared at the
box with the W. Bruce followed her gaze and focused on the box for a moment before
answering.
“When my parents were taken from me, my whole world was destroyed. I had to
find a way to go on in this new world where nothing would ever be the same again.
Alfred was amazing. He did more than keep me going, he gave me whatever I needed
without interfering or intruding on what I was going through. And he let me do what
I felt I needed to, let me pursue the path I wanted to take.
“The only way I knew to cope with tragedy was that way that I discovered for
myself. Until others came along. Dick, Barbara, Tim, even Jean Paul and Jason…
anyway. If there’s one thing that this whole… incident has brought home for me, it’s
that I’ve spent so much time focused on the tragedies, mine and others, on what I lost,
that I’ve periodically lost sight of what I have. Yes, I’m certain I want to do this. Please
sit down.”
He sat himself and waited. Selina tentatively positioned in front of the second chair,
then lowered slowly as if suspecting a boobytrap. Bruce smiled.
He began with the lead box. Since he’d told her about it already, it seemed the
easiest way to begin. This time he opened it and actually took out the kryptonite ring
as he talked. He found himself mentioning details he hadn’t said out loud before.
“Lex Luthor had the ring made originally, and he’d done it for a single purpose: to
make a kryptonite fist. To coil all his hate into a blow his enemy could feel. To be able
to kill Superman with his bare hands.”
It was something Bruce had always understood about the ring, but only now after
those insane moments of rage with Edward Vaniel’s throat clutched in his own hand
did Bruce fully realize why he understood it the way he did.
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“There were others Clark could have trusted to keep the ring,” he said, his mouth
going dry from the realization. “Lois for one, obviously. But the one thing Clark said
when he gave it to me, the thing that struck me at the time and that I’ve always
remembered, was that Batman was the only person he could trust to use the ring if it
came to that… At the time, I took it at face value, but now, after what happened with
Vaniel… I wonder if he sensed something in me that I didn’t know myself—that no
matter how bad the situation got, I’d know how to use it to take him down without
taking him out.”
He took a deep breath. A half-hour had passed and they’d only been through one
item—the easy one. The one Selina already knew about and that they’d talked about
before.
Luckily, the next item went faster. A birth certificate and death certificate for Jason
Todd. There wasn’t much to say about Jason, other than his life was too short. He was
rash, impulsive and undisciplined—because he was still a boy. If he’d grown to
manhood, there was no telling what potential he might have realized… The one
feature he and Bruce had in common, more than any of these others Bruce had brought
into his life, was an unquenchable desire to find the answers, a desire untempered by
reason, as it happened, which ultimately led to his death. Bruce had tasted that
unreasoning desire during the last few days but, unlike Jason, had been able to walk
away, due in no small part to the people he loved who were there to help him through
it. And he knew he would never take that for granted again.
The documents outlining the Ancient Order of St. Dumas didn’t take much time
either—not as they pertained to Jean Paul Valley and the fleeting role he’d played in
Bruce’s life. But they touched on a subject that Bruce and Selina had never discussed,
his injuries in the fight with Bane and brief abdication of the Bat-mantle. It was the
kind of… discussion Bruce wanted to avoid in going through the safe. It could take
hours to talk through and would leave them both emotionally exhausted, with a half
dozen more items still to come. Already the blood had drained from Selina’s face as
she saw what the documents were. Already the memories were flooding back for her.
Bruce looked at all the items they still had to go through, including the most important
at the end, and wondered if he’d been unrealistic. They couldn’t possibly get through
this in a single session, but spreading it out over days would be torture.
Then something amazing happened, something pure Selina. She handed the papers
back without a word—and with a smile. Bruce set them back in their place in the row,
and looked back at her astonished.
“I knew there was a reason I didn’t like him,” she said simply. “Blood will tell.”
Bruce’s lip twitched as he realized what just happened. Selina’s favorite coping
mechanism was to take whatever she didn’t want to deal with and toss it in her
Hellmouth of a closet, slam the door and forget about it. Jean Paul and the Order of
Dumas were just metaphorically tossed into the closet behind an old cat-o-nine tails
and Whiskers’ cat carrier, where she wouldn’t have to think about them for a very long
time.
Barbara was next, and there Bruce didn’t mind spending as much time as it took to
fully cover the subject: Barbara Gordon, who had no business becoming Batgirl in the
first place. Perhaps the Rogues liked the idea of “groupies” emulating them, but it
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wasn’t a responsibility that Bruce ever wanted and he did everything he could to
discourage her. In doing so, he discovered a quality in Barbara that he recognized in
himself: she was stubborn. No Robin shared that quality with him, but Jim Gordon’s
little girl would dig in her heels in the face of all opposition. After the shooting, he saw
that stubborn core evolve into a steely determination that was downright inspiring.
She’d come dangerously close to dying, but unlike someone like Vaniel who so
obviously faced death with fear and panic (no matter how much he tried to disguise
that fact), Barbara never lost that inner fire. She had more strength and dignity lying
helpless and immobile in a hospital bed than the most powerful heroines in the Justice
League at the top of their game.
Then there was Tim. More than once, Selina had singled him out as the nicest,
sanest, and most well adjusted of the Bat-Clan. Even before she’d known him as Tim,
Catwoman had teamed up with his Robin on easier terms than any other hero—and,
Bruce noted wryly, she wasn’t the only female of dubious allegiances to be ‘charmed’
that way. There was just something about him, it seemed…
Selina had never heard the details of what happened to Tim’s family and she took
more time reading those reports than she had looking at any other papers so far:
Shortly after Tim became Robin, his parents were kidnapped and poisoned by a villain
called Obeah Man. His mother died as a result and his father lapsed into a coma for
several months.
“I had no idea,” Selina said quietly, handing back the file.
Bruce took the closed folder and stared at it for a moment. He remembered David
Vaniel dissecting his initial choice to become a lawyer as a way of striking out at his
father, but the way that changed over time and he found motivation within himself.
Like the others in his life, Tim had dealt with those devastating tragedies—his parents,
Stephanie—but unlike the others, all of Tim’s tragedies had struck after he’d taken up
the mantle of Robin. Yet despite that fact, Bruce had never once seen or heard Tim
question his decision to become Batman’s junior partner. Even at his young age, Tim
had such strength, intelligence and resolve.
Dick’s adoption papers were next, and Bruce opened up more than he had on any
documents so far.
“This young boy who had been dealt the same blow I had. I thought that I could
help him, try to ease the pain I knew he would have to deal with. I thought I knew
what he was going through, but something strange happened—despite our similar
tragedies, he was so… alive. He wound up helping me just as much as I helped him.”
Selina handed back the papers outlining first Bruce’s guardianship and later his
adoption of Dick Grayson. The conversation drifted into Dick’s tenure as Robin, the
night Batman first showed up with that caped child in tow, his first sight of the
bullwhip, a fudged log entry after a certain cat-encounter and subsequent Zogger
punishment… years later, during Cat-Tales, when it was Nightwing who broke the ice
and came to see her at the stage door.
After witnessing the way Edward Vaniel had treated his own son, even on his
deathbed, Bruce knew that he would never fall into that trap. Dick had given him the
greatest gift that a son could give his father: he’d become his own man, but more than
that, he’d become a good man. And that was a gift that Bruce would cherish the rest of
his life.
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There was one set of folders left, along with the wooden jewelry box, but Bruce made
no move to touch them. Instead he gestured to all the items they’d looked at so far.
“I honestly don’t know if it was the detective in me or something else, but I know
there is an instinct to understand—or at least to try to understand. I’ve thought a lot
about these people who are so important to me, and tried to uncover what it is about
each of them that makes them react so differently to such similar circumstances.
“Please try and understand that, Selina. It was never a desire do harm or hold on to
information that would damage them. It’s about learning the truth, a deep-seeded
need to find the truths that shaped the lives of people I care about. Can you see that?”
“I suppose,” she nodded. “It’s uniquely you, the detective’s instinct to probe, and
the focus on tragedy as the crucial happenings that—”
She broke off. Bruce had reached back and slid out a folder that was tucked
underneath the final one.
“I had to know the truth,” he said, holding it out for her.

Now all I could do was wait. I knew that this had to be done, that she has to know
the truth. I owe her that. So now I watched her eyes as she looked at the folder, trying
to read her reaction.
I suspect that, ultimately, it will come down to the simplest question: Why? Why did
I do it? Why did I delve into her past, into one of the most sacred and painful parts of
her life and do it behind her back? And the truth is, I’m not sure I’ve got a valid
enough explanation.
There was Jason, certainly. I knew from the beginning that Jason Todd was a
troubled kid, that there were unanswered questions about his past that haunted his
every move. When that past resurfaced, when the possibility arose for him to not only
find answers but to actually find his real mother, he pursued the opportunity with such
a dogged determination that he disregarded his own safety. It was those unanswered
questions—and his ravenous need to find the answers so similar to my own—that
ultimately lead to his death. I was ten years old when my parents died and there was
nothing I could have done to prevent it. But when Jason came into my life, I was a
grown man with considerable ability and resources. I could have found the answers to
those questions that plagued him. I didn’t. And because of that, I failed him. For
years, I punished myself. There was nothing as formal as a vow over his little grave,
nothing like I’d gone through with my parents. But a part of me did vow that I would
never allow someone so crucial to me, someone in that family I had chosen, to be
harmed because I didn’t have all of the information. I would be prepared for any
eventuality for the ones I loved.
Is that what drove me to find the truth about Selina’s parents—to be prepared for
any eventuality and to ensure that there was nothing about such a crucial incident in
her life that would come back to hurt her or put her in danger?
I don’t know. Looking back, there is something telling in the timing of it all: I started
pursuing the details of her parents’ death not long after that first… Hell Month (as we
have all apparently taken to calling it), when she had done so much to bring me out of
the personal turmoil I had been suffering. She had opened so many new doors for me,
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had given me a level of comfort and understanding that I had never had before. So I
believe that somewhere deep inside of me, something yearned to return the favor, to
give back even a little piece of the comfort and stability that she had given me. And
since my parents’ deaths were still so fresh in my mind, I suppose I immediately
identified her similar situation as a possibility to do that.
I don’t know. I know all of the items in that safe are there not just because of the
sensitivity of the information, but because of what (and who) they represent. I know
that ultimately, it was done out of love, out of a desire to protect and honor her…
But it may have been an incredibly stupid mistake.

“Breathe,” Bruce suggested, watching critically as Selina read over the file.
“You…” she began dully. Her hand started shaking as she held the paperwork. The
original police report on the car accident that killed her parents, and a page of
handwritten notes. Bruce’s handwriting—Batman’s handwriting, actually.
“You researched the accident that killed my…”
“Yes.”
“These handwritten notes are—”
“Case notes,” he started to explain, “made in the field. There was no reason to
transfer them to digital format once I’d found the truth; there was no case… Wait.
That’s not entirely true… You’ve hacked the consoles before, found things I’ve hidden.
I didn’t want you to find them by accident before I could give you an explanation.”
“So they’re yours,” Selina said slowly, trying to pull a simple answer from his fartoo-complicated explanation.
“Mine. Yes,” he said, beginning to realize her mental state.
“And… this file,” Selina stopped and swallowed. “It seems…”
“It’s the original. The copy now in the GCPD’s records are the duplicates. It’s the
same with the police report and supporting files for my parents’ shooting.”
“Why?” she looked up. “Why would you do this?”
Bruce took a deep breath. There it was. Why? He thought through his prepared
explanation: Jason, Hell Month… then he saw that dazed look on her face and realized
it was all far too complicated.
“Because I love you,” he said simply. “You’re important to me in ways I never even
knew I needed… And you deserve whatever I can give you. This, this is what I could
give.”
She nodded, once, and handed the file back slowly.
“Thank you,” she managed, finding a trace of her usual voice and manner. She
mentally breathed on that spark of cattitude until it produced an actual smile. “You’re
quite wonderfully strange, you do know that,” she said lovingly.
The import of the gesture was beginning to sink in, a whole new level of shock
replacing the previous one.
Bruce had returned the folder to its place in the row, but didn’t bother to hide it this
time. Selina realized it was his own parents’ casefile it had been hidden under before,
and another wave of realization hit at what he had done and how he apparently
thought of her.
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He held out his own parents’ casefile only to confirm what he’d said earlier, they
were original documents rather than photocopies.
“You may appreciate this,” he graveled seriously. “Getting that was my first break
in.”
He didn’t open the file or hand it to her as he had the others. They had been over
that case enough in the previous days. Plus, as Bruce pointed out (with something
approaching self-deprecating humor), there was nothing to learn from the police report
that Selina didn’t know long ago from hearing Bruce awake from his nightmare every
morning at 5 a.m.

That left only the jewelry box. Mahogany, inlaid with a gold W on the lid, a W
inside an oval just like his Bat-emblem. The way he opened that lid, the reverence, and
the look on his face as he looked inside.
In the beginning, I told myself I would never be another acolyte at his temple of loss.
I felt myself breaking that promise now. This is what he had left of them. These
people he loved, this is what he had left. That broken, incomplete string of pearls, a
well-worn leather wallet with the initials TW monogrammed in the corner and dark
stain…
This is why the world had Batman. The world might be a better place for it. But that
look on Bruce’s face…
Then something strange happened. A shift away from the loss, to the joy that had
gone before… a pair of wedding bands and a remarkably beautiful engagement ring…
and a worn, rabbit-eared photograph of Thomas and Martha Wayne with an adorable
8-year-old Bruce at one of those rustic New England marinas.
The pearls and the wallet weren’t all that was left of them. Bruce was.
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